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This is the cross
that we must bear
for the freedom of our people.
—Martin Luther King, Jr.
   October 26, 1960
   Reidsville State Prison,
   Tattnall County, Georgia

The cross we bear
precedes the crown we wear.
To be a Christian one must take up his cross,
with all of its difficulties and agonizing
and tension-packed content
and carry it until that very cross
leaves its marks upon us and redeems us
to that more excellent way which comes
only through suffering.
—Martin Luther King, Jr.
   January 17, 1963
   National Conference on Religion & Race,
   Chicago, Illinois

When I took up the cross,
I recognized its meaning . . .
The cross is something that you bear,
and ultimately that you die on.
—Martin Luther King, Jr.
   May 22, 1967
   Penn Community Center,
   Frogmore, South Carolina
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Thursday had been busy and tiring for Mrs. Raymond A. Parks. Her job as a tailor’s assistant at the Montgomery Fair department store had left her neck and shoulder particularly sore, and when she left work at 5:30 P.M. that December 1, 1955, she went across the street to a drugstore in search of a heating pad. Mrs. Parks didn’t find one, but she purchased a few other articles before recrossing the street to her usual bus stop on Court Square. The buses were especially crowded this cold, dark evening, and when she boarded one for her Cleveland Avenue route, only one row of seats—the row immediately behind the first ten seats that always were reserved for whites only—had any vacancies. She took an aisle seat, with a black man on her right next to the window, and two black women in the parallel seat across the way.

As more passengers boarded at each of the two next stops, the blacks moved to the rear, where they stood, and the whites occupied their exclusive seats at the front of the bus. At the third stop, more passengers got on, and one, a white male, was left standing after the final front seat was taken. The bus driver, J. F. Blake, looked back and called out to Mrs. Parks and her three colleagues, “All right you folks, I want those two seats.” Montgomery’s customary practice of racial preference demanded that all four blacks would have to stand in order to allow one white man to sit, since no black was allowed to sit parallel with a white. No one moved at first. Blake spoke out again: “You all better make it light on yourselves and let me have those seats.” At that, the two women across from Mrs. Parks rose and moved to the rear; the man beside her rose also, and she moved her legs to allow him out into the aisle. She remained silent, but shifted to the window side of the seat.
Blake could see that Mrs. Parks had not arisen. "Look, woman, I told you I wanted the seat. Are you going to stand up?" At that, Rosa Lee McCauley Parks uttered her first word to him: "No." Blake responded, "If you don't stand up, I'm going to have you arrested." Mrs. Parks told him to go right ahead, that she was not going to move. Blake said nothing more, but got off the bus and went to a phone. No one spoke to Mrs. Parks, and some passengers began leaving the bus, not wanting to be inconvenienced by the incident.

Mrs. Parks was neither frightened nor angry. "I was thinking that the only way to let them know I felt I was being mistreated was to do just what I did—resist the order," she later recalled. "I had not thought about it and I had taken no previous resolution until it happened, and then I simply decided that I would not get up. I was tired, but I was usually tired at the end of the day, and I was not feeling well, but then there had been many days when I had not felt well. I had felt for a long time, that if I was ever told to get up so a white person could sit, that I would refuse to do so." The moment had come, and she had had the courage to say no.

Blake returned from the phone, and stood silently in the front of the bus. After a few minutes, a police squad car pulled up, and two officers, F. B. Day and D. W. Mixon, got on the bus. Blake pointed to Mrs. Parks, said he needed the seat, and that "the other ones stood up." The two policemen came toward her, and one, in Mrs. Parks's words, "asked me if the driver hadn't asked me to stand. I said yes. He asked, 'Why didn't you stand up?' I said I didn't think I should have to. I asked him, 'Why do you push us around?' He said, 'I don't know, but the law is the law, and you are under arrest.' So the moment he said I was under arrest, I stood up. One picked up my purse, one picked up my shopping bag, and we got off the bus." They escorted her to the patrol car, and returned to talk to Blake. The driver confirmed that he wanted to press charges under Montgomery's bus segregation ordinance, and the officers took Mrs. Parks first to police headquarters and then to the city jail. By then Mrs. Parks was tense, and her throat was uncommonly dry. She spied a water fountain, but was quickly told that she could not drink from it—it was for whites only. Her processing complete, Mrs. Parks was allowed to call home and tell her family what had transpired. ¹

Word of Mrs. Parks's arrest began to spread even before that phone call. One passenger on the bus told a friend of Mrs. Parks's about the event, and that friend, Mrs. Bertha Butler, immediately called the home of longtime black activist E. D. Nixon, a past president of Montgomery's National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) chapter and the most outspoken figure in the black community. Nixon was not at home, but his wife, Arlet, was, and she phoned his small downtown office. Nixon was out at the moment, but when he returned a few moments later, he saw the message to call home. "What's up?" he asked his wife. She told him of Mrs. Parks's arrest, but couldn't tell him
what the charge was. Nixon hung up and immediately called the police station.

The desk officer rudely told Nixon that the charges against Mrs. Parks were none of his business. Determined to pursue the matter, but knowing that Montgomery's principal black lawyer, Fred Gray, was out of town, Nixon called the home of a white lawyer, Clifford Durr, one of the city's few racial liberals. Durr agreed to call the station and learn the charges, and after doing so he immediately called Nixon back and related the details. Nixon told Durr that he would go down and sign the $100 bond to secure Mrs. Parks's release, and Durr told him to stop by and that he would go along. When Nixon pulled up in front of the house, both Durr and his wife, Virginia, hurried out to meet him, and the three set off for the city jail.

Mrs. Parks, Mr. Nixon, and the Durrs all had known each other for a number of years. Mrs. Parks, forty-two years old at the time of her arrest, had been an active member and occasional officer of Montgomery's NAACP chapter since 1943, and had worked with Nixon on a number of voter registration efforts. Nixon, a Pullman porter whose job regularly took him to Chicago and other northern cities, had been a stalwart member of A. Philip Randolph's Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, as well as a local activist, since the 1920s. The Durrs, Alabama natives who had returned to the state several years earlier following Clifford's service on the Federal Communications Commission, had become friendly with Nixon through his political activism. Needing a good seamstress to help with her children's clothes, Mrs. Durr had asked Nixon if he could recommend anyone, and Nixon told her he knew just the person: his NAACP colleague, Mrs. Rosa Parks. Beginning in 1953 or 1954, Mrs. Parks was a regular visitor to the Durrs' home.

Over the years, the Durrs had heard distressing stories of how Montgomery bus drivers regularly insulted black passengers. Mrs. Parks once told them about how she had been physically thrown off a bus some ten years earlier when, after paying her fare at the front of the bus, she had refused to get off and reenter by the back door—a custom often inflicted on black riders.

On their way to the jail Nixon and the Durrs discussed the possibility of Mrs. Parks being a test case. They knew how strong her character was, and they had seen a strengthened self-confidence in her the past few months, following a two-week interracial conference that the Durrs had arranged for her to attend at Tennessee's Highlander Folk School in late July. At the jail, the desk officer instinctively handed the bond papers to Clifford Durr for signature. Durr told him, no, Mr. Nixon, a property owner, would be the man to sign. Mrs. Parks was released, and they all headed to the Parks's home to discuss the matter over coffee.

Clifford Durr listened to Mrs. Parks's description of her arrest on the bus, and explained how, under the precise terms of Montgomery's segre-
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gation ordinance, she could not be convicted for refusing to get up, since no other seat had been available for her to move to, as the law required. Nixon, however, emphasized that this was just what they had been waiting for. "This is the case. We can boycott the bus lines with this and at the same time go to the Supreme Court." Mrs. Parks was not immediately convinced that her arrest could be the spark for all of that, but Nixon's enthusiasm soon persuaded her. Although her husband was extremely fearful of possible white reprisals, Mrs. Parks told Nixon, "If you think it is all right, I'll go along with you."2

Meanwhile, Fred Gray had returned to town and learned of Mrs. Parks's arrest. He immediately called Mrs. Jo Ann Robinson, president of the Women's Political Council (WPC) and a key community activist who had moved to Montgomery in 1949 to teach English at Alabama State College. At Christmas of that year, Mrs. Robinson had boarded a bus on her way to the airport to visit relatives in Cleveland. She sat toward the front, but suddenly was roused from her holiday thoughts when the driver angrily ordered her to the rear. "He was standing over me, saying, 'Get up from there! Get up from there,' with his hand drawn back," she later recalled. Shaken and frightened, Mrs. Robinson fled from the bus. "I felt like a dog. And I got mad, after this was over, and I realized that I was a human being, and just as intelligent and far more trained than that bus driver was. But I think he wanted to hurt me, and he did . . . I cried all the way to Cleveland."

That experience had convinced Mrs. Robinson that the Women's Political Council, which her friend and colleague Mrs. Mary Fair Burks had founded in 1946, ought to target the bus situation. "It was then that I made up . . . my mind that whatever I could add to that organization that would help to bring that practice down, I would do it," Mrs. Robinson explained. "When I came back, the first thing I did was to call a meeting . . . and tell them what had happened." Only then did she learn that her experience was far from unique, that dozens of other black citizens, primarily women, had suffered similar abuse. "Everyone would look the other way. Nobody would acknowledge what was going on," Mrs. Burks remembered. "It outraged me that this kind of conduct was going on," and that so far no black community organizations had done anything about it.

Throughout the early 1950s the Women's Political Council, sometimes in conjunction with Nixon or Nixon's chief rival for active leadership in the black community, businessman and former Alabama State football coach Rufus Lewis, who headed the Citizens Steering Committee, repeatedly complained to Montgomery's three popularly elected city commissioners about how the municipally chartered Montgomery City Lines mistreated its black customers. The commissioners politely, but consistently, brushed aside the WPC's entreaties concerning drivers' behavior and how blacks had to stand while whites-only seats remained vacant. In early 1954 Mrs. Robinson suggested to the commissioners "a city law that
would make it possible for Negroes to sit from back toward front, and whites from front toward back until all seats are taken,” so that no one would have to stand over a vacant seat, but again the officials were unresponsive.

Then, on May 17, 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court handed down its widely heralded school desegregation decision in Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, which explicitly held that the segregationist doctrine of “separate but equal” was unconstitutional. Her spirits lifted, Mrs. Robinson four days later sent a firm declaration to Montgomery Mayor W. A. Gayle. The WPC was “very grateful” for their previous meeting, she said, but the black community was insistent that the bus situation be improved, and white officials had best remember that “three-fourths of the riders of these public conveyances are Negroes. If Negroes did not patronize them, they could not possibly operate.” Her letter continued:

There has been talk from twenty-five or more local organizations of planning a city-wide boycott of buses. We, sir, do not feel that forceful measures are necessary in bargaining for a convenience which is right for all bus passengers. We . . . believe that when this matter has been put before you and the commissioners, that agreeable terms can be met in a quiet and unostensible manner to the satisfaction of all concerned.

Other Alabama cities, such as Mobile, were using the front-to-back and back-to-front seating policy without any problems, Mrs. Robinson reminded Gayle. Why could not Montgomery do the same? “Please consider this plea,” she wrote him, “and if possible, act favorably upon it, for even now plans are being made to ride less, or not at all, on our buses. We do not want this.”

Robinson’s hints about a boycott were not supported by any unified sentiment in the black community. One mid-1954 meeting of community leaders had found a majority opposed to any boycott at that time. The stalemate continued into early 1955 as Nixon and the WPC privately discussed the possibility of mounting a legal challenge to Montgomery’s bus seating practices. Then, on March 2, 1955, an incident occurred that galvanized the long-smoldering black sentiments. A fifteen-year-old high school student, Claudette Colvin, refused a driver’s demand that she give up her bus seat, well toward the rear of the vehicle, to allow newly boarding whites to sit down. Policemen dragged Colvin from the bus, and word spread quickly. Mrs. Robinson and Nixon thought they might have an ideal legal test case. Colvin had been active in the NAACP Youth Council, and the group’s advisor, Mrs. Rosa Parks, along with her friend Virginia Durr, began soliciting contributions toward the legal fees. Almost immediately, however, problems developed. First, Colvin’s resistance to the arresting officers had resulted in her being charged with assault and battery as well as violating city and state segregation statutes. Second, both Robinson and Nixon learned in independent interviews with Colvin
and her family that the young unmarried woman was several months pregnant. Both leaders concluded that Colvin would be neither an ideal candidate for symbolizing the abuse heaped upon black passengers nor a good litigant for a test suit certain to generate great pressures and publicity. Colvin was convicted of both charges, but when her attorney appealed, the prosecutor pressed only the assault count. That conviction was affirmed and the black leadership chose not to pursue the case.

In the wake of the Colvin incident, Mrs. Robinson and a delegation of black leaders, including Nixon and Mrs. Parks, met with one city commissioner and bus company manager James H. Bagley to point out that Montgomery’s segregation ordinance specified that a rider could be compelled to surrender a bus seat only if another one was available—and not if the rider would be forced to stand. Nothing came of the session, and three months later Mrs. Robinson, attorney Fred Gray, and other black representatives met with Bagley, Gayle, city attorney Walter Knabe, and bus company attorney Jack Crenshaw to reiterate that the city ordinance required no one to give up a seat on an already full bus, and that nothing in either the ordinance or state law barred Montgomery from adopting the front-to-back, back-to-front seating arrangement that Mobile and other Alabama cities employed. The whites disagreed, and there the matter rested until Mrs. Parks’s arrest.

When Mrs. Robinson learned of the arrest late that Thursday night from Fred Gray, she immediately phoned Nixon, who had just gotten home from Mrs. Parks’s house. Together they agreed that this was just what they had been waiting for. “We had planned the protest long before Mrs. Parks was arrested,” Mrs. Robinson emphasized years later. “There had been so many things that happened, that the black women had been embarrassed over, and they were ready to explode.” Also, “Mrs. Parks had the caliber of character we needed to get the city to rally behind us.” Robinson told Nixon that she and her WPC colleagues would begin producing boycott leaflets immediately, and the two agreed that the flyers would call on all black people to stay off the buses on Monday, the day of Mrs. Parks’s trial. They also agreed that the black community leadership should assemble on Friday. Nixon would organize that meeting, while Robinson would see to the leafletting.

Robinson alerted several of her WPC colleagues, then sat down and drafted the leaflet. She called a friend who had access to Alabama State’s mimeograph room, and they rendezvoused at the college and began running off thousands of copies. They worked all night, and when morning came, WPC members, helped by some of Robinson’s students, began distributing the announcements to every black neighborhood in Montgomery. The leaflets read:

Another Negro woman has been arrested and thrown into jail because she refused to get up out of her seat on the bus for a white person to sit down.
It is the second time since the Claudette Colbert case that a Negro woman has been arrested for the same thing. This has to be stopped. Negroes have rights, too, for if Negroes did not ride the buses, they could not operate. Three-fourths of the riders are Negroes, yet we are arrested, or have to stand over empty seats. If we do not do something to stop these arrests, they will continue. The next time it may be you, or your daughter, or mother.

This woman's case will come up on Monday. We are, therefore, asking every Negro to stay off the buses Monday in protest of the arrest and trial. Don't ride the buses to work, to town, to school, or anywhere on Monday.

You can afford to stay out of school for one day if you have no other way to go except by bus.

You can also afford to stay out of town for one day. If you work, take a cab, or walk. But please, children and grown-ups, don't ride the bus at all on Monday. Please stay off all buses Monday.

The long-discussed boycott was about to get under way.

After a fitful night, E. D. Nixon arose early Friday morning to begin assembling the black leadership. Nixon knew that a mass boycott of Montgomery's buses could not be accomplished simply by the WPC and the few regular activists such as himself. Although the women had been the driving force behind all of the black community efforts of the last few years, a mass protest would succeed only if they could obtain the enthusiastic support of Montgomery's black ministers. With that in mind, Nixon made his first call to one of the youngest and most outspoken of the city's pastors, Ralph D. Abernathy.

Abernathy, the secretary of the Baptist Ministers' Alliance, told Nixon he would support the effort. Nixon queried Abernathy about when and where the black leadership should meet, and they agreed that a meeting that evening at a central, downtown location would be good. Abernathy recommended that they call the meeting in the name of the Baptist Ministers' Alliance, and that Nixon call the elderly president of the group, the Reverend H. H. Hubbard, to secure his blessing. Abernathy also advised Nixon to phone one of Abernathy's best friends, the Reverend M. L. King, Jr., pastor of Dexter Avenue Baptist Church, and ask if the meeting could be held there. In the meantime, Abernathy would begin contacting other ministers.

Nixon quickly secured Hubbard's approval. He then called King. Nixon related the events of the previous evening, told King of the emerging consensus to begin a boycott on Monday, and asked if the young pastor would join in supporting the effort. King hesitated. He had a newborn daughter, less than one month old, and heavy responsibilities at his church. Only a few weeks earlier he had declined to be considered for president of the local NAACP chapter because of these other demands on his time. He wasn't sure he could handle any additional responsibilities. "Brother Nixon," he said, "let me think about it awhile, and call me
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back.” Nixon told King that he and Abernathy already were telling people to meet at King’s church that evening. “That’s all right,” King replied. “I just want to think about it and then you call me back.” Nixon agreed.

King hadn’t had long to mull over Nixon’s request before Abernathy called. Abernathy had heard from Nixon about his friend’s hesitation, and wanted to stress to King the opportunity that the Parks arrest represented. King acknowledged that Abernathy was correct; he had no quarrel with the boycott plan. So long as he did not have to do the organizational work, he would be happy to support the effort and host the evening meeting at Dexter church. Satisfied, Abernathy turned his efforts to contacting additional ministers.

Both Nixon and Abernathy had good success in asking individuals to attend the Friday night meeting at King’s church. Nixon would have to miss the session, since his railroad job required a weekend run to Chicago, but he and Abernathy discussed how they wanted a strong endorsement of the Monday boycott. Nixon spoke with the Reverend L. Roy Bennett, president of the Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance (IMA), and recommended that Bennett preside at the Friday night session, a recommendation with which Reverends Abernathy and Hubbard also concurred.

Early Friday evening, as Mrs. Robinson’s leaflets circulated throughout Montgomery, some seventy black leaders assembled in the basement meeting room of Dexter Avenue Baptist Church. After a brief prayer by Hubbard, Bennett took the floor and told the influential group that he did not see much need for any extended discussion because he, Bennett, knew full well how to organize a boycott.

Bennett lectured on. As the minutes passed, more and more people became frustrated and angry. Despite repeated requests, Bennett refused to yield the floor. When Bennett’s monologue reached the half-hour mark, some people began walking out. Among those to leave was Alabama State Professor James E. Pierce, one of Nixon’s closest allies. Earlier that day Pierce had tried to dissuade his friend from the boycott plan on the grounds that many black citizens might not support it. This session had only strengthened Pierce’s doubts about the effort, and his fear that many individual leaders, like Bennett, would be unable to put aside their rivalries and desires for self-advancement long enough to agree on a unified community effort. Heading out the door, Pierce paused and whispered to King, “This is going to fizzle out. I’m going.” King was unhappy too, and told Pierce, “I would like to go too, but it’s in my church.”

Finally, Ralph Abernathy stood up and took over the meeting from Bennett, insisting that all of the twenty or so people who remained be given an opportunity to speak. Jo Ann Robinson seconded Abernathy’s demand, and proposed that all present endorse the Monday boycott. A mass meeting would be called for Monday night at the large Holt Street Baptist Church to determine whether community sentiment would sup-
port extending the boycott beyond Monday. A new version of Robinson’s leaflet would be prepared, adding the news about the mass meeting. Some ministers, hesitant about even a one-day boycott, went along so that some unity would emerge despite Bennett’s performance. It was agreed that those who remained would meet again Monday afternoon, after Mrs. Parks’s trial, to plan the mass meeting.

Abernathy and King stayed at Dexter church until almost midnight, mimeographing the new leaflets. Early Saturday the distribution began, with two hundred or more volunteers giving out the handbills in door-to-door visits. Meanwhile, a taxi committee headed by Rev. W. J. Powell was winning agreement from all the black cab firms to carry riders on Monday for only the standard bus fare of ten cents. Then, Saturday evening, King, Abernathy, and others visited nightclubs to spread further the news of the upcoming boycott.5

Montgomery’s white leadership also was gradually learning about the blacks’ plans for Monday. Friday afternoon, one bus driver brought company manager Bagley a copy of the Robinson leaflet he had found on his bus. Bagley, assuming only a small number of the leaflets existed, immediately told drivers to check their buses and gather up any that they found. Also on Friday afternoon, before leaving for his Chicago run, E. D. Nixon called Montgomery Advertiser reporter Joe Azbell and confidentially alerted him to what was happening. It would be a great story, Nixon told him, if Azbell could acquire one of the leaflets and write a story for Sunday’s paper about the upcoming protest.

The first public word of the impending boycott appeared, however, in the Saturday afternoon edition of Montgomery’s smaller paper, the Alabama Journal. It quoted the bus company’s Bagley as saying he was “sorry that the colored people blame us for any state or city ordinance which we didn’t have passed,” and reported that he had discussed the news with company attorney Jack Crenshaw. Montgomery City Lines, Bagley stressed, felt it had no choice in the matter. “We have to obey all laws.”

Just as Nixon had hoped, Sunday morning’s Advertiser featured an Azbell story headlined NEGRO GROUPS READY BOYCOTT OF CITY LINES. Quoting from the leaflet, Azbell noted how the Monday boycott would be followed by the community meeting at Holt Street church. Precisely who was sponsoring the boycott, or the meeting, was unclear, however; Holt Street pastor A. W. Wilson declined to say who had scheduled the meeting for his church, and Azbell named no other sources.

The prominent news story had two immediate effects. First, Montgomery’s white community was informed of the blacks’ challenge. City Police Commissioner Clyde Sellers, a rabid racist, went on local television to denounce the effort and to say that Montgomery policemen would stand ready on Monday to assist those black citizens who wanted to ride the buses. Black “goon squads,” Sellers claimed, were being organized to intimidate the many blacks who otherwise would keep right on riding.
Second, the *Advertiser* story, plus Sellers’s television pronouncement, reached many of Montgomery’s black citizens, including some who had missed both the door-to-door leaflets and the Sunday morning pulpit announcements in most black churches. Nixon, who returned Sunday morning from his train run, and the other organizers were overjoyed at the unwitting assistance the whites were giving them.

Although happy with the public coverage, the black leaders discussed Bennett’s disastrous performance and the need to move the protest out from under the mantle of his Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance. There were few options. The leadership of the Women’s Political Council knew that any public revelation of their central role would cost many of them their jobs at publicly controlled Alabama State. No other existing organization, including the NAACP chapter, had sufficient breadth of membership to represent all those who already had taken a hand in organizing the boycott. A new organization, with freshly chosen leaders, would have to be formed.

Abernathy and King agreed that creating a new organization would be the best way to oust Bennett without openly insulting him. Abernathy thought that Nixon would be the obvious choice for president of the new group, but King had doubts, arguing that Rufus Lewis would be better suited for the job. Only one month earlier King had tried to persuade Abernathy to take the NAACP presidency, but he had said no. He was thinking of returning to graduate school. Abernathy knew that King also had declined the NAACP post.

In addition to King and Abernathy, several other central figures pondered what to do at the Monday meeting. Nixon and J. E. Pierce discussed the need both to oust Bennett and to block Nixon’s longtime rival, Lewis, from winning control. They discussed other possible candidates, and recalled how favorably impressed they both had been when the young Reverend King had spoken to a meeting of the NAACP chapter four months earlier.

Much like Nixon and Pierce, Rufus Lewis and one of his closest friends, P. E. Conley, spent the weekend discussing what they could do. They also wanted to be rid of Bennett, and Lewis felt that the unschooled Nixon would be equally unacceptable. An ideal candidate who should be acceptable to all the different groups, Lewis told Conley, was his own pastor, Reverend King. True, Lewis conceded, the twenty-six-year-old King did look “more like a boy than a man,” but he was extremely well educated and an articulate speaker. Those qualities would appeal strongly to the wealthier, professional segment of the black community, people who otherwise might be ambivalent about conditions on public buses that they rarely patronized. Likewise, the fact that King was a minister, and a Baptist minister, should help to draw the more conservative clergy into what had begun as a secularly led effort. Additionally, King’s ministerial status also would appeal to the many regular churchgoers in the black community. Lewis himself might be a passive church member, and one
from the "classes," but he recognized that the strength of the black church and its "masses" would be essential to a successful boycott. King, he told Conley, would be an ideal choice; both men agreed to put him forward at the Monday meeting.\(^6\)

Early Monday morning the attention of the black leadership shifted to the question of how successful the boycott would be. Nixon, Robinson, King, and others arose early to begin their own individual surveys of bus ridership. King watched several nearly empty buses pass his South Jackson Street home and then set out by car to observe others. In one hour's worth of driving, King spied only eight black riders. Hundreds of others could be seen headed toward their jobs on foot, or gathering for rides with friends and acquaintances. The black leaders were pleased; the first hours of the boycott represented a grand success.

At 9:00 A.M Mrs. Parks's trial got under way before City Court Judge John B. Scott. Although Mrs. Parks initially had been charged with violating Montgomery's segregation ordinance, prosecutor Eugene Loe, aware of how the ordinance specified that a rider could be compelled to surrender one seat only if another were available, dropped the charge and substituted in its place one based upon a 1945 state law. That law lacked the limiting clause of the city statute. It simply mandated segregation and awarded drivers unlimited power to enforce it. Loe placed driver Blake on the stand to describe the incident, followed by two white women riders who supported the driver's account. Defense attorney Fred Gray challenged the validity of the segregation law, but Judge Scott immediately announced his verdict: guilty, with a $10 fine. Gray stated he would appeal. The entire proceeding took barely five minutes.

Several hundred blacks had gathered at the courthouse, an unprecedented event, to show their support for Mrs. Parks. Among them were Nixon, Abernathy, and another young minister, Rev. Edgar N. French of Hilliard Chapel AME Zion Church. At the conclusion of the trial, as they headed out of the courthouse, Nixon suggested to the other two men that perhaps they should take a few minutes to discuss the upcoming leadership meeting. The three men agreed that a detailed plan of action should be presented both to the mass meeting that night, and to the afternoon leadership gathering. First off, the almost unanimous mass support that morning suggested the black community was ready for more than a one-day boycott. Second, blacks should demand some specific concessions from the bus company before they returned to the buses. Number one, of course, would be the ridership plan that Robinson and her colleagues had long been arguing for: Blacks would seat themselves from the rear forward, and whites from the front backward. No one would ever have to surrender a seat to someone else, and no one would ever have to stand over a vacant seat. First come, first served would be fair to all, the three men agreed. Number two, drivers would have to show proper courtesy to all bus patrons at all times. The company, as Robinson and Gray had demanded a year earlier, should discipline any
driver who insulted or assaulted a black passenger. Number three, Nixon said, blacks, who constituted 75 percent of the ridership, should be able to apply for jobs as drivers. Together, the men agreed on these three points, and on Abernathy's suggestion that the new organization be called the Montgomery Improvement Association (MIA). 7

That afternoon, several dozen black leaders assembled at Reverend Bennett’s Mt. Zion AME Church. Bennett immediately took charge. “We are not going to have any talking. I am not going to let anybody talk; we came here to work and to outline our program.” As Ralph Abernathy recalled the scene, “I tried to get the floor, but he said, ‘Well, Ab, although you’re my good friend, I’m not going to even let you talk—so sit down.’” At that point, an objection was raised that some “stool pigeons” representing city officials might be present, and that a smaller group should meet in private to map their course of action. That idea was adopted, and a committee of eighteen persons was chosen to meet in the pastor’s study. As they walked in, Abernathy reproved Bennett for his stubbornness and asked for the floor when the group convened. “After much needling, he agreed reluctantly and promised that as soon as we got the meeting under way he might recognize me,” Abernathy remembered.

Then I dropped back and started talking to Reverend King. I told him that we had worked out a proposal for permanent organization of the movement which included the election of the officers and a statement of aims and objectives. He was very happy to hear this. “But who will be the president?” King asked.

Abernathy voiced his preference for Nixon, and King replied that “Lewis might make the better man.” Well, there we were trying to decide whether to elect Lewis or Nixon. By this time Bennett opened the meeting and was calling for me to say what I had to say. I presented Nixon who in turn asked Reverend French to read the proposal. The committee adopted it verbatim.

The group also accepted Abernathy’s recommendation of “Montgomery Improvement Association” as a name for the new organization. Then Bennett called for nominations for officers, beginning with president. Without a moment’s pause, Rufus Lewis’s voice rang out. “Mr. Chairman, I would like to nominate Reverend M. L. King for president.” P. E. Conley, Lewis’s friend, immediately seconded it. No other candidates were put forward, and King was asked if he would accept the position. Abernathy, seated beside him, fully expected King to decline. Instead, after a pause, King told his colleagues, “Well, if you think I can render some service, I will,” and accepted the presidency. Bennett was quickly and unanimously chosen as vice-president, Nixon as treasurer, Reverend French as corresponding secretary, and Rev. U. J. Fields as recording secretary. An executive committee of twenty-five persons, including all of those present, was proposed and approved.
Discussion then shifted to the boycott. The first issue was whether the effort would be continued beyond its one-day success. Most of the leaders were in favor of continuing the protest, but some of the older ministers argued that their leverage would be maximized if they now returned to the buses while warning the city that the boycott would resume if changes were not made. After some debate, it was decided to present the option to the mass meeting, and let the people decide. Reverend Wilson reported that press photographers would be at the rally, and some ministers seemed reluctant to volunteer as speakers in light of that fact. E. D. Nixon angrily rebuked them. “Somebody in this thing has got to get faith. I am just ashamed of you. You said that God has called you to lead the people and now you are afraid and gone to pieces because the man tells you that the newspaper men will be here and your pictures might come out in the newspaper. Somebody has got to get hurt in this thing and if you preachers are not the leaders, then we have to pray that God will send us some more leaders.” The ministers responded positively to Nixon’s exhortation, and a committee headed by Abernathy was appointed to present the resolutions. If the mass meeting was enthusiastic, the protest would go forward; if the sentiment was less than enthusiastic, the leadership would pause to plan their next step.

The newly chosen president returned home less than an hour before the meeting at which he would deliver the major speech. Martin King pondered what he could tell the people at the rally. Realizing he could not adequately prepare any remarks, he “became possessed by fear” and “obsessed by a feeling of inadequacy,” as he later wrote. He turned to prayer, and felt reassured, but still worried about how to “combine two apparent irreconcilables,” militancy and moderation, in his address.

As 7:00 P.M. approached, the area around Holt Street Baptist Church became increasingly crowded with cars and people. Thousands of Montgomery’s black citizens were intent upon attending the mass meeting. The building itself was full to capacity long before seven, but Reverend Wilson quickly arranged for loudspeakers to be set up outside. King and Abernathy had to make their way slowly through the growing crowd, which was solemn and dignified almost to the point of complete silence. Though perhaps unwieldy, the number of people was gratifying to the leaders, and answered the question that had been left open that afternoon. As King put it, “my doubts concerning the continued success of our venture” were dispelled by the mass turnout. “The question of calling off the protest was now academic.”

When the program got under way, one thousand people were inside the church and four thousand were gathered outside for at least a block in every direction. Contrary to E. D. Nixon’s desire, no speakers were introduced by name as one pastor led a prayer and a second read a selection of Scripture. Then King stepped forward to tell the people why and how they must protest the arrest and conviction of Mrs. Parks and the continuing indignities that hundreds of them regularly suffered on
Montgomery's buses. King gave a lengthy testimonial to Mrs. Parks's character, and reminded his listeners that she, and they, suffered these insults only on account of their race. “First and foremost we are American citizens,” he continued. “We are not here advocating violence. We have overcome that. The only weapon that we have is the weapon of protest,” and “the great glory of American democracy is the right to protest for right.” He referred twice to the commands of the U.S. Constitution, and once to the Supreme Court's prior vindication of blacks' demands for truly equal rights. But protest and legal demands were only part of what was required, King went on. “We must keep God in the forefront. Let us be Christian in all of our action.” The protesters must not hate their white opponents, but be guided by Christian love while seeking justice with their demands. “Love is one of the pinnacle parts of the Christian faith. There is another side called justice. And justice is really love in calculation.” But the protest was not simply a matter of convincing the white officials of Montgomery of the justice of the MIA's cause, King indicated. “Not only are we using the tools of persuasion, but we've got to use tools of coercion. Not only is this thing a process of education, but it is also a process of legislation.” Then King closed, reminding the audience to protest courageously but with dignity and Christian love. Rising to their feet, the people applauded heartily.

Mrs. Parks was introduced to the crowd, and was greeted with equal enthusiasm. Then Ralph Abernathy rose to read the three-page resolution calling for everyone to remain off the buses until “some arrangement” was worked out between the black community and white officials. Asked for their approval, the people unanimously roared an endorsement of the boycott. In a post-rally caucus, the MIA leadership resolved to go forward. Afterward, King and Abernathy placed in the mail to city and bus company officials an unsigned copy of the MIA's three demands, plus a statement indicating the protesters' readiness to negotiate a settlement.9

White Montgomery was astonished by both the boycott and the headlined accounts that the local papers gave of the Monday night mass meeting. Bus company attorney Jack Crenshaw told reporters Tuesday morning that he had no objection to meeting with black representatives, but the bus company had no discretion on the matter of seating.

On Tuesday, Reverend King met with reporters at Fred Gray's office to explain the MIA's demands. He detailed the request for a first-come, first-served seating policy, and stressed, “We are not asking for an end to segregation. That's a matter for the legislature and the courts. We feel that we have a plan within the law. All we are seeking is justice and fair treatment in riding the buses. We don't like the idea of Negroes having to stand when there are vacant seats. We are demanding justice on that point.” King said that the MIA stood ready to meet with the bus company, but that the protest would continue “until we gain concrete results.” Hardly a black person was seen on any bus Tuesday, but by the end of the day the company had not contacted the MIA.10
Wednesday morning at 10:00 A.M. the MIA’s executive board assembled for its first full meeting. The principal order of business was to appoint several committees to supervise the burgeoning protest. Most essential was a transportation committee that could examine the alternatives people were using to avoid the buses, and what the MIA could do to assist them. The MIA made no move to contact city or company officials, and attorney Crenshaw indicated that their stance had not changed. “If they don’t like the law we have to operate under, then they should try to get the law changed, not engage in an attack upon the company.”

That same day the semiannual meeting of the board of the Alabama Council on Human Relations (ACHR) was taking place in Montgomery. Board member Thomas R. Thrasher, a Montgomery minister, and Executive Director Robert E. Hughes discussed whether they should take the lead in bringing the two sides together. Thrasher, who knew King and other MIA officials from past ACHR business, contacted the black leadership and secured their agreement to sit down with city and bus company officials. Thrasher then called Bagley and Crenshaw from City Lines, but their private position was the same as their public one: “They were merely ‘obeying the law.’ They said further there was no sense in negotiating unless the city was willing to interpret the law in a manner other than” the way Crenshaw interpreted it. Frustrated there, Thrasher tried to call Mayor W. A. Gayle, a member of Thrasher’s congregation. After some delay, he reached Gayle, who suggested that a meeting be called for Thursday morning. Robert Hughes relayed this proposal to King, who accepted.11

The next morning the different parties assembled. King, Abernathy, Fred Gray, Jo Ann Robinson, and eight others represented the MIA. The three commissioners—Gayle, Clyde Sellers, and Frank Parks—and several attorneys were present for the city; Bagley and Crenshaw represented the bus company. Thrasher and Hughes served as intermediaries, and several reporters sat on the sidelines. Gayle stated that the meeting had been requested by ACHR, and Thrasher emphasized that he and Hughes were not on either side, but simply had wanted to bring everyone together for discussion. Then King spoke, explaining “that we are not out to change the segregation laws” and that the MIA had “a plan that can work within the laws of the state”—namely the back-to-front and front-to-back seating arrangement that the black community had presented previously. King also stated the MIA’s requests for “better treatment and more courtesy” toward riders, and for the hiring of black drivers. “We are merely trying to peacefully obtain better accommodations for Negroes.” Crenshaw was the first to respond. The MIA seating plan simply did not comport with state law, Crenshaw asserted. The bus company would reprimand discourteous drivers if specific complaints were registered; that was not a matter of disagreement. Lastly, the time was not right for black drivers, even on a virtually all-black route, as King had
suggested. Instead, the bus company would offer that every other bus on that one route would be an all-black "special," with no white riders, on which blacks could occupy all the seats. Gray and King pointed out how other Alabama cities, such as Mobile, were using the same format that the MIA was proposing—the front to back for whites, and back to front for blacks—and did not violate the state segregation provision, for it was simply a more courteous form of segregation than Montgomery presently was using. But none of the city or company representatives indicated any flexibility on the matter. The wrangling went on for close to two hours.

Finally, Mayor Gayle called a halt and suggested that a smaller group—King and Gray, Sellers and Parks, Bagley and Crenshaw—discuss the matter in private. "You all go in the conference room and settle this," Crenshaw recalls Gayle instructing him. But Crenshaw believed there was nothing he could do. "I tried to tell him, 'Look, we can't settle it. We can't change the law... But he said, 'Go in there and see what you can do.'" No progress was made by the smaller group, however, and the negotiating session broke up after four hours of unproductive discussion.12

The black representatives were surprised by the whites' uncompromising stance, and for the first time realized that they might have a lengthier boycott on their hands than they had anticipated. "We thought that this would all be over in three or four days," Ralph Abernathy later remembered. Since "our demands were moderate," King recalled, "I had assumed that they would be granted with little question." The MIA's new concern was reflected in a Thursday letter they mailed to the bus company's parent firm, National City Lines of Chicago, asking that it "send a representative to Montgomery to arbitrate."

Whites also were growing more concerned. Several near-empty buses had been fired upon, and the home of a black policeman had been shot into. Police Chief G. J. Ruppenthal announced that armed officers would trail many buses. Company manager Bagley, admitting that ridership had declined 75 percent since Monday, warned that service might be halted on routes drawing few riders. The editors of the leading newspaper, the Advertiser, quoted approvingly King's published remark that the MIA was not seeking to end segregation, just modify its terms. "If the grievance is confined to that, then attention should be given to it promptly," the paper recommended.

The editorial also noted that an obscure section of state law made all boycotts illegal. Another threat was broached by Commissioner Sellers in the morning meeting. He mentioned that a city ordinance required all taxis to charge a certain minimum fare. The boycott's main alternative transportation system might suddenly be priced out of most people's range.

King took Sellers's threat to heart and wondered what other alternative means of transportation the black community could create. One person who could advise him was an old family friend, the Reverend Theodore J.
Jemison of Baton Rouge. Two years earlier, in June, 1953, the black community of Baton Rouge had undertaken a ten-day boycott of that city's buses. Though the effort had not eliminated segregated seating, the Baton Rouge activists had mobilized their community to stay off the buses. Jemison told King how the blacks of Baton Rouge had organized "Operation Free Lift," a car pool system. The key, Jemison stressed, was having one set of gathering points in the morning, where people beginning their day could be picked up, and another, different set of gathering points in the evening rush hour, for people headed home. If enough citizens with cars could volunteer to drive, and if adequate communications between the different "stations" could be coordinated by some central facility so that cars could properly be apportioned, a totally volunteer transportation system could meet the needs of the Montgomery black community.

The MIA's second mass meeting took place Thursday night at St. John AME Church. King described the conference with city officials, the letter to National City Lines, and the advice he had gotten from Jemison. King explained how they could organize their own transportation system if enough cars and drivers were available. Sign-up sheets were passed around, and the response was heavy. There was no slackening of mass support now that a longer protest seemed in store. King also asked the crowd not to allow the regrettable acts of violence against the buses.13

Friday morning, while the MIA's transportation committee was starting to organize its volunteers and map out a car pool system, the city commissioners met with J. H. Bagley. Afterward, the commissioners "expressed regret" that the Thursday session had produced no solution. Also, as expected, the city announced it would enforce the minimum fare for cabs. At the same time, Bagley stated that as of 6:00 P.M. Saturday, bus service would be halted on two routes that were drawing few riders. King, in a Saturday response, reiterated the MIA's position that under the state segregation law the method of seating is "left entirely to the transportation companies themselves." Since the Mobile plan did not conflict with the state statute, there was no legal obstacle to the company's accepting the MIA's proposal. "We feel that there is no issue between the Negro citizens and the Montgomery City Lines that cannot be solved by negotiations between people of good will. . . . There is no legal barrier to such negotiations."

On Monday, December 12, the MIA marked the first week of the boycott with a mass meeting at Bethel Baptist Church. Working hard on the car pool system, MIA leaders announced that it would begin functioning in earnest the next day, with forty-two morning "stations" and forty-eight evening ones. More than two hundred volunteer drivers had been recruited. A downtown parking lot manned by transportation committee volunteers would serve as a central command post. Mass support of the protest remained strong, but the cancellation of some bus routes compelled even the hesitant to continue the boycott. "The decision to slash
bus runs in Negro sections," one local black historian wrote several months later, "did more to crystallize the movement than any act thus far." 

The MIA leadership continued to be surprised that city and company officials were unwilling to compromise with the blacks' modest demands. "We felt that in a week's time, the city would give in," Mrs. Robinson remembered. "That was the longest, we thought." White public opinion seemed more ready to accept racial change than did the white officials, the black leaders noted. Several white citizens wrote to the Advertiser in support of the blacks' complaints about the buses. One, Mrs. I. B. Rutledge, stated that "I have yet to find one white person who feels that it is right that a Negro be made to stand that a white person may sit." A second white woman asked why Montgomery could not operate its buses in the fashion of Mobile and other southern cities. A third, Miss Juliette Morgan, told of how she had heard drivers call black women "black apes" and commended the protesters, comparing their boycott to Mohandas K. Gandhi's Indian salt march. "Passive resistance combined with freedom from hate is a power to be reckoned with," she wrote.

The MIA was buoyed by such expressions of support, but was puzzled by the lack of official action. In his first interview with a national newspaper, King—identified as "Rev. J. R. King"—described the failure of the Thursday meeting and stressed that "we merely wanted them to follow a policy of having the colored passengers fill the bus from the rear and the whites fill the bus from the front." Reserving seats for whites "didn't make sense to us," King added.

The arrival of two outsiders added new elements to the situation. On Tuesday morning, W. C. Patton, the NAACP representative in Alabama, arrived in town to study the situation. He met with Fred Gray, Mrs. Parks, and then King, and queried them all about the public reports that the group was seeking only a better form of segregation. "King assured me," Patton informed NAACP Executive Secretary Roy Wilkins, that the MIA's "ultimate goals are the same as those of the NAACP, but that they were working to solve some immediate crisis" with the first-come, first-seated plan. "Gray made it clear that this is only a tentative arrangement"—one put forward because the black leadership expected the white officials to find it acceptable.

On Thursday evening, Kenneth E. Totten, a representative of National City Lines, arrived in Montgomery "for talks with any group anxious to discuss the boycott." Early Friday, Totten joined Bagley for a meeting with Mayor Gayle. Upon learning of Totten's presence, King and his MIA colleagues were perturbed that the Chicago man had made no effort to speak with them despite the letter the MIA had sent to the Chicago office. King told local reporters that the MIA and its car pool could continue the protest for a year with 75 percent black cooperation. The city responded by warning taxi drivers they could be arrested for failing to
charge the minimum forty-five-cent fare, and that overloaded private autos—such as those in the car pool—would be halted by police.

At Thursday night’s mass meeting at the First Baptist Church, Transportation Committee Chairman Rufus Lewis reported that the first three days of the car pool had been a success. Some 215 volunteer drivers already had taken part, and the “station” system—many of which were black churches—had proven effective. King spoke and contrasted the MIA to the segregationist White Citizens Councils. “We are for truth and justice, they are for injustice; we believe in love and fair play, they believe in hate and inequality; we work with the tools of love, not the weapons of violence.” In one interview, though, King said he had urged MIA members to observe a “sacrificial Christmas” and not shop downtown, so that further economic pressure could be brought upon white Montgomery.16

By late Friday, Thrasher and Hughes of the ACHR, aware of the MIA’s disappointment with Totten’s quietude, set up a second meeting of all the parties for Saturday morning at the Chamber of Commerce. Gayle invited a number of representatives from the white community, and hence the Saturday session was considerably larger than the earlier one. Gayle stated that “I want to see it settled as soon as possible,” asked Thrasher to speak briefly, and then recognized King to speak for the MIA. King reviewed the three basic points, but indicated that the MIA executive board had modified one of them as a showing of flexibility. They would not demand the immediate hiring of black drivers, but merely the acceptance of job applications from interested blacks. King also pointed out another legal wrinkle that Fred Gray had suggested earlier in the week: even if Crenshaw continued to insist that the state statute did prohibit a Mobile-like seating plan, perhaps the state law should be read as covering only intercity, and not intracity buses. If that interpretation were acceptable, then all the city commission had to do was abide by its own already existing ordinance, which would allow for the MIA’s Mobile-like plan.

Those suggestions of compromise, however, had no softening effect on Crenshaw. He reiterated his previous stand, and Totten joined in, endorsing what Crenshaw said. Totten’s remarks, coming before he had had any conversations with the MIA, infuriated King, who volunteered that Totten’s statements were unfair and inaccurate. Gayle then called upon several of the white citizens, including segregationist pastor G. Stanley Frazer of St. James Methodist Church. Frazer offered some paternalistic remarks about how ministers should stay out of political affairs, and King responded. “I can see no conflict between our devotion to Jesus Christ and our present action. In fact I see a necessary relationship. If one is truly devoted to the religion of Jesus he will seek to rid the earth of social evils. The gospel is social as well as personal.”

Gayle then moved to appoint a special “citizens’ committee” to discuss
the issues and report back to the city commission. He named eight of the whites already in attendance, plus two blacks not connected to the MIA whom he had invited to the meeting and who were suspect in the others' eyes. He offered the MIA three representatives on the committee, but Jo Ann Robinson immediately broke in, stating that if it had eight whites, it should have eight blacks. Gayle conceded the point, and six MIA leaders—King, Abernathy, Robinson, Reverend Hubbard, and attorneys Gray and Charles Langford—joined the eight whites and two suspect "Toms"—P. M. Blair and Dungee Caffey—as all the other participants departed.

The special committee was able to agree upon a resolution calling for everyone on the buses to show courtesy toward others, but made no other headway. Reverend Frazer suggested a seating plan in which ten seats at each end of the bus would be reserved exclusively for each race, unless all the passengers on board were of one race, in which case no seat would be reserved. The MIA rejected it. White businessman James J. Bailey suggested that the boycott be postponed until January 15 on account of the Christmas holiday, but that motion failed on a tie vote along racial lines. Then the group adjourned, agreeing to reassemble on Monday morning.

At 9:00 A.M. Monday, when the committee members arrived at the Chamber of Commerce office, the MIA representatives spied a new face—Luther Ingalls, secretary of the Montgomery chapter of the White Citizens Council. No one said anything initially, but some minutes into the meeting, Ingalls started to speak and King immediately questioned his role. Committee Chairman Rev. Henry A. Parker explained that Gayle had added Ingalls to the group, and that a white woman member now would become a nonvoting secretary. King strenuously objected. "The mayor has been very unfair to add to the committee without consulting us. He has not appointed a representative committee of whites."

Looking at Ingalls, King added that some whites had "preconceived ideas" and their "minds already made up."

King's statement angered the whites. One, Mrs. Logan A. Hipp, told King, "I resent very deeply the statement that we have come here with preconceived ideas. I most certainly did not." Another, businessman Bailey, added that "I came here prepared to vote for liberalization of interpretation of the city's laws with certain conditions. We have some whose minds are made up and I think Reverend King is one of them."

King, taken aback by the criticisms, said he had been speaking only about certain whites, not all of them. He objected only to those who clearly were biased. Chairman Parker was quick to retort that "if that's true, then you should not be here. Your stand has been made clear." Ingalls joined in, claiming that Gayle had appointed him to the committee initially, but he had not been able to attend the Saturday meeting. King was momentarily speechless in the face of the onslaught, and no one spoke. "For a moment," King wrote later, "it appeared that I was alone. No-
body came to my rescue” until Ralph Abernathy spoke up, saying that King was speaking not just for himself but for all the black representatives. After Abernathy’s interjection, Parker brought the discussion back to the topic of bus seating. Reverend Frazer tried again to sell the blacks on his idea of unreserved seating on single-race buses, but the MIA was not interested. King and Gray again argued that their first-come, first-seated policy was legal, but city attorney Walter Knabe, sitting in with the whites, flatly contradicted Gray and said it was not. On that note the meeting broke up, with no plans for another session.¹⁷

After that second failed meeting, the MIA reconsidered its strategy. To white reporters, Gray reiterated that the MIA was not asking “for an abolition of segregation at this time.” The best-informed correspondent on the scene, black editor Emory O. Jackson of the *Birmingham World*, reported in the wake of the Monday session that “plans are being made for a 12-month campaign” by the MIA.

On Thursday, December 22, the MIA executive board held a lengthy meeting to discuss the protest. Although no minutes survived, editor Jackson, privy to the discussion, reported that “the leadership originally felt that City Hall and the bus company officials would work with them in trying to improve the services to a point of rider equality.” The two meetings, however, had disabused them of that hope. “They came away disgusted and with a feeling that they had placed too high an estimate in certain places.” Now they resolved, Jackson said, to continue the protest until “the company grants major proposals. No more conferences will be held with company or City Hall officials unless they have something to offer in the way of accepting the three-point program.” The MIA leadership decided to present their side of the dispute to the people of Montgomery, and prepared a detailed brochure, which also appeared as a paid ad in the Christmas day *Advertiser*. Issued in the names of the MIA and three ministerial alliances, it reviewed many past instances of mistreatment on the buses and explained that the protest was not simply over Mrs. Parks, “but is the culmination of a series of unpleasant incidents over a period of years.” It went on to explain the seating policy the MIA was advocating. “When seats become vacant in the rear, Negro passengers will voluntarily move to these vacant seats and by the same token white passengers will move to vacant seats in the front of the bus. . . . At no time, on the basis of this proposal, will both races occupy the same seat,” the MIA reassured white Montgomery.

White officials made no reply to the MIA’s statement. K. E. Totten left town on Thursday, December 22, after concluding he could not settle the problem. That same day, after further reducing the number of routes in service, the commission canceled all bus service for several days over the Christmas-New Year’s period. They also warned that the lack of riders might necessitate a fare increase early in 1956.¹⁸

While these developments were taking place, King was becoming the focus of more attention from the black community. His remarks at the
continuing series of Monday and Thursday night mass meetings were drawing growing attention. One observer noted how King increasingly made reference to Mohandas K. Gandhi. “In reminding the followship that love will win,” editor Jackson wrote, “he often tells the story of how Mahatma Gandhi, the emaciated emancipator, liberated India with his nonviolence campaign. . . . What he,” King, “seems to be trying to do is to find a suitable adaptation of the Gandhi philosophy and method and apply it to the Montgomery problem.” One of King’s favorite devices in those early meetings was to tell stories about the many black Montgomerians who had to walk to and from work every day, about the sacrifices that every member of the black community was making. But King’s message stressed action, not passivity. “Our weapons are protest and love,” he told one meeting, and “we are going to fight until we take the heart out of Dixie.”

King’s MIA colleague and subsequent biographer, L. D. Reddick, later observed that “during this early period, King’s philosophy of nonviolent resistance was only gradually taking form. When he made his debut as president of the MIA at the initial mass meeting, December 5, he did not mention Gandhi or anything directly relating to the Mahatma’s theory or practice of social change. His speech was just one more appeal to principles of Christianity and democracy, to fair play and compassion for those in the opposite camp.” By Christmas, however, an emerging emphasis on nonviolence was clear. The statement of the MIA position, set forth in the mimeographed brochure, observed that “this is a movement of passive resistance, depending on moral and spiritual forces. We, the oppressed, have no hate in our hearts for the oppressors, but we are, nevertheless, determined to resist until the cause of justice triumphs.” Though “passive resistance” was a misnomer, the conscious desire to combine Gandhian precepts with Christian principles was growing in both King and the MIA.19

Martin Luther King, Jr., was only twenty-six years of age and had lived in Montgomery for hardly fifteen months when he emerged as the MIA’s preeminent leader during the boycott’s early weeks. However, King had great resources of experience and training upon which to draw as his leadership role became more and more challenging as the boycott continued. The experience was a long personal heritage in the traditions of the black church. The training was academic, indeed scholarly, consisting of three college degrees, including a doctorate in systematic theology. He was at home in the pulpit, and at ease with abstract ideas. Both in the church and in the academy, he had been schooled in the expressive use of language.

Young King’s tradition in the black Baptist church went back not only to his father, the well-known pastor of Atlanta’s Ebenezer Baptist Church, but also to his maternal grandfather, A. D. Williams, who had founded Ebenezer. King’s father, Martin Luther King, Sr., had come to
the big city as a young man, worked his way through high school, and in 1926 married Alberta Williams, daughter of Ebenezer’s pastor. Known to his friends as “Mike,” King, Sr., and his wife lived with her parents on Auburn Avenue just one block east of the church. Auburn was the hub of black Atlanta, and Mike King moved up fast. He enrolled at Morehouse College, became assistant pastor at Ebenezer, and celebrated the birth of his first child, daughter Christine. A year later, on January 15, 1929, a second child, Martin Luther, Jr., or “little Mike,” was born. In July, 1930, just after Reverend King’s graduation from Morehouse, a second son, Alfred Daniel, or “A.D.,” joined the family.

Both relatives and friends recall the King-Williams household as being close and warm. In 1931, when little Mike, or “M.L.,” as his father called him, was two, Grandfather Williams died. Reverend King took over the full pastorship of Ebenezer, and Grandmother Williams—“Mama” to young Mike—continued to live with the family. With three young children in the home, both Mrs. King and Mama Williams were kept busy.

Reverend King’s pastorship at a large and growing church meant that the family suffered no privation even in the worst years of the Depression. The Ebenezer community provided a multitude of friends and playmates, and all of the King children, but especially little Mike, seemed precocious. When Christine was scheduled to begin elementary school, her five-year-old brother insisted that he, too, would go along. For a while the trick worked, but then little Mike erred and told his teacher his true age. He was sent home and told to wait a year.

As King recalled it fifteen years later, his early childhood years were spent in “a very congenial home situation,” a family “where love was central and where lovely relationships were ever present.” Only one incident, he later said, marred those early childhood years. That came at age six, just after he had begun his actual first grade education at Yonge Street Elementary. For several years one of his close playmates had been a white child whose father owned a small grocery near the King home. After they began attending separate schools, they saw much less of each other. As King later described it:

This was not my desire but his. The climax came when he told me one day that his father had demanded that he would play with me no more. I never will forget what a great shock this was to me. I immediately asked my parents about the motive behind such a statement. We were at the dinner table when the situation was discussed, and here, for the first time, I was made aware of the existence of a race problem. I had never been conscious of it before.

That painful discovery aside, young M.L. clearly enjoyed school, doing well both at Yonge Street and then later at David T. Howard, where he finished his elementary years. M.L. spent seventh and eighth grades at the Laboratory High School of Atlanta University. Its closure forced him
to transfer to the regular public high school, Booker T. Washington, which, like all others, was totally segregated.

In each of his environments—at home and in church with his family, in the neighborhood with his friends, and in school—young M.L. appeared to be a happy and well-adjusted child. In the King home, he was especially fond of his grandmother, Mama Williams. Even thirty years later, King would tell people of his special relationship with his loving and “saintly” grandmother, and how he never had forgotten the good biscuits she had made for him. “Mother Dear,” as M.L. called Mrs. King, was a strong but quiet figure in the household, usually taking a backseat to her forceful and outspoken husband. “Daddy” King, as he came to be called, let no one, especially his children, forget that he was boss of the King household. If they did forget, King, Sr., was quick to remind them, and whippings were frequent. One neighbor who lived next door to the Kings in the early 1940s, after the family had moved from Auburn to a larger brick house several blocks away, remembered one whipping M.L. received. Watching from next door, Howard Baugh saw Daddy King give thirteen-year-old M.L. a vigorous spanking, telling him “that he was going to make something out of him if he had to beat him to death, meaning that he really wanted him to become a real man.” Baugh, sixteen or seventeen himself, couldn’t keep from laughing at the sight. King, Sr., spied him, took umbrage, and asked the young man’s mother to send him over for some similar instruction. She agreed, and Reverend King whipped Baugh too. All in all, the forcefulness of his father was the most striking aspect of King’s school-age years. “Whippings must not be so bad,” he joked in later years, “for I received them until I was fifteen.”

King’s closest teenage friend, Larry Williams, an Ebenezer church member who was four years his senior, never forgot how angrily King, Sr., erupted when he once caught Williams and M.L. dancing with girl friends at a church social. Shouting furiously, Reverend King told the two young men to leave the YWCA where the social was being held. King, Sr., was “a strict disciplinarian,” Williams recalled. “M.L. was real frightened of his daddy.”

M.L. participated fully in his father’s church, even singing as a very young soloist at several church functions with his mother as the accompanist. As he grew up in the church, M.L.’s attitude toward it and its teachings slowly began to change. Initially he participated without a great deal of reflection. “I joined the church,” he said in later years, recalling his decision to step forward for baptism, “not out of any dynamic conviction, but out of a childhood desire to keep up with my sister.” By his early high school years, however, he began to question the literal interpretation of the Bible that his father’s church taught. Once M.L. shocked his Sunday school teacher by denying the bodily resurrection of Jesus.

Among his neighborhood playmates M.L. was a typical young man. They played ball, rode their bicycles, and occasionally threw stones at each other. Young King suffered his share of scrapes—getting struck in a
baseball game, having his bike hit by a car, jumping or falling from the second floor of the Auburn Avenue homestead—but came out of each with little more than scratches. If anything distinguished him from the others, it was his ability to use words. Younger brother A.D., boyhood friends, and other neighbors all recalled in later years that M.L. "had the gift of talking himself out of unpleasant situations." He resorted to fisticuffs only infrequently, but he certainly did not seek to avoid the rough-and-tumble of everyday teenage activities.

M.L. suffered only a few truly painful incidents. One came on May 18, 1941, a Sunday, when Mama Williams died of a heart attack. Twelve-year-old M.L. had been playing down on Auburn Avenue and learned of her death only several hours later. The news sent him to pieces, and made him so distraught that he took another leap from the second story of the home. Again he suffered no injury, and his parents consoled his sorrow by explaining the doctrine of spiritual immortality.

Another distressing occurrence took place two years later, when King and his high school teacher, Miss Sarah Bradley, traveled to a South Georgia town for an oratorical contest sponsored by the black Elks. M.L. did well, delivering his speech on "The Negro and the Constitution" without either manuscript or notes, but on their way back a white bus driver insisted that the two surrender their seats to newly boarding white riders. M.L. resisted at first, but his teacher finally encouraged him to get up, and the young man had to stand for several hours as the bus made its way to Atlanta. "It was," King recalled twenty years later, "the angriest I have ever been in my life."21

That was the most traumatic encounter with segregation that young King suffered. He had seen his father refuse to accept second-class service in stores, tell white policemen that a forty-year-old black minister should be addressed as "Reverend," not "boy," and himself had been called "nigger" by a hostile white in a downtown store. Looking back on these experiences a decade later, King recalled that he had never fully gotten over the shock of his initial discovery of racial prejudice as a six-year-old. "From that moment on," he remembered, "I was determined to hate every white person. As I grew older and older, this feeling continued to grow," even though "my parents would always tell me that I should not hate the white man, but that it was my duty, as a Christian, to love him."

Reminders of the problem were not that frequent for young M.L., however, because his daily life took place in an almost all-black environment: at home, at church, at school, and in the neighborhood. Also, there were occasional reminders that not all white persons displayed racial prejudice; one of his favorite junior high instructors, Miss Beatrice Boley, a biology teacher at the Laboratory High School, happened to be white.

The race problem aside, M.L. was a happy young man and a good student. At Booker T. Washington High, he skipped two grades—ninth
and twelfth. Some of his friends began to tease him about his new taste for good clothes, and one of them, Emmett Proctor, coined a nickname for M.L.—“Tweed.” Even though he was rather short, he played regularly on both intramural and YMCA basketball teams. He had a newspaper route, delivering the afternoon Atlanta Journal, and in time became an assistant to one of the district distribution managers. All in all, M.L. was a “happy-go-lucky” guy, “just another one of the boys” in the Auburn neighborhood, as one contemporary later recalled. Even though he graduated from high school at the tender age of fifteen, he struck most of his friends as just “an ordinary person. . . . Nobody ever figured that he would become anything more than a good preacher.”

There was never much question that M.L. would follow in his father’s footsteps and attend Morehouse College, located on the west side of downtown Atlanta, a mile or so from the King family home. It was the school for the children of Atlanta’s black middle class, and Reverend King was a particular fan of Morehouse President Benjamin E. Mays, a well-known scholar of black religion. World War II had reduced Morehouse’s student body to under five hundred, and President Mays was willing to experiment with unusually young but promising freshmen.

It was September of 1944 when M.L. King, Jr., began his classes at Morehouse. He continued to live at home and commuted by bus to school. Some of his classmates, such as Oliver “Sack” Jones and Rial Cash, were old friends from Auburn Avenue. M.L. quickly and easily made new friends, like Walter McCall, a South Carolinian five years older than King, Robert Williams, a singer two years ahead of King, Charles Morton, and Philip Lenud. Some of these young men, such as McCall, thought that M.L. was very much under the thumb of his father. Though he would take part in their parties, M.L. betrayed some hesitation about enjoying things that would be frowned upon by his strict Baptist upbringing. Nonetheless, young King overcame such self-doubts and joined the regular social whirl, dating women he knew from town, like Juanita Sellers and Betty Milton, or students at neighboring Spelman College, like Madeline Knight, with whom he was “very thick” for almost a year. Close friend Larry Williams, who entered Morehouse as an older student two years after King, later recalled that “M.L. could get involved with girls, and most of the girls he got seriously involved with were light,” “very fair-skinned.” Williams and King socialized together regularly, and kiddingly called themselves “Robinson and Stevens, the wreckers.” When old chum Emmett Proctor asked why, King smiled and replied, “We wreck girls.” Robinson and Stevens, Williams laughingly later explained, was the name of an Atlanta wrecking company, a name he and King adapted for a different usage. “We wreck up all the women. We’re the wreckers.” Although he was only sixteen halfway through his freshman year, M.L. King, Jr., was growing up fast.

If starting college had presented a new series of social challenges and activities, it also rudely awakened King to the fact that his accelerated
education in Atlanta's segregated schools had not been of high quality. An early exam, he later recalled, showed him reading at only an eighth-grade level, and his freshman composition course indicated that his spelling and punctuation skills left a good deal to be desired. Professor G. L. Chandler found King to be a B− or C+ student who was “quiet” and “humble,” and whose grades could have been higher had he mastered spelling and elementary grammar. Professor Melvin Kennedy, King's freshman advisor and history teacher, recalled that M.L. was “not particularly impressive” when he first arrived at Morehouse. He was “quiet, introspective, and very much introverted” that first year; “he had a tendency to be withdrawn and not to participate.”

King's fellow students did not view him as an introvert, and in later years some recalled the “fancy sportcoat and wide-brimmed hat” that made him a recognizable figure on campus. Most found King to be a quiet and reserved young man, “just a regular student,” who always sat in the back of classrooms. If he did not make much of an impact on his classmates or most of his instructors, he did impress two important men, religion professor George D. Kelsey and Morehouse President Mays. Each weekday of the school term began with a thirty-minute assembly in the school chapel, and attendance was required. Mays spoke every Tuesday morning, and he regularly noticed that young King was one of the most attentive listeners. “As I recall,” Mays said years later, “he took copious notes.”

M.L., or Mike, as some of his close friends still called him, had realized for several years that nothing would please his father more than for him to follow his dad's footsteps into the ministry. M.L., however, was decidedly ambivalent about that course. Much black religion, he believed, emphasized emotion rather than ideas and volume rather than elocution. Furthermore, many ministers preached only about the afterlife, rather than about what role the church could play in improving present-day society. In his first year at Morehouse, King had thought of either law or medicine as careers that would allow him to make a meaningful contribution to society. His difficulties with science courses suggested medicine would be a poor choice, and as a sophomore King chose sociology as his major, and thought increasingly of a legal career. The exposure to new bodies of knowledge also heightened King's doubts about the religious teachings he had learned at Ebenezer. His sophomore year witnessed what King later called “a state of skepticism” on his part toward religion. This problem persisted, he said, “until I studied a course in Bible in which I came to see that behind the legends and myths of the Book were many profound truths which one could not escape.” At Morehouse, “the shackles of fundamentalism were removed” from his mind.

If his college experience altered his attitude toward the church, it also affected his thoughts about race. Although King's academic record remained mediocre, he still took the time to participate in numerous col-
lege activities: the glee club and chorus, a student-faculty discipline committee, the NAACP chapter, and the annual oratorical contests, in which he once won second prize. One endeavor, however, left a more lasting mark: participation in several intercampus, interracial organizations with white students from other Atlanta schools. M.L. had not forgotten the pain and insult of those earlier childhood encounters with prejudiced whites, and the question had remained in his mind, he said later, "how could I love a race of people who hated me and who had been responsible for breaking me up with one of my best childhood friends? This was a great question in my mind for a number of years," and "I did not conquer this anti-white feeling" until he got to know white students through these interracial groups.

Much of King's thinking, though, concerned his own career choice: law or the ministry. The examples of Professor Kelsey and President Mays, two ministers who were erudite men, increasingly reminded M.L. that intellectual excellence could be combined with preaching and the pastoral role. Also, one summer King and several friends traveled to Connecticut to earn some money picking tobacco in a farming area outside of Hartford. It was King's first trip north and his first extended time away from home. The group chose King as their devotional leader, and King was struck by how positively the others responded to him. Finally, early in the summer of 1947, M.L. made his decision for the ministry. He delivered a trial sermon at Ebenezer that was a grand success, and the church's board of deacons licensed him to preach. He began serving as assistant pastor to his father, and early in the fall semester of his senior year started applying to several seminaries to seek a divinity degree after his graduation from Morehouse. 24

King's parents were pleased by his decision to pursue the ministry. Along with President Mays and two Morehouse professors who were close family friends, Samuel Williams and Lucius Tobin, Daddy King presided at his son's ordination at Ebenezer on February 25, 1948. In a recommendation letter to M.L.'s first-choice seminary, Crozer Theological, King, Sr., called his nineteen-year-old son a "very conscientious" young man with a "very pleasing personality" who "makes and holds friends easily, among youth and adults." M.L. also had the aptitude for further study. "He has always been a very steady child, quite scholarly. From childhood he always wanted to possess scholarship." M.L.'s Morehouse references spoke less glowingly. President Mays, in a letter recommending both King and another undergraduate, said they had "good minds" and were capable of "substantial B work" but were "not brilliant students." Dean B. R. Brazeal explained that King's 2.48 GPA, a C+ average, stemmed from "a comparatively weak high school background." Professor Kelsey admitted that King's record was "short of what may be called 'good,'" but asked that King's application be given "serious consideration" because "King is one of those boys who came to realize the
value of scholarship late in his college career. His ability exceeds his record at Morehouse.”

Kelsey also informed Crozer that he viewed King as “quite serious about the ministry and as having a call rather than a professional urge.” Speaking for himself on his Crozer application, King said he had chosen the ministry because of “an inescapable urge to serve society” and “a sense of responsibility which I could not escape.” In a longer explanation, written just a few years later, King spoke of his decision as follows:

I had felt the urge to enter the ministry from my latter high school days, but accumulated doubts had somewhat blocked the urge. Now it appeared again with an inescapable drive. My call to the ministry was not a miraculous or supernatural something; on the contrary, it was an inner urge calling me to serve humanity. I guess the influence of my father also had a great deal to do with my going in the ministry. This is not to say that he ever spoke to me in terms of being a minister, but that my admiration for him was the great moving factor. He set forth a noble example that I didn’t mind following.25

By mid-April King had accepted Crozer’s offer of admission, and several months after his June graduation from Morehouse, King left Atlanta to begin three years of study in Chester, Pennsylvania. Crozer was a very small school, with fewer than one hundred students, including more than half a dozen blacks. King lived in the main dorm and spent most of his time coping with a heavy work load.

King’s academic performance at Crozer was far superior to that at Morehouse. Although his first-year average suffered because of several Cs, principally in two public-speaking courses, King made consistent progress, getting nothing below a B in his second year and straight As in his third. He impressed his instructors and fellow students both in the classroom and out. He made many friends, among them two white students from Georgia, DuPree Jordan and Francis Stewart, and an older black classmate, Horace “Ed” Whitaker. In his spare time, King played billiards, cardgames, or went bowling with his old friend from Morehouse, Walter McCall, who had come to Crozer one semester after him. A good friend of the King family, the Reverend J. Pius “Joe” Barbour, a Morehouse graduate who had attended Crozer and first recommended the school to King, lived only two miles from campus, and M.L. was a frequent visitor. He enjoyed the cooking, the opportunity to argue about politics and race, and the chance to listen to prizefights. Barbour took an interest in all the black students at Crozer, and frequently counseled “little Mike” on a variety of topics. Barbour “was like a father to all of us,” Ed Whitaker recalled, and the intellectual jousting with Barbour was an “enriching experience. King in particular would challenge him and they would have quite a debate.” Barbour’s dialogues, Whitaker thought,
were more stimulating than their classes, and for King they "sharpened his philosophical views in many ways, over and above being at seminary."

Only a few troubles marred King's three years at Crozer. Several months after arriving, he and Jordan went into nearby Philadelphia together. "We went to the Stouffer's restaurant right there in downtown," Jordan later remembered, "and he was ignored there for twenty or thirty minutes. . . . Finally we demanded service, and we got service . . . unfortunately, in one or more of his vegetables that he was served, he had sand on his plate." Jordan and King "were both just outraged by that," but King's overall reaction seemed "surprisingly subdued" to Jordan. "He took it rather quietly," and "did not want to make demands that would make a scene."

King also reacted relatively coolly a few months later when a southern white student, Lucius Z. Hall, Jr., who had been victimized by a dorm-room prank, blamed King for the trick and threatened him with a pistol. Hall and King had previously had "some little clashes," Marcus Wood, an older black student, later recalled, but on this occasion Hall burst into King's room, gun in hand. "I was in the room," Wood explained. "I saw the gun," and "King was scared." Wood intervened and tried to calm Hall down. "I got him out of the room," and back to his own. King declined to bring any charges, and no disciplinary action was taken against Hall, who left Crozer at the end of that academic year. King's calm reaction to the incident was respected by his fellow students. That emotional maturity, plus King's superior academic record, heavily influenced King's subsequent election as student-body president.

Toward the end of King's first year at Crozer, another incident involving a gun took place. King, McCall, and their dates had traveled from Chester into nearby New Jersey and stopped at a restaurant in Maple Shade, outside of Camden. The white proprietor refused to serve the foursome, and they chose to remain seated. The owner became furious, pulled a gun, threatened them, and finally ran outside, firing the pistol once in the air. With that, the group chose to leave, and McCall sought out a policeman, with whom they returned to the establishment. McCall pressed charges, and three white student witnesses initially agreed to testify against the owner. Parental pressure later changed their minds, and to King's and McCall's dismay the matter had to be dropped.

King dated regularly during his Crozer years, but one of his companions, a white girl of German origin whose mother worked for Crozer, raised concern in the eyes of Barbour and other friends. Barbour heard about the couple's serious romantic involvement, and told King in no uncertain terms of the difficulties an interracial relationship would face. King refused to reconsider the liaison; he and the girl were in love with each other, and even had talked about marriage. King's closest friends, like Ed Whitaker, knew the couple was "very serious" and considered the girl a "lovely young woman," but seconded Barbour's stern advice. If King wanted to return south to pastor, as he often said, an interracial
marriage would create severe problems in the black community as well as the white. Another black student, Cyril Pyle, put it more bluntly. "I told him it was a dangerous situation and it could get out of hand and if it did get out of hand it would affect his career." Barbour insisted to King that marrying the young woman would be a tremendous mistake, and urged both of them to reconsider. Finally, after a six-month involvement, the couple took the advice of King's friends and ended their relationship on amicable but painful terms. King, Barbour said years later, "was a man of a broken heart—he never recovered."

Neither love affairs nor the two pistol incidents interrupted M.L.'s new commitment to academic excellence and intellectual curiosity. Walter McCall observed that "the dramatic change came in him when he entered the seminary. He began to take his studies more seriously...he devoted time to his books night and day." DuPree Jordan agreed. "He was very studious; he spent a lot more time on his lesson assignments than most of us did." King also pursued intellectual topics outside the classroom, such as attending a lecture that well-known pacifist A. J. Muste gave at Crozer in early November, 1949. Muste and King got into "a pretty heated argument," Francis Stewart later remembered. "King sure as hell wasn't any pacifist then."

Stimulated by a philosophy course he was taking at the University of Pennsylvania, Mike devoted much of his Christmas holiday that year to a close reading of Marx. Regarded as a "gifted speaker" by his classmates, King chose "Christianity and Communism" as his subject when Stewart invited him to address a white Baptist women's group at a Chester church. "'Most of us are not capitalists, we're just potential capitalists,'" King told his audience.26

King particularly blossomed during his third and final year at Crozer, 1950–1951. Professor George W. Davis, with whom King took 34 of his 110 course hours, was especially impressed with King's development. In a December 1950 evaluation, Davis wrote:

1. Exceptional intellectual ability—discriminating mind;
2. Very personable;
3. Makes good impression in public in speaking and discussion. Good speaking voice;
4. A man of high character;
5. Should make an excellent minister or teacher. He has the mind for the latter.

King made a similarly positive impression on a young instructor with whom he studied, Kenneth L. Smith, who lived on the same dorm floor as King. Smith, like others, felt that Mike had "a certain reserve about him, which made him difficult to get close to," but the two men talked regularly about intellectual subjects.
King's "reserve" and intellectual focus hindered him in the bimonthly student pastorship assignment he held during the fall of 1950 at the First Baptist Church of East Elmhurst in Queens, New York. Assigned to the church because its senior deacon was a King family friend and because its newly called pastor, Rev. William E. Gardner, needed an interim assistant, King drove up from Chester on Saturdays and returned on Sunday evening. Although church ladies such as Mrs. Matilda Sims found him "marvelous" and "brilliant," Pastor Gardner gave King a B for "pulpit ability" and highlighted several shortcomings in an evaluation requested by Crozer: "an attitude of aloofness, disdain and possibly snobbishness which prevent his coming to close grips with the rank and file of ordinary people. Also, a smugness that refuses to adapt itself to the demands of ministering effectively to the average Negro congregation."

At Crozer, however, King's intellectual focus was most appropriate. Beginning with his first courses under George Davis, King was impressed with the writings of Walter Rauschenbusch, the "social gospel" theologian of the early twentieth century. Rauschenbusch, a social reformer who held pastorates in New York City, had argued that religion must be relevant to real world problems and that the church should be actively involved. His writings also emphasized a very optimistic view of society's chances for progress and man's possible perfectability. King, attracted to Rauschenbusch's call for social activism, had wholeheartedly adopted his optimism as well. That attraction, King admitted, was not simply a matter of abstract preference; "it is," he wrote at the time, "quite easy for me to lean more toward optimism than pessimism about human nature mainly because of my childhood experiences." It is "quite easy," he added, "for me to think of the universe as basically friendly."

King held those views until he encountered the writings of Reinhold Niebuhr during his two senior-year courses with Kenneth Smith. Niebuhr was a favorite of Smith's and one of the sharpest critics of Rauschenbusch's optimism. Niebuhr believed that Rauschenbusch's emphasis upon the power of Christian love to advance the cause of social justice was misplaced and naïve, that "it did not measure adequately the power and persistence of man's self-concern." Man's selfishness, Niebuhr had stressed in a 1932 book, _Moral Man and Immoral Society_, was the major barrier to justice in society, and men in privileged groups were the most persistent in obstructing any efforts to improve society. "Disproportion of power in society is the real root of social injustice," Niebuhr argued, and "economic power is more basic than political power." Because of these persistent inequalities, "relations between groups must therefore always be predominantly political rather than ethical." Social-gospel thinking was blind to these painful truths about modern society.

The arguments of Niebuhr and the friendly prodding of Smith moved King away from his earlier blind attachment to the optimism that pervaded not only Rauschenbusch's social gospel but indeed all of the evangelical liberalism that George Davis had suffused him with. Looking
back, King later confessed that he had become "absolutely convinced of the natural goodness of man and the natural power of human reason." Niebuhr's more persuasive realism, however, showed him "the complexity of human motives and the reality of sin on every level of man's existence." Clearly Christian love alone could not defeat injustice and achieve social change.

King pondered just what greater social justice might entail. One key area was economics, and Mike was becoming increasingly hostile toward capitalism and its reliance on the profit motive. In Smith's fall class, King presented an excellent and positive report on R. H. Tawney's classic Marxist study, *Religion and the Rise of Capitalism.* In another paper, King spoke about "my present anticapitalistic feelings." Reverend Barbour, recalling his long conversations with King at the time, said that King "thought the capitalistic system was predicated on exploitation and prejudice, poverty, and that we wouldn't solve these problems until we got a new social order." King, Barbour added, "believed that Marx had analyzed the economic side of capitalism right."27

King wondered how improvements could be made. He had heard Muste urge the pacifist approach, and several months later he heard Howard University President Mordecai Johnson, just back from a trip to India, describe how the nonviolent *satyagraha* of Mohandas K. Gandhi had brought about revolutionary changes in Indian society. However, King had serious doubts about pacifism and nonviolence, even though the Johnson lecture spurred a new interest in Gandhi. In the fall of 1950, at the same time that he was debating Rauschenbusch and Niebuhr with Smith, King read extensively on Gandhi in George Davis's psychology of religion course. King's doubts were expressed clearly in a paper he submitted to Smith. Picking up on a recent article in the *Crozer Quarterly* by political theorist John H. Hallowell which attacked Muste's pacifism, King argued that Gandhi's success in India did not mean that the pacifist approach would work everywhere. Reflecting his new exposure to Niebuhr, King stated that pacifists "fail to recognize the sinfulness of man." Though they focus upon the problem of war and violence, they do not appreciate that those are merely symptoms of man's sinfulness. "Since man is so often sinful," King wrote, "there must be some coercion to keep one man from injuring his fellows." Aggression and injustice must be resisted, not tolerated, though the respondents "must not seek revenge." An active stance, not a passive one, must be adopted in the face of injustice. Seven years later, looking back upon the evolution of his thought, King remarked that "when I was in theological school I thought the only way we could solve our problem of segregation was an armed revolt."

King's commitment to the life of the mind, plus his superb academic record, led his professors to suggest that he pursue doctoral studies in theology. They wrote enthusiastic recommendations for King, with Dean Charles E. Batten terming him "one of the most brilliant students we
have had at Crozer,” someone who was “interested in social action” and “a real leader” while possessing “a keen mind which is both analytical and constructively creative.” Another instructor called King “the outstanding student in his class,” and Morton S. Enslin, perhaps Crozer’s most illustrious professor, recommended King without qualification as a “very competent student, conscientious, industrious, and with more than usual insight.” Enslin noted King’s success as student-body president despite Crozer’s “largely southern” population, and observed that “he is entirely free from those somewhat annoying qualities which some men of his race acquire when they find themselves in the distinctly higher percent of their group.” Enslin added that “so far as his moral character is concerned there is no need of any qualification, at least so far as I know, and I think that very few details of that sort escape me.”

King was accepted by several doctoral programs—Yale, Edinburgh in Scotland, and Boston University’s School of Theology—and after pondering the choice, decided upon Boston. One of the major professors there was Edgar S. Brightman, a man George Davis highly recommended and whose book, *A Philosophy of Religion*, had been a main text in two courses King had taken with Davis.

When King graduated from Crozer in 1951, he was valedictorian of the class and received the school’s major annual prize, a $1,200 award to support his further study. His father was pleased, although he hinted that seven years of higher education was plenty for a young man who would be coming back sooner or later to join his father as co-pastor. M.L., who had learned long before that no one ever won an argument with Daddy, simply nodded and uttered his standard noncommittal remark: “Oh yes.” M.L. once again spent the summer back at Ebenezer assisting his father before setting out in September for Boston and his next challenge in a new green Chevrolet, a present from his parents for his success at Crozer.28

M.L. found a small apartment on St. Botolph Street in Boston and began the rigor of a full load of graduate courses. Both Professor Brightman and other principal members of the Boston faculty, such as L. Harold DeWolf and Peter Bertocci, were advocates of a theological view known as “personalism,” which King had been introduced to at Crozer by George Davis. Personalism, as the name suggested, held that the human personality, i.e. all individual persons, was the ultimate intrinsic value in the world. Some of King’s own strong attraction to that philosophy was rooted in one of its major corollaries: if the dignity and worth of all human personalities was the ultimate value in the world, racial segregation and discrimination were among the world’s ultimate evils.

In his first year at Boston, M.L. continued to wrestle with the questions Niebuhr had raised for him a year earlier. Looking back on Crozer, King realized that he still accepted much of Davis’s optimistic liberalism as well as Smith’s Niebuhrian realism. If he could trace his attraction to optimism back to his familial setting, his attraction to realism might be similar, for
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it “may root back to certain experiences that I had in the south with a vicious race problem. Some of the experiences that I encountered there made it very difficult for me to believe in the essential goodness of man.” If King worried about having “become a victim of eclecticism,” he still drew back from choosing one perspective over the other. Although liberalism had failed “to realize that many of our present ills result from the sins of men,” King found in Niebuhr too much of an emphasis upon the sinfulness of man.

In the middle of his first year at Boston, King and an old Morehouse friend, Philip Lenud, now a divinity student, rented an apartment on Massachusetts Avenue. King’s social contacts expanded further, aided by his car—a rarity for a graduate student—and his wardrobe of fine suits, which his friends envied and teased him about. “He was the one that got people together,” one close friend recalled. “He would scout all of the schools to find the best looking black girls,” and would pass on tips to others, but “he’d pick out the best one for himself.” “He just loved to party, he loved to enjoy life,” that friend remembered. But King complained to one old friend, Mrs. Mary Powell, a student at the New England Conservatory of Music, that the women he was meeting in Boston were not the equal of southern ones he had known. Mrs. Powell offered to introduce him to a fellow student at the conservatory, Coretta Scott, an Alabama native who had graduated from Ohio’s Antioch College the previous year. King asked Powell for her phone number, and that night he called to ask Coretta Scott for a date. He did his best to impress her, saying what grand things he had heard about her from Mary Powell. As Coretta candidly recalled it some years later, “He had quite a line.” “He was a typical man. Smoothness. Jive. Some of it I had never heard of in my life. It was what I call intellectual jive.” Nonetheless, she was touched by King’s fulsome and sight-unseen compliments—“I kind of enjoyed it”—and agreed to see him for lunch the next day.

When King picked her up, the first thing that struck Coretta was his size—“this little man, who was so short . . . I looked at him and thought to myself, ‘He doesn’t look like much.’” As King spoke, though, her impression of him improved. “When he talked, he just radiated so much charm . . . he became much better looking as he talked.” King was quite taken with Coretta Scott. She had all the qualities, he told her, that he was looking for in a wife. Though she dismissed such talk, she agreed to see him again.

Throughout the early months of 1952, King and Coretta Scott saw each other regularly. Sometimes she would visit his apartment, where a number of black graduate students would gather each week to discuss philosophical questions. King had initiated the meetings, and asserted his leadership whenever someone, such as Lenud, sought to challenge him. When Martin and Coretta went out, they often discussed politics and race. “I remember him talking,” Coretta said later in recalling those dates, “about his concern for the masses. He talked about the unequal
distribution of wealth and he said, ‘It’s so unfair that a small percentage of the population could control all of the wealth.’ He felt that there could be a more equitable distribution of wealth.’ She recalled that he said that “my old man is a capitalist and I don’t believe in capitalism as it is practiced in the United States.’ He,” Martin, “felt that that was very unjust and he said that his father loved money” and thought only about his own family, not about the rest of humanity. Martin made those same attitudes clear to his father when he visited Atlanta, though he avoided heated clashes with him. Daddy King said later about M.L. at that time, “politically, he often seemed to be drifting away from the basics of capitalism and Western democracy that I felt very strongly about.”

As Martin's thinking on American society evolved, his theological understanding also continued to grow. In his first year he took Professor Brightman's basic course, Philosophy of Religion, where he was exposed both to the writings of the personalists and to the ideas of other major thinkers. Much of Martin's time was spent preparing papers such as “The Personalism of J.M.E. McTaggart Under Criticism,” “Karl Barth’s Conception of God,” and “Contemporary Continental Theology.”

During the summer of 1952, King returned to Atlanta to assist his father at Ebenezer. In Boston he was preaching occasionally at Roxbury's Twelfth Baptist Church, which was pastored by a family friend, but in Atlanta, M.L. took to the pulpit almost every week. In August, Coretta came to visit and to meet Daddy and Mrs. King. She knew from Mary Powell, with whom she stayed in Atlanta, that Martin had continued to see other women and that there was a family assumption, especially on Daddy King's part, that Martin would marry a hometown girl. Though Coretta was impressed to hear Martin in his home church, she found the King family greeting cool.

Back in Boston that fall Martin and Coretta continued to see each other regularly. At the university, King's most important course was a two-semester seminar on G.W.F. Hegel with Professor Brightman, who was struck down by a terminal illness early the first term. Peter Bertocci, who took over the class, recalled that King was usually quiet in class but had been extremely interested in Hegel's discussion of how “a master could become so dependent upon a slave that a slave could assume the dominant role in the relationship.” That aside, King rejected Hegel's metaphysics and social philosophy, but was fascinated by his dialectical method of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis. As L. Harold DeWolf, another of King's professors, later observed, “regardless of subject matter, King never tired of moving from a one-sided thesis to a corrective, but also one-sided antithesis and finally to a more coherent synthesis beyond both.”

King's new attraction to the Hegelian dialectical method was reflected in his writings. In a paper where he tackled the arguments made by Niebuhr, King now argued that one must adopt both the ethical love emphasis of Rauschenbusch and the realists' stress upon political power.
"The balanced Christian," King stated, "must be both loving and realistic... As an individual in complex social relations he must realistically meet mind with mind and power with power." The answer should not be an "either—or" choice, it should be "both—and." The love ethic could work well in direct relationships, but in the larger social setting coercive power was necessary to increase social justice. "Whereas love seeks out the needs of others, justice... is a check (by force, if necessary) upon ambitions of individuals seeking to overcome their own insecurity at the expense of others." Liberal theology and the social gospel, he believed, confuse "the ideal itself with the realistic means which must be employed to coerce society into an approximation of that ideal... Men are controlled by power, not mind alone." Despite the attractions of balance and inclusivity that the dialectical combination offered, King still leaned toward Niebuhr's analysis. Niebuhr was "unqualifiedly pessimistic about the future of things," but "his analysis of the complexity of the social situation is profound indeed, and with it I would find very little to disagree." 30

Late in 1952, King's parents came to Boston for a visit. The purpose of the trip was to end the blossoming relationship between Martin and Coretta Scott, and the visit was filled with tension. Daddy King wanted Martin to finish his schooling, return to Ebenezer fulltime, and marry an Atlanta girl. Several women there, and one in particular, were interested in Martin. They came from fine families, Daddy King pointedly told Coretta, families he himself had known for years. She bluntly told him that she, too, came from a fine family, while Martin, with a nervous grin, sat silently under his father's assault. Later, Martin told his mother that it was his intention to marry Coretta. Though he said nothing to his father, two days later Daddy King, just before leaving for the return trip to Atlanta, told the young couple that if they were going to "court" full time, they might as well get married.

Martin returned home at Christmas, and Daddy King indicated his acceptance of his son's decision. Coretta, however, stayed in Boston, and Martin saw an old girlfriend over the holiday. When he returned north, he and Coretta seriously discussed marriage, and he confessed his Atlanta indiscretions. They had an intense argument, but it passed. They made plans to announce their engagement that spring, and planned a June wedding.

King continued his doctoral work and prepared for his comprehensive exams. He tried hard to impress his professors with both his personal bearing and academic ability. Harold DeWolf, who was King's principal supervisor after Brightman's death, recalled that the young man "always impressed me as being especially well prepared for every conference he had with me." King was "scholarly, well-groomed, invariably courteous." He was both "very self-contained, and resourceful. He always came in with a list of questions. He knew exactly what he wanted to ask." King's "immaculate dress and his very fine, thoughtful courtesy" also stood out.
He was not as active in the life of the theology school as he had been at Crozer, but the regular meetings of the "Dialectical Society" at his apartment gave him many chances for social exchange.

In June, 1953, Martin and Coretta were married by Daddy King in the garden of Coretta's parents' home in rural Perry County, Alabama. It was a small ceremony; A.D. served as his older brother's best man. The couple spent their wedding night in nearby Marion at the home of an undertaker who was a Scott family friend. In later years, Martin would sometimes joke about having spent his honeymoon in a funeral parlor. Two days later they returned to Atlanta for the summer. Daddy King had obtained a job for Coretta at a local bank, and the young couple lived with Martin's parents in the family home.

When Coretta and Martin returned to Boston in the fall, they rented a four-room apartment on Northampton Street and resumed their studies. DeWolf and other instructors tried to persuade King to pursue a university teaching career, but Martin was firmly committed to the ministry. "He told me, fairly early, that he was not a scholar, and that he wasn't interested, really, in the academic world," one Boston friend, Cornish Rogers, later remembered. "He said, 'I like people too much. I want to work with people.'" Martin made the same points to Coretta. "He had this strong feeling for the masses," she recalled. "He said to me, 'I'm going to be a pastor of a church, a large Baptist church in the South... I'm not going to be on a college campus... I'm going back South. I'm going to live in the South because that's where I'm needed.'" Perhaps he might do some part-time teaching, but the black church in the South would be his deepest commitment.

Daddy King was happy to a point with that decision, but he pressed Martin hard to return to Atlanta and join him as co-pastor at Ebenezer. Daddy enlisted the help of Benjamin Mays, and Morehouse offered Martin a faculty position he could combine with the Ebenezer appointment. Martin, however, declined the offer and began exploring pastorships in other cities. One attractive possibility was the First Baptist Church of Chattanooga, Tennessee. Martin arranged to preach there during the Christmas holiday. A few days before he was to deliver that sermon, King learned from a family friend in Atlanta that Montgomery's prominent Dexter Avenue Baptist Church was in search of a minister. Dexter recently had dismissed its well-known and outspoken pastor, the Reverend Vernon Johns, and Robert D. Nesbitt, clerk of the church, was in Atlanta on business. A meeting was arranged, and Nesbitt, impressed with the young man, asked King to come take a look at Dexter before making any decision about other possible pastorships. King agreed to visit Montgomery and preach at Dexter before he returned to Boston.

Daddy King warned M.L. that Dexter had a reputation for being a "big-shots church" that was very tough on its pastors. Thomas Randall, the chairman of the deacons, had a well-deserved nickname: the "preacher killer." King heard similar warnings when he met Vernon
Johns, but he received a warm welcome to Montgomery from the young pastor at First Baptist Church, Ralph D. Abernathy, whom he had met briefly once before. King also was pleased by his first exposure to the people of Dexter. He chose to preach his favorite sermon, "The Three Dimensions of a Complete Life."

Dexter's worshipers were more restrained than those at Ebenezer, but they were attentive. After the service, King met with Dexter's lay leaders, who were as pleased with King's humble personality as they were with his first-rate preaching skills. King returned to Boston and considered his options. Coretta, or "Corrie," as he called her, would graduate from the conservatory in June. He would take his comprehensive exams in a few weeks, and he already was well along with reading for his dissertation topic, an examination of the differing conceptions of God held by two prominent theologians, Paul Tillich and Henry Nelson Wieman. He could write the dissertation anywhere he chose to live.

Other job leads came in from churches in New York, Massachusetts, and Michigan. In late February, Martin flew to Detroit to preach a guest sermon. A week after he returned, a telegram arrived from Dexter: The church had voted to offer its pastorate to King and wanted him to return to Montgomery in two weeks to discuss the details. King postponed the visit for two more weeks and pondered his options. Both his dad and Coretta vocally opposed his accepting Dexter's offer. The new Mrs. King, whose childhood home was only fifty miles from Montgomery, did not want to leave the North and a career in music to return to the rigid segregation of the Deep South. But M.L. made up his own mind; he wanted to return to the South, he wanted independence from Dad, he wanted to be in a good-sized city, and he wanted a church that would appreciate intelligent preaching. Dexter fit the bill on every count. In early April, King returned to Montgomery to discuss the details of the offer with Dexter's officials, and on April 14, he formally accepted the position. He would start in September.

Since Dexter had no interim pastor, King spent much of the summer commuting to Montgomery to preach. Coretta graduated in June, and after Martin passed his exams in August, the couple loaded their possessions in the Chevrolet and headed for Montgomery by way of Atlanta.

Dexter was still in the process of refurbishing its parsonage at 309 South Jackson Street when the Kings arrived on September 1, so they stayed for several weeks with a hospitable church member. King set about implementing at Dexter the lessons he had learned while watching his father's stewardship of Ebenezer. His top priorities were to establish the pastor's authority over the lay leadership, and to increase the congregation's active participation in—and contributions to—the activities of the church. He especially wanted to involve more young adults. Just a few weeks after his arrival, King presented his blueprint to the members. “Recommendations to the Dexter Avenue Baptist Church for the Fiscal
Year 1954–1955,” as he titled the document, was blunt and straightforward. King wanted to make it “crystal clear that the pastor’s authority is not merely humanly conferred, but divinely sanctioned... Leadership never ascends from the pew to the pulpit, but it invariably descends from the pulpit to the pew.” The pastor, he added, “is to be respected and accepted as the central figure around which the policies and programs of the church revolve.”

King also appointed a host of new committees and made clear that the membership of every church board depended upon his choices. Neither deacons nor trustees, he decreed, could consider an issue unless the pastor placed it before them. King also placed special emphasis upon a new social and political action committee. “This committee,” he instructed, “shall keep before the congregation the importance of the NAACP. The membership should unite with this great organization in a solid block... Every member of Dexter,” he added, “must be a registered voter.”

The new pastor threw himself into his preaching. Each week he would devote hours to writing out and memorizing the complete text of his Sunday sermon. His young pulpit assistant, John Thomas Porter, was always impressed by how King would bring that text with him, but would leave it in his chair and ascend to the pulpit without any notes. The results impressed almost all. “He was fantastic,” Porter recalled, both silver-tongued and substantively challenging. “That first year was just super... He talked about love a lot,” and how to deal with everyday human problems. Porter, who remained a friend of King and his family for many years thereafter, felt that it was clearly King’s “greatest year of preaching.” King himself, looking back a decade later, also agreed; having time to prepare a sermon made one a much better preacher.

When not working on his sermons, King was writing his dissertation. He traveled to Boston that fall to present DeWolf with a complete draft, and delivered the final version the following spring. An exceedingly academic piece of work, the dissertation argued that neither Tillich nor Wieman possessed adequate conceptions of God, and that a synthesis of their viewpoints, plus a large dose of personalist theology, would be superior. Again the dialectical method proved attractive to King. In early June, 1955, he was awarded his Ph.D. by Boston University.33

King preached at Dexter almost every Sunday from the fall of 1954 through the fall of 1955. Despite his superior preaching, Dexter remained a quiet church where the sanctuary was never full for Sunday services. The middle-class and upper-middle-class membership were independent people who required little pastoring, and for whom Alabama State College, rather than the church, was the social center of their lives. King’s extensive efforts to activate the congregation met with only modest success.

King had barely put the finishing touches on his dissertation when Coretta informed him that she was pregnant, and they began making prepa-
rations for the happy event. Home, church, and writing left King little
time for other endeavors. He joined the Montgomery chapter of the
NAACP, and also attended meetings of the only interracial organization
in the city, the Alabama Council on Human Relations. When the Colvin
incident occurred in March, 1955, King was one of the sizable group that
met with white officials. In early August he spoke at a meeting of the
NAACP chapter, and it was the first time that many local citizens had the
opportunity to hear the young pastor of the “rich folks’” church speak.
King made a positive impression on many of the activists who heard him,
and two weeks later he received a letter from the secretary of the
NAACP chapter, Mrs. Rosa Parks, telling King he had been named to
the group’s executive committee. Three months later, when the presi­
dency of the chapter was proffered, King felt compelled to turn it down
because of his church and family responsibilities.

The Kings’ first child, Yolanda Denise, was born on November 17.
They accepted the delights and demands of parenthood eagerly; their
quiet social life easily adapted to the duties of child rearing. Frequently
they would spend an evening with Ralph and Juanita Abernathy, and
often they talked about race. Ralph Abernathy later recalled that “we
had no particular program in mind when we talked about the social ills of
society... except for the fact that Dr. King felt his training demanded
that he bring to the Dexter Avenue congregation the greatest social gos­
pel and action program it had ever experienced.”

When the MIA’s presidency unexpectedly was thrust upon him on De­
cember 5, King was uncertain of his ability to lead a community he had
resided in so briefly, but he was able to draw upon the same strong con­
victions that had inspired his leadership at Dexter. The pressures upon
him had grown as the boycott continued, and by the time the protest
entered its third week, the white community focused upon King as the
effort’s principal spokesman. In the wake of the angry meeting of De­
cember 19, white city leaders tried to paint King as the major obstacle to
a settlement of the protest. Whites hinted to black acquaintances that
King no doubt had his hand in the MIA’s till, and asked why the older,
long-established leaders of black Montgomery had ceded their authority
to this young newcomer. Word of these efforts to divide the MIA lead­
ership reached many ears, including King’s. The young pastor, shaken by
the attacks on him at the December 19 meeting, and feeling what he
called “a terrible sense of guilt” about his verbal outbursts that day, was
further laid low by the whispering campaign being mounted against him.
“I almost broke down under the continual battering of this argument,”
and at one emotional meeting of the MIA board, King volunteered to
step down as president. The board quickly rejected his offer and vowed
to stand behind him. Editor Jackson, well-informed as always, wrote that
“an attempt was made to try to get one of the major spokesmen for
better treatment purged and isolated. Instead of doing this, the
Montgomery leadership built a solid phalanx around this leader and told
the upper-hand [white] leadership that he would never be deserted or shelved."\(^{34}\)

The twenty-seven-day-old protest entered the New Year quietly. In New York, NAACP chief Wilkins instructed W. C. Patton, his Alabama representative, that the organization could not at present assist in any appeal of Mrs. Parks's conviction on account of the MIA’s seating proposal. The NAACP could not join in “on any other basis than the abolition of segregated seating on the city buses.” The organization already was pursuing a case to desegregate the city buses of Columbia, South Carolina, and hence “could not enter an Alabama case asking merely for more polite segregation.” In Montgomery, the *Advertiser* ran a long and pointed story about how numerous southern cities, including Mobile, Huntsville, Nashville, and Macon, already employed the first-come, first-seated policy the MIA was advocating.

After the New Year’s holiday, bus company official Totten returned from Chicago. The following day, Montgomery City Lines announced that it was losing twenty-two cents for every mile one of its buses traveled, and applied to the city commission for a fare increase from ten to twenty cents. Even the company conceded that the black boycott was nearly 100 percent effective. One day later, the commission granted the company half of what it sought, raising the adult fare to fifteen cents. King, asked for comment, said that the MIA would meet with anyone interested in settling the protest, but that he knew of no circumstances in which the three demands would be dropped. MIA Secretary Rev. Uriah J. Fields, in an unauthorized letter to the *Advertiser*, went even further, and appeared to bare some disagreements within the group. “The Negroes of Montgomery have no desire to compromise,” he stated. Regarding the three demands, “this is a compromise to begin with. We should have demanded complete integration.” Fields was strongly reprimanded for speaking out of turn.

On Friday, January 6, two significant events took place. Montgomery attorney Fred Ball wrote to the *Advertiser* and to solicitor William Thetford suggesting that the MIA’s protest violated the state’s antiboycott law. That evening a 1,200-person White Citizens Council rally took place at the city auditorium. Halfway through the program, city Police Commissioner Clyde Sellers took the podium and announced that he was joining the ardently segregationist group. As the *Advertiser* noted, “In effect, the Montgomery police force is now an arm of the White Citizens Council.”

In the wake of those two threats, King contacted Gayle and requested another meeting between city officials and MIA leaders. It took place Monday afternoon, January 9, and the MIA again presented its first-come, first-seated policy, emphasizing how the different races would never share a common seat, “Our request is not a request for the abolition of segregation on buses but for a fair and reasonable seating of passengers so as to assure all passengers equal treatment,” or “separate but
equal," as the infamous 1896 Supreme Court decision in *Plessy v. Ferguson* had labeled it. Once again the city said no. "We are going to carry out the law as we see it," Gayle declared.35

As the boycott moved into its sixth week, bus company officials became more worried as revenues slipped further despite the fare increase. One published estimate stated the company was losing more than $3,000 a day. Attorney Crenshaw, sounding a new note, told reporters that the company "will do anything that Mayor Gayle suggests." King, speaking with out-of-town black reporters, indicated confidence. "Either the bus company will have to meet our demands or fold up." Citing letters to the editor supporting the protest, King argued that "the white citizens are solidly behind us" on the courtesy and seating demands, and only recalcitrant officials were blocking a settlement. King also indicated that the MIA would retain its demand for black drivers. "We say that if we have to pay the fares, that we have the right to be employed." Queried again about the desirability of the MIA’s seating proposal, King responded that the negotiations were separate from the conviction of Mrs. Parks, which was being appealed. "We are fighting the question of segregation in the courts."

As the week of January 9 wore on, an increasing number of threats and harassing phone calls were received by MIA leaders. Reverend Robert Graetz, the white pastor of a black church and the only white visibly active in the protest, had his car vandalized. The MIA executive board, meeting on January 12, concluded that "it seems that it is now a test as to which side can hold out the longer time, or wear the other down." To keep up the spirits of boycott supporters, King announced on the fifteenth that the mass meetings would be expanded from two nights a week to six. White harassment continued apace, and Police Commissioner Sellers, speaking to the Junior Chamber of Commerce on the seventeenth, vowed that "we must at all cost strive to preserve our way of life." Many whites whispered that the boycott was not the action of local blacks, but that "outside agitators" had put them up to it. Most Montgomery blacks would return to the buses were it not for the "goon squads" of MIA people that threatened any who tried to ride. As one MIA leader noted, "The white man in this town just does not want to believe that this is a people’s movement." Meanwhile, further attention focused on attorney Ball’s contention about the antiboycott law, and one letter writer pointedly inquired, "Doesn’t the solicitor know his job? Why does he have to be reminded of his duty?"36

By the third week of January, the press began to focus upon King as the principal spokesman for the movement. He struck reporters as very mature for someone who had celebrated his twenty-seventh birthday on January 15. "He looks and acts older," one wrote. "Most people would guess him to be about 35." King conceded to reporters that the MIA’s seating proposal was modest and had cost the protesters the active support of the NAACP. "We began with a compromise when we didn’t ask
for complete integration," he admitted. "Frankly, I am for immediate integration. Segregation is evil, and I cannot, as a minister, condone evil." King's feelings about the white officials remained strong. "They appear determined not [to] settle this protest in our favor even though it appears that we are right. It seems that the mayor is used to having colored people coming to him begging for things; well, we are demanding our rights. . . . Our demands are simple. They can be met. Until they are met we will continue to protest."

Asked about the wider meaning of the boycott, King proclaimed: "It is part of a world-wide movement. Look at just about any place in the world and the exploited people are rising against their exploiters. This seems to be the outstanding characteristic of our generation."

Within the private councils of the MIA, there was growing appreciation both for King's ability as the boycott's principal public spokesman and for his skillful leadership of the executive board. "King knew how to get along with all types and classes of people. He also persuaded them to get along with each other," MIA historian Lawrence Reddick later recalled. King's "democratic, patient and optimistic" approach to things impressed everyone. The growing closeness of King's friendship with Ralph Abernathy surprised some participants who expected competition for the spotlight, but King treasured Abernathy's loyalty. Abernathy acknowledged King as "the spiritual and philosophical leader of the movement," while viewing himself as "the most effective leader of the movement in respect to strategies and operational tactics."37

On Saturday, January 21, the city commission made a different attempt to stifle the boycott. Mayor Gayle met with three little-known black ministers who were not members of the MIA, the Reverends William K. Kind, Benjamin F. Mosely, and D. C. Rice, and announced to the press late that evening that a settlement had been reached. With the active complicity of the Montgomery Advertiser, the commissioners' erroneous story claimed that the "prominent Negro ministers" had agreed to a plan whereby ten front seats would be reserved exclusively for whites and ten rear ones for blacks. Saturday night, as the Advertiser went to press, the wire services began distributing the story on the reported settlement.

One man who heard the report was a black correspondent in Minneapolis, Carl T. Rowan, who had visited the MIA leaders briefly two weeks earlier. Puzzled by the settlement terms and by the lack of any names, Rowan called King in Montgomery. King knew nothing about any settlement or supposed meeting. Rowan then called Gray, who also had heard nothing. After contacting the Associated Press to question the truthfulness of their story, Rowan called Montgomery Police Commissioner Sellers, who parried Rowan's queries about the identities of the black representatives before conceding that they may not have been members of the MIA. Rowan called King back, informed him of Sellers's comments, and efforts to warn the black community of the falsity of the city's claim began.
By late Saturday night, the MIA had asked all black ministers to tell their congregations the next morning that the protest was not at an end despite the headlines in the *Advertiser*. Other representatives were sent out to pass the word at Saturday nightspots. Acting on the clues Sellers had given Rowan, King and the other MIA principals managed to identify and track down Kind, Mosely, and Rice, all of whom claimed they had made no deal with the commission concerning the buses. A denial in their names was issued to the press, and by Sunday afternoon it was clear that the city's effort at deception had failed miserably.

The embarrassment of that flop only made the city commissioners more determined to best the MIA. On Monday, Mayor Gayle announced that the city was adopting a new, tougher stance. Calling the MIA "a group of Negro radicals who have split asunder the fine relationships" between Montgomery's blacks and whites, Gayle declared that "we have pussyfooted around on this boycott long enough." No further negotiations would take place while the protest remained in force. "Until they are ready to end it, there will be no more discussions." White people, Gayle emphasized, must realize that far more was at stake in the MIA's demands than merely the question of seating practices. "What they are after is the destruction of our social fabric."

The meaning of the new city policy quickly became clear. Sellers ordered policemen to disperse groups of blacks waiting for car pool rides on street corners, and Gayle asked white housewives to stop giving rides to their black domestic workers. Giving a lift to any black person would merely aid "the Negro radicals who lead the boycott." City police also began tailing drivers from the MIA car pool, issuing tickets for trivial or nonexistent traffic violations. The official harassment made some protest supporters pause. "The voluntary pick-up system began to weaken," one MIA leader reported, and "for a moment the protest movement seemed to be wavering."38

One of the first motorists to fall victim to this new policy of traffic enforcement was King himself. On Thursday, January 26, King left Dexter church in midafternoon, accompanied by one of his best friends, Robert Williams, and his church secretary, Mrs. Lillie Thomas. Before heading home, King stopped at the MIA's central transportation point to give three other persons a lift. When King pulled out, two motorcycle officers began tailing him. After several blocks, King stopped to drop off the riders. The officers pulled up beside him and told him he was under arrest for going thirty miles per hour in a twenty-five-MPH zone. King stepped out of the car, was frisked and told that he would have to go to the city jail until bond was arranged. King told Williams to take the car home and alert Coretta and the others. Then King himself was placed in a patrol car and driven to the dingy city jail, a long and somewhat fearful ride to a desolate section of northern Montgomery.

King was placed in a filthy group cell with various black criminals. Several minutes later he was taken out and fingerprinted. It was the first
time King had been locked in a jail, and the first time he had been finger printed. It was not pleasant. In less than thirty minutes, Ralph Abernathy arrived to bail King out. The jailer told Abernathy that for release on a signature bond, he had to have a certified statement showing he owned sufficient property. It was too late in the evening to secure that, the jailer noted, and King would have to stay in jail overnight. Abernathy then asked if cash would be accepted. Reluctantly, the jailer said yes, and Abernathy rushed off to collect the necessary money.

Meanwhile, word of King's arrest had spread rapidly through the black community. Even before Abernathy returned, several dozen others—members of Dexter, MIA colleagues, and friends—began arriving at the jail. The growing crowd worried the white jailers, and while the fingerprinting ink was still being wiped from King's hands, the chief jailer told him he was free to leave upon his own signature. His trial would be Saturday morning. In hardly a moment's time, King was escorted out and driven back to town.

The emotional trauma of the arrest heightened the growing personal tensions King was feeling. He had not wanted to be the focal point of the protest in the first place, and he had erroneously assumed that a negotiated settlement would be obtained in just a few weeks time. With no end in sight, and more attention coming his way, King wondered whether he was up to the rigors of the job. He stressed to everyone that he as an individual was not crucial to the protest, that if something happened to him, or should he step aside, the movement would go on. "If M. L. King had never been born this movement would have taken place," the young minister told one mass meeting. "I just happened to be here. You know there comes a time when time itself is ready for change. That time has come in Montgomery, and I had nothing to do with it."

But others thought King had everything to do with it. The obscene and threatening phone calls continued apace, and they took their toll. "I felt myself faltering and growing in fear," King recalled later. Finally, on Friday night, January 27, the evening after his brief sojourn at the Montgomery jail, King's crisis of confidence peaked. He returned home late after an MIA meeting. Coretta was asleep, and he was about to retire when the phone rang and yet another caller warned him that if he was going to leave Montgomery alive, he had better do so soon. King hung up and went to bed, but found himself unable to sleep. Restless and fearful, he went to the kitchen, made some coffee, and sat down at the table. "I started thinking about many things," he recalled eleven years later. He thought about the difficulties the MIA was facing, and the many threats he was receiving. "I was ready to give up," he said later. "With my cup of coffee sitting untouched before me I tried to think of a way to move out of the picture without appearing a coward," to surrender the leadership to someone else. He thought about his life up until that moment. "The first twenty-five years of my life were very comfortable years,
very happy years,” King later said, reflecting back on that moment in the most remarkable and self-revealing utterances he ever made publicly:

I didn’t have to worry about anything. I have a marvelous mother and father. They went out of their way to provide everything for their children . . . I went right on through school; I never had to drop out to work or anything. And you know, I was about to conclude that life had been wrapped up for me in a Christmas package.

Now of course I was religious, I grew up in the church. I’m the son of a preacher . . . my grandfather was a preacher, my great grandfather was a preacher, my only brother is a preacher, my daddy’s brother is a preacher, so I didn’t have much choice, I guess. But I had grown up in the church, and the church meant something very real to me, but it was a kind of inherited religion and I had never felt an experience with God in the way that you must, and have it, if you’re going to walk the lonely paths of this life.

That night, for the first time in his life, King felt such an experience as he sought to escape the pressures the MIA presidency had placed upon him.

He thought more about how trouble-free his life had been until the movement began.

Everything was done [for me], and if I had a problem I could always call Daddy—my earthly father. Things were solved. But one day after finishing school, I was called to a little church, down in Montgomery, Alabama. And I started preaching there. Things were going well in that church, it was a marvelous experience. But one day a year later, a lady by the name of Rosa Parks decided that she wasn’t going to take it any longer. . . . It was the beginning of a movement, . . . and the people of Montgomery asked me to serve them as a spokesman, and as the president of the new organization . . . that came into being to lead the boycott. I couldn’t say no.

And then we started our struggle together. Things were going well for the first few days but then, about ten or fifteen days later, after the white people in Montgomery knew that we meant business, they started doing some nasty things. They started making nasty telephone calls, and it came to the point that some days more than forty telephone calls would come in, threatening my life, the life of my family, the life of my child. I took it for a while, in a strong manner.

But that night, unable to be at peace with himself, King feared he could take it no longer. It was the most important night of his life, the one he always would think back to in future years when the pressures again seemed to be too great.

“It was around midnight,” he said, thinking back on it. “You can have some strange experiences at midnight.” The threatening caller had rattled him deeply. “Nigger, we are tired of you and your mess now. And if you
aren't out of this town in three days, we're going to blow your brains out, and blow up your house."

I sat there and thought about a beautiful little daughter who had just been born. She was the darling of my life. I'd come in night after night and see that little gentle smile. And I sat at that table thinking about that little girl and thinking about the fact that she could be taken away from me any minute.

And I started thinking about a dedicated, devoted and loyal wife, who was over there asleep. And she could be taken from me, or I could be taken from her. And I got to the point that I couldn't take it any longer. I was weak. Something said to me, you can't call on Daddy now, he's up in Atlanta a hundred and seventy-five miles away. You can't even call on Mama now. You've got to call on that something in that person that your Daddy used to tell you about, that power that can make a way out of no way.

And I discovered then that religion had to become real to me, and I had to know God for myself. And I bowed down over that cup of coffee. I never will forget it. I prayed a prayer, and I prayed out loud that night. I said, 'Lord, I'm down here trying to do what's right. I think I'm right. I think the cause that we represent is right. But Lord, I must confess that I'm weak now. I'm faltering. I'm losing my courage. And I can't let the people see me like this because if they see me weak and losing my courage, they will begin to get weak.'

Then it happened:

And it seemed at that moment that I could hear an inner voice saying to me, 'Martin Luther, stand up for righteousness. Stand up for justice. Stand up for truth. And I will be with you, even until the end of the world.' I heard the voice of Jesus saying still to fight on. He promised never to leave me, never to leave me alone. He promised never to leave me, never to leave me alone. He promised never to leave me, never to leave me alone.

That experience gave King a new strength and courage. "Almost at once my fears began to go. My uncertainty disappeared." He went back to bed no longer worried about the threats of bombings. The next morning he went down to the Montgomery courthouse and was convicted of the Thursday speeding charge. He was fined $10, plus $4 in court costs. Fred Gray filed notice of appeal.39

As the city's stance became increasingly hostile, the MIA considered two further courses of action. Some MIA members discussed whether the organization should apply to the city for a franchise to operate its own jitney transportation system on six formalized routes using a fleet of station wagons. Such a legalized status would allow drivers to collect fares from passengers, something not allowed in the informal free-lift car pool system. Paying for gas, oil, and tires for the many volunteer drivers was costing the MIA a hefty sum each week, which so far had been met by
collections taken up at each of the mass meetings. Though some meet­
ings, like the one on January 23, produced collections of $2,000, a more
regular system for producing income was needed. Perhaps na·ively, some
MIA members believed the city might assist them in this effort. Un-
surprisingly, the effort came to naught.

The MIA’s application did bring accusations that its real goal was to
put City Lines, which was in the middle of renegotiating its own franchise
with the city, out of business. King denied any such intention. “We aren’t
interested in putting them out of business. We want them to comply with
our demands.” To emphasize further the continuing moderation of its
position, the MIA took out another ad in the local paper, stressing its
own limited desires and castigating the city’s conduct. “At no time have
we raised the race issue in the movement, nor have we directed our aim
at the segregation laws.”

Though that was the MIA’s public stance, in private discussions the
leadership had considered since mid-January launching a direct attack on
the bus segregation laws. White attorney Clifford Durr had continued to
provide behind-the-scenes advice to the MIA’s young lawyers, Fred Gray
and Charles Langford. Durr stressed that if the black community wanted
to make a legal challenge to the segregation provisions, the appeal of
Mrs. Parks’s conviction would not be a sufficient vehicle. First of all,
since the appeal would have to be made through Alabama’s state courts
before it could reach the U.S. Supreme Court, it would be vulnerable to
extensive delaying tactics. Second, given the specific circumstances in-
volved, where another seat had not been available to Mrs. Parks, the
conviction might well be voided without the issue of segregation itself
being resolved. If the MIA really wanted to eliminate segregated seating,
Durr advised, it should file its own suit in federal court alleging that seg-
regated public transportation was unconstitutional in light of the earlier
Supreme Court decision in Brown about public schools. E. D. Nixon
supported Durr’s suggestion, and Gray and Langford, with further coun-
sel from New York NAACP attorney Robert L. Carter, began drafting
the necessary documents.

On the evening of January 30, the MIA held its regular Monday night
mass meeting, this time at Abernathy’s First Baptist Church. Two mem-
ers of the Dexter congregation, Roscoe Williams and Richmond Smiley,
stopped by the parsonage to give King a ride to the meeting. Since his
speeding arrest, the young men of Dexter had provided him with regular
accompaniment. Williams’s wife, Mary Lucy, had come along to stay with
Coretta and two-month-old Yoki. Later that evening, the two women
heard an unusual noise, like the sound of a brick striking the concrete
floor of the front porch. Footsteps sounded outside the house as Coretta
suggested they move out of the front room. Just as they darted into the
guest bedroom, an explosion rocked the house, filling the front room with
smoke and shattered glass. Frightened and shaken, the two women re-
treated to the rear of the house, where Yoki was safely sleeping. Coretta
started to call the Montgomery police, but realized they were not the best people to call. She thought to call Winston Craig, a Dexter member who was Governor James Folsom's chauffeur, but couldn't find his number. A neighbor, Mrs. Euretta Adair, called to ask if they were all right and said she already had called the police. Other people began arriving at the house. Coretta called the First Baptist Church and told the woman who answered that the home had been bombed.

At the church, King was on the platform, supervising the collection, when the call came. He saw Abernathy, E. N. French, and others reacting to whispered messages, but none came to him. Finally, he asked Abernathy about the commotion, and he informed King of the bombing. King stepped back to the podium, informed the crowd about the report, said that he must leave immediately, and asked that they also go quickly to their homes. Those watching King were surprised by his calm and steady demeanor. Looking back on it, King agreed that he had "accepted the word of the bombing calmly. My religious experience a few nights before had given me the strength to face it."

By the time King arrived home, a crowd of several hundred black onlookers had gathered at the scene. Numerous policemen also had arrived, and Mayor Gayle, Police Commissioner Sellers, and Fire Chief R. L. Lampley all were on the porch, inspecting the broken windows and the two-inch by four-inch hole in the concrete porch floor that the bomb had left. King made his way through the crowd and entered the house, where he found Coretta, Yoki, and Mrs. Williams unharmed. Commissioner Sellers took King aside and expressed his condemnation of the attack. "I do not agree with you in your beliefs," reporters heard him say, "but I will do everything within my power to defend you against such acts as this." King nodded his appreciation, but one Dexter member bluntly told Sellers that the bombing was a direct outgrowth of the heated rhetoric and "get tough" policy that officials like him had been championing. Sellers did not reply.

The crowd outside grew larger and angrier as word of the bombing spread. White reporters on the scene were fearful as police efforts to disperse the throng were ineffective. One officer told Sellers that a calming influence was needed, and the police commissioner asked King if he would say a few words to reassure the onlookers. King agreed, and stepped onto the porch, where, flanked by Sellers and Gayle, he told the crowd that his wife and child had not been injured. "Everything is all right. It is best for all of you to go home. The police are investigating, nobody has been hurt, and everything is under control." He emphasized that everyone in the protest should remain peaceful, and not retaliate against the white community.

We are not advocating violence. We want to love our enemies. I want you to love our enemies. Be good to them. Love them and let them know you love them. I did not start this boycott. I was asked by you to
serve as your spokesman. I want it to be known the length and breadth of this land that if I am stopped, this movement will not stop. If I am stopped, our work will not stop. For what we are doing is right, what we are doing is just.

Sellers and Gayle each spoke to the crowd, promising to spare no effort to solve the crime. Then King stepped forward again, and asked everyone to disperse. “Go home and sleep calm. Go home and don’t worry. Be calm as I and my family are. We are not hurt and remember that if anything happens to me, there will be others to take my place.”

After the crowd and officials departed, the Kings were driven to the home of Dexter members Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Brooks to spend the night. M.L. had trouble falling asleep, and several hours later there was a knocking at the door. He and Coretta peered out, but couldn’t tell who it was and decided not to answer. The visitor disappeared, but shortly thereafter the phone rang. It was Daddy King, who, along with Christine and A.D., had driven over from Atlanta upon hearing of the bombing. He had been the person at the door, and he quickly returned. At almost the same time, Coretta’s father, Obie, who also had heard of the bombing, arrived from nearby Marion.

Daddy King told M.L. that he and all the family should leave Montgomery and return to Atlanta. Bombers who had tried once might well try again. Martin said no, that he could not desert his colleagues in the MIA. Daddy King, his temper flaring, told his son, “It’s better to be a live dog than a dead lion.” Martin again refused, and then Obie Scott said that if Martin would not take the family to Atlanta, he would take Coretta and Yoki with him back to Marion. Coretta also refused, saying she would stay with her husband. Daddy King pushed Martin harder. “He very strongly insisted on Martin’s coming home for a while and getting away from things,” Coretta later recalled. “He really wanted him to get completely out of the Movement.” The young couple maintained their resistance, and finally the early-morning argument broke up. M.L., Coretta, and Yoki all would remain in Montgomery.

The following morning, the MIA executive board met to discuss their next step. The white violence, coming on the heels of eight weeks of official obstinacy, convinced the black leadership that the time had come for a direct attack upon the segregation statutes. The next day, February 1, Fred Gray filed suit in federal court in the names of five black women plaintiffs. The suit sought an injunction against segregated bus seating, and also a halt to the harassment of the car pool. No longer was the MIA seeking simply a more polite form of “separate but equal”; now the challenge would be total.

King and the MIA had practical as well as strategic concerns in the wake of the bombing. Sellers’s promise aside, and a city-sponsored reward of $500 for information on the bombing notwithstanding, the MIA did not believe that the Montgomery police could be trusted to protect
the protest leaders. While repair work on the parsonage got under way, the men of Dexter organized themselves into three four-hour shifts of two people each to guard King’s home from 8:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. each night. Robert Williams vowed to keep watch with a shotgun, while King and Abernathy decided to take up sidearms. “We felt we ought to be ready,” Abernathy later explained. “I asked King if he had any means of protection for him and his family. He said the only weapon he had was a butcher knife. He asked, ‘What do you have?’ I said, ‘The only thing I have is a razor.’ We decided that we should go downtown together and buy some weapons for our protection.” Accompanied by Reverend Hubbard, King and Abernathy appeared at the county sheriff’s office on Wednesday afternoon, February 1, to request pistol permits. King stated that he wanted a gun so that the watchmen at his home could be armed, but the application was denied. That very night the bombers struck again at the home of E. D. Nixon. The device, apparently thrown from a passing car, landed some twenty feet from the house and did no substantial damage. Nixon was out of town at the time, and did not learn of the attack until his train from Chicago pulled into Birmingham the next day.

The two bombings in forty-eight hours led King and four other MIA representatives to call on a potential ally, Alabama Governor James E. Folsom. Reviled by many whites for having entertained black New York Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, “Big Jim” Folsom was as liberal on race as any white politician in the South. Folsom told the black visitors that he deplored the bombings and hoped the situation would not deteriorate further. He asked King how long the protest would continue. “Until our demands are granted,” the young minister told the governor. “What we really want to ask of you, is protection of the state. We have no confidence in the city police affording us such protection.” Folsom said he would have state officers keep an eye on King’s home, and that he also would speak to the county sheriff. But King wanted something else. “What we would like to have, is to have you issue a permit to keep a gun in my car,” he told Folsom. The governor responded that he would have to discuss that with the sheriff too.

King returned home from the state capitol to find Roscoe Williams installing floodlights around the parsonage, and Daddy King back in town again to persuade his son to return to Atlanta. M.L. once more said no to his father’s entreaties, but one observer who watched him that day wrote that King’s “nervous pacing reveals he is under a tremendous strain.” Coretta appreciated her husband’s burden, supported his refusals of Daddy King’s pleas, and talked with him about their likely fate. “We realized that our lives were in danger. I did a lot of soul-searching . . . we were right in what we were doing, and if we were going to stand up for a cause, we had to be willing to face that which may be the inevitable consequences.”

Within the MIA leadership, the filing of the federal court suit led some to wonder whether the boycott should be continued or whether the black
community should return to the buses while awaiting legal vindication. On February 7, King admitted that the MIA's thinking had "changed somewhat" because it was now clear that negotiations would not bring an end to the protest. Only the suit could do that, and since the litigation might take a "long time," King was not certain whether the boycott would continue until the suit was decided. "We are now depending on the courts to give the final answer." The following day, however, King said that his previous comments had been "misunderstood," and the MIA announced there would be no change in its stance. 42

While the bombings led the black community to take a stronger stand against segregation, they also motivated some of Montgomery's white business leaders to try to resolve the protest. The "Men of Montgomery," a businessmen's group, announced on February 8 that it stood ready to mediate a settlement. Over the next five days, two representatives of that group, Joe Bear and C. T. Fitzpatrick, held discussions with the city commission. The officials were willing to guarantee courtesy, to promise that all passengers could board through the front door, and that the adult fare would return to ten cents. They were not, however, willing to surrender in principle the idea of ten reserved seats for each race at opposite ends of each bus. They did concede, though, that "whenever the condition exists that there is no probability of any additional white passengers boarding a bus, or any colored passengers as the case may be, in that event the bus operator shall assign such seats as may be required in the reserved sections." In other words, no one would have to stand over a vacant "reserved" seat.

King left town for several days to visit his parents in Atlanta and to travel to Chicago for a previously scheduled preaching engagement. During his Chicago stay King also met with interested leaders of the United Packinghouse Workers to discuss pressuring National City Lines' Chicago headquarters and to seek outside support to boost the boycotters' morale. While King was in Chicago, Montgomery's newspapers reported that Circuit Judge Eugene W. Carter had instructed solicitor William Thetford and the current grand jury to consider whether the MIA's protest was a violation of Alabama's antiboycott statute. Asked about the report, King told Chicago reporters, "I don't doubt that they will indict some of us." He emphasized that the protest "is a movement of passive resistance," and acknowledged that the litigation to resolve the problem would take at least several months. "I am not sure that the people will want to continue the boycott that long." He also stressed that Montgomery was not an isolated incident. "The oppressed people of the world are rising up. They are revolting against colonialism, imperialism and other systems of oppression," including American segregation.

When King returned to Montgomery, there were rumors of indictments looming against the MIA leadership. On February 18 the grand jury indicted MIA attorney Fred Gray on a trumped-up charge of having named as a plaintiff in the MIA's federal court suit a woman who actually had
not authorized him to use her name. That same day King left on a speaking trip to Atlanta and Nashville.

Among the white leadership there was less than complete agreement on what steps to take next. The Men of Montgomery were pressing both the city commissioners and the bus company to authorize one last approach to the MIA before proceeding with mass indictments. Solicitor Thetford was ambivalent about pressing criminal charges, and instead wanted the bus company to seek an injunction against the MIA's car pool on the grounds that it infringed upon the bus line's exclusive municipal transportation franchise. Company attorney Crenshaw, however, opposed having the company take any legal initiative against the MIA, and also objected to the idea of criminal indictments. By this time Crenshaw, Bagley, and the company were willing to accept a negotiated settlement on the MIA's terms in order to save the franchise from financial ruin. They waited for city officials to take the lead. The three commissioners, however, remained as staunchly opposed as ever.

On Monday morning, February 20, the Men of Montgomery won agreement from both the commissioners and the bus company to have the newest version of the reserved seating plan presented to the MIA. That afternoon the proposal was conveyed to Abernathy, who promised to present it to the leadership and to that evening's mass meeting. Some of the leaders contended privately that maintaining the car pool system until the court case was resolved would be too difficult a task, but their argument failed. When the seating plan was described to several thousand people gathered that night at St. John AME Church, only L. Roy Bennett and his assistant pastor voted publicly to accept it. After the meeting, Abernathy contacted the Men of Montgomery, informed them of the outcome, and thanked them for their effort. Commenting on the meeting's action, one MIA leader stated that "the morale of the masses, once again, revived the morale of the leaders."43

The next morning the grand jury returned indictments against almost one hundred MIA members under the state antiboycott law. "We are committed to segregation by custom and by law," the jury's report stated, and "we intend to maintain it." Abernathy called King in Nashville to give him the news. King promised to return to Montgomery the next morning, after stopping in Atlanta to pick up Coretta and Yoki, who had stayed with Daddy and Mama King.

Daddy King was more insistent than ever that Martin not return to Montgomery. The dangers were just too great, he argued. His son should know full well that the trial would be far from just. Who knew how long he might be confined in some Alabama penitentiary?

Martin told his parents he simply could not desert his colleagues in Montgomery. While he and his father argued vehemently in the kitchen, Coretta took Yoki and went upstairs. Martin, already angry at his father, became furious with Coretta for leaving his side at such a crucial mo-
ment. "Martin told me that I had run out on him," she admitted later. Even the next morning, Daddy King was unwilling to give up the fight. After Martin agreed to remain in Atlanta one more day, his father assembled most of Atlanta's black leadership at the King home to get them to persuade M.L. not to return. AME Bishop Sherman L. Green, drugstore owners L. D. Milton and C. R. Yates, newspaper publisher C. A. Scott, attorney A. T. Walden, educators Benjamin E. Mays and Rufus E. Clement, and businessman T. M. Alexander all gathered to hear King, Sr., ask them to endorse the argument he was giving his son. At first, the group expressed support for Daddy King's contentions. Then Martin forcefully told them he could not abandon his friends in Montgomery, no matter what the consequences. "I would rather go back and spend ten years in jail than not go back." That convinced Morehouse president Mays. "You're right," he declared, and newspaperman Scott agreed. Their support strengthened Martin's resolve, and his father gave up the fight. In tears, Daddy King admitted that his son had to go back. Before the session broke up, attorney Walden phoned NAACP chief counsel Thurgood Marshall in New York to obtain his promise that King would be afforded the best possible defense. Marshall, who had already been called by E. D. Nixon, told Walden to assure the Kings of that commitment. The next morning Daddy King drove Martin and Coretta back to Montgomery.

The black community, prepared in advance for the mass indictments, responded with a new demonstration of strength. As the names of those being sought spread through town, the MIA organized a mass gathering at the courthouse to show that blacks would not be intimidated. "We made a special effort to get every one of them to go down at one time" to be booked, Rufus Lewis recalled. "Reverend Hubbard just made the suggestion that we dress for the occasion and go down en masse, so that it would appear that we were together." The plan was a marvelous success. Those who had been indicted showed up in their Sunday best, and those who had not came down to sign bonds for the others. The atmosphere, one local white reporter said, was like "old home week."

By the time King returned the following morning, the MIA had organized a special mass rally for Thursday night, followed by a "carless" Friday, when the arraignments of those arrested would take place. King, accompanied by his father, surrendered himself for booking at the courthouse shortly after his return. Early that afternoon the MIA leadership met with attorney Arthur D. Shores and his assistant, Peter Hall, whom the NAACP had sent in from Birmingham, to discuss legal strategy. Although the rally was not scheduled to begin until 7:00 p.m., people began gathering in the afternoon. They sang hymns as the crowd grew to some five thousand. When the program got underway, King spoke about how the protest was motivated not simply by Mrs. Parks's arrest, but by many events that
go deep down into the archives of history. We have known humiliation, we have known abusive language, we have been plunged into the abyss of oppression. And we decided to rise up only with the weapon of protest. It is one of the greatest glories of America that we have the right of protest.

There are those who would try to make of this a hate campaign. This is not a war between the white and the Negro but a conflict between justice and injustice. This is bigger than the Negro race revolting against the white. We are not just trying to improve the Negro of Montgomery but the whole of Montgomery.

If we are arrested every day, if we are exploited every day, if we are trampled over every day, don't ever let anyone pull you so low as to hate them. We must use the weapon of love. We must have compassion and understanding for those who hate us. We must realize so many people are taught to hate us that they are not totally responsible for their hate.

The mass indictments drew more national attention to the Montgomery protest than had any earlier events, even the bombing of King's home. For the first time, major newspapers such as The New York Times and the New York Herald Tribune carried front-page stories on the boycott, and King's Thursday night speech was his first to receive extensive national press coverage. Even network television began covering events there, with one ABC commentator comparing the protesters to Gandhi and the bankruptcy of white Montgomery's position to that of the British in India.44

Reporters were not the only people whose attention was drawn to the protest movement. In New York other race activists besides the NAACP took a growing interest in the events in Alabama. One who had a special curiosity was Bayard Rustin, a longtime advocate of nonviolent protest, who was a close associate of A. Philip Randolph, president of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters and the most noted national black leader. Rustin had taken part in a 1947 bus protest, the "Journey of Reconciliation," which had attempted to desegregate interstate bus facilities in the South. Rustin was intrigued with the Montgomery protest, and spoke with Randolph and other activists—Norman Thomas, James Farmer, and A. J. Muste—about his desire to take a firsthand look. With proper advice, he argued, the Montgomery movement could be expanded into a regionwide effort that would implement a boycott of segregated buses throughout the South. Randolph and the others shared his interest in Montgomery, but some cautioned against Rustin making a visit there. His public record, they pointed out, included a brief membership in the Young Communist League, a prison term for draft resistance, and a conviction three years earlier for homosexual activity with two other men in a parked car. Any or all of those could be used to smear the Montgomery leadership should Rustin become associated with them publicly.

Rustin, with the support of Randolph and Muste, won out over those
objections. He arrived in Montgomery on Tuesday, February 21, just as
the indictments were being issued. Carrying letters of introduction to
King and Abernathy, he found the Kings out of town, but located Aber-
nathy and Nixon. He discussed the protest with them, mingled with peo-
ple Wednesday as those who had been indicted crowded around the
courthouse, and attended the Thursday night mass meeting. On Friday he
attended a transportation committee meeting, and on Saturday met with
ACHR Executive Director Robert Hughes. On Sunday morning he heard
King preach a decidedly optimistic sermon at Dexter, "Faith in Man." White southerners should not be hated, King said. "Believe that the most
prejudiced mind in Montgomery, in America, can become a living
mind—a mind of goodwill." The MIA would triumph in its effort, and
the consequences "will be world-shaking," he stated. "But our victory
will not be a victory for Montgomery's Negroes alone. It will be a victory
for justice, a victory for fair play and a victory for democracy." With a
"spirit of love and protest," the boycott would go forward. "Don't get
weary. Don't lose faith in me. My faith in man is, at bottom, a faith in
God."

The arrival of Rustin and other outside visitors made many of the MIA
leaders wary. Holt Street pastor A. W. Wilson pointedly told reporters
that the protest was a local movement and not for outside agitators. Bir-
mingham editor Jackson observed that some of the visitors "are offering
services which if accepted by the protest group could obviously damage
and set back their program." In private, Jackson insisted that it would be
best for everyone if Rustin left town quickly, and many MIA activists
agreed. "We had almost a paranoia about anybody getting involved who
was related to any kind of a subversive or questionable organization. We
were just on our guard constantly," Robert Graetz remembered. Graetz
and others spoke freely with a local air force officer who kept a regular
eye on boycott developments, and Graetz didn't think twice when an FBI
agent introduced himself and said, "If you don't mind, I'll be checking in
with you occasionally."

Although outside contributions had increased dramatically, including a
$500 check from the national NAACP, the MIA was leery of many of its
new friends. The organization welcomed a call for federal action from the
bishops of the AME church, but voted against sending a representative to
a scheduled New York rally called by Adam Powell to highlight a planned
one-hour nationwide work stoppage in support of the boycott. Martin
King, though friendly toward Rustin, appreciated his colleagues' fears.
"We have to be very careful that no one exploits this movement," he told
Rustin and his Dexter congregation that Sunday morning. "We need
money, but we're not going to do anything and everything to get it. No
one is going to get fat on this, and no one is going to get any handouts."

Sunday evening Rustin had his first lengthy conversation with King, at
the parsonage. Over coffee in the kitchen, they chatted about non-
violence, or what King, in his public remarks, increasingly was calling
"passive resistance." That stance was not chosen "by any single person," King said that weekend. "It was the spontaneous movement of the people," and he and other spokesmen simply "have attempted to give leadership to it." Jo Ann Robinson, whose teaching job forced her to remain in the background, gave a similar description to one black reporter:

The amazing thing about our movement is that it is a protest of the people. It is not a one man show. It is not the preachers' show. It's the people. The masses of this town, who are tired of being trampled on, are responsible. The leaders couldn't stop it if they wanted to.45

On Monday morning, February 27, a second representative of the New York pacifist and racial progress groups joined Rustin in Montgomery. He was Rev. Glenn E. Smiley, a white official of the Fellowship of Reconciliation (FOR), whose top officials, Charles Lawrence and John Swomley, had argued against Rustin's trip. Not wanting to appear in competition with his friend Rustin, Smiley visited several southern cities before arriving in Montgomery to meet with King. A native of Texas and a devout believer in Gandhian nonviolence, Smiley was deeply touched by their first meeting. He took along an armful of books on nonviolence and asked King about his familiarity with the doctrine. "I said to Dr. King," Smiley recalled, "'I'm assuming that you're very familiar and have been greatly influenced by Mahatma Gandhi.' And he was very thoughtful, and he said, 'As a matter of fact, no. I know who the man is. I have read some statements by him, and so on, but I will have to truthfully say'—and this is almost a direct quote . . . —'I will have to say that I know very little about the man.'" King emphasized that he nonetheless admired Gandhi, and Smiley described to him how the essence of nonviolence was a refusal to retaliate against evil, a refusal based on the realization that "the law of retaliation is the law of the multiplication of evil." King expressed interest in the point, and told Smiley they would have to talk further.

Overjoyed at King's receptivity, Smiley wrote to several friends, describing King's limitless potential. Their conversation had been "one of the most glorious, yet tragic interviews I have ever had. . . . I believe that God has called Martin Luther King to lead a great movement here and in the South. But why does God lay such a burden on one so young, so inexperienced, so good? King can be a Negro Gandhi, or he can be made into an unfortunate demagogue destined to swing from a lynch mob's tree." Smiley asked his friends to pray for King's becoming the former, not the latter. Smiley also dispatched a note to King, telling him how he had asked for those prayers. In closing, he quoted Gandhi: "'If one man could achieve the perfect love it is enough to neutralize the hatred of millions.' Who knows? Maybe in Montgomery someone may achieve this perfect love! I am at your service."

King was grateful for Rustin's and Smiley's support, but other MIA
leaders worried about what roles the outsiders might seek to play in the protest. On Monday evening one black leader, apparently E. D. Nixon, called A. Philip Randolph in New York to ask some searching questions about why Rustin had been sent to Montgomery. Randolph defended his assistant to the caller, but alerted his New York colleagues to the concerns the Montgomerian had expressed. To some, there was the intimation that Rustin was claiming a significant role in the movement's deliberations, even though he had been there only a week. On Tuesday, Randolph convened a group of some twenty people to consider the question of Rustin's presence in Montgomery. "It was the feeling of this group," John Swomley of FOR immediately wrote to Smiley, "that Bayard should be urged to leave Alabama and return to New York. They felt that there were very serious elements of danger to the movement there for Bayard to be present." Randolph, Farmer, and the others felt that the New York leadership should concentrate on organizing potential national support for the protest, such as that expressed by Powell, the AME church, and the National Council of Churches. "It was the conviction," Swomley said, "that we should not try from the North to train or otherwise run the nonviolent campaign in Montgomery, as Bayard had hoped to do, but rather to expect them to indicate ways in which we could be of help.... Phil Randolph indicated that the Montgomery leaders had managed thus far more successfully than any 'of our so-called non-violence experts' a mass resistance campaign and we should learn from them rather than assume that we knew it all."

Swomley advised Smiley to stay free from any association with Rustin in the eyes of both the MIA and local whites. On Wednesday, February 29, however, Smiley by chance encountered Rustin, along with black reporter William Worthy, at King's MIA office. They exchanged greetings. Smiley mentioned the encounter in a subsequent phone call to FOR's New York office, and was reprimanded for letting it occur. In a subsequent letter, Smiley stressed that no MIA officials other than King knew that he and Rustin were acquaintances.

That same afternoon, Randolph informed Rustin by phone that the New York group advised that he move on. Some of the New York people feared that Rustin would hesitate, and Swomley informed Smiley that he and James Farmer had discussed what ought to be done. "There are some here," Swomley said, "who feel the local leaders ought to know about Bayard's personal problem but dare not mention it over the phone. They ought to know the risks that are being taken and if they are prepared to accept those risks then it is not our responsibility." Rustin and Worthy left for Birmingham on Wednesday evening.

Smiley in the meantime was having a joyful time familiarizing himself with the operations and leadership of the MIA. The organization was overwhelmed, he wrote Swomley, with the flood of outside contributions since the mass indictments. About $12,000 had arrived from out of state within the last two weeks, a great change from the eight weeks prior to
the bombing of King's home, when there had been little national interest or support. Smiley felt the black leadership was responsive to his message of nonviolence, and King gave him a personal introduction at the Thursday evening mass meeting, March 1. The response of the 2,500 people warmed the white minister deeply. "Religious fervor is high and they are trying to keep it spiritual," Smiley reported to New York. "Not once was there an expression of hatred towards whites, and the ovation I received when I talked of Gandhi, his campaign, and then of the cross, was tremendous. They do want to do the will of God, and they are sure this is the will of God."

Smiley's advice to those in New York paralleled the thoughts of Randolph and Farmer. "We can learn from their courage and plain earthy devices for building morale, etc., but they can learn more from us, for being so new at this, King runs out of ideas quickly and does the old things again and again. He wants help, and we can give it to him without attempting to run the movement or pretend we know it all." So long as all the outside volunteers understood that, there would be a supporting role for them to play in the Montgomery protest.

Smiley's white face and southern voice allowed him to sample white opinion in Montgomery as well as black. The city's white liberals were in a powerless position, and community tension was increasing as whites feared the MIA would expand its boycott to other enterprises, such as the downtown stores. "Whites are scared stiff and Negroes are calm as cucumbers," Smiley observed. He also appreciated white Montgomery's desire to attribute the protest to some outside influence or subversive force. "'If it's not you,,'" some suspicious whites asked him, "'who is it, because we know the niggers are not that smart.'" Many seemed unwilling or unable to view the boycott as an indigenous protest; "they really believed... that it had to be some white guy or some New Yorker" orchestrating the entire movement.46

Northern reporters, who were arriving in Montgomery in increasing numbers, assessed the situation similarly. "Neither side is yielding an inch to the other," and "there is very little middle ground left." Many of the correspondents emphasized two major themes: the tactical ineptitude exhibited to date by the city officials, and the MIA's talk about loving one's enemies. A chronicling of the whites' errors was straightforward and rather lengthy: the refusal to entertain seriously the initial arguments from Gray and King about a Mobile-style seating plan, the "get tough" policy which ended with the bombing of King's home, and, most egregiously, the mass indictments of the MIA leadership. In private, MIA activists were still puzzled over the city's stubborn refusal to negotiate the modest initial demands, and they quietly rejoiced at how the "get tough" arrests and the bombings had reinvigorated the black community's commitment just when some were beginning to wonder whether a long-term boycott could be sustained. The indictments were yet another tonic.
As Mrs. Durr told a friend, "to arrest all of their leaders was the very thing that was needed to make them more determined."

The reporters found the "boyish-looking" King and his talk of love especially intriguing. "What we are preaching is best described by the Greek word 'agape,'" King told one correspondent, referring to an analysis of different types of love he had read in a graduate school textbook. "Agape" really meant "good will, a redemptive sort of love. That is what we are trying to get our people to feel," King explained. "I don't know that they fully understand it yet, but they are making progress." Whites as well as blacks were victims of racism and segregation. "While I will fight him to get out from under his subjugation, I will also try to understand him and I will not try to defeat him," King said. Montgomery was not really a racial conflict; "the fight here is between light and darkness," not blacks and whites. "The job of us leaders is to make that clear to our people."

King's sense of history and the broader meaning of the protest was striking. "Whether we want to be or not, we are caught in a great moment of history," King told one mass meeting. "It is bigger than Montgomery. . . . The vast majority of the people of the world are colored. . . . Up until four or five years ago" most of them "were exploited by the empires of the west. . . . Today many are free. . . . And the rest are on the road. . . . We are part of that great movement." The target was larger than just segregation. "We must oppose all exploitation. . . . We want no classes and castes. . . . We want to see everybody free."

On a more mundane level, King's principal concern as the boycott entered its fourth month was the upcoming trials and how the legal bills would be paid. The MIA had formalized an agreement with Birmingham attorney Arthur Shores to represent all ninety-odd people at a fee of $100 per person, but no one was sure where that $9,000 would come from. Although contributions continued to pour in, the car pool system was now costing $3,000 per week, and several paid employees manned the MIA's busy office at Lewis's Citizens Club. The national office of the NAACP had been publicizing heavily its legal support of the movement, but the MIA was not fully happy. In early March King wrote Roy Wilkins to voice the concern:

One of the problems which we are confronting in raising funds is that so many people are giving through mass meetings sponsored by the NAACP [across the country] with the impression that the total legal expense is being defrayed by the National Office. Since this money is being raised in the name of our movement,

King pointedly observed, "we are hoping that the bulk of it will come to support us in our legal struggle."

Wilkins moved quickly to reassure King and repair any breach before it
could widen. "It was our intention from the first news of the indictments and mass arrests to assume the entire cost of the defense for those persons arrested and indicted and thus to relieve the MIA of any burden in that respect," Wilkins stated. Beyond that, "we expect also to bear the major part, if not the entire cost, of the bus segregation case challenging the state law," which would be quite expensive and likely to end only at the U.S. Supreme Court. The NAACP also would pay the bills for the appeal of Mrs. Parks's conviction, but could contribute toward the MIA's own operating expenses only in an emergency. Wilkins ended his message to King with a clear warning: "At this time it would be fatal for there to develop any hint of disagreement as to the raising and allocating of funds." 47

While preparations proceeded for the trial, both Smiley and Rustin continued to advise King. Smiley remained in Montgomery through March 10, and worked to persuade local white ministers to open lines of communication with their black counterparts. Meanwhile, Rustin, who was operating out of Birmingham, intensified his efforts with King. In several lengthy discussions in early March, some in Birmingham rather than Montgomery, the two men reached an accord on how Rustin's New York sponsors best could assist the Montgomery movement. King "is very happy to receive outside help," Rustin notified Randolph on March 7, but was "sensitive" to the southern white notion that New Yorkers, northern agitators and communists are in reality leading the fight. It was his view therefore that all communications, ideas, and program that can be developed, as they directly pertain to activities in Montgomery, come through him or Mr. Nixon rather than directly to the Improvement Association. It was agreed that this was a wise and necessary procedure. . . . The Improvement Association must give the appearance of developing all of the ideas and strategies used in the struggle.

There were many types of practical assistance that could be given King and the MIA: bicycles for the protesters; "ghostwriters for King, who cannot find time at present to write articles, speeches, etc., himself"; and "keeping an eye on their news coverage and suggesting ideas on what is important and when to emphasize certain elements in the struggle."

Much of Rustin's time was spent discussing nonviolence with King. In one report to his New York colleagues, Rustin asserted that King "is developing a decidedly Gandhi-like view. . . . He is eagerly learning all that he can about nonviolence." In private, though, Rustin, like Smiley, was among the first to admit that King's acceptance of the philosophy was far from complete. "He didn't even use the word at first," Smiley later stressed. "He used 'passive resistance' almost entirely." The point was underscored one day when Rustin and Worthy visited King at the parsonage. Rustin took a seat on the living room couch and Worthy started
to sit down in an armchair. Rustin looked over and saw a pistol on the seat. "Watch out, Bill, there's a gun in that chair." Worthy put the pistol aside, and when King came in, Rustin queried him about whether the gun was compatible with a nonviolent movement. Yes, King said, they intended to harm no one unless violently attacked. That night they sat up late as Rustin attempted to persuade King that even the presence of guns was contrary to the philosophy that he was increasingly articulating.

Philosophy aside, Rustin's primary interest remained the creation of a southwide movement to spread the message of Montgomery throughout the region. To Randolph, in early March, he recommended "the establishment of a workshop on nonviolent resistance to be held in June or July in Atlanta to which would be invited leaders from many areas of tension in the Deep South." They would discuss the theory and practice of nonviolence, and he hoped the meeting would produce an "ad hoc committee" for ongoing intercity contacts. "King is all for bringing this off," Rustin reported. Perhaps King, Sr., or Morehouse President Mays could host it, for a strong affiliation with the southern black church would be the key to its success, as Montgomery showed. The movement there, Rustin appreciated, "is strong because it is religious as well as political. It has been built upon the most stable institution of the southern Negro community—the Church." Any expansion would have to rely upon that same base.

Just after Rustin's long meeting in Birmingham with King, the Montgomery Advertiser ran a front-page story, accompanied by an unidentified photo of Rustin, asserting that some unnamed Negro had been masquerading as a correspondent for several European publications while visiting Montgomery. Those papers denied sending anyone to Alabama, and the Advertiser wondered who the man seen associating with the MIA might really be. The headlines sent new fears through the black leadership, but King was not overly perturbed. Rustin assured him that he had not misrepresented himself as a staff writer for anyone, and sent him the text of an article Rustin had written for publication under King's name. It argued that the Montgomery story clearly refuted the standard, negative stereotypes about blacks, and King approved it with hardly any alterations. It appeared in the April issue of Liberation, the first item ever published under King's name.

With the antiboycott trials scheduled to begin on Monday, March 19, solicitor Thetford and the defense lawyers reached agreement that the first of the ninety-odd defendants to be tried would be the MIA president, King. The prosecution's intent, made clear early the first morning, was to prove that the MIA had instigated and maintained the boycott without "just cause or legal excuse," that illegal black violence had helped enforce the boycott, and that King had led the MIA's effort—all in violation of the state antiboycott statute. Although prosecutor Thetford had had two city detectives looking into the MIA's early activities, and though several members, including Rufus Lewis, had been called to
testify before the grand jury, the prosecution had little real evidence about how the protest had originated. Thetford called bus manager Bagley, Holt Street’s Reverend Wilson, and MIA Financial Secretary Erna Dungee in an unsuccessful effort to trace the start of the movement. Wilson could not recall who had set up the first mass meeting at his church, and had an equally fuzzy recollection of when the MIA had been established. Thetford had considerably more success in proving through the MIA’s subpoenaed financial records that the organization had put together and funded the car pool system. Mayor Gayle testified that the MIA had negotiated with him over ending the protest, further evidence that they had conspired to boycott the buses. Lastly, in the second day of prosecution testimony, Thetford mounted a weak attempt to link the MIA to the December incidents of shooting at buses.

The defense, fully expecting that Judge Eugene W. Carter would find King guilty no matter what the evidence, concentrated its efforts on giving a full and accurate portrayal of both the abuse suffered by black bus riders and the peaceful character of the MIA’s protest. Mrs. Thelma Glass of the Women’s Political Council testified about her group’s long and unsuccessful efforts to improve the buses, and others of the twenty-eight defense witnesses described the humiliations they had been subjected to on the buses. Then, Arthur Shores called King to the stand. He asked about King’s speeches at the various mass meetings, and King testified he had never urged people not to ride the buses, but just “to let your conscience be your guide.” He commented on the car pool, the negotiations, and described how the MIA firmly opposed violence. Prosecutor Thetford, on cross-examination, asked if King had called the initial Monday boycott, or if he knew who had. King said no. He queried King about his own experiences on the buses, and King stated he had ridden them only once since he had lived in Montgomery.

On Thursday, March 22, with all testimony complete, Judge Carter immediately announced the verdict: guilty as charged. He would fine King $500, plus $500 court costs. Alternatively, King could choose 386 days in jail. King’s attorneys announced they would appeal, and King was freed on a $1,000 bond. Shores indicated he expected the appeal to take more than a year, and the prosecution announced that the other trials would be held in abeyance until King’s conviction was reviewed by higher courts.

Trial sessions had been crowded, with MIA spectators wearing cloth crosses on their lapels reading “Father, Forgive Them.” When King exited the courthouse that Thursday afternoon following his conviction, a crowd of more than three hundred people cheered him. “We will continue to protest in the same spirit of nonviolence and passive resistance, using the weapon of love,” King told them and the dozens of newsmen. That evening, to the three thousand people gathered at Holt Street church for the mass meeting, he urged the people to keep up their spirits despite his conviction. “Let us not lose faith in democracy. For with all of
its weaknesses, there is a ground and a basis of hope in our democratic creed.”

King’s conviction made front-page news across the country and increased the amount of press coverage the Montgomery protest was receiving. Once again, white Montgomery’s efforts to stifle the boycott had backfired, and correspondents reported another renewal of the protesters’ determination. King himself held a press conference the day after his conviction, and one reporter asked him if his role in the protest ever at times made him afraid. King answered:

No, I’m not. My attitude is that this is a great cause. This is a great issue that we are confronted with and the consequences for my personal life are not particularly important. It is the triumph for the cause that I am concerned about, and I have always felt that ultimately along the way of life an individual must stand up and be counted and be willing to face the consequences, whatever they are. If he is filled with fear, he cannot do it. And my great prayer is always that God will save me from the paralysis of crippling fear, because I think when a person lives with the fear of the consequences for his personal life, he can never do anything in terms of lifting the whole of humanity and solving many of the social problems that we confront.

The strength and freedom he had found that Friday night eight weeks earlier, sitting at his kitchen table, remained with him, as it always would.49

The following weekend, King traveled to New York for his first northern speaking engagements since he had become a front-page figure. Addressing 2,500 at Brooklyn’s Concord Baptist Church, King spoke for eighty-five minutes on how black Montgomery was fighting injustice by means of “passive resistance.” In India, Gandhi had used it “to break loose from the political and economic domination by the British and brought the British Empire to its knees. . . . Let’s now use this method in the United States.” To one black interviewer, though, King stressed that the Montgomery method was not principally a derivative from India. “I have been a keen student of Gandhi for many years. However, this business of passive resistance and nonviolence is the gospel of Jesus. I went to Gandhi through Jesus.”

Upon King’s return to Montgomery, the MIA began to tackle two new efforts: a block-by-block canvassing of black Montgomery aimed at increasing the number of registered black voters, and an expansion of the car pool system into a more extensive jitney bus service, using station wagons bought with contributions from the many new national supporters. For a second time, the MIA applied to the city commission for a transportation franchise, and again the application was rejected. At the same time, however, the existing difference of opinion between the commission and the City Lines bus company broke into the open when Na-
tiona) City Lines President Roy Fitzgerald told California reporters that his company was caught "in the middle of a situation we can do nothing about. . . . We would be tickled if the law were changed."

Mid-April was a relatively quiet time for the protest, and King took the opportunity to enjoy a brief vacation with his family. He also traveled to Birmingham, Chicago, Columbus, and Dallas for a series of speaking engagements, and enjoyed a four-day visit with his old Crozer friend J. Pius Barbour. The older man was astounded by the changes the young minister had undergone. "King practically lived with me for three years," he remarked, "but he is not the King I knew. He has grown twenty years in about five. He is almost to a fault exceedingly retiring; he wanders around in a daze asking himself: Why has God seen fit to catapult me into such a situation."

Then, on April 23, newspapers reported that the U.S. Supreme Court had affirmed a federal appellate court ruling striking down segregated seating on the municipal buses of Columbia, South Carolina. Upon receipt of the news, Montgomery City Lines announced that its drivers would no longer enforce segregation, effective immediately. For a moment, it seemed that the boycott would be over. Then, Montgomery Mayor Gayle angrily announced that the city would continue to enforce segregation, and that any bus drivers who failed to do so would be subject to arrest. National City Lines' legal vice-president, B. W. Franklin, responded by saying that the company would stand behind any drivers whom the city tried to prosecute.

King and the MIA looked on with bemusement as the internecine warfare broke out among their opponents. King announced on the twenty-fourth that the boycott would continue, pending clarification of the legal situation, and at the Thursday night mass meeting on April 26, some three thousand people unanimously affirmed a resolution calling for the protest to continue at least until May 11, when the federal court suit Gray had filed would be tried in Montgomery. King declared that "we are grateful to the bus company for their stand," and stated that the MIA would consider its number three demand satisfied whenever the bus company promised to give equal consideration to both black and white driver applicants.

The legal maneuvering continued as the city commission filed suit in state court, seeking a temporary restraining order against the bus company to maintain segregation. Company manager Bagley suffered a serious heart attack, and company attorney Crenshaw resigned from his role. State Judge Walter B. Jones granted the city's request for the order, and King stated that the MIA was simply "waiting and hoping. Our whole strategy is based on the May 11 trial."

That hearing, in front of Federal Judges Richard T. Rives, Seybourn H. Lynne, and Frank M. Johnson, Jr., took only one day. The four black female plaintiffs, plus Gayle and Sellers, were among the few witnesses called. The panel reserved their decision, and the MIA was uncertain that
a majority of those three Alabama white men would vote to strike down segregation.  

The MIA also was troubled by two festering internal problems. First, many participants had realized that the reimbursement system for car pool expenses was extremely vulnerable to abuse. King resolved that the transportation committee required a full-time supervisor, and the board chose Alabama State Professor Benjamin J. Simms for the new role. Simms instituted tighter controls, and the problems all but vanished.

Second, some voices within the organization also were complaining that only a few officers, principally King, were filling the MIA's speaking invitations. Those criticisms remained private, but some, like Treasurer Nixon, wondered whether all of the honorariums were making their way to the MIA's treasury.

In public, King increasingly talked of how the MIA needed to move beyond simply bus segregation. To one mass meeting, he stated that "until we as a race learn to develop our power, we will get nowhere. We've got to get political power and economic power for our race." King went beyond exhortation, recommending to the MIA executive board that "a strong emphasis . . . be placed on increasing our political power through voting and increasing our economic power through the establishment of a bank." A banking committee was appointed to seek a federal charter for a building and loan association, and King moved to put further resources behind the voter registration effort, led by Rufus Lewis. "The key to the whole solution of the South's problem," King asserted in early May,

is the ballot. Through the ballot many of the other problems will be solved. Until the colored man comes to this point he will have a hard struggle. When he gets the ballot, he can wield political power and come into his own. . . . The chief weapon in our fight for civil rights is the vote.

The bus boycott "might possibly last several more months," and "the present relaxed phase" of it afforded the MIA an opportunity to plan ahead for other initiatives.  

In early June, as the relative quietude continued, the Kings and Abernathys decided to seek a brief respite from the tensions of Montgomery. Together, the four of them set out by car on a two-week vacation to California and the Southwest. They hoped it would be an opportunity to relax and see a part of the country none of them had visited before. However, even after they got out of the Deep South and into Texas and the Southwest, the two couples had a difficult time finding motels that would accept black guests. "It spoiled the trip for him and for all of us," Coretta recalled, "because we had looked forward to seeing the beauty of the west and then having to go through all of this."

Just as they set out, the good news reached them that the three-judge
federal court had voted two to one to strike down the segregated seating practices. However, the city vowed to appeal the ruling to the U.S. Supreme Court, and the boycott remained in place. Then, just after the couples reached Los Angeles, the MIA’s office called to report that Rev. Uriah J. Fields, who had recently been replaced as the organization’s recording secretary, had alleged at a mass meeting, with reporters present, that the MIA had misused funds and that some of its officers had been lining their pockets. Leaving Coretta and the Abernathys in Los Angeles, King flew back to Montgomery.

Fury at Fields was running high in the black community. His church, Bell Street Baptist, voted to fire him as pastor, and many threats were being voiced. Although E. D. Nixon, for one, felt privately that there was more than some truth to Fields’s charges, substantial pressure was placed upon the young minister to retract his allegations. One week after he had voiced his claims, Fields appeared before a derisive crowd at another mass meeting to recant and apologize. He asserted that his outburst had been based upon personality clashes with others, not King, and that there had been no financial misconduct. King asked the crowd to forgive Fields, and grudgingly they accepted his call. The crisis passed, and King rejoined his wife and the Abernathys for the conclusion of their trip.52

At the end of June, King traveled to San Francisco to give a major address at the NAACP’s annual convention. In that speech, as in other appearances before northern audiences, King combined a description of the Montgomery protest with an exposition of his religious beliefs. He argued that Montgomery showed there was a “new Negro,” someone who no longer would accept the depersonalizing experiences of segregation. Montgomery also indicated that rank-and-file blacks themselves could act to advance the race’s goals, rather than relying exclusively on lawyers and litigation to win incremental legal gains. King stated that one should avoid both “extreme optimism” and “extreme pessimism” about the struggle for integration, and adopt a “realistic attitude” about the future, but he also asserted, “I have no doubt that by 1963 we will have won the legal battle.” King also denounced “the madness of militarism” and “an economic system which takes necessities from the masses to give luxuries to the classes,” but reminded each of his audiences that in all its efforts, the black movement would remain nonviolent.

Although the NAACP convention accorded King an honored place, Executive Secretary Wilkins and other officials made it clear that the organization had grave doubts about whether nonviolent mass resistance in the Montgomery style could really add much to the pursuit of civil rights, which they viewed as principally a legal struggle. King, who privately believed that the NAACP put too exclusive an emphasis on the legal route, studiously avoided any public disagreements.53

In Montgomery the boycott continued with a steady effectiveness. By midsummer, with twenty-two station wagons in full-time service, the car pool system had achieved a new level of efficiency. King continued to
keep a busy speaking schedule, and wrote to Smiley in early July to decline several possible appearances because of "the strain under which I am working." My doctor, he explained, "is insisting that I slow up and stop living such a rushed schedule." Just a few days later, on July 11, King went to the Montgomery railroad station to take a train northward to Nashville, for Fisk University's annual race relations institute. Coretta and Robert Williams were with him as he started to enter the main waiting room. A Montgomery policeman stepped in front of King, barring the door, and told him that the room was for white people only. King spoke back, and for upwards of five minutes, the two men debated the practice that the officer was attempting to enforce. Finally, with King's train ready to depart, the policeman allowed the three of them to pass through the room without pausing. If King ever tried it again, though, the officer promised to "let me have it." Like the car trip to Los Angeles, it was one more reminder of how regularly racial distinctions impeded everyday life.

King spent most of late July and much of August on the road. His many speaking engagements were repetitive and tiring work, but the appearances helped keep the MIA's bank accounts in the black. Old Crozer friend Ed Whitaker, whom King visited in northern New York in late July, could see the effects. "He was weary, very much weary because of the stress and strain which the movement had put him under." King talked about the constant anonymous threats, and how his early morning communication with God six months earlier had enabled him to persevere. That experience, Whitaker sensed, was "the key to how he could endure and face what was the reality of the situation."

Late in August, Montgomery's bombers struck again, this time damaging the home of white pastor Robert Graetz. Then, on September 8, while King was on a speaking tour in Denver, the insurance policies on seventeen of the MIA's station wagons suddenly were canceled. Without the coverage, the vehicles could not be used in the car pool, and private autos had to be employed to fill the void. Several weeks passed before new coverage was obtained.

With the insurance problem solved, the car pool resumed normal operations as the MIA awaited word of when the U.S. Supreme Court might rule on the appeal that Montgomery had made of the June federal court decision. Weekly expenses had risen to $5,000, due to increased auto repair expenses, and outside contributions had declined substantially. Nevertheless, the protest was in fine shape, King told Rustin, and "the people are just as enthusiastic now as they were in the beginning." He expected the Supreme Court to affirm the earlier decision by Christmas or January at the latest, and he and the other Montgomery leaders were working hard "to instill within the minds of the people the great implications of the bus protest. We are seeking to show that it is much larger than a bus situation . . . that it is just one aspect of the total question of integration in the South."54

King received yet another reminder of that point on September 27,
while flying to speak at Virginia’s Hampton Institute. When his flight northward from Atlanta was delayed, the airline gave each passenger a voucher for a free meal in the terminal restaurant. King, the only black person, was refused a seat in the main room of the Dobbs House restaurant. King resisted the manager’s order to eat in a rear room, and told the man that he was an interstate passenger, and that previous court rulings barred such discrimination in interstate commerce. His argument had no effect on the manager, who cited state and local ordinances. Passenger King remained hungry.

October began as a quiet month. King was on the road a good deal, and apologized for it in his annual report to the Dexter congregation: “I have often lagged behind in my pastoral duties.” Then, on October 26, two rabid segregationists, attorney John P. Kohn and labor leader Jack D. Brock, suggested to the city commission that an injunction be obtained to halt the MIA’s car pool as an infringement on the bus company’s franchise. The commission indicated it would consider the move. King, in Boston for a speech, hurried home when word of the impending action reached him. On October 30 the city filed its request for such an order with State Judge Carter. Three days later the MIA asked Federal Judge Frank Johnson to bar Carter from issuing such an order, but Johnson declined to intervene, and set a hearing for November 14, the day after Carter was scheduled to rule on the city’s request.

On Tuesday, November 13, King and the other MIA leaders assembled in Carter’s courtroom for a daylong hearing on the city’s request to ban the car pool. The outcome was not in doubt, and King was depressed at the thought of losing their system. “I was faltering in my faith and my courage,” he recalled, and the MIA was uncertain if the protest could be sustained. Then, during a brief late-morning recess, Associated Press reporter Rex Thomas came up to King and handed him a brief teletype story. Datelined Washington, it announced that hours earlier the Supreme Court had affirmed the lower court decision ending bus segregation in Montgomery. In their darkest hour, the protesters had triumphed. Joyfully, King passed the word to his colleagues. They sat through the remainder of the hearing, and, as expected, Carter immediately issued the order the city had requested. Nonetheless, King and the MIA were jubilant. They announced that the black community would return to the buses whenever the Supreme Court’s order formally was delivered to Montgomery, which King guessed would take only a few days. “The universe is on the side of justice,” he declared.

The following day, Federal Judge Johnson again declined to intercede in the state court proceeding, and bus manager Bagley announced that segregation would be enforced until the May injunction the city had obtained against the company was dissolved. The MIA executive board met, planned two simultaneous mass meetings for that evening, and voted to terminate the protest, but delay any actual return to the buses.
until the Supreme Court order actually took effect. The joyous crowds at the mass meetings endorsed that decision.

Only a day or two later did the MIA learn that the Supreme Court order would not be so quick in reaching Montgomery. The losing party, the city, had the option of petitioning the high court for a reconsideration, and had done so. Until that last-gasp effort was dismissed, the order would not take effect. With the car pool now banned, the MIA scrambled to institute a neighborhood-based “share a ride” system, with Rev. Solomon S. Seay as informal coordinator. On November 19, the MIA petitioned Supreme Court Justice Hugo L. Black to make the Court’s order of the thirteenth effective immediately, but Black rejected the request the following day.55

While the Montgomery black community anxiously awaited the arrival of the Court’s final order, the MIA made preparations for a weeklong “Institute on Nonviolence and Social Change” that had been scheduled for December 3–9. Although some noted outsiders, such as Mahalia Jackson, Lillian Smith, and Rev. J. H. Jackson of the National Baptist Convention, would be in attendance, many of the sessions were designed to prepare black Montgomerians for riding on integrated buses. Most of the visitors from outside Montgomery were other young black southern ministers who headed up protest organizations or civic leagues in their own cities: Joseph E. Lowery of Mobile, Theodore Jemison from Baton Rouge, C. K. Steele, who was leading a successful but little-heralded bus protest in Tallahassee, and Fred L. Shuttlesworth of Birmingham, who had founded a new local protest group, the Alabama Christian Movement, when state legal harassment had closed down the NAACP in Alabama several months earlier. Though most of the men had known each other through church functions, the Montgomery meetings gave them a better opportunity to get acquainted and share ideas.

King delivered the opening address on Monday night, December 3, at Holt Street Baptist Church, where, almost exactly one year earlier, he had given his first speech as the newly chosen president of the MIA. “In my little way and with my stumbling words,” King told the crowd of 1,500, “I would like to express my deepest appreciation to each of you for following my leadership.” The success and determination of the Montgomery protest signified a “revolutionary change in the Negro’s evaluation of himself,” and the triumph had shown how valuable mass nonviolent resistance could be. The real goal, however, was not to defeat the white man, but “to awaken a sense of shame within the oppressor and challenge his false sense of superiority. . . . The end is reconciliation; the end is redemption; the end is the creation of the beloved community” where all men would treat each other as brothers and equals. “There are great resources of goodwill in the southern white man that we must somehow tap,” King asserted, and we must work to “speed up the coming of the inevitable.”
After the institute week, preparations continued for the desegregation of Montgomery's buses. Two staff members of the Southern Regional Council who visited the city found an atmosphere of calm and widespread agreement that the change would take place peacefully. They visited with a number of MIA leaders, including King, who told them that "things are quiet. . . . The power structure of Montgomery is concerned about this situation. They seem more alert than they have in the past. . . . The Mayor has said quietly that he would not permit violence." Other sources endorsed King's perception, and many praised him as being primarily responsible for the air of calmness.

Finally, on December 17, the Supreme Court rejected the city's last appeal. The actual order arrived in the city on Thursday, December 20, and U.S. marshals served the writs on the white officials shortly before noon. That night the MIA held two mass meetings, one at Holt Street and one at St. John AME, and King again reminded the crowds to follow the "Integrated Bus Suggestions" that had been distributed to all. Drafted by Glenn Smiley, they recommended "a calm and loving dignity" and more specifically instructed: "Do not deliberately sit by a white person, unless there is no other seat." The time had come, King said, to "move from protest to reconciliation."

The next morning, Montgomery City Lines resumed full service on all of its routes. At 5:45 A.M., Abernathy, Nixon, Mrs. Parks, and Smiley gathered at the King home on South Jackson. Ten minutes later, when the first bus of the day pulled up at a nearby corner, Martin Luther King, Jr., was the first passenger to the door. He paid his fare and selected a seat toward the front of the bus. Glenn Smiley, the white Texan, sat down next to him. As news photographers snapped pictures, the bus pulled away from the curb. Black Montgomery, after 382 days of mass effort, had achieved its goal.56
The first two days of Montgomery’s integrated bus service were without incident. Then, at 1:30 A.M. on Sunday morning, December 23, a shotgun blast ripped through the front door of King’s home. The floodlights were on, but no watchman was present. King, Coretta, and Yoki were asleep, and no one was injured. King chose not to call the police, but he did announce the incident to his Dexter congregation later that morning. “It may be that some of us may have to die,” he solemnly remarked. That evening, at a mass meeting, he declared that “I would like to tell whoever did it that it won’t do any good to kill me” and announced that the MIA was looking beyond bus integration. “We have just started our work. . . . We must have integrated schools. . . . That is when our race will gain full equality. We cannot rest in Montgomery until every public school is integrated.” It marked the first occasion any MIA officer had publicly articulated that goal.

Christmas passed peacefully, but on the evening of December 28, two buses were fired upon by snipers. One black rider suffered a minor wound. Police Commissioner Sellers immediately halted bus service, and the next morning the commission resolved that no buses would run after 5:00 P.M. One more bus was fired upon that day, and Sellers then announced that Montgomery would hire twenty additional policemen to protect the vehicles. Meanwhile, anonymous leaflets urging blacks to run King out of town began to appear around the city.1

Martin and Coretta were on their way to Baltimore, where King was to speak at an Omega Psi Phi fraternity convention banquet and receive their “Citizen of the Year” award. Bayard Rustin met them at the airport, and introduced three white friends who were with him. Harris and Clare Wofford were a young couple who had traveled to India and written a book on Gandhian nonviolence. Wofford had been the first white man to graduate from Howard University Law School, had spent time in
Alabama, and, in November, 1955, had given an address at Hampton Institute that the black press reported with headlines such as GANDHI METHODS URGED FOR CIVIL RIGHTS FIGHT. King had heard E. D. Nixon speak of Wofford, and was pleased to meet him. Rustin's third white companion, Stanley D. Levison, was a white New York attorney who had been active in a group called “In Friendship” that had been raising funds for southern activists since early 1956. Coretta had met him several weeks earlier at a New York benefit the group had sponsored for the MIA, and King had heard Rustin speak of how Levison and another leader of In Friendship, Ella Baker, were among his closest New York friends. Rustin had told both Wofford and Levison that he would like to secure funds for King to travel to India and Africa, and they chatted about the possibilities as they drove to Baltimore.

After King had delivered his address, a black reporter asked if the new spate of violence in Montgomery made him fearful. No, King said. “Once you become dedicated to a cause, personal security is not the goal. It is greater than that. What will happen to you personally does not matter. My cause, my race, is worth dying for.” King and his party headed back to Washington in the Woffords’ car. Rustin and Levison told King that they and Baker had spent a recent evening discussing Rustin's idea of using the Montgomery movement as the basis for a wider civil rights initiative across the South. The attendance at the recent Institute on Non-violence and Social Change clearly showed that other southern activists shared King's desire for more interaction, and with the Montgomery boycott complete, now was a propitious time for calling a southwide meeting. Levison and Rustin had drafted a memo detailing the merits and broader possibilities of a “Southern Leadership Conference on Transportation,” and King agreed with their suggestions. Rustin promised to draw up an agenda while King contacted other southern leaders and prepared a call for a meeting.

At one point, someone joked about how the white opposition, given its many blunders during the past year, might give the movement another boost by actually jailing King at some point. Coretta quickly halted the laughter by remarking that no southern jail was a joke, and how she had a recurring fear that her husband would be killed. Her comments left a frosty silence, and the tension was broken only when King himself spoke up. “If anybody had asked me a year ago to head this movement,” he said, “I tell you very honestly that I would have run a mile to get away from it. I had no intention of being involved in this way.” King paused, and then went on:

As I became involved, and as people began to derive inspiration from their involvement, I realized that the choice leaves your own hands. The people expect you to give them leadership. You see them growing as they move into action, and then you know you no longer have a
choice, you can’t decide whether to stay in it or get out of it, you must stay in it. ²

From Washington, Martin and Coretta traveled to Atlanta for the New Year’s holiday. At noon on January 1, King spoke to an Emancipation Day crowd of seven thousand at Big Bethel AME church, praising the NAACP and describing how the Congress and president needed to activate themselves on the subject of racial justice. He articulated the same themes in an evening address in Birmingham, and then returned to Montgomery.

Preparations moved ahead for the southwide meeting Rustin had long been hoping for. King and his colleagues chose January 10 and 11 as the dates, and King, Sr., agreed to host the sessions at Ebenezer church. Rustin, in New York, was busy drafting seven “working papers” that would serve as the basis for discussions. He talked about them with Levison and Baker, never hiding his belief that “the movement needed a sustaining mechanism that could translate what we had learned during the bus boycott into a broad strategy for protest in the South.” It was “vital,” Rustin asserted, “that we maintain the psychological momentum Montgomery had generated.”

In the actual papers to be presented to those attending the meetings, Rustin was more reserved. In the first one, he said there were two initial questions that had to be addressed: “Do we need a coordinating group for advice and council among the present protest groups?”, and “Should such a council try to stimulate bus protests in other areas of the South?” He made little secret that he thought the answer to each question should be yes.

Although officially entitled the “Southern Negro Leaders Conference on Transportation and Nonviolent Integration,” Rustin’s agenda had a wide sweep. True, bus integration across the South was the initial focus, but one principal lesson of Montgomery, Rustin stressed, was an economic one: “The bus companies are not prepared to lose money to save segregation.” City Lines had been a bit slow in coming around, but Rustin’s scenario was an accurate analysis: “The political leadership and the bus officials part company. The opposition is divided. The bus companies may be prepared to make common cause with protest leaders.”

Buses, however, would be only the first step toward a wider struggle. “We must understand,” Rustin wrote, “that our refusal to accept jim crow in specific areas challenges the entire social, political and economic order that has kept us second class citizens. . . . Those who oppose us, understand this.” As the struggle expanded, Rustin explained, there would be two principal methods to employ: voting power and mass direct action. In regard to the first, there would have to be an extensive effort to increase black voter registration across the South. But “until the Negro votes on a large scale, we shall have to rely more and more on mass
direct action as the one realistic political weapon." Montgomery showed that "the center of gravity has shifted from the courts to community action," and the leaders should realize that the people, and not simply their lawyers, could win their own freedom. The question then would be what forms of mass action should be employed. Should local communities go beyond the MIA's tactics and adopt "extra-legal mass action?" Also, "under what circumstances are mass arrests strategically desirable or necessary?" Finally, should the leadership try to establish a "small, disciplined group of nonviolent shock troops" to lead such efforts? "Can the movement proceed through the next stages without such a group?" Rustin asked. ³

King, Abernathy, Rustin, and Baker were still polishing Rustin's handiwork in Atlanta the evening before the meetings were to commence. Back in Montgomery, however, a different group had something else in mind. At 1:55 a.m. on Thursday morning, January 10, a bomb demolished the home of Rev. Robert S. Graetz. The family fled uninjured, only to find a second, defective explosive lying in the yard. Moments later, another bomb struck the Abernathys' parsonage. Then, in rapid succession, four additional explosions rocked Montgomery as a series of black churches, including Abernathy's, were heavily damaged. Juanita Abernathy immediately telephoned her husband at the King family home in Atlanta, and Abernathy and King were on the phone throughout the early morning hours, learning further details of the bombings. They reluctantly concluded that they had no choice but to return home and give help to their shaken community.

In their absence, Fred Shuttlesworth and Coretta King, who remained in Atlanta, presided at the sessions, with Rustin and Baker looking on. The meetings were closed to the press, and some participants objected when a white man, Will D. Campbell of the National Council of Churches, sought admittance. Rustin ascertained his credentials, reassured the others, and thus ensured at least token integration. The discussions were lively and loud, but with King and Abernathy absent, Rustin's working papers did not exert the formative influence they otherwise might have.

On Friday, the conference participants, almost all of whom were ministers, approved "A Statement to the South and Nation." In midafternoon, King returned for the final hours of the gathering, was named temporary chairman of the group, and held a press conference to announce the statement and other initiatives. The statement extolled the virtues of nonviolence, but the tangible actions consisted of three telegrams the group dispatched to President Dwight D. Eisenhower, Vice-President Richard M. Nixon, and Attorney General Herbert Brownell. The one to Eisenhower, saying that "a state of terror prevails" in the South, asked him to make a speech advocating compliance with the Brown decision. Nixon was asked to make a tour of the South and familiarize himself with
violence against blacks. The message to Brownell asked him to meet with black representatives to discuss possible federal protective actions.

King also told reporters that the group would be a continuing body, and that it would next meet in New Orleans on a date yet to be chosen. One questioner asked if King thought all southern buses would be integrated by 1960, and King responded, “I hope sooner than that.” He emphasized that the group would tackle other forms of segregation, such as in schools, but that no specific plans had been formed. Change at the local level, he said, could best be won through interracial negotiations. “Wherever it is possible, we want to avoid court cases in this integration struggle.”

In the wake of the bombings, the Montgomery City Commission suspended all bus service indefinitely. Governor Folsom announced a $2,000 reward for information on the attacks, and many white Montgomerians condemned the violence. The black community was angry at the bombings and fearful that the commission might use the violence as an excuse for permanently halting bus service, thus denying the MIA the victory it had won. Privately, Federal District Judge Frank M. Johnson voiced the same fears to U.S. Deputy Attorney General William Rogers in Washington, and told FBI officials that the city was not doing all it could to prevent the violence. When King called the local FBI office to ask for federal help and complain that blacks had no confidence in the city police, however, he was informed that no investigation had been authorized.

King was growing tired from the travels and tensions, and was troubled by the new wave of violence. “I began to feel a personal sense of guilt for everything that was happening,” he later wrote. That Monday evening, King presided at a mass meeting at Bethel Baptist Church. While leading the prayer, he became caught up in “an emotion I could not control.” Speaking to God, and with an emotional crowd responding, King spoke of the violent dangers the protesters still faced, saying, “If anyone should be killed, let it be me.” He “got much more emotional than he ever got with his speeches,” one MIA colleague remembered, and “it was obvious that he was at the point of exhaustion . . . . He was going to probably just pass out if he kept on going.” King was unable to continue, and E. D. Nixon and another friend helped him to a chair. Reporters who were present immediately publicized the event, one writing that King had “collapsed at the rostrum.”

The next day, meeting with the press to criticize a white initiative to set up a private, segregated bus line, King was at some pains to deny that he had collapsed the evening before. He asserted that he had halted the prayer because of too much emotion throughout the audience. “It was simply a matter of people breaking down. I decided it was time to stop the prayer because the audience had gone almost to pandemonium. I shed no tears nor was I overcome with emotion. To the contrary, I was calm and balanced throughout.” In subsequent years, when the incident
was more distant in time, King admitted the accuracy of the eyewitness accounts and abandoned his denial.5

The collapse at Bethel church was merely one public indication of the increasing strain that both King and the MIA were experiencing. The aftermath of the boycott had brought not celebration, but a run of violence. King, who had looked forward to a respite, found instead that the pace of engagements had quickened. One of his friends observed that King “was noticeably tiring,” and believed he was especially troubled by a new series of disagreements within the MIA.

The principal problem was one that had quietly existed for many months: resentment over the considerable personal fame that had come to King because of the protest. E. D. Nixon was the most bitter, but, reflecting back on the Fields incident, he chose not to pick a personal quarrel. Instead, the issue became one of how the MIA would pursue its voter registration efforts. Nixon, whose enthusiasm for the rhetoric of nonviolence was limited, argued for a partisan format. If the MIA would announce an effort to win representation within the Democratic party, perhaps the national committee would lend its support. King and others found such hopes fanciful, and blocked Nixon from soliciting any registration funds in the name of his Progressive Democrats organization. Virginia Durr, who regularly heard Nixon’s side of the dispute, noted at the time that Nixon “suffers from the same fate of all old leaders that see a young man come on and take the leadership away from him, and do what he has not been able to do, which is to unite the people around him.” Nixon’s resentment was especially strong, she felt, because “he feels the boycott was his idea” to begin with. Nixon was not alone in thinking that the MIA of early 1957 was not as democratic as it had been twelve months earlier. Another board member acknowledged that the MIA office had become “a closed operation,” and one where “if people outside had been aware of what was going on . . . they could have found all kinds of things to criticize.” Further dissension developed over the organization’s continued refusal to put Mrs. Parks, a Nixon ally who had lost her seamstress job long before, on the payroll, but that dispute, like the “blazing row” over Nixon’s disagreements, stayed behind closed doors. Mrs. Parks “is very, very disgruntled with MLK and really quite bitter,” her friend Mrs. Durr wrote, but no incidents were allowed to break the public front of unity.

The increasing conflict took a toll on King. One sympathetic friend stated:

It was almost unbelievable to King that the very people who, a few months ago, were shouting his praises were now asking him for justification for every proposal he put forward. He felt deserted and alone. He told some of his close friends that perhaps he had outlived his usefulness in Montgomery and should leave.
As this supporter acknowledged, “King’s colleagues felt that he was taking too many bows and enjoying them,” that “he was forgetting that victory . . . had been the result of collective thought and collective action.”

Private tribulations and criticism were not King’s only ongoing problems. The continued existence of bus service remained in jeopardy, and even when daytime service was resumed, the troublesome 5:00 p.m. curfew on bus runs remained. Also, King received a telegram from the White House informing him that the president would not speak out for desegregation in the manner the Atlanta conference had requested. That was followed by a Justice Department letter saying that the attorney general would not see them because a meeting would “not be helpful or appropriate.”

Sunday, January 27, marked the anniversary of King’s experience in the kitchen one year earlier. This Sunday morning, Montgomery awoke to learn that twelve sticks of dynamite, with a fuse which had smoldered out, had been found on the porch of the Dexter parsonage. Though King and his family had not been spending the night in the house for several weeks, the murder attempt affected King deeply. In his sermon that morning, King spoke about the experience he had had one year earlier and how it had prepared him to deal with the question of his own fate. “I realize that there were moments when I wanted to give up and I was afraid but You gave me a vision in the kitchen of my house and I am thankful for it.” He explained to his listeners how, early in the boycott, “I went to bed many nights scared to death.” Then,

early on a sleepless morning in January, 1956, rationality left me. . . . Almost out of nowhere I heard a voice that morning saying to me, ‘Preach the gospel, stand up for truth, stand up for righteousness.’ Since that morning I can stand up without fear.

So I’m not afraid of anybody this morning. Tell Montgomery they can keep shooting and I’m going to stand up to them; tell Montgomery they can keep bombing and I’m going to stand up to them. If I had to die tomorrow morning I would die happy because I’ve been to the mountaintop and I’ve seen the promised land and it’s going to be here in Montgomery.

As before, the vision in the kitchen was a source of inner strength when times were difficult. 

Four days later much of Montgomery breathed a sigh of relief as seven young white men were arrested in connection with the series of bombings. King remained tied to a busy travel schedule, speaking in New Orleans one week and traveling to Oberlin College the next. At Oberlin, theologian Harvey Cox, who had invited King, introduced him to James M. Lawson, Jr., a black graduate student who had just returned from spending three years in India. At dinner that night, February 7, King questioned Lawson about his experiences in India. Lawson was a strong
and well-informed believer in Gandhian nonviolence, and the two men agreed to keep in touch.

On February 10, King announced that the second meeting of the Atlanta transportation conference group would take place in New Orleans on February 14. In telegrams to those who had attended the first session, King outlined the cold refusals received from Eisenhower and Brownell and advised that the New Orleans gathering issue a further statement. The response was gratifying, and ninety-seven persons gathered at Rev. A. L. Davis's New Zion Baptist Church for the meeting. Officers were elected: King, president, Steele of Tallahassee, first vice-president, Davis, second vice-president, Samuel Williams of Atlanta, third vice-president, Jemison of Baton Rouge, secretary, Medgar W. Evers, an NAACP activist from Jackson, Mississippi, assistant secretary, and Abernathy, treasurer. Shuttlesworth, three representatives of the United Packinghouse Workers, ministers, and a few attorneys from across the South also were in attendance.

The group also resolved to adopt the name Southern Leadership Conference in place of the previous Southern Negro Leaders Conference. More important, King announced that the group would sponsor a pilgrimage to Washington if the president continued to refuse to speak out in support of desegregation in the South. "This will not be a political march," King said. "It will be rooted in deep spiritual faith."

Immediately after the New Orleans meeting, King's portrait appeared on the cover of *Time* magazine. The laudatory profile sketched King's biography and summarized the success of the Montgomery movement. In Montgomery, however, the story received a mixed reception, even in the black community. "There was among some of the Negro leadership," a well-informed black reporter wrote, "an element of resentment and jealousy, a feeling that the article gave King too much credit at the expense of other leaders." The tensions remained strong between E. D. Nixon and King, and Nixon considered resigning from MIA and turning his efforts toward a partisan political effort, but hesitated at a public break. The arrest of the bombers was followed by a halt in the violence against buses, and on February 19, evening service was restored.

Invitations continued to pour in to King, including one from Kwame Nkrumah inviting him to attend the March 5 independence ceremonies of the new West African nation of Ghana. Both the MIA and Dexter offered to help with the travel expenses. King and Coretta flew first to New York, and joined other black American notables—A. Philip Randolph, Adam Powell, Ralph Bunche—who also were going. The long flight gave everyone a chance to get better acquainted. Upon arrival, King was impressed by the modern facilities of the city of Accra. The independence ceremony itself, a moving event, took place at midnight on March 5. There were many dinners and receptions, and King also enjoyed a private lunch with Nkrumah. At one reception, King encountered U.S. Vice-President Richard M. Nixon, the senior American representative at the
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celebration. King, troubled by the Eisenhower administration’s continuing coolness, seized the opportunity. “Mr. Vice-President, I’m very glad to meet you here, but I want you to come visit us down in Alabama where we are seeking the same kind of freedom Ghana is celebrating.” Nixon shook his hand, nodded, and said King should come speak with him in Washington sometime.

The Kings’ socializing was cut short when they both came down with serious fevers. Nonetheless, his first trip outside the United States, and his first visit to Africa, made a deep impression upon King. It helped him realize, he told one companion, that “there is no basic difference between colonialism and racial segregation”—both were based on the notion of white supremacy. Describing it weeks later, King remarked that American blacks could learn some important lessons from the freedom struggles that Africans had waged against European colonialists. “The oppressor never voluntarily gives freedom to the oppressed. . . . Privileged classes never give up their privileges without strong resistance. . . . Freedom comes only through persistent revolt, through persistent agitation, through persistently rising up against the system of evil.”

From Accra, Martin and Coretta traveled to Nigeria, and then to Rome, Geneva, Paris, and London for sightseeing. A highlight in London was lunch with black intellectual C.L.R. James, who marveled at King’s description of the Montgomery protest. After two weeks in Europe, King flew back to New York, where he met with A. Philip Randolph and Roy Wilkins to discuss the Washington Pilgrimage.

Five weeks had passed since the Southern Leadership meeting had announced the Pilgrimage. Rustin had ensured that Randolph would respond positively to the proposal, but Wilkins was cool to the idea of mass action. Increasingly he was troubled by what the Southern Leadership organization might mean for the NAACP’s own branches in the South. Wilkins knew that Medgar Evers, the NAACP’s Mississippi representative, had been elected assistant secretary, and he ordered Evers to “quietly ease out” of the new group. “The NAACP does wish to cooperate with the ministers group,” and wanted nothing to arise “to suggest that we are at odds with them,” but Wilkins still did not want his subordinates helping to build up this new organization and its young leader.

Less personally, Wilkins also was troubled by King’s emphasis on mass action and his criticism of a purely legal approach to change. Wilkins stressed the “limitations” of mass, direct action, and believed that “the particular form of direct action used in Montgomery was effective only for certain kinds of local problems and could not be applied safely on a national scale.” King, on the other hand, acknowledged the value of Brown, and the need for civil rights statutes, but contended that blacks “must not get involved in legalism [and] needless fights in lower courts.” King felt that was “exactly what the white man wants the Negro to do. Then he can draw out the fight. . . . Our job now is implementation. . . . We must move on to mass action . . . in every community in the South,
keeping in mind that civil disobedience to local laws is civil obedience to national laws.

The references to civil disobedience were new and infrequent for King, but his emphasis upon such mass actions as the Pilgrimage bothered the NAACP’s chief. Nonetheless, Wilkins agreed to another planning session on April 5 in Washington. More than seventy representatives of various groups attended that meeting, and chose May 17, the third anniversary of the Brown decision, as the Pilgrimage date. Randolph, Wilkins, and King announced the plans to the press, and stated they expected a minimum of fifty thousand people to participate. The “Prayer Pilgrimage for Freedom” had five objectives: to demonstrate black unity, provide an opportunity for northerners to demonstrate their support, protest ongoing legal attacks on the NAACP by southern states, protest violence in the South, and urge the passage of civil rights legislation. New York Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, who opposed the march, secretly boasted to White House aides that he had prevented any anti-Eisenhower emphasis from emerging, but King and his colleagues had never had such an intent.

In their public remarks, both King and Wilkins underscored that the Pilgrimage was “not a protest march, nor is pressure a dominant factor,” as the NAACP chief put it. King spoke of how the Pilgrimage would be an appeal to the nation, and the Congress, to pass a civil rights bill that would give the Justice Department the power to file law suits against discriminatory registration and voting practices anywhere in the South. King told one audience that “I’ve come to see more and more” the importance of voting rights, but the purpose of the Pilgrimage, he stated, is “to register our protest with Congress, not to make any threats.”

Rustin and other organizers spent the balance of April and early May preparing for the Pilgrimage and working to encourage a large turnout. In addition, Rustin and Stanley Levison each prepared drafts for King of the remarks he would make at the Pilgrimage’s main event, a rally on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial. Levison’s draft emphasized the common interests of black people and the labor movement. Rustin, however, did not like Levison’s tone and emphasis. “There is not sufficient spiritual content,” he told King. “There is not a clear statement on nonviolence. . . . I hope you will consider using this occasion to call upon Negroes north and south to adhere to nonviolence in work, thought and deed.”

King would have only ten minutes, Rustin reminded him, and he should speak about voting, labor cooperation, and, of course, nonviolence. King’s primary responsibility, though, was to issue a call for action, and stress

the need to expand the struggle on all fronts. Up to now we have thought of the color question as something which could be solved in and of itself. We know now that while it [is] necessary to say ‘No’ to racial injustice, this must be followed by a positive program of action:
the struggle for the right to vote, for economic uplift of the people. A part of this is the realization that men are truly brothers, that the Negro cannot be free so long as there are poor and underprivileged white people. . . . Equality for Negroes is related to the greater problem of economic uplift for Negroes and poor white men. They share a common problem and have a common interest in working together for economic and social uplift. They can and must work together.

Having returned to the same argument he had criticized Levison for emphasizing, Rustin advised King to use his Pilgrimage speech, his first truly national address, to propose such an effort. The Southern Leadership Conference should announce a major meeting for several months hence where southern black leaders and white unionists would "discuss the role of organized labor in the struggle for freedom, and a proposal that labor implement the struggle for Negroes to vote freely." If King was serious about mass action in the South, he had best come up with a program for moving forward. "The question of where you move next," Rustin told him, "is more important than any other question Negroes face today." In spite of such a warning, King accepted only part of Rustin's and Levison's suggestions. King focused his text on the demand for action by the federal government to protect blacks' right to vote in the South. No call for a direct role for white labor in the Deep South was included.

When King boarded his flight to Washington early on May 16, he carried with him a letter to the White House requesting a personal meeting with President Eisenhower. It mentioned that King would be seeing Vice-President Nixon sometime in the near future, as a result of the Ghana conversation, but emphasized that that "can in no way substitute for the necessity of my talking directly with the head of our great government." Such a meeting, "if it does nothing else, . . . would at least give persons of goodwill in general and Negro Americans in particular a feeling that the White House is listening to the problems which we confront," King stated. Perhaps, in the wake of the Pilgrimage, the president would be more responsive to black people than he had been in the past.

At noon on May 17, a smaller than anticipated crowd gathered at the Lincoln Memorial. Although the sponsors' predictions had ranged from 50,000 to 75,000, estimates of the actual number varied from only 15,000 to 27,000. Of the different speakers, however, the young minister from Montgomery received by far the most enthusiastic ovation. King's call for the right to vote included strong criticism of both major political parties, the Congress, and President Eisenhower. "The executive branch of government is all too silent and apathetic," King stated. His peroration—"Give us the ballot"—supplied the headline for news accounts of the Friday rally.

While some of the press coverage noted the modest turnout, accounts in the black news media heralded King's new national stature. *Ebony*
magazine pronounced that King “emerged from the Pilgrimage as the No. 1 Negro leader of men.” An influential New York *Amsterdam News* columnist, James Hicks, also proclaimed King “the number one leader.” The Pilgrimage had been King’s idea, Hicks said, and King deserved the credit for its success. “No other Negro leader in America was enthusiastic about it,” and “at no time did either Mr. Randolph or Mr. Wilkins throw the full weight of their offices and their organizations completely behind the Pilgrimage,” Hicks asserted. “Many among that leadership did a good job of dragging their feet . . . with the direct hope that the March would fail, and that the threat of King’s leadership would thus die aborning.” The elders were not happy. The young minister from the South represented a direct and personal challenge to “the so-called Negro leadership” which had previously received the headlines.

The Pilgrimage notwithstanding, President Eisenhower continued to avoid any meeting with the black leadership. In late May, however, King announced that Vice-President Nixon had formally invited King to a private meeting on June 13. Increasingly, Martin Luther King, Jr., appeared to be the new point man for black Americans.11

Before his trip to Washington, King had several less pleasant tasks to attend to in Montgomery. First was the trial of Sonny Kyle Livingston and Raymond C. Britt, two of the seven men arrested for the January bombings. Both men initially had confessed their involvement to police, saying they had planned the series of explosions in a meeting at Britt’s home. Later, they recanted those confessions and requested a jury trial. On May 29, the men’s attorney, John Blue Hill, summoned King as a defense witness, and asked the MIA president a long series of insulting and offensive questions. Had not King plotted the bombings in order to stimulate contributions to the MIA? What about rumors that King once had been intimate with a white woman? None of it had anything to do with Livingston’s and Britt’s guilt, and not many were surprised when the all-white jury on May 30 declared the men not guilty, despite their earlier confessions.

King also had to contend with continuing tensions within the MIA. Some members were discomforted by King’s continuing close relationship with Rustin, who effectively served as King’s New York-based assistant while on the payroll of the War Resisters League. Robert Graetz, the white minister, resented the assertive Rustin, who seemed to have King’s ear more than Glenn Smiley. Both men had contributed to the MIA’s adoption of nonviolence, but “most of the credit for giving form and substance to this principle must go to Glenn Smiley,” not anyone else. Smiley, Graetz pointedly noted, “did not come in with a program for us to adopt and put into practice.” Although certain members expected King to resolve the rivalry between the two advisors, he declined to act.

King also faced the continuing problem of E. D. Nixon. Although his actual role in the MIA had decreased greatly, Nixon still remained treasurer in name. In early June, he sought to resign this last remaining tie,
saying he did not care for the small clique that now ran the organization. "I resent being treated as a newcomer to the MIA... I do not expect to be treated as a child." King refused to accept the resignation, and efforts to repair the breach continued.  

In preparation for the scheduled June 13 meeting with Vice-President Nixon, Rustin prepared a long briefing memo for King that emphasized six points he should articulate to the vice-president: that neither political party had done enough on civil rights; that problems in the South could be solved only with federal action; that most white southerners could cope with racial change, but needed prodding; that Eisenhower should speak out for civil rights; that Nixon should speak out for the pending civil rights bill, and do so in the South; and that the administration had to stop pondering and start acting.

Thus advised, King, along with Ralph Abernathy, arrived at Nixon's Capitol office at 3:30 P.M. that Thursday for what was scheduled as a one-hour meeting. Labor Secretary James P. Mitchell joined Nixon to hear King and Abernathy describe the numerous acts of racial violence that black people across the South had been subjected to. Nixon spoke up in defense of the Eisenhower administration, stating that its civil rights bill would pass the House and faced an even chance of success in the Senate. King proposed that Nixon come South and make a speech in support of law and order, but Nixon responded noncommittally. Secretary Mitchell pointed out that a presidential committee charged with eliminating racial bias from government contracts soon would be holding hearings in the South, and perhaps Nixon could speak before them. Nixon appeared to endorse the idea. Then, at the conclusion of what had become a two-hour meeting, the vice-president hinted that he might be able to arrange the personal meeting with Eisenhower that King had requested.

King and Abernathy held an early-evening press conference on the meeting at a local hotel. Both men indicated that they felt Nixon and Mitchell genuinely were interested in racial problems, but that no firm commitments had been won. King talked about how the SLC wanted to undertake voter registration drives in some ten southern cities, but said that specific plans had not yet been made.

The Washington reporters, however, were more interested in whether King had actually obtained any promises from the vice-president. In contrast to the commentaries on the Pilgrimage, some black reporters questioned King's performance in the meeting with Nixon. The young Alabama minister was "not yet ready for the political big time," one commentator opined.

In the wake of the Nixon conference, King set off on another round of speeches in Texas and California. At the end of June, he had the special honor of receiving the NAACP's foremost award, the Spingarn Medal, at the association's annual convention in Detroit. King took the opportunity to return the NAACP's compliment, and combat the earlier news reports of tensions, by praising Roy Wilkins and calling on everyone to double
their contributions to the NAACP. The appearance received extensive and positive coverage in the black press.13

Back in Montgomery in early July, King found a number of different issues confronting him. Foremost was a spate of reports that he would be leaving Montgomery for a more attractive position elsewhere. The initial story had King under serious consideration for the presidency of Fisk University, but King also had been approached about the deanship of Howard University's School of Religion. While he found the idea of teaching attractive, he decided not to pursue either offer. “My work in the South,” he wrote Howard President Mordecai Johnson, “is not quite complete, or at least I have not been able to do several things that I would like to see done before leaving. The vast possibilities of a non-violent, noncooperation approach to the solution of the race problem are still challenging indeed. I would like to remain a part of the unfolding development of this approach for a few more years.” Ten months later, when another attractive offer arrived from the Garrett Biblical Institute in Illinois, King cited the same reasons in “reluctantly” saying no.

Another aspect of King’s life was also provoking gossip. Many people whispered about the intimate details of his private life, even though Coretta was expecting their second child in October. Then in one of the most widely read national black newspapers, the Pittsburgh Courier, there appeared the most blatant sort of warning. A “prominent minister in the Deep South, a man who has been making the headlines recently in his fight for civil rights, had better watch his step,” the paper announced. Detectives hired by white segregationists, it claimed, were hoping “to create a scandal by catching the preacher in a hotel room with a woman other than his wife, during one of his visits to a Northern city.” True, it did not call him by name, but no one could mistake who it was. Even though most of King's Montgomery friends and civil rights colleagues knew nothing of the uninhibited life-style King had pursued during his theology school days, such rumors only added to King’s burdens.

Then there was still E. D. Nixon to deal with. King, Abernathy, and Nixon had a showdown meeting on July 8 in which Nixon voiced his complaints about the MIA’s financial procedures and about the cliquishness he felt had grown up around King. “Money was mishandled in some instances,” Nixon later said, and more complete records of income and expenses could have been kept. “There was general knowledge among a number of us at least that there were some things that were happening financially that were less than ideal,” another board member subsequently acknowledged, but the tough questions were never raised at board meetings because of how divisive it would have been. Nixon had complained that MIA officers—i.e. King—should not be allowed to incur unlimited telephone and telegram charges, but the board had rejected his points. King and Abernathy, now aiming for a peaceful compromise, conceded there was some truth to Nixon’s complaints. Improvements would
be made, and Nixon should not resign from the MIA. His hurt assuaged, Nixon agreed to stay on.14

After a New York trip, which included an appearance at one of Billy Graham's "crusades," King turned his attention to organizing a third meeting of the SLC on August 8 and 9 in Montgomery. King had recruited a full-time MIA executive secretary to ease his own administrative burdens. The new man, Mose Pleasure, Jr., who had been alumni secretary at Dillard University, helped King ensure that this SLC gathering would have a more tangible payoff than the first two. Its focus, King announced, would be the same as that of his Pilgrimage speech: registration and voting. "Ways and means through which we may increase the number of Negro voters in the South at this particular time will be our most important concern in this meeting."

When well over one hundred persons assembled at Holt Street church, King was ready with some specific program proposals. First, he wanted to change the name of the organization to Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), to emphasize that most of its participants and its potential popular base came from the black church. Rustin had tried to dissuade King from the idea, arguing that the new word might discourage nonreligious supporters of civil rights, but King had held firm.

After winning assent to that, King detailed a plan for a large-scale voter registration effort that he, Rustin, and Levison had prepared. The "Crusade for Citizenship" would have a central office in Atlanta and a budget of $200,000. The Crusade would have several goals: to establish voting clinics, to provide educational materials to local voter registration efforts, to collect evidence of discriminatory election practices, and "to arouse the conscience of the nation through radio, T.V., newspapers, [and] public appearances of southern leaders as to conditions that exist, progress being made, and the responsibility of the entire nation to help ensure for Negro citizens these elementary rights." First and foremost, however, the Crusade would seek "to arouse the masses of Negroes to realize that, in a democracy, their chances for improvement rest on their ability to vote."

Some in attendance had doubts about so grand an undertaking. First, where would they find $200,000? Russell Lasley of the Packinghouse Workers said that his union would contribute $11,000, but that alone would not finance what King had in mind. Some also wondered if the effort would not place the nascent group in direct competition with the NAACP. King said no, but several questioners reiterated that a cooperative effort with the NAACP would be preferable to SCLC attempting to go it alone. King parried the criticisms, saying that the details of implementation would be agreed upon at the SCLC's next meeting, sometime in the fall, in Memphis.

When news of the Montgomery meeting reached Roy Wilkins, he became furious. Several NAACP loyalists told him what King had in mind,
and one supporter furnished him a detailed account of the Montgomery discussions. It observed, editorially, that "we need only one national organization to speak for Negroes and all other organizations and leadership should rally around the NAACP." Wilkins immediately instructed his assistants to send copies of that missive to all NAACP staff members, and to tell them that they must check with the national office before participating in any conferences called by groups other than the NAACP.15

During the rest of August, King again was on the road: New Orleans, Wisconsin, Detroit, and Washington. To newsmen, King spoke in expansive terms about the soon-to-begin voter registration effort. Total black registration across the South was estimated at barely 1,250,000 at present, but his new effort, King said, had a goal of five million new minority voters.

On Labor Day weekend King and Abernathy went to Tennessee for the twenty-fifth anniversary celebration of the Highlander Folk School, the interracial institution that Mrs. Parks had attended two years earlier. There were new people to meet; songs were being sung, and a photographer was snapping pictures. King and Abernathy had an appointment in Louisville, and had to leave the celebration after only a three-hour stay. A white activist from Louisville, Anne Braden, offered to give them a lift. They accepted, and as they drove north, both Braden and King commented on one of the songs they had each heard for the first time when Pete Seeger had sung it that afternoon. King kept humming it, and recalled its name—"We Shall Overcome." "There's something about that song that haunts you," he told the others.

When the first federal Civil Rights Act since the Reconstruction era passed the Congress in September, King, like other black leaders, found little to celebrate. The act did establish a civil rights commission and allowed the Justice Department to file voting rights suits against discriminatory southern registrars, but neither provision promised much in the hands of the somnolent Eisenhower administration. The pending crisis in Arkansas over the integration of Little Rock's Central High School all but demanded presidential intervention, but instead it was a federal district judge who took the lead in demanding obedience to federal authority. Also, two days after the civil rights bill was passed, King's close Birmingham ally, Fred Shuttlesworth, was brutally beaten by a white mob when he attempted to enroll one of his children in a previously all-white school. Again there was no federal action or presidential statement, and black leaders' ongoing efforts to obtain an audience with Eisenhower remained unsuccessful.

By early October, Coretta was only a few weeks away from the expected birth of the couple's second child. King had begun to write a new column, "Advice for Living," in Ebony magazine. The format was a familiar one: answering letters from the troubled and forlorn. In his initial columns, King advised a woman not to marry a man twenty-five years
younger, stated that “the primary obligation of the woman is that of motherhood,” and remarked that “almost every minister has the problem of confronting women in his congregation whose interests are not entirely spiritual.”

Serious problems continued to exist in the MIA. Executive Secretary Pleasure found himself frozen out of major influence by an old-timers’ clique that viewed even King as a newcomer. Office secretaries Hazel Gregory and Erna Dungee effectively dominated the MIA operations, and King was away so much that he had little idea of the full dynamics of the situation. Pleasure was amazed at the “tremendous resentment” over King’s personal fame, and was disappointed that he lacked the time to give any serious attention to preparing substantive MIA program initiatives. “Martin was being . . . pulled in so many directions by so many forces that he couldn’t manage them . . . . It caused him some real pain in terms of what his life was all about and where he was going and what he wanted to do.” Torn between a desire to minimize his MIA and Dexter obligations and guilt over doing so, King avoided facing any tough choices. Some black news reporters had begun writing about the estrangement of Nixon and Mrs. Parks from King. Nixon finally had accepted outside money for his own voter registration plans, but Mrs. Parks, whom he had intended to hire, had already taken a job at Virginia’s Hampton Institute. Executive Secretary Pleasure issued a new ten-point program in the MIA’s name, “Looking Forward,” but what it listed were hopes, not concrete activities. An individual membership drive was launched to replenish the group’s coffers, but all could see that the MIA was gradually becoming moribund.

By October, King had served three years as pastor of Dexter Avenue Baptist Church. The past ten months had been a frustrating period, and in his annual report to the members, King told them frankly about “the all too many dark moments of leadership.” He had preached at Dexter only thirty Sundays out of the last twelve months, and complained that “I have not scratched the surface in doing the things at Dexter that I had hoped to do by this time.” He was far too busy, yet his busyness had no focus or tangible achievements. “Almost every week—having to make so many speeches, attend so many meetings, meet so many people, write so many articles, counsel with so many groups—I face the frustration of feeling that in the midst of so many things to do I am not doing anything well.” While King was presenting the report at an evening meeting on October 23, word came that Coretta had just given birth to a son, their second child. King had been hoping for a boy who could be named Martin Luther King, III. Although Coretta argued against it, she could not dissuade her husband.

Four days later, on Sunday afternoon, King was at Dexter for a live, thirty-minute NBC interview program, Look Here, that would be seen across the country. King told host Martin Agronsky that nonviolence was an active stance, and not simply another name for pacifism. A purely
pacifist approach, King said, was defeatist. When the broadcast was complete, King and Agronsky received a shock: An act of sabotage by local whites had damaged the transmitting tower of the local TV station just as they went on the air. Although the broadcast had been seen by much of the nation, south Alabama viewers had missed it. The local blackout had brought quite a crowd to Dexter, wondering what had happened. The anxious black community was relieved when word spread that only the transmitter, and not King, had been put out of action.17

At the end of October, King announced that the SCLC would hold its fourth meeting on Tuesday, November 5, at Mt. Olive CME Cathedral in Memphis. When the group gathered that morning, King explained how they would push ahead with the Crusade for Citizenship. Simultaneous rallies in twenty different southern cities would mark a January 20 kickoff. The proposed budget remained $200,000, and King envisioned an executive director based in Atlanta, plus two traveling field staff members. A special effort would be made to get the black press to publicize the January rallies.

Just as in Montgomery three months earlier, some delegates questioned whether any money was in hand, or if there were precise plans for how to raise it. Had anyone yet been hired to coordinate these rallies? No, though King did have a committee at work on selecting an executive director. What about the problem of competition with the NAACP? “No conflict exists between this organization and the NAACP,” King replied. He had met with Roy Wilkins, and A. Philip Randolph, in New York on October 16, and they agreed that the SCLC’s and NAACP’s efforts would not duplicate or compete with each other, and that the two groups soon would undertake a joint fund-raising drive in the North. Although King’s reassurances were spoken strongly, some doubted that Wilkins envisioned any such arrangement, even if King had been told so.

That afternoon, SCLC voted to send a telegram to President Eisenhower. It commended him for his eventual action in Little Rock, but pointedly stated that the events there indicated how the president needed to speak personally with black leaders from across the country. Additionally, Eisenhower was asked to appoint quickly the new Civil Rights Commission, authorized two months earlier, and to name at least two blacks to the panel. That evening King spoke to a 1,500-person rally. Telegrams like the one to Eisenhower, he told the crowd, “will be effective according to the political activity of the masses of Negroes at the local level.”18

Less than a week later, Roy Wilkins moved to show the young upstarts who was boss. The NAACP announced a two-day meeting in Atlanta to plan its own southern voter registration effort. Though Wilkins invited King to speak briefly at the opening session, the message was clear. King pledged SCLC’s cooperation, but when Wilkins met reporters to announce a goal of three million new black registrants, not one mention was
made of King or SCLC. Some hostile southern white reporters began to write about the friction between the two groups.

For King, the problems with Wilkins were especially enervating. King was even more tired than usual, having just come through a bout with the flu. One morning at Dexter, he apologized for preaching the same sermon, "Loving Your Enemies," for the third time in three years to the same congregation. A week earlier he had repeated the exact same text to an audience at Howard University. On both occasions he had told his listeners that "each of us is something of a schizophrenic personality. We're split up and divided against ourselves. There is something of a civil war going on within all our lives." He felt exhausted and troubled, and wondered what he could do with a life that made more demands upon him than he wanted, a life that kept him always busy but also tense and frustrated. "Within the best of us there is some evil, and within the worst of us there is some good," he told the congregation.

In December the Montgomery black community celebrated the second anniversary of the boycott. Attendance at the MIA's annual institute on nonviolence was down from the year before, and the widening divisions within the MIA made for an uneasy atmosphere. While visiting northern reporters focused on the integrated buses, and what they were told was a new level of courtesy toward black people, the MIA leadership was gloomy. Some criticized the final settlement that had been reached with solicitor Thetford. The charges against all the MIA leaders except King had never been resolved, and King's appeal of his conviction was thrown out on the grounds that his lawyers had not filed the proper papers in time. Thetford proposed a deal: King would pay his long-standing $500 fine, all the other charges would be dropped, and the state also would dismiss the charges against the remaining bombers who had not been brought to trial after the first two acquittals. With great reluctance, the MIA accepted, and King paid his fine.

In the meantime, E. D. Nixon had finally resigned as MIA treasurer. As he pursued his voter registration effort, the MIA suddenly put much greater life into its own, directed by Nixon's old rival, Rufus Lewis. Mrs. Durr felt that "there is a good deal of bitter feeling" in the black community, and believed that the preboycott factionalism was reemerging. "It is the old class split coming to the fore again," the division between mass and elite that had existed before both Nixon and Lewis had united behind King.

Nevertheless, King tried to strike a positive tone in his opening speech at the institute. "I believe firmly that there are many more white people of good will in the South than we are able to see on the surface." He apologized again for neglecting his responsibilities at Dexter, even though no one had complained. King stated: "I speak as one who has to live every day under the threat of death, . . . I believe in the future because I believe in God." No matter how strong his belief, however, King could
not salvage a conference that even the MIA publicly admitted “was a flop.” Soon after, the MIA board fired Executive Secretary Pleasure. One of King’s friends wrote that these events left King “quite distraught. Again, he wondered if he had lost his touch in Montgomery.”

King had little time for remorse about the institute, because the problems of the Crusade for Citizenship loomed ever larger. He had spoken repeatedly with Rustin and Levison about the obstacles, and Levison drafted a letter for him to send to black leaders and sympathetic whites, asking for financial assistance and moral support. The letter, which went out on December 16, emphasized that “in no sense are we in conflict with the NAACP or any other group.” SCLC sought to implement at the local level through nonviolence, the legal advances which the NAACP had won in the courts. The Crusade would be its first major project for three particular reasons: Blacks’ right to vote per se was not openly opposed by even the worst segregationists; black voting strength could aid in achieving other rights; and “the right to vote does not raise the issue of social mixing to confuse the main concern.” The Crusade aspired to double the number of black voters in the South, to approximately two and a half million within one year’s time—not the five million new voters King had been speaking of four months earlier.

Even before there was a response to the letter, King and his colleagues realized they had to get moving. On Thursday, December 19, an executive group of SCLC met at Ebenezer church in Atlanta. King and several others had been in touch with a man whom they hoped to hire as executive director, young educator Lucius H. Pitts, but Pitts had been putting them off, saying he could not give a final answer until April. The scheduled rallies were now one month away, and they had no one to organize them. Accordingly, two decisions were reached: First, the kickoff date would be moved back from January 20 to February 12, Lincoln’s Birthday. Second, Bayard Rustin would be hired to coordinate the rallies. Some had decidedly mixed feelings about Rustin, but none questioned his organizational ability.

Over the Christmas holidays, King remained in Montgomery to rest. He started to draft some chapters of an autobiographical account of the boycott that Stanley Levison had arranged for Harper & Brothers to publish. Some days King was able to sneak away to the home of some friends, where there were fewer interruptions than at Dexter or his MIA office. Coretta was happy to see more of him, and it gave him a greater opportunity to spend time with his children.

After the first of the year, 1958, King had several northern speaking engagements. On January 8 he was in Rochester, New York, where reporters pressed him about the reports of conflict between the SCLC and NAACP. King denied them, saying they were “so erroneous I shouldn’t even comment. . . . I have always had the warmest relationship with the NAACP.” To prove it, King said he soon would purchase an NAACP life membership.
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From Rochester, King flew to New York to meet with Levison and Rustin. Levison and the other New York activists had urged that Rustin not go south to work on the Crusade. If he assumed any public role in the effort, segregationists could smear King with the publicly documented facts about Rustin's homosexuality, early flirtation with communism, and conscientious objection during World War II. Reluctantly, King agreed. However, if Rustin would not be going south, someone else had to, or the Crusade would never get off the ground. Levison and Rustin promised King that Ella Baker, who had been serving as executive secretary of In Friendship, could be counted on to take Rustin's place.

King had been talking about opening an SCLC office in Atlanta ever since the August meeting in Montgomery. It had not happened, however, and Baker arrived in Atlanta without any quarters out of which to organize the February 12 rallies. Initially she worked out of a room in the Savoy Hotel on Auburn Avenue, and with no word from King. Then, Samuel Williams, the Morehouse professor and Atlanta pastor who was one of SCLC's officers, offered his help and found her office space. With a phone, a typewriter, and little more, Baker got to work making contacts in different southern cities. If the various ministers who had attended the previous SCLC meetings could be activated now, the series of rallies might succeed.

Baker found only modest enthusiasm in many of the cities she contacted. In some, local NAACP representatives were attempting to sandbag SCLC's efforts. Medgar Evers, the Mississippi staff member whom Wilkins had ordered to cut his SCLC ties, now needed no prompting. He kept his NAACP superiors closely informed of SCLC's effort to set up a rally in Jackson. As Evers reported in late January, "We have naturally discouraged, 'tactfully,' any such movement here in Jackson. It will be our design through the NAACP . . . to control the present state of affairs." When Baker tried to make plans for a rally, Evers wrote, "the person who was contacted to arrange such a meeting came immediately to our office for advice. We immediately halted those plans." With allies like the NAACP, SCLC's effort had little chance of success.

In late January SCLC's executive committee met at Ebenezer church to assess the situation. Things did not look encouraging; however, they had little choice but to forge ahead. To call attention to the rallies, King issued a press release, implicitly worded to reassure local leaders who might worry about this apparent intrusion. SCLC, King said, "will function as a service agency to help further registration and voting in communities where such efforts are already underway, and to stimulate other communities into action."

All in all, the rallies received little advance publicity. Their actual occurrence received even less. King spoke at the Miami rally about the value of the franchise. Most of the Lincoln's Birthday rallies did take place, but little effort was made to use them as the kickoff for local registration campaigns. Although Baker, surveying the scene several weeks
later, could identify a number of cities where local registration efforts were making headway, an Associated Press survey of cities listed for SCLC rallies found that “only a handful” of black applicants came to registration offices in the weeks following the rallies. White officials in some cities, like Montgomery and Birmingham, took special glee in telling reporters that black applicants were even fewer in number than usual. Headlines such as **DRIVE LAGS FOR NEGRO REGISTRATION** were about all that SCLC garnered from its effort. On February 16, four days after the rallies, Baker returned to New York, her temporary assignment complete.20

The SCLC was moribund. The discussions with Lucius H. Pitts were stymied, although King still wanted to hire him. On March 20, Ella Baker returned south to staff the Atlanta office. She spoke several times with Pitts, but got no firm answer. Baker knew that since she was a woman, and not a minister, King and his colleagues would not consider appointing her as executive director. Despairing of Pitts, she contacted an old college friend, Rev. John L. Tilley of Baltimore. She had discussed the vacancy with Tilley, who had led a very successful voter registration effort in Baltimore a year or so earlier. Perhaps he would be interested in the job, and SCLC in him. Tilley replied that he was, so Baker notified King and others of this new candidate. King wanted Levison’s judgment of the man, and in mid-April Tilley accompanied Baker to New York. The three of them met in an ice cream parlor on 125th Street, and Levison later told King that his judgment was favorable. On April 30 the SCLC executive board met and appointed Tilley executive director and named Baker associate director. Finally, after fifteen months of existence, and several name changes, the organization had the beginnings of a staff.

King spent much of the spring working on the book manuscript, often at the west Montgomery home of close friends Elliott and Genevieve Finley. He addressed an Easter Sunday demonstration organized by the MIA to protest the electrocution of a young black man convicted of rape, a rally whose planning the FBI monitored through its unwitting informant in the MIA. King’s travel schedule was still hectic, but writing became his top priority. King’s personal advice column remained a regular monthly feature in *Ebony*, and his comments ranged widely. He told one questioner that the “development and use of nuclear weapons of war should be banned” and advised another that gospel music and “rock n’ roll” were “totally incompatible” because rock music “often plunges men’s minds into degrading and immoral depths.” When a woman asked what to do about her husband’s extramarital affair, King told her to think of what the other woman might have to offer that she did not. What faults of her own might make her husband look elsewhere? “Do you nag?” King asked her. Answers that King offered to other questions had application to both personal and societal problems: “People fail to get along
with each other because they fear each other. They fear each other because they don't know each other.”

As King sent each chapter of his book manuscript north, Levison and Rustin proved to be tough critics. Levison objected to King’s rather self-centered narration of the Montgomery protest. Many of the chapters, he said, gave the impression “that everything depended on you. This could create unnecessary charges of an egocentric presentation of the situation and is important to avoid even if it were the fact.” When the concluding chapter, entitled “Where Do We Go From Here?” arrived in the mail, Levison again was harsh. The material was poorly organized and repetitive. Significant subjects had been skipped over, even ones that King regularly spoke about: “On voting and registration you mention nothing, which is a serious omission.” Other subjects that King had emphasized simply should be left out, Levison advised. In particular, “the section on Negro self-improvement is undesirable. . . . The goal should be to activate, and organize people toward the main objective rather than appeal for change of character separated from the pursuit of social goals.”

King appreciated and welcomed Levison’s assistance, even when it was sharply critical. Though Levison was seventeen years older than King, and though their backgrounds had little in common, King found two rare qualities in the outspoken New Yorker. First, he was one of the few people who would assist King without seeking anything, even informal favors, in return. Second, Levison was one of the few people willing to criticize King to his face. When Levison recommended revisions in the book manuscript, they were made. When Levison, despairing at times of the slow pace of the book’s progress, simply wrote out his own material and inserted it into the text, King accepted the contributions and thanked Levison for them. Between Levison and Rustin, the minutiae of King’s life were attended to and the book manuscript kept on the road to publication.21

On May 29 the fifth meeting of SCLC, and the first under the new administration of Tilley and Baker, convened in Clarksdale, Mississippi. The ninety-seven delegates spent the morning listening to reports on voter registration efforts in various cities. The speakers emphasized the positive, and one jaundiced observer, NAACP Registration Director John M. Brooks, wrote that “75% of this time was spent by ministers praising themselves, the conference and Rev. King, Jr. . . . 95% of the reports made on voting and civil rights activities were projects of the NAACP. The representatives, however, left the impression that these projects were being carried out by the SCLC.” Many of those in attendance however, were far less sanguine. “The group is having a hard time getting anything more than lip service from leading ministers,” Brooks reported to Roy Wilkins. “Rev. King, Sr., was very bitter about this fact.”

In the afternoon session, the delegates ratified the selection of Tilley as
executive director and approved a strongly worded message to President Eisenhower expressing "shock and dismay" over a recent presidential statement that enforcement of the law should not be allowed to create hardship or injustice. Such a backhanded slap at Brown was totally inappropriate, they said. A telegram to Eisenhower from King conveyed the resolution and renewed the long-standing request that the president meet with black leaders. That telegram was the only tangible product of the meeting; no firm plans for any voter registration initiatives were adopted.

At the White House, King's telegram received serious attention. One week after the Clarksdale meeting, presidential assistant Rocco C. Siciliano called King. If King was going to be in Washington anytime soon, Siciliano would be happy to talk with him. King said he would check his schedule, and several hours later had his secretary call back to say that he would come to Washington on Monday, June 9. A 2:00 P.M. meeting was set.

At the appointed time, Siciliano, Deputy Attorney General Lawrence E. Walsh, and black presidential assistant E. Frederic Morrow met with King to discuss the requested audience with the president. Morrow asked King if a twosome of King and A. Philip Randolph would be sufficient. King said no, Roy Wilkins would have to be invited also. The three men asked King what he would propose for an agenda, and he indicated that the "subject matter would be largely confined to some potential problems of school integration which might occur this fall." What was important, King emphasized, was not the agenda for the meeting but the mere fact of it. Eisenhower, who had been in the White House five years, had yet to hold such an audience, and "the Negro community is beginning to feel that the President would not or could not see Negro leaders." Siciliano thanked King for coming by, and said he would be back in touch by the end of the week. He, Walsh, and Morrow huddled briefly, and unanimously agreed to recommend that Eisenhower see the three black leaders "as soon as possible." Presidential chief of staff Sherman Adams approved the recommendation, and Siciliano called King to say that a meeting would be scheduled in the near future, and that a fourth black leader, Lester B. Granger of the National Urban League, might be invited as well. King was pleased, and three days later Siciliano called again, to say that the appointment had been set for Monday, June 23.22

With one week to prepare, King and the other three men traded thoughts about what to say to Eisenhower. They agreed that a written statement should be presented to the president, and several quick drafts were circulated. They met in Washington at 8:00 P.M. Sunday night to prepare a final version. King vetoed use of the word "angry" to describe blacks' attitudes toward the administration, but the four leaders harmoniously hammered out a statement that made nine points. The principal ones called upon Eisenhower to declare that the law, i.e. Brown, would be enforced, to call a White House conference to promote peaceful desegregation, to support the enactment of stronger federal civil rights laws,
to order the Justice Department to become more active concerning voting discrimination, and to recommend an extension of the temporarily established Civil Rights Commission. The four men agreed that Randolph would make an opening statement for them, with King, Wilkins, and Granger each then speaking about three of the nine specifics.

The four leaders met at the White House forty-five minutes in advance of their appointment. After they were ushered into the Oval Office, and greetings were exchanged, Randolph began the scheduled thirty-minute meeting by reading the nine points in their prepared statement. Then, he called on King to expand upon the first three: that Eisenhower should call for obedience to the law, call a White House conference, and offer federal aid to help communities adjust to integration. Using a standard line from his speeches, King told the president that it was true, as Eisenhower himself had said, that morals could not be legislated. However, laws did constrain people's behavior, and civil rights laws thus could combat discrimination. Wilkins and Granger each added their comments. Eisenhower expressed dismay at Granger's observation that black bitterness had reached a new height, especially if that meant bitterness toward his administration. Granger, Randolph, and Wilkins all spoke up to say that it was bitterness toward the overall racial situation, not Eisenhower. Then. Eisenhower addressed the nine points: "I don't propose to comment on these recommendations. I know you do not expect me to. But I will be glad to consider them. There may be some value to your idea of a conference. But I don't think anything much would really come of one."

Randolph, seizing the only opening, pressed the point about the conference. Eisenhower made a remark or two about voting, and the meeting was at an end. It had lasted fifteen minutes longer than scheduled, but the black leaders were not pleased. King and Granger in particular felt that Eisenhower had seemed very poorly informed, as well as totally non-committal. The White House staffers were more pleased, though they expressed some concern about the attitude of "the most militant of the group," Roy Wilkins.

The summer of 1958 was by far the most relaxed time in King's life since the beginning of the Montgomery protest. The MIA remained largely somnolent. King was troubled by the group's internal divisions, which increasingly pitted the lay people against most of the ministers, but King's frequent absences limited his ability to improve matters. A petition seeking desegregation of Montgomery's recreational facilities was presented to and rejected by the city commission, but one report described the MIA's weekly mass meetings as having descended to a "state of lethargy." Ella Baker was busy planning a major SCLC conclave in Norfolk for early October, while warning King that "we are losing the initiative in the Civil Rights struggle in the South mainly because of the absence of a dynamic philosophy, or spiritual force." King acknowledged that more ought to be done, but in mid-July he and Coretta left for a two-
week vacation on the coast of Mexico. Coretta enjoyed this first real holiday since their marriage, but Martin was disturbed by the extreme poverty in which many Mexicans lived.

A. Philip Randolph pressed his three compatriots to unite with him in putting public pressure on Eisenhower to hold the White House conference on integration, but nothing was done. On August 1, Randolph wrote Eisenhower to repeat the request. More than a month later Siciliano responded that the time was not good. King spent much of August relaxing in Montgomery, while Stanley Levison, who had been overseeing the progress of King’s book, Stride Toward Freedom, kept him apprised of plans for its September publication.24

The quiet of Montgomery was broken on Friday night, August 29, when Ralph Abernathy was assaulted at his church office by a man who alleged that Abernathy had an intimate relationship with the man’s wife. Abernathy spent several days in the hospital, and the trial of his assailant was set for Wednesday, September 3. When the Abernathys and Kings arrived at the courthouse that morning, two white policemen sought to prevent them from entering the courtroom. Abernathy attempted to explain their purpose, and King sought to summon Fred Gray from inside, but the two officers would hear none of it. When King paused a moment longer, the two policemen, O. M. Strickland and J. V. Johnson, grabbed King and began hustling him toward the jail. One held King’s arm tightly behind King’s back, paying no attention to a photographer who was taking pictures of the scene. Within minutes, King was frisked and thrown into a cell.

Hardly ten minutes passed before ranking officers came and released King. The charge against him was loitering, they said, and he was allowed to sign a $100 bond. His hearing would be Friday, September 5. Reporters immediately began to spread the story of the incident, and King described to them how the cops “tried to break my arm; they grabbed my collar and tried to choke me, and when they got me to the cell, they kicked me in.” He said he would continue to “stand up for what I think is right, even if it means further arrest, or even physical death.”

King resolved to contest the fictitious charge filed against him. After talking with his colleagues, and “a night of meditation and soul-searching,” he decided that he would pay no fine if convicted. Instead, he would serve the equivalent jail sentence. When his trial opened, the prosecution changed the charge to refusing to obey an officer. King was quickly found guilty, and Judge Eugene Loe set the penalty at a $10 fine and $4 court costs, or fourteen days in jail. He said he could see no evidence of excessive force by the police. Fred Gray immediately announced that King would serve the time, and King presented a prepared statement to both Loe and newsmen. In it, King explained his unwillingness to acknowledge the validity of the charges or the proceedings. Serving the time instead of paying the fine was an expression of this, and not simply “some histrionic gesture or publicity stunt, for moral convictions never stem from the self-
ish urge for publicity. Neither am I motivated by a desire to be a martyr.”

The court proceeding complete, King was led away, and his colleagues left the courthouse in a one-hundred person procession for the seven-block walk to Dexter church.

Police Commissioner Clyde Sellers was angry at how King had been able to turn one more Montgomery blunder into a national news story. Now, the matter would remain alive for two more weeks while King served his time. As King waited in a detention room, Sellers took out the cash and paid King’s $14 fine. Even before his friends had reached Dexter, King was told he was free to leave.

King was visibly dismayed when told that his fine had been paid. Free to walk away, he went back to the courtroom and found Loe’s chambers. King told the judge that he wanted to serve his time, and protested the payment of the fine. Loe said there was nothing he could do. Disconsolate, King left the courthouse. A passing motorist gave him a ride to Dexter, and a crowd gathered as word spread of King’s strange release. King spoke to them for ten minutes, talking about how “the Negro must come to the point of refusing to cooperate with evil,” but without ever hating the evildoers. “I have no malice toward anyone, not even the white policeman who almost broke my arm, who choked and kicked me. Let there be no malice among you.”

The Abernathy incident provoked one longtime King family friend, Los Angeles pastor J. Raymond Henderson, to remind young M.L. that he had to avoid even the “appearance of evil. . . . You are a ‘marked man.’ All sorts of subtle attempts will be made to discredit you. Some Negroes right in Montgomery would be glad to witness your downfall. . . . One of the most damning influences is that of women. They themselves too often delight in the satisfaction they get out of affairs with men of unusual prominence. Enemies are not above using them to a man’s detriment. White women can be lures. You must exercise more than care. You must be vigilant indeed.”

In early September, after Eisenhower’s rebuff about the integration conference, A. Philip Randolph announced that a coalition of civil rights groups would make their own statement in support of educational desegregation in an October 11 “Youth March for Integrated Schools” in Washington. King would be the “honorary chairman.” In mid-September King traveled to New York to speak at several churches to stimulate interest in the Youth March. That same week his book was published, and King made a number of appearances to help promote it. One of those was a Saturday autographing session at Blumstein’s department store in Harlem. King, surrounded by friends and admirers as he sat on a chair in the book department, was suddenly approached by a middle-aged black woman who asked, “Is this Martin Luther King?” King looked up and replied, “Yes, it is.” Quickly, the woman pulled a sharp, seven-inch Japanese letter opener from her handbag and slammed it into King’s upper left chest. The shocked onlookers grabbed the woman, and the store se-
curity officer handcuffed her. King was fully conscious and remained calmly seated in the chair until an ambulance arrived. With the weapon protruding from his chest, King was driven to nearby Harlem Hospital. As a team of doctors prepared for surgery, police officials brought the assailant, Mrs. Izola Ware Curry, to the hospital for King to make a positive identification. A loaded pistol had been found in her purse, and her incoherent comments indicated severe mental illness. After King identified her, she was taken away to a mental hospital.

In Montgomery, Coretta had been awaiting her husband's return that evening. Shortly after the stabbing, Rev. O. Clifton Maxwell called her from New York with the news. Maxwell reported that surgery had not begun, but the wound was serious. Coretta, along with Ralph Abernathy and Robert Williams, arranged to fly to New York that night. Martin's sister Christine would join them when they changed planes in Atlanta.

At Harlem Hospital, a team of surgeons began the operation to remove the weapon. Many notables, including A. Philip Randolph, Roy Wilkins, and New York Governor Averell Harriman, gathered at the hospital to await word along with dozens of reporters. Finally, after hours of work, the surgery was completed. The senior surgeon emerged from the operating room to say King would recover, but would remain hospitalized for at least two weeks. His full convalescence would take three months. It had been an extremely close call; the sharp blade of the letter opener had been found resting right alongside the aorta. Had that been punctured, by any movement or even a sneeze, King would have died almost immediately from massive internal bleeding. He was a very lucky man.

Early Sunday morning Coretta and her companions arrived in New York and were driven to the hospital. She spoke briefly with the chief surgeon before seeing her heavily sedated husband. After a brief visit, Coretta made arrangements to stay in New York.

On Monday, King took "a sudden turn for the worse" when he developed pneumonia. "Prognosis is guarded," his doctors announced. By the next morning, however, the pneumonia had begun to clear, and King was more active. He sat up in bed, walked ten yards, and looked through the growing pile of get-well cards. One in particular made an impression on him that he never forgot. It was from a young girl in White Plains who had seen the news accounts of how even a sneeze would have been fatal. She was glad King had not sneezed, she said. As he thought about it, King was too.

The deluge of telegrams, phone calls, and letters, many of which contained unsolicited contributions, led Ella Baker and Coretta King to set up a temporary SCLC office right at Harlem Hospital as King's recovery continued at a good pace. Six days after the stabbing, doctors announced that he was out of danger. By the next day, the pneumonia had vanished and the external stitches were removed. King would have a scar, in the shape of a cross, right over his heart, but otherwise would suffer no lingering ill effects. On October 3, as a crowd of five hundred people gathered outside, King was
released from the hospital. He began a three-week rest at the Brooklyn home of Rev. Sandy F. Ray, a longtime friend of Daddy King. King had little contact with the press, but he did issue one statement before he left Harlem Hospital: "I feel no ill-will toward Mrs. Izola Curry." He also volunteered that he was "immensely impatient" to get back to work.26

King's wounding and convalescence threw plans for the Youth March and SCLC's major fall gathering into disarray. Randolph postponed the former from October 11 to October 25, and Ralph Abernathy took King's place at the SCLC convention in Norfolk on October 1 and 2. In King's absence, no substantive program initiatives were proposed. Reverend Tilley, who rather than give up his pastorship was commuting to Atlanta on a weekly basis from Baltimore, prepared a planning document, but it called for few tangible actions other than the formation of state or sectional councils composed of pastors who had attended previous SCLC gatherings. Miss Baker, when not answering King's New York mail, was assigned to promote the sales of Stride Toward Freedom, a task she found unpleasant and demeaning. Voter registration work was all but abandoned, and SCLC's hope of raising substantial sums through direct sales of the book met with little success.27

If Stride Toward Freedom did not enrich SCLC, it did generate a host of enthusiastic reviews. Commentators found the book both informative and uplifting, and devoted more space to evaluating the Montgomery protest than to judging King's account of it.

Most of the book was a straightforward narration of the Montgomery protest, with great care taken to identify the contributions of others. King pulled no punches in discussing black Montgomery before the boycott, declaring there had been a "crippling factionalism" and "an appalling lack of unity among the leaders." He also admitted that the rhetorical emphasis upon nonviolence and Gandhi had emerged only as the boycott matured; "in the first days of the protest none of these expressions was mentioned."

The intellectual heart of the volume was Chapter Six, an autobiographical account of King's philosophical development entitled "Pilgrimage to Nonviolence." It received much comment in book reviews and in later analyses, even though the chapter was in part a poorly organized and at times erroneous hodgepodge of contributions from a number of King's editorial advisors: Rustin, Levison, and Harris Wofford, who by then was on the staff of the newly formed Civil Rights Commission.

The chapter purported to sketch out the different scholars and writers from whom King had drawn intellectual succor during his theological education. However, the discussion of Reinhold Niebuhr's criticisms of nonviolence was, as one sympathetic King scholar charitably put it, "a caricature." Whether King's misreading of Niebuhr was accidental or intentional cannot be definitely established. It did indicate, however, how carelessly that chapter, and other parts of the manuscript, had been put together.
Problems of accuracy pale beside another one that was not discovered until the 1970s. A lengthy unpublished study by Professor Ira Zepp has identified a series of King passages that reflect "exact reproduction or paraphrasing" from other works. The two books that were the major sources for such selections—Paul Ramsey's *Basic Christian Ethics* and Anders Nygren's *Agape and Eros*—both had been assigned reading in Kenneth Smith's Christianity and Society course which King took in the spring of 1951, his last year at Crozer. Phrases, sentences, even large parts of paragraphs from *Stride Toward Freedom* can be traced back directly to Ramsey and Nygren. As Zepp's detailed analysis points out, *Stride Toward Freedom* made no acknowledgment of, or reference to, its heavy and direct use of Ramsey's and Nygren's writings.

Although *Stride Toward Freedom* could not withstand a careful textual exegesis, the book competently performed its intended function of spreading the story of the Montgomery protest. Mass action by everyday black people was just as powerful a tool for social change as the lawsuit, and maybe more so. If King could symbolize that lesson, even better. The basic moral of the boycott could be conveyed in print, even if SCLC as an organization had not been doing a competent job of propagating it by action.\(^{28}\)

It was that topic, far more than the strengths and weaknesses of *Stride*, which occupied Martin King's thoughts as he spent the first three weeks of October recuperating at Sandy Ray's home. Many old friends wrote to wish him a speedy recovery. One was J. Pius Barbour from Chester, who teased King about his past at Crozer:

> I was not concerned about your stabbing as I always felt that you would not die. The only thing that bothered me was the thought that perhaps one of your Old Girl Friends had decided to take vengeance on you. If that woman had been white, I would have fainted, unless I had seen her name.

Most simply wished him well, and King tried to acknowledge some of the letters. He told his colleagues in the MIA that he was eager to rejoin them, and that "through this whole experience I can't remember one moment that I became excited or even upset." On October 17, King interrupted his rest to testify about the stabbing before a grand jury, which then indicted Curry for attempted murder. Eventually she was found insane, unable to stand trial, and committed to a state hospital.

On October 24, three weeks after leaving the hospital, King returned to Montgomery. The very next day the Youth March for Integrated Schools took place in Washington, and Coretta stood in for him. Some ten thousand people, mostly college students, walked down Constitution Avenue to the Lincoln Memorial, led by Randolph, singer Harry Belafonte, former baseball star Jackie Robinson, and Coretta. Notably absent were Roy Wilkins and other NAACP officials. At the Memorial, Ran-
dolph and the other leaders spoke, with Coretta delivering Martin's prepared remarks.29

Throughout November and early December, King remained on a quiet schedule and traveled little. Levison prodded him to make SCLC more active and to establish systematic fund-raising. The reaction to the stabbing had shown that many people were interested, and direct-mail appeals might bring in substantial funds.

In mid-November, King presented his fourth annual report to the Dexter congregation, and the record showed that he had preached there on only twenty-eight Sundays over the past year. Again he apologized. The bitterness of E. D. Nixon was still a problem for the MIA, and tensions also had arisen between Fred Gray and others. On the boycott's third anniversary King announced that the MIA soon would challenge the segregation of Montgomery's schools. Several days later a federal suit was filed seeking the desegregation of all Montgomery parks and recreation facilities. The city responded by closing all public parks, and the black plaintiffs petitioned the court to force their reopening. There the matter languished.

Things were no better with SCLC. The executive board met in Atlanta on December 10, and agreed that Reverend Tilley, who was still commuting from Baltimore, would be assigned to work full time as director of a citywide voter registration effort in Atlanta. Miss Baker would continue to assist registration drives in other cities.30

Talk continued between King, Rustin, Levison, and Wofford over the long-discussed idea of King taking a major trip to India. It had been put off previously, but by late December, Wofford had arranged for an American foundation to meet most of the travel expenses and for India's Gandhi National Memorial Fund to send King a formal invitation. After a restful January, King and Coretta, along with MIA colleague Lawrence D. Reddick, who had just completed a biography of King, left Montgomery on February 2. The next day the three flew from New York to Paris, where Reddick introduced King to expatriate black novelist Richard Wright. After another stopover in Switzerland, the Kings and Reddick arrived in Delhi and began a thirty-day tour of cities and villages all across the vast country.

The Gandhi Fund had set a busy schedule for King, and assigned two escorts, Swami Vishwananda and James E. Bristol, to help him stick to it. Immediately upon arrival there was a crowded press conference at King's hotel; the following evening he delivered a major speech. Then, on February 13, the heavy traveling began. The pace took its toll; King spent March 1 and 2 ill in Ahmedabad. Once he recovered, they went on to Agra to see the Taj Mahal, and then spent the final five days of their visit back in Delhi.

They met many of Gandhi's closest surviving disciples, and most of India's leading political officials. King was deeply impressed by their desire to transform a country in which millions still lived in frightful pov-
erty, a condition that pained King greatly. Still, India had had more success in eliminating caste discrimination, he believed, than had the United States in combating racial discrimination. There was much that might be learned, and conversations with people he met convinced him that India might lead the way in persuading both the United States and the Soviet Union to declare unilateral disarmament. He made that hope the focal point of his farewell statement when he, Coretta, and Reddick departed Delhi on March 9.

From Delhi, the three flew to Karachi, and then on to the Middle East, where the Kings visited Lebanon and the Holy Land. In Jerusalem they secured a car and drove the biblical route to Jericho. On March 21, exhausted from the constant traveling, they returned to Montgomery.

Back in the United States, King spoke out strongly in support of extensive U.S. assistance to India. Only if continued progress against hunger and poverty could be made by India's democratic government would Communist or military rule be averted there, King warned. Privately, it was clear that the visit had widened King's vision, and had given him a more sophisticated view of how social injustice and evil could be combated by the method of nonviolence. No longer were India and Gandhi simply rhetorical reference points, and no longer would it be possible to presume that Gandhi and his method had eliminated all of India's serious problems. Reddick, Virginia Durr wrote, "thinks the trip was a great experience for King and made him see that 'Love' alone will not cure poverty and degradation." It "is much more likely now," Reddick guessed, that King will "try and make a big pitch for political activity and participation."

The India visit also deepened King's understanding of Gandhi the man. There were three things about Gandhi, King told his Dexter congregation the day after his return, that were especially commendable. First was his great capacity for self-criticism. Second was his all but total avoidance of material possessions. Third was the "absolute self-discipline" that Gandhi had exhibited in his private as well as in his public life, so that "there was no gulf between the private and the public," King noted in admiration. Gandhi had steadfastly refused to use any of the large amounts of money that people sent him. Once, King remarked, Gandhi had even criticized his wife in public for using such donations for their own benefit. 31

Coretta was only one of several people who sensed the deep personal appeal that Gandhi's individual example held for King. Later she recalled how, in speaking of the unsolicited funds that regularly came in, he had said, "'I'm not going to take this money for myself.'

He didn't like the attitude of his father wanting money. His whole attitude toward money—he completely divorced himself from it—from the desire for money. He finally came to the point of where he, after going to India, especially, he said, 'I don't want to own any property. I don't need any property. I don't need a house.' . . . He said, 'A man
who devotes himself to a cause, who dedicates himself to a cause doesn't need a family.' He had a family and he loved his family and he wanted a family but he said, 'But man doesn't need a family' because he had this terrific conflict about the duty to his family and the duty to his fellow man, and he really recognized that he had this obligation to both. But if you are going to serve humanity you've got to neglect your family to some extent.

When King returned from India, he had no time to rest. As Coretta recalled it, he said, "'You know, I just can't stop because we don't have enough money to pay the salaries, so I have to get right out as soon as I get into Atlanta and make some speeches.'" Tilley was helping the Atlanta drive, and Ella Baker had traveled to Shreveport to assist a local registration effort there, but SCLC Treasurer Ralph Abernathy apologized to both individuals for being weeks behind in paying their salaries. Money was available to pay the phone bill, and the rent on the Auburn Avenue office, but that was all.

Even so, Tilley and Baker had prepared outlines of how SCLC might increase black voter registration. King still talked of doubling the number of black registered voters by 1960, but two staffers certainly could not achieve that goal. Baker continued to stress that SCLC had to get its many ministerial supporters involved in registration efforts in their different locales, but no mechanism for doing so had been created. In the first issue of Crusader, a new SCLC newsletter, Baker spoke of the organization as "a service agency to facilitate coordinated action by local protest groups and to assist in their sharing resources and experiences." So far, however, there had been little facilitation and few resources.

SCLC's inaction troubled those board members who wanted to unite all of the different municipal protest groups behind one common plan of action. After his return from India, King heard those complaints from several colleagues. There were two specific bones of contention. First, John Tilley had not proved to be an effective executive director. SCLC was just as moribund now as when Tilley had arrived. Second, King would have to put more of his own time and energy into SCLC if the organization was to thrive.

On April 2, SCLC's administrative committee met in Montgomery to consider the monetary plight and Tilley's status. They decided that firing Tilley was both financially desirable and justified on its merits. The next day, King wrote to inform him. King stressed "the financial crisis confronting the organization," how "our treasury is almost empty and we are now operating in the red." The budget, he said, "must be cut immediately. This automatically means cutting the staff." Reaching the heart of the matter, King reported:

It was the feeling of the committee that the organization has not had a dynamic program commensurate with the amount of money that it is
spending. It was also felt that the Executive Director had not been able to achieve the public response expected. We had hoped that our program would be well developed by now.

King lowered the boom quickly. Tilley's resignation was requested immediately, to take effect twelve days later. As soon as money was available, they would send a check paying Tilley's salary through that date. Baker would stay on as interim director.

The proponents of a more active SCLC were still dissatisfied. Birmingham's Fred Shuttlesworth wrote a strong letter to King in advance of the major spring meeting in Tallahassee in mid-May. Not enough was being done to combat segregationist forces in Alabama, Shuttlesworth said. Local groups across the state had to unite for organized protests. A mid-January gathering of Alabama activists in Montgomery had not been enough. "When the flowery speeches have been made, we still have the hard job of getting down and helping people." SCLC "must move now, or else [be] hard put in the not too distant future, to justify our existence." The Tallahassee meeting would be crucial, Shuttlesworth said. He hoped that this time "we can really lay some positive plans for action.... Now is the time for serious thinking and practical resulting actions."32

King understood the complaints. However, his schedule was still more than he could handle. If it were not for Bayard Rustin and Stanley Levison in New York, dozens of small but important tasks never would get done. Rustin was receiving a salary of $50 a week as King's executive assistant, but the well-to-do Levison refused any compensation and continued to do a myriad of jobs: preparing King's tax returns, drafting articles and speeches, and keeping an eye on Harper's promotion of Stride Toward Freedom. Only on the rarest occasions did Levison ask anything of King. One exchange was especially revealing. "A couple of years ago," Levison wrote, "I loaned you my top-coat. If you had a use for it I am delighted, but if it is sitting in a closet somewhere, I would appreciate it if it could be sent back to me."

King was deeply embarrassed at his forgetfulness, and wrote to say that the coat would be mailed back immediately. Furthermore, he insisted, Levison should bill him for the many hours he had been devoting to King's affairs. It was wrong that Levison was getting no compensation for his extensive work.

Levison was not surprised by King's overreaction. King at that time, Levison said later, was very thoughtful, quiet, and shy—very shy. The shyness was accented, I felt, with white people. And even in his relations with me in the early period, there was not always a relaxed attitude, but one of carefully listening to every word that he was saying so that he might not offend me, and that I might not offend him. There was a—a certain po-
liteness, a certain arm’s length approach, and you could feel the absence of relaxation. As the years went on this vanished.

Levison responded quickly to King’s letter of apology. “It is out of the question” for King to pay him, Levison said. “My skills,” he explained, were acquired not only in a cloistered academic environment, but also in the commercial jungle. . . . Although our culture approves, and even honors these practices, to me they were always abhorrent. Hence, I looked forward to the time when I could use these skills not for myself but for socially constructive ends. The liberation struggle is the most positive and rewarding area of work anyone could experience.

King accepted Levison’s position, and their relationship grew closer. In early April, A. Philip Randolph announced that a second Youth March for Integrated Schools would take place in Washington on April 18. The October March had been only a modest success, and Randolph hoped that April weather and King’s presence would make for a larger turnout. When the day came, Randolph’s hopefulness proved justified: A crowd of 26,000, two and one-half times that of October, gathered at the Washington Monument. The principal speakers were King, Kenyan leader Tom Mboya, visiting in the United States, and Roy Wilkins of the NAACP. In his remarks King again placed primary emphasis upon the right to vote. After the speechmaking, when a delegation of student representatives approached the White House gate, presidential assistant Gerald Morgan received them and explained that Eisenhower shared their desire to eliminate racial discrimination. Although the Youth March received only moderate national press coverage, it was distinctly more successful than the earlier one.

The White House was not the only part of the government interested in civil rights protests. The Federal Bureau of Investigation had warned the White House that the American Communist party had taken a special interest in both Youth Marches. The FBI was particularly curious about the role that an inactive party member, Stanley Levison, had played in the two events. Randolph had publicly commended Levison for his work on the October March, and the acknowledgment had aroused the FBI’s curiosity.

After the Youth March, King had two major engagements prior to the crucial SCLC gathering in Tallahassee. One was in Washington, where Vice-President Nixon had invited King to speak to a conference on racial discrimination in employment called by the President’s Committee on Government Contracts. Nixon, who had taken the lead role in this effort against job bias, told the audience of four hundred that “there is a vital need for Americans to recognize that this is basically a moral problem.” That declaration, which pleased King greatly, was exactly the sort of statement he and others long had been seeking from Eisenhower but
King told the gathering that the church in particular should take a strong role in supporting fair employment practices. "Love and persuasion are virtues that are basic and essential," King said, "but they must forever be complemented by justice and moral coercion."

Two days later, SCLC held an "African Freedom Dinner" in Atlanta for Kenyan leader Tom Mboya, who had appeared at the Youth March with King. "I am absolutely convinced," King told him, "that there is no basic difference between colonialism and segregation. They are both based on a contempt for life, and a tragic doctrine of white supremacy. So our struggles are not only similar; they are in a real sense one."

At the Tallahassee gathering, many of the principals openly pressed King to put "maximum time" into SCLC's affairs. No true plan of action was adopted, and no search for a successor to Tilley was instituted. The meeting's only material result was adoption of a statement calling on President Eisenhower to take action against a growing number of violent assaults on black people across the South. The recent lynching of Mack Charles Parker in Poplarville, Mississippi, was but the best-known case, and a federal antilynch law was needed. If nothing was done, SCLC warned, it "might be necessary and expedient to appeal to the conscience of the world through the Commission on Human Rights of the United Nations."35

In late May, much of King's time was devoted to giving commencement speeches at black colleges across the South. Such a schedule left him little time for responding to Shuttlesworth's prodding to move him and SCLC into more meaningful activity. "The times are far too critical for us to get good solid ideas on what should be done in certain situations, and then take too long a time to put these ideas into action," Shuttlesworth warned.

During the summer months, Ella Baker attempted without success to stimulate voter registration in Columbia, South Carolina. She also initiated contacts in Birmingham and Montgomery, where the MIA remained dormant. No efforts to pursue school desegregation had been taken, largely because many MIA leaders opposed King's idea. "There was nothing he could get going," one member recalled. "When he began to talk about school desegregation—and he's talking to black teachers primarily... nobody was willing to go out on the limb on that." The MIA was torn by "a great deal of rivalry and jealousy," and "Martin became disgusted," she explained.

King's political opinions sometimes surprised his Montgomery friends. One evening he and Coretta had dinner with Clifford and Virginia Durr and Aubrey Williams, three of the very few Montgomery whites who openly supported the MIA. All were shocked when King said black voters viewed Richard Nixon as the one potential 1960 presidential candidate with an interest in civil rights. King described how friendly Nixon had been to him and related Nixon's comments at the Washington conference a month earlier. No other possible nominee had made contact with
him, King said. Under the Durrs' questioning, King admitted he thought well of Adlai Stevenson, but had never met him. King conceded he still had some doubts about Nixon, but his conversations with the vice-president had reduced those worries, King told one correspondent. Nixon seemed "absolutely sincere" about civil rights. King also believed that

Nixon would have done much more to meet the present crisis in race relations than President Eisenhower has done. . . . Much of the tension in the South and many of the reverses we are now facing could have been avoided if President Eisenhower had taken a strong, positive stand on the question of civil rights and the Supreme Court's decision as soon as it was rendered. . . . Nixon, I believe, would have done that.

The vice president, King added, was "very personable . . . one of the most magnetic personalities that I have ever confronted . . . his personality will carry him a long, long way politically." King had found him a very persuasive man. "Nixon has a genius for convincing one that he is sincere . . . he almost disarms you with his apparent sincerity," King observed. "If Richard Nixon is not sincere, he is the most dangerous man in America."36

In his public speeches, King repeatedly denounced President Eisenhower. What American politician had done the most to promote integration the last five years? King asked. It certainly was not Eisenhower. Instead, King said, it was Arkansas Governor Orval Faubus, who had instigated the crisis at Little Rock. "His irresponsible actions brought the issue to the forefront of the conscience of the nation" as nothing else had, "and allowed people to see the futility of attempting to close the public school." For Eisenhower, though, King expected the verdict to be even more harsh:

I fear that future historians will have to record that when America came to its most progressive moment of creative fulfillment in the area of human relations, it was temporarily held back by a chief executive who refused to make a strong positive statement morally condemning segregation.

Hypocritical northern Republicans, he added, were more dangerous than bigoted southern Democrats. "The Negro must make it palpably clear that he is not inextricably bound to either political party. . . . We will not blindly support any party that refuses to take a forthright stand on the question of civil rights."37

At the end of August, the MIA asked the local school board to make a "reasonable start" toward desegregation of the public schools. King stated the MIA would go to court if the board did not act, but nothing happened. The organization also began another voter registration drive, again under Rufus Lewis's direction.
At the same time, Ella Baker began exploring whether SCLC could improve its voter registration efforts by stressing adult education. She traveled to the Highlander Folk School, which had developed a citizenship education program out of the ideas of two black South Carolinians, Esau Jenkins and Septima P. Clark. No firm plans were made, but Baker told the SCLC delegates when they gathered in Columbia, South Carolina, at the end of September for the major fall meeting that the organization needed to look further in this direction.

Citizenship education, however, was not the primary focus of the strongly worded report Baker gave to the SCLC board in Columbia. Instead, she took up the cudgel Shuttlesworth had been wielding for the previous six months. “Have we been so busy doing the things that had to be done,” just to keep the organization in existence, “that we have failed to [do] what should be done?” she asked. “Have we really come to grips with what it takes to do the job for which SCLC was organized; and are we willing to pay the price?” Too much of her own time, and too much of SCLC’s resources had been taken up with busywork, Baker said. The organization should commit itself to three aims. First, it should “facilitate coordinated action by local groups,” as it always had hoped to. Second, “While serving existing leadership, SCLC seeks to develop potential leaders.” However, both of those were intermediate steps toward the third and most important goal: “developing a vital movement of nonviolent direct mass action against racial discrimination.” To do that, Baker said, “a corps of persons” would be needed, much as Rustin had envisioned three years earlier.

SCLC needed more thinking, more strategy, more planning, Baker argued, and an expanded staff. It also needed to seek out indigenous leaders more aggressively. As soon as possible the executive board should meet to reflect “on how the crusading potential of SCLC might be realized,” with working papers and an agenda prepared in advance.

Baker was not the only one who felt that SCLC’s two and a half years of existence had produced only meager accomplishments. King in his remarks to the board essentially agreed. The emphasis had to be upon programmatic achievement, and not merely organizational maintenance. A second professional staff member should be hired, to fill Tilley’s vacancy, and only one full convention, rather than two in the spring and fall, should be held each year. On the substantive matter of voter registration, King admitted that “we have not yet really scratched the surface in this area.” SCLC also needed to draw more press and public attention, King stated, and a third staff member should be hired for that purpose. However, “the greatest channel of publicity for the organization is the existence of a positive, dynamic, and dramatic program,” which SCLC did not have. A committee to define that “Future Program” was in order, and King announced he was naming Abernathy, Shuttlesworth, Reddick, Samuel Williams and Joseph Lowery to serve on it.

The SCLC board agreed with Baker’s and King’s positions, and they
mandated that Baker meet with the Future Program committee within three weeks to make plans for 1960. They also adopted a resolution that addressed King himself. The members of the board, it read, “urgently request that he seriously consider giving the maximum of his time and energies to the work” of SCLC. Their previous request in May had not met with sufficient response from King. Now they chose to act publicly.38

In the wake of the Columbia meeting, several items appeared in black publications noting SCLC’s weaknesses and the board’s message to King. In Jet magazine, correspondent Simeon Booker highlighted SCLC’s lack of achievement on voter registration, and claimed the group had raised only $25,000 over three years. King was furious, and suspected John Tilley was the source of the aspersions. King immediately called Booker and tried to rebut the items. He did concede, in a subsequent note to Booker, that SCLC was “quite conscious of the fact we have not scratched the surface in the South in this all-important area of voting.” In correspondence with a friend, black trade unionist Theodore E. “Ted” Brown, King was less charitable. “Almost everything he says in the article is false,” King complained. SCLC had raised more than $25,000, even though “we have never really seriously developed a fund raising program.” In regard to voter registration, “SCLC has done much more than the NAACP,” King claimed. But even in his closing comment, King’s defensiveness and strenuous desire to put a good face on a bad situation shone through: “We are really planning to rise up more aggressively.”

Ella Baker continued to press her effort for just that. In preparation for the upcoming meeting on the Future Program, she prepared a memorandum simply titled “SCLC as a Crusade.” The organization, she argued, had to turn some effort toward leadership training and citizenship education. She envisioned identifying a total of a thousand ministers and other local leaders who could then recruit and stimulate others. “The word CRUSADE connotes for me a vigorous movement, with high purpose and involving masses of people,” Baker said. SCLC must “map out a program for developing action teams in nonviolent direct action.”

King also increasingly thought about what had to be done. Several things required quick action, he told his colleagues. First, intensive voter drives had to be held in cities where there would be no active resistance, so that a tangible achievement could be shown. Second, King had to see Roy Wilkins, to “clear up what appears to be seeds of dissension.” Third, Bayard Rustin, who had been in Ghana for a short time, should be called home and added to the staff as the public relations person. “I make this recommendation not unmindful of the possible perils involved,” King conceded. “We may employ him for a period on a trial basis, with the understanding that if any undue criticism that would prove embarrassing to him or the organization [arose], he would quietly resign.” But last, and most important, thought had to be given to moving beyond a program of simply assisting voter registration. Just what that might be, King did not say—and probably did not yet know.39
Throughout the first two weeks of November, King pondered his options. On November 2, he returned to Chester to accept an alumni award from Crozer. His close friend J. Pius Barbour was happy to see him, and observed that Mike had

not changed his outrageous eating habits. I gave a steak supper one night, and he gulped down a great big sirloin steak swimming in hot sauce. Where does he put all that food, I wondered.

One of his “old flames” came up to shake hands. “Great God, Barbour,” said Mike, “she looks like she fell into a concrete mixer.”

With Barbour, with Stanley Levison in New York, with Abernathy and other close friends in Montgomery, and with Daddy and Mother King in Atlanta, King discussed one particular question: Had the time come for him to leave Montgomery and Dexter? Two particular concerns forced him to address that question. First, his colleagues in SCLC had made clear their demand that he make that organization the primary focus of his activities. If he did so, he almost certainly would have to move to Atlanta. Second, he was increasingly plagued by guilt about the quality of his pastorship at Dexter. No one had voiced complaints openly, but King knew, as one close friend stated it, that “he was really getting into trouble” with the congregation because of his frequent absences and greatly overburdened work load. The church, he himself felt, deserved better than he could give it.

Coretta also recognized the growing pressures upon her husband. Once he had taken such pride in his preaching, in the precisely memorized sermons that he sometimes practiced in front of the bathroom mirror. Now, for several years, he had not had “time to memorize,” she said. “He didn’t have time to even write his sermons out. He didn’t have time to adequately plan and prepare” most of them, and would find himself preaching familiar sentences with no more preparation than a quickly scrawled outline. Later, she reflected on it:

The demands of the movement were getting so great, and he really didn’t feel that he was doing an adequate job of pastoring. That’s when he decided to move to Atlanta. He realized that his responsibilities wouldn’t get any less, but he just felt that it was not fair to the congregation to give them so little of his time.

The pressure from his SCLC colleagues, and his guilt about Dexter, each pushed the decision upon him. Dexter’s lay leadership told him that he could stay and preach only once a month, but King knew that was not fulfilling the pastoral responsibility. In addition, he feared the state would take economic reprisals against Dexter members who were public school teachers in retaliation for his desire to pursue school integration. Daddy King, who had pressed his son for years to leave the dangers of
Montgomery and rejoin him in Atlanta, also urged the move. M.L. could be co-pastor with him at Ebenezer, where he had belonged all along, and the co-pastorship would allow him plenty of time for SCLC while still permitting him to retain a ministerial role. All the arguments pointed in one direction, but the decision was painful and one King was reluctant to make. Five years earlier, King had come to Montgomery in search of a quiet but socially relevant pastorship. Then, through no initiative of his own, he had been caught up in something larger than he had ever imagined. The vision in the kitchen had given him the courage and faith to accept that, but even when the protest ended, he realized that he was not free, that he could not and would not escape from the responsibility of the larger role into which he had been cast. After almost three years of struggling against himself, he realized that this decision, just like the one he had described to Stanley Levison and Harris Wofford during that trip to Washington three years earlier, was not really his to make. It was made for him, whether he wanted it or not.

By the middle of November King was ready to act. He wrote to Levison, asking when Rustin would return from Africa. King wanted Levison's and Rustin's advice about how to announce his resignation to the public. Rustin's return was delayed, and King realized he could not keep the news out of the press once he announced it to his congregation. On Sunday morning, November 29, he told the Dexter membership that he was submitting his resignation, effective the end of January, 1960. The prepared statement that he issued stressed that the shift was motivated by new plans for SCLC:

The time has come for a broad, bold advance of the Southern campaign for equality.... Not only will it include a stepped up campaign of voter registration, but a full-scale approach will be made upon discrimination and segregation in all forms.... We must employ new methods of struggle involving the masses of our people.

Across the nation, news reports noted his decision. A number of tasks confronted King in advance of the move. The day after his announcement, he flew to New York to see Roy Wilkins and to try to arrange a joint accommodation between SCLC’s and the NAACP’s voter registration plans. They agreed to hold a larger meeting in Atlanta at the end of December. Back in Montgomery, King gave his annual address at the rally commemorating the fourth anniversary of the boycott. Only nine hundred people, a relatively small crowd, attended. He defended, at some length, the MIA’s handling of its own finances, and the actions it had taken concerning Montgomery’s parks, which remained closed despite a favorable court ruling. Three months had passed since the MIA publicly had raised the school desegregation issue, but nothing had transpired. For over a year, he said, the time had been “ripe for expanded militant action across the South,” but it had not occurred. All
in all, it was a decidedly downbeat performance. In one sidelight, seven incumbent members of the MIA board stood for reelection. Six were returned to office, and one was defeated: E. D. Nixon. King was leaving, and his old protagonist was being booted out.

In early December, several SCLC matters required King's attention. He traveled to Washington to discuss the lagging desegregation of interstate transportation facilities with representatives of several federal regulatory commissions. He also had remained in touch with Kenya's Tom Mboya, and had asked SCLC to sponsor a scholarship for a selected African student at a black American college. Mboya's choice, twenty-five-year-old Nicholas W. Raballa, visited with King in December, and King used the publicity to call for others to sponsor such exchanges with Africa. "There is a growing feeling that our struggles are a common struggle," he remarked.

On December 8 the SCLC hierarchy met in Birmingham to discuss plans for the upcoming year. King wanted to move beyond a voter registration program, but the desire remained unfocused. "This is the creative moment for a full scale assault on the system of segregation," he told his colleagues. "We must practice open civil disobedience. We must be willing to go to jail en masse. That way we may be able to arouse the dozing consciences of the South . . ." and reach what King called "the conscience of the great decent majority." Just what form this assault would take remained unspecified.

At the end of December, King, Abernathy, and Shuttlesworth met with Roy Wilkins and four NAACP staff members to discuss cooperative endeavors on voter registration. No concrete plans were announced, but they did tell reporters that their goal was to increase black registration across the South from its current level of 1.4 million to 2.5 million before the 1960 fall elections. The newsmen, however, were more interested in pressing King on the implications of his upcoming move to Atlanta. He told them that SCLC hoped to expand its staff, that Atlanta had fine black leadership, and that his emphasis would not be upon taking an active role in local Atlanta affairs. "King said he is coming here merely to devote more time to his SCLC activity," the black Atlanta Daily World observed. Nonetheless, many of the older men in Atlanta's black elite made no secret of their distaste for this new development. Daddy King might be their equal, but his thirty-year-old son certainly was not, even if the press presumed him to be their superior. "Jealousy among Negro leaders is so thick it can be cut with a knife," the Pittsburgh Courier commented.41

On January 1, King flew to Virginia, where Wyatt T. Walker, an energetic young Petersburg minister whose outspokenness had impressed King at several SCLC meetings, had organized an Emancipation Day march in Richmond to protest the state's decision to close the public schools in Prince Edward County, rather than integrate them. King led the procession to the state capitol, and then spoke to the crowd. It was
another positive indication of Walker’s abilities, that he could bring off what he promised to bring off. Tilley’s old job of executive director was still vacant, and no leading candidates had emerged. After the rally, King broached the subject to Walker. Would he be interested in considering the position? Walker said yes. They chatted about it some, about how Walker would have to leave his pastorship at Petersburg’s historic Gillfield Baptist Church and move his family to Atlanta. King promised to get back to him about it.

Back in Montgomery, and busy with preparations for the move to Atlanta, King worried about getting SCLC off the ground. Rustin still had not returned, and King continued to press Levison for news: “Please keep me informed about Bayard’s possible return. We really need his services as soon as possible.” A mid-January trip took King to Washington to join other black leaders for meetings with congressional leaders—Lyndon B. Johnson, Sam Rayburn, Everett M. Dirksen—to lobby for civil rights legislation in this presidential election year. Supplication was not what the leaders had in mind, and one week later A. Philip Randolph, with King at his side, publicly announced at a New York rally that blacks would march on both the Democratic and Republican National Conventions to urge both parties to adopt strong stands on civil rights. Then, for one last time, King went home to Montgomery.

The farewell ceremony at Dexter took place on Sunday evening, January 31. The next night, King spoke at an MIA meeting that formally inaugurated Ralph Abernathy as the group’s new president. King hoped that his new life in Atlanta would be more restful and less frustrating. “I have been under extreme tension for four years,” he confided to one questioner, “because of my multiple duties. The time has long since come for me to shift gears.” In many ways, he was relieved, for the move would signify a break from what had become an increasingly troubled existence. In other ways, though, he realized that the move placed before him an uncertain future, yet one from which he could not retreat. His own contemporaneous account put it most strikingly:

For almost four years now I have been faced with the responsibility of trying to do as one man what five or six people ought to be doing. . . . I found myself in a position which I could not get out of. This thrust unexpected responsibilities my way. . . .

What I have been doing is giving, giving, giving and not stopping to retreat and meditate like I should—to come back. If the situation is not changed, I will be a physical and psychological wreck. I have to reorganize my personality and reorient my life. . . .

I have a sort of nagging conscience that someone will interpret my leaving Montgomery as a retreat from the civil rights struggle. Actually, I will be involved in it on a larger scale. I can’t stop now. History has thrust something upon me from which I cannot turn away.42
On February 1, 1960, four young black men who were students at North Carolina A & T College sat down at the lunch counter in a Greensboro F. W. Woolworth's store and refused to leave when they were denied service. Only white patrons were served at the counter. Word of their act spread among fellow students, and the next day, more than two dozen occupied the lunch counter, doing schoolwork when they also were refused service. Over the following four days the numbers grew larger and larger. A few white participants joined in, while other whites heckled the protesters. The effort spread to other Greensboro lunch counters until, by the end of the week, all such facilities were closed. With those spontaneous actions, the "sit-ins" began.

By Monday, February 8, the sit-in protests had spread to Durham and Winston-Salem. Within the following two days, they spread to Charlotte, Raleigh, Fayetteville, and Elizabeth City. By the end of the week they had reached Norfolk and Portsmouth, Virginia, and Rock Hill, South Carolina. With no prompting from any of the existing civil rights organizations or black adult leadership, a new stage in the black freedom struggle had been launched.

As the sit-ins spread across North Carolina and into other southeastern states, several young adult activists moved to the fore. In Durham, Rev. Douglas E. Moore, a young minister who had been attending SCLC meetings for two years, began calling friends in other cities, including Rev. James M. Lawson in Nashville. Lawson and other young black activists in Nashville had been discussing nonviolent protest and preparing for just such an initiative. The technique itself was not original to Greensboro; other black protesters had employed it in 1957 and 1958 in Okla-
homa and Kansas, though with little press coverage. As the phone calls and other contacts spread, so did the sit-ins. By February 13, protests had begun in Nashville and Tallahassee, and a New York staff member of the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), Gordon Carey, was dispatched to aid the various North Carolina efforts. 1

Martin King spent the first ten days of February getting situated in Atlanta. He and his family—Yoki was now four, and Marty two—had rented from Ebenezer church the house in which King had grown up as a young boy. Mrs. Maude Ballou, King's secretary from Montgomery, came and lived with them on a temporary basis until he could find a new secretary in Atlanta. King told reporters that his first task in Atlanta would be to work on a book of sermons, and Daddy King pronounced that "he's not coming to cause trouble. Instead of that, he had chosen the pulpit." On February 7, the new co-pastor preached his first sermon to a crowd of 1,200 at Ebenezer. Daddy King introduced him, remarking, "He's not little M.L. anymore, now. He is 'Dr. King' now."

Besides his work at Ebenezer, King tried to develop SCLC's program. In one formulation, he identified four tasks facing the organization. The joint voter registration effort with the NAACP should be pursued, and workshops should continue to be held to discuss nonviolence. He felt "there is need for carrying out some dramatic campaign at both political conventions in order to mobilize more support for strong civil rights legislation in the future." Randolph had already announced that, and Rustin and Levison were at work on it. Most important, King said, "There is need to mobilize the masses of our people in the South for implementation" of desegregation. SCLC hoped "to work through the churches in order to develop this type of mass action."

King's first direct contact with the sit-ins was a phone call from Durham's Doug Moore during the week of February 8. Moore wanted to convene a meeting on February 16 to establish formal contacts between the sit-in protests in different North Carolina cities. Would King come to Durham and speak to the gathering? King readily said yes.

On Tuesday morning, February 16, King flew to Durham. Moore gave him and Abernathy a tour of the downtown lunch counters and then took them to an afternoon strategy meeting of the representatives from the different cities. King told the student leaders not to forget that the struggle was justice versus injustice, not black versus white, and reminded them always to be open to compromise with local whites. He particularly stressed the idea of "jail, not bail" and described his own 1958 decision to serve time rather than pay a fine for his arrest at the Montgomery courthouse. Even if his attempt had not succeeded, it was the morally correct stance to take toward an unjust use of the law to support segregation.

King suggested to the student representatives that they form a coordinating council of members from each of the different schools and cities. He also recommended that they tell store owners that if lunch counters
were not opened on an integrated basis, the protesters would recommend that people of goodwill boycott the entire store. King’s remarks were well received, and the group established a coordinating council with three representatives from each locale. Although some competition for leadership was visible between supporters of the NAACP, CORE, and SCLC, “many student leaders expressed the desire to keep the movement as much ‘student-led’ as possible,” one observer noted.

That evening, King spoke to a rally of more than one thousand at Durham’s White Rock Baptist Church. He was in top form, buoyed by what he could see developing. “What is new in your fight is the fact that it was initiated, fed, and sustained by students.” He promised that “you have the full weight of the SCLC behind you in your struggle,” and emphasized that his audience appreciate how they stood at a crucial point in the freedom movement. “At a certain point in every struggle of great importance, a moment of doubt or hesitation develops,” King remarked, thinking back to Montgomery four years earlier. “If there is one lesson experience has taught us . . . it is that when you have found by the help of God a correct course, a morally sound objective, you do not equivocate, you do not retreat—you struggle to win a victory.” The personal cost might be high, but one must resolve to bear it. The goal was not simply integration, but true personal freedom, for “freedom is necessary for one’s selfhood, for one’s intrinsic worth.”

By noon the next day, King was back in his office at Ebenezer Baptist Church. Without notice, two local deputy sheriffs arrived in midafternoon and asked to see him. They had a warrant for his arrest, they told King, a warrant from the state of Alabama seeking his extradition. The charge? Two counts of perjury, a felony, for falsely swearing to the accuracy of his 1956 and 1958 Alabama state tax returns. Accompanied by Dad and brother A.D., King went downtown for arraignment and was released on a $2,000 bond. Reporters indicated that King “reacted with no outward show of concern to his arrest,” but internally he was devastated. Alabama news reports indicated that renegade MIA official U. J. Fields had testified before a Montgomery grand jury several weeks earlier, and that the income tax charges against King were based on allegations he had failed to report money that he had improperly acquired from the treasuries of the MIA and SCLC. King vigorously denied those claims. “I have never misappropriated any funds. I have never had the need nor the desire to do so. Such an act would betray my moral instincts and the teachings of a lifetime.” Stories that he lived in a lavish house or owned a fancy car were total fiction, he noted. “I don’t even wish it were true. . . . I own just one piece of property, a 1954 Pontiac . . . I am renting the home I live in.” King added that he had “no pretense to absolute goodness,” but that if he had “one virtue, it’s honesty.”

The following day King waived extradition, saying he would return to Alabama voluntarily to face the charges. “I have nothing to hide.” Asked to explain how he thought the matter had arisen, King detailed the de-
structive role of U. J. Fields. King had thought the tax question was resolved, he explained, when he had met sometime earlier with the Alabama agent who was auditing him, Lloyd Hale. The agent had claimed that King's income in both 1956 and 1958 was greater than King had reported, by a total of some $27,000, and King with great reluctance had given Alabama officials a check for $1,600 to end the dispute. Apparently it had not.

In public King put forward a strong face, but in private he was overwhelmed. "I had never seen Martin affected so deeply," Coretta wrote. The tax charges "caused Martin more suffering than any other event of his life up to that point." He was deeply worried that people who knew him only from a distance would presume the allegations were true, and lose faith in him. Stanley Levison and other close friends explained that King could prove that he had done nothing wrong by showing at the trial, with the best possible defense, that the allegations had no basis in fact. King should not let the matter worry him to death, for his New York friends would raise the money for a first-rate legal defense.

Still deeply troubled, King flew west for some SCLC fund-raising appearances. Then, on February 29, he arrived in Montgomery for his Alabama arraignment. The sit-in protests had reached King's former hometown on February 25, when a small group of Alabama State students, after consultation with Ralph Abernathy, had attempted to gain service at the segregated snack bar in the Montgomery County courthouse. The protests had grown over the following three days, and King spoke to two enthusiastic rallies after his arraignment. It was the most enlivened Montgomery had been in over three years. Within a week's time Alabama State expelled the leaders of the protests, and a mass prayer march to the state capitol was organized. Policemen broke it up, and King, back in Atlanta, said he was sending a telegram to President Eisenhower demanding federal action. No response was forthcoming.

In early March, King's New York friends announced the creation of a "Committee to Defend Martin Luther King" and a fund-raising goal of $200,000 for King's legal defense and SCLC's voter registration plans. A. Philip Randolph would serve as chairman, and Rustin was named publicly as executive director. Solicitation of contributions began, and a legal team was assembled. Hubert Delaney of New York and William Robert Ming of Chicago, two noted black attorneys, would head it up, along with Fred Gray, Charles Langford, Arthur Shores, and S. S. Seay, Jr., from Alabama.3

The sit-in protests finally reached Atlanta on March 15. A group of students from the black colleges had begun planning soon after word of Greensboro reached them, but the college presidents and other black adults urged them to move carefully. The presidents recommended that the student leaders draw up a statement of their grievances, and two of them, Roslyn Pope and Julian Bond, drafted the document. It was en-
titled "An Appeal for Human Rights," and Atlanta University President Rufus Clement arranged to have it appear as a full-page ad in all three Atlanta daily newspapers on March 9. That same afternoon the student leaders met with Atlanta Mayor William B. Hartsfield at Clement's office. Hartsfield urged negotiations with white business leaders before protests were begun. A group of white ministers recommended the same course, but on the fifteenth some two hundred black students sat in at numerous establishments. Over seventy were arrested, and slow-paced negotiations with white businessmen began. In the span of six weeks, the sit-in protests had become a southwide effort.

One of the most enthusiastic observers of the student protests was Ella Baker. She knew that her time with SCLC was limited, that many of the ministers resented having an outspoken woman as chief of staff, and that King had discussed the executive directorship with Wyatt T. Walker. Nonetheless, the students should be encouraged, and she had welcomed Douglas Moore's initiative in calling the February 16 meeting. In its aftermath, she had spoken with King, Abernathy, Moore, and James Lawson about convening a second and larger gathering, one that would bring together sit-in protesters from all across the South. The idea was applauded, and by the second week of March she was working on plans for such a meeting to be held on April 15 and 16 at her alma mater, Shaw University in Raleigh. On March 16 she flew to Raleigh to finalize the arrangements, and ran into both Moore and Glenn Smiley at the airport. They chatted about the plans, and about their common desire that the student protest remain student led and not be taken over by any established civil rights organization. Baker reported her arrangements with Shaw to King and Abernathy, and pointedly stressed to them the content of her discussion with Moore and Smiley: "They agreed that the meeting should be youth centered, and that the adults attending would serve in an advisory capacity, and should mutually agree to 'speak only when asked to do so.'" The adults who would be there, Baker recommended, should meet in advance so that that rule would be clear to all.

By the end of March the fund-raising efforts of the Committee to Defend Martin Luther King were in full swing. The committee placed a full-page ad in The New York Times, headlined HEED THEIR RISING VOICES, detailing the prosecution of King and the repression of the Montgomery protests. Alabama officials took great offense at some of the assertions, and demanded a retraction. They were not the only people angered by the appeals being issued by the committee; the NAACP was irritated about the claims being made for SCLC's voter registration achievements. Program Director James Farmer told Wilkins: "I think it is a thoroughly dishonest and deceptive appeal but if this is deceptive you should hear the oral appeals being made publicly, although not put in writing. . . . Should not Randolph and/or King be privately taken to task?" Wilkins chose to bide his time.

On April 5, Baker issued the first public announcement of the Shaw
meeting. The release explained how student representatives from across the South had been invited, and that James Lawson would be the keynote speaker. The three-page statement made no mention of King, who was keeping to a quiet schedule in Atlanta and was preoccupied with his impending trial. On April 10, he spoke at Spelman College, and the next day talked with reporters about the upcoming Shaw conference. King "predicted a Southwide council of students will come out of the meeting," one wrote. "He said he would serve in an advisory capacity only, and any future direction in the protest actions would come from the students themselves." Baker's pressure appeared to have taken hold.

Some two hundred students, twice the number Baker expected, gathered at Shaw University on Friday, April 15. King spoke to the press and students at the beginning of the meeting, emphasizing "the need for some type of continuing organization." He hoped that the students would weigh a nationwide selective buying campaign, and that they also "seriously consider training a group of volunteers who will willingly go to jail rather than pay bail or fines.

The youth must take the freedom struggle into every community in the South without exception. . . . Inevitably this broadening of the struggle and the determination which it represents will arouse vocal and vigorous support and place pressures on the federal government that will compel its intervention.

That evening James Lawson delivered a well-received keynote speech on the importance of nonviolence. Later, as additional delegates continued to arrive, King spoke privately with a number of people about his expectations for the conference. Some, like Wyatt Walker and Bernard Lee, the student leader of the Montgomery protesters from Alabama State, pressed King to ask the delegates to align themselves formally with SCLC. Others, like Lawson, reminded King of the need to let the students make their own decisions. Meanwhile, Baker continued to fear that King, Abernathy, Walker, and others were plotting an SCLC takeover, and she warned some participants to assert their independence when the time came.

Lawson in particular knew how strongly Baker felt about blocking any adult takeover of the students. He and King had discussed the subject in advance of the gathering, and did so again that Friday night:

We made an explicit decision that the students . . . would proceed as they wanted to proceed, and that . . . we would not try to impose upon them our analysis or our own determination of how they should go. . . . Both King and I in our personal conversations had reached that conclusion. . . . If he and I decided we should establish an SCLC student arm, boom, it could have been done . . . we had the votes from the students to do that. But we agreed . . . after we got on the scene
and got involved in the whole process, he and I agreed that we should pretty much let the process of the conference direct itself.

Bernard Lee had a similar encounter with King that same evening when he voiced his own sentiment that SCLC “was the logical place to house such an effort.” King acknowledged that the idea had much to recommend it, but made clear that Baker’s opposition was too great and potentially embarrassing an obstacle to overcome:

I discussed it very candidly with Dr. King and Wyatt that evening and I remember Dr. King almost verbatim saying that as much as he would like to see the students identify with SCLC, he thought that because of the events taking place, the way the conference was structured . . . that that would not be in the best interests of the students or SCLC. . . . He chose to let it become independent. . . . That was a little disappointing, but still I understood exactly what he was saying and I knew the players at that point.

King thus made up his mind not to fight a battle that he could win but which would exact too high a price—an open break with the increasingly unhappy Baker. On Saturday, as the delegates split up into discussion groups to talk about nonviolent protest and the next steps for the student movement, conversations about the issue spread and many student representatives received the impression that the organizational allegiance question might be posed formally at a later session. King and Walker, however, backed away from pressing the issue. “They did not lobby the students” that morning, Bernard Lee recalled. As of then the disagreement with Baker “was not very visible but it was definitely there,” and to press the issue of forming an SCLC youth arm “would have been a little destructive. . . . He did not want that to spew over into a public thing between he and Ella Baker,” Lee noted. So, “King and Wyatt Walker kept their preferences to themselves; Ella Baker [and] Jim Lawson made their preferences publicly known to the students.” Open controversy was avoided, though Baker’s bitterness ripened.

When the delegates assembled on Saturday afternoon, King spoke to them, praising Lawson’s speech and explaining that he would be leaving that evening, in advance of Sunday’s decision-making session, to appear on Meet the Press. He answered questions about nonviolence, and no organizational squabbles developed. That evening he, Walker, and Abernathy all spoke at a mass rally, and then departed. When the student delegates held the final plenary meeting on Sunday, there was no battle over the question of organizational ties. A “temporary” Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) was approved, to be headquartered in Atlanta, with King and Lawson each serving as advisors. The only controversy was over whether only southern students, and not northern ones, would be represented on that committee. A compromise solu-
tion was agreed upon, and the delegates departed from what almost all agreed had been an encouraging conference.5

King found the Raleigh meeting enervating. Instead of demonstrating unity behind the students’ efforts, the adults had devoted much of their energy to a debilitating dispute over the structure that the student movement should adopt. He was depressed enough about the tax indictment; he did not need additional problems with Ella Baker. There seemed to be no respite, and his appearance on Meet the Press the following morning supplied further aggravation. Instead of a friendly reception, the reporters bombarded him with hostile questions. They focused in particular upon a statement by former President Harry S. Truman that Communists were behind the sit-in protests. King said he was “very disappointed” and that Truman ought to make a public apology. He strongly defended the sit-in tactic, explaining that “sometimes it is necessary to dramatize an issue because many people are not aware of what is happening. . . . The sit-ins serve to dramatize the indignities and the injustices which Negro people are facing all over the nation.” He further explained that the principal focus of the movement would remain the right to vote, and that “ultimately the federal government should set forth a uniform pattern of registration and voting.”

Back in Atlanta, King had no opportunity to relax. While the Raleigh conference had averted any public controversy about Ella Baker’s attitude, it did lead to more reports of a split between SCLC and the NAACP. Several news stories had highlighted a line from Lawson’s speech criticizing the NAACP’s tactics as too exclusively legalistic, and had labeled Lawson “a leading disciple” of King. Roy Wilkins was furious and let King know it. He said he was “puzzled and greatly distressed” by the news stories about “this unwarranted attack.” King certainly must share his “determination not to have a break between our groups,” Wilkins remarked. “I am hopeful that you can help clarify the situation. I know you will want to. There are some other disturbing elements in the picture which I would not want to go into here, but which I feel you and I should discuss privately as soon as possible.” King moved to avoid further offending the sensitive Wilkins. Prior to the Shaw conference, he had considered adding Lawson, and Doug Moore, to SCLC’s staff if funds could be raised. Moore was no favorite of NAACP loyalists, and hiring either man would be taken by Wilkins as another slap. King chose to postpone any action, and Lawson was disappointed. “He did not want to alienate Roy Wilkins,” Lawson later stated. “He did not want to appear to be battling the NAACP. Rightly or wrongly he backed off a number of things for that very reason.”

King felt drained by the unending series of turmoils—the tax case, Baker, and now Wilkins again. It seemed as if he had no time to renew his energy. He told one friend that “I have felt terribly frustrated over my inability to retreat, concentrate, and reflect.” The move to Atlanta had not provided the expected respite. “I felt that by coming here I would
have more time to meditate and think through the total struggle ahead,” but instead the past ten weeks had been more hectic than life in Montgomery. He knew that he had to slow down, and on some occasions the possibility of withdrawing into a more restful existence seemed especially attractive. Then, however, he would think back four years, to that night in the kitchen, and resolve to go on. “I must admit,” he noted that April,

that at times I have felt that I could no longer bear such a heavy burden, and was tempted to retreat to a more quiet and serene life. But every time such a temptation appeared, something came to strengthen and sustain my determination. . . . God has been profoundly real to me in recent years. In the midst of outer dangers I have felt an inner calm.

No matter how resolute that inner strength, these past few months had been enervating. “I know that I cannot continue to go at this pace,” he wrote one friend.6

While the tax trial loomed on the horizon, the period from mid-April to mid-May brought King more tribulations. While King was in Nashville for a speech at Fisk, a bomb threat interrupted the rally and caused a forty-five-minute delay. Back in Atlanta, a cross was burned on the lawn of King’s home one night. Authorities attributed it to youthful pranksters. Then, a nationally syndicated black columnist lambasted King for his remarks on Meet the Press, claiming the young minister had an “uncanny knack of muffing his big opportunities to show qualities of leadership on a national scale.” Perhaps this one was Wilkins’s revenge.

While King tried to turn his attention to SCLC’s program, legal difficulties continued to interfere. SCLC, he told one questioner, was planning “to use nonviolent techniques in the area of voter registration,” with masses of people descending upon election offices. “We’ve never attempted this on a grand scale.” A more pressing problem, however, was the Alabama authorities’ continued objections to the ad which King’s defense committee had placed in The New York Times. Montgomery’s commissioners not only had sued the newspaper for libel, but also had filed actions against the four Alabama residents who had signed the ad, Abernathy, Fred Shuttlesworth, Joseph Lowery, and S. S. Seay, Sr. SCLC would have to assist them.

Then, on the night of May 4, King had a direct encounter with the law. He and Coretta had entertained white Georgia writer Lillian Smith at dinner, and afterward King drove Smith back to Emory University Hospital, where she was undergoing treatment. Near the university, police spied the car with the black man and white woman and pulled King over. King had borrowed the car, and the plates on it were expired. Furthermore, King had only an Alabama driver’s license, while Georgia law required new residents to obtain a Georgia license within ninety days.
King’s deadline had passed. The officer issued a citation, and allowed King and Smith to go on their way.

Several days later King went to New York for a luncheon with labor leaders who were contributing to the defense committee. More important, the trip gave him an opportunity to bring Rustin, Levison, and Wyatt Walker together, and for his two old friends to draw their own impressions of the man King was proposing as the new executive director. Levison and Rustin were both impressed with Walker, and the four men spent the better part of two days discussing program, salary, and staff. Walker had two close assistants in his Petersburg Improvement Association (PIA) whom he wanted to bring with him, and the others gave their assent. They also settled on a salary of $8,000, and a firm agreement that Walker would be the chief of SCLC’s staff—and not anyone in New York. The public announcement would come shortly, and Walker would begin his work by midsummer.

In Atlanta the student movement’s temporary coordinating committee held its first meeting on May 13 and 14. King, Lawson, and Baker attended, and the students ratified a statement of purpose and voted to hire a temporary staff member whom SCLC offered to house in its office. Atlanta’s student protesters also had remained active, and on May 17 organized a march of two thousand students from Morehouse to the state capitol to commemorate the sixth anniversary of Brown. King spoke to them before they set off, and again at the conclusion of the march, after police had diverted the procession from the capitol itself. The students gave King a thundering ovation.7

Finally, after three months of incessant worry, the time for the tax trial arrived. It was the first time Alabama had ever prosecuted someone for perjury on a tax return. Testimony began in Montgomery on May 25 with the prosecution putting state tax agent Lloyd Hale on the stand. Under cross-examination, Hale came close to admitting that the state's claim that King had misreported his 1956 income was without foundation. King had stated an income of $9,150—$5,040 from Dexter and $4,110 in honorariums—and Alabama’s claim was that his true income was $16,162, the total deposits made in King’s accounts for that year. The difference, cross-examination quickly showed, was simply payments reimbursing King for expenses he had incurred in his travels—in other words, not money that constituted income. The defense put Mrs. King, Maude Ballou, and Benjamin Mays on the stand along with an accountant and a black former IRS agent, Chauncey Eskridge. After three days of testimony, the case went to the jury of twelve white men on Saturday morning, May 28. King waited pessimistically for the verdict. No matter how foolish the evidence had shown the state’s charge to be, a black civil rights leader was unlikely to receive justice at the hands of an all-white, Deep South jury.

Three hours and forty-five minutes after they began deliberations, the jury returned to the courtroom. Their verdict: not guilty. Daddy and
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Mother King both cried with joy, but King remained calm—“emotionless” to one observer, “a little stunned” in the words of another. Reporters crowded around, and King told them that the acquittal strengthened his faith in white southerners’ ability to do justice. Then he hurried back to Atlanta to preach at Ebenezer the next morning. He titled the sermon, “Autobiography of Suffering,” and told the congregation how difficult the last four and a half years had been. The tax case had been the most painful burden of all, and now justice had lifted that from his shoulders.

The same Sunday, Wyatt T. Walker made the announcement in Petersburg that he would become executive director of SCLC on August 1. Three days later King visited Petersburg to speak to a PIA rally. His acquittal had lifted a huge weight from King’s mind, and he felt more relaxed than he had in months. Still, news reporters pressed him with financial questions. Patiently, he explained that he had no big house, no big car. His house rental was $110 a month; his book, Stride Toward Freedom, had earned less than $20,000, and much of that he had donated to SCLC and Morehouse. “I have no desire to live a big life, to drive a Cadillac, to live in the finest home, to be the best dressed and things like that,” he explained to one questioner. Then, after the rally and the newsmen, he enjoyed dinner at Walker’s home with the PIA activists, and met for the first time the two colleagues whom Walker wished to bring to SCLC—Dorothy F. Cotton and James R. Wood. Cotton found King to be attentive, unhurried, and thoughtful, unusual traits for one who spent so much time in the public eye. He was “quiet and unassuming, yet at the same time a dynamic kind of presence,” she thought.

In June the controversy with the NAACP heated up once more. Two magazine articles set off the uproar. In one, “The Negro Revolt Against ‘the Negro Leaders,’” black journalist Louis Lomax asserted that the spring protests showed that younger blacks had bypassed the older, adult leadership signified by the NAACP. The second, in Commonweal, directly quoted an unnamed King “lieutenant” as saying that “the courts are secondary to direct action by the masses. The NAACP is not a mass movement. . . . We have sometimes had to force it into cooperating with us on mass action.” Even more threateningly to Wilkins, it went on to say that “King admits privately that [SCLC] may soon become a national organization with membership open to individuals as well as affiliate groups.” SCLC long had eschewed recruiting individual members so as to avoid competition with the NAACP’s favorite means of marshaling its forces.

As the articles were passed around, some whispered that James Lawson was one of the sources behind them. The NAACP’s anger got hotter, and was expressed strongly on June 8 and 9 when Ella Baker, Wyatt Walker, Bernard Lee, and the chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, Marion Barry of Nashville, visited the NAACP in New York. King tried to downplay the disagreements, but no longer was he willing to greet the NAACP’s insults with the same equanimity he had
displayed in the past. He told baseball great Jackie Robinson, who earlier had warned King about the defense committee's assertions, that "I have never seen any conflict between the two organizations." More frankly, King stated:

I have been so concerned about unity and the ultimate victory that I have refused to fight back or even answer some of the unkind statements that I have been informed that NAACP officials said about me and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. Frankly, I hear these statements every day, and I have seen efforts on the part of NAACP officials to sabotage our humble efforts.

He could not turn the other cheek completely, however, and felt compelled to rebut one particular rumor: "I have no Messiah complex."

King visited New York on June 9 to make a joint announcement with A. Philip Randolph of the "massive nonviolent picketing" that was planned for the Democratic and Republican National Conventions. Although one month earlier Congress had passed the Civil Rights Act of 1960, the two men rightly asserted that that weak measure "does not meet the needs of abolishing second-class citizenship." Stronger legislative measures were needed, and the "March on the Conventions Movement for Freedom Now" would bring the demand home to each of the major parties. Both in Los Angeles in early July, and in Chicago at the end of that month, the Democratic and Republican delegates would be greeted by "more than 5,000" protesters, Randolph stated.

In truth, recruitment of protesters was running many thousands behind Randolph's optimistic claim. This exaggeration, however, did not dissuade one opponent of the protests, black New York Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, from launching a personal assault on King and Randolph. In Buffalo on June 19 to speak to a church conference that King had addressed the previous day, Powell denounced both Randolph and King for being "captives" of what the press called "behind the scenes interests." More specifically, Powell alleged that King was controlled by Bayard Rustin, and that Randolph, as the Pittsburgh Courier phrased it, "is the captive of socialist interests and . . . is guided principally by one Stanley Levinson [sic]."

King was about to leave for a vacation in South America, but he immediately dispatched a telegram to Powell asking for a public correction of the "malicious things" Powell had said about him and Randolph. Both of them had supported Powell in past scrapes, and King could see no reason for him to turn on them now. King hoped for a retraction, and said he would make no public rejoinder.9

Before he departed on his South America trip, King had one final engagement: a June 23 breakfast meeting in New York with one of the Democratic presidential candidates, Massachusetts Senator John F. Kennedy. Even though his friend Harris Wofford had joined Kennedy's cam-
campaign staff a month earlier, King was not impressed by Kennedy’s Senate record. He particularly recalled an important vote Kennedy had cast on a provision of the 1957 Civil Rights Act, a vote against the position supported by the black leadership. That had won Kennedy friends among segregationist senators, but to King it seemed that Kennedy “was so concerned about being President of the United States that he would compromise basic principles to become President.” Hence King had “very little enthusiasm for Mr. Kennedy when he first announced his candidacy.”

Their meeting changed King’s feelings. At that two-man breakfast, King emphasized that strong presidential leadership was needed on civil rights, and that initiatives to protect the right to vote and to eliminate racial discrimination in federally assisted housing were two areas for immediate action. Kennedy agreed that strong executive leadership was important, and that voting rights were especially crucial. King was pleased. In a letter written the next day, King called the ninety-minute conversation “fruitful and rewarding. . . . I was very impressed by the forthright and honest manner in which he discussed the civil rights question. I have no doubt that he would do the right thing on this issue if he were elected President.”

King hoped that his South America vacation would be an escape from the tensions of the movement. That hope was soon dashed. He had been in Brazil only a day or two when word reached him through a close friend of Adam Powell’s that the congressman’s unhappiness over the King-Rustin relationship had not blown over. Instead, Powell intended to renew his assault in an even more devastating manner. If King did not dismiss Rustin, and cancel the convention protests, Adam would make public the most damaging sort of information against King and Rustin, Powell’s messenger told King. A huge scandal would ensue.

King took the threat with the utmost seriousness, and was deeply worried. Immediately he called Rustin in New York. King explained that Powell was still on the warpath, and that the intermediary, a woman with a strong dislike of her own for Rustin, had conveyed the most vile threats. Given that, he thought that they should not go ahead with the convention protests. Rustin was puzzled and upset, and pressed King about the specifics of the threat. King didn’t want to mention the details over the phone, but said the protests should be canceled. Rustin demurred, and said he would have Randolph phone King in South America.

Rustin spoke with Randolph and argued that they should not allow King to be intimidated by Powell. Randolph agreed and called King. He said he was certain King had good reasons for feeling as he did, reasons they could discuss when King returned, but that he, Randolph, was committed to going ahead with the convention protests. Powell could not prevent him from sponsoring those demonstrations and, given that, King should not pull out. King reluctantly agreed.

When King returned, the entire matter was discussed in detail. As Rustin recounts it, King explained frankly just what Powell’s threat was:
The story is that he has some information that he will have to reveal to the press unless Martin drops out. And what is that information? That he has some evidence that Martin and I are sleeping together. Well, he couldn’t possibly have that kind of information. Martin knew god damn well he couldn’t have that kind of information; you can’t sleep with a guy without his knowing it.

Rustin, Randolph and others all told King that to knuckle under to that sort of threat was wrong.

Still, King was worried. “What are we going to do if he puts out stories that are not true?” he asked. Randolph responded, “We simply deny them and go on doing our business.” For King, however, that was not good enough. He asked several intermediaries to speak with Powell. They reported back that they thought it best for Rustin to resign from his multiple roles with King and Randolph. Rustin waited for King to decide, but King procrastinated, so Rustin took matters into his own hands. “I decided that the best thing to do under these pressures, since I knew Dr. King was distressed, was to say, ‘Well, I resign.’” King had not requested the resignation, and Rustin expected King to reject it. To Rustin’s bitter disappointment, however, King accepted it. Many people close to the intense discussions felt King’s decision reflected insufficient courage; peace activist A. J. Muste wrote that he was “personally ashamed of Martin.” Early in July the press reported Rustin’s departure as special assistant to King and director of SCLC’s New York office. Rustin’s statement noted Powell’s public attack and opposition to the convention protests.10

The demonstrations at the two conventions went forward even in Rustin’s absence. In Los Angeles, King spoke at a Sunday kick-off rally, but Monday’s picketing drew only sixty-five participants; their effort attracted little attention. King kept a low profile, hiding in a hotel room and talking politics with Michael Harrington, the young activist who had organized the picketing. King surprised Harrington with “how intellectually serious he was, that he was radical on all kinds of economic issues, and as far as I was concerned he was a socialist, although he didn’t use the word and I was much too discreet to pose” it. Two weeks later in Chicago, the demonstrations at the Republican convention were limited to a single protest rally led by King, Randolph, and Roy Wilkins calling for a strong civil rights plank in the party’s platform. Even a turnout of five thousand people failed to draw much attention to the March on the Conventions, and the nation’s interest turned to the upcoming presidential contest between John F. Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon.11

Back in Atlanta, Wyatt T. Walker arrived for his first day as SCLC’s executive director on August 3. Wood and Cotton were not far behind him, but what they found in the “dinky little room” at 208 Auburn Avenue was a very small operation. There were two secretaries, Lillie Hunter, who had been with the MIA, and Ernestine Brown, but only one
field-worker was on the payroll—Rev. Harry Blake, a member of Shreveport, Louisiana’s United Christian Movement, an SCLC affiliate. In one corner were SNCC’s sole employee, Jane Stembridge, and a SNCC volunteer, Robert Moses. “Very honestly, it wasn’t any organization; no real program,” Walker later recalled. Walker vowed that under his leadership, SCLC would grow in both staff and accomplishments.

Walker’s first task was to coordinate another institute on nonviolence that the departing Ella Baker had arranged at Atlanta’s Butler Street YMCA just prior to the small August meeting of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. The workshop itself went well, with both King and Walker among the speakers, and SNCC made plans for a larger conference in Atlanta in mid-October. Baker’s departure, however, left a legacy of strained feelings in its wake. She had never held King or Abernathy in high regard, and once she had formally left the organization, she made no secret of her attitude. Baker had found them unwilling to discuss substantive issues with her as an equal, and un receptive to any critical comments she might offer. To James Lawson, the root of the problem was simple: “Martin had real problems with having a woman in a high position.” Baker also did not support a “leader-centered” approach to organizing a movement, and felt no special awe for King. “I was not a person to be enamored of anyone,” she noted. The ministers of SCLC, on the other hand, thought Baker was haughty and aloof, with what they felt was a disdain for anyone who was a black male preacher. The resulting bitterness would not mellow with time.

August was a generally quiet time for King himself. On the nineteenth he and his brother, A.D., performed the ceremony as their sister, Christine, married Isaac Farris. A.D. was pastoring a church in Newnan, Georgia, and had a young family of his own, but relatives and close friends were aware that he was a troubled man. One very close acquaintance thought the problem was twofold. First, A.D. was forced to live in his famous brother’s shadow. Second, and more important, A.D. had never devised a means for coping with their very demanding father. “They had a running battle. They fought daily. There was never peace between them,” this friend observed. Daddy demanded excellence and decorum, and A.D. “did not represent what the old man wanted.” Instead of learning to ignore and brush off King, Sr.’s constant instructions, A.D. fought back. “He rebelled, and he lost, because the old man was too strong.... He would break you.... M.L. would say, ‘Aw, Dad,’ and walk away. But A.D. couldn’t walk away.” It was painful for all.

In Atlanta, tensions surrounded the ongoing student protests. In late May the local black adult leadership had organized a committee “to examine and better understand” the student movement, as one adult put it, and on June 24 they arranged a meeting between the student leaders and Richard H. Rich, owner of downtown Atlanta’s largest department store, a store with thoroughly segregated facilities. Rich was a reputed liberal, but he offered no concessions and demanded that the protests be halted.
The students said no, threatened a complete boycott of the store, and Rich angrily walked out. On August 8, the student chairman of the Committee on the Appeal for Human Rights (COAHR), Lonnie C. King, Jr., wrote Rich to suggest another negotiating session. Rich declined, saying that the earlier one had “made our views perfectly clear to you” and that a further one “would not be productive.” Three weeks later, Jesse Hill, Jr., the young chairman of the black adults’ Citizens’ Negotiations Committee, wrote to Rich to request another session. Rich again refused, saying such meetings were “fruitless” but leaving the door open to personal contact with Hill. As the fall semester opened, picketing and sit-ins at various Atlanta businesses continued on a modest basis.

King remained silent about the Atlanta situation, but in his public remarks in other cities he continued his criticisms of the civil rights records of both major political parties. He also continued to make reference to massive “stand-ins” by prospective black voters at registration offices, and on September 14 he and Wilkins joined forces to announce a “Nonpartisan Crusade to Register One Million New Negro Voters.” Those in the know recognized this as a convenient nonpartisan cover for a last-minute Democratic party registration effort.13

In mid-September King met for a second time with Senator Kennedy. The Democratic presidential nominee had a better grasp of civil rights issues than he had three months earlier, King thought, but the senator expressed strong concern about where he stood with black voters. Advisors like Wofford were suggesting that Kennedy appear with King and make a strong speech on civil rights. King was not amenable to such a plan, or to an SCLC rally or dinner for Kennedy. SCLC was a nonpartisan organization and would not endorse a candidate, but perhaps it could invite both Kennedy and Nixon to appear before it. King emphasized that he would not endorse either candidate. Kennedy expressed no interest in a joint appearance, and mentioned that that troublesome 1957 vote still counted against him in the minds of many blacks. King agreed, and parted from Kennedy, telling him that “something dramatic must be done to convince the Negroes that you are committed on civil rights.”

Even after meeting with Kennedy, King had no strong feelings about the upcoming election. “I did not feel at that time that there was much difference between Kennedy and Nixon,” he later recalled. “I could find some things in the background of both men that I didn’t particularly agree with,” and even though he had known Nixon longer, he feared that the Republican nominee was “an opportunist at many times who had no real grounding in basic convictions.” On balance King leaned toward Kennedy simply because Wofford and other personal acquaintances whom he respected, such as Chester Bowles, strongly vouched for him.

On September 23, King had to attend to a small piece of unfinished business. Accompanied by a black Decatur lawyer whom Daddy King had hired, Charles M. Clayton, King appeared before Judge J. Oscar Mitchell of DeKalb County Civil and Criminal Court to resolve his May
traffic ticket. King sat in the back of the courtroom while Clayton spoke with Mitchell. Mitchell noted the two counts: the expired plates on the borrowed car, and King’s failure to obtain a Georgia license within ninety days. King heard Mitchell dismiss the first charge, and impose a fine of $25 on the second. King immediately paid the fee, and headed back to the office. He did not see the sentence form that Mitchell filed and that Clayton was privy to: It specified the $25 fine, plus twelve months probation, requiring that King “shall not violate any Federal or State penal statutes or municipal ordinances” for one year’s time.14

Throughout late September, King and Walker directed their efforts toward organizing registration stand-ins. SCLC announced that the coordinated protests would take place on October 3 in more than a dozen cities, but when Walker’s “D Day” arrived, newsmen counted only fifty people in Atlanta, a few dozen in Tallahassee and several other cities, and none at all in Nashville or Durham. King told reporters that this had been only a “pilot project,” and that SCLC planned “to develop it on a much larger scale.”

On October 11, the SCLC board met in Shreveport for its semiannual session. King emphasized that the organization “must do something creative this year,” and Walker promised to meet just that need. The board members were pleased by their first exposure to the new executive director and his commitment to establish a “dynamic program.” The reality of the problems they all were up against was brought home once again the evening after the final meeting, when shots from a passing car were fired at SCLC’s local field representative, Harry Blake. He escaped uninjured.

From Shreveport, King returned to Atlanta for the first large SNCC conference since the gathering in Raleigh. He and Lawson spoke to the students, with Lawson arguing strongly for the doctrine of “jail, not bail.”15 The Atlanta student protest leaders were growing impatient. They decided that the time had come to resume intensive sit-ins, targeted principally against the store of hostile Richard H. Rich. On Tuesday, October 18, three of the student leaders—Lonnie King, Herschelle Sullivan, and Julian Bond—contacted King to ask if he would accompany their troops in the first assault on Rich’s. King was hesitant, and the small group went to see him in person at Ebenezer. Lonnie King put the request bluntly, Bond recalls: “Martin, you’ve got to come with us.” King hesitated again, and Lonnie King pushed harder. “I indicated to him that he was going to have to go to jail if he intended to maintain his position as one of the leaders in the civil rights struggle.” How could King speak of “filling the jails,” and “jail, not bail,” if he was unwilling to join a sit-in? Reluctantly, King agreed to meet them outside of Rich’s.

The next morning the sit-ins resumed with a bang. King and thirty-five others, including one white man, were arrested for violating an anti-trespass law when they refused to leave Rich’s restaurant after being declined service. They were taken to the county jail, and King made one brief phone call home. Reporters were allowed in for a short time, and
King told them that he, like the students, would not make bond, and that he would serve his time if convicted. He had begun a fast and explained to newsmen that the protest was not something he had instigated. "I did not initiate the thing. . . . Last night they called me and asked me to join in it. They wanted me to be in it, and I felt a moral obligation to be in it with them." To a black reporter, he put it more succinctly: "I had to practice what I preached." That night was the first King ever had spent in jail.

While King and the other protesters were in the Fulton County jail, twenty-six more demonstrators were arrested on Thursday. More picketing but fewer sit-ins took place on Friday, and Atlanta's black and white adult leadership began discussing how to resolve the new wave of protests as quickly as possible. Meanwhile, DeKalb County officials filed notice with their Fulton counterparts that they also were interested in King because his arrest at Rich's violated the terms of the probation Mitchell had imposed in September.

On Saturday morning, Atlanta Mayor William B. Hartsfield convened a meeting with sixty black representatives in the city council chamber. At the same time, King friend and Kennedy campaign official Harris Wofford, who had seen news reports of King's imprisonment, got an idea at his home in Virginia. He phoned an Atlanta friend and Kennedy supporter, attorney Morris Abram, who was also an acquaintance of Atlanta Mayor Hartsfield. Wofford mentioned King's jailing, and made a suggestion: "I want you to get him out and claim the credit for Senator Kennedy." Abram asked how, explaining that Hartsfield was meeting with the black leadership. Wofford recommended that Abram see Hartsfield himself, and Abram promised he would inform the mayor of Wofford's interest. He was able to reach Hartsfield, and told him of the call. The mayor replied that the meeting was still in progress and that Abram should come over at once.

By the time Abram arrived at City Hall, Hartsfield had announced to the press an agreement with the black leadership. Demonstrations would be suspended for thirty days, and all of the jailed protesters would be released. The city would drop its charges and ask the merchants to do the same. Hartsfield would serve as an intermediary in further discussions between the students and the merchants, and would furnish the students with weekly progress reports on his efforts. Hartsfield also told reporters that a Georgia representative of Kennedy, meaning Abram, had expressed an interest in securing King's release.

While Abram called Wofford to warn him of Hartsfield's public comment about Kennedy's interest, and Hartsfield in turn sought to reassure a worried Wofford that the story would redound to Kennedy's advantage, two snags developed in the settlement. First, store owner Rich was hesitant about having the state charges dropped; he feared a white backlash for doing so. Second, King and the other jailed protesters conveyed word that they would not leave jail unless all charges were dropped.
Late Saturday evening, Abram and Mayor Hartsfield went to Richard Rich's home to ask his support. After much pleading, Rich agreed to go along if Fulton County solicitor John I. Kelley would also. Sunday morning Abram, Hartsfield, and Rich all called on Kelley, who had no objections to the plan. Abram called Atlanta Police Chief Herbert Jenkins, and by late Sunday afternoon all of the jailed protesters were released—except one.

Shortly after his arrest, King had learned of the DeKalb complication and was prepared to stay behind after the students were released. As the students emerged, word spread that everyone would gather at Paschal's restaurant to celebrate. Few people were aware that King would not be with them, and Jesse Hill phoned Coretta to tell her of the Paschal's gathering. Only when she arrived there was she told that King was still being held.

On Monday morning, DeKalb Judge Mitchell explained to reporters why King was still in custody. A hearing on whether King's arrest at Rich's violated his September probation would be held at 11:00 A.M. the next morning, Mitchell said. Authorities tried to move King from the Fulton jail to the DeKalb jail, but the Fulton sheriff insisted upon maintaining custody. Early Tuesday morning, while A. D. King and Bernard Lee stood watching outside the Fulton jail, a DeKalb sheriff's car picked up King for delivery to Mitchell's hearing. With handcuffs on his wrists, King sat quietly in the backseat. A large German shepherd sat at attention on the seat beside him. 16

King's new attorney, Donald L. Hollowell, moved into action by filing an appeal of King's September license conviction. The thirty-day opportunity had not quite passed, and the pendency of such an appeal allowed Hollowell to contend at the Tuesday hearing that King could not be imprisoned in the matter until the conviction had been upheld. Mitchell responded that Hollowell's argument was irrelevant, that the question was whether King had violated the terms of his probation. King took the stand to explain that he had not been aware of the probation. Then Hollowell put four members of Atlanta's black elite on the stand to testify to King's good character. Mitchell again found the defense arguments irrelevant, and gave King a four-month sentence for violating probation. Hollowell argued further that in a misdemeanor case such as this, the judge was required to release the defendant on an appeal bond while the probation issue was appealed, but Mitchell denied his request. He ordered King's probation revoked immediately and said King could be transferred to a state prison to begin serving his four months. Mitchell did grant Hollowell's request for a further hearing Wednesday morning on the appeal-bond argument.

Caretta, Daddy King, Christine, and Roy Wilkins were all in the audience during the hearing. Both Coretta and Christine broke into tears when Mitchell pronounced the four-month sentence, and Daddy King was upset by their loss of composure. He and Coretta were allowed a
brief visit with King in a holding cell behind the courtroom. King was calm and sought to comfort his wife. "Corrie, you have to be strong. I’ve never seen you like this. You have to be strong for me." Then he was taken to the county jail.

News reports spread the word of King’s sentencing. In Washington, Deputy Attorney General Lawrence E. Walsh considered making a move in court, but instead prepared a statement for President Eisenhower, who did not issue it. Nixon campaign officials had been kept posted since Saturday by black Atlanta Republican John H. Calhoun, but White House aide E. Frederic Morrow, traveling with the vice-president, could not convince Nixon’s advisors to send telegrams to Mrs. King and Georgia officials. Nixon press secretary Herb Klein pocketed Morrow’s drafts, saying that to send them would be poor election strategy.

Coretta was still shaky when she returned home from the hearing. She was six months pregnant and frightened about what might happen to Martin in a remote state prison. The bad dream she had had about southern jails seemed to be coming true. Still upset, she called Harris Wofford, having heard about his Saturday intercession.

“They are going to kill him, I know they are going to kill him,” she cried to Wofford. The young lawyer did his best to comfort her, but after they had hung up he still was troubled by Coretta’s appeal for assistance. Wofford and fellow campaign staffer Louis E. Martin already were drafting a public statement for Kennedy to issue, but its release had been delayed by a promise from Georgia Governor Ernest Vandiver’s office that he would resolve the matter without the Democratic presidential nominee becoming publicly involved. Wofford and Martin talked about what else they might do, and Wofford thought of asking Kennedy to call and reassure Coretta King. They tried for several hours to reach the traveling candidate, without success. Wofford then asked his friend Chester Bowles, a prominent Democratic politician who had met the Kings, to make such a call in Kennedy’s stead. Bowles did so on Tuesday evening, and Coretta found the expression of support heartwarming.17

Wednesday morning at 3:30 A.M., King was asleep in the DeKalb County jail. Suddenly he was awakened by a voice. “Get up, King—Did you hear me, King? Get up and come on out here. And bring all your things with you.” The jailers were saying it was time for a trip—in the middle of the night. King asked where they were headed, and they did not reply. At 4:05 A.M., in handcuffs and leg irons, King was placed in the backseat of a car with two deputies up front. They drove for over two hours, but King had no idea where they were going. At dawn, as they passed through Dublin, he realized their destination was the Georgia state prison at Reidsville. At 8:00 A.M. the car pulled into the prison. King was taken out, the irons were removed, and he was handed a blue and white striped prison uniform. Then he was placed alone in a cell.

At approximately the same time that King was arriving at Reidsville, attorney Hollowell arrived at the DeKalb courthouse to discover that his
client had been taken away. Word spread quickly, and A. D. King called Coretta with the news. Again she was distraught, and spoke with both Wofford and Daddy King. Wofford tried to comfort her, but he wanted to do something more. He called Kennedy in-law Sargent Shriver in Chicago and asked him if Kennedy might call Mrs. King. Shriver said he would go over to Kennedy's hotel and put the question to him in person. When he got there, he had to wait for several staffers to leave. Then he explained the situation to John Kennedy. Would he call her? "That's a wonderful idea," Kennedy responded. Shriver had the Kings' number, and Kennedy picked up the phone.

Coretta received the call just as she was leaving to meet Daddy King at Morris Abram's office to discuss possibly asking the state parole board to release King. John Kennedy told her of his concern about her husband's imprisonment, and how this must be extremely difficult for her. If there was anything he could do to ease her burdens, she should not hesitate to let him know. Coretta thanked him and he wished her well.

Coretta told Daddy King of Kennedy's phone call as they prepared to see Morris Abram. King, Sr., was ecstatic, and said that this was enough to shift his traditionally Republican presidential preference and vote instead for Kennedy, the man who had called his daughter-in-law. He told Abram the same thing while they discussed the parole possibility, and Abram immediately called Wofford. It was the first the Kennedy staffers had heard of the call, and Wofford was deeply pleased. The candidate's younger brother and de facto campaign manager, Robert F. Kennedy, was not pleased, however. Earlier he had reprimanded Wofford for his weekend intercession with Abram and Hartsfield, and now he was furious that the staff workers had managed to align his brother publicly with a national symbol of black activism. Did Wofford and Martin realize what that would do to John Kennedy's chances of carrying the white South? Robert asked heatedly. He stalked out and headed for the airport to catch a plane to New York.

Unbeknownst to Wofford and Martin, Robert Kennedy, despite his electoral protestations, was also infuriated at what Judge Mitchell had done to King. He thought about it on the plane, and when he landed in New York he called the DeKalb courthouse, and asked for Judge Mitchell. When Mitchell came on, Kennedy identified himself and said he was calling simply as a lawyer to express to the judge his belief that all defendants had a right to release on bond while they appealed. Mitchell said it was good to talk with him, and thanked him for his interest.

Locked deep inside Reidsville prison, King knew nothing of the efforts being made to win his release. He had been alone in his cell since early morning. He could speak with other prisoners in the same cell block, and notes could be passed, but it gave him little solace. The convicts were astounded by the identity of their new compatriot, and told King they were ready to stage a strike to protest his imprisonment. Quietly he dissuaded them from that idea.
King found the loneliness of prison difficult to bear. At one point, as he later told Coretta, "He just broke down and cried and then he felt so ashamed of himself." By late afternoon, however, he had conquered that "enormous anxiety," as Daddy King later called it. He simply had to accept that he would be in prison for four months, and that he had to make the best possible use of that time. He wrote a letter to Coretta, telling her that visitors were allowed every other Sunday. He asked that she and the children come down the next weekend, and that she bring him several books, a reference dictionary, and a good number of his sermon texts. At least he could make some progress on the book of sermons he had been thinking about for over a year. He also asked that she bring him a radio, and that Wyatt Walker also come along.

Beyond the incidental requests, however, he asked her to make an effort, like his, to allow their common faith to carry them through the most difficult moments they had yet encountered. She must believe, as he did, that one's suffering is not in vain, and that in the end it contributes to the betterment of all. "I know this whole experience is very difficult for you to adjust to," King wrote, "but as I said to you yesterday, this is the cross that we must bear for the freedom of our people." The struggle is difficult, but "I am asking God hourly to give me the power of endurance." He had the faith to believe that he could survive, and asked the family "not to worry about me. I will adjust to whatever comes in terms of pain." He signed it, "Eternally yours, Martin."

On Thursday morning, Judge Mitchell held another hearing at which Hollowell argued once more for King's release on bond while the original traffic charge was appealed. Hollowell had marshaled his precedents carefully, and this time Mitchell agreed: King should be released pending final judgment. Bond would be $2,000, and Hollowell had it posted immediately. Mitchell signed the release order, and Hollowell arranged to charter a plane. In early afternoon he flew to Reidsville, handed over the order, and King was released. Coretta, Christine, and A.D. were among the small crowd at the airport to welcome him home. King told reporters that he was "deeply indebted to Senator Kennedy," then the family group headed for a celebration rally at Ebenezer. There, Daddy King openly proclaimed his change of heart and announced that he would be voting for John Kennedy for president, even if he was a Catholic and King a Baptist. King also spoke warmly of the Democratic nominee, saying that he held him "in very high esteem," but stopping short of an explicit endorsement.

Abram and Wofford each wondered if it might be possible to secure King's formal endorsement of Kennedy before Election Day. King chose not to, saying that as president of SCLC it would not be proper to express a partisan preference. Nonetheless, on November 1 he issued a statement that stopped just short of an endorsement. "I want to make it palpably clear," King said, "that I am deeply grateful to Senator Kennedy for the genuine concern he expressed. . . . [He] exhibited moral courage of a
high order.” In private, he added that the contrast between Kennedy’s call and Nixon’s inaction was very real to him. Even though Nixon had known him longer, he had done nothing. “I really considered him a moral coward,” King remarked.

Even lacking a formal endorsement, the Kennedy staffers made full use of King’s comments and Daddy King’s change of heart. They prepared a small flyer, “‘No Comment’ Nixon versus a Candidate with a Heart, Senator Kennedy: The Case of Martin Luther King,” and saw to it that hundreds of thousands of copies were distributed in black precincts before the election. Although neither of the Kennedys’ phone calls “became a major story in the white media or an issue in the campaign,” they very definitely made a difference when the votes were tallied on November 8. Several weeks later, President Eisenhower complained to reporters that Nixon had lost simply because of a “couple of phone calls.”

In the wake of his release, King told one friend that the eight days he had spent in jail had had at least one positive effect. “I think I received a new understanding of the meaning of suffering,” he wrote Harold DeWolf, “and I came away more convinced than ever before that unearned suffering is redemptive.” The imprisonment had not been pleasant, but he did feel that his faith had benefited from the experience.20

By mid-November SCLC had two new initiatives under way. In the first, James Wood was following up on Ella Baker’s earlier interest in leadership training and the contacts she had made at the Highlander Folk School. Wood visited the Tennessee facility in mid-November and talked at length with Director Myles Horton and Program Coordinator Septima P. Clark. Wood was extremely impressed by their four-year record of achievement, and he reported to King and Walker Horton’s suggestion that SCLC think about taking over the training program because of ongoing legal harassment by Tennessee state authorities that threatened Highlander’s existence. If the school did not win a pending appeal in a state court, Highlander would be closed and its facilities seized. At Highlander, Wood also met L. B. Moore, a representative of the Field Foundation, who expressed his organization’s interest in supporting a continuation of the leadership training program, under whomever’s auspices. Field would be willing to fund the effort if SCLC assumed sponsorship of it. “I urge and recommend very strongly the future consideration and adoption of this plan,” Wood advised King.

The second new SCLC effort was the formation of a Virginia state conference of local groups that had been affiliated with SCLC. Many of the fifty people who attended the Petersburg session were former colleagues of Walker, and a local pastor, Rev. Milton Reid, was elected the new unit’s president. Walker announced that the group was part of SCLC’s “bold new program with an increased staff and an emphasis on state-by-state organizations which will ultimately function as units in a southwide attack on some specific area of segregation.”

In Atlanta, Hartsfield’s promise to the student protesters proved to be
one on which he could not follow through. On November 23, at the end of the thirty-day moratorium on student demonstrations, the mayor met with the students to admit that he had had no success in persuading Atlanta's downtown merchants to desegregate their stores. He asked for thirty days more in which to try further; the students responded that they would give him three. The student leadership held a late-night strategy meeting the following day which King attended. They decided to resume picketing, but not the sit-ins.

On November 25 a three-day meeting of SNCC's executive committee took place in Atlanta. On the second day, the group paused to watch a nationally televised debate between King and segregationist newspaper editor James J. Kilpatrick. The two men argued about segregation and the sit-ins, with Kilpatrick contending that "the key thing that is involved are questions of property rights." King responded that "any law that degrades human personality is an unjust law," and morally should not be obeyed. The SNCC members viewed the telecast in the company of the embittered Ella Baker, and some of them came to the conclusion that King was "no match" for Kilpatrick. Certainly that was Baker's view, and she made no secret of it. "It was almost in the cards that he would muff it, for he had not forced himself to analytically come to grips with these issues," Baker told a later questioner. "The students were sitting there in front of the TV, waiting for him to ‘take care’ of Kilpatrick. Finally, some got up and walked away." It was, Baker said, the first occasion when the students' unhappiness with King "finally broke openly to the surface."21

During the winter months, Atlanta's black leadership continued its efforts to mediate a solution to the city's ongoing desegregation struggle, and King spoke to a large student rally on December 19. The chairman of the black Student-Adult Liaison Committee, Rev. William Holmes Borders, told reporters with some exasperation that both the students and the merchants realized that eventual desegregation was inevitable, and the battle was simply about when. King looked forward expectantly to John Kennedy's inauguration, and told one Chattanooga crowd that Kennedy ought to be reminded "that we are expecting him to use the whole weight of his office to remove the heavy weight of segregation from our shoulders." More personally, King phoned the president-elect to wish him well and to suggest Morris Abram as a superb candidate for U.S. solicitor general. Black newsmen asked King if he was under consideration for any position in the new administration, and King replied that he had "had some discussion" with members of Kennedy's staff. "They were sort of feeling me out." However, King added, "I made it clear that I had no interest in a government post, for I am too much involved in the civil rights fight to add anything else." King also rejected feelers about whether he would like to become national director of the Congress of Racial Equality.

By mid-January, Jim Wood's effort to get SCLC to take over Highlander Folk School's training program had picked up speed. Highlander
had been considering changing the program from one in which all participants went there for training, to one in which citizenship teachers were trained at a central place and then sent back to instruct others in their own locales. It was an alteration that Wood strongly endorsed. Training such a cadre of teachers would allow SCLC to set up citizenship instruction centers throughout the South, hosted by SCLC’s many affiliates. Dorothy Cotton would coordinate the recruitment of students, and Septima Clark would direct the training. Over sixteen months, the program could train 240 prospective teachers, each of whom could then start classes in his or her own hometown. Such an effort would invigorate SCLC’s entire program. “The need for a program through which affiliates may become active in other than fund-raising capacities is very evident,” Wood argued, “and will create a much needed action device.” King and Walker agreed, and in early February SCLC’s and Highlander’s new joint endeavor was announced to the press. At the same time, a request for a $30,000 grant to fund the project was submitted to the Field and Taconic foundations.22

In late January, King was guest of honor at a large celebrity gala in New York’s Carnegie Hall, organized by Stanley Levison and a young aide, Maya Angelou, which raised over $20,000 for SCLC. Three days later, Coretta gave birth to the Kings’ third child and second son, whom they named Dexter in honor of the Montgomery church. Within a week, the Atlanta student protests heated up for a third time when the students initiated a new sit-in and “jail-going” effort. As the number of jailed demonstrators increased day by day, Atlanta’s black and white leadership tried to resolve the controversy. King remained in the background, but other distractions crossed his path, such as younger brother A.D.’s arrest for drunken driving. King also was lobbying an Atlanta church to offer its pastorship to Ralph Abernathy, so that his Montgomery colleague could rejoin him. On February 15, though, King appeared in local court to lend moral support to a group of young ministers, including his friend Walter McCall, now pastoring in Atlanta, who had joined the students and been arrested. That night King spoke to a large rally, and endorsed the students’ vows that the sit-ins would continue until the white merchants agreed to desegregate.

Behind the scenes, one of black Atlanta’s oldest leaders, attorney A. T. Walden, initiated discussions with Richard Rich’s lawyer, Robert Troutman, Sr. Together, the two men approached Ivan Allen, Jr., the new president of Atlanta’s powerful Chamber of Commerce. Allen knew that many in the business community wanted the matter resolved, and he also felt that “the national publicity was running us crazy” and harming the city’s reputation. Allen met with white business leaders, and found a consensus: “Go ahead and work something out. Get us off the hook, even if it means desegregating the stores.” Allen talked with Walden and other black adult representatives until they reached agreement on a basic principle: The desegregation of the lunch counters, rest rooms, and other
store facilities would be tied to the desegregation of Atlanta’s public schools, scheduled to begin in September. Within thirty days of school desegregation, the store facilities would be desegregated. In return, the students would end their demonstrations and all charges would be dropped. The black and white adult representatives summoned the two principal student leaders, Lonnie King and Herschelle Sullivan, to a meeting at the Chamber of Commerce on Monday, March 6. The adults tried to persuade the two students to accept the settlement plan. Lonnie King did not want to endorse it, but Daddy King, Reverend Borders, and Walden pressed him very hard. Finally, the students gave in. The next morning Allen announced the agreement to the public. As word of its terms spread, however, the student community grew angry and spoke of rejecting it.

Friday evening, March 10, a mass meeting was called at Warren Memorial Methodist Church for the negotiators to defend the settlement to the black community. Many people were upset that the agreement did not specify a precise date for desegregation. The adults’ explanation that the stores would be desegregated no matter what happened with school integration was not persuasive, and the crowd turned hostile. Walden, Borders, Samuel Williams, Jesse Hill, and Daddy King all received boos and hisses when they went to the pulpit to defend the agreement. It looked as if the meeting would repudiate the negotiators’ work.

Martin King stood in the rear and watched the crowd of a thousand shout down his father and the other speakers. The throng remained noisy and restless as King made his way to the pulpit. He stood there silently for a moment, waiting for everyone to quiet. Lonnie King could see tears in King’s eyes, tears over how the crowd had humiliated his father. As Martin stood there, they all quieted. Then he began to speak. Calmly and forcefully he defended the efforts of the negotiators. “If I had been on that committee that met Monday afternoon, I wouldn’t mind anybody saying, ‘Martin Luther King, Jr., you made a mistake.’ I wouldn’t mind anybody saying, ‘Martin Luther King, Jr., you should have thought it over a little longer.’ I wouldn’t have minded anybody saying to me, ‘Martin Luther King, Jr., maybe we made a tactical blunder.’ But I would have been terribly hurt if anybody said to me, ‘Martin Luther King, Jr., you sold us out!’ I would have been hurt by that.” In a tone that had “both warmth and authority,” King declared that the black community must remain united, and must not repudiate what its leaders had agreed to. As he spoke, the crowd grew calm. “When King sat down,” one observer wrote, “the mood of the crowd had been transformed, and the opposition to the agreement was silenced.” Many in the audience thought it was the best and most powerful oration they had ever heard King deliver. Lonnie King said that it was “probably the greatest speech of his life.” Only King’s words, he said, kept “that meeting from really turning into a riot.” King left quickly, and “after the singing of a spiritual the crowd dispersed . . . the agreement was saved.” Integration of Atlanta’s
schools began peacefully and on schedule, and a month later facilities in the downtown stores were desegregated.

Though he supported his father and the other negotiators in public, King's personal sentiments strongly favored the students. He had purposely limited his role in the Atlanta protests as much as possible, so as to avoid offending jealous adults already troubled by his return to Atlanta. Though his stance caused many of the students to hold an ambivalent attitude toward King, he privately criticized the failure of the city's black middle class to give the protesters greater support. "They're conservatives. Their unhappiness with the sit-in demonstrations is largely economic," he told one person.23

The increasing cost of running SCLC forced King to make fund-raising one of his top priorities. King and Walker told the board's administrative committee that expenses were now $7,000 a month, and to meet those outlays, King continued to speak all around the country. The pace was draining. Some days he delivered as many as five speeches, and some nights he slept for only four hours. King had hired a personal secretary, Dora McDonald, to take Maude Ballou's place in organizing his schedule. Meanwhile, SCLC planned intensive voter registration drives in selected locales, and Walker expanded their contacts in other regions of the country. A regional support group, the Western Christian Leadership Conference, was established in California, principally to aid in fund-raising. Walker also engaged an old school friend then pastoring in Washington, Walter Fauntroy, to serve as SCLC's representative in the District of Columbia.

SCLC's effort to join Highlander in an expanded citizenship training program also gradually moved forward, and the school began searching for a new staff member to handle the program's administration. By late March, Highlander had found a candidate for the job, a young black minister, Andrew Young, who was working for the National Council of Churches in New York. Young was inclined to accept the job, but thought first he would inquire about the school and the program from someone he had spent an evening with four years earlier: Martin King. To Young it had been a memorable event, but King did not remember him when he received Young's letter seeking advice about Highlander.

King was uncertain what to tell Young. He asked Stanley Levison to make inquiries about Young, but without waiting for Levison's response, wrote Young and advised that he not take the job, that the uncertainties of Highlander's legal situation were too great. Young decided otherwise, and made plans to move south in September.24

King was also trying hard to secure an appointment with the newly inaugurated president through the persistent efforts of Harris Wofford, now Kennedy's special assistant for civil rights. King had written a magazine article calling for more aggressive support of civil rights by the new administration, and he pointedly sent several copies of it to another acquaintance on the White House staff, Frank D. Reeves. In the article
King noted three areas in which the president should take the initiative. First, Kennedy ought to introduce a broad legislative program in Congress, especially a bill on voting rights. Second, the president should employ moral persuasion in his public remarks to rally support for civil rights. Third, Kennedy could issue executive orders eliminating much racial discrimination in federally assisted programs without having to wait for Congress to act. Overall, King said, "a recognition of the potentials of federal power is a primary necessity if the fight for full racial equality is to be won." In his accompanying letter to Reeves, King added that preparing the article had left him "amazed" at "the powerful things that the President can do" through executive orders.

Three weeks later, King wrote to Kennedy formally requesting a conference within the next month. Both Wofford and Reeves saw the letter, and each recommended to Kennedy's appointments secretary, Kenneth O'Donnell, that King's request be granted quickly. Some staffers thought the president should see King and Roy Wilkins together, but Wofford and Reeves advised against that, pointing out the long-reported rivalry between the two men. They ought to receive separate appointments, and soon. Wofford knew that the administration had decided not to make any major civil rights initiatives during its first year in office. Administration strategists believed that there was insufficient congressional support for any proposals that might be made. "Such a meeting with King is important now," Wofford wrote in mid-March, "to lay the groundwork for his understanding why there will be no substantial civil rights legislation this year."

O'Donnell saw no such urgency in the matter, and replied to King that the president's schedule would be too busy for such a meeting for at least a month. Try again in late April, he recommended. In the meantime, King did secure a brief mid-April meeting with the new attorney general, Robert F. Kennedy, to discuss possible Justice Department initiatives to secure the desegregation of interstate transportation facilities throughout the South. Then one week later, on April 21, King stopped by the White House to visit Harris Wofford. Word of King's presence reached John Kennedy, and the president stopped by to chat with King for five minutes. Kennedy was preoccupied with the Bay of Pigs fiasco in Cuba that had occurred two days earlier, and "we didn't even discuss civil rights," King later recalled. His request for a formal meeting remained pending.

Five days after King's encounter with the president, the new national director of CORE, James Farmer, who had been program director at the NAACP, wrote to both of the Kennedy brothers to inform them of a new initiative, a "Freedom Ride," that CORE would undertake in one week's time. Beginning in early May in Washington, Farmer said, a small, integrated group would begin a bus trip through the South to New Orleans, where they hoped to arrive on May 17, the seventh anniversary of Brown. "We propose to challenge . . . every form of segregation met by
the bus passenger,” Farmer told them. Neither the White House nor the Justice Department paid any attention to Farmer’s announcement.

The group of thirteen travelers set out from Washington on May 4. The pace was intended to be slow, with as many stops as possible to test facilities in bus terminals in each town. Only minor incidents marred their nine-day journey through Virginia and the Carolinas. When they arrived in Atlanta on May 13, the trip so far had drawn little national publicity.

While the Freedom Ride was beginning, King and Walker were busy with SCLC’s affairs. King was personally troubled by a request from white activist Anne Braden, whom he had met at Highlander in 1957, that he sign a clemency petition for her husband. Carl Braden had been convicted of contempt of Congress for refusing to answer questions before the House Un-American Activities Committee. King hesitated to add his name to the petition, and told Braden he would have to think about it. Several weeks passed, and Braden heard nothing. Her husband was scheduled to begin his one-year jail term on Monday, May 1, and Braden wanted to release the petition when he surrendered. On Saturday night she made one last attempt, and called the Kings’ home. Coretta said that Martin was not in, and Braden decided to give up her efforts. Early Sunday morning her phone rang. It was King. “Anne, I want you to put my name on that petition. I prayed about this most of last night, and I want you to put my name on it.” Braden was immensely pleased. King had nothing to gain from taking such a controversial stand, nor did the other SCLC leaders who signed with him. King “came down on the right side, although it may have taken him a while to get there,” Braden observed.

The spring meeting of SCLC’s board took place in Montgomery on May 10 and 11. Walker reported that SCLC’s finances were in great shape: A mail appeal overseen by Stanley Levison in New York had raised $37,000 in the wake of King’s Georgia imprisonment, on top of the $20,000 produced by the January benefit at Carnegie Hall. In addition, the Field Foundation was contributing $26,000 to the citizenship training program. Walker also explained that he intended to use King’s speaking engagements for better SCLC fund-raising, and had scheduled seven appearances for this purpose over the next eight weeks. With this healthier bankroll, Walker advised that SCLC could expand its staff and take a direct hand in voter registration drives in several cities. The board agreed, and Walker soon hired a student liaison and field secretary, Bernard Lee, who had been active in SNCC while attending college in Atlanta during the 1960-1961 school year. All in all, the board was pleased with the changes that had taken place in the first nine months of Walker’s directorship. They also discussed the Montgomery commissioners’ ongoing suits against the signers of the New York Times ad, and held a nighttime rally at Holt Street church. It marked King’s first return to Montgomery since his tax acquittal one year earlier.26
Upon returning to Atlanta, King and Walker met with the Freedom Riders before they headed on to Birmingham and Mississippi. Walker gave them the names of SCLC's contacts in various towns and arranged for Fred Shuttlesworth's group to meet the riders in Birmingham. Some of the participants expressed surprise at what little difficulty they had had so far, but Walker cautioned them that the remainder of their journey would be no lark. To some, Walker's warning was good rather than bad news. Their top priority was to draw national attention to racial discrimination in interstate travel and to force the federal government to combat it. James Farmer later explained:

We planned the Freedom Ride with the specific intention of creating a crisis. We were counting on the bigots in the South to do our work for us. We figured that the government would have to respond if we created a situation that was headline news all over the world, and affected the nation's image abroad. An international crisis, that was our strategy.

On May 14 the riders encountered what Farmer had hoped for. Just outside Anniston, Alabama, one of the two buses was attacked by a mob. As windows were broken, an incendiary device was tossed into the bus, and a fire broke out. The passengers fled, and police arrived belatedly. Meanwhile, local toughs boarded the other bus at the Anniston station, and seriously beat several of the riders. Cars dispatched by Shuttlesworth brought the riders on the first bus to Birmingham, while the second vehicle was set upon by yet another mob when it arrived at Birmingham's bus terminal. Once again, local police were slow in appearing. Pictures of the burning bus and bloodied riders flashed around the world showing the true temper of the white South.

The next day, the riders discovered that no bus drivers were willing to take them on the rest of their trip. After deliberations with a Justice Department representative dispatched by Robert Kennedy, the riders decided to fly from Birmingham to New Orleans so as to conclude their planned journey on schedule. That decision, however, marked the end of only the first Freedom Ride, for two of the riders, John Lewis and Henry Thomas, quickly vowed that the effort would continue. They returned from New Orleans to Nashville, where other student activists who had participated in SNCC's early meetings volunteered to join them. On Wednesday, May 17, this new group of ten riders set out from Nashville for Birmingham. Upon their arrival in Birmingham, Police Commissioner Eugene "Bull" Connor promptly arrested them. Three of the ten were released, and late on the night of May 18, Commissioner Connor personally drove the remaining seven to the Alabama-Tennessee border and left them on the roadside. After several harrowing hours, the group found a sympathetic black resident and contacted their friends in Nashville. They wanted to continue on, and Diane Nash, one of the Nashville leaders, dispatched a car to take them back to Birmingham. Once there, they
found that again no bus driver would take them to Montgomery. The riders spent the night in the bus station, while the Justice Department and the White House sought to resolve this problem with Alabama officials.

The riders finally set out for Montgomery early the next morning on a Greyhound bus heavily guarded by state troopers. In Montgomery local police were supposed to continue the protection. When the vehicle pulled into the Montgomery station, however, no officers were anywhere to be seen. As the riders left the bus, a white mob attacked them with clubs and chains. Ralph Abernathy and other MIA activists rescued the riders, but three were beaten severely and the Justice Department representative, John Seigenthaler, was knocked unconscious. Fifteen minutes after the attack began, the first local police arrived. An official of the Anti-Defamation League concluded several days later, after making careful inquiries, that “Police Commissioner L. B. Sullivan had conspired with mob leader Claude Henley to allot the mob ten minutes to do with the Freedom Riders as they saw fit.”

In Washington an infuriated Robert Kennedy, who believed that state and local officials had broken their promises to protect the riders, ordered federal marshals into Montgomery and obtained a federal court injunction barring the Ku Klux Klan and other hoodlums from harassing the riders. King was in Chicago when he learned of the attack, and on Sunday, May 21, he flew to Montgomery, where the riders were being housed by the MIA. They decided to hold a rally at Abernathy’s First Baptist Church, and by early evening over one thousand people were crowded into the large church.

King had prepared his remarks during his flight south. He told the audience that primary responsibility for the violence lay with Alabama Governor John Patterson, who was “consciously and unconsciously aiding and abetting the forces of violence.” Officials’ failure to halt the mob attacks in Birmingham and Montgomery indicated that the time for federal intervention and for a more massive attack on segregation by the movement had come:

Among the many sobering lessons that we can learn from the events of the past week is that the Deep South will not impose limits upon itself. The limits must be imposed from without. Unless the federal government acts forthrightly in the South to assure every citizen his constitutional rights, we will be plunged into a dark abyss of chaos.

The present crisis, King said, called for “a full scale nonviolent assault on the system of segregation in Alabama,” which would include

an intensified voter registration drive, a determined effort to integrate the public schools, lunch counters, public parks, theaters, etc. In short, we will seek to mobilize thousands of people, committed to the method
of nonviolence, who will physically identify themselves with the struggle to end segregation in Alabama. We will present our physical bodies as instruments to defeat the unjust system.

Much to everyone's unpleasant surprise, the opportunity to present their bodies to the forces of segregation was more immediately at hand than King had expected. First Baptist was located in downtown Montgomery, and a hostile white mob had gathered outside the church. Federal marshals were using tear gas against the crowd, but the mob was totally out of control. They set fire to a car belonging to Clifford and Virginia Durr that a friend, writer Jessica Mitford, had driven to the rally. It seemed possible that the mob might storm the church and try to burn it.

Inside, the crowd remained calm, with "not a sign of panic," Mitford said. They continued to sing hymns, and King told them about the disorder outside. Shortly after 10:00 P.M. King went to the basement office to call Attorney General Kennedy in Washington. To Kennedy, and to Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights Burke Marshall, King displayed little of the calm that he had shown the church audience. Marshall found King "panicky" and "scared" that the mob would set the church afire. The federal officials told him that national guardsmen were on their way to reinforce the marshals, but that promise did not lessen King's concern.

Robert Kennedy was worried about what the mob might do, but he tried to lessen the tension by using humor with King. As Kennedy later recalled it:

I said that our people were down there and that as long as he was in church, he might say a prayer for us. He didn't think that that was very humorous. He rather berated me for what was happening to him at the time. I said that I didn't think he'd be alive if it hadn't been for us, that we were going to keep him alive, and that the marshals would keep the church from burning down.

In the early morning hours, the contingent of guardsmen led by General Henry V. Graham arrived at the church to reinforce the marshals. King stepped outside for the only time that night to discuss the situation with Graham, and returned inside to tell the trapped protesters that things were under control, although the mob had not been dispersed. Attorney General Kennedy twice called the church to check on developments, and found King still angry about the situation. Kennedy called Alabama Governor Patterson to seek further promises that the black community would be protected, then phoned King to voice more reassurances. At about 3:00 A.M., General Graham decided that everyone in the church had best remain there for the night. Once the mob melted away, those who were trapped in the church would be given escorts home. Finally, between 5:00 and 6:00 A.M., the mob had dispersed sufficiently for the protesters to be escorted home by the guardsmen.28
Later that day the Nashville contingent of Freedom Riders told King that they were committed to continuing the ride into Mississippi. At the same time, Deputy Attorney General Byron White, whom Robert Kennedy had sent to take command of the Montgomery situation, made clear the strong federal preference that the rides not continue. If Montgomery, generally a quiet town, had experienced mass white violence, the students could expect much worse in far tougher places in Mississippi.

In private, the Nashville students also told King that he should feel morally obligated to come along with them. King held back, however, telling them that any new arrest might get him into deeper trouble with his Georgia probation. The students were disappointed, and some were angry at what they felt was King's reluctance and indecisiveness. His claim about the probation problem was unpersuasive.

These private conversations continued on Tuesday morning. National guardsmen continued to protect the movement people, and more volunteer riders, including several contingents of northern whites, arrived in Montgomery. Tuesday afternoon, King, Abernathy, CORE's James Farmer, and Nashville student leaders John Lewis and Diane Nash held a press conference in Abernathy's backyard. They announced that the Nashville riders would continue on from Montgomery to Jackson, Mississippi.

Early the next morning the heavily guarded riders ate breakfast at the Montgomery bus station and boarded a special bus for Jackson. King stood beside it, waving good-bye and wishing them well. What looked to reporters like a supportive gesture, however, was viewed by the riders with considerable ambivalence. John Lewis later noted that "it was a big criticism that he came to the bus station and saw the people off and he refused to go." A second bus set out later in the morning, carrying more riders. Accompanied by police cars, each bus made a peaceful and uneventful trip to Jackson. Once there, however, the riders were arrested when they attempted to use the facilities of the Jackson bus station.

That same afternoon, Robert Kennedy called for a temporary halt in the rides. Several hours later the attorney general phoned King in Montgomery to argue for such a "cooling-off period." King told Kennedy that the heavy protection given the two buses had made the ride to Jackson meaningless. Kennedy said that he was seeking to get the arrested riders out of Jackson, but King interjected that the protesters had vowed to remain in jail as "part of the philosophy of this movement. It's a matter of conscience and morality. They must use their lives and their bodies to right a wrong. Our conscience tells us that the law is wrong and we must resist, but we have a moral obligation to accept the penalty."

Kennedy took King's exposition of the nonviolent method as a thinly veiled threat: If the administration did not back the riders, the movement would exacerbate the crisis. Kennedy responded with some heat. "That is not going to have the slightest effect on what the government is going to
do in this field or any other. The fact that they stay in jail is not going to have the slightest effect on me.

King in turn was offended by Kennedy's tone. "Perhaps it would help if students came down here by the hundreds—by the hundreds of thousands," he told the attorney general. Kennedy shot back: "The country belongs to you as much as to me. You can determine what's best just as well as I can, but don't make statements that sound like a threat. That's not the way to deal with us."

King moved to lower the temperature of the exchange. "It's difficult to understand the position of oppressed people. Ours is a way out—creative, moral and nonviolent. It is not tied to black supremacy or Communism, but to the plight of the oppressed. It can save the soul of America. You must understand that we've made no gains without pressure and I hope that pressure will always be moral, legal and peaceful."

Kennedy replied, "But the problem won't be settled in Jackson, Mississippi, but by strong federal action." King responded, "I'm deeply appreciative of what the administration is doing. I see a ray of hope, but I am different than my father. I feel the need of being free now!" Kennedy answered, "Well, it all depends on what you and the people in jail decide. If they want to get out, we can get them out." King said, "They'll stay," and the two men hung up.

The next morning King returned to Atlanta and told reporters that the rides would resume "in full force" on either May 29 or 30. That same morning, Abernathy, Walker, Shuttlesworth, and Lee accompanied a group of new riders, professors from Yale and Wesleyan, to the Montgomery bus terminal. The integrated group asked for service at the station coffee shop and were arrested by the Montgomery County sheriff. Several days later they were released on bail.

Back in Atlanta, King convened a meeting of representatives from SCLC, CORE, SNCC, the Nashville movement, and the National Student Association to discuss the future of the Freedom Rides. The group agreed that they should continue the Freedom Rides until all interstate travel was both integrated and safe. The immediate objective would be to "intensify the Freedom Ride so that national public attention can be brought to examine the denial of legal rights of interstate travellers" and "to fill [the] jails of Montgomery and Jackson in order to keep a sharp image of the issues before the public." Some tensions had emerged between CORE people, who had initiated the rides, and SCLC adherents who had helped sustain it. The group thus decided to set up a temporary four-person "Freedom Ride Coordinating Committee." Both SCLC and CORE would contribute $1,000 to the committee, and all agreed "that publicity would clearly establish CORE as the originator of the Freedom Ride."

To interested reporters, King voiced a more restrained tone than the private declarations agreed upon by the strategy meeting. He said there would be "a temporary lull but no cooling off" in the rides, with a "large-
scale” resumption sometime the following week. He pointed out that “a victory has been won in the sense that the issue has been placed squarely before the conscience of the nation.” More interestingly, King said he was hopeful that something would be done which would make any continuation of the rides unnecessary, such as a federal order banning racial segregation in bus terminal facilities.

On Monday, May 29, Robert Kennedy made precisely the move that King had hoped for. The attorney general announced that he had requested the Interstate Commerce Commission, a separate body with direct responsibility for interstate travel facilities, to issue regulations banning all segregation in such facilities. With that, King’s interest in any continuation of the rides declined sharply. Although CORE continued small-scale recruitment of riders for bus trips into Jackson, where all protesters were jailed immediately, SCLC exhibited little interest. Some black activists called on King to join the jailgoers, but neither he nor SCLC took any further action. The Freedom Ride brought national attention to the southern movement, but it also exacerbated both student distrust of King’s personal commitment and organizational competition among the civil rights groups.31

In June, King resumed his heavy speaking schedule. New York State’s black Baptist churches organized a series of fund-raising rallies for SCLC, and King appeared at them all. At several, he emphasized an idea that had been put forward four months earlier by the U.S. Civil Rights Commission: the issuance of a “Second Emancipation Proclamation” by the president, “declaring all forms of racial segregation illegal” by executive order. While the idea had rhetorical appeal, not even the most fervent civil rights advocates within the Kennedy administration thought that the proposal had any practical possibilities. Although King continued to speak of the idea, it won few supporters in Washington.

During the summer, two major program issues faced SCLC. First, there were discussions with Highlander about citizenship training. The Field Foundation had awarded a $26,000 grant to the project, but federal tax laws required that the money be disbursed to an organization that was tax exempt, which SCLC was not. Jim Wood, working in conjunction with Maxwell Hahn from Field and Myles Horton from Highlander, began discussions with two officials of the United Church of Christ (UCC), Herman Long and Wesley Hotchkiss, about the UCC’s Board of Home Missions serving as the formal recipient of the grant. A “Citizenship School Committee” comprised of Wood, Horton, and Long would direct the program, with Andrew Young overseeing the recruitment of students by Dorothy Cotton of SCLC and their teaching by Septima Clark. A former UCC facility at Dorchester in Liberty County, Georgia, near Savannah, was selected as the instructional site. Although Young would not move south until September, all the other personnel were in place.32

The second major initiative facing SCLC was a proposal, an offspring of the Kennedy administration, for an intensive southern voter registra-
tion effort. Robert Kennedy felt that “voting was at the heart of the problem,” as he once put it. “If enough Negroes registered, they could obtain redress of their grievances internally, without the federal government being involved in it at all.” Justice Department civil rights chief Burke Marshall shared Kennedy’s belief, and in conversations with outgoing Southern Regional Council Executive Director Harold C. Fleming and wealthy young philanthropist Stephen R. Currier, devised a plan for the establishment of a privately funded, nonpartisan, region-wide registration drive that would coordinate the efforts of all the interested civil rights organizations. The Justice Department, of course, could not finance voter registration, but a well-funded private initiative would mesh neatly with the Kennedy-Marshall idea that filing federal voting rights suits would be more effective than pursuing legislative battles with an unresponsive Congress.

Fleming’s proposal gained strength throughout the summer. At an informal retreat on June 9 in Capahosic, Virginia, civil rights representatives responded enthusiastically to the idea. A week later, a second meeting was held at the Justice Department to discuss the plan further. Robert Kennedy attended the session, and according to some who were present, stated that the government could lend far more support to voter registration than to protests such as Freedom Rides or sit-ins. Some SNCC members worried that the attorney general wanted to dissuade movement activists from demonstrations, and was pushing voter drives in order to do so. Others thought Kennedy endorsed federal protection for movement staffers engaged in registration activities, protection that would not be given for demonstrations.33

While Walker, Cotton, and Wood were working on those projects, King was on the road. Walker had brought a new level of sophistication to King’s increasing number of speaking engagements; they now were structured to reap a substantial financial harvest for SCLC’s treasury. Appearances in Albany with New York Governor Nelson Rockefeller, in Los Angeles with California Governor Edmund G. Brown, and in other cities raised thousands of dollars for SCLC while enabling King to reach white northerners with his message of civil rights reform and racial brotherhood.

In late July, Martin and Coretta went to Martha’s Vineyard for a family vacation. Outside demands, however, repeatedly interrupted King’s holiday. His father broke his ankle, and M.L. had to fly to Atlanta several times to take his place in Ebenezer’s pulpit. There also were previously scheduled commitments to preach at New York’s Riverside Church, and at a Lutheran Church convention in Miami Beach. To an audience of fourteen thousand Lutherans, and to other gatherings, King voiced newly strengthened criticisms of President Kennedy, who still had not granted him an appointment after seven months in office. John Kennedy, King said, has “failed to come through with certain promises made prior to his election” concerning both legislative proposals and executive
actions. Kennedy had broken his word to the black voters who had given him his victory margin and that failure would not be forgotten.34

By the end of the summer progress had been made on both the citizenship training program and plans for southwide voter registration. SNCC had resolved its internal debate about a voter registration effort in a heated meeting at Highlander in mid-August. Some members feared that a registration emphasis would mean turning away from “direct action” demonstrations. Ella Baker resolved the split by suggesting that SNCC informally could have two wings, one aimed toward voting, the other toward protests. She already realized something that younger movement workers would learn quickly: In the rural Deep South, local whites were just as hostile toward “outside agitators” who canvassed door to door seeking prospective black registrants as they were toward activists who sat in. Robert Moses, a young worker who went to McComb, Mississippi, in late July under joint SNCC-SCLC sponsorship, was one of the first to perceive that the dichotomy between voter registration and direct action was false. By early August Moses also had decided that his joint sponsorship was untenable, and wrote to Wyatt Walker to return the first paycheck SCLC had sent him. “You can understand that I feel closer to the students.” Moses’ unease was but one more sign of the student ambivalence toward SCLC and King that now was over a year old.

Represented by its chairman, Charles McDew, SNCC on August 23 joined representatives of the other four major civil rights groups—Wilkins from the NAACP, Farmer from CORE, Whitney Young from the National Urban League, and Walker, standing in for the vacationing King—at a climactic meeting at the Taconic Foundation’s New York office to ratify the “Voter Education Project” (VEP) that Fleming, Currier, and the Kennedy representatives had worked out. Sheltered under the wing of the tax-exempt Southern Regional Council, the VEP would have its own director and would parcel out registration responsibilities and funds to local representatives and affiliates of civil rights organizations throughout the South. The program would satisfy all of its participants: philanthropic foundations that wanted to support civic progress, a Democratic administration eager for more southern black voters, and civil rights groups anxious for financial subventions for efforts they wanted to undertake in any case.

Wyatt Walker hoped to use VEP as a platform for expanding SCLC. He proposed that SCLC hire a voter registration director and five field secretaries, and seek responsibility for all of Alabama, most of Louisiana, and metropolitan Atlanta when the VEP assigned areas to different organizations. SCLC also could be active in Virginia and some parts of Tennessee. Walker estimated the cost at almost $100,000 a year, but SCLC with its ministerial orientation was well suited to take the leading role in the new effort. “Any successful voter registration drive,” Walker emphasized, “must be church-oriented,” just like SCLC itself.

King and Walker hoped that VEP could work hand-in-hand with the
citizenship training program. Although Myles Horton of Highlander wanted the Citizenship School Committee, rather than SCLC, to direct the program, it was clear even before Andrew Young moved south that he and Walker envisioned the training schools as an integral part of an expanded SCLC program. Young stressed how SCLC had to publicize the training to its affiliates, and pointed out the long-range benefits for the organization. “A trained local leadership would be on hand to coordinate a wide variety of SCLC programs in the future.”

While Walker was occupied in early September with a tense civil rights situation in Monroe, North Carolina, King made plans for his first venture as a teacher. King had agreed to teach a senior philosophy seminar at Morehouse in conjunction with his good friend Professor Samuel Williams of the college. Atlanta student activist Julian Bond was enrolled in the course, and most sessions ended with discussions of the civil rights movement. King enjoyed the teaching, and it reminded him of the opportunities for thought and relaxation that a college position would offer. Although he was far too busy to give the Morehouse course the time he would have liked to, it allowed him to think about what his future might hold. “I know I will not always be a leader,” King remarked in one conversation. “I will not always be in the public eye and in the news... I feel that there are many things just as important ahead for me, and I have almost an eagerness to give the rest of my life to the pursuit of the cultural, intellectual and aesthetic ideas I've been pulled away from by this struggle. Not now, of course,” King added after a pause, “but some day.”

In the eighteen months that King had lived in Atlanta, Coretta and others close to him had seen some changes take place. Both Coretta and Walker thought that King was less concerned about his clothes and personal appearance than he once had been. Coretta felt that that was just part of a larger change, a pronounced selflessness that had emerged after the India trip and that had grown stronger since then. King felt comfortable in the old frame house at 563 Johnson Avenue that they rented, and wanted nothing more. “At times he has even talked seriously,” Coretta commented then, “about whether or not he should even own anything that’s not absolutely necessary for the rest of the family.” It was an attitude she did not share, but one to which King increasingly became attached.

King and those around him realized that he had grown more relaxed but also more reserved, indeed solemn, since his return to Atlanta. The changes had occurred simultaneously with his growing acceptance of the role into which he had been cast. That acceptance, once so grudging, now made him less fearful about meeting a sudden end. As that tension abated, it was replaced by an awareness of the responsibilities that came with his leadership role. It made King seem even more formal to those who were only modest acquaintances. “I’m sure I’ve become more serious,” King admitted to one questioner who asked him about these im-
pressions. "I don't think I've lost my sense of humor, but I know I've let many opportunities go by without using it. I seldom joke in my speeches anymore. I forget to." In private, King still could be the outspoken joker and mimic that his closest friends had long known him to be, but very few people were exposed to him in circumstances where he felt free enough to relax his serious public self. It puzzled many who met him for the first time, expecting a charismatic leader. Instead, they found the great symbol of the southern movement to be "remote" and "bland." They wondered if they had encountered him at an unusual time, but the reserved King was the real man on all those occasions when the mantle of leadership lay heavily upon his shoulders.

The many responsibilities of that public leadership role continued to make King a sometime father and husband. Early in September Coretta was trying to decide what school Yoki should attend when she began the first grade. She sought unsuccessfully to interest Martin in the question. "I spoke to my husband about it," she recalled later, "and he said he would leave it up to me because those were the things that I had to deal with and he was very busy and so on." He was not intentionally uncaring, but sometimes it seemed that way. All of that selflessness might be commendable in a famous public figure, but King's version brought no pleasure to his own family.

In early September, King was involved in several unpleasant incidents. The most regrettable was an internal controversy involving SCLC's number two staff member, Jim Wood. Tensions which had developed between Wood and Wyatt Walker worsened when Walker's secretary told him that Wood had made uncomplimentary comments about both King and Walker. King called Wood in, told him that such remarks were unacceptable, and asked for his resignation. Wood denied the allegations and refused to resign. King told him he had no choice. Distraught, Wood returned home and wrote King a letter denying the supposed statements. "As I sat there" with you this afternoon, Wood told King, "I thought of all the things that have been said to me about SCLC and the men who lead it. Things I have not chosen to repeat nor even accept as truth. . . . As I listened to the things I was charged with saying I recognized them as things I've heard many times in many places here in Atlanta, Petersburg and others." The accusations made it seem "that I have been involved in some vulgar plan to discredit SCLC and the men in it." Wood insisted he had not been; "with God as my witness I did not say these things." He ended by saying that he wished "there was something I could do about" the situation, but King made it plain there was not. It was one of the most painful situations King ever had been involved in.

Less than one week later, a public controversy enveloped King. For three years King had served as a vice-president of the nation's largest organization of black Baptists, the National Baptist Convention (NBC). The group's autocratic president, the Reverend Joseph H. Jackson of Chicago, had spoken out against the student sit-ins, and many younger
ministers felt he was insufficiently supportive of all civil rights initiatives. Jackson was up for reelection at the September convention, and the young progressives nominated an alternate candidate, the Reverend Gardner C. Taylor of Brooklyn, who actively supported civil rights. King was a friend of Taylor’s and endorsed his candidacy. A tumultuous uproar characterized the climactic election session on September 6. At the height of the commotion, one Jackson supporter, Rev. Arthur G. Wright, collapsed and died of a heart attack. Jackson triumphed in the election, and then tried to lay the blame for Wright’s death on those who had supported his opponent. Jackson claimed the Taylor candidacy had been masterminded by King, and that King should bear some of the responsibility for Wright’s passing. Jackson’s supporters on the NBC board removed King from his vice-presidency.

Jackson’s statements set off a huge uproar within the black church community. Letters and telegrams denouncing Jackson for his “vicious and unChristian attack” upon King were dispatched by many notables. Some close observers felt that an insecure and envious Jackson had lost control and lashed out at King, a younger man whose fame far exceeded Jackson’s. Much as King was seen as a threat to the “old order” in civil rights, namely Roy Wilkins and the NAACP, he was also perceived as a personal threat by this tradition-bound leader of the NBC, the religious equivalent of the “NAA.” King was shocked by Jackson’s outburst, but rejected the advice of many that he sue Jackson for libel concerning the death allegations. His “basic philosophy,” King told one friend, would not allow him to do that. “This unjust attack is just another cross that I must bear.” In short order, Taylor’s supporters split from the Jackson group and set up their own organization, the *Progressive National Baptist Convention*. Similarly, several Jackson supporters ended their active involvement in SCLC.37

Hardly had the Jackson controversy passed when tensions heightened between SNCC and SCLC. In the wake of SNCC’s August meeting at Highlander, several members decided to join Robert Moses’ organizing effort in McComb, Mississippi, rather than return to college. While the intense white harassment brought home Baker’s point about the false debate between voter registration and direct action, the creation of a SNCC field staff led to a more pressing need for funds. SCLC had made repeated gifts of $250 and $500 early in 1961, but many SNCC members believed that SCLC owed them a good deal more. SCLC’s direct-mail appeals generated considerable amounts from northerners, but many who sent contributions, the students claimed, thought they would be assisting the initiatives the students had undertaken over the past eighteen months. They contended that they had done more than SCLC to bring about change. They had begun the sit-ins, had persuaded a reluctant King to join the Atlanta sit-ins, and had kept the Freedom Rides going after the first CORE contingent flew on to New Orleans. King might be a well-known symbol to northerners, but it was the students who had taken the
initiative. If SCLC were to be fair, it would share some of the northern contributions with the students.

In mid-September SNCC acquired a new executive secretary, James Forman, a somewhat older Chicagoan. A relentless worker and superior administrator, Forman brought a firm hand to the SNCC organization. Along with Julian Bond and several others, including Ella Baker, Forman arranged a meeting with King and Ralph Abernathy to discuss funds. The SNCC delegation outlined its plans for an expanded Mississippi project that would require $25,000. Although King and Abernathy were enthusiastic about the project, King responded that that sum was beyond SCLC's means. He said he would be happy to give SNCC one third of what had been raised at a recent rally sponsored by a New York union. The students understood that the total had been $11,000, and that King thus was promising them more than $3,500.

Then Baker broached a touchier issue. As Forman described it, Baker raised "the question of other organizations having allegedly received funds marked by the donors for the student movement. [King] asked for specific examples and one was raised, but the circumstances were truly complicated and vague so we were unable to clarify the situation much," Forman recalled. "Mrs. Baker was also critical of certain public relations techniques of SCLC, suggesting that their techniques could be sharpened up so as not to suggest that they were really more involved in certain situations than they really were." The meeting ended without any resolution of that issue, and shortly afterward SCLC gave SNCC $1,000. After waiting awhile for the anticipated balance, Forman approached King and asked for at least another $500 toward SCLC's pledge. King put him off and Forman went away empty-handed. Even after that rebuff, however, the students' anger was directed more toward Walker than King. "We somehow never associated King except peripherally," Julian Bond explained later, "with what we thought was some corruption in SCLC, not corruption in the sense of them taking the money for themselves, but that they were corrupting the movement" by taking for SCLC contributions really intended for SNCC. "We had the feeling that King knew it but he was too nice a guy to do anything about it."311

Early September was a draining time for King. Andrew Young recalled that when he arrived in Atlanta, he "got the impression [that King] was a guy that was pretty harried by the administrative responsibilities of running an organization." The small office was becoming cramped, and the staff spoke about moving to larger quarters. Preparations also were under way for SCLC's annual convention in Nashville in late September. Then, on September 22, came the first piece of good news in several months, an announcement by the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) that all interstate transportation facilities must be desegregated. The order would be effective November 1, and was exactly the federal initiative that the Freedom Riders had been hoping for. Robert Kennedy's request to the ICC had been honored, and King and Walker were extremely pleased.
When SCLC's convention opened in Nashville on September 27, King and Walker presented an optimistic report to their several hundred colleagues from across the South. Walker told the board how the first citizenship training sessions had taken place at Dorchester, and that Young, Cotton, and Clark all were working hard to ensure that more students would come their way. SCLC's affiliates should encourage their members to take the training course, and then return home to set up citizenship courses under the affiliate's sponsorship. King was excited about what the VEP would do for voter registration across the South, and both men told the board how the past twelve months had been the most successful financial period in SCLC's history. Almost $200,000 had been raised, not counting the citizenship grants; $60,000 of that amount had come from rallies at which King had appeared. The biggest financial breakthrough, Walker said, was the productive direct-mail effort overseen by Stanley Levison and a young black man whom Levison had recruited as administrator of SCLC's two-person New York office, Jack O'Dell. The new man had also sent King several memos on voter registration, but 90 percent of the New York office's work concerned fund-raising. "There is no way to calculate," Walker told the board, "what Stanley Levison and Jack O'Dell have meant to SCLC in this regard." Their efforts had produced a list of nine thousand proven contributors, individuals who could be counted on to support SCLC at least twice a year. Their hope was to increase that list to 25,000.

Walker told the board that he had bright hopes for SCLC's future. The past twelve months had been "a challenging and exciting year," and now SCLC ought to consider two major additions to its program. First, James Lawson should be added to the staff to focus on direct-action projects. By hiring Lawson, "SCLC will be provided with the opportunity of organizing 'nonviolent teams' to service communities where direct action is desired," Walker said. "The possibilities of development of a Southwide mass movement are tremendous." King agreed and told the board that "we intend to do even more in the area of direct action than we have done in the past. We will have to carry the struggle more into South Carolina, Mississippi and Alabama." Once again the details for implementing this idea were vague, and curious reporters asked Lawson just what SCLC had in mind. The plan, Lawson told them, was for SCLC to recruit a ten thousand-person "nonviolent army," individuals ready to oppose segregation with their bodies and willing to endure lengthy jail stays. Reporters asked King if he agreed with Lawson's intent, and King said he did. Those day and night stand-ins at voter registration offices he had talked of in the past had still not been tried, and Lawson could implement them. Wyatt Walker by contrast tried to downplay Lawson's figure of 10,000 people, and said that 100 or 150 over the next year was a more practical goal for Lawson's recruiting effort.

In addition to the proposal for expanded direct action, Walker also urged that the board contemplate changing SCLC from an organization
made up of affiliated local groups to one that would enroll individual members. He recommended that they “seriously consider national organization to embrace the many people who wish to be identified with us.” The idea had previously been rejected for fear of provoking competition with the NAACP, but Walker urged that “the business of us becoming a ‘membership’ organization ought to be carefully reconsidered.” Over the past year “our growth has not been as great as it might have been,” and the ability to sell individual memberships would exploit the opportunities for expansion. One board member, Rev. Dearing E. King of Louisville, asked if consideration also could be given to changing the organization’s name to the National Christian Leadership Conference, and King responded that several people had raised the question. Both that issue and the membership recommendation were referred to the administration committee for “further study.”

In the wake of the Nashville gathering, Walker and Lawson, now called SCLC’s “Special Projects Director,” turned their attention to fleshing out the “nonviolent army” idea. Some three hundred volunteers would be recruited and trained in the methods of nonviolent action. Each person had to be willing to spend at least six months in jail, and once the training was complete, would remain “on call” until the time came for SCLC to deploy this “army.” Lawson’s recruitment efforts were to begin by mid-November.

King again was trapped in a heavy schedule of far-flung speaking appearances. On top of that, a minor tempest arose over an offer from movie director Otto Preminger that King play the role of a Georgia senator in a production of the well-known Washington novel Advise and Consent. King initially consented because it would pay $5,000 to SCLC. Newspapers got wind of the scenario, however, and a bizarre public debate arose over the propriety of a black civil rights leader appearing as a Deep South senator. King had little patience for the controversy, and withdrew his acceptance.

Throughout the summer and early fall, King’s friend Harris Wofford had continued to press the White House for a formal meeting between King and President Kennedy. Wofford told appointments secretary Kenneth O’Donnell that King had been “somewhat hurt by the long delay” in arranging an audience, but that he was “resilient and has faith in the President.” Finally, an appointment was scheduled for October 16, nine months after John Kennedy had entered the presidency. King met first with Robert Kennedy before having a one-hour audience with the president. King took the initiative in both conversations, and pressed upon John Kennedy his idea that the president ought to issue a “Second Emancipation Proclamation” declaring all segregation illegal in light of the Fourteenth Amendment. He also asked the president why he had not issued an order banning segregation in federally assisted housing, something that Kennedy during his campaign had repeatedly promised to do as soon as he took office. Kennedy replied that he would be happy to see a
written explanation of the "Second Emancipation" proposal, and noted that his brother had taken the initiative in getting the ICC to mandate the desegregation of all airport, train station, and bus terminal facilities, an order that would take effect two weeks hence. Kennedy went on to explain that the political climate in Congress was not supportive enough of civil rights to warrant any administration proposal of civil rights legislation or the long-promised housing order. The backlash on Capitol Hill would be too great, and would make either effort counterproductive. King did not contest the president's political analysis. The conversation ended in a friendly fashion, and Kennedy offered to give King a tour of the White House's private rooms. They encountered Kennedy's wife, Jacqueline, and together the first family showed King the second-floor living quarters. King was touched by the gesture and told the president he would quickly submit a detailed explanation of the "Proclamation" idea.

Outside, King told reporters about the suggestions he had made to the president, and stated that Kennedy had "listened very sympathetically, and said that he would certainly take all of these things under consideration." That evening King went to the Woffords' home for dinner, and chatted about the afternoon meeting, which Wofford had not attended. King had enjoyed seeing Kennedy but was unhappy with the lack of civil rights initiatives in the administration's first nine months in office. In a sad tone, he told Wofford:

In the election, when I gave my testimony for Kennedy, my impression then was that he had the intelligence and the skill and the moral fervor to give the leadership we've been waiting for and do what no other President has ever done. Now, I'm convinced that he had the understanding and the political skill but so far I'm afraid that the moral passion is missing.

Wofford did not argue with King, for his own sentiments were similar. Within the White House, other staff members viewed Wofford as the civil rights community's representative to them, rather than their ambassador to the black leadership. Wofford knew well how long it had taken for him even to secure an appointment for King, and how both the president and his brother often discounted Wofford's advice. Neither of the Kennedys felt comfortable with King's moralizing and his emphasis on the idealistic rather than practical, political considerations.

Civil rights issues promised only headaches and political losses. If Wofford could keep the civil rights leadership quiet and reasonably content, the entire problem could be kept on a back burner. "What Kennedy liked best in my role, and I liked least," Wofford later wrote, "was my function as a buffer between him and the civil rights forces pressing for presidential action. . . . I got tired of his accosting me with a grin and asking, 'Are your constituents happy?'" So long as Wofford's "constituents" were happy, presumably the South would be relatively quiet.40
After that day in Washington, King returned to Atlanta and SCLC's affairs. One positive development was the decision of Atlanta's West Hunter Street Baptist Church to offer the pastorship to Ralph Abernathy. King's friend accepted and made plans to move to Atlanta by mid-November. SCLC also decided to move to larger quarters in a downtown building at 41 Exchange Place, some distance from the traditional black business district on Auburn Avenue. Walker also wanted to hire a voter registration staffer and a person to assume Jim Wood's duties as public relations director. King mentioned both vacancies to Levison, and Stanley wrote from New York to advise him that "Jack [O'Dell] and I are contacting candidates."

At the end of October, King flew to London to appear on an English television program. King's visit to the British capital included one incident that stunned him: During a speech, some racists in the audience heckled and booed throughout King's remarks. It was the first time he had ever encountered any hostility while speaking. The television appearance included no such problems, and the interviewer succeeded in getting King to speak more freely than usual. Asked about his feelings toward his role in the movement, King explained how "I had no idea that I would be catapulted into a position of leadership in the civil rights struggle" and alluded to how the vision in the kitchen had given him the strength to conquer his doubts. "I don't think anyone in a situation like this can go through it without confronting moments of real fear," King explained. "But I have always had something that gave me an inner sense of assurance, and an inner sense of security. I have always felt a sense of cosmic companionship."

Although that companionship gave King an inner security, still "there are those moments when I feel a sense of inadequacy as a symbol. It is never easy for one to accept the role of symbol, without going through constant moments of self-examination," and for King his increasing realization that he could not escape that role was extremely painful. The more he realized it, the more he felt trapped. If he could not jettison it, however, he was determined to bear the burden as productively as possible. "I must confess," he said, "that there are moments when I begin to wonder whether I am adequate or whether I am able to face all of the challenges and even the responsibilities of this particular position."

Still, the strength to go forward had always been there. His first eighteen months in Atlanta had been much more satisfying than his final two years in Montgomery. The student movement had resolved the debate about civil rights methods in favor of direct action, and had thrust King to new prominence as the principal symbol of the southern movement. The sit-ins, his stay in Reidsville prison, and the Freedom Rides had given King a greater understanding of the challenges the movement faced and the efforts needed to overcome them. Nonviolence could not be simply a tool of persuasion for convincing southern whites of the evilness of segregation. it had to be a political strategy. a means by which the movement
could defeat the forces of evil by rallying greater support to its own side. That lesson had been brought home by the Freedom Rides, by the forced activation of a reluctant Kennedy administration, and by the triumph—the ICC order—that eventually emerged from the crisis brought on by the rides. King detailed his understanding of it in a letter written at the end of October:

Public relations is a very necessary part of any protest of civil disobedience. The main objective is to bring moral pressure to bear upon an unjust system or a particularly unjust law. The public at large must be aware of the inequities involved in such a system. In effect, in the absence of justice in the established courts of the region, nonviolent protesters are asking for a hearing in the court of world opinion. Without the presence of the press, there might have been untold massacre in the South. The world seldom believes the horror stories of history until they are documented via mass media. Certainly, there would not have been sufficient pressure to warrant a ruling by the ICC had not this situation been so well-publicized.

On November 1, as the ICC order took effect, the students of SNCC once again took the lead in pursuing the true mass action that King had spoken of for over four years. Just as they had set the movement’s pace throughout 1960 and 1961, the students led King forward to the first real mass direct action that the movement had seen: Albany, Georgia.
Charles Sherrod was twenty-two years old when he became SNCC's first field secretary in the summer of 1961. A native of Petersburg, and a graduate of Virginia Union University, he had joined Robert Moses in July for SNCC's first explorations in southwest Mississippi. In August he made a brief visit to southwest Georgia, a rural region where one of the most repressive counties, Terrell, had been the target of the first federal voting rights suit filed under the 1957 Civil Rights Act. The only city of any size in the area was Albany—"All-BENNY," most pronounced it—and if SNCC hoped to start an outpost in southwest Georgia, the 26,000-person black community of Albany—one third of the city's population—appeared a safer refuge than the small hamlets of counties like Terrell. Some young Albany residents encouraged Sherrod to organize a SNCC voter registration drive in their city, and Sherrod briefed his SNCC colleagues on Albany's prospects at the mid-August Highlander meeting. Then Sherrod went back to Mississippi and the intense white harassment in McComb. After several weeks there, he returned to Atlanta. A few days later, Sherrod and another SNCC staffer four years his junior, Cordell Reagon, took the long bus ride south to Albany to see if a SNCC voter registration effort could be mounted.

Sherrod and Reagon had few contacts in Albany, especially among black adults. Local black leaders were not uninterested in civil rights advancement, but they were suspicious about the two young outsiders and what they might do. An NAACP chapter had existed for several decades, and dentist E. D. Hamilton and businessman C. W. King had been among its leaders since the late 1930s. There also was an organization of black professional men, the Criterion Club, which took an interest in civic affairs and numbered both the older leaders and a younger generation of more aggressive men—osteopath William G. Anderson, businessman Thomas Chatmon, and two brothers from the King family,
attorney Chevene B. and insurance agent Slater—among its members. Many of these younger professionals lived in a newer section of Albany, Lincoln Heights, and had repeatedly complained to city officials about poor drainage, unpaved streets, and lack of sewer lines in their subdivision. Along with the older men, they had also taken an interest in one of Albany’s most glaring examples of segregation, the use of racially separate polling places each election day. Black interest in racial progress clearly existed, but local acceptance of Sherrod and Reagon was something else. Sherrod initially stayed at the home of C. B. King, and then lived for two weeks at Dr. Hamilton’s. Sherrod could see the hostility of many of the black adults, but he and Reagon worked hard to persuade people to discuss civil rights. Hamilton and the King brothers explained to the two newcomers the recent history of black initiatives in Albany: the Lincoln Heights complaints, the requests to integrate the polling places, and an unsuccessful effort earlier that year to boycott the Albany 
*Herald* after its segregationist editor, James H. Gray, had written a distasteful February 6 editorial dismissing the appeals that black representatives had voiced to the city.

Sherrod and Reagon determined that focusing on organizing black youngsters would be more productive than on black adults, and the local leadership did not quarrel. Dr. Hamilton thought Sherrod disdainful of the adults’ efforts, and was disappointed that Sherrod seemed unwilling to pursue his organizing efforts in conjunction with the local NAACP and the long-existing Dougherty County Voters’ League.¹

Largely writing off the adults, Sherrod and Reagon concentrated their efforts on black high school students and on the 650 students at all-black Albany State College. They found that many of the college students were interested in organizing for civil rights, and the two young men drew small groups of students together each evening for workshops on the movement. They continued to approach black adults, and won permission to hold their meetings in area churches. After uncertainty about where they would live, Sherrod and Reagon found semipermanent lodgings with a young couple, Emanuel “Bo” and Eliza “Goldie” Jackson, and won support from several young professionals. Many blacks remained reluctant to have anything to do with them, however. “People would see us walking down the street,” Reagon later recalled, and “they’d cross over to the other side. . . . They were extremely afraid of us, because we represented something that had never been done.” Still, Sherrod and Reagon made headway and secured a tiny office near the black business district.

By late October they had organized an eighteen-person “central committee” for their student group despite efforts by black administrators at Albany State to banish them from the campus. They hoped to use the students to canvass for voters, but college officials warned students to have nothing to do with Sherrod and Reagon. A core group continued to meet each evening, some motivated by the refusal of college and city
officials to halt the harassment of black coeds by marauding whites. The SNCC men also planned to test desegregation of Albany's transportation terminal facilities on November 1 when the ICC order took effect.  

Albany's black adult leadership also was active. Albany Mayor Asa D. Kelley, Jr., wanted to secure federal funding for urban renewal. With some diffidence, he invited Dr. Anderson and Albany State President William H. Dennis, Jr., to serve in an adjunct capacity on a citizens’ advisory committee. Black leaders took the invitations as a hopeful sign, and appeared at the city commission's October 24 meeting to repeat their requests for action in Lincoln Heights. “We have filed three petitions . . . over a period of approximately eight years requesting paving and sewage in our area,” their spokesman reminded the commission. “We have attempted to be very patient . . . but one’s patience grows short when we can find no other reason for this systematic denial except race.” Kelley responded that race had nothing to do with the matter, that sewer construction would begin within the next month, and that a serious drainage problem was the reason that no curbs, gutters or paving could be installed until more funds became available. The rejection dashed black leaders' hopes for a meaningful relationship with white officials.

Sherrod and Reagon had planned daily tests of Albany's airport, train station, and bus terminal facilities beginning on November 1, but these efforts were interrupted when they were called back to McComb to stand trial for previous arrests. While they were in Mississippi, word reached them that the NAACP had moved to cancel any facilities testing in Albany. They hurried back to Georgia and made plans for their own bus ride from Atlanta to Albany early on November 1. A white SNCC volunteer, Salynn McCollum, went along to observe, and when their bus pulled into Albany at 6:30 A.M. city Police Chief Laurie Pritchett, alerted by his sources in the black community, had a dozen officers waiting at the station. Blocked from access to the white waiting room, Sherrod and Reagon postponed the challenge until a more opportune moment. They returned to the black community, contacted their young supporters, and at 3:00 P.M. nine volunteers went to the bus station and sat down in the white area while McCollum looked on. Police ordered them to leave, and threatened them with arrest if they did not. Since the objective was to test compliance with the ICC order, rather than initiate a jail-going campaign, the group departed. McCollum's report on how segregation was being enforced in Albany despite the ICC mandate was forwarded to federal officials by the SNCC office in Atlanta.

In the wake of that first test, Sherrod and Reagon, who now had been joined by SNCC's Charles Jones, continued to organize the students. NAACP loyalists such as Dr. Hamilton took increasing offense at the SNCC workers' refusal either to defer to established organizations or to acknowledge the NAACP Youth Council as the only organizational vehicle needed for student activism. Many black ministers in town shared Dr. Hamilton's sentiments toward the three young men from SNCC.
As these strains between the student activists and the older black leadership became more pronounced, the young black professionals moved to heal the breach and assert their own influence. They preferred a more aggressive stance than Dennis or Hamilton took, yet the SNCC workers' success with the students threatened to place those youngsters at the forefront of the black community. Dr. Anderson and the King brothers decided to act. "This thing was evolving to the extent that it was going to become community wide," Anderson recalled, "and we said, 'Well, we better get together and do something.'"4

A community rally was held on November 9. Four days later Albany Mayor Kelley was reelected to a second term over a more conservative opponent. Three quarters of Albany's black voters supported Kelley, and the outcome was interpreted as a victory for the more progressive part of the white community. A second rally took place on November 16, and the following evening Slater King and the other young professionals scheduled a small meeting to discuss what new approaches the black community might make in the wake of Kelley's reelection. It was to be a gathering of half a dozen people, but word spread and about twenty individuals gathered, including the three young SNCC workers, several student leaders, Dr. Hamilton, and several ministers. Dr. Anderson opened the meeting by noting that everyone was committed to breaking down segregation, but that any effort to win compliance with the ICC order was almost certain to lead to arrests. The bus and train stations would be their first targets, but segregation of Albany's municipal facilities—the library, the parks, the hospital, and the city buses—was also intolerable. Then there were other ongoing problems: incidents of police brutality, the lack of employment opportunities for blacks in city government, blacks’ exclusion from juries, and the meager job opportunities with private businesses.

Everyone present had worked on those problems through the organizations they represented: the Criterion Club, the Voters' League, the Ministerial Alliance, the NAACP, the Federated Women's Clubs, and the Youth Council. As Sherrod later described it, "The real issue immediately took the floor in the form of a question" posed by Dr. Anderson and Slater King: "Would the organizations involved be willing to lose their identity as separate groups and cooperate under the name of 'The Albany Movement'?" The representatives of each organization caucused, and all but one agreed. Dr. Hamilton explained that the local NAACP would have to consult with Regional Director Ruby Hurley and state Field Secretary Vernon Jordan before it could endorse the new organization. Hamilton's hesitation did not dissuade the others, and the decision to create the Albany Movement was made. Anderson was elected president and Marion S. Page, an older man and postal employee, was elected secretary. Along with Slater King, they were named as a three-man committee to attempt new contacts with city officials.

NAACP officials Hurley and Jordan were familiar with Albany and the
relative inactivity of its NAACP branch over the past few years. They also knew that Sherrod had created a SNCC-oriented student group that was well on the way to replacing the NAACP Youth Council as the major focal point for young black people in Albany. They advised Hamilton that in any new civil rights initiatives in Albany, the NAACP should take the lead. Hamilton agreed, and made plans for a legal attack upon Albany's defiance of the ICC order. Three members of the Youth Council, with their parents' permission, were selected to test the segregated waiting room at the Albany bus station. Their arrest was expected, and Hamilton promised to bail them out quickly. Hurley instructed that there be no more than three so that costs would be minimized.

On Wednesday, November 22, the three high school students entered the station, purchased interstate tickets, sat down in the white waiting room, and attempted to patronize the lunch counter. Albany Police Chief Pritchett promptly arrested them. Hamilton and Youth Council advisor Thomas Chatmon secured their release, and notified Hurley in Atlanta. "I didn't do anything without letting the authorities in Atlanta know," Hamilton later commented. Word of the test spread quickly in Albany. That afternoon hundreds of Albany State students, heading home for the Thanksgiving holiday, descended upon the bus station. College Dean Charles Minor went to the station and beseeched the students to abide by the rules of segregation. Many obeyed, but two who were active in Sherrod's group, Bertha Gober and Blanton Hall, insisted upon using the white facilities and were arrested. Unlike the NAACP-sponsored protesters, Hall and Gober remained in jail until Saturday, and Dean Minor suspended them from college.

The day after those arrests the young adults moved to head off any further split between the NAACP and SNCC. Dr. Anderson convened a meeting of all the parties, including Sherrod, Reagon, and Vernon Jordan. Jordan explained that he wanted no conflict between the two groups, implying that the SNCC workers were encouraging such. Slater King said that if problems existed, they were caused by the NAACP, whose supporters had undertaken a whispering campaign against Sherrod, Reagon, and Jones. Though no one was satisfied, there the matter was left.

On Saturday evening, a mass meeting of four hundred persons was held at Mt. Zion Baptist Church. This was a larger crowd than the previous rallies, and it generated a more intense community spirit. The following day, Albany State's students returned to town from their holiday. The trials of all five students began Monday morning at the downtown courthouse. A large crowd of about four hundred black people gathered outside the courthouse to protest. C. B. King represented Hall and Gober, while Hurley and Chatmon, who felt King was too supportive of SNCC, secured Atlanta attorney Donald Hollowell to defend the three Youth Council members. The trial was interrupted by the appearance of Charles Sherrod, who sat on the white side of the segregated courtroom.
Sherrod refused police efforts to move him, and Judge Abner Israel stopped the proceedings and summoned King and Hollowell to the bench. After the conference, the two black attorneys spoke to Sherrod, who left. Segregation also won out in the trial; Judge Israel sentenced each of the five students to fifteen days probation and a $100 fine.

At the trial's end, Charles Jones led the crowd of four hundred from downtown to the Union Baptist Church, where everyone signed a petition to Albany State President Dennis protesting Dean Minor's suspension of Hall and Gober. Then the procession moved to the college, where Dennis refused to meet with them. The group dispersed, but Monday's mass march marked a new student commitment to protest segregation.

The following night Dr. Anderson appeared at the regular meeting of the city commission. He asked Mayor Kelley if the city had any response to the Albany Movement's request for desegregation of city facilities. The mayor replied that the commissioners felt "there would be no advantage in a general discussion" of the subject since they "could find no area of agreement in the petition for discussion." Anderson was disappointed at the white officials' refusal to open a dialogue, especially after the harbinger of Monday's mass march. Their refusal, he said, was "regrettable, unfortunate, and not in the best interests of Albany," and he walked out of the council chamber. Wednesday's *Albany Herald* gave prominent coverage to Dr. Anderson's statement, and thoughtfully printed his home and office addresses for anyone who might be interested.

While Anderson was appearing at the commission meeting, Albany State President Dennis was swearing out trespass warrants for the arrest of Sherrod, Reagon, and Jones. Sherrod was arrested that evening and spent the night in jail, but the next morning, before Jones and Reagon could be located, state education authorities ordered Dennis to withdraw the warrants. The incident widened the split between the more conservative black adults and the SNCC-oriented students.6

On November 29, the day after his appearance before the city commission, Anderson went to Atlanta to talk with Hurley and Jordan about NAACP financial support for the Albany Movement. They made it clear that "there was no need for two separate organizations when you have an NAACP branch in the community." If Anderson wanted NAACP backing, he had better "play down the Albany Movement and direct everything through the Branch." Otherwise, the NAACP would pay the bills only for the three youths arrested in the bus station test. Hurley and Jordan also suggested that Dr. Anderson could be made president of the NAACP branch. When he left to return to Albany, the two NAACP staffers had the erroneous impression that Anderson was interested in going along with their suggestions.

On December 1, another mass meeting was held, where speakers decried false charges appearing in the *Albany Herald* that the black community was plotting a write-in effort against white officials in the December 4 municipal general election. The charges fed white fears that the new ac-
ativism of the black community meant that full-scale conflict was just around the corner. On Election Day, the white turnout exceeded that of a month earlier, while the black turnout declined almost 50 percent, to 750.

SNCC staffers made plans for a new initiative while Albany's young black adult leadership tried to mute the competition between SNCC and the NAACP. Vernon Jordan adopted a more passive stance, and black leaders planned to boycott stores that advertised in the Herald, protesting the newspaper's fictional election story. Attorney C. B. King and Albany State student leaders tried without success to contest the dismissals of Hall and Gober, and to protest letters that Dennis had sent to dozens of students threatening expulsion unless their activism ceased.

At another mass meeting on December 6, Anderson told the modest crowd about the movement's boycott plans. A dispirited Vernon Jordan, listening to Anderson's remarks, concluded that his and Hurley's hopes of enlisting Anderson to remake the Albany Movement into an NAACP effort had been unrealistic. The Albany Movement was likely to remain a permanent organization, Jordan decided, and Anderson was "unreliable". The next day a disappointed Jordan flew back to Atlanta. Beside him on the plane was one of the local leaders, Mrs. Irene Wright, a former dean at Albany State who had resigned in protest over Dennis's accommodationist policies. Jordan talked of his unhappiness with the organizational situation, and Wright explained that Hamilton's conservatism had mandated the creation of the Albany Movement. She expressed sympathy for Jordan's desire for a reinvigorated NAACP branch, and said she would mention it to Slater King and to Marion Page when she returned to town. "This gave Jordan some hope," an NAACP staffer noted, "of getting everything under the control of the NAACP."

By December 6, SNCC worker Charles Jones in Albany and SNCC Executive Secretary James Forman in Atlanta had laid plans for a new Freedom Ride from Atlanta to Albany on Sunday, December 10. An integrated group of eight volunteers would take the train southward. Reporters would be notified in advance. The time had come, as Jones phrased it, for the black community to "take the legal guarantees on thin paper and turn them into thick action of implementation."

Albany Police Chief Pritchett knew well in advance what was being planned for Sunday afternoon. The SNCC workers worried that their office phone was tapped, but most of Pritchett's information came from secondhand reports volunteered by black adults. Sunday morning the eight riders, four black and four white, gathered in Atlanta. Wyatt Walker supplied the money for the train tickets. The young president of the Albany Youth Council, Bobby Burch, also was in Atlanta. He asked Vernon Jordan's advice about whether to join the eight riders. "Jordan advised Burch not to go," an NAACP memo noted, "because he didn't want him . . . getting involved with anything initiated by SNCC."

The railroad was obeying the ICC order, and the eight volunteers all rode south in the traditionally white car. Pritchett and his men were wait-
ing at the Albany train station, along with one hundred black citizens who had gathered to greet the Freedom Riders. Across the street, a hostile crowd of white hecklers also looked on. When the train pulled in, the riders got off and mingled with their friends while the police watched. They entered the white waiting room and were discussing a motorcade to a local church for a rally when Pritchett suddenly ordered everyone out, telling them they would be arrested if they did not move quickly. The group moved outside and prepared to enter the cars waiting to take them to the church. Then Pritchett arrested them for blocking the sidewalk and obstructing traffic. All eight riders, plus Jones and two others who had come to greet them, were taken to jail. The entire group refused bail. As word of their arrest spread through the black community, support for SNCC's activism reached new heights. Pritchett claimed he had had no intention of arresting anyone, and that the action was necessary because of the presence of the two opposing crowds. Independent observers agreed, however, that there had been no danger of a clash, and that Pritchett had made a strategic error by arresting the riders and further inflaming the black community.7

The trial of the eleven began at 10 A.M. Tuesday, and more than 250 black students marched to City Hall in a driving rain. After they had circled the block twice, the police herded the protesters into an alley behind the building and told them they were under arrest. As the youngsters, and some adults, were processed and taken inside, authorities set a cash bond of $200 for each person. The entire group of 267 remained in jail, and at an emotional mass meeting that evening, the black community voted to continue the protests on Wednesday.

The next morning, Slater King led a group of eighty marchers to City Hall just as the trial of the Freedom Riders was about to resume. Mayor Kelley asked them to disperse, but King said no. Police arrested them and charged King with contempt of court. The riders' trial was postponed while Slater King was brought before the court on the contempt charge. Found guilty, he was sentenced to five days and sent off to jail. Later in the day, two additional groups of demonstrators marched downtown and likewise were arrested. By the end of the day, a total of 471 people were in custody.

While the protests mushroomed, the Albany Movement leadership asked its followers to boycott the major white stores, and invited outside notables to come to Albany to assist the protesters. Dr. Anderson took the first step in that direction by contacting SCLC's Ralph Abernathy on Tuesday to ask if he and Martin King could come. Abernathy put the request to King, who spoke with Anderson sometime late Wednesday or early Thursday. He agreed to come down on Friday afternoon, and asked only that there be a formal invitation to him from the Albany Movement. Thursday morning Anderson dispatched a telegram: WE URGE YOU TO COME AND JOIN THE ALBANY MOVEMENT. King felt that he could not refuse.
Anderson's invitation to King led some in the Albany Movement to suggest that similar requests be made to representatives of the other major civil rights organizations, and that was done. SNCC's representatives, however, questioned the idea of importing outside leaders to assist the movement. Some people argued that it would bring more national attention, but the two days of mass arrests already had put Albany on front pages across the country. One network television commentator offered his ironic congratulations to the Albany police for their "brilliant action" of imprisoning protesters who had not been "disturbing the peace." Instead, he observed, the photographs conveyed a "deeply moving picture of American citizens rising up with devastating orderliness and good manners . . . to demand their simple constitutional rights." Albany's police tactics had "dramatized the story to the country of the Negroes' courage." Nonetheless, SNCC staffs argued that the local community could direct its own efforts. The younger adults disagreed, and Anderson pointed out that the Albany Movement had neither the money nor the lawyers for sustaining a lengthy effort. If their protest was to be all-out, external assistance had to be summoned.

Late Wednesday the movement leadership, upset that the protesters had been moved to jails in neighboring rural counties, told city officials that the demonstrations would stop if transportation terminals were desegregated and charges dropped against all those who had been arrested. Albany's white commissioners, however, were adamant that they would begin no dialogue with the black community. "At this point," Mayor Kelley said late Wednesday, "it is the feeling of the City Commission that there is no area of possible agreement."^

Thursday morning sizable contingents of Georgia state police and local national guardsmen were readied for possible use. Mayor Kelley met with Georgia Governor Ernest Vandiver, and together the two men spoke by phone with Attorney General Robert Kennedy in Washington. Albany, they told him, had no race problem; the entire uproar was the work of outside agitators in the form of the SNCC workers. At much the same hour, Kennedy's civil rights assistant, Burke Marshall, phoned Dr. Anderson. Later that morning, Marion Page conferred privately with Kelley, and at a noontime press conference the mayor sounded a different tune than he had the previous day. "I am ready and have always been ready to sit down and discuss all problems with responsible local Negro leadership."

Thursday afternoon white Rev. J. Frederick Wilson, acting under the auspices of the Albany Ministerial Association, succeeded in creating a quasi-secret and informally sanctioned biracial negotiating committee with three black and three white representatives. The six men—Rev. H. C. Boyd, insurance agent Solomon Walker, and photographer Benny Frank Cochran from the black community, plus Reverend Wilson, hotel owner Horace Caldwell, and department store owner Joe Rosenberg from the white community—met for the first time that afternoon. They
discussed the most pressing issues, and reached agreement that in ex­change for a halt in the demonstrations, the train and bus stations would be desegregated and a formal biracial committee created to continue discus­sions of desegregation. They hit a snag, however, on what should be done about the jailed protesters; the black representatives insisted that all be released immediately, and the whites declined, knowing that the city commission would not allow it. Late in the evening there was a report that Charles Sherrod had been severely beaten in the Terrell County jail, and the negotiations were halted until Friday morning. The story turned out to be exaggerated, as Sherrod was not seriously injured. Both Rever­end Boyd and movement secretary Marion Page expressed optimism when questioned that a settlement might be reached on Friday. White officials were willing to release local demonstrators without bail, but were set on treating out-of-towners—the Freedom Riders—less kindly. The black representatives, Boyd said, would continue to insist that everyone be released without bond. If that was not agreed to on Friday, demon­strations would resume. The two thousand enthusiastic citizens massed at that night's rally at Shiloh Baptist Church indicated that the warning was not an empty one.

As the discussions resumed on Friday morning, Burke Marshall at the Justice Department continued to lobby Mayor Kelley by phone to resolve the crisis quickly. By early afternoon the six negotiators had made no headway on the release of the riders without bond, but agreed to report back to their respective sponsors to see if either side could devise a way around this last impasse. Instead, the two sides adopted firmer stances and moved farther apart. The Albany Movement was troubled by several points in the negotiating committee’s proposal. First, the agreement indicated that the bus and train stations would be desegregated in thirty days time—not immediately. Second, the convictions of the five young people arrested November 22, and the contempt sentence against Slater King, were not dropped. Further, the agreement did not address the two sus­pensions from Albany State, and Dennis’s threat of additional ones. The movement wanted to hear from the city on all those points, as well as the release of the riders, before agreeing to any settlement.

The Albany City Commission began backing away from the tentative settlement even before those queries from the movement reached them. Although Mayor Kelley concurred with what the negotiating committee had recommended, a majority of his fellow commissioners insisted that they would not make concessions to what Albany Herald editor James Gray called “professional agitators.” On each of the three basic points, the city's Friday evening response to the movement was less than the negotiators and the black community wanted. On the bus and train sta­tions, the city stated only that “it will continue to be our purpose to preserve peace and tranquility according to our laws and in compliance with the ICC ruling.” That might well mean that black patrons would be charged with “disturbing the peace” if they attempted to use previously
all-white facilities. Second, the city would release those currently jailed only upon payment of a $100 cash bond or $200 security bond per person, quite a sum when multiplied by 471. Third, no commitment was offered to continue biracial discussions. If there was an "absolute halt" to all protests for thirty days, the commission at that time "will consider the formation of a committee of representative white and colored citizens." Lastly, the city said that it had no control over the convictions of the November 22 students or Slater King, nor any power concerning Albany State's suspensions.9

That response from the city reached the Albany Movement leadership just as two mass rallies were getting under way at Shiloh and Mt. Zion Baptist churches. Martin King, Ralph Abernathy, and Wyatt Walker had driven down from Atlanta to speak at both meetings. When Dr. King entered Shiloh church, the crowd came to its feet cheering, and spontaneously launched into a joyous song of greeting, "Free-dom, Free-dom, Free-dom," one of the many musical expressions of hope and commitment that the people of Albany brought forth to sustain themselves. Martin King found the spontaneity of that enthusiastic greeting reminiscent of the early weeks of the Montgomery protest. Ralph Abernathy spoke first, and then King. For him, the speech was a standard one, comments he had made many times before in many different towns. To the people of Albany, though, it was new and inspiring, a further encouragement to go forward. When King concluded, Dr. Anderson stepped to the pulpit and told the crowd that no settlement had been reached with the city and that demonstrations would resume early the next day. "Be here at 7 o'clock in the morning. Eat a good breakfast. Wear warm clothes and wear your walking shoes."

After the conclusion of the rally, the movement leadership held a long strategy meeting. The leaders resolved to make one more request to city officials for a more positive answer to the negotiating committee's recommendations before resuming the demonstrations. Dr. Anderson sent Mayor Kelley a telegram saying that the movement would "prayerfully await an acceptable response by 10:00 A.M. this morning." Kelley received the wire at about 9:30 A.M., and reacted negatively to the implicit threat. He called the commission into private session, and all agreed that they would make no concessions. The ten o'clock hour came and passed, and just before noon Kelley told reporters that the city was refusing the movement's request. He dispatched a letter by hand to Dr. Anderson and Marion Page, informing them of the refusal and rebuking the movement both for the additional requests and the telegram. Instead, he claimed, the movement should have continued to work through the six-man negotiating committee. "We feel that you are not acting in good faith and until you can do so we can give no response to your demand."

Upon receiving Kelley's hostile missive, Anderson and Page hurried to City Hall to try to persuade the city to begin an ongoing dialogue with its black citizens. For well over an hour the two men met with Mayor Kel-
ley, and then returned to Shiloh church, where they again appealed to Kelley by phone. The mayor said he would ask his fellow commissioners if they would meet as a group with movement representatives. Kelley had no doubt about his colleagues’ attitude, and soon called back to say there would be no meeting and no concessions. With that, the local leaders and King, Abernathy, and Walker huddled in the pastor’s study at Shiloh church. The final choice, one they had been striving hard to avoid, was now before them. The time to march had come, and it could not be postponed. King and his SCLC colleagues had been in town just twenty-four hours and had a far from complete understanding of the issues and internal tensions that had predominated during the preceding six weeks. Still, King knew that he could not desert this movement at its most pressing moment. Shortly before 4:00 p.m., the leadership emerged, and Dr. Anderson announced that the march downtown would begin. “The talks have been broken off and they will not be resumed.”

Side by side at the head of a double-file column of more than 250 marchers, and with Albany police detectives walking alongside, King and Anderson led the procession toward City Hall and downtown Albany. They moved quietly for several blocks, to the intersection of Jackson and Oglethorpe, the symbolic dividing line between black Albany and white Albany. There Police Chief Pritchett and dozens of officers blocked the line of march. While Dr. Anderson gently repeated “God bless you” to the surrounding policemen, Pritchett told the marchers that they must disperse or they would be arrested for parading without a permit, congregating on the sidewalk, and obstructing traffic. The entire group stood their ground, and Pritchett announced that they were under arrest. While the hundreds of new prisoners were processed and placed in custody, King, Anderson, and Abernathy were driven to the Sumter County jail in Americus for special safekeeping. Bond of $200 cash or $400 security was set for each marcher, and King and Anderson vowed to remain in custody until concessions were made by the city. Late Saturday Abernathy accepted bond so that he could return to Atlanta to rally outside support for this movement in which SCLC had become deeply involved literally overnight.10

When King, Anderson, and Abernathy entered jail late Saturday, the leadership passed to Marion Page for the Albany Movement and to Wyatt Walker for SCLC. There were no announcements of what the movement would do next, and Sunday morning’s newspapers indicated that the next steps in the crisis were uncertain. In one story, however, the headline account in the Atlanta Journal and Constitution, reporter Gordon Roberts indicated that SCLC’s Wyatt Walker “took over leadership” after Saturday’s arrests. That phrase might have seemed innocuous to most readers, but it infuriated Marion Page and focused all of the distaste for outside civil rights organizations and their representatives that had been growing within Albany’s black leadership since the earliest stages of the SNCC-NAACP rivalry. While Ralph Abernathy was issuing a call for a
nationwide pilgrimage of civil rights supporters to Albany, Page called a press conference to say that the Albany Movement was an effort “by and for local Negroes,” period. The movement was under the direction of no outsiders, he emphasized, and was being led by a six-person executive committee of local people for whom he was the spokesman. Page added that he expected negotiations with city officials to resume shortly, and that there would be no demonstrations in the interim. In a further comment, not directly attributed to Page, an Albany Movement leader was quoted as saying, “Why can’t these national organizations understand that this is a local movement? This is not a national thing. It is only for and by Albany Negroes. We do not want to make a national movement out of it.”

Sixty miles away in the Americus jail, Martin King had no knowledge of these events. When a wire service reporter inquired about his role, King explained he had not anticipated this deep an involvement. “I had just intended to give an address, but seeing that negotiations were broken between Negro and white, I felt I had to join the pilgrimage.” In light of Albany’s refusal to respond to its black citizens, King expected no early end to the crisis or his imprisonment. “I will not accept bond. If convicted I will refuse to pay the fine. I expect to spend Christmas in jail. I hope thousands will join me.”

On Monday, King and Anderson were brought to Albany for trial. The proceedings were postponed, however, because a new round of negotiations had gotten under way that morning with Mayor Kelley and Chief Pritchett representing the city, and Page plus attorneys C. B. King and Donald Hollowell speaking for the Albany Movement. Within several hours time, the small group reached a tentative settlement. It involved only two substantive issues. First, all local citizens still being held in custody would be released from jail without any cash bonds having to be paid. Second, if there were no more protests during the next thirty days, the city commission would appoint an eight-member biracial committee. The draft specified that the commission “will activate such a committee” sometime after that first thirty days but before the passage of sixty days, “provided there are no further demonstrations or parades. Four members of this committee shall be selected from those recommended by the Albany Movement.”

The three black representatives then left to meet with Goldie Jackson, Irene and Thomas Wright, and the recently freed Slater King from the local leadership, Walker from SCLC, Hurley and Jordan of the NAACP, and Ella Baker and Charles Jones representing SNCC. They explained what the city had offered, and Hollowell pointed out that agreement did not firmly guarantee that negotiations would take place even at the end of sixty days. The Atlanta attorney asked the others what they thought, and whether the movement should accept the city’s offer.

Some thought the top priority was to secure the release of all who were still being held in custody as quickly as possible. Page took that position,
as did Ruby Hurley. Charles Jones and the Wrights opposed accepting the city’s offer, saying that halting all demonstrations for sixty days was too much to give up simply for the release of the jailed protesters, who still would have charges hanging over their heads. The NAACP’s two representatives disagreed, and Hurley “advised them not to be too demanding because they don’t have any political power.” Finally, the group voted to accept the settlement so as to secure everyone’s release, but agreed informally that the moratorium on demonstrations would be binding only until January 1. No one was happy, but Page in particular felt that the release of their jailed colleagues was of primary importance. Furthermore, he was hopeful that city officials would institute more reforms than they would formally commit themselves to. With the decision made, Hollowell returned to City Hall.

Martin King and Dr. Anderson spent the morning and part of the afternoon sitting in the City Hall courtroom as traffic cases were presented for trial. They were aware that further negotiations were under way, but knew no details of what was transpiring. A black reporter got within whispering distance of King, and asked about his arrest and imprisonment. King explained why his Saturday involvement had been unavoidable. “The people wanted to do something they would have done with or without me, but having preached the effectiveness of going to jail for one’s rights, I could hardly do less than they.” King said he had suffered no ill treatment in jail, but that the Sumter County sheriff, who repeatedly addressed him as “boy,” was “the meanest man I have ever met.”

King’s and Anderson’s courtroom sojourn ended when Donald Hollowell informed them of the leadership group’s decision to accept a settlement. Hollowell detailed the situation, explaining that there was a gentlemen’s understanding that none of the jailed demonstrators would be brought to trial, although their release would not include dropping charges. He also explained Page’s anticipation that additional reforms soon would be forthcoming. C. B. King was hesitant because the settlement did not provide for a written agreement signed by both sides, but Hollowell indicated that such a document was not absolutely necessary, for these were honorable men they were dealing with. Martin King shared C. B. King’s concern, and “was reluctant to accept the agreement,” Anderson recalled. “I want that in writing,” King told Hollowell, but he responded that Kelley and Pritchett would not agree to formal recognition of the black community. As an alternative, King suggested the movement issue a public statement detailing its understanding of the agreement. The other men concurred. Hollowell left to notify Kelley and Pritchett that the Albany Movement would accept the release of the demonstrators in exchange for a moratorium on demonstrations.

That afternoon Martin King and Dr. Anderson were called before Judge Abner Israel. Anderson signed $400 security bonds for both of them, and they were released from custody. As the freeing of the seven hundred other jailed protesters got under way, King and Anderson were
driven to Shiloh church, where Page and Hollowell had prepared a statement for the press detailing the settlement. Page went to the pulpit and told the crowd of reporters and local citizens that the settlement included not only the release of the protesters, but also promises that the terminal facilities would be open to everyone, and that a movement spokesman would be allowed to present all of the black community’s requests to the city commission at its first meeting of the new year.

Reporters badgered Page, Anders, and King for comments on the agreement. Page conceded that “this may not be exactly all that we wanted, but it is a beginning.” Some wondered if King and Anderson regretted the settlement terms. King said that that was not the case, and indicated that while he was less than satisfied, the movement’s negotiators had not betrayed his and Anderson’s trust. “While there was some reluctance” on his and King’s part to accept the settlement, Anderson later said, “Nobody in our camp sold us down the river by making an agreement that we didn’t know about.” Asked by reporters why he had left jail despite his pledge to remain imprisoned through Christmas, King answered that his release was a necessary part of the agreement. “I would not want to stand in the way of meaningful negotiations.” Newsmen pointed out that many items were not covered by the settlement, whereupon Page responded, “Our primary concern was with putting every last Albany citizen who was in jail back upon the streets of Albany.” The agreement was “nothing to shout to the rafters about,” one leader noted, but it did free seven hundred people from confinement and provide for further dialogue between the movement and the city.

Monday evening King spoke at Shiloh church and then flew to Atlanta. Attorney General Robert Kennedy phoned Mayor Kelley to congratulate him on resolving the crisis, and Albany city officials treated all the white members of the press to an impressive dinner at a segregated restaurant. When newsmen queried the officials about the settlement, it quickly became clear that the whites’ version of the agreement bore no resemblance to that offered by Marion Page. Pritchett and Kelley told reporters that they had not made any concessions to the black protesters, and that there was no formal agreement of any sort. True, the blacks were being released from jail, but that was because they were posting the necessary bonds. The ICC order already applied to the bus and train stations, and any citizen could attend a city commission meeting and present requests. The city had promised nothing more; hence all the commotion had won no gains at all for the “outside agitators.”

Tuesday’s news reports all across the United States portrayed the cessation of the Albany protests as a clear defeat for the black demonstrators. One New York newsman called it “a devastating loss of face” for Martin King, and many national accounts gave credit for the white victory to Albany Police Chief Pritchett. His policy of mass arrests and non-violent police work, the reporters said, had meant that no federal intervention was necessary. Unlike the Freedom Rides, where white vio-
ience had led to federal action on behalf of the black protesters, the Kennedy administration had seen no need to assist Albany's black protesters and had congratulated Kelley for the city's success.

Even sympathetic newsmen observed that it was "difficult to see how the local Negroes gained much of anything" from the protests. Albany's black citizens were disappointed at the lack of tangible accomplishments, but movement leaders like Page responded to the critical news stories by insisting that there had been a formal agreement and that concessions had been promised for the near future. Page admitted that at least thirty days would have to pass before further biracial discussions could take place, but he asserted that the commission's willingness to hear the movement's demands in public was "our greatest gain."

By Wednesday, December 20, it was clear that the city had no intention of granting anything to the movement. The greatest dispute arose over the city's supposed promise to exchange cash bonds for property bonds. Black leaders complained that no money was being released. In retaliation, they said, the movement's boycott of Albany's white stores would resume. Kelley told newsmen there had been no agreement about bonds, but Chief Pritchett did concede that he would not call any of the released demonstrators' cases for trial for at least sixty days as long as no new protests took place.

While news accounts highlighted the "defeat" suffered by the civil rights forces, some reporters suggested that it was caused by the competition between different black organizations. Newsmen like Claude Sitton of *The New York Times* were well aware of the disparaging remarks that SNCC's Charles Jones and advisor Ella Baker would make "off the record" about Wyatt Walker and King, and about SCLC's supposed taking of contributions really intended for the students. Those comments led to headlines such as *Rivalries Be Set Integration Campaigns*, and stories that a SNCC-SCLC rivalry had led to the puzzling settlement. Missing from almost all accounts was any understanding of the longer-standing SNCC-NAACP rivalry, and of what was more important, the dislike of all the outside organizations that had grown up among some of Albany's black leaders. 14

Martin King was thankful to get out of Albany. Andrew Young, then SCLC's newest staff member, had the distinct impression that King had found himself in a situation that he did not really want to be in. King had not anticipated either his arrest or his association with the dubious settlement, and he was not pleased by SNCC's efforts to convince reporters that local blacks had settled with the city in order to get King and Wyatt Walker out of town. King asked Walker what had created the public controversy about SCLC "taking over," and Walker replied that the problem had been Jones and Baker, who had encouraged Marion Page to speak out in defense of local autonomy. King accepted the explanation without quarrel. Seeking to put Albany behind him, King spent the Christmas
holiday at home with his family and made plans for a meeting of SCLC's board and staff to map plans for 1962.

When the group convened January 4 and 5 in Atlanta, little attention was given to Albany. Instead, three organization-building topics dominated the discussions. First, SCLC needed to acquire a field staff. In conjunction with strengthened ties to SCLC's local affiliates, these full-time workers could make SCLC into "a southwide 'grass roots' organization" that could take advantage of the voter registration funds that would soon be available from the Voter Education Project. The idea of individual memberships again was discussed and rejected, but the board recommended that King take a more active role in strengthening relationships between SCLC and its local affiliates. The president of the organization, they indicated, "should function more as an advisor, remaining in communities a few days for consultation with leaders."

Second, the meeting also concluded that SCLC needed to encourage youth participation in the organization, something that could be done by adding younger people to the board and by approaching SNCC members who were not hostile to King—John Lewis, Bob Moses, Diane Nash, and James Bevel—about the possibility of signing on with SCLC as field staffers. Third, SCLC needed to give greater attention to publicity. The board approved Walker's recommendation to hire a young man, Gould Maynard, as the new public relations director, replacing Jim Wood, and discussed the idea of organizing a demonstration in Washington at the end of the year to mark the one hundredth anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation. An all-night vigil at the Lincoln Memorial on New Year's Eve could be followed by a march to the White House on January 1, 1963, with a petition asking President Kennedy to take an initiative reminiscent of Lincoln's. King was pleased to learn that Kennedy's forthcoming State of the Union address would include support for a federal ban on state poll taxes and for legislation mandating that anyone with at least a sixth grade education did not have to take a literacy test in order to register to vote in a federal election. This was "encouraging," King wrote several days later, but it was "unfortunate" that Kennedy had not gone further and demanded "strong, vigorous civil rights legislation to speed up school desegregation as well as guaranteeing the right to vote."15

While King and SCLC turned their attention to a new agenda, SNCC and the NAACP remained in close contact with Albany's black leadership. People like Page and Anderson were deeply disappointed at how the community enthusiasm of three weeks earlier had been transformed into a feeling of defeat. They now realized their error in accepting an unwritten settlement and recognized they had been naively optimistic in their interpretations of the whites' disingenuous comments. "I was a naive little boy," Page commented later. "They put things over on me." Dr. Anderson felt likewise. "We felt as though they were good faith ne-
gotiations. We had no reason to think that there was any subterfuge." That belief had been wrong. "I should never have come out of jail until there was a written agreement," Anderson reflected. "We were guilty of being inexperienced."

Albany's black leadership looked forward to the opportunity to present its requests at the first meeting of the commission, which was scheduled for January 11. Two strategy meetings were held to discuss the presentation, and the NAACP sought to reassert its influence. One of Roy Wilkins's principal assistants in New York, Gloster Current, told Regional Director Ruby Hurley that "a program of action listing the wants and desires of Negroes . . . should be presented by the NAACP leadership." Field Secretary Vernon Jordan took an active role in drafting the statement, along with a number of outside volunteers, including Paul Rilling of the Southern Regional Council, Arthur Levin of the Anti-Defamation League, and Frances Pauley of the Georgia Council on Human Relations, all of whom were trying to act as behind-the-scenes interracial mediators. Just prior to the scheduled session, the commission announced that it would be postponed until January 23. Preparations for the presentation went forward, along with the boycott of the city's major stores. The black leadership knew that the boycott was costing white merchants a high price for the city's obstinacy. SNCC's staff was preoccupied by problems at Albany State, where President Dennis had suspended forty students for participating in the December demonstrations. SNCC, the students, and some of their parents had no success in persuading Dennis to reverse his action, but more than a dozen of them decided to occupy their time by conducting a "read-in" at the segregated city library. Somewhat to their surprise, they were not arrested.

On Friday, January 12, an eighteen-year-old black student, Ola Mae Quartermann, was arrested for refusing to move to the rear of an Albany city bus and for allegedly saying "damn" to the driver after he had issued his order. The incident sparked the movement to enlarge its boycott to include the city bus line, which relied very heavily upon black patronage. SNCC's staffers organized a car pool system, and sponsored small tests of various public facilities. Although the bus station was supposedly desegregated, its lunch counter continued to refuse service to black patrons. On January 18, Charles Sherrod and Charles Jones were arrested for "loitering" when they were unable to obtain service. That same week the movement extended the boycott to several businesses with heavy black patronage that refused to hire black employees.16

On Tuesday, January 23, the Albany Movement's leaders finally appeared before the full city commission. Police Chief Laurie Pritchett introduced Anderson and Page, and the two men read to officials a detailed statement that began in conciliatory tones. They described previous black appeals, and noted that the mass protests had begun only in response to the arrests at the train station on December 10. "This testing of the railroad's compliance," they said, "has been laid at our doors. Actually, we
had absolutely nothing to do with this." The crisis had been brought on by Pritchett, not the Albany Movement. Anderson and Page then asked the commissioners “to reaffirm in writing your oral agreement of December 18” that the bus and train stations would be desegregated, that cash bonds would be refunded in exchange for security bonds, and that a biracial committee would be established. They noted that the stations were not open to all equally, that the bonds had not been exchanged, and that the time had come to appoint the biracial committee.

When Anderson and Page concluded, Mayor Kelley stunned the movement representatives by adjourning the meeting without allowing any discussion. He said only, as the official minutes phrased it, that “there are many areas of discussion presented by the petition and assured the leaders of the movement that serious consideration would be given by the City Commission. He advised that Chief Laurie Pritchett . . . would contact them within the next ten days.”

Kelley's hasty termination of the long-awaited appearance of Anderson and Page represented not personal opposition to the movement’s requests, but was an effort to avoid any public airing of the divisions which had developed within the commission. Even before the mass protests on December 11, Kelley had argued in private for a more conciliatory stance. Of his six fellow commissioners, however, only one, Buford Collins, even partially shared Kelley's belief that moderation would serve Albany better than ignoring the protesters' appeals, as advocated by hard-line Commissioners Allen Davis, C. B. “Bunny” Pritchett (no relative of the police chief), and W. C. Holman. Kelley’s attitude had been clear to his colleagues during his sponsorship of the negotiations convened by Reverend Wilson. He had no objection to accepting all of the terms worked out by that six-member committee, plus release of the Freedom Riders, but the commission majority refused to consider such concessions. The hard-liners were not pleased by even the indirect negotiations, and insisted they would not acknowledge the existence of the Albany Movement. Privately, they made it clear to Kelley that he would have to accede to the majority position, or face a public condemnation supported by the Albany Herald’s vituperative editor, James H. Gray. Kelley did not want a public break, and accepted Laurie Pritchett's argument that they maintain a united stance no matter how strong their private disagreements.

Despite his public advocacy of the hard-line attitude, Kelley exhibited a more responsive attitude in private with the black representatives. This response, combined with a similar tone from Laurie Pritchett, had led the black negotiators to expect city officials to deliver more than they were promising. The black representatives did not detect the growing tensions among the white officials, and failed to understand that Asa Kelley's attitude was something different from city policy.17

In the wake of the January 23 meeting, the bus boycott and the need for some written city response to the movement’s petition finally brought
the division within the white ranks into public view. As the store boycott
gained strength, increasing numbers of merchants indicated a preference
for Kelley's moderation rather than the "segregation at all costs" stance
advocated by the other commissioners. The movement's bus boycott was
so successful that on January 26, the Cities Transit president, Charles L.
Carter, informed the commission that a lack of revenue would force the
company to suspend operations on January 31 unless the city was willing
to purchase the buses or subsidize the firm until the boycott ended. The
commissioners met in a special closed session on January 27 and agreed
to explore the subsidy option. Kelley also asked his colleagues how they
wanted to respond to the movement's petition and the group appointed
its three most conservative members—Davis, Pritchett, and Holman—to
prepare an answer.

The next day city attorney Grady Rawls advised the commission that
Albany could not legally subsidize a private company. Both company of­
ficials and Albany business leaders wanted to preserve bus service. On
Monday, January 29, representatives of the Albany Movement met with
bus company officials and offered to halt the boycott if the company
would promise in writing to desegregate the buses and accept job applica­
tions from blacks.

Company officials responded that they could promise nothing without
first ascertaining whether the city would stop enforcing its segregation
ordinances. Company President Carter phoned Kelley to explain that the
company would rather grant the movement's request than go out of busi­
ness. Kelley convened a special meeting of the commission at which all
six of his colleagues refused to allow the bus company to desegregate.
With only the mayor dissenting, the group approved a brief statement:
"As in the past the City Commission has refused to negotiate under du­
ress and we recommend that the bus company officials follow the same
policy." That action was too much for an exasperated Asa Kelley. "There
is no harm in the City Commission allowing the bus company to operate
as they wish," he told his colleagues. "It is more important to save the
buses and avoid continued turmoil and strife than to refuse to allow the
company to operate the way they desire."

News of the commission's rebuff brought more merchants into the
struggle on the side of the bus company. Some business leaders advised
the company to submit a written request to the commission so that the
question could be reconsidered after the businessmen had an opportunity
to make their views known. Company President Carter dispatched a let­
ter on Tuesday, asking the city for a written statement that it would not
interfere with integration of the buses. If not, bus service would end at
midnight Wednesday.

The city commission met twice on Wednesday morning. At the first
session, the bus company's letter was put aside until after a discussion of
the commission's response to the movement's petition. The answer
drafted by the three conservatives denied that any concessions had been
agreed to on December 18, and rebuked Kelley for the discussions he had held with the movement’s representatives. The only commitment that had been made was that Chief Pritchett would “follow his usual procedure with reference to the taking of appearance bonds for persons in custody for violations of city ordinances,” and would “use his discretion as to when the cases will be presented” for trial. “This was the complete statement and the only statement,” the hard-liners told the movement. “Anything construed by you to the contrary could only have been caused by misinterpretation of statements by unauthorized persons. . . . No individual citizen—no single elected official can speak for this body.”

Asa Kelley criticized the proposed response as an “evasion of the basic issue” of “whether governmental authority will establish lines of communication with the Albany Movement.” That dialogue was “absolutely necessary” for Albany’s municipal good. His colleagues disagreed, and approved the draft.

Hardly an hour later the commission met in a second public session to consider the request from Cities Transit. Many local merchants were in attendance to speak in favor of the city giving the bus company a written guarantee of noninterference. Commissioner Holman responded that the basic issue was not buses, but whether the city would knuckle under to the Albany Movement. Bunny Pritchett felt likewise. “It’s not a segregation–integration struggle anymore,” he put it in a revealing statement. “This is the struggle to decide who makes the policy of this city.” With only Kelley voting no, the commission approved a motion informing the bus company that it would not make the requested statement. Late that night, bus service came to an end.

Albany Movement leaders announced at a mass meeting on Friday, February 2, that the boycott of city stores would be expanded to a larger number of establishments. The movement’s car pool system would continue to operate, and no mass demonstrations would be mounted. In the white community, businessmen’s condemnations of the commission increased. Faced with such criticism, the six who had voted against the bus company’s request issued a statement saying they were “reasonable men” who were willing to hear “entreaties” from responsible local Negroes. Albany Chamber of Commerce President R. E. McTigue announced that white businessmen would discuss ways of reestablishing bus service, and intimated that his organization would open a dialogue with the Albany Movement. Mayor Kelley gave his endorsement to the businessmen’s initiative and said he was “very hopeful” that private efforts would lead to a resumption of bus service “with or without commission action, because the commission is not going to change its attitude.” Throughout the next two weeks, private discussions about a reinstatement of bus service continued.

While the Albany situation continued to percolate, Martin King was trying to implement the decisions made at SCLC’s conference. After several weeks of preparation, he convened a February 2 meeting in Atlanta
of the heads of many of SCLC’s local affiliates across the South. King told them of the organization’s plans for the year and its desire to increase the involvement of affiliates in SCLC’s program. Over one hundred people already had attended the citizenship training program at Dorchester Center, and the Field Foundation had committed another $15,000, ensuring that classes could continue through June. Some thirty people per month would receive training, and SCLC hoped that these individuals would become leaders in the intensified voter registration effort that would get under way once the Voter Education Project formally came into existence on April 1. King also explained that he and James Lawson would be undertaking several “People-to-People” tours that spring in different areas of the South, tours aimed at recruiting volunteers for an SCLC “Freedom Corps.” These members of the now-renamed “nonviolent army” would be used in both voter registration and direct action projects.

Accompanied by Wyatt Walker and Dorothy Cotton, King began his first “People-to-People” tour on February 7 in the Mississippi Delta town of Clarksdale. In three days time, he delivered more than a dozen speeches at churches and schools in seven different Delta towns. While King was busy delivering those addresses, Cotton and Walker took the names of prospective Freedom Corps volunteers and teacher training candidates for the Dorchester program.

From the People-to-People tour, King flew to Puerto Rico to visit the Inter-American University. While he was away, the tensions that had existed in SCLC’s home office for several months grew stronger. While the two newest members of the staff, Andrew Young and Public Relations Director Gould Maynard, were popular with almost everyone, many employees found Executive Director Wyatt Walker difficult to put up with. One who viewed Walker very critically was King’s secretary, Dora McDonald. She thought Walker immature and petulant, a man who behaved imperiously toward his subordinates. For instance, when Valentine’s Day came, Maynard presented each female staffer with a rose. The gesture infuriated Walker, McDonald wrote King, because he thought Maynard’s kindness made him look bad by comparison. “Wyatt will never reach his full potential because he is so very childish and narrow,” she told King.

February marked the start of a new venture for King, a fortnightly newspaper column in the New York Amsterdam News. Often written in collaboration with Wyatt Walker, several of the early articles lashed out strongly at the Kennedy administration’s quiescence on civil rights. The president had still not issued the long-promised order banning discrimination in all federally assisted housing, and had given no sign of putting forward any notable civil rights legislative proposals. “The new administration has failed to give the strong leadership . . . that is necessary to grapple with the enormity of the problem,” King stated. 20

While King continued his criticism of the administration, the Kennedys
were in private consternation about FBI reports that American Communist party leaders were claiming that old ally Stanley Levison nowadays was the number one advisor to Martin Luther King. In fact, the reports said, word in the party had it that Levison was writing many of King’s most important speeches, such as one he had given in December to an AFL-CIO convention in Miami. Though the FBI’s informants had no dependable information that Levison was still loyal to the party’s commands, they did know that he continued to give it modest financial support even after severing direct ties. The FBI suspected that Levison’s 1955 departure from party activity might have been a cover, and that Levison’s friendship with King might be a secret assignment undertaken at the behest of American Communists and their Soviet sponsors. International communism, through the shadowy figure of Levison, might be exerting influence over this new leader of the civil rights movement. While the Bureau said nothing to the Kennedys about how incomplete its information on Levison was, its reports gave loud voice to the Bureau’s worst fears about the Levison-King relationship.

The FBI’s assertions provoked fear in Robert Kennedy and his closest assistants. Within several weeks time, two courses of action were decided upon. First, electronic surveillance of Levison would be instituted to monitor both his advice to King and any telephone contacts with Soviet or Communist agents. Second, those in the Kennedy administration who had some personal acquaintance with King—Harris Wofford, Burke Marshall, John Seigenthaler, and the attorney general himself—all would warn the civil rights leader that he ought to end his relationship with Levison immediately. King would also be warned about Jack O’Dell, the man Levison had brought in to manage SCLC’s New York office. O’Dell had been involved with the Communist party throughout the 1950s, and his public record of such associations could be used against King and SCLC.

On several occasions during the spring, Robert Kennedy and his assistants warned King about Levison and O’Dell, without being specific about the allegations. Anything too detailed, the FBI told the Justice Department, might lead to the exposure of the Bureau's top secret sources within the Communist netherworld, sources the FBI would not identify even to Robert Kennedy. Each time the warnings were voiced to King, he listened quietly, thanked the speaker for his concern, and said that he was not one to question the motives of people in the movement, certainly not one so selfless as Stanley Levison. As King explained to Harris Wofford, how could he give credence to such vague allegations, coming from who knew where, when Levison had a proven track record of five years of honest counsel? If the administration had anything more specific to offer, King would gladly listen, but until then, he would not doubt one of his closest friends.

King and Ralph Abernathy returned to Albany on February 27 to stand trial for their December 16 arrest. In the three weeks before his
return, Albany’s white businessmen had continued their attempts to re­establish bus service and to persuade the movement to give up its boycott of the buses and white stores. Service on largely white routes had re­sumed on February 19, but Albany Movement leaders insisted that their boycott would not end until seating was integrated and black drivers hired. Their boycott of Albany’s stores would not end until the terms of the December 18 agreement were implemented by the city.

King's day in court represented the first trial to emerge from De­cember’s mass arrests. Hollowell and C. B. King represented him, and the prosecution put only one witness on the stand, Chief Pritchett. After more than two hours of haggling about whether the procession King led had constituted a “parade” within the meaning of the statute, Recorders’ Court Judge A. N. Durden, Sr., recessed the proceeding and announced that he would issue a verdict within sixty days.

While King returned home to Atlanta, Albany remained unsettled. Within the movement, tensions continued to exist between SNCC’s staff and more conservative members of the black leadership. Several black ministers who had been active only on the fringes of the protest suggested that SNCC was improperly handling the finances of the car pool opera­tion. This allegation raised personal animosities to new heights, but Anderson and Slater King resolved the controversy without it becoming public.

On March 2, Albany’s bus company tried to end the boycott by import­ing a single black driver from its sister firm in Tallahassee in the hope that this action would bring black riders back to Albany’s buses. The move­ment refused to end the protest and reiterated its demand for integrated seating. Bus service ended again on March 6, this time for good. Four days later, in an intensified effort to enforce the downtown boycott, movement leaders announced that “Vigilante Committees” would iden­tify blacks who were shopping in those stores. At the same time, Anderson, Slater King, and several others set up their own picket line to publicize the boycott. “Our objectives,” they stated in a leaflet they dis­tributed, “do not include the destruction of any business.” What they sought to accomplish, it said, was to “prevail upon you to see the wisdom of urging the City Commission to abandon its intransigency and to take such steps as will lead to a settlement of all issues.” After twenty-five minutes the picketers were arrested for disorderly conduct. Despite their efforts and those of many white businessmen, the hard-line majority on the commission gave no sign that it would begin negotiations with the black community.

In mid-March, representatives of all the major national civil rights or­ganizations met in Greenwich, Connecticut, to discuss their groups’ inter­actions and rivalries. Albany was a primary topic of conversation, and SNCC representatives James Forman and Charles McDew strongly de­fended the formation of organizations like the Albany Movement into which the national groups’ local affiliates would be combined. Roy
Wilkins of the NAACP quarreled with that position, and rejected a suggestion King made that all of the groups consider a unified fund-raising effort. King spoke strongly in favor of unity without uniformity, and received a polite response. Nevertheless, SNCC’s delegates came away from the session believing that both the NAACP and Whitney Young of the Urban League were hostile toward their group.

On March 27, King undertook the second of SCLC’s People-to-People tours, this time in southside Virginia. King and his colleagues went from door to door in Petersburg to encourage a voter registration drive, and also visited Lynchburg and Hopewell. Upon their return to Atlanta, word awaited them that the Field Foundation had decided to commit an additional $94,000 to the citizenship training program, a sum that would continue the program from July, 1962, through June, 1963.

Early in April, King announced that SCLC was undertaking its first major expansion since Wyatt Walker had arrived twenty months earlier. James Bevel and Herbert Coulton would become field secretaries for Mississippi and Virginia, respectively. Longtime Atlanta Republican activist John Calhoun would join the staff to assist voter registration efforts in Georgia, as would former Atlanta student leader Fred C. Bennette. Harry Blake remained SCLC’s representative in Louisiana, and Bernard Lee continued to function as a field secretary at large and informal liaison to SNCC. Unannounced to the press was the appointment of Jack O’Dell as voter registration director. Once he arrived in Atlanta, O’Dell quickly made contact with the director of the newly inaugurated Voter Education Project, Wiley Branton, as efforts began to apportion responsibility for different parts of the South to the various civil rights organizations.

On April 7, King commenced a three-day visit to Washington. Several rallies had been planned to launch the creation of an SCLC affiliate in the District of Columbia. King had appointments on Monday, April 9, with both Robert Kennedy and Vice-President Lyndon B. Johnson. Nonetheless, he voiced strong criticism of the Kennedy administration’s record on civil rights. “Forthright, vigorous leadership” was needed, and John Kennedy had not given it, King said. Accompanied by Walker, Shuttlesworth, and several others, King met with Robert Kennedy and Burke Marshall on Monday afternoon. The federal officials heard SCLC’s call for greater government action to protect black voting rights, and promised to act on any specific complaints. In private, Marshall warned King about his continued association with Stanley Levison. The FBI’s secret wiretaps on Levison were now in place, and regular Bureau reports informed the attorney general of what transpired between King and Stanley. In one intercepted conversation, for instance, Wyatt Walker remarked that SCLC had to adopt a more critical stance toward John and Robert Kennedy. “By being nice we haven’t gotten anything,” he observed. Once again, however, King brushed Marshall’s warning aside.

Back in the South, King undertook a third People-to-People tour, this time visiting Charleston, Orangeburg, and Manning, South Carolina. Al-
though he had not returned to south Georgia since his February trial, King kept up with news from Albany. Movement leaders had continued to picket the downtown stores, and in early April several sit-in protests at store lunch counters resulted in thirty arrests. A brief flurry of new negotiations followed, then on April 16, Anderson and Page handed a fresh statement of movement demands to Police Chief Pritchett. A few hours later Pritchett responded that the city had not been harassing blacks at the bus and train stations, that the police department would not interfere with bus service if it resumed, and that cash bonds would be refunded if the picketing and boycott were ended. He offered no answer to a request for a biracial committee, and said that no disposition of the hundreds of arrest charges would be made until Judge Durden ruled on the King and Abernathy cases. The movement considered these answers unacceptable, and the boycott and the picketing continued. Internal tensions remained high in both the black and white communities. The Georgia Council on Human Relations found little enthusiasm among prominent whites for an Albany human relations group, and the business community made no progress in influencing the commission's hard-liners. Within the Albany Movement, ministers and more conservative members increasingly complained about Anderson's leadership. In early May, he offered to resign, but received a strong vote of confidence.25

In mid-May, SCLC held its spring board meeting in Chattanooga, Tennessee. With fewer than half the members in attendance, King reported on his People-to-People trips, and Jack O'Dell explained the new voter registration program. King also spoke of plans that had been under way since early February to set up an adjunct tax-exempt organization that would serve as a channel for sizable contributions to support SCLC's programs. This idea had come from white New York attorney Harry H. Wachtel. Wachtel and King had met in New York to discuss the plan, and King had given Wachtel authority to proceed. In conjunction with black attorney Clarence B. Jones and another New York lawyer, Theodore W. Kheel, Wachtel made the arrangements for establishing what King decided to call the "Gandhi Society for Human Rights." A kick-off dinner was scheduled for May 17, and Jones began functioning as the organization's executive director.

King told the board that the Gandhi Society would bring new funds to SCLC, larger gifts than those brought in by the successful mass mail program run by the New York office. Two board members, Roland Smith and Dearing E. King, took the opportunity to suggest that President King should receive a salary from SCLC. King declined the offer, and explained that what he kept from his speaking fees and royalty income—some $6,000 per year—was sufficient to supplement his salary from Ebenezer Baptist Church. "I think I get along fairly well by speaking and writing. . . . I must never give people the impression that I am out for big money. . . . All of us have our shortcomings. I always ask God to help me. One of my shortcomings, I feel, is not in the realm of money."
The second day of board meetings was dominated by a discussion of organizational competition within the civil rights movement. One columnist for a national black newspaper had claimed that "King and his group are out to take over the NAACP's area in the Deep South," and had cited King's three tours and the Freedom Corps recruitment as evidence. He also complained that SCLC kept funds raised at local rallies sponsored by its far-from-wealthy affiliates. The board had heard all this before, and was more concerned about improving relations with SNCC. Hiring field secretaries who had come out of the student movement, like James Bevel, would be helpful. Some suggested that SCLC make a sizable annual contribution to SNCC to halt the complaints about financial competition. That idea was rejected, but King's nomination of some younger members for the board, including John Lewis of SNCC, was accepted.

King announced at the Gandhi Society's formal kickoff that a 115-page brief recommending a "Second Emancipation Proclamation" was being delivered to the White House that same day by SCLC's Washington representative, Walter Fauntroy. The time for presidential action had more than come, and King criticized the administration's passivity during the recent Senate rejection of its sixth grade literacy bill. "I do not feel that President Kennedy has given the leadership that the enormity of the problem demands." Nonetheless, King was optimistic about the movement. "I have the feeling that within the next ten years desegregation will be a reality all over the South." He added that he believed "segregation will end in my lifetime."26

While Albany experienced a peaceful May, movement activity increased in two other southern cities. The first was Birmingham, where students at Miles College, in cooperation with Shuttlesworth's Alabama Christian Movement, had launched a boycott of downtown stores in mid-March. Thirty-one-year-old student Frank Dukes led the effort, and received strong private support from Miles's president, Lucius H. Pitts, whom SCLC had tried to woo as executive director four years earlier. The boycotters sought desegregation of the stores' facilities, the hiring of black sales clerks, and a general upgrading for black employees. Their effort was extremely effective; white merchants conceded privately that their stores were hurting badly. As in Albany, however, the Birmingham businessmen said they could not desegregate without acquiescence from the city commission. And as in Albany, the city officials were hard-line segregationists, and Birmingham Public Safety Commissioner Eugene "Bull" Connor, the leader of the three-man board, was an outspoken racist. The commission cut off the city's surplus food distribution program in an effort to punish the black community, and made clear to the merchants that city ordinances requiring segregation would be enforced. Despite widespread dislike in the black community for Shuttlesworth's autocratic leadership style, the boycott drew loyal support and remained in force. The city's stance, Martin King remarked early in June, showed
that Birmingham was the “most difficult big city in the United States in race relations.”

The second trouble spot was Shreveport, Louisiana, where the home of Dr. C. O. Simpkins, president of SCLC’s affiliate, had been bombed three months earlier. Simpkins had since left town, and local efforts were now being led by SCLC Field Secretary Harry Blake. King, Walker, and Bernard Lee made plans to fly in for a rally, only to be warned that death threats had been made against SCLC’s president. Such warnings did not faze King, and the rally took place as scheduled. Local police managed to arrest Walker and Blake on charges of “loitering,” and Bernard Lee remained behind to direct ongoing voter registration efforts.

King returned from Shreveport to Atlanta, where an SCLC benefit concert by Harry Belafonte was scheduled on June 6. Belafonte’s integrated troupe received the usual rebuffs from several Atlanta hotels and restaurants, and King joined Belafonte in an unsuccessful attempt to secure lunch at one city eatery. That experience served as a reminder of the difficulties that SCLC staffers had in obtaining service at many neighboring shops, and in particular of how the restaurant on the ground floor of their own office building continued to refuse them equal service despite a sit-in protest several months earlier. On June 9, King wrote building owner Ben Massell that SCLC would be moving back to the more hospitable environs of Auburn Avenue. Just a few days earlier his daughter, Yoki, had asked for some ice cream, then had run into the restaurant and sat down. King had coaxed her out, saying it was not a good time. King’s letter to Massell was “longer than any I have written in the last few years.... I cannot begin to express in words the agonizing and frustrating hours I have spent as a result of this situation.”27

Other painful problems arose. A prominent church magazine, Christian Century, for which King had written several short articles, attacked the Gandhi Society, saying the name was un-Christian. King complained, and told the embarrassed editors that their appreciation of God’s word was insufficiently ecumenical. “I believe that in some marvelous way, God worked through Gandhi, and the spirit of Jesus Christ saturated his life. It is ironic, yet inescapably true that the greatest Christian of the modern world was a man who never embraced Christianity.” Appropriately reprimanded, the editors printed an apology.

The FBI kept up its round-the-clock electronic surveillance of Stanley Levison throughout the spring and summer. The wiretaps detected no contacts with Communist agents, but they did allow the Bureau to furnish Attorney General Robert Kennedy with a continuing flow of reports on Levison’s phone conversations with King. Most of these were mundane, but in mid-June, King told Levison that the recent resignation of public relations assistant Gould Maynard meant that King would have to hire a new administrative aide. Levison suggested that King consider Jack O’Dell, but warned King about O’Dell’s record of past involvement with the Communist party. “No matter what a man was, if he could stand up
now and say he is not connected, then as far as I am concerned, he is eligible to work for me,” King told Levison. King understood that O’Dell’s ties to the party were all in the past, but the FBI told Robert Kennedy that not only was O’Dell still a member, he had been elected to the party’s national committee under a pseudonym less than three years earlier. Although O’Dell returned to SCLC’s New York office instead of taking the Atlanta post, Levison’s recommendation of him for a job close to King led to intensified FBI suspicion about Levison’s motives.

In early July, King gave the major address at an important NAACP fund-raising dinner. King praised the association, decried what he called the “borderline slander” that movement leaders had engaged in against each other, and said that “ego battles and trivial organizational conflicts” could only harm the movement. His comments about SCLC’s voter registration efforts, however, led some critical observers to question whether SCLC’s accomplishments lived up to King’s claims. Birmingham editor Emory O. Jackson, who had followed King since Montgomery, had his doubts. “Is this merely visionary oratory unmatched by action,” he asked rhetorically. “At the moment there is little more than the press releases from Dr. King’s publicists.” Local movements could do a better job of voter registration than SCLC, he argued, especially when SCLC had someone with an “entangled background”—a veiled reference to O’Dell—heading up its registration efforts. “An itinerant leadership which floats in and flows out of a city is not the correct approach. There must never be allowed to develop a let-King-do-it attitude. . . . No exotic leadership with a medicine show type of exhibition is likely to get the job done.”

Two days after King’s NAACP appearance, Albany Judge A. N. Darden, Sr., announced that he would issue his decision in King’s and Abernathy’s cases the following Tuesday, July 10. Albany Movement leaders had spoken with Laurie Pritchett throughout June, but no progress had been made on establishing a biracial committee or resolving the charges still pending from December’s demonstrations. Furthermore, while Pritchett claimed that the bus and train stations were available to all on equal terms, a four-member Albany Movement delegation went to Washington to complain to Justice Department attorney John Doar that Albany’s police were enforcing segregation in the two terminals in clear violation of the ICC order. They also asked why the federal government could not protect the movement’s First Amendment right to picket in downtown Albany, where most participants quickly were arrested. Doar heard them out, while eight other Albany Movement members picketed outside the Justice Department, and then sent them away without satisfaction. “I explained to them,” he informed Burke Marshall, “that the Department of Justice had no authority to seek injunctions in this field.” The movement issued further press releases condemning the department’s inaction, and small-scale picketing continued intermittently in downtown Albany.

On Tuesday morning King and Abernathy appeared before Judge Dur-
den. They had committed themselves to serve prison terms rather than pay fines if Durden found them guilty. King had reached the decision only after much thought, because the loneliness of jail going was very trying. As Coretta explained it, “He didn’t like to be alone. Jail going wasn’t easy for him because he never liked to be alone... He could never stay away from people for long periods because he liked company.” That distaste, however, was more than outweighed by his long-standing advocacy that nonviolent protesters should serve time rather than pay their fines into the state’s coffers. A year earlier he had been painfully aware that many of the students thought his hesitancy to put his own body on the line did not measure up to the rhetorical standards he had set. Off the record, SNCC member Julian Bond bluntly voiced the growing student perception of King:

He has been losing since he left Montgomery. He lost when he didn’t go on the Freedom Ride when the students begged him to go on the Freedom Ride and he didn’t go. I think he’s been losing for a long time. And I think eventually that more Negroes and more white Americans will become disillusioned with him, and find that he after all is only another preacher who can talk well.

Such criticism had increased after King’s sudden departure from Albany in December, just hours after his public vow to remain imprisoned over Christmas. Longtime SNCC activist Diane Nash, who had married SCLC Field Secretary James Bevel, circulated a long memo that spring to movement activists, explaining her decision to serve a lengthy jail sentence in Mississippi. She also discussed the need for the movement’s senior leaders to do a better job of practicing what they preached:

I believe that the time has come, and is indeed long past, when each of us must make up his mind, when arrested on unjust charges, to serve his sentence and stop posting bonds. I believe that unless we do this our movement loses its power and will never succeed.

We in the nonviolent movement have been talking about jail without bail for two years or more. It is time for us to mean what we say... If we do not do so, we lose our opportunity to reach the community and society with a great moral appeal and thus bring about basic changes in people and in society. ... I think we all realize what it would mean if we had hundreds and thousands of people across the South prepared to go to jail and stay. There can be no doubt that our battle would be won... We have faltered and hesitated... King recognized the painful truths in Nash’s argument, and vowed that this time he would do better.

Judge Durden read a prepared statement announcing that King and Abernathy were guilty of the charges against them, and sentencing them
to forty-five days in jail or a $178 fine. The two defendants chose imprisonment, and were led away. The Albany Movement convened a daytime rally at Shiloh Baptist Church, and both Coretta King and Juanita Abernathy spoke to the crowd. Burke Marshall and Robert Kennedy were on the phone to many people in Albany, seeking to avert a new round of mass arrests, and Marshall called Mrs. King to reassure her about the federal government’s interest in her husband’s safety. A demonstration was announced for Wednesday, and late Tuesday two police cars were stoned by unidentified assailants near Shiloh church.29

On Wednesday only thirty-two people, many of them high school students, volunteered to take part in a march downtown, which ended in their arrests. Wyatt Walker returned to Atlanta, and Wednesday evening a hostile crowd of black citizens jeered police officers near Shiloh church. Chief Pritchett spoke with movement leaders at the church, was introduced to the mass meeting, and the threat of violence passed. President Anderson announced that he hoped negotiations with the city would resume, and Mayor Kelley stated that he would present any movement requests to the full commission.

King and Abernathy spent Wednesday in the city jail, assigned to a clean-up detail. Early Thursday morning, a jailer came and told them to get dressed because Chief Pritchett wanted to see them. Then, to King’s puzzlement, ninety minutes passed before the officer returned and took them to see the chief. Pritchett said that their fines had been paid, and that now they had to leave. King protested strongly; he had authorized no such action, and they could not be thrown out against their will. Pritchett politely disagreed, and claimed that an “unidentified, well-dressed Negro man” had come into the police station and given the desk sergeant $356 in cash as payment of their fine. One did not have to present identification to make such payments, and since the payment had been made, the city could not continue to hold them.

In an extremely unhappy mood, King and Abernathy were driven to Shiloh church by two detectives. King described the odd event to startled newsmen, and stated that “this is one time that I’m out of jail and I’m not happy to be out . . . I do not appreciate the subtle and conniving tactics used to get us out of jail.” If the involuntary release were an effort to get him out of Albany, King said, it was an effort that would fail. This time he would remain in Albany until city officials met the movement’s demands.

Speculation spread as to who had been behind the appearance of the “well-dressed Negro man.” Some thought it could well be conservative Albany blacks, eager to be rid of King and SCLC. Others wondered if it was a misguided effort by Daddy King, once again seeking to protect his son from the perils of movement leadership. Many more argued that Robert Kennedy and the Justice Department had engineered the release so as to avert demonstrations over King’s imprisonment. Some believed that made particular sense in light of the ongoing Georgia gubernatorial
race, in which the Kennedys were supporting moderate Carl Sanders. Any racial uproar would play into the hands of virulent segregationist Marvin Griffin.

Such theories amused the few people in Albany who actually knew what had happened. While reporter after reporter pressed Pritchett for a more detailed description of the supposed “well-dressed Negro,” Asa Kelley and his closest confidants—law partners J. W. “Taxi” Smith and B. C. Gardner, and department store owner Joe Rosenberg—knew that the man never existed. When pressed hard, Chief Pritchett admitted that he had not seen the supposed visitor. In truth, Pritchett knew full well that Asa Kelley had ordered King’s release. Kelley had no desire for a new round of mass demonstrations, which would put Albany back in the nation’s headlines. Keeping Martin Luther King in jail for a month and a half would bring every civil rights leader in the country to Albany, and that was the last thing that the city’s mayor and his strongest supporters in the business community wanted to see. If tossing King and Abernathy out of jail would avoid that, it was his duty to do it. The hard-liners would scream that Kelley was soft on those dangerous agitators if the release was done openly, but this way all they could do was grous about their suspicions in private. The plan had worked well, and no one leaked the truth to any reporters.30

Events took another sudden turn the afternoon of King’s release when he, Abernathy, Anderson, and C. B. King returned to Chief Pritchett’s office for a renewed discussion of the movement’s demands. Pritchett told them that the city would desegregate the two stations and the city buses, whenever service resumed, and would refund all cash bonds. The movement representatives appeared willing to compromise on a timetable for the creation of a biracial committee, and Pritchett sounded more flexible about dropping the hundreds of arrest charges without bringing the protesters to trial. When the meeting adjourned, King was optimistic. “Definite progress” had been made, he said, and the negotiations would resume on Friday. At that night’s mass meeting, King told the crowd that “victory is ours.”

King and his three movement colleagues met for ninety minutes with Pritchett and city manager Stephen Roos on Friday afternoon. Pritchett was less flexible than he had seemed the day before, and no progress was made. That evening the city commission met, and the hard-line majority reiterated that there would be no biracial committee and no dismissal of the arrest charges. King’s tone at that night’s rally also was more restrained. He repeated his pledge to remain in Albany until the city capitulated. On Saturday morning, Chief Pritchett phoned Anderson to report that the commission would not dismiss the charges.

On Sunday afternoon the movement leadership met to discuss Pritchett’s response. A consensus quickly emerged that the movement was getting nowhere negotiating with the commission through Pritchett. Their experience on Thursday and Friday, when a resolution of the charges had
seemed possible, led them to wonder whether Pritchett was a sufficiently forthright intermediary. Martin King had agreed before his Saturday night departure to Atlanta that a demand for direct talks with the commissioners was a desirable next step. The gathering adopted a “position paper” or “manifesto,” drafted earlier by Wyatt Walker, that requested face-to-face discussions with the commission. The document was issued to the press Sunday evening, and in Atlanta King told newsmen that the civil rights forces would resume demonstrations if the city did not respond favorably to the request within a week. Further negotiations through Pritchett were unacceptable, King stated. “He says one thing behind closed doors and another when he meets the press.”

A copy of the “Albany Manifesto” was delivered to city officials on Monday, just as King returned to town. The commission wasted no time in announcing that it would not accede to the request for a face-to-face meeting. We “will not deal with law violators,” they proclaimed. A mass meeting that evening drew a larger crowd than any since December.

The next day several groups of students tried to patronize the all-white city library, and word spread that movement attorneys were planning to file an omnibus federal court suit seeking the desegregation of all city facilities. Movement leaders sent a telegram to the commission repeating their request for a face-to-face meeting, and the city once more refused. Mayor Kelley announced that no further discussions involving King or Abernathy would take place, and King again addressed an enthusiastic evening rally. The Justice Department’s concern about the situation increased, and Albany’s six resident FBI agents were reinforced by an additional half-dozen.

Wednesday brought more sit-ins at lunch counters, public park facilities, and the bus terminal’s grill by teams of young demonstrators organized by SNCC’s Charles Jones and SCLC’s Wyatt Walker. Arrests were avoided, and King left town for Washington to speak at the National Press Club’s Thursday luncheon. Seven movement “testers” were arrested for a Thursday sit-in, and Mayor Kelley and city attorney Grady Rawls went secretly to Atlanta to consult with Georgia Governor Ernest Vandiver about the desirability of seeking a federal court injunction to block the mass marches that Kelley expected would resume within the next few days. On Thursday evening, movement President Anderson had the unprecedented opportunity to speak for thirty minutes on local television in response to a vitriolic attack on the black community that station owner and Herald editor James H. Gray had delivered two nights earlier. Anderson emphasized that the Albany Movement “did not begin through the instigation of any outside persons,” and was “a basically indigenous expression of aspirations of the Negroes of Albany.” He outlined the racial reforms the black community was seeking, and emphasized that “our great desire is to establish new bridges of honest communication.”

City manager Stephen Roos received written notification on Friday morning that the movement planned to conduct a Saturday march from
Shiloh church to City Hall for a one-hour prayer service. Only when the commission was summoned to consider this news did some members learn of Kelley and Rawls's unannounced trip, which had taken them from Atlanta to Columbus, where they met with Federal District Judge J. Robert Elliott at his home. The commission voted unanimously to “express its deep concern” about Kelley's failure to consult with them. When Martin King returned to Albany from Washington late Friday afternoon, he told reporters that he would take part in Saturday's march and was willing to be arrested again. That evening he spoke to an enthusiastic rally of 1,200 movement supporters, telling them of the rumor that the city might obtain an injunction against the movement. The city's refusal to negotiate, King said, indicated that the time had come for the movement to rely upon actions rather than words.32

Kelley and Rawls were successful in securing an injunction against the movement. Early Saturday morning, Judge Elliott issued a temporary restraining order against King, Abernathy, Anderson, and others active in the movement, barring any mass demonstrations in Albany and setting a hearing for July 30 to consider making the restraint permanent. King and his colleagues huddled in Albany while attorney Donald Hollowell flew from Atlanta to New Orleans to request that the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals immediately overturn Elliott's action. Gandhi Society attorney Clarence Jones and a fellow New York lawyer, William M. Kunstler, flew with Wyatt Walker to Albany and found an angry Martin King reluctantly admitting that he had no choice but to obey the order. King spoke by phone with the Justice Department's Burke Marshall, and asked angrily why a federal judge who was a recent Kennedy appointee was colluding with city officials to crush the Albany Movement. Marshall replied that the movement's lawyers must seek a reversal of Elliott's order by the appeals court, and that until such a decision was won, King would have to abide by the restraining order. King realized that the movement could not defy a federal court order after years of arguing that segregationists were obligated to obey federal judicial rulings that they often sought to avoid.

Federal marshals spent several hours trying to serve King with Elliott's order, but not until King, Abernathy, and Anderson voluntarily appeared at Pritchett's office were they officially presented with the court decree. The proposed march was scrapped, but an alternative plan evolved in discussions with the visiting lawyers. While those named in Elliott's order could be prosecuted for federal contempt if they marched, people not so named could be charged only with the standard city offense of parading without a permit. That night King, Coretta, and the others went to Shiloh church where a mass rally was under way, and watched from a back room as a local minister, not named in Elliott's order, called for volunteers to join him in a march downtown. Over one hundred persons joined the procession headed toward City Hall. "King was jubilant," attorney Kunstler later recalled. "'They can stop the leaders,' he exulted, 'but
they can't stop the people.'” The column moved toward downtown, and one block from City Hall Pritchett arrested all the participants. A smaller group followed soon after and was also arrested. King returned to Anderson’s home for the night, ending the long day by joining the other leaders in candlelight around the piano, singing songs of hope.

King was deeply troubled by Elliott’s order forcing him into a passive role, and he felt especially bitter toward Burke Marshall and Robert Kennedy, whom he unfairly held at fault for the court decree. He wondered out loud if the order had really been arranged simply to help gubernatorial candidate Carl Sanders by quelling the protests. He had several more heated phone discussions with Kennedy and Marshall on Sunday. Andrew Young later recalled that those conversations were the angriest he ever had seen King. Though King implied to Kennedy and Marshall that he might well violate Elliott’s order, at a Sunday afternoon press conference he announced that he felt compelled to abide by the decree even though he considered it “unjust and unconstitutional.” Burke Marshall felt the same way. In private, he told Robert Kennedy that “there is serious doubt whether the court had any jurisdiction and whether the restraining order is constitutional.”

Although King was willing to obey the injunction, the SNCC staff argued vociferously that the movement should defy the unjust decree. King’s passive acceptance of the situation, they contended, was just one more example of his excessive moderation and was dampening the enthusiasm the black community had generated over the preceding week. On Sunday evening, King and Wyatt Walker met with SNCC workers Charles Sherrod, Cordell Reagon, Charles Jones, and a new white arrival, Bill Hansen. The SNCC representatives complained that SCLC had supplanted the local black adults as the real decision-makers over the preceding ten days. King and Walker denied the allegation, and the three-hour session ended without any firm resolutions. The frank exchange of views had cleared the air, however, and in private the SNCC staffers admitted that SCLC was in control of the situation because Anderson and other local people were deferring to King.

Visiting attorneys Jones and Kunstler spent Sunday with C. B. King drafting a document to persuade Elliott or another federal judge to void the restraining order. Donald Hollowell had been unsuccessful in his effort to secure weekend action by the court of appeals, and early Monday morning the attorneys learned that Elliott was now traveling out of state. Kunstler and C. B. King drove to Macon in search of another federal jurist, William A. Bootle. He also was away and, when reached by phone, refused to act on their petition. Growing more anxious, the two attorneys called the Atlanta office of Chief Federal Appellate Court Judge Elbert P. Tuttle. He offered to see them immediately, and they drove to Atlanta and handed him the request. Graciously, Tuttle set a formal hearing on the motion to vacate for 10:00 A.M. the next morning, and notified Albany Mayor Kelley to have an attorney present.
Back in Albany, King and Anderson met privately with Police Chief Pritchett on Monday. They explained that the movement's primary goal was to obtain face-to-face negotiations with the city commission, and that if their request was granted, King would return to Atlanta. Pritchett replied that he doubted the commission would accept such a tradeoff, and the session ended.

Many of the demonstrators arrested in July remained in custody in small-town jails outside of Albany, and movement supporters regularly visited them to check on their well-being. Late Monday afternoon, Slater King's wife, Marion, drove south to Camilla to visit the Mitchell County jail. Two officers gave her a hostile reception. While her three small children looked on, Mrs. King, who was pregnant, was knocked to the ground and kicked by the policemen. Not badly injured, but fearful that the brutality had endangered her pregnancy, Mrs. King returned to Albany, where word of her experience spread. A furious Martin King called Burke Marshall to demand Justice Department action, and seven persons led by Rev. Vincent Harding, a visiting black clergyman who had been trying to mediate the crisis, staged a late-night prayer protest at City Hall and were arrested.34

In Atlanta the movement's attorneys spent most of Monday night in Donald Hollowell's office. In addition to preparing for the hearing, they drafted two complaints challenging Albany's segregated city facilities and its policy of arresting peaceful protesters. The two suits would open a new, legal front in the movement's assault on Albany. Some people wondered why civil rights forces had been so slow to file suit, but now the movement was finally taking the legal initiative. King flew to Atlanta for the hearing, where he sat in the front row as city attorney Rawls and state lawyer Freeman Leverett tried to convince Judge Tuttle that Albany was not enforcing segregation and that movement protests would be a threat to public safety. Tuttle found their contentions unpersuasive, and agreed with movement attorneys that Elliott's action had been improper. He dissolved the order, effective immediately. King was pleased that that obstacle to his involvement had been removed. Asked by reporters about Albany's claim that it was not enforcing segregation, King said, "I must admit I had to smile. . . . We were laboring under the impression they were."

While King headed back to Albany, movement leaders sent yet another message to city officials asking for face-to-face contact at that night's scheduled commission meeting. The city offered no written response, and the commissioners quietly canceled the planned session. King arrived in time to speak to the evening mass meetings at Mt. Zion and also across the street at Shiloh. Afterward, a group of forty marchers formed a procession and began walking downtown. A crowd of several hundred onlookers gathered to watch. At the corner of Jackson and Oglethorpe, the symbolic dividing line between black Albany and downtown, Pritchett's officers halted the marchers and began arresting them.
The black onlookers who had followed the column became angry and began throwing rocks and bottles at the policemen. One city officer was struck by a bottle, one state trooper by a rock. The disorder continued for some time before gradually dying out. National news reports the next day emphasized that black violence had followed Tuttle's voiding of Elliott's order. "Marchers Hurl Rocks at Police After Protest Ban is Voided," the *Atlanta Constitution* stated.

King was deeply upset by the disorder, and held a Wednesday morning press conference to explain to newsmen that the violence had come not from the marchers but from "onlookers who were not a part of our movement." The incident ran counter to all that the protesters desired, King explained, and a twenty-four-hour moratorium on all demonstrations, a "day of penance," would be instituted as a symbolic apology for what had happened. King told newsmen that henceforth the movement would follow a four-pronged program, with direct action, the new lawsuits, and the ongoing boycott being joined by a voter registration drive. Everyone realized that it was the combination of the boycott and the downtown protests that was exacting a toll on white Albany for the city government's continued intransigence. One white merchant admitted to Pritchett that "our business is at present suffering an approximate 50% decrease" because of the black boycott and white customers' avoidance of downtown. While movement leaders appreciated the effectiveness of this two-pronged effort, they also realized that no amount of economic pressure upon the merchants would be enough to make the hard-line commissioners compromise.35

Tuesday night's violence magnified a problem that movement leaders had been aware of since December. Police Chief Pritchett had become a special favorite of white reporters covering the protests. He combined a good ol' boy's friendliness with a sophistication that northern reporters found impressive for a Deep South lawman. In December, and again in July, several influential newspapers and news magazines carried glowing descriptions of Laurie Pritchett. The chief told reporters that he had studied Martin Luther King's nonviolence, and that he believed in nonviolent law enforcement. Civil rights workers would find no police brutality in Albany, he emphasized.

Pritchett's relationship with the newsmen served white Albany's interests in more ways than one. Local black leaders, and some whites, feared that their telephones were being tapped. Pritchett's information on their plans often was too good to have come simply from the pair of detectives who often parked near Dr. Anderson's home to keep track of King and other movement principals. SNCC's staffers wondered if someone in the post office was providing the chief with copies of their mail, but over time it became clear that neither the phone nor the mail was the principal source of leaks. The problem was human informants, some paid, some not, whom Pritchett had recruited within the black community. Initially he had purchased the services of a young black man, a stock clerk in a
liquor store, to keep an eye on Sherrod’s and Reagon’s efforts to organize the young people. By late spring, as a number of the older, more conservative black leaders became increasingly unhappy with both SNCC’s influence and Anderson’s attachment to SCLC, at least two of these men began sharing their thoughts and complaints with the personable police chief, whom they viewed as a moderate, even a liberal. Neither NAACP loyalist E. D. Hamilton nor movement Secretary Marion Page thought their conversations with Pritchett, or their frequent chats with the FBI, were traitorous to the black community. For Pritchett they were invaluable sources of information on the plans and internal conflicts of the black community. In Pritchett’s judgment, neither man wanted to lose his individual entrée with the white leadership. Page, he later said, “was talking both sides of the street. He’d talk to them and then he’d come to me.”

While Pritchett learned much from these contacts in the black community, he learned an equal if not greater amount from his friends the newsmen. The reporters would let him listen to their tape recordings of the black leaders’ statements at the mass meetings, or to recordings of interviews with movement figures. At the outset, many local activists had been quite willing to share their thoughts with newsmen, the crucial link to the wider world. Only in time did movement officers realize that many reporters were conveying information to Pritchett. The chief found the press extremely helpful, for while he had to pay his young movement informant, “the information I was getting from the media was free.” Every night, he said, “the tapes would come to me after the mass meetings.” Once the situation became clear to movement leaders, newsmen were barred from an increasing number of movement sessions.36

In the wake of Tuesday night’s disorder, press stories again portrayed Pritchett as the “white knight.” If the black community was as committed to peaceful protest as he was to professional law enforcement, Pritchett remarked to newsmen, what did King and his colleagues have to say about those “nonviolent rocks” that had been thrown at his officers? The movement leaders realized the image problem that Tuesday night’s events had created, and King took reporters along on a Wednesday afternoon walking tour of black hangouts while he preached the virtues of nonviolence and explained the need for he day of penance. “One thing about the movement is that it is nonviolent,” he told the habitués of one poolroom. “As you know, there was some violence last night. Nothing could hurt our movement more. It’s exactly what our opposition likes to see.”

At Wednesday night’s mass meeting King said that Thursday might witness renewed demonstrations, but things remained quiet as movement leaders tried once more to persuade city officials to open direct talks. They had no more success than before, and by Thursday evening King was so busy pondering the movement’s next step that Anderson took his place at that night’s rally. Anderson hinted that the movement might
issue a call for all civil rights supporters across the nation to make a mass pilgrimage to Albany.

Late Friday morning King phoned Asa Kelley with one more request for direct negotiations. The mayor said no, and shortly after 2:00 P.M., King, Abernathy, Anderson, Slater King, and a local black minister appeared outside City Hall. As reporters looked on and Wyatt Walker distributed a prepared statement, King told Laurie Pritchett that they had come to see the commissioners. Pritchett responded that the next meeting was not until August 7, and that the group would be under arrest if they did not depart within three minutes. They knelt in prayer, and after the allotted time passed, Pritchett arrested them. Several hours later, SNCC workers Charles Jones and Bill Hansen led a second group of protesters to City Hall, where they, too, were arrested.37

King and his colleagues had chosen a return to jail in the hope that it could mobilize another round of mass protests sufficient to force the hand of the recalcitrant city commissioners. That night’s mass meeting suggested that the tactic would fail. While reporters looked on, Andrew Young and Charles Sherrod were able to induce only fifteen of the five hundred people to volunteer for jail going. It was a depressing turn of events, indicative of a growing sentiment throughout black Albany that protests would not succeed and that without federal intervention no tangible concessions would be won.

In the city jail, King and Abernathy were placed in the same cell they had left involuntarily two weeks earlier. They held a brief worship service and sang some songs, and at about 9:00 P.M. Pritchett sent word that he wanted to see King. Suspicious, King refused to leave the cell and told the jailer the chief could come see him. Pritchett did, saying that it was no trap but that a highly agitated Lawrence Spivak, host of Meet the Press, insisted upon speaking with King by phone to find out whether his arrest meant that he would not be able to make his scheduled appearance on Sunday’s program. King took the call, told Spivak he would have to think about the problem, and then asked that Wyatt Walker and C. B. King come to the jail. When they arrived, they agreed that Martin King should not leave jail for the television appearance. Instead, it was suggested that Dr. Anderson appear in his place. On Saturday morning the Albany Movement president was released.

Both Walker and Coretta visited Martin King in jail on Saturday. Two small groups of picketers arrived at City Hall in midafternoon and were arrested. In a separate incident, C. B. King, visiting the county courthouse across the street from City Hall, was struck by a cane and badly bloodied by cantankerous Dougherty County Sheriff D. C. Campbell. Chief Pritchett criticized the attack as “regrettable,” and personally told Martin King what had happened. King summoned Walker and asked him to contact Justice Department officials about the brutality.

While King and Abernathy spent a quiet Sunday in jail, Dr. Anderson appeared on television. He explained that the movement sought “an op-
opportune to talk face to face with the City Commission concerning the issues." He expressed disappointment that "the Kennedy Administration has not done as much as it can do to alleviate this situation."

A Sunday afternoon mass meeting at Mt. Zion reinforced the fact that the common people of Albany, the necessary foot soldiers of the movement, had lost their stomach for jail going. No visible gains were resulting from their self-sacrifice. Wyatt Walker tried to recruit volunteers for another prayer demonstration downtown, but only three listeners stepped forward. In private, movement leaders realized that their ability to put pressure on white Albany was fast slipping from their hands.38

Monday morning marked the start of Judge Elliott’s hearing on the city's request for an injunction against all further protests. Even though Judge Tuttle had voided his earlier, temporary decree, Elliott made clear that he would give the city's petition his most respectful consideration and denied the movement attorneys' requests that the proceeding be dismissed. King was allowed to attend the hearing, held at the Albany federal building several blocks from the jail, but the testimony was uneventful. In New York, two ministerial allies of SCLC, Thomas Kilgore and George Lawrence, announced that a group of ministers would soon go to Washington to demand federal action in Albany. That evening, sixteen more praying protesters were arrested outside City Hall, despite an earlier movement promise to Pritchett that no demonstrations would disrupt his wedding anniversary night.

Elliott's hearing continued on Tuesday, with Pritchett on the stand most of the day. King told reporters that he would be happy to leave Albany if that would lead the city to negotiate with the movement. In Washington ten senators met with Burke Marshall to ask for Justice Department action in Albany. The following day President Kennedy, when asked about Albany at a press conference, said:

I find it wholly inexplicable why the city council of Albany will not sit down with the citizens of Albany, who may be Negroes, and attempt to secure them, in a peaceful way, their rights. The U.S. government is involved in sitting down at Geneva with the Soviet Union. I can't understand why the government of Albany ... cannot do the same for American citizens.

In private, the president pressed his brother and Marshall for federal action to solve the impasse. As Marshall later admitted, "He found it difficult to believe that there wasn't something the Department of Justice should do about Albany." Kennedy's criticism of the city's intransigence won quick praise from King and condemnation from Asa Kelley. King said he was "very grateful" that the president had spoken "so forthrightly," and wired Kennedy that he hoped "you will continue to use the great moral influence of your office to help this crucial situation." Mayor Kelley branded the presidential comment "inappropriate" because "this is
a purely local problem." We "will never negotiate with outside agitators," he said.

King and his movement colleagues recognized Kennedy's comment as their best opportunity yet to resolve a situation in which their followers were unwilling to make further personal sacrifices. In a public statement, King reiterated that "I have always indicated publicly and privately that I would go so far as to leave Albany temporarily as long as there were begun good faith negotiations." The movement followed up that assertion with a telegram to the city commissioners, asking for a face-to-face meeting and that "we earnestly desire reconciliation in the Albany community, not victory." Asa Kelley responded that there would be no negotiations until the "outsiders" left.39

Thursday night, seven civil rights representatives—Melvin Wulf of the American Civil Liberties Union, Richard Haley of CORE, Roy Wilkins and two NAACP colleagues, and William Kunstler and Walter Fauntroy representing SCLC—met in Washington with Robert Kennedy and Burke Marshall to discuss Albany. The movement representatives asked the Justice Department to join the two civil suits that movement lawyers had filed against the city. If the department doubted its authority to intervene legally, then the administration ought to take some symbolic action in support of the movement, something more than the president's statement. Marshall and Kennedy said that their immediate goal was to establish direct negotiations between local blacks and local whites. The movement representatives did not dissent when Kennedy indicated that King would have to leave Albany as part of any agreement to begin face-to-face talks. While King's departure would be desirable, everyone agreed that any decision to leave "must be his alone," as Wulf put it. If King departed and the commission refused to begin negotiations, then the Justice Department would be morally obligated to "take bold steps," the movement delegation said. Although no firm promises were made, both sides left the meeting with a shared understanding of how the Albany situation could be resolved.

Elliott's hearing recessed on Friday, and Martin King and Ralph Abernathy celebrated the anniversary of their first week back in jail. On Saturday, August 4, the city commission issued a public statement saying it stood ready to talk with "responsible, law-abiding" local blacks. As hard-line Commissioner C. B. "Bunny" Pritchett explained, that excluded anyone who had been arrested—in other words, anyone active in the Albany Movement. The hard-line whites realized that the black community was losing interest in protests, and visiting white reporters sensed no mood for compromise among influential whites. Those reporters continued to praise what one New York Times story termed "the remarkable restraint of Albany's segregationists and the deft handling by the police of racial protests," and they asked movement leaders whether the absence of mass protests reflected blacks' disinterest in continuing the struggle.

On Sunday Coretta brought the Kings' three children to visit their im-
prisoned father. This was the first time he had seen them in three weeks. King and Abernathy spent most of their time reading the newspaper or listening to the radio, although King also worked on his long-planned book of sermons. It was a relaxed setting, though one white reporter thought it incongruous that King was wearing blue silk pajamas in a stifling south Georgia jail.40

Elliott’s hearing resumed once more, and King spent Monday and Tuesday sitting in the hot courtroom. On Wednesday morning the Kennedy administration filed a “friend of the court” brief opposing the city’s effort to win an injunction against the movement. The federal brief also supported the two suits filed by the movement, noting that city ordinances mandated segregation in all phases of Albany life, and that the city had followed a policy of closing “all avenues of demonstrative protest, however few the persons involved or however restrained their conduct.”

Wednesday afternoon King took the stand as the final witness before Elliott recessed the hearing without setting a date for its resumption. King’s testimony was simply a narration of his involvement in the Albany protests, but after eleven enervating days in captivity even that proved to be too much. “I was so exhausted and sick,” he said later, that Dr. Anderson had to be called to administer medical treatment.

Although no contacts had been arranged between the city and the movement, Mayor Kelley continued his efforts to find some middle ground despite his anger at President Kennedy’s public slap. Kelley’s close friend and law partner J. W. “Taxi” Smith began private conversations with three blacks who were not active in the Albany Movement. It was hoped that this might lead to direct talks between blacks and the commission without King and SCLC leaving town, but on August 8 the hard-liners learned what had been developing. They denounced the mayor’s efforts, saying that no conversations had been authorized and that “we will never deal with law violators or outside agitators.” Kelley initially responded that no one had been representing the city, but the next day he spoke more frankly, saying that “the majority of the commission is absolutely wrong in condemning responsible business and religious leaders for discussing problems now facing this community.”41

Following the recess of Elliott’s hearing, local officials announced that King and Abernathy would be tried Friday morning for their July 27 arrest in front of City Hall. King took the stand during the brief proceeding and volunteered that he would be “happy to leave . . . if I stand in the way of any negotiations which would be held in good faith.” Judge A. N. Durden, Sr., rendered his decision with no delay, finding the defendants guilty but suspending their sixty-day sentences and $200 fines. King was free, and he admitted later that Durden’s decision “did not come as a complete surprise.” Friday night King spoke at three different mass meetings, announcing that he and Abernathy would be returning to Atlanta
for the weekend to attend to their church responsibilities. He hoped that their temporary absence would lead city officials to adopt a less insistent stand toward the black community. He promised to return on Monday if no progress was made.

Before King left for Atlanta, Dr. Anderson notified the city commission that statements made by Judge Durden and city attorney Grady Rawls during King's trial had been interpreted by the movement to mean that officials would no longer enforce segregation statutes. In exchange, Anderson said, the movement would cancel a mass march scheduled for Saturday. SNCC's Charles Jones announced that he and others would test various city facilities over the weekend to see if enforcement of segregation had actually been halted.

Asa Kelley responded to Anderson's message by telling reporters that nothing said in court represented any change in the city's position, and that King's weekend departure did not mean a settlement had been reached. On Saturday morning the full commission issued a statement expressing pleasure over King's leaving town and hope that "a new and responsible voice for the colored citizenry of Albany will be heard." They added that "all valid laws and ordinances of the city and state will be enforced," and that they remained ready to "hear any responsible law-abiding citizens at any Commission meeting." This pronouncement signaled to all that King's departure had not changed the views of the hard-liners. The city's stance was reiterated when Jones found that the city library and all park facilities had suddenly been closed so as to protect "public safety."42

King was "visibly angry" when he learned of those developments. He would return to Albany the next morning and "keep on marching until victory is completely ours." On Monday, King joined Dr. Anderson to announce that the movement would strengthen its boycott of white businesses. Anderson said that his daughter would apply to the all-white high school to begin school desegregation, and that a black candidate would run for a city commission seat in the November elections. King told a mass rally that a movement delegation would appear at the commission's Wednesday evening meeting. The delegation was led by Marion Page, who never had been arrested. Called upon by Kelley as "Marion," Page read a statement asking for clarification of all the issues pending since last December: the bus and train stations, the arrest bonds, the local buses, the right to picket, and the disposition of hundreds of arrest charges still pending. With nary a pause, the mayor responded that the commission could not act or comment because of the ongoing litigation. "Every area covered tonight now rests with the federal courts, where it should be." Rebuffed once again, movement representatives returned to Shiloh church for a mass meeting.

The next morning Dr. Anderson announced that there would be no more protests, and that the movement would turn its attention to voter
registration. Anderson said, "It seems tactically wise to let up on our mass demonstrations," because the movement realized it was "settling down for the long haul. And in the long haul you can’t be sending two hundred people to jail every day." The leadership had conceded that there was no way to change the city commission's stance, and that the movement would have to give up its hope of establishing direct negotiations with the city.43

King returned to Atlanta Thursday morning, as eight SCLC staff members gathered in Albany to aid the newly intensified voter registration effort. Fred Bennette and John Calhoun helped local leaders like Rev. Samuel Wells organize the black community for door-to-door canvassing, while Dorothy Cotton and a new staff member, Annell Ponder, began to set up citizenship training classes. Dr. Anderson, with SCLC's help, contacted Voter Education Project Director Wiley Branton and obtained $4,000 to support the Albany drive. Within two weeks time over five hundred new black voters were added to the city's rolls.

After a quiet week of rest in Atlanta, King returned to Albany on Monday, August 27. That same day, two groups of white northern ministers from New York and Chicago arrived in Albany. Encouraged by Dr. Anderson and other local leaders, the visitors hoped to serve as mediators and reach out to the white community. However, Albany's white ministers announced they would not speak with the outsiders. On Tuesday afternoon, seventy-five visiting preachers were arrested after conducting a prayer vigil at City Hall, and eleven of them chose to stay in jail. King used their arrest as an opportunity to call again for federal action, stressing blacks' disappointment with John Kennedy's failure to move more strongly on Albany. Later that week, he wired President Kennedy to ask that the administration mediate the conflict by inviting both city officials and movement representatives to Washington. King's telegram went unacknowledged, even though seven U.S. senators visited Burke Marshall to urge federal action. Marshall expressed no interest in taking any further steps; with tranquillity returning to Albany, the Kennedy administration did not want to intervene in a situation it had been trying to quiet since the preceding December.44

Many newsmen took the late August halt in Albany's demonstrations as a final sign that the movement had ended in failure. One national news magazine observed that "not a single racial barrier fell" and that Albany remained "just as segregated as ever." Some journalists attributed the segregationist success to Laurie Pritchett's sagacity. There had been virtually no violence committed against demonstrators during the entire nine months of protests, either by lawmen or white toughs. Taking into account the night of disruption in July, Pritchett and the proponents of segregation appeared more nonviolent than segregation's opponents. "In the movement," SCLC Field Secretary James Bevel told Newsweek, "you generally just set up a situation and wait for your adversary to make a mistake. But these are very shrewd people." Pritchett had enforced seg-
regation in every phase of Albany's life, and had won widespread praise in the national media for his success.

It was a painful irony to movement activists, who concluded accurately that the national public had taken little offense at Albany's establishment of what one observer termed "an efficient police state." So long as the Laurie Pritchetts of the South succeeded in maintaining segregation in a fashion that eschewed public violence and brutality, it seemed that the Kennedy brothers would be content to leave civil rights on the back burner.

Both King and Wyatt Walker blamed the Kennedys for the unsatisfactory developments in Albany. They believed that the absence of federal pressure on Albany's white officials accounted for the lack of city concessions. They thought that the Kennedys had been behind Judge Elliott's order, and that that moratorium had broken the momentum and diminished the black community's enthusiasm for continued protests. "We thought the Kennedy administration worked against us," Andrew Young remembered. It seemed that significant federal action would be forthcoming only when violent crises such as the Freedom Rides erupted. Pritchett's ability to keep Albany's opposition to racial justice nonviolent should not have made segregation any more palatable to the Kennedys or other Americans, but the administration and the nation's response to Albany had shown that peaceful segregation stirred little of the outrage that had greeted the racist assaults upon the Freedom Riders.

The SCLC leadership knew that Pritchett's professionalism and the Kennedys' preference for order over justice did not fully account for the Albany Movement's failure to win tangible gains. When King and his colleagues had arrived in town in mid-December, the movement seemed to have an enthusiasm, and perhaps a naiveté, that King had not seen since the Montgomery boycott. It was a spirit that had come through powerfully in the songs and fervor of those early mass meetings, but it had been dampened as people realized that the federal government would not aid them and that the movement was riven by petty organizational conflicts. The narrow-minded self-interestedness of the NAACP had most offended the local black leadership, but the open hostility of Charles Jones and Ella Baker of SNCC had equally irritated Wyatt Walker and Martin King. If the local black community had been unified, if SNCC had not tried to turn the local leaders against SCLC and Walker's supposed takeover, there would not have been the embarrassing "settlement" in December and a true victory might have been won. "There was a time," King later remembered, "that we had Albany really almost to the point of having to give in." That opportunity for a triumph had come and gone in December, and both Walker and Andrew Young had had private doubts about the wisdom of SCLC's July return to a city where the black community's divisions were still unresolved. Yet they had gone back, and the absence of federal action and the high personal costs had led the black community to conclude that their faith had been naïve,
that nothing would be gained by their own additional sacrifices. Unfortunately, King and his colleagues had been unable to convince them that they were wrong. The spirit had drained out of the movement.45

In explaining the failed effort, Wyatt Walker thought King had been too tolerant of the internal tensions and backbiting. He believed that if King had exercised his leadership more firmly, many of the tensions would have been eliminated. Other participants, such as Samuel Wells and Vincent Harding, thought that the entire effort had become too involved in questions of money and publicity, and in activating the Kennedy administration; the movement had forgotten that the real emphasis in nonviolent protest was upon changing the hearts and minds of one's oppressors, the white officialdom of Albany. Harding had invested much time in talking with hard-line whites for just this purpose, and felt that the movement's leadership had given insufficient attention to making private appeals to Albany's whites, appeals that might persuade them to admit the justice of the movement's goals. Though philosophically correct, practical experience in Albany had shown that belief to be wrong. Harding's efforts, and those of other intermediaries such as Frances Pauley of the Georgia Council on Human Relations, had had little impact. Reverend Wells was only one of those who was disappointed by white Albany's intransigent stance:

The white church, the white community, let us down. The white community was without a heart, without a conscience. My sole reason for demonstrating was to reach the better people—who hadn't thought about injustice before. I don't know what happened. We were depending on the white community. We had faith.

That one statement, "We had faith," summed up the beauty and the pain of Albany. It was a faith that white obstinacy and federal disinterest had proved naive and misplaced. Although the national press emphasized that there had been no tangible gains, local black leaders correctly argued that black Albany nonetheless had benefited from the experience. There was more self-confidence, more self-esteem, less fear of the white man's jail, and a more widespread commitment to eventual equality than had existed a year earlier. While the experience had been disappointing and depressing, it had also been a strong step forward.

For SCLC's leader the disappointments of Albany underscored the fact that they had had no prior intention of going there, that Martin King had been drawn into a situation not of his own making after both the contentious NAACP and hypercritical SNCC were already on the scene. "We got dragged into" it, Wyatt Walker groused later, and neither Martin King nor his SCLC colleagues had foreseen the consequences when King had headed south for that Friday night speech in December. Albany had been the first opportunity for Andrew Young to get to know King well. "At that time it was clear to me," Young later recalled, "that he was a
man thrust into a situation that he really didn't want to be in." In fact, as King knew then and as Young later realized, Albany in one respect was just like the Montgomery boycott, just like the Atlanta sit-ins, just like the Freedom Rides. It was not an involvement that Martin King had sought out, not a protest he had instigated or planned, not an event that he was eager to be involved in. As in those earlier instances, Albany had started out as a situation King knew in good conscience he could not avoid; it was his responsibility because of the role into which he had been cast and from which he had found no escape. For six and a half years, that responsibility had lain upon his shoulders, and there was no indication it would be lifted from him anytime soon. It was his to bear, and he had known ever since that Friday night in the kitchen in Montgomery that it could not be shirked.46

Back in Atlanta the first week of September, King told Benjamin Mays he could not teach the Morehouse philosophy seminar as he had done the previous year. His time-consuming involvement in Albany had left him well behind in raising funds for SCLC. He also had to put much more time than he had expected into the pastoral duties he shared with his father at Ebenezer. "I had hoped that my responsibility at the church would be limited to the preaching ministry," King said, but it had not turned out that way. In all his activities over the past year, King confessed, "I failed to do what I had hoped to do," and with the seminar in particular he had let too many of the responsibilities fall upon his partner, Sam Williams. "The demands on my time grow greater and greater," King wrote. "The job . . . takes unbelievable tolls on my time and physical strength. I can see no let-up in the coming year. In fact, I can see nothing but deeper and deeper involvement." Although he could foresee no escape from those responsibilities in the immediate future, his decision not to teach the seminar was no indication that teaching had proven unpleasant, King told Mays:

I hope that it will be possible for me to return to such a challenging responsibility sometime in the future. I certainly have my moments of intellectual nostalgia—moments when I long to leave the arena of endless activity, and spend creative moments in the world of ideas.

After that week in Atlanta, King plunged back into that "endless activity." There were two speeches and a Gandhi Society board meeting in New York, and then a trip back to south Georgia, where two black churches in rural counties near Albany had been torched by white arsonists. King wired John Kennedy to call for an all-out federal investigation, and told newsmen that the pace of the FBI's initial inquiries "has been all too slow." King was joined at a New York dinner by Governor Nelson Rockefeller, who privately had contributed $5,000 to SCLC in August and who pledged an additional gift of $10,000 toward rebuilding
the burned churches. In his dinner speech, King voiced his strongest pub-
lic criticism of John Kennedy to date. "No President can be great, or
even fit for office," King intoned, "if he attempts to accommodate to
injustice to maintain his political balance." Some wondered if King was
implying that Rockefeller's support of the movement meant that he now
would rank more highly in the eyes of civil rights leaders than his poten-
tial 1964 presidential opponent, an incumbent who had not kept his cam-
paign promises to black Americans. 47

By mid-September, preparations were under way for SCLC's annual
fall convention, scheduled to begin September 25 in Birmingham. Fred
Shuttlesworth had urged Birmingham as the site so that SCLC's presence
there might further prod the city's white merchants, who still were refus-
ing to desegregate their store facilities despite the ongoing black boycott.

Shuttlesworth spread the word that Birmingham would see demonstra-
tions during the SCLC convention if concessions were not made by the
merchants. Throughout the first three weeks of September the city's busi-
ness leadership, represented by real estate executive Sidney Smyer, spoke
with local black leaders, such as college president Lucius H. Pitts and
wealthy businessman A. G. Gaston, in an effort to avert mass protests.
Many moderate whites wanted to prevent demonstrations because of an
upcoming November plebiscite on replacing the existing three-member
city commission, dominated by Bull Connor, with a mayor-council form
of government that they hoped would be more temperate. Any protests,
they argued, would play into Connor's hands.

Pitts was eager to win desegregated facilities without demonstrations.
He skillfully recruited two other interested parties to his side: the liberal
white officials of the Alabama Council on Human Relations and its par-
et body, the Southern Regional Council, and the U.S. Justice Depart-
ment. Pitts met with Robert Kennedy and Burke Marshall in Washington
the second week of September, then consulted with his black leadership
colleagues and the Alabama Council. Accompanied by two liberal whites,
Pitts paid a Sunday call on Sidney Smyer to say that demonstrations could
be avoided only if the downtown stores removed their segregation signs
from rest rooms and water fountains before the SCLC convention began
ten days hence. Pitts also asked that whites commit themselves to biracial
discussions of further integration. Smyer thought Pitts's suggestions were
sensible; several days later a group of merchants met with the black leaders
and reluctantly agreed to paint over their segregation signs. In return,
Shuttlesworth made clear that SCLC's gathering would not be marked by
public protests.

King spent mid-September raising funds. His appearances at a series of
rallies in New York City produced substantial sums before he headed
south to Birmingham for the SCLC convention. Speaking to reporters the
first day, King said that SCLC would focus its efforts on Alabama in the
not-too-distant future. He commended the Kennedys for their support of
black applicant James Meredith in the growing crisis over his admission
to the University of Mississippi, and suggested that SCLC would seek out other black applicants for Alabama's segregated state universities.

Until the final day, the convention sessions were uneventful. Wyatt Walker explained that the past twelve months had given SCLC a more specific set of goals than the organization had had one year earlier. He identified the key turning point as the joint meeting of the staff and board in Atlanta in early January. Jack O'Dell reported that voter registration efforts had been more productive than ever before, and that the ongoing drive in Albany had added 1,200 new black voters in just six weeks time. Walker contended that Albany had been a positive experience for the organization, that "SCLC came of age in Albany." He pointed out the value of the four-pronged strategy—direct action, lawsuits, boycotts, and voter registration—that SCLC and the Albany Movement had adopted only at the end of July. He did not amplify King's cryptic comment about SCLC's future plans for Alabama, and the spate of resolutions adopted by the convention were limited to exhortations for stronger federal action.48

Late Friday morning, September 28, King addressed the convention's final session from the stage of the L. R. Hall Auditorium. During his remarks, a young white man who had been sitting in the sixth row rose suddenly and approached King. Without warning, the man punched King in the face. A shocked stillness came over the crowd, which watched in amazement as King stood his ground and accepted several blows. As one eyewitness described it, King made no move to strike back or turn away. Instead, he looked at his assailant and spoke calmly to him. Within seconds, several people pulled the attacker away. While others led the crowd in song, King and his colleagues spoke with the assailant at the rear of the stage. Then King returned to the podium to tell the audience that the man, Roy James, was a twenty-four-year-old member of the Nazi party from Arlington, Virginia. King said he would not press charges against him. Birmingham police arrived and insisted that the city would press charges even if King chose not to. Without delay, James was hustled before a local court judge, convicted of assault, and sentenced to thirty days in jail and a $25 fine. Birmingham's segregationist mayor, Art Hanes, visited the courtroom to tell James to his face never again to set foot in Birmingham. The entire incident, from assault to sentencing, took barely four hours. It left most onlookers stunned and impressed by King's lack of fear when confronted by direct physical violence.49

King spent the first ten days of October in Atlanta, trying to make progress on his book of sermons. Then he was back to that "endless activity," with speaking engagements at several colleges and an audience in New York with Algerian leader Ahmed Ben Bella. One week later he was in Montgomery for a meeting of SCLC's Alabama affiliates, telling one reporter that SCLC intended to launch a major assault on segregation in Alabama in six weeks time. It would begin, King said, with another People-to-People tour to gain new recruits for the "nonviolent
army," which would then tackle voter registration throughout the state and desegregation of public facilities in Alabama's major cities. Lunch counters would be an initial target. Though King did not mention it, Birmingham's white merchants had reinstated the segregation of their store facilities shortly after SCLC's convention. The owners told angry Birmingham black leaders that Public Safety Commissioner Connor had forced the reversal upon them, threatening harassment through building and fire code inspections if they refused to comply. The black leaders knew that the merchants had been far from enthusiastic about desegregation in the first place, and the boycott of the stores was renewed. Some white businessmen offered to finance a legal test case if the blacks would initiate a single arrest for use of a segregated rest room, but the black leadership spurned the offer, saying that the white merchants should take on Connor themselves. Although the white moderates triumphed in the early November plebiscite on changing Birmingham's form of government, the black boycott remained in effect and no progress was made toward desegregation.  

Late in October King addressed a large New York dinner sponsored by the National Maritime Union. The gathering generated $30,000 as a nest egg for the Gandhi Society, which had gotten off to a slow start in its first five months of existence. Three days after that dinner, serious controversy broke when several conservative newspapers ran almost identical front-page stories detailing the Communist party ties of SCLC staff member Jack O'Dell. The FBI-planted stories reported that the thirty-nine-year-old O'Dell not only had a public record of past association with the "CP," but in fact still served as "a concealed member" of the party's national committee. The Bureau hoped that this exposé would so embarrass King that the supposed Communist mole would be purged. Although the planted stories got several details wrong, such as an assertion that O'Dell was SCLC's "acting executive director," this smear definitely was embarrassing. After several days, King issued a statement saying that O'Dell had resigned from SCLC and claiming that his role had been much more tangential than the news reports indicated. "Ninety per cent" of O'Dell's work, King asserted, had involved responsibility for SCLC's mail appeals, which meant that he had "functioned purely as a technician." Although this announcement ended public discussion of the matter, movement insiders knew that not only was King's description of O'Dell's job far from the truth, but that the resignation was fictional. While King's statement carefully noted that SCLC had accepted the resignation, "pending further inquiry and clarification," those in the know, including the FBI, were aware that O'Dell remained with SCLC as head of its New York office. He was taken off the payroll briefly in order that King's statement would not prove to be a lie if the subject later reemerged. The FBI reasoned that King's deceptiveness in retaining O'Dell indicated that the civil rights
leader was insensitive to the dangers of Communist subversion, as well as dishonest.\textsuperscript{51}

At the same time, the Voter Education Project (VEP) began querying SCLC about its failure to submit adequate reports on its spending of VEP's grants. Jack Minnis of the VEP complained to Andrew Young that SCLC was not living up to its responsibilities. He had thought O'Dell was in charge, and then Young, but neither man had responded to requests for fuller documentation of SCLC's registration work in different areas of Georgia, Louisiana, Alabama, and Virginia. The few memos SCLC had submitted, Minnis warned Young, were "wholly inadequate," consisting of "vague generalities which convey little or no information about what is actually being done by SCLC field staff." "Unless we can get SCLC to understand that we require more than vague generalities," Minnis told VEP Director Wiley Branton, "I suggest we consider terminating or reducing their participation in VEP."

While SCLC was trying to remedy those problems, it was also launching a new project called "Operation Breadbasket." This program sought better employment opportunities for black workers at companies whose products were purchased by black consumers. If a company failed to hire black employees and treat them fairly, black consumers would take their business elsewhere. The original "selective patronage" idea had come from Philadelphia ministers Leon Sullivan, Alfred Dunston, and Joshua Licorish. In the fall of 1962, several Atlanta pastors active in SCLC's local affiliate suggested that the organization apply this principle to Atlanta businesses so as to win better jobs for their parishioners. Reverend Sullivan was invited to Atlanta to explain the program. He told the ministers how to select target firms, request statistics on black employment from them, and recommend specific improvements to the companies if their opportunities for blacks were inadequate. He also stressed that the ministers should ask their constituents to boycott the firm if those recommendations were not accepted. Sullivan told the pastors to have properly skilled applicants ready to take the jobs that were won. By early November, the Atlanta ministers, with Ralph Abernathy in the lead, had begun negotiations with two food-processing firms.\textsuperscript{52}

Throughout early November King tried to work as much as possible on his book of sermons. He set rigid work hours for himself and often spent his nights "across town," as he called it, rather than return home to the distractions and interruptions created by a wife and three young children. On November 16, he took time out to attend Yoki's seventh birthday party, then headed to south Georgia for the first time in two months to speak at a rally commemorating the first anniversary of the Albany Movement. Few contacts had taken place between city officials and local black leaders since August, and no steps toward desegregation had been taken. The movement's two suits languished in Judge Elliott's court, and a somewhat weakened boycott of the downtown stores remained in
effect. At the rally, SCLC's president exhorted the crowd to keep their spirits high and their commitment strong, and then flew off to a Sunday preaching engagement in New York.\textsuperscript{53}

In mid-November, King commended John Kennedy for finally issuing the long-promised executive order banning racial discrimination in federally assisted housing. King's praise was tempered, however, not only by the twenty-two-month delay in issuing the order, but also by the fact that its scope was narrower than many specialists had expected, especially in its lack of a clause providing for retroactive application. Blacks would have to seek aggressive enforcement of the order, King said, if its provisions were to have an effect upon housing discrimination.

King also made a special effort to attend a private forum convened by the American Negro Leadership Conference on Africa (ANLCA). Headed by labor activist Theodore "Ted" Brown, whom King had known for several years, the ANLCA's purpose was to establish closer ties between black African leaders and American civil rights proponents. King understood colonialism and economic imperialism's close links to racism and segregation. They all shared a "failure to respect the dignity and worth of all human personality." The parallel between the American South and black Africa could be carried further, King said, if one examined the role of the U.S. government. "The very same set of complex politico-economic forces are operative in both instances. There seems always the choice between political expediency and that which is morally compelling." The Kennedy administration had done no better when faced with "the choice between advantageous economic aid and military alliances, versus the establishment of racial and political justice," in South Africa than it had in dealing with Albany. The American black freedom struggle had much in common with Africa's\textsuperscript{54}

After another stint of work in Atlanta on his book of sermons, King began his Alabama People-to-People recruitment tour. The trip started on Wednesday, December 5, in Anniston, and took King to Gadsden, Talladega, Tuscaloosa, then to Montgomery for a rally celebrating the seventh anniversary of the boycott. The next day King and his colleagues drove to Selma and were almost attacked by white toughs, who were angry at the civil rights leader's presence in their thoroughly segregated little city. From Selma the SCLC delegation went on to Uniontown, then headed back to Montgomery, where King preached a Sunday morning sermon at Dexter Avenue church.

Sunday afternoon, King drove north to address the installation ceremony of Rev. John Thomas Porter, King's ministerial assistant at Dexter eight years earlier, at Birmingham's Sixth Avenue Baptist Church. King also needed to talk with Fred Shuttlesworth about the Alabama Christian Movement's desire for SCLC to help them protest the still-segregated facilities of Birmingham's downtown stores. Though the merchants gave no indication of a willingness to desegregate, white moderates and influential blacks argued that any protests should be delayed until after the
early March mayoral election, which had been mandated by the successful November plebiscite, and in which Bull Connor would be the segregationist candidate. Protests would work to Connor’s advantage, and King agreed that the subject of direct action would have to be discussed carefully in January.

A few days after King’s visit, bombers struck Birmingham’s Bethel Baptist Church, site of many of the Alabama Christian Movement’s mass rallies. King dispatched a telegram to John Kennedy calling for federal action and decrying “the Gestapo like methods” of Connor’s city police. Birmingham, he said, “is by far the worst big city in race relations in the United States.” Two days later, King joined Ted Brown and five other prominent black leaders—Randolph, Wilkins, James Farmer, Whitney Young of the National Urban League, and Dorothy Height of the National Council of Negro Women—for a White House meeting at which they presented the president with several resolutions about American-African relations adopted at the ANLCA meeting three weeks earlier. After that session, King met privately with Kennedy to discuss the Birmingham bombing and the need for a stronger administration stance on civil rights. Kennedy made no promises, and said that opposition in Congress would doom any legislative proposal on civil rights. Later King told a reporter that “we still have not had a strong voice from the White House dealing with the moral issues” in civil rights.55

While King’s thoughts turned increasingly toward Birmingham, SCLC’s daily affairs continued to press upon him. The Gandhi Society’s fund-raising prospects remained in limbo because of federal inaction on its application for tax-exempt status. SCLC’s fund-raising continued to depend heavily upon the direct-mail appeals overseen by Jack O’Dell in New York. Andrew Young assumed supervision of SCLC’s disjointed voter registration efforts, while Dorothy Cotton took charge of his previous responsibilities for the citizenship education program. One week before Christmas, Young assembled all the SCLC field secretaries in Atlanta in an effort to bring more order to their fragmented assignments. Each worker detailed the obstacles they had encountered, and Young reported to King that definite improvements had to be made in SCLC’s efforts in Louisiana, Georgia, and eastern Alabama.

King’s holiday schedule took him to North Carolina, Tennessee, and Oakland, California, where he told a New Year’s Day Emancipation rally that black people should come together in a national boycott of firms with discriminatory employment policies. On January 3, King returned to Atlanta to tell his SCLC colleagues that the time had come for them to focus on Birmingham. King proposed that SCLC’s inner circle gather at Dorchester in eastern Georgia for a two-day meeting beginning Thursday, January 10.56

The discussions in that group of twelve to fifteen people marked the first time that King, Walker, Abernathy, and Young had sat down to analyze the lessons of Albany. To King, such an analysis was imperative
before launching any effort in Birmingham, so that they could “see where mistakes were made” in Albany and “determine what could be done in Birmingham to offset them.” King's reflections and the two days of intensive conversations, he later explained, led him to conclude that two principal errors had been made in Albany. First, the Albany Movement

was centered on segregation in general, and no form of segregation in particular, and I think it would have been greater and would have been wiser, from a strategic and tactical point of view to say, “now we are going to attack segregated lunch counters,” or “we are going to attack segregated buses,” . . . in other words, center it on something . . .

I think the main tactical error was that the leadership did not center this marvelous revolt on some particular phase of segregation so that you could win a victory there and give the people the kind of psychological lift, a morale lift that they needed.

In the Dorchester discussions of Birmingham, King said, “one of the things we decided was that we would center this on . . . certain aspects of segregation and aspects and areas where we could win a victory.”

Second, King explained, in Albany the civil rights forces had not appreciated how little leverage they could exercise on the city commission, a weakness that the Dorchester talks traced to the minimal voting power of the black community prior to the August registration drive.

Albany would have had greater success if from the start the movement had targeted Albany's business leaders, rather than the city's elected officials. The boycott of downtown stores had been an effective but limited tactic, King decided, because the movement's direct action efforts had not been combined with the boycott so as to inflict a maximum penalty upon those business leaders. “All of our marches in Albany,” King related,

were marches to the city hall trying to make them negotiate, where if we had centered our protests at the stores, the businesses in the city, [we could have] made the merchants negotiate. . . . If you can pull them around, you pull the political power structure because really the political power structure listens to the economic power structure.

If the black community did possess substantial voting strength, King expounded, “you can center your conflict on the political power structure—you can march to the city hall. . . . When you don't have this, you ought to center it on the economic power structure—you've got to center in the area where you have power.” From what Shuttlesworth and others said about Birmingham, it was clear that in Birmingham also the civil rights forces should adopt an economic rather than political focus. “In Birmingham we knew in the beginning,” King later explained, “that Negroes did not have enough votes to move the political power structure, but we knew that Negroes had enough money, enough buying power to make the
difference between profit and loss in almost any business. So we decided to center it on the economic power structure.”

The key to Birmingham would be to select an initial goal that could be won from the economic leadership and that would give the black community a morale-boosting victory.

King, Walker, and the others at the Dorchester retreat knew there were several other important ways in which Birmingham would differ from Albany. First, Shuttlesworth’s affiliation with SCLC, and his unchallenged status as the principal leader of Birmingham’s only indigenous protest group, the Alabama Christian Movement for Human Rights (ACMHR), meant that SCLC’s efforts would not be hindered by destructive wrangling with other civil rights organizations and their local adherents. Shuttlesworth’s role should make for a unified local leadership, and neither SNCC nor the NAACP was as active in Birmingham as it had been in Albany. Shuttlesworth’s several hundred loyal supporters would supply a core, and the congregations of four young pastors new to the city and ready for direct action—Martin King’s brother A.D., John Thomas Porter, Nelson H. Smith, and John Cross—also could be counted on. With that base, Birmingham’s black community ought to give sustained support for ongoing protests.

King and Walker also believed that Birmingham’s reputation as a strongly segregationist city would give those protests, and any victories that were won, a southwide if not national symbolic value. In particular, both men knew that one of the greatest obstacles in Albany had been the sagacious way Laurie Pritchett had defended segregation and won national newsmen to his side. Southern racism was a brutal experience for blacks, but Albany had conveyed little of that brutality to either the nation or those in Washington whose lack of moral sensitivity had been expressed by their preference for order over justice. In Birmingham, however, the city’s defense of segregation—at least until the upcoming municipal election in March—would be led by Public Safety Commissioner Bull Connor, who was infamous for his hair-trigger temper and heavy-handed advocacy of segregation. Shuttlesworth knew Connor’s proclivities at close hand, and believed that Birmingham’s “Bull” would give southern segregation a more graphic portrayal than had Pritchett. To Shuttlesworth, Connor was “the symbol of brutality, police brutality in the South,” a man who could be counted on to show the entire country how the white South treated black people. “The idea of facing Bull Connor was the thing,” Shuttlesworth said later. “We knew that we would have at least the spotlight,” and that between Connor, a committed local black community, and SCLC’s experience with Pritchett, “we had at least something that we might make a confrontation which would bring the nation to its conscience to recognize the injustice.”

If Shuttlesworth knew Connor best at close range, no one appreciated Connor’s potential for aiding the movement more than Wyatt Walker. Looking back, Walker said, “We knew that when we came to Bir-
Birmingham that if Bull Connor was still in control, he would do something to benefit our movement. We didn’t want to march after Bull was gone.” But Birmingham’s potential reached beyond Connor himself, Walker knew. Describing it a few years later, Walker explained that SCLC “decided that Birmingham would be our target because we felt that after Albany we had to take on what represented the symbol of the inflexible South.” We “knew that there had been no real dramatization to the nation of what segregation was like and Birmingham would provide us with that kind of platform.” At Dorchester, he said, “we decided on Birmingham with the attitude that we may not win it, we may lose everything. But we knew that as Birmingham went, so would go the South. And we felt that if we could crack that city, then we could crack any city.”

King, Walker, and the others at Dorchester also knew that there was a third element, besides the local black community and the white opposition, which would be crucial to success in Birmingham: the Kennedy administration. As King put it, “The key to everything is federal commitment.” Two years earlier, the administration had responded to the heavily publicized violence that marked the Freedom Rides with federal intervention and a commitment to desegregate interstate travel facilities. In Albany, however, where there had been no photos of burning buses or beaten protesters, the Kennedys had shown no interest in bolstering the movement’s cause. Indeed, the administration had seemed more supportive of the city’s efforts to keep municipal peace and quiet than of the Albany Movement’s efforts to win desegregation and simple human recognition from elected officials. Everyone at the Dorchester retreat realized the importance of the Kennedys’ response to whatever developed in Birmingham. The Kennedy brothers, the Dorchester group concluded, would respond if their hand was forced by demonstrations that evoked the true character of southern segregation.

King believed that protests in Birmingham would lead to “the surfacing of tensions already present.” Those tensions and great underlying injustices were present in Birmingham and countless other places whether SCLC chose to act or not, and the existence of those injustices supplied a moral imperative to act, King argued. “To cure injustices,” he later explained, “you must expose them before the light of human conscience and the bar of public opinion, regardless of whatever tensions that exposure generates. Injustices to the Negro must be brought out into the open where they cannot be evaded.” The moral requirement, in short, was to “set out to precipitate a crisis situation that must open the door to negotiation,” and to use that crisis so that “the pressure of public opinion becomes an ally in your just cause,” King said later. If that could be done, those meeting at Dorchester agreed, the power of the federal government and the moral influence of the American presidency could be brought to the movement’s side in a way they never had before.

Although most of the two-day discussions were devoted to analyzing
Albany and devising a better strategy for Birmingham, their tenor was not dry or studious. The atmosphere in the small group was emotional, with a gravity appropriate to the importance of the decisions that were being made. Everyone realized there was no certainty that Birmingham would turn out better than Albany, and no guarantee that things would not be far worse.

“Perhaps the most dramatic moment in the planning meeting,” Stanley Levison later said,

was at the close, . . . when I thought it would be useful to point out that Bull Connor had an ugly history with the labor movement and had fought it for years to keep it out of Birmingham . . . and the use of forced brutality and all kinds of devices were employed to defeat what was then a powerful movement; that we were not as powerful as the labor movement had been in its organizing days; and consequently, we had to realize that we were facing a rough adversary . . .

Then, Levison remembered, King spoke up:

‘I want to make a point that I think everyone here should consider very carefully and decide if he wants to be with this campaign.’ He said, ‘There are something like eight people here assessing the type of enemy we’re going to face. I have to tell you that in my judgment, some of the people sitting here today will not come back alive from this campaign. And I want you to think about it.’

Andrew Young never forgot that moment. In later years, he thought that Martin King had no more eagerness to go to Birmingham than he had had to step forward in Montgomery, to join the Atlanta sit-ins, to participate in the Freedom Rides, or to be dragged into Albany. As in those earlier situations, the decision to go to Birmingham was thrust upon him, a responsibility King could not avoid. Perhaps this time SCLC was making its own plans, rather than simply responding to the initiatives of the students, CORE, or SNCC. But at Dorchester it was Fred Shuttlesworth, not Martin King, who emphasized that Birmingham was a challenge that SCLC had to confront. “He went to Birmingham,” Young said of King, “because Fred Shuttlesworth pleaded with him to do it,” and Martin King “knew, more than anybody else, that every time he made a commitment to something like this he was committing his life . . . He thought in everything he did it meant his death. He would never say it that way. He would always say it in terms of us. He would say for instance, ‘Now Andy, Bull Connor doesn’t play.’ He said,” with a touch of hyperbole, “‘They’ve had fifty bombings in the last year, and you might not come back. You better let me know what kind of eulogy you want.’ And even though he was talking about me, I knew he was talking about himself.”

On that somber note the discussions came to an end. Young drove Levison into Savannah to catch the train northward, and early Saturday
morning Martin King and his Atlanta colleagues flew back home. King’s mood was solemn as he thought about what lay ahead of him. It was, in many ways, just like the time when he had come to Savannah two years earlier, and had spoken to others what he really was saying to himself:

We must rise above our fears. . . . There is nothing to be afraid of if you believe and know that the cause for which you stand is right. You are ready to face anything and you face it with a humble smile on your face, because you know that all of the eternity stands with you and the angels stand beside you and you know that you are right.

No matter how dangerous Birmingham was, no matter how vicious Bull Connor was, Martin King knew that his God would stand beside him, would speak to him, and would watch over him, come what may.
The Dorchester discussions established that SCLC would make a major commitment to Birmingham, but set no precise timetable for the protests. On January 23, SCLC’s executive staff met to discuss Birmingham in detail. The city election was scheduled for March 5, and King knew that Birmingham’s black leaders wanted no protests before that time. SCLC settled on a target date of March 14. King said that jail going would be a necessary part of the campaign and that as many SCLC board members as possible should be recruited to join the effort. Wyatt Walker described how he would proceed with reconnoitering Birmingham’s segregated facilities, especially the lunch counters and other whites-only facilities in the downtown department stores that had reneged on their fall agreement with Shuttlesworth. King said that a larger session with Shuttlesworth and his Birmingham associates would be scheduled for early February.

In Birmingham word of the planned protest was very tightly held, although the principal black leaders and white liberals associated with the Alabama Council on Human Relations understood that something was in the offing. Few if any knew the target date King had selected. There was considerable concern that no protests be launched prior to the crucial mayoral election in which Connor would oppose two relative moderates, former Lieutenant Governor Albert Boutwell and the somewhat more liberal Tom King. The city’s business leadership rallied behind Boutwell as the strongest alternative to the dangerous Connor. They hoped that a Boutwell victory would lead to some agreement that would end the boycott, which continued to exact a high toll from the white stores.

To many Birmingham residents, black and white, expelling Connor from public office represented an opportunity to eliminate the segregationist violence that had long troubled Birmingham and stained its national reputation. In 1960 The New York Times had created a municipal furor by detailing how extremist white violence against anyone who spoke
up for desegregation had frightened virtually every white, and most blacks, into timid silence. By early 1963 the climate had changed little. One national magazine article, written by a native Birmingham white, labeled it “A City in Fear.” Years of unsolved bombings had led to one neighborhood of upper-class black homes being called “Dynamite Hill,” and jokes about “Bombingham” abounded. Well-informed observers decried the lack of moderate and courageous white leaders. Only a defeat of Connor would allow some official dialogue to begin between blacks and whites. Leaders of both races hoped that SCLC would not complicate their task.1

In late January, King spoke to a thousand members of the Chicago Sunday Evening Club gathered at Orchestra Hall. Just before he began, King saw in the audience the young Nazi who had assaulted him in Birmingham four months earlier. This time the fascist had five compatriots with him. King was disturbed, but proceeded with the speech, betraying no obvious nervousness. Later he admitted he had wondered if this would be the last speech he ever made. The address ended without incident, and King’s hosts escorted him to a reception line. King spied the Nazi and his friends approaching, and beckoned a nearby policeman to stop them. “You’re the one who attacked me,” King called out to the young assailant. With that statement and the policeman’s presence, the fascists left quietly and no incident occurred. King, however, found the encounter frightening; one witness said he appeared “quite upset” by the men’s presence. When King returned to Atlanta he related the experience to Coretta and several friends. His SCLC staff advised him to travel with an aide, but King objected to any suggestion that he should have an armed companion. That was an overreaction, he felt, and would not necessarily do any good. “Most of the time,” Coretta said, “Martin doesn’t think about the possibility of anything happening,” but King lived with the certainty that at some point something would happen, and that there was nothing he could do to avoid it. “He just always talked about the fact that he didn’t expect to have a long life,” Coretta said later. “Somehow he always felt that he would die early,” and he saw no need always to be on guard against the inevitable.

King’s fatalistic attitude did not sit well with his friends. Early in February he described the Chicago incident to labor activist Ted Brown over lunch in New York. Brown insisted that King should be receiving protection. King demurred, but several days later Brown called Burke Marshall, told him King’s story, and asked Marshall to see if Justice and the FBI could arrange for local police to give King protection during his travels. “You are more useful to the cause alive than dead,” Brown lectured King after his conversation with Marshall.2

While Walker concentrated on plans for Birmingham’s March 14 kickoff, Andrew Young, Ralph Abernathy, and Dorothy Cotton moved forward with other projects. The citizenship education program at Dorchester now had more applicants for teacher training than it could accom-
moderate. The Field Foundation had promised an additional $250,000 to support the project for at least two more years after mid-1963. In Atlanta the ministers of Operation Breadbasket had chosen the baking industry as their first target for black employment gains. By mid-February, they had won formal agreements with five different bakeries that provided for several dozen new jobs and more than forty promotions.

Friction persisted, however, between SCLC and the VEP staff, who remained dissatisfied with SCLC's voter registration reports. Jack Minnis and Wiley Branton had pressed Andrew Young for the proper documents throughout December and January without satisfaction. Consequently, VEP withheld payment of the scheduled second half of SCLC's grant. Early in February, Branton raised the issue with King, explaining that "the VEP staff considered SCLC as being in a state of suspension in so far as their right to receive the unpaid balance of their grant was concerned." King expressed surprise that such shortcomings had arisen, and promised to remedy the problem immediately.

In fact, Branton knew that SCLC's voter registration shortcomings went beyond a lack of reporting. As Minnis and others could document, SCLC had done nothing in many of its assigned areas. In five northern Louisiana parishes around Shreveport, there was no evidence of activity. The same was true in Tallahassee, Chattanooga, and five counties in northeastern North Carolina. Herbert Coulton's work in Virginia deserved praise, but in nineteen Georgia counties assigned it, "SCLC either has not tried to or has failed to stimulate local leadership," Minnis observed. Even in Montgomery, supposedly an SCLC stronghold, Young admitted that voter registration was "floundering in confusion." Surveying the entire SCLC situation in mid-February, Branton observed that "it appears that they simply have not been carrying on a registration program during this period consistent with the terms of the grant and the objectives of the project."

On Thursday, February 28, Leslie Dunbar of the Southern Regional Council and Branton met with King and his assistants to discuss SCLC's problem. King admitted that SCLC had not met its obligations. He promised that the organization would do better in the future, and explained that SCLC was hiring a new Louisiana field secretary, Major Johns, plus a full-time staffer in eastern North Carolina, Golden Frinks. Young promised that the organization would conform to the reporting requirements in the future. The meeting ended on an upbeat note, and Branton released the check for the second half of the grant.3

That evening two events distracted King and Walker from their discussions of Birmingham. First, there were news reports that the Kennedy administration had sent to Congress a modest voting rights message calling for legislation to authorize speedier trials of voting discrimination cases. King greeted the move with ambivalence, subsequently telling Stanley Levison that this half-hearted initiative was further evidence of the administration's "schizophrenic tendency" on civil rights. They acted
friendly, but they appointed segregationist judges like Elliott, and they had shown no desire to press for congressional action. “Kennedy has often said to me,” King told Stanley, that “there is no point in introducing strong civil rights legislation because you can't get it through.”

Hours later word came from Greenwood, Mississippi, that a car carrying two SNCC workers, Robert Moses and Jimmy Travis, plus YEP staffer Randolph T. Blackwell, had been shot up by white night riders. Travis had suffered serious wounds but was expected to recover. SNCC staffers immediately converged on Greenwood, and movement activists were again reminded that the possibility of being shot down was always present.

Two days before the mayoral election, King slipped into Birmingham to speak with several young ministers whom Wyatt Walker had contacted during trips back and forth from Atlanta. Walker had selected three downtown stores—Loveman's, Pizitz's, and Britt's—as primary targets for direct action. A group of federal buildings near the post office was a secondary target, and a suburban shopping center, Atlantic Mills, was a third possibility. Once the election was over, training of prospective demonstrators could begin. Tuesday night's election results, however, threw a sudden obstacle in SCLC's path. None of the three candidates won a majority, and a runoff between the two top finishers, Boutwell and Connor, would be held on April 2.

King and Walker wondered whether the protests should be postponed until after the runoff. Birmingham's black leaders advised them to wait, and King agreed. The local leaders breathed a sigh of relief. They worried that Connor might arrange a staged racial incident in advance of the runoff in order to stimulate segregationist voters. Shuttlesworth publicly announced that the ACMHR would undertake no demonstrations prior to the contest.4

While things remained on a back burner in Birmingham, King traveled north for a series of appearances to improve SCLC's finances before the protests got under way. In New York at the apartment of black entertainer Harry Belafonte, King described SCLC's Birmingham plans to a group of wealthy potential contributors, all of whom had been sworn to secrecy. He explained that when protests began, mass arrests would be all but certain, and that substantial monies for bail bonds would be needed. Many who were present pledged their help. Meanwhile, Fred Shuttlesworth pressed King for more detailed planning of the demonstrations and for more first-string targets beyond Walker's three department stores. “I am concerned that we have not clearly defined areas of action, points of emphasis, the degree of commitment, and the time and methods by which other groups will be allowed to participate,” Shuttlesworth complained. He also asked King to think about “a broader scope of activities than just lunch counters. My feeling is that we should cover the waterfront—including Parks implementation (golf, Kiddie-Land), Roving squads to ride Taxis, Buses, etc.; Picketing if necessary, Marches, and
even a Prayer meeting at City Hall.” King and Walker, who appreciated the lessons of Albany better than Shuttlesworth did, stuck to their narrower focus. They also paid little attention to Shuttlesworth’s understated warning that “some few Negroses are not for D. A. [direct action] at this time.” In King’s and Walker’s minds, Birmingham’s black community was ready for a concentrated protest campaign as soon as the mayoral election was past.5

Besides Birmingham, King was concerned with two other issues. First was the problem of Jack O’Dell’s and Stanley Levison’s alleged Communist affiliations and the firm warnings that continued to emanate from the Justice Department about them. Gandhi Society counsel Clarence Jones, upon whom King increasingly relied for assistance, pressed King several times in early 1963 to create a documentary record to explain O’Dell’s continued affiliation with SCLC should the matter again appear in the press. At King’s request, O’Dell prepared a private letter explaining his political past. O’Dell stated in the letter that while he had previously supported the Communist party program, “quite awhile before” joining SCLC, he had concluded that his prior belief that a “democratic reformation of the South . . . required a Communist movement in the South” was incorrect and “mistaken. . . . I no longer hold such a viewpoint, and neither do I have any Communist affiliation,” O’Dell told King. Satisfied with that statement, Jones advised King that O’Dell’s supposed “interim resignation” could be set aside, and that O’Dell could remain with SCLC because he “has no present communist affiliation whatsoever.”

Although little is known about precisely what Stanley Levison told King concerning his Communist ties, come mid-March, Levison and several of his New York friends decided that the time had come to break their final connection to the American Communist party. On March 19, Levison arranged to have lunch with a longtime acquaintance, Communist financial functionary Lem Harris, to tell Harris that he and his friends were through with the CP. In a memorandum reporting that conversation, secretly furnished to the FBI by its two invaluable double agents in the Communist hierarchy, Jack and Morris Childs, Harris stated that “a whole group, formerly closely aligned to us, and over many years most generous and constant in their support, are now disenchanted.” “The group had been continuing support out of habit and sentiment alone,” but now they had decided that “the CP is ‘irrelevant’ and ineffective,” and that they would give no further support to it. Levison, the FBI’s wiretaps indicated, was pleased with the firm position he articulated to his unhappy old friend. “I was tough, and I think I established my firm view, firm position,” Stanley told his twin brother, Roy Bennett, the next day. Though his ties to the party were now in the past, such evidence of his final disengagement did not persuade FBI officials, who continued to suspect that Stanley Levison might be a Soviet agent exerting substantial influence on the civil rights movement through his close friendship with Martin King.6
O’Dell and Levison aside, King also was nervous about his family life. He was spending nearly half his time away from home, and he was pain­fully aware that Coretta resented both his absence and his belief that it was his wife’s job to remain home and take care of the family while he sacrificed his life to a cause many times more important than any one man’s or one family’s personal life. He tried to spend important holidays and the children’s birthdays at home, but sometimes it was impossible. Even when he did get home, he was often exhausted from the unending stream of demands made of him. “Sometimes he would come home and say,” Coretta recalled, “‘You know, I have at least twenty phone calls to make and most of them are long distance calls and they’re from impor­tant people and I just can’t get to them.’” And if he was not on the phone making calls, it was rare for more than a few moments to pass without an incoming call for him. “There was just no way for him to meet all of the demands,” Coretta explained. “I tried to carry on the family as best I could and not bother him about many of the problems,” but that lack of sharing resulted in tensions and resentments. Yolanda King, look­ing back on her childhood, remembered “a household where my mother basically called the shots because Daddy was away so often. She was running the house, she made all the decisions,” because “he was not there to actively participate in those.” By mid-March of 1963, Coretta was expecting their fourth child, and King was worried that Birming­ham and other obligations might interfere with his being there for the birth. As it happened, King arrived back in Atlanta one day before Coretta gave birth to their second daughter, whom they christened Bernice Al­bertine.7

On April 2, Birmingham’s voters went to the polls and gave Albert Boutwell a decisive eight thousand-vote victory over Bull Connor. Walker and Shuttlesworth made final plans for launching the first depart­ment store sit-ins the next morning, and King, busy in Atlanta with meet­ings about SCLC’s voter registration troubles, planned to fly in the next afternoon. While Wednesday’s Birmingham News celebrated Boutwell’s win with a huge headline proclaiming NEW DAY DAWNS FOR BIRMINGHAM, two dozen protesters, many of them students from Miles Col­lege, initiated lunch-counter sit-ins at four stores. Bull Connor, still the public safety commissioner, announced that the demonstrators would be arrested only upon complaints by store managers, and by the end of the afternoon, over twenty had been taken into custody. That evening King and Ralph Abernathy joined Shuttlesworth at a mass meeting, where they told the crowd that it was the merchants’ failure to keep their fall promises that necessitated protests now. “If you create enough tension you attract attention to your cause” and “get to the conscience of the white man,” King explained. About seventy-five members of the au­dience volunteered to join future demonstrations. The volunteers then went into a back room with Walker, A.D. King, and James Lawson for training in nonviolence. The next morning another group of demonstra-
tors descended on the downtown stores, and a handful were arrested. Puzzled reporters wondered why the protests were getting off to such a quiet start.

King asserted at a press conference that the small scale of activity had been planned. He denied rumors that the lack of larger demonstrations was because few Birmingham blacks wanted to join a jail-going protest. The key element in the movement's effort, he said, was a tight boycott of the white downtown stores, whose traditionally strong sales during the Easter season depended in good part upon black consumers. "The Negro has enough buying power in Birmingham," King stated,

to make the difference between profit and loss in a business. This was not true in Albany . . . I think this is a real advantage and I think we must use this buying power to its most constructive ends in terms of withdrawing our economic support from businesses that will not respect our persons.

The boycott would be an inducement to Birmingham to grant the movement's six specific goals: desegregation of the store facilities; adoption of fair hiring practices by those stores; dismissal of all charges from previous protests; equal employment opportunities for blacks with the city government; reopening on a desegregated basis of Birmingham's closed municipal recreation facilities; and establishment of a biracial committee to pursue further desegregation. Although those goals received little coverage in news accounts of the campaign's debut, King emphasized the importance of the boycott at that evening's mass rally. Fifty more volunteers came forward, and ten were arrested during sit-ins the next morning. King stressed the boycott again at Friday's mass meeting, and thirty people agreed to join Shuttlesworth in a Saturday morning march to City Hall. To no one's surprise, the small band was arrested after moving only a few blocks.

By that time it was clear to King that he had made several miscalculations about Birmingham. Despite public statements to the contrary, SCLC was finding it difficult to recruit the large number of potential demonstrators it had anticipated. The problem was rooted in Fred Shuttlesworth's controversial stature among Birmingham blacks, and the reluctance of many black citizens to help launch protests in the immediate wake of Boutwell's victory over Connor.

King had long known that many people found Shuttlesworth excessively autocratic. Some cited his often-expressed conviction that his civil rights activism was a mission given to him directly by God. As one sympathetic friend described him then, "Shuttlesworth sees himself as taking orders only from God who speaks to him and through him." Hence, he was "difficult for more sophisticated people to appreciate." Among Birmingham's black leaders, respect for Shuttlesworth's courage was universal, but respect for his judgment and emotional stability was not.
Although many tolerated his fanaticism, influential men like Pitts, Gaston, and ministerial conference President Rev. J. L. Ware were not willing to put up with Shuttlesworth’s insistence that he alone was the leader of black Birmingham. As King’s friend John Thomas Porter learned upon his arrival, Birmingham’s civil rights movement, the ACMHR, “was a one man show. It was Fred all the way. He made decisions . . . he was just a dictator. That was his style.” It was a style that grated on almost everyone in Birmingham’s black middle class, people who never criticized Shuttlesworth publicly but kept their distance from ACMHR. His several hundred regular followers were individuals from less advantaged backgrounds who looked up to him as an exemplar of the fiery black southern preacher. Other ministers and most of the black professionals agreed that Shuttlesworth simply “could not work with people,” as John Porter put it. “He told me once, ‘Porter, this is my movement. You get in line or get out.’” It was an experience that many others had had, and it meant that Birmingham’s black leaders had no enthusiasm for joining in an SCLC campaign that would put Fred Shuttlesworth forward as the black community’s spokesman.9

Black antipathy toward Shuttlesworth was not the only problem King had failed to anticipate. Even more pressing was the feeling among several important constituencies—the black ministers, some of the professional people, the most sympathetic local whites, and the Kennedy administration—that Boutwell’s victory was a compelling reason to delay the protests. These groups shared the hope that once a moderate administration took office, both the merchants and the city government would grant some of the movement’s requests without demonstrations being necessary. A further consideration was that Birmingham momentarily was in the odd situation of having two competing city governments. Connor and his two fellow commissioners vowed that they would not surrender control until the terms to which they had been elected prior to the change of government plebiscite expired several years hence. It would take at least a month for the Alabama Supreme Court to resolve that claim, and until a decision was rendered, lame-duck Connor would remain in day-to-day control of the police.

While local blacks made that case to King in private, some ostensibly moderate Alabama whites were less circumspect. Father Albert S. Foley, chairman of the U.S. Civil Rights Commission’s Alabama advisory committee, publicly criticized King’s entry into Birmingham, asserting that voluntary desegregation of downtown facilities would have taken place shortly if blacks had been willing to wait. Birmingham News publisher Vincent Townsend phoned Burke Marshall to ask that federal officials intercede with King and request a postponement. Marshall reluctantly made the call, repeating to King the argument that Boutwell’s election eliminated the need for protests. To Marshall, and to others who voiced similar contentions, King replied that he failed to see what there was to welcome about the polite advocacy of continued segregation that Bout-
well had offered during his campaign. "We feel Mr. Boutwell will never desegregate Birmingham voluntarily," King said at his Thursday news conference, and Boutwell’s victory “does not appear to materially affect the life of the Negro.”

Vowing to remedy what he admitted was the “tremendous resistance” of many local black leaders to mass demonstrations, King made personal pleas to influential figures. He also organized two important meetings for Monday and Tuesday, April 8 and 9, the first with more than one hundred of the city's black pastors and the second with a number of black business and professional leaders. In the meantime, the nightly mass rallies and SCLC’s efforts to recruit additional demonstrators continued. King appeared at Saturday evening’s mass meeting dressed in a pair of overalls, announced another march for Sunday, and vowed that he would be going to jail in the near future. The next day his brother A.D., led a small march, and for the first time, Bull Connor displayed one of the weapons that Walker had been hoping for: a squad of snarling police dogs. A large crowd gathered as police arrested the two dozen marchers. One black bystander lunged at a dog with a large knife. As The New York Times described it, “The dog immediately attacked and there was a rush of other Negroes toward the spot where the dog had pinned the man to the ground. Policemen with two more dogs and other policemen who were congregated in the area quickly rushed against the crowd, swinging clubs.” The black onlookers dispersed, but the crowd's presence and the officers' use of the dogs and clubs had given Walker the sort of incident he had been looking for. Just a day or two earlier, King had said to him, “Wyatt, you've got to find some way to make Bull Connor tip his hand” and show the movement and the press the kind of brutal tactics local blacks knew he was capable of. Although Walker had taken to calling the Birmingham campaign “Project C,” for “confrontation,” he had told King, “I haven’t found the key yet, but I’m going to.” Now, the chance gathering of that late-afternoon crowd, and one man’s unrestrainable anger toward the police dogs, had suddenly given the movement the national coverage King and Walker had been seeking. Walker thought that their problems in recruiting demonstrators were solved, that crowds of black bystanders could give the protests the “mass” quality that staff recruiters had not yet been able to produce. He reached King by phone, and informed him excitedly, “I've got it. I've got it.” From now on, if demonstrations took place when the black populace was present and ready to look on, press reports would portray mass community support for the protests even if no more than a few dozen marchers had been recruited. SNCC's James Forman encountered Walker and Dorothy Cotton at the SCLC headquarters, the Gaston Motel, soon after Walker made that realization, and was appalled at their joy over the day's events. They “were jumping up and down, elated,” Forman later wrote. “They said over and over again, ‘We've got a movement. We've got a movement. We had some police brutality. They brought out the dogs. We've
got a movement.'” To Forman, this celebration “was a disgusting mo­
ment . . . for it seemed very cold, cruel and calculating to be happy about
police brutality coming down on innocent people, bystanders, no matter
what purpose it served.” Walker's enthusiasm was soon tempered, how­
ever, when he realized that these “helpful” events were dependent upon
the movement having at least some protesters, a problem made no less
pressing by Sunday's violent clash.11

King took a major step toward surmounting that obstacle with a per­
suasive appearance before the large group of black ministers on Monday.
He apologized for not having consulted with them earlier about the pro­
tests, but explained that the need for secrecy had been paramount. He
argued that the time for protests had come, and that the black community
should not allow internal disunity to halt the movement. He repeated
those contentions the next day to the gathering of black professionals,
who also responded positively. The crowds at both the Monday and Tues­
day night mass meetings were larger and more enthusiastic. Late Tues­
day, following the arrest of another small group of protesters, word
spread that Reverend Ware's Baptist Ministers' Conference had voted
unanimously to support the protests and that wealthy businessman A. G.
Gaston also was ready to declare his support.

King's ability to bring the black leadership to his side, and his declara­
tions at the evening rallies that he intended to get arrested, led the white
business community to launch one more effort to forestall large-scale pro­
tests. Sidney Smyer, the key white negotiator, arranged to meet secretly
with Shuttlesworth, who had been released from jail the day before. Be­
lieving he was in a position of strength, Shuttlesworth told Smyer that
whites would have to grant all of the movement's requests, plus commit
themselves to prompt school desegrega­tion, in order to avoid mass dem­
onstrations. Smyer demurred and emphasized that the merchants could
not speak for Boutwell or the city. Given the governmental confusion,
there was no way that any official negotiations could be undertaken, he
explained.12

Although the Wednesday issue of Birmingham's black newspaper, the
World, decried direct action as "both wasteful and worthless," that edito­
rial evaluation was outweighed by Gaston's declaration of support. King
told the Wednesday night mass meeting that on Friday, “Ralph Aberna­
thy and I will make our move. I can't think of a better day than Good
Friday for a move for freedom,” and a move toward jail. At virtually the
same moment, two city attorneys asked State Circuit Court Judge Wil­
liam A. Jenkins, Jr., to issue a temporary injunction against King and
other movement leaders barring all marches or other protests. Jenkins
signed the request at 9:00 p.m., and four hours later the court order was
served on King, Abernathy, and Shuttlesworth.

King was not surprised by the court order. In private, King had often
lamented how Elliott's order had defused Albany's summer protests, and
he vowed that it would not happen again. If a state court injunction were
issued in Birmingham, he would defy it, and even another federal order would not halt the movement. The only question was whether King himself should march in defiance of the court’s ban, or whether others should lead the protests. King wanted to march, so after a brief night’s sleep he told a Thursday press conference that he and Abernathy would lead a Good Friday procession to City Hall in defiance of Jenkins’s injunction. Seventeen more sit-in protesters were arrested during the day, bringing the total for the campaign to 160. In a chance encounter with Shuttlesworth, Public Safety Commissioner Connor remarked that the city would work him “real hard” if he gave them the opportunity. Shuttlesworth responded that he would wear his overalls to save Birmingham the cost of a set of jail work clothes.

At Thursday night’s mass meeting Daddy King exhorted the crowd to put their bodies on the line for the movement. Miles College’s sole white professor, Robert Brank Fulton, told the audience he would be marching with King on Friday, and Abernathy said that the time for jail had come. He joked about how the “doohickey,” the small electronic transmitter that state agents had placed in the pulpit, would not help Bull Connor much, and the crowd responded with an enthusiasm that had marked few if any of the previous rallies. New volunteers stepped forward, among them a large young man who had graduated from Parker High School, James Orange, who now would help recruit others.13

King did not speak at the Thursday rally. He remained closeted at the Gaston Motel, where word had reached him that the movement’s bailbond funds were all but depleted. If those accounts were not replenished, there would be no way to reassure prospective demonstrators that they would not have to spend weeks or perhaps months in jail. Even of those who were willing to undergo arrest, few could afford lengthy imprisonment. King spoke with Clarence Jones and Harry Belafonte in New York, but there was no guarantee that the money could be raised overnight. It might be necessary for King to return north in order to generate those funds, and if so, he had better not get arrested for violating Jenkins’s order. King pondered his options throughout Thursday night, then asked the SCLC staff and the local leaders to meet with him the next morning to discuss the situation. At 8:30 A.M. Friday, some two dozen people gathered in King’s room. King sat at the head of the bed and outlined the problem to his colleagues. There were protesters in jail who had been promised they would be bailed out in less than a week, and for whom there were no monies to secure their release. Anyone else arrested would be in a similar fix. King felt he had a responsibility to keep the promises the movement had made to these people. However, there were other considerations. He had been telling everyone for a week now that he would be arrested. The campaign had not caught fire, and King hoped that his arrest would inspire black citizens who had not yet made a commitment to the movement. Then King sat back to listen to his colleagues’ opinions. As the discussion progressed, a consensus emerged: No matter
whether King got arrested or stayed out, the movement was in trouble. If he backed off, it would look like Albany. Any judge willing to sign an order could stop King in his tracks and immobilize the campaign. Perhaps that would allow him to raise the funds, but there might not be a Birmingham movement left in which to use them if the protests came to an end because of Jenkins. Alternatively, if King did submit to arrest, there was no guaranteeing when he would be released, and he would be cut off from contact with movement colleagues. Either way, his choice might result in disaster. He was uncertain what to do, and later remarked that “a sense of doom began to pervade the room.”

Deeply troubled, King told his colleagues he would pray over the decision alone in another room. He left, and the others waited for his return. Thirty minutes later, King reappeared wearing a new pair of blue-denim overalls. The group quieted, and King spoke with firmness. “The path is clear to me. I’ve got to march. I’ve got so many people depending on me. I’ve got to march.” The injunction would have to be disobeyed. “If we obey it, then we are out of business.” As some remembered it, Daddy King was one of the first to speak up. “Son, I’ve never interfered with any of your civil rights activities, but I think at this time my advice would be to you to not violate the injunction.” King let his father finish, then said no, there were other things more important than the injunction. With a downcast look, Dad acquiesced.

It was well past noon, and King and Abernathy hurried to Sixth Avenue Zion Hill Baptist Church, where the march would begin. Only fifty movement supporters stood ready to join the Good Friday pilgrimage. The group set out for City Hall in a double-file column, the two SCLC leaders at the front. They moved at a moderate pace, with curious onlookers bringing up the rear and Wyatt Walker striding alongside, camera in hand, ready to photograph whatever transpired. Four and a half blocks from their starting point they met a squad of Connor’s officers ready to block their advance. A paddy wagon pulled up, the marchers were placed under arrest, and within moments they were on their way to the downtown city jail. Photos showing an apprehensive-looking King, clad in his blue overalls and being led to the wagon, were flashed around the world.

At that evening’s mass meeting, Wyatt Walker called for student supporters to rally on Saturday morning and for volunteers to “test” segregated white churches on Sunday. Earlier that day, he noted, just hours before King’s arrest, some of Birmingham’s most liberal white churchmen had condemned the protests as “unwise and untimely” and had urged “our own Negro community to withdraw support from these demonstrations.” They had lashed out at “outsiders,” and had asserted that black demands “should be pressed in the courts and in negotiations among local leaders, and not in the street.” The ministers failed to mention that almost every white church in Birmingham refused to admit black wor-
shipers, and also omitted any reference to the undependable track record of white negotiators over the past year. It was hard to believe that the white churchmen were being anything other than disingenuous by publicly reprimanding the black leadership for Birmingham's lack of biracial negotiations.

At the city jail, King was placed in solitary confinement, cut off from contact even with Abernathy. He expected some word from the movement's lawyers, but the long night passed without news from anyone on the outside. Jail going had always been extremely difficult for King, even when Abernathy accompanied him, but the loneliness of solitary confinement and absence of outside contact made it considerably more painful. King said later that first night in the Birmingham jail represented some of "the longest, most frustrating and bewildering hours I have lived . . . I was besieged with worry."15

Unbeknownst to King, movement attorney Norman Amaker tried to see him at the jail Friday evening. The jailers told Amaker he could meet with King only with guards present. Amaker had protested this denial of a private conversation and refused to accept a monitored one. At about 11:00 P.M., Amaker told Wyatt Walker what had transpired, and Walker was infuriated. Near midnight, Walker called Burke Marshall at home to ask for federal help. Marshall promised to make inquiries, and later in the morning Walker sent a telegram to President Kennedy: WE ASK THAT YOU USE THE INFLUENCE OF YOUR HIGH OFFICE TO PERSUADE THE CITY OFFICIALS OF BIRMINGHAM TO AFFORD AT LEAST A MODICUM OF HUMAN TREATMENT TO King and Abernathy. John Kennedy had heard news reports of King's imprisonment and called Marshall to inquire about the Birmingham situation. Marshall explained to the president, as he had to reporters, that no grounds existed for federal action. By late Saturday afternoon, movement attorneys made contact with King, but questions of further access and of King's opportunity to speak by phone with people on the outside remained unresolved. Wyatt Walker knew a good issue when it was placed in his lap, so on Sunday morning he told a concerned Coretta King that they should take additional steps to draw attention to the troubling conditions under which her husband was being held. Cor- etta suggested she issue a statement, but Walker recommended that she call President Kennedy instead. Mrs. King demurred, saying they should get a note to her husband asking his judgment before they tried that. Walker consented but had no success in getting the message through. Later in the day he called Coretta back, reported that he had been unable to make any contact with King, and encouraged her to phone the White House. She agreed, calling both there and at Vice-President Lyndon Johnson's office without getting through to anyone. Finally, an operator connected her with presidential press secretary Pierre Salinger, who was in Florida with his boss. Salinger promised to pass along her message, and forty-five minutes later Attorney General Robert Kennedy phoned
Mrs. King. He expressed the administration’s concern and said that the Justice Department would make inquiries in Birmingham about the conditions of her husband’s imprisonment.

At the time those phone calls were taking place, King’s brother, A.D., tried to lead a small march from Sixteenth Street Baptist Church to the jail. The thirty participants were arrested before getting very far, but just like one week earlier, an angry crowd gathered while the police were waiting for their paddy wagons to arrive. Officers arrested one onlooker, and were showered with rocks by other bystanders. The police moved in with clubs, and the crowd dispersed. Once again those police tactics received prominent coverage in Monday’s national newspapers.

Although Bull Connor personally blocked movement attorneys from seeing King at midafternoon Sunday, by the end of the day lawyers Arthur Shores and Orzell Billingsley were allowed to meet with him. They told King that there was no good news yet on the financial front, but that Clarence Jones would be arriving from New York on Monday. King was worried about the movement’s lack of bail money when he was arraigned in court the next morning but later that afternoon Jones arrived at the jail to report that Belafonte and other supporters had obtained sufficient funds for SCLC to meet all the bail costs. King was relieved, and relaxed for the first time since his arrest. His faith that Friday’s decision would somehow prove correct had been justified. Meanwhile, movement attorneys filed an application to dissolve Jenkins’s injunction banning all protests, and the city’s lawyers petitioned the judge to hold King and his colleagues in contempt for defying that edict.

On Monday afternoon, without warning, came just the event Walker had been hoping for ever since Friday’s arrests: John Kennedy phoned Coretta King to express his concern about her husband’s imprisonment and to assure her that FBI agents had ascertained he was safe. Furthermore, Kennedy said, it had been arranged for King to phone her, and she should await his call. Thirty minutes later, a somewhat puzzled King was told by his jailers that he could call home. He was pleased, but surmised correctly that the phone was tapped and that whatever he and his wife said would not be private. After initial greetings, he assured Coretta that he was doing “pretty good,” and she eagerly told him what had transpired. “I just got a call from the President and he told me you were going to call me in a few minutes.” Yoki and Marty came on the line, interrupting at that point, and King spoke with them before asking Coretta about her earlier comment.

“Who did you say called you?”

“Kennedy, the president.”

“Did he call you direct?”

“Yes, and he told me you were going to call in a few minutes. It was about thirty minutes ago. He called from Palm Beach. I tried to phone him yesterday.”

“Is that known?”
"It's known here; I just got it."
"Let Wyatt know."
"The executive in Birmingham?"
"Yes, do that right now."

King was elated at John Kennedy's gesture and wanted to be certain that news of it was disseminated quickly. He asked his wife about their new baby, Bernice, and reassured her that his own spirit was "all right." Coretta told him of the FBI inquiries, which King had not heard about, and mentioned her phone conversation with Robert Kennedy the night before. She thought he might call back today, but instead "it was the President himself, and he assured me of his concern. He asked if we had any complaints and said if we did to be sure and let them know." King responded:

"Be sure and get that to the Reverend. I think it will make a very good statement."

"He's very sympathetic and kept saying, 'How are you, I understand you have a little baby.' He said things might get better with the new [city] administration. This is a problem."

"Is it being carried well [by the press]?"

"Not too well here, still not too well. There was a good program today with Dick Arne ll."

"What about the Constitution? . . ."

"They have been carrying articles. Yesterday they had something. . . . The [Atlanta Daily] World has had front page about every day recently, but it was not accurate. They said the boycott was not effective. There was something this morning about yesterday. It's been carried pretty good. They had a picture last night of A.D. [King]. I think with the national it's been pretty good; it's been pretty good today."

"When you get this over it will help."

Coretta notified Wyatt Walker of these developments, and Walker announced the news of John Kennedy's phone call to that evening's mass rally. Newsmen reported it, and Birmingham police officials denied there had been federal pressure to allow King to make his call. The decision, they claimed, had been entirely their own. Walker also announced that the Birmingham campaign would move into its second phase, with primary efforts being directed toward voter registration. Asked by reporters to explain the shift from integrating lunch counters to voting, Andrew Young said that "this is the only way we can get the Justice Department in on this."17

On Thursday afternoon Coretta King and Juanita Abernathy visited
their husbands. They found them in good spirits. King explained he had been spending much of his time composing a response to the criticisms of the protests voiced by local white religious leaders a week earlier. Attorneys Shores, Billingsley, and Jones had been visiting King daily, and had been passing the handwritten sheets to Walker, who would go over them each evening and then have them typed up by his secretary, Willie Pearl Mackey. The typescripts would be sent back to King for editing. Shortly after Coretta's visit, Walker phoned Burke Marshall to say that the black leadership would like him to meet with Fred Shuttlesworth the next morning in Washington. Marshall granted the appointment but reiterated both to Shuttlesworth and SCLC's Walter Fauntroy that no grounds for federal action existed. Shuttlesworth returned to Birmingham in time for Friday night's mass meeting, and announced to the crowd that King and Abernathy would be leaving jail voluntarily on Saturday. When they were released, the two men were blocked from holding an impromptu press conference at the jail, but told reporters afterward that although they would be heading to Atlanta that night in order to preach at their respective churches the next morning, they would return to Birmingham almost immediately and the protest campaign would go forward.

Monday morning, April 22, King and fourteen others went on trial before Judge Jenkins on the charge of violating his injunction. The proceedings continued through Wednesday afternoon, with defense attorneys winning dismissal of the charges against four defendants on the grounds that they had never been served with the order. Otherwise, Jenkins gave short shrift to the lawyers' efforts to set forth the constitutional infirmities of his injunction. When not in court, King and his colleagues spent much of their time discussing the best avenues for appealing Jenkins's decision once the expected guilty verdicts were announced, and how to continue the protests in the wake of that outcome. King told one midweek mass meeting that he expected to be sent back to jail, and that he was prepared for that burden. "I would rather stay in jail the rest of my days than make a butchery of my conscience. . . . I'm ready to go to jail with my colleagues; I will die there if necessary." James Bevel of SCLC and Isaac "Ike" Reynolds from CORE were training youths for future demonstrations, and on Thursday, white intermediary Sidney Smyer and two young lawyers, David Vann and Erskine Smith, indicated to the local black leadership that meaningful biracial negotiations might soon be in the offing. That same day, King had an unsatisfactory meeting with several local white ministers. He felt that their criticism of the movement was one more indication of the southwide failure of white clergy to play a positive role in reforming the region's morally repulsive racial practices. These Birmingham clergy had asserted that black leaders were not interested in negotiating, but King pointed out that the disinterest in meaningful talks lay with the whites. "The purpose of . . . direct action is to create a situation so crisis-packed that it will inevitably open the door to negotiation. . . . We who engage in nonviolent direct action are not the
creators of tension. We merely bring to the surface the hidden tension that is already alive. We bring it out in the open where it can be seen and dealt with.” The movement’s efforts to do just that, King made clear at that Thursday session, would go forward aggressively.19

On Friday morning, Judge Jenkins announced that all eleven defendants were guilty of criminal contempt. He sentenced each of them to five days in jail and a $50 fine. The sentences would be held in abeyance while appeals were pursued. King told the crowd at that evening’s mass meeting that they must continue the boycott of the downtown stores and expand their efforts to integrate worship services at Birmingham’s white churches. King had a Sunday preaching engagement in Little Rock, Arkansas, but Walker and Bevel continued to recruit more young demonstrators for future protests. Saturday’s rally marked the twenty-fifth consecutive night on which the movement had held a mass meeting, but this time the crowd was small and showed little promise of furnishing the numbers of protesters Walker had hoped for. Black “testers” were admitted to nine of thirty-eight white churches on Sunday morning, and King canceled a speech in Houston to return to Birmingham on Monday. Movement leaders met that day to discuss their next steps, and to hear Bevel and Reynolds argue that the movement’s shortage of demonstrators could be remedied if organizers enlisted the hundreds of black high school students who were eager to participate in direct-action protests. Several local black adults who sat on the advisory board, or “central committee,” that had been set up as part of King’s entreaties earlier in the month opposed the use of teenagers, but Bevel was more persuasive. National news coverage of Birmingham had all but vanished over the past few days, and King was worried that national newsmen would leave town. “You know, we’ve got to get something going. The press is leaving, we’ve got to get going,” King told John Thomas Porter, who was astounded by King’s emphasis on pragmatic rather than spiritual considerations. “‘We’ve got to pick up everything, because the press is leaving.’ And I looked at him,” Porter recalled, “and really couldn’t believe my ears to hear him say that we need the press.” King spoke with some urgency, and his SCLC associates agreed that “the press is losing interest. We’ve got to do something to get their attention again.” Bevel’s plan for using the high school students would do just that, and Walker endorsed it enthusiastically. “We needed more troops. We had run out of troops. We had scraped the bottom of the barrel of adults who could go,” Walker later explained. “We needed something new,” and Bevel’s proposal fit the bill. Though King held back from giving authorization for the use of student demonstrators, he endorsed the suggestion that interested students be told to gather at Sixteenth Street church at noon Thursday.20

By midday Tuesday, scores of leaflets were circulating in Birmingham’s black high schools urging students to join Thursday’s gathering. Worried local FBI agents warned the city’s police intelligence squad commander, Maurice House, and two white detectives who attended that evening’s
mass rally reported that Bevel had given clear indications that some big plans were on tap for Thursday. Although King, Walker, Shuttlesworth, and Abernathy left town overnight for a fund-raising rally in Memphis, Bevel, Reynolds, Dorothy Cotton, and Andrew Young spent all of Tuesday and Wednesday spreading the word about the Thursday action. Shortly before noon on Thursday the leaders gathered. Sixteenth Street church was packed with hundreds of eager youngsters. Connor’s forces were deployed alongside Kelly Ingram Park, a square-block expanse of greenery marking the symbolic dividing line between the black district and white downtown. An effort by officials at Parker High School to detain their pupils backfired as scores jumped over fences to head for Sixteenth Street. Although King was hesitant about unleashing the untrained teenagers, especially when black adults were arguing that children should not be used as the shock troops of the movement, Bevel and Walker knew it was no time for hesitation. Shortly after noon, while King remained closeted at the Gaston Motel, the first wave of youngsters headed out the door of Sixteenth Street church in a brave pilgrimage to City Hall. Singing and laughing, the several hundred teenagers willingly submitted to arrest at the hands of Birmingham’s police. After the first wave of students had been taken into custody and driven away, a second group marched out of Sixteenth Street church, and then a third. James Bevel was in direct command of the young troops, although Wyatt Walker served as overall field general, coordinating tactical moves with Bevel, Young, and others through a system of walkie-talkies. Walker was optimistic that the young masses, and the attendant interest of black adults, would be just what was needed to evoke segregationist brutality from the trigger-tempered Connor. Walker wanted to mount as strong an effort as possible, and did not shy from employing a wide variety of tactics, some of which he did not reveal to King. One example, Walker said later, was dispatching “eight or ten guys to different quarters of the town to turn in false alarms.” Connor was trying to mass both the police and the hoses of the city’s fire companies in the area between the protesters and downtown, and Walker’s tactics were aimed at depleting Connor’s forces. Very few had knowledge of such efforts, but in subsequent years Walker made no apologies for employing tactics he felt would be effective for revealing to the entire nation the racist brutality of Connor and the system he represented. “I had to do what had to be done,” Walker explained. “At times I would accommodate or alter my morality for the sake of getting a job done . . . I did it consciously. I felt I had no choice. I wasn’t dealing with a moral situation when I dealt with a Bull Connor.” “We did with design precipitate crises, crucial crises in order to expose what the black community was up against,” Walker said. “There was premeditation and calculated design in that for which I don’t think we ever made any apologies.” King and Walker were reticent about their pragmatism, even in private, and Walker purposely kept some of the specifics from his boss. “Dr. King never knew that I sent people to turn in false
alarms . . . that's one thing I was very guarded about, because I knew he would not want to do that." Thursday afternoon, while King continued to ponder using the children, Walker and Bevel proved within several hours that the decision had been one of the wisest SCLC had made.  

By Thursday night more than five hundred young marchers had been taken into custody, and Birmingham was again in the headlines. More than two thousand people crowded into that evening's mass meeting. King and his colleagues met late into the night discussing more youth marches for Friday. The next morning King told reporters that Friday afternoon's demonstrations would be even more massive than Thursday's. "We intend to negotiate from strength. If the white power structure of this city will meet some of our minimum demands, then we will consider calling off the demonstrations, but we want promises, plus action." In midafternoon, another column of young demonstrators marched out of Sixteenth Street church and headed east toward Connor's officers. At the front of the ranks stood fire fighters equipped with high-pressure hoses, ready to repulse any protesters who attempted to evade the blockade. Black onlookers gathered along the fringes of Kelly Ingram Park, and some hurled verbal taunts at the white officers. Connor was on the scene, and ordered six police dogs deployed to force the crowd back. The sight of the snarling dogs further roused the hostility of the onlookers, and rocks and bottles began to sail out of the crowd toward the police and firemen. Then Connor ordered the dogs into action, and instructed that the powerful hoses be used to drive the demonstrators and bystanders from the park. "I want to see the dogs work. Look at those niggers run," one newsman quoted Connor as yelling. Firemen used the hoses to chase protesters out of the park and away from nearby buildings; the high-pressure water literally tore the clothes off some victims' backs. After a half hour of this brutal and uneven combat, no black faces remained in Ingram Park. The movement's foot soldiers retreated to the church, and the hundreds of onlookers scattered.

Even before the ground in Ingram Park was dry, Burke Marshall was on the phone to King and others in Birmingham. He had called King that morning to question the wisdom of any further mass demonstrations, and now he remonstrated over the disorder that had erupted that afternoon. Marshall spoke also with *Birmingham News* publisher Vincent Townsend, black businessman A. G. Gaston, and Jefferson County Sheriff Mel Bailey. From all of them he heard that there were no ongoing biracial discussions, and that Birmingham's white leadership had no idea what concessions the blacks would require in order to halt the protests. Marshall later said he had found King rather vague on the movement's precise goals, but in addressing that evening's mass meeting, King stressed to the crowd and the many reporters present the protests' four principal aims: desegregation of the downtown stores, better job opportunities for blacks in those stores, dismissal of all charges against demonstrators, and establishment of a biracial negotiating committee to discuss
school desegregation and other aspects of Birmingham life. King also announced that new demonstrations would take place on Saturday, and noted that Connor had one weapon in reserve behind his dogs and hoses: an armored military vehicle called the "tank," which appropriately was painted white.

Friday's clash made Saturday headlines across the country. Striking photographs of the snarling dogs and the high-pressure hoses appeared everywhere. One popular picture depicted a Birmingham officer holding a black citizen with one hand and a police dog's leash in the other while the dog attempted to sink its teeth into the man's stomach. News reports stated that three people had been treated at hospitals for dog bites, that five black children had been injured by the fire hoses or police clubs, and that one black woman bystander had accused police of knocking her down and kicking her in the stomach intentionally. Reactions to such images were strong, and members of one group that visited President Kennedy Saturday morning stated that the chief executive had said the photos made him "sick." Kennedy also mentioned that although he had no power to intervene, Burke Marshall and Assistant Deputy Attorney General Joseph Dolan were on their way to Birmingham to mediate.22

King was leery about Marshall coming to Birmingham. Perhaps, as in Albany, the Kennedy administration was interested not in winning greater racial justice, but in quieting racial trouble and getting those scenes of violence out of the national and international media. When Marshall arrived, however, King's worries dissipated. Marshall immediately met with Smyer, David Vann, Erskine Smith, and several of the downtown merchants to press for biracial talks and meaningful concessions. He told them he would not advise them what to do but would endeavor to be helpful. Marshall believed the black leadership would settle for less than it was demanding. He also understood that there was no possibility of persuading the local black leadership to break away from King and Shuttlesworth, as the whites hoped. Reputable lawmen explained that the involvement of black bystanders meant that the demonstrations were only loosely under SCLC's control, and that unrestrained combat could break out at any time. Additionally, the city's jails were full and it appeared likely that Connor would pursue a policy of violently dispersing the demonstrators rather than arrest people he could not imprison. The movement's long-proclaimed desire to "fill the jails" had become a reality. Faced with those circumstances, the white representatives felt that they had little choice but to take a step forward. They agreed that a larger, more representative group would meet with Marshall on Sunday to consider new negotiations with black representatives.

While Marshall had been prodding those moderate whites, James Bevel brought another column of young protesters up against Bull Connor's men on Saturday afternoon. The atmosphere was even tenser than on Friday, and a large crowd of onlookers taunted the police. Connor kept the police dogs in their kennel trucks, but the high-pressure fire
hoses drove the throng out of Kelly Ingram Park. Angry members of the crowd threw rocks, and Bevel and other organizers used bullhorns to ask the black citizenry to disperse before further violence erupted. Photographs in Sunday papers across the country showed club-wielding officers pursuing drenched black citizens as they fled the scene.23

King and Walker were overjoyed at Connor’s tactical stupidity and hoped it would continue. As Walker commented later:

Bull Connor had something in his mind about not letting these niggers get to City Hall. I prayed that he’d keep trying to stop us. . . . Birmingham would have been lost if Bull had let us go down to the City Hall and pray; if he had let us do that and stepped aside, what else would be new? There would be no movement, no publicity. But all he could see was stopping us before we got there. We had calculated for the stupidity of a Bull Connor.

While Connor’s allies in city government, outgoing Mayor Arthur Hanes and Police Chief Jamie Moore, thought he had lost his head, movement strategists such as Walker wondered if Connor was intentionally using such tactics to bolster his reputation with segregationist voters in preparation for a statewide political race. Chief Moore thought Connor did not care if his actions were winning sympathy and support around the globe for Birmingham’s protesters. Connor’s only priority was teaching those good-for-nothing agitators who was boss. Walker, on the other hand, presumed that Connor, like the movement’s leaders, was more calculating than his public image indicated:

He was a perfect adversary. Connor wanted publicity, he wanted his name in the paper. He believed that he would be the state’s most popular politician if he treated the black violently, bloodily, and sternly. We knew that the psyche of the white redneck was such that he would inevitably do something to help our cause.24

King returned to Atlanta to preach at Ebenezer on Sunday. He was optimistic that Marshall’s involvement would produce concessions from Birmingham’s white leadership. “In a few days we will have everything we are asking and maybe more,” he told his congregation. That afternoon, while Marshall continued his conversations with white businessmen, another mass march took place. This time, to the astonishment of participants and onlookers alike, Connor’s men allowed the column, led by local minister Charles C. Billups, to pass through their lines without either dogs or hoses being used. James Bevel announced that there would be another protest on Monday, and speakers at Sunday night’s mass rally reassured the crowd that the arrested teenagers were safe and that no one should engage in open hostility against Connor’s officers.

Birmingham’s merchants spent much of Sunday discussing how to re-
solve the crisis. At an afternoon meeting, the entire group reluctantly agreed that they had no choice but to make contact with the black leadership and try to halt the protests. “The idea of negotiation,” one participant indicated, “was offensive to all present,” but “the prospect of continued violence” was “an unpleasant and even more disastrous alternative.” They emphasized to each other that they could negotiate only matters involving their own stores, and not city government issues, but they instructed Smyer and Vann to contact black businessman A. G. Gaston and ask for a meeting that night with black representatives. Gaston assented and the session was arranged. It began, one participant said, with “a free interchange of counter accusations of bad faith” between the two sides. Then the black representatives presented a brief document entitled “Points for Progress,” which specified the movement’s minimum demands. These were:

1. Immediate desegregation of all store facilities including lunch counters, rest rooms, and fitting rooms.
2. Immediate upgrading of store employees and a program of non-discriminatory hiring.
3. Merchant pressure on city government to drop all charges against arrested demonstrators.
4. Merchant pressure on city government to establish [a] biracial committee to deal with future problems and to develop specific programs for the hiring of Negro policemen, removal of voter registration obstacles, school desegregation, reopening of all municipal facilities, and the desegregation of movies and hotels.

The white representatives declared that points three and four were not negotiable. They “absolutely refused to deal in any way with matters before the courts, or prerogatives of city government.” Additionally, the representatives of some stores claimed they had already removed some segregation signs and begun upgrading their black employees. Furthermore, the whites said they could do nothing until the question of which administration was the real city government had been settled. On that negative note the session ended.25

Monday morning, Burke Marshall met with King for two hours to discuss the whites’ position. Further conversations between the various parties continued throughout the day, and early in the afternoon more protesters confronted Connor’s forces at the edge of Kelly Ingram Park. The police and firemen used neither dogs nor hoses, but arrested all the marchers. Wave after wave of young protesters willingly submitted to arrest, and by the end of the afternoon more than one thousand had been taken into custody. Birmingham no longer had any facilities in which to house them, so hundreds were placed into an uncovered outdoor pen with no protection from a chilly rain. SNCC’s James Forman, trying to assume a role in the protests despite SCLC’s hostility, argued to King
that the leadership had to do something about that. After some angry words, King, Forman, and Bevel went to the stockade, after which King called Marshall to complain. Later, at the mass meeting, he reassured the crowd that the prisoners were being moved indoors.

The black and white negotiators met again Monday night. The merchants said they had five or six black employees who could be promoted to sales jobs immediately, and that stores with fitting rooms would integrate them. The whites wanted to delay desegregation of lunch counters and rest rooms until the federal courts compelled the city to begin desegregating its schools, but the blacks rejected this suggestion and argued that the counters be integrated right away if Boutwell's administration won the legal battle over which was the true city government. The discussion bogged down at that point, and both sides agreed to talk further on Tuesday.

Late Monday evening, after the black negotiators reported back, the movement's leaders began making plans for an intensification of demonstrations on Tuesday morning. Walker, Bevel, Dorothy Cotton, and Forman developed a scenario for replacing the standard pattern of several sequential waves of afternoon marchers with fifteen separate groups of protesters who would strike simultaneously at noontime, when most of the police were on their lunch break, in an effort to get a substantial number of young demonstrators into the heart of downtown Birmingham. With so many different groups heading downtown by a variety of routes, some no doubt would succeed in getting there.26

Tuesday morning, May 7, the white merchants met with Smyer, Vann, and Erskine Smith to mull over where they stood in the negotiations. The merchants believed they could satisfy the demand for upgraded jobs in the stores, but most remained opposed to lunch-counter integration before school desegregation began. More important, they felt that they could do nothing concerning the arrest charges or further biracial discussions about city government policies unless a larger group of white notables was drawn into the negotiations. If the merchants could offer nothing on those latter points to the black representatives, it was clear that no hope existed of ending the protests through negotiations. If there was no settlement, no one could predict what might happen. "Continued use of force on the demonstrators" would "aggravate the situation further," but the police could not make more arrests, for "there was no room in the jails," as one white negotiator explained. With considerable exasperation, the store owners agreed that they would have to ask all seventy-odd members of the "Senior Citizens Committee," a Chamber of Commerce-sponsored group established eight months earlier to push the change of government referendum, to meet that afternoon to discuss what to do. Sidney Smyer informed Burke Marshall, who immediately got on the phone to Washington to be certain that Kennedy administration officials would contact their acquaintances among Birmingham's Senior Citizens to urge that the white leadership authorize a comprehensive settlement.
By noontime Tuesday, movement staffers had six hundred young demonstrators ready to invade downtown Birmingham. King told newsmen that "demonstrations will go on until some progress has been made," and when the noon hour came, SCLC made good on King's promise. Catching the police off guard, the groups of protesters made it into the heart of the city without one person being arrested. Dozens of youngsters scampered through the business district, causing no damage but shattering whites' presumption that the protesters were not their problem and could be kept in check by lawmen. NEGRO MOBS BREAK THROUGH POLICE screamed that afternoon's edition of the *Birmingham News*. Anxious members of the Senior Citizens Committee worried what would come next as they assembled for the early-afternoon meeting. Sidney Smyer introduced Jefferson County Sheriff Mel Bailey, who explained that the day's events were evidence that the police had been stretched to the breaking point. He told them that another clash was now under way in Kelly Ingram Park between Connor's men and a second wave of protesters whom SCLC had attempted to send downtown. Smyer also introduced Burke Marshall, who recommended a negotiated peace. Several men spoke in favor of pursuing an agreement, and a reluctant consensus emerged that a settlement would have to be negotiated unless the city wanted to bring in state troopers or national guardsmen. "None of the Senior Citizens were anxious to urge a settlement," one participant later indicated, "but only a few preferred an apparently imminent declaration of martial law." The merchants asked that the larger body vote its consent for their negotiators to pursue a comprehensive settlement with the black leaders, and the eighty people did so with only two or three dissenters. Everyone present understood that they were committing themselves to the desegregation of downtown facilities as soon as Boutwell's administration was victorious in the courts, and to support ongoing biracial discussions.  

Burke Marshall left the meeting extremely pleased. He called the White House to report that he expected a settlement could be won in a day or so's time. That sounded all the better in light of the continuing brutality Connor's forces had demonstrated that afternoon. After the successful noontime breakthrough into downtown Birmingham, King and Walker ordered a second attempt several hours later. This time, however, the police and firemen were waiting. An angry James Forman went to the Gaston Motel to ask King to call it off, since serious injuries seemed certain to result. King was on the phone; he had changed into his pajamas and was eating a steak for lunch. Forman took one look and gave up. He felt again how wide the gap had grown between the style of SNCC's field-workers and that of King's SCLC.

When the young demonstrators ventured toward Connor's men, the hoses were unleashed and black onlookers began to pelt the officers with bricks and bottles. The firemen used the high-powered water to drive the blacks back toward Sixteenth Street church, and movement staffers asked
their troops to pull back. Fred Shuttlesworth was slammed against a wall by a blast from one hose and was carried away on a stretcher. Newsmen quoted Bull Connor expressing regret that Shuttlesworth had left in an ambulance and not a hearse. While many reporters distinguished between the movement's peaceful protesters and the violent bystanders, almost all observers could see that SCLC's staff had no way of maintaining control of the situation. Some accounts of the Tuesday afternoon clash bore headlines such as "RIOTING NEGROES ROUTED BY POLICE," and King and his aides knew that that sort of national portrayal could harm the movement's cause.

Tuesday evening four white negotiators—Smyer, Vann, Edward Norton of Royal Crown Cola, and Roper Dial of Sears—met privately with L. H. Pitts, Arthur Shores, and SCLC's Andrew Young. Burke Marshall and Billy Hamilton, Boutwell's chief aide, also were present. In several hours time the small group reached agreement on the desegregation of the downtown stores, the upgrading of black employment opportunities, and the establishment of a committee for ongoing biracial discussions. Although total accord was not reached on the precise wording with which to announce those points, a fourth topic remained a serious obstacle: By what means would the hundreds of arrested demonstrators be released and the charges against them dropped? The whites were adamant that they could not arrange an amnesty, and the blacks were reluctant to concede this point and be faced with the massive financial obligations that the bonding and defense of some 2,600 people would entail. Though everyone present felt that the group was close to a settlement, the session broke up with no firm commitment except a promise to talk again on Wednesday.

A smaller circle of negotiators continued chatting late into the night at the home of black businessman John Drew. Andrew Young wanted the employment agreement to call for more than a few token black sales clerks, and to establish firm figures on future black representation in the stores' work forces. The actual debate, however, came down to a much narrower question: Would each of the stores agree to hire at least one black clerk, or would the stores as a group add a black employee or two? While the blacks wanted a firm agreement, the whites were frightened at the thought of Bull Connor's reaction to any black triumph. As one participant explained the dilemma, "How could a settlement be announced in terms specific enough for the Negroes to know that their demands were being fairly met, and yet vague enough so that white leaders would not be subject to attacks and their stores not subject to demonstration from the other side?" It was a difficult problem, but each side's representatives wanted to find a solution to the crisis.  

Midmorning Wednesday, the entire advisory committee of local blacks assembled to hear a progress report from the negotiators and movement leaders. Fred Shuttlesworth remained hospitalized, so in his absence King and L. H. Pitts framed the terms of the discussion. King believed that the
progress in the negotiations, and Tuesday's near riot argued for a one­
day truce in demonstrations. Such a halt would signify the blacks' good
faith to the white negotiators, and perhaps hasten a settlement. If an
agreement was not won, demonstrations could resume Thursday, with
movement staffers better prepared to keep a tight rein on them. Pitts
agreed, and endorsed both the truce and the emerging terms of the settle­
ment. Pitts recommended that the negotiators present the whites with a
detailed text for an agreement, then wait for their response. It would
specify desegregation of the stores immediately after Boutwell assumed
power, one new black clerk per store, and a firm commitment to ongoing
biracial discussions. "It is my candid opinion that if a truce is called with
the above beginnings of change and with a definite time schedule on de­
segregating of all store facilities and upgrading of employment practices
that we would be in a good position to effect continual change in the
community." Those present agreed, and King announced the one-day
moratorium on protests while the black negotiators resumed discussions
with their white counterparts. Release of the jailed demonstrators re­
mained the principal topic. The black representatives also raised the
question of whether school authorities would seek administrative san­
tions against the many teenagers who had skipped classes in order to join
the protests. The conversations continued through the afternoon and into
the evening. In Washington, President Kennedy told reporters that he
welcomed the new developments, and added that the turmoil was
"damaging the reputation of both Birmingham and the country."29

One person who was not pleased by the truce was Fred Shuttlesworth,
who had left the hospital but remained under sedation at the Gaston
Motel. Early Wednesday afternoon, Shuttlesworth went to meet King at
the home of John and Addine Drew. Shuttlesworth was livid because
King had halted the demonstrations without notifying him. ACMHR's
fiery leader had always been more suspicious of Marshall's and the Ken­
nedys' priorities than was his SCLC colleague. Now it appeared that
while Shuttlesworth had been hospitalized, King had caved in to pressure
from Marshall to accept dubious promises from the white negotiators.
Already unhappy with Marshall's role, and irritated that King had not
visited him in the hospital, Shuttlesworth erupted when King told him
that Wednesday's demonstrations had been called off. "Say that again,
Martin," Shuttlesworth later recalled asking.

"Did I hear you right?" He said, "We have decided to call off the
demonstrations." I said, "Well, Martin, who decided?" He said, "Well,
we just decided that we can't have negotiations with all this going on." I
said, "Well, Martin, it's hard for me to see . . . how anybody could
decide that without me. . . . We're not calling anything off. . . ." And
he said, "Well, uh—" And I said, "Well, Martin, you know they said in
Albany that you come in, get people excited and started, and you leave
town." I said, "But I live here, the people trust me, and I have the
responsibility after SCLC is gone, and I'm telling you it will not be
called off.”

King interrupted, “‘Now Fred, you ought not to say it like that.’ I said,
‘Well, Martin, I have to say what’s on my mind and speak the truth.’” He
went on to lambast King for having disregarded their agreement that
King, Abernathy, and Shuttlesworth would discuss developments at least
once a day. “‘Where you spend your time and how, I haven’t bothered,
and it’s gone on . . . Maybe that’s why you’re in the predicament you’re
in now . . . You’re in a hell of a fix, young man.’” Someone interrupted
to remind King he had scheduled a press conference. Shuttlesworth
mocked him. “Oh, you’ve got a press conference? I thought we were to
make joint statements. Well, I’ll tell you what to do: you go ahead, I’m
going home. You go ahead and do it.”

Mrs. Drew tried to intervene, but Shuttlesworth cut her off. “Now
Martin, you’re mister big but you’re soon to be mister nothing. You’re
going to fall from up here to down here, and you’re dead . . . Let me
make it plain to you . . . I’m going back home . . . I’m going to wait until
I see it on TV and hear it on the radio that you’ve called it off.” Then
Shuttlesworth said he would go to Sixteenth Street church and lead the
youngsters back into the streets.

King looked hurt. Ralph Abernathy told Shuttlesworth he was ill and
should go back to the hospital, but he would have none of it. Burke
Marshall, who had watched in silence, feared the situation was unraveling
and said, “‘We made promises to these people.’” Shuttlesworth shot
that you made to anybody that I didn’t approve . . . are not any good. I
did not make any agreement that we’re going to call off the demonstra-
tions.”

Through a doorway Shuttlesworth could hear one of Marshall’s as-
sistants on the phone, relaying word of the problem to Washington. “Tell
President Kennedy he doesn’t live down here, and I live down here, and
the people trust us, and we’re not calling the demonstrations off, no mat-
ter who calls you. Tell him King can’t call it off, tell him he can’t call it
off, tell him I ain’t going to call it off . . . I’m going home.” King strug-
gled to salvage the situation. “‘Wait a minute, Fred.’” Turning to
Marshall, King said, “‘We got to have unity, Burke. We’ve just got to
have unity.’” Shuttlesworth’s feelings were not assuaged. “I’ll be damned
if you'll have it like this. You’re mister big, but you’re going to be mister
S-H-I-T. I’m sorry, but I cannot compromise my principles and the princi-
ples that we established.” With that, Shuttlesworth walked out.30

Another important figure who was not pleased with the truce was Bull
Connor. Faced now with the likely loss of both his city post and his per-
sonal crusade to keep Birmingham segregated, Connor struck hard in a
last-ditch effort to derail the talks. Late Wednesday afternoon, with no
warning, Connor’s officers confronted King and Abernathy with the news
that the required value of the bonds on which they had been released three weeks earlier had been increased to $2,500 per person. The two men could pay up or return to custody. King and Abernathy declined to comply, and were taken to jail. That further enraged Fred Shuttlesworth. He announced that protests would resume immediately, and headed for Sixteenth Street church. Burke Marshall's subordinate, Joseph Dolan, physically waylaid the Birmingham leader and persuaded him to speak by phone with Robert Kennedy before returning to the streets. Meanwhile, Marshall and local black leaders quickly decided that the best way to blunt Connor's thrust was to post the money for King's and Abernathy's release. Within minutes businessman A. G. Gaston wrote out the checks, and King and Abernathy returned to the motel.

While the negotiations continued into Wednesday evening, King, under pressure from Shuttlesworth, told reporters that demonstrations would resume on Thursday if an agreement was not reached by 11:00 A.M. Thursday morning. The hour came and passed with no settlement and no marches. King told the news media that the truce had been extended while the talks continued. He acknowledged that tentative agreement had been reached on desegregating the stores and continuing the biracial discussions, but that neither the details of the employment accord nor the terms for the release of the jailed protesters had been finalized. The major obstacle was securing the several hundred thousand dollars that would be necessary to meet bail costs for the jailed demonstrators. The white representatives refused to budge on this point, and by midday Thursday both the black negotiators and Marshall realized that the movement would have to come up with the money. Gaston was willing to guarantee some of it, but Marshall and Robert Kennedy had to lend their assistance to secure the remainder. Contact was made with United Auto Workers President Walter Reuther and with the UAW's Washington attorney, Joseph L. Rauh, and four different labor organizations promised to supply $40,000 each to help meet the costs. With those commitments in hand, Rauh wired a guarantee for $160,000 to white Birmingham attorney Erskine Smith. That settled, David Vann, Andrew Young, and several others worked late into Thursday night finalizing the text of a "Birmingham Truce Agreement." The whites' fears dictated that the document not be released publicly, but all agreed that King could announce the general terms of the settlement sometime Friday.\(^{31}\)

The completed document intentionally papered over one specific demand that the negotiators had not resolved: the number of black sales clerks to be hired by the downtown stores. In their effort to reach an agreement, both sides had chosen to ignore that particular problem. However, the agreement did give the movement some of what it had been seeking on three of the four principal points: store desegregation, upgraded employment, and ongoing biracial talks. The movement's concession to pay the bail costs to secure the release of its protesters was not a part of the formal text. In full, the accord provided that:
1. Within three days after the close of demonstrations, fitting rooms will be desegregated.

2. Within thirty days after the city government is established by court order, signs on wash rooms, rest rooms and drinking fountains will be removed.

3. Within sixty days after the city government is established by court order, a program of lunchroom counter desegregation will be commenced.

4. When the city government is established by court order, a program of upgrading Negro employment will be continued and there will be meetings with responsible local leadership to consider further steps.

Within sixty days from the court order determining Birmingham's city government, the employment program will include at least one sales person or cashier.

Within fifteen days from the cessation of demonstrations, a Committee on Racial Problems and Employment composed of members of the Senior Citizens Committee will be established, with a membership made public and the publicly announced purpose of establishing liaison with members of the Negro community to carry out a program of upgrading and improving employment opportunities with the Negro citizens of the Birmingham community.

After a final meeting of the negotiators Friday morning, it was announced that King would meet with the press at noon. True to the many inside jokes about how the movement in general and King in particular operated on "CPT," or "colored people's time," meaning several hours late, it was not until 2:30 P.M. that King, Abernathy, Shuttlesworth, and Wyatt Walker appeared in the courtyard of the Gaston Motel. Shuttlesworth, carefully accorded the lead role by the SCLC contingent, read a prepared statement detailing the settlement. King then read a statement of his own, praising Shuttlesworth's courageous leadership, calling the white negotiators "men of good will," and characterizing the accord as "a great victory" for the movement. King and Abernathy added that SCLC would launch an intensive voter registration drive in Birmingham. As King spoke, an exhausted Shuttlesworth collapsed. Then the press conference continued, and later that afternoon Sidney Smyer released a statement acknowledging that the white business leadership had agreed to the settlement in the interest of restoring civic peace.

That night at a celebratory rally King pledged that the agreement would be enforced and that biracial discussion of school desegregation, the reopening of city parks, and the hiring of black policemen would commence within two weeks. Although he and Abernathy would return to Atlanta over the weekend to preach in their churches, King promised that they would be back in Birmingham on Monday and that SCLC would not be leaving town; SCLC staff workers would launch the new voter registration effort the next week. This time, King suggested, he and his organization would not leave themselves open to charges that they
abandoned local communities as soon as the headline events had passed. Saturday morning, King chatted with several interviewers at the Gaston Motel before returning to Atlanta. While many press commentators and some movement activists were questioning whether SCLC had settled for too little in the negotiated accord, King reiterated his view that the settlement was a commendable one. Most of his colleagues in the Birmingham leadership agreed. Just before King left Birmingham, he offered SCLC's Joseph Lowery the use of his motel room. Lowery accepted, since he had a speaking engagement the next day in north Alabama and planned to stay in Birmingham rather than return home to Nashville.

That evening, while the movement's regular rally was taking place at A. D. King's First Baptist Church in suburban Ensley, the Ku Klux Klan gathered outside the city. Some conscientious city and state police investigators were thankful that the Klan had kept its distance from the daily demonstrations. Some of the investigators, aware of Bull Connor's close personal ties with several Klan activists, believed the Klan's restraint was not accidental, and that word had gone out to the white terrorists in April that they should stay clear of local racial events. Unlike previous periods of racial tension in Birmingham, the past six weeks had witnessed no terror bombings.

Late Saturday night, after Connor's earlier efforts to derail a settlement had failed, the terrorist lull suddenly ended. Shortly before midnight, a powerful bomb destroyed the front portion of A. D. King's home in Ensley. Luckily, the family was in the rear of the house and no one was injured. Friends had gathered on the Kings' lawn when a second loud explosion sounded from the direction of downtown. Immediately members of the crowd guessed the second target: the Gaston Motel. A powerful explosive had been detonated directly under and outside of King's room. In another stroke of good fortune, no one was injured by the motel blast. Joseph Lowery had changed his mind and decided to take the night train home to Nashville rather than stay over in King's room.

Police and firemen hurried to the motel, as a large crowd of angry black citizens gathered. Wyatt Walker and other activists moved through the crowd urging calm and reassuring everyone that there had been no injuries. Among themselves, however, the movement staffers were furious at what they perceived as an intentional setup. Until just hours earlier, the area around the motel and Ingram Park had been heavily patrolled by Alabama state troopers under the command of Colonel Al Lingo, a close ally of Connor's and a trusted confidant of Governor George C. Wallace. Then, as suddenly as they had withdrawn, Lingo's troopers returned to downtown Birmingham after the bombings. Some bystanders threw bricks and bottles at the officers, and the call went out for Connor's dogs and the white armored car. A full-scale riot was soon under way. Angry blacks overturned a passing car and set it afire, and brutal state troopers used their billy clubs on anyone within reach. Move-
ment staffers had little success trying to halt the growing disorder. Violence flared in the area until after dawn. News stories the next day reported that one policeman had been stabbed during the lengthy melee, and many papers featured a photo of a heavily bloodied Birmingham police inspector who had been brained by a rock.33

Martin King preached his Sunday morning sermon in Atlanta before hurrying back to Birmingham. He told his congregation that he had had no more than two hours sleep in one night for almost a week, but that he was happy with the accord and that the movement would not allow Saturday night's violence to destroy it. After church he spoke by phone with Robert Kennedy, whose Justice Department aides were pondering what federal action might be appropriate. While King flew into Birmingham and huddled with Joseph Dolan, Kennedy, Burke Marshall, and other administration strategists discussed whether federal troops should be sent into the city to restrain both potential black rioters and the state troopers. Kennedy was especially worried that any more white bombings might get a black response of greater magnitude than Saturday night's clash. Kennedy dispatched two more assistants, Ramsey Clark and John Nolan, to Birmingham, and early that evening he and Marshall went to the White House to discuss the Birmingham situation with the president.

John Kennedy shared his brother's concerns about the provocative conduct of the Alabama state troopers and the black violence the lawmen might provoke. "This could trigger off a good deal of violence around the country" by blacks in other cities, the attorney general warned, and recommended the president act strongly to show blacks "that the federal government is their friend." John Kennedy agreed, emphasizing that everything should be done to save the Birmingham accord. "If the agreement blows up, the other remedy that we have . . . is to send legislation up to the Congress this week as our response to that action. . . . We may have to do that anyway, but at least that would be our public response . . . if the agreement blows up." The men discussed the possible use of soldiers in Birmingham, and Marshall stepped out to phone King to get his opinion of the situation. "He says he thinks that if there are no other incidents, like no other bombings, that he can control his people," Marshall reported back to Kennedy. The president decided he would federalize the Alabama National Guard to block any use of it by Governor Wallace, and would also move regular federal troops into position near Birmingham so that they would be available if needed. Later that night John Kennedy appeared on nationwide television to announce those steps and to pledge that violence would not be allowed to sabotage the Birmingham settlement. King spoke to a Sunday night meeting at one Birmingham church and tried to calm the volatile black community. Local white moderates lobbied hard to get Lingo's troopers withdrawn from town. On Monday, Sidney Smyer held a press conference to reiterate the business community's support for Friday's agreement. He noted pointedly that he had never met Martin Luther King during the negotiations,
and that he understood the settlement would require only one black sales clerk somewhere among the downtown stores. Early in the afternoon King and a sizable press contingent took to the sidewalks for a pool-hall-by-pool-hall effort to sell nonviolence to black Birmingham. At the New Home Billiard Parlor, Ralph Abernathy quieted the players and introduced King to the ambivalent crowd. King spoke briefly, emphasizing that black violence hurt the movement's cause. "Bull Connor is happy when we use force." After a rendition of "We Shall Overcome," the group moved on to a similar establishment and repeated the procedure. Then Lingo's troopers moved in and halted the procession on the grounds that the walking tour obstructed Birmingham's sidewalks. A disappointed King retreated to the Gaston Motel.34

King spoke at that night's mass meeting and then left for a fund-raising appearance in Cleveland. All of Birmingham hoped there would be no repetition of Saturday's bombings and riots. Burke Marshall, back in town from Washington, worked hard to consolidate white support for the agreement. Tuesday afternoon twenty Alabama newspaper editors met with Robert Kennedy at the Justice Department, where the attorney general praised King's leadership and recommended that southern officials allow protests rather than suppress them. King's greatest virtue, Kennedy said, was his relative moderation and his commitment to nonviolence. "If King loses, worse leaders are going to take his place." In a subsequent "background briefing" for national newsmen on his session with the Alabamans, Robert Kennedy repeated his views and admitted that the primary reason the federal government had considered sending troops into Birmingham had been concern about Lingo's state troopers rather than about the black citizenry.

While Birmingham remained quiet throughout the week, pressure grew within the white community for a full airing of just who had agreed to the settlement, which so far had only Sidney Smyer's name publicly attached to it. On Thursday, May 16, Smyer finally released a list of the seventy-seven men who had authorized the white negotiators to proceed at the crucial session on May 7. Smyer again stated, with only a little stretching of the truth, that the white representatives had never dealt with any SCLC officials or out-of-towners, and stressed that the accord called only for one black salesclerk to be employed in a downtown store.

Smyer's statement led to new media reports that "King won little or nothing" in the settlement. The stories also harped on what one reporter called "King's exaggerated version of the concessions." Thursday afternoon King held a press conference to rebut those assertions and to repeat that the movement expected one black clerk to be hired in each of seven different downtown stores. King also, mistakenly, stated that Smyer had erred in saying lunch-counter and rest-room desegregation was pegged to the legal vindication of Boutwell's election rather than to the date of the agreement itself. He added that he had faith in the whites, but that the employment problem had to be resolved. The next morning a letter was
dispatched over Shuttlesworth's signature to the white negotiators stating that "it is our understanding that at least one clerk in each of the major stores was the point of agreement." The letter made no reference to the purposely vague text of the agreement, and there was no response from the whites before King flew to Chicago for a weekend speech.\textsuperscript{35}

The first week's anniversary of the two bombings passed without incident, but at midday Monday, another conservative white effort to derail the settlement occurred. Birmingham school authorities expelled 1,100 students for having skipped classes to demonstrate. Local black leaders were outraged and issued an immediate call for a total boycott of all schools and white businesses. King was notified of this new problem and hurried back to Alabama. In a hastily called strategy meeting, he argued that the expulsions were simply one more Connor-style effort to destroy the agreement, and that the black leadership should go to court to win the students' reinstatement rather than react in a way that hostile whites would welcome. On reflection, the black leaders agreed, and at that night's meeting King announced that the boycott call had been scrapped. The next morning, movement attorneys went into federal court seeking an order reinstating the pupils, and within thirty-six hours, Chief Judge Elbert P. Tuttle of the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals issued the necessary command. One day later the finishing touch was placed upon the Birmingham accord when the Alabama Supreme Court ruled in Boutwell's favor and ordered Connor and his fellow commissioners to surrender their offices posthaste.\textsuperscript{36}

The apparent resolution of the many successive crises threatening the Birmingham accord gave King and his assistants their first real opportunity to reflect upon the events of the last seven weeks. In retrospect, they could see that they had prevailed despite their having begun with several misconceptions. First, they had not appreciated the depth of the split that existed within the Birmingham white community. Their expectations of how Bull Connor would react to mass protests had been fulfilled, and they had also correctly assumed that the segregationist preferences of the white business leadership would buckle under the economic pressure of a boycott. As Walker put it, "what I did in Birmingham I learned in Albany." SCLC had not fully understood, however, that white Birmingham lacked an effective civic leadership when the demonstrations began. Everyone appreciated the legal complexities arising from the two competing city administrations, but the movement had not perceived the deep-seated fear that kept Birmingham's economic elite impassive until the threat of citywide turmoil forced them into action on May 7. No matter how great an economic price the movement exacted from the downtown merchants, that price would seem insignificant if those merchants refused to follow their self-interest or if they were unable to influence the wielders of official power. Although the boycott had been effective, only the widespread disorder of that Tuesday afternoon had convinced the city's business leadership to settle. Masses of unrestrained
black teenagers had convinced the downtown businessmen in a way that peaceful picketing or sit-ins never had that segregation was not worth the price they would have to pay.

At the outset King had misjudged the black community as well as the white. Fred Shuttlesworth had had neither the troops nor the adult peer support that SCLC had anticipated. Neither ACMHR nor the Miles College student body had been able to supply enough demonstrators, and only the recruitment of the eager high school students had given SCLC the foot soldiers it needed to reveal Connor’s true colors to the nation. King’s decision to go to jail despite the financial crisis had been the emotional high point of the campaign, but Walker’s accidental discovery of how black bystanders could contribute to the movement’s cause had been the principal strategic breakthrough. The teenagers and onlookers could not have contributed so well had it not been for Connor’s tactical stupidity in repeatedly using police dogs and fire hoses. Walker had been sagacious and pragmatic in his efforts to use the protests to evoke those reactions from Connor’s men. Walker appreciated the huge amount of sympathetic national news coverage those police excesses had garnered for the civil rights cause, and in private he made no excuse for his tactics. “I didn’t believe in provocation—unless the stakes were right.” In Birmingham the stakes had been right, and Connor had complied perfectly by attempting to keep the protesters from reaching City Hall. “We didn’t really want to get down there,” Walker admitted; the news coverage of Connor’s efforts to block them was far more valuable. “In essence,” Andrew Young commented, “we were consciously using the mass media to try to get across to the nation what our message was,” that southern segregation was far more vicious than most white Americans had ever realized. “The movement was really about getting publicity for injustice . . . the injustice was there under the surface and as long as it stayed below the surface, nobody was concerned about it. You had to bring it out in the open.” As Walker later boasted, “There never was any more skillful manipulation of the news media than there was in Birmingham.” SCLC had succeeded in bringing the civil rights struggle to the forefront of the national consciousness. This success far outweighed the narrower question of whether the settlement provided for speedy enough desegregation of Birmingham’s stores or an acceptable number of black sales clerks.

Martin King spent the final week of May traveling around the country to address a series of hugely successful fund-raising rallies in Los Angeles, St. Louis, Chicago, and Louisville. Over $50,000 was raised in one day in Los Angeles alone, and King realized that the movement now had achieved a central position in American public life. Funds flowed in to SCLC by the thousands. The impact of Birmingham gradually became clearer, and King considered what the movement should do now to take advantage of this new national interest in an issue that both the white South and the Kennedys had hoped to keep under wraps. At various
fund-raising rallies, King repeated his year-old call for an executive order prohibiting all segregation, and in several late-night phone conversations, he asked Stanley Levison where the movement should turn. Levison agreed that the current moment was a special one, and that King should move beyond his call for an executive order by asking for a personal meeting with John Kennedy to discuss the situation. The two men agreed that the Kennedys were sensitive to the international impact of the Birmingham photos, and that that embarrassment, coupled with the domestic outpouring of support for the movement, might push the administration into more aggressive support of civil rights than it had been willing to risk so far. If a face-to-face meeting were granted, King could ask for a clear policy shift. If President Kennedy refused to see him, the movement would have to adopt Birmingham’s tactics in other cities. That way, King said, so much pressure would be placed upon the president that he would have no choice but to sign an executive order declaring segregation unconstitutional.

On Thursday, May 30, King sent a telegram to the White House requesting a conference with both the president and the attorney general. The following day the FBI, which had monitored King’s telephone comments by means of its wiretap on Stanley Levison, notified Robert Kennedy of what the civil rights leader and Levison had discussed. The attorney general asked that the FBI furnish an account of the crucial conversation to his brother, and within hours it was done. The next day presidential assistant Lee C. White notified King that John Kennedy’s busy schedule would not allow for any meeting for at least a week, and that he, White, would be in touch in the near future. In the wake of that rebuff, King discussed the situation with Levison in two more lengthy wiretapped conversations. Stanley reiterated his advice that “the Birmingham pattern” could be used in other cities, such as Atlanta, and King agreed. “We are on the threshold of a significant breakthrough and the greatest weapon is the mass demonstration.... We are at the point where we can mobilize all of this righteous indignation into a powerful mass movement.” He told Levison that they ought to announce a mass “March on Washington,” for “the threat itself may so frighten the President that he would have to do something.” Both he and Levison knew that other movement activists, particularly Bayard Rustin and A. Philip Randolph, had been talking about such an idea for months. Levison reminded King that they had best secure unanimity among all the movement’s groups before anyone made a public announcement. Levison asked King to consider whether more pressure upon Kennedy would be generated by a single mass March on Washington or by a series of Birmingham-like protests across the country. King said that simultaneous demonstrations all across the country were just what he had in mind, and that those protests could be combined with a nationwide work stoppage. He asked Levison if the time was right, and he replied yes, “the time is now.” Levison indicated that he or Clarence Jones would discuss the mat-
ter with Randolph, and that King should hold his ideas in abeyance until it was known how both Randolph and Roy Wilkins felt about it.39

Several days later Levison told King that Jones had conferred with Randolph, who was eager to combine King's desire with the plans that he and his associates had been making for a Washington pilgrimage in early October. Randolph asked Jones to have King get in touch with him, and King agreed to make the call. King's interest in mass action in the nation's capital stemmed in part from an idea that had circulated among some of the movement's younger staff workers, such as Jim Bevel and Ike Reynolds, during the later stages of the Birmingham demonstrations.

Randolph's associates had been discussing such a March since late in 1962. At the end of January, 1963, Rustin and two associates, Norm Hill and Tom Kahn, had prepared a three-page memo for Randolph that proposed a two-day "mass descent" upon Washington in May, 1963. They suggested a target figure of 100,000 marchers, and argued that mass action was necessary to draw public attention to "the economic subordination of the American Negro," the pressing need for "the creation of more jobs for all Americans," and the wider goal of "a broad and fundamental program of economic justice." "Integration in the fields of education, housing, transportation and public accommodations will be of limited extent and duration so long as fundamental economic inequality along racial lines persists," the planning document argued. On the first day of the pilgrimage there would be a "mass descent" upon Congress, blocking all legislative business, while a smaller delegation visited the White House. Both Congress and the president should be presented with specific legislative demands, demands that could be drafted if Randolph approved the project and gave his staffers permission to approach other civil rights activists and liberal sympathizers in organized labor and religious groups. The second day of the March would be devoted to "a mass protest rally."

In early March, Randolph approved his aides' recommendation and suggested that they consider a target date of June 13 and 14. The national executive board of Randolph's Negro American Labor Council (NALC) met in New York on March 23 to be briefed on the project. Plans now called for one day of lobbying on Capitol Hill. A second day would feature a mass procession down Pennsylvania Avenue culminating in a rally at the Lincoln Memorial that President Kennedy would be invited to address. Randolph wanted his board's approval before he approached other organizations, and it was given enthusiastically. Several days later Randolph contacted National Urban League Executive Director Whitney M. Young, Jr., to ask that his organization endorse and help finance the plan. Randolph made a similar approach to the NAACP's Roy Wilkins. Randolph and his aides now were scheduling the March for early October instead of June, but even a more realistic schedule could do little to persuade Young or Wilkins, both of whom reacted coolly to Randolph's initiative. Young wrote Randolph at the end of April to say that although his organization felt "great sympathy and emotional support for the
effort,” it could not participate formally. Young stated that the October date would conflict with other Urban League plans, and that his organization’s tax-exempt status barred it from direct involvement in a legislative lobbying effort. He explained that the Urban League’s close working relationships with many federal officials might be damaged if the organization took part in an open protest against those officials’ policies. Wilkins delivered a similar rebuff. Randolph attempted to interest King and SCLC in the plan but received little response, since the organization was totally preoccupied with bringing the Birmingham protests to their climax. Although Randolph and Rustin kept their fall plans on the front burner, and succeeded in interesting influential black trade unionist Cleveland Robinson of New York’s District 65 in the march idea, they made little progress toward their goal. The events in Birmingham were the focus of everyone’s attention, and the New York activists were devoting their energy to organizing demonstrations of support for the Birmingham protesters rather than working on plans for Washington. Thus, when Jones notified Randolph in early June that King was ready to consider mass action in Washington, the grand old man of the black movement seized the opportunity and turned his energies to a plan that had threatened to die aborning.40

Only after Birmingham did King and his aides consider how the national impact of those protests might be used to pave the way for new federal legislative initiatives on civil rights. In both his public and private comments, King focused upon how Birmingham had made clear the pressing need for unilateral executive action on civil rights, and how John Kennedy’s record was “inadequate.” He “has not furnished the expected leadership and has not kept his campaign promises,” King said during one interview. If Kennedy did not speak to the country about the moral imperative of integration, the movement might sponsor an interracial March on Washington that could include sit-ins on Capitol Hill. It was King’s first public reference to such a possibility, and news reports gave prominent coverage to his comments about Kennedy. “Dr. King Denounces President on Rights,” The New York Times proclaimed. In a late-night conference call on June 9, King told Levison and Jones that the Washington protest ought to be scheduled for sometime in August, and that special pressure should be placed upon Congress to pass a civil rights bill. King said he would get in touch with Randolph immediately to coordinate plans, and contemplated making a quick public announcement of the March in order to compel NAACP support. Thirty-six hours later Jones and New York pastor George Lawrence, a frequent supporter of SCLC efforts, informed newsmen that such a pilgrimage, perhaps employing disruptive, civil disobedience tactics, would take place later that summer if the federal government did not act quickly to aid black Americans.41

While King pondered how best to take advantage of Birmingham in pressing the Kennedys for stronger support of civil rights, the administra-
tion was intensively discussing what should be done. Both John and Rob­

tert Kennedy, plus Justice Department aides like Marshall and Ramsey

t, understood that new initiatives had to be taken. Birmingham had set

off a string of public-accommodations protests across the South, and

another crisis threatened in Alabama, where Governor Wallace was vow­
ing to disobey a federal court order requiring admission of black students

to the University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa. Robert Kennedy met with

influential southern whites to urge their support for peaceful desegrega­
tion, but he, like his Justice Department aides, realized that persuasion
alone could not integrate the South. Ramsey Clark had returned from

Birmingham convinced that the administration had to propose a com­
prehensive civil rights bill to Congress. Marshall also realized that much
of the frustration the Justice Department felt over its inability to do any­
thing except mediate in Birmingham was caused by a lack of federal stat­
utes authorizing intervention. The only action open to the executive
branch was the use of military troops in the event the president pro­
claimed a state of civil unrest. John Kennedy limited his public com­
ments to a strong defense of blacks' right to protest segregation, saying that
their demonstrations are “in the highest traditions of American free­
don.” As early as May 24, however, Robert Kennedy conceded in a
private interview that “further legislation is needed. Unless it is passed, I
don't think we can do any more than is now being done.”

Later that same day, May 24, Robert Kennedy's growing emotional
involvement with the civil rights issue was heightened considerably by an
angry meeting in New York with black writer James Baldwin, black psy­
chologist Kenneth Clark, Clarence Jones, Harry Belafonte, and a number
of other outspoken individuals from the civil rights movement and black

cultural community who believed passionately that the Kennedy admin­
istration was ignorant of the pressing moral need for the federal govern­
ment to get behind the movement. Robert Kennedy left the session
furious at the lack of appreciation shown by the other participants for the

government’s efforts concerning civil rights. The more lasting impact of
the encounter was to sensitize him more deeply than ever to the fact that
what the federal government had done still fell short of what was morally
necessary. On Saturday, June 1, the same day that the White House re­
 fused King's request to meet with the president, Robert Kennedy con­
 vened a meeting of the administration’s key legal and political strategists
to discuss civil rights. The attorney general declared that the government
had to take the lead in proposing broad legislation that would strike at
racial segregation and discrimination. Others in the meeting, relying upon
the accepted wisdom of two years, replied that the congressional mood
still argued against any administration push for a comprehensive civil

civil rights bill that would have only a modest chance of passage. Robert Ken­

nedy's insistence that the government's proposal had to provide for the
desegregation of all public accommodations drew heavy flak, but both
John Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson came down on the attorney general's side. The president instructed his aides to draft promptly a broad-gauged proposal, and asked everyone involved to be careful not to reveal the administration's plans.42

Martin King knew little about the government's decision to propose comprehensive civil rights legislation until Tuesday, June 11. That morning, Alabama Governor Wallace barred the door of the University of Alabama's administration building to Deputy Attorney General Katzenbach and two black students seeking to enroll under the provisions of the federal court order. Wallace's effort was symbolically effective but practically futile, and later that day President Kennedy federalized the Alabama National Guard. Wallace stood aside when the commanding general returned with the students at the end of the day. That evening President Kennedy went on nationwide television and for the first time in his presidency issued a clear moral call to the American people to banish segregation and racism from the land. Although he provided few details, Kennedy stated that he soon would propose to Congress a civil rights bill that would include a public-accommodations title among its provisions; only by moving forward with federal legislative remedies could this crisis be resolved. The depth of the problem, and the potential price to be paid by those who tried to solve it, was brought home to the entire country just hours after Kennedy's remarks. Mississippi NAACP leader Medgar Evers was shot from ambush and killed outside his home in Jackson.

Martin King was overjoyed by John Kennedy's speech. "He was really great," King remarked over the phone to Stanley Levison the next day, and in a telegram King told the president that his remarks had constituted "one of the most eloquent, profound and unequivocal pleas for justice and the freedom of all men ever made by any president." King told Levison that this meant that their March on Washington must be aimed at the Congress rather than the president, and Levison agreed. King also wanted to take some action in response to Medgar Evers's assassination; he called Roy Wilkins of the NAACP to suggest that they jointly announce a national day of mourning and establish a memorial fund in Evers's name. The ever-prickly Wilkins, perceiving one more supposed effort by King and SCLC to challenge what he thought were the NAACP's unique prerogatives, told King to mind his own business. When the two men met at Evers's funeral in Jackson, Wilkins warned King that SCLC should drop any idea of moving in to assist the Jackson protests that Evers's NAACP forces had led. In subsequent days Wilkins complained about King's alleged presumptuousness and self-promoting to anyone who would listen. Within less than a week, major newspapers and magazines carried a new spate of stories describing intense organizational conflict within the movement.

To a number of close observers, Wilkins's anger and the growing appearance of interorganizational competition were rooted basically in the
heightened financial stakes that had resulted from the Birmingham crisis. That event had elevated King to the indisputable civil rights top spot in the American public's mind. It also meant that King's SCLC, rather than the long-established NAACP, would be the chief financial beneficiary of this new interest in civil rights. Evers's death offered an opportunity to correct that imbalance, and Wilkins had no intention of missing it. Between these financial tensions, and the equally strong divisions over Randolph's and King's commitment to mass action in Washington, the movement was threatening to split apart in public just as it reached its highest level of potential influence.43

Two interested onlookers who were worried by this threat were Taconic Foundation President Stephen R. Currier and his principal staff member, Jane Lee Eddy. In the immediate wake of the Evers killing, they decided that something had to be done to ensure unity within the movement and to eliminate the growing competition for potential contributions. After consultations with Whitney Young, Roy Wilkins, and NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund Director Jack Greenberg, Currier asked all of the black leadership to gather in New York eight days after Evers's death for a breakfast discussion.

The afternoon before the breakfast with Currier, King, Abernathy, Shuttlesworth, and Levison met at Randolph's New York office with Rustin, Cleveland Robinson, L. Joseph Overton of NALC, Bill Mahoney of SNCC, and Norman Hill from CORE for the first group discussion of the March on Washington. Rustin suggested that they aim for a target date sometime between August 10 and 24, and recommended that Robinson and George Lawrence be named temporary coordinators of the effort. He asked that each organization choose one representative who would sit on a policy-making committee for the March, and suggested that that group convene six days hence on June 24. Rustin said he hoped that Roy Wilkins or some other NAACP representative would attend that meeting.

At the Currier-sponsored breakfast the next morning, the Taconic Foundation's president recommended that the black leadership establish the Council for United Civil Rights Leadership (CUCRL) which, under Currier's auspices, would serve as a clearinghouse for dividing large contributions among all the organizations. Everyone present knew of Currier's great personal wealth, as well as his remarkable ability to generate funds from other well-to-do friends. No one dissented from his plan. The arrangement could lessen the growing internecine conflict before serious damage was done, and it was all but certain to provide each of the organizations with funds they otherwise would not receive.44

King flew to Birmingham from New York. He had returned there at least once a week since the crisis had passed, and so far the white merchants had lived up to the agreement. A core group of high school students had remained committed to SCLC's work after the demonstrations
ended, and had helped mount an effective voter registration drive in black neighborhoods throughout the city. Notwithstanding less than eager white registration officials, the young SCLC workers were adding some four hundred new black registrants to the polling books each week.

Despite this success, painful tensions had arisen between ACMHR and SCLC concerning the two organizations' intertwined financial relationship. ACMHR Treasurer William E. Shortridge complained to Fred Shuttlesworth that their organization was not receiving a fair share of the monies that SCLC was reaping in the wake of the protests. Because Shuttlesworth gave little heed to his repeated complaints, Shortridge took them to SCLC Treasurer Abernathy, explaining that ACMHR had received little income since late May and bills were piling up, especially those from the attorneys and bonding companies that had helped secure the release of the hundreds of demonstrators. Shortridge acknowledged that SCLC had passed along two checks totaling $14,000, but ACMHR was in the red and required further support. King also listened sympathetically to Shortridge during his June 20 visit, but the issue remained a problem throughout the summer.

At that evening's ACMHR mass meeting, King talked about the upcoming pilgrimage to the nation's capital and how it would put pressure on Congress to pass the civil rights bill that John Kennedy had sent to Capitol Hill just the day before. "As soon as they start to filibuster," King declared, "I think we should march on Washington with a quarter of a million people." The next morning, March coordinators Cleveland Robinson and George Lawrence announced plans for the protest to the New York press. The purpose of the mass demonstration, Robinson emphasized, would be to draw national attention to the problem of black unemployment and the need for thousands of new jobs, and not simply to lobby for civil rights legislation.45

Within hours of Robinson's announcement the Kennedy White House summoned the black leadership to a meeting the following day with the president. When the session convened, John Kennedy explained what it would take to win congressional approval of the administration's bill. The most difficult hurdle would be to obtain cloture in the Senate; for that, the votes of many midwestern Republicans who usually took little interest in racial issues would be necessary. The proposed March on Washington might hinder rather than help the effort to gain those votes. "We want success in Congress," Kennedy stated, not just a big show at the Capitol. Some of these people are looking for an excuse to be against us. I don't want to give any of them a chance to say, "Yes, I'm for the bill but I'm damned if I will vote for it at the point of a gun." It seemed to me a great mistake to announce a march on Washington before the bill was even in committee. The only effect is to create an atmosphere of intimidation—and this may give some members of Congress an out.
Philip Randolph spoke out in defense of black demonstrations in general and the March in particular, but the president was not swayed from his position:

...Now we are in a new phase, the legislative phase, and results are essential. The wrong kind of demonstration at the wrong time will give those fellows a chance to say that they have to prove their courage by voting against us. To get the votes we need we have, first, to oppose demonstrations which will lead to violence, and, second, give Congress a fair chance to work its will.

Vice-President Johnson endorsed Kennedy's remarks, and said that the administration's entire civil rights initiative hinged upon some twenty-five swing votes in the Senate. “To get those votes we have to be careful not to do anything which would give those who are privately opposed a public excuse to appear as martyrs.”

Both James Farmer of CORE and King defended the need for demonstrations. King argued that the March on Washington “could serve as a means through which people with legitimate discontents could channel their grievances under disciplined, nonviolent leadership. It could also serve as a means of dramatizing the issue and mobilizing support in parts of the country which don't know the problems at first hand. I think it will serve a purpose. It may seem ill-timed. Frankly, I have never engaged in any direct action movement which did not seem ill-timed. Some people thought Birmingham ill-timed.”

John Kennedy interrupted, saying, “Including the Attorney General.” Then the president expressed a sentiment that both he and his brother strongly shared, a sentiment that said much about their political and emotional evolutions over the preceding six weeks. “I don’t think you should all be totally harsh on Bull Connor. After all, he has done more for civil rights than almost anybody else.”

With his wry remark about Connor, John Kennedy brought the meeting to a close. Then, while the other guests departed, Kennedy took King aside for a brief private conversation, and invited him out into the Rose Garden. The president was worried that the FBI's increasing concern about King's relationship with Stanley Levison and Jack O'Dell's continuance on SCLC's payroll posed an even greater threat to the civil rights program than did the proposed March on Washington. “You've read about Profumo in the papers?” the president asked, referring to the current scandal rocking the British government. King nodded. “That was an example of friendship and loyalty carried too far,” Kennedy went on. “Macmillan is likely to lose his government because he has been loyal to his friend. You must take care not to lose your cause for the same reason.” Then he named O'Dell and Levison. “They're Communists. You've got to get rid of them.” The president emphasized that any public revelations by newsmen or the FBI's friends in Congress about the backgrounds
of the two men would harm not just King, but the entire movement and the Kennedys' civil rights bill. "If they shoot you down, they'll shoot us down too—so we're asking you to be careful." Kennedy also warned King that opponents of civil rights would have him under close surveillance. King nodded again and indicated that he would not quarrel with Kennedy about O'Dell. But Levison was different. "I know Stanley," King told the president, "and I can't believe this. You will have to prove it." Kennedy said he would have Burke Marshall convey proof of the allegations to King. With that, the brief conversation ended.46

King and his fellow civil rights leaders emerged from the White House with differing responses to the president's remarks. While Kennedy had not explicitly asked that the March be canceled, Roy Wilkins was non-committal about NAACP participation and stressed that "I am not involved at the present moment." King defended the March and stated that "we feel a demonstration would help the President's civil rights legislation." Afterward, UAW President Walter Reuther hosted a luncheon meeting for the black leadership, one purpose of which, Wilkins later admitted, "was to talk Dr. King out of trying to apply the model of Birmingham to Washington." Wilkins argued that only "quiet, patient lobbying tactics" should be employed to aid the Kennedys' bill. King reassured Wilkins that the entire question of tactics would be discussed when the full March on Washington committee met in New York two days later, a meeting Wilkins agreed to attend.

King was concerned about Kennedy's fear and Wilkins's hesitancy over the March, but he was both troubled and bemused by the president's warning about O'Dell and Levison. King jokingly asked Andrew Young why the president had taken him outdoors before raising the subject. Did Kennedy suspect that someone was bugging his office? King was concerned that the administration took the problem so seriously as to have the president convey a personal warning, but he was no more moved to sever his ties with Levison or O'Dell by Kennedy's admonition than he had been by the half-dozen cautionary notes sounded by Robert Kennedy, Burke Marshall, Harris Wofford, and John Seigenthaler.

In private, King was preoccupied with the rapidly accelerating pace of black activism. "The Negro is shedding himself of his fear," he had said some weeks earlier, "and my real worry is how we will keep this fearlessness from rising to violent proportions." King realized that he was "running into more and more bitterness because things haven't moved fast enough. . . . The Negro in the South can now be nonviolent as a stratagem, but he can't include loving the white man. . . . Nonviolence has become a military tactical approach." King had come to appreciate that it was the coercive direct action of Birmingham, and not persuasive moral appeals aimed at winning over the hearts of southern whites, that the movement would have to pursue. Only through confrontation could the nation be shown the true essence of segregation and racism. "We are merely bringing to the surface the tension that has always been at the
heart of the problem,” King told one audience. Demonstrations “may be peaceful and nonviolent, but you make people inflict violence on you, so you precipitate violence.”

Throughout the Birmingham protests, both King and Walker had been more attuned to the potentiality of federal executive intervention than to the distant possibility of obtaining strong congressional legislation. The goal, Walker admitted in early June, had been one of “creating a crisis so severe that government—the federal administration—has to grapple with it and do something immediately.” Both he and King had been deeply pleased by the forthright stance that John Kennedy had taken on June 11, but neither man had high hopes for the passage of Kennedy’s legislative proposal. Walker volunteered publicly that “I personally don’t believe it has a prayer of passing,” and contended that what was needed to prevent more Birminghams and more terrorist assassinations was “strong executive action. It may be that we will have to see martial law declared in several areas throughout the South.” King stopped far short of saying that in public, admitting that “I do not think civil rights legislation will solve all of the problems that we now face,” while adding “but I do think it will solve many.”

The day after the meeting at the White House, King flew to Detroit to appear at a 125,000-person civil rights rally, one of an increasing number of sympathy demonstrations all across the country. Then he went to New York for the crucial March on Washington meeting. Roy Wilkins was in attendance, and Philip Randolph took pains at the outset to emphasize that “we are working on the principle of nonviolence, not civil disobedience.” That pronouncement did not please some who were present, such as SNCC’s Bill Mahoney, nor was it enough to satisfy the reluctant Wilkins, who inquired how the March would be designed to help pass the Kennedy legislation. A procession with a “tinge of Harlem” to it, Wilkins said, would be harmful. The NAACP’s executive director also volunteered that he did not want his organization to have to pick up the tab. “Someone asked him if the March wasn’t worth the cost,” one participant recalled. “Wilkins said, ‘Not when someone else gets the publicity.’” Despite that sourness, NAACP participation was grudgingly promised, and the group settled upon a one-day pilgrimage and a firm date of Wednesday, August 28.

Announcement of the date generated some worries among sympathetic observers. Black Detroit Congressman Charles C. Diggs, Jr., wrote to King to express “increasing concern” about the movement’s plans. Diggs complained that many members of Congress would respond positively only if they had direct contact with their own constituents. He also voiced concern over whether movement leaders could assure “that disciplinary problems will be minimized.” The announcement of the March had made “a lot of people nervous,” and Diggs hoped that King and his colleagues would rethink their plans.

Diggs’s worries were not King’s only immediate problem. On the
morning of June 30, the *Birmingham News*, relying upon information leaked by the FBI, revealed that Jack O’Dell was still on SCLC’s payroll and working in its New York office despite King’s claim that O’Dell had resigned. Burke Marshall again pressed King to cut all ties with O’Dell and Levison. Reluctantly, King gave in and acted on the first request. He wrote to O’Dell, in a letter primarily intended for Marshall’s consumption, that the “temporary resignation” of the preceding November now was being made permanent. Although SCLC had not discovered “any present connections with the Communist party on your part,” the continuing allegation that O’Dell was a secret member of the CP’s national committee was a damaging one, and “in these critical times we cannot afford to risk any such impressions.”

Although King reluctantly accommodated the administration on O’Dell, he refused to end his friendship with Levison. Burke Marshall, acting at John Kennedy’s direction, spoke to Andrew Young about the specific evidence against King’s advisor, but all Marshall was able to offer were vague allegations of Levison’s unspecified Soviet contacts. Not surprisingly, King again refused to act when Young relayed the information to him.

Levison took a different view of the situation. Fully aware of the notions that the Kennedys possessed about him, Levison insisted to King that they make the break that for eighteen months King had refused to initiate. Hearings on the administration’s civil rights bill were about to begin, and the O’Dell leak was evidence that the movement’s opponents were ready to use all their ammunition. Moreover, it also was clear that the Kennedys’ newly strengthened support for civil rights would be held back in King’s case so long as Levison remained a presence. Thus Stanley insisted that their direct contact end. “I induced him to break,” Levison later explained. “The movement needed the Kennedys too much. I said it would not be in the interests of the movement to hold on to me if the Kennedys had doubts.” King unwillingly agreed to the break, but arranged to keep in touch with Levison through black New York attorney Clarence Jones. The two men would be able to pass news and advice to each other while abiding by the Kennedys’ demand.49

Another problem for the movement was the growing national attention being paid to the Nation of Islam, the “Black Muslims,” whom the white press negatively portrayed as being just one step away from a violent “hate whitey” onslaught. The normally mild-mannered King had lashed out strongly against the Muslims in several public comments, and Wyatt Walker had almost gotten into a fistfight with Muslim activist Malcolm X after a joint television appearance. King feared that the extensive news coverage of the Muslims and their rhetoric would dissuade sympathetic whites from supporting civil rights. While movement leaders always stressed the nonviolent nature of their protests, the Muslims repeatedly suggested that only physical violence could defeat American racism. These provocative statements deeply angered King. “What gets me is that
these people don’t have the nerve, nor are they irrational enough, to advocate the alternative of violence. If they’re for violence, why don’t they say so?” Comments like these further heightened the Muslims’ antipathy toward King, and one late June night in Harlem the group threw eggs at King as he arrived to speak at a church rally. For King, it was one of “those moments when you think about what you are going through and the sacrifices and suffering you face, that your own people don’t have an understanding—not even an appreciation” of one’s efforts. For the moment it left King “feeling sorry for myself and rejected.”

On July 2, just as the black leadership was gathering for a further discussion of CUCRL and the March on Washington, The New York Times reported that SCLC intended to become a membership organization throughout the South. Wyatt Walker wanted to expand SCLC’s network of local affiliates, and each affiliate would recruit members for the parent organization. Annual dues of $2 per person, Walker explained, would help SCLC while also providing funds for the state conferences of affiliates that Walker hoped to organize.

That news was one more provocation to the NAACP’s Roy Wilkins, who now saw SCLC taking aim at his organization’s greatest source of strength, its thousands of local, dues-paying members. This time his anger did not make the public press, but Wilkins was in an uncooperative mood when the black leadership assembled to discuss the March and announce that CUCRL had raised $800,000 to distribute among movement organizations. Bayard Rustin presented a detailed document on plans for the March that listed several economic goals as primary targets: more and better jobs, a stronger minimum wage, a fair employment practices commission, etc. Support for the civil rights bill, and protests against the upcoming segregationist filibuster in the Senate, were listed as secondary aims. Rustin anticipated a budget of $65,000, and said 100,000 participants would be expected. The six major black leaders—Randolph, King, Wilkins, Young, James Farmer of CORE, and newly elected SNCC Chairman John Lewis—would serve as co-chairmen, and each would designate one subordinate as his administrative coordinator. A primary task would be to get local groups across the country to organize their members to come to Washington for the one-day gathering, which was only eight weeks away. Also, Rustin noted, a director for the March would have to be chosen.

Wilkins, who realized he had been roped into participating, moved to block the appointment of Rustin, the one logical candidate, as director. With Randolph prodding him to make his objections explicit, Wilkins referred to the three problems that dogged Rustin’s reputation: his prison sentence for refusing to serve in the armed forces, his early flirtation with communism, and his arrest record for homosexuality. Randolph asked the others what they thought, and both King and Farmer spoke up in Rustin’s defense, saying that none of those issues had ever created serious public relations problems in the past. Wilkins indicated that those
sorts of reassurances would not lead him to drop his objection, and that segregationists looked ready to mount a dirtier fight now than at any time in the past. SNCC's John Lewis thought that the entire discussion was "petty politics," but Whitney Young of the Urban League moved to heal the division by suggesting that Randolph be named director of the March, and that he pick whomever he wanted as his deputy. Wilkins was in no position to object to Randolph, and consented. Randolph also agreed, and announced he was designating Rustin as his deputy. Wilkins's effort had failed, and Rustin would run the March in fact if not in name. The leaders emerged from the meeting to announce their unity, and to emphasize that no sit-ins or civil disobedience would be a part of the March. Now that a grudging internal unity had been won, the organizers could get on with the actual plans for the August 28 pilgrimage. 51

While the March on Washington announcements were the focus of national headlines, much of King's time over the summer months was devoted to encouraging nascent local protest movements across the South. The most notable of these had emerged in the southern Virginia city of Danville. King had made a brief visit in March, and in late May, when local activists began mass demonstrations that met with police violence, the local black leadership appealed for SCLC's assistance. In mid-June, Wyatt Walker and Virginia Field Secretary Herbert Coulton arrived to aid the protesters, and Justice Department officials began working behind the scenes to end the demonstrations. In early July a federal judge briefly halted the protests, but when King came to Danville on July 11 to address a 1,200-person rally, SCLC was giving serious consideration to making Danville its "next Birmingham." Coulton organized an intensive voter registration drive, but mass protests did not develop. 52

King also continued to keep in touch with the situation in Birmingham. He visited the city three times in July, and told an ACMHR mass meeting during his second trip that "things have gone well as far as the agreement goes." The first meeting of the official biracial committee took place on July 16, and one week later the new city council that had been elected with Mayor Boutwell repealed all of Birmingham's segregation ordinances. SCLC put out a press release heralding the city for living up to the agreement. The settlement, King declared, "is being implemented in good faith and on schedule." 53

The March on Washington, however, remained King's major preoccupation throughout July, and he canceled a planned trip to Europe so as to stay in close touch. Bayard Rustin arranged a Washington meeting in which the March coordinators came together with representatives of the D.C. police and the executive branch to discuss logistical questions. Rustin reassured the group that there would be no civil disobedience or blocking of transportation, and that a large contingent of black police officers from New York City would serve as parade marshals. Lobbying visits to Capitol Hill would be closely overseen by March leaders, and the pilgrimage down Pennsylvania Avenue to the Lincoln Memorial would be
solemn, with all placards and banners being produced by the March's staff. Rustin stated that he thought press estimates of 300,000 participants were far too high, and expressed hope that federal authorities could protect the busloads of southern marchers against terrorist violence. The Justice Department's representative explained that that would be impossible, but otherwise the tone of the meeting reflected official eagerness to help the March's organizers bring it off in the smoothest possible fashion. Rustin and his colleagues were pleased by that receptiveness.

By mid-July the widespread concern about the March that had existed four weeks earlier had begun to dissipate. John Kennedy publicly endorsed the rally at a July 17 press conference, and in a chance encounter a day earlier, King found that previously nervous Congressman Diggs also felt better. The reassurances about no civil disobedience and no mass lobbying had fallen upon receptive ears. Movement leaders uttered reassuring comments in public. In a joint appearance on national television, each of the men, including Wilkins and Young, enthusiastically called for mass participation.

While King stressed that the March sought "to arouse the conscience of the nation over the economic plight of the Negro," Young and Wilkins emphasized that the rally was principally to support John Kennedy's civil rights bill, which was encountering rough sailing in the Senate. "We see this as an all-inclusive demonstration of our belief in the President's program," Young remarked.

Although one national news magazine ran a prominent story reporting that King was held in higher esteem than Roy Wilkins or other leaders by rank-and-file black citizens, and by one hundred black notables, all of the "big six" offered at least public lip service to the movement's internal unity. CUCRL announced its first apportionment of $565,000 among movement organizations, and no public criticisms were voiced when the NAACP and the Urban League received $125,000 each while SCLC and SNCC were awarded only $50,000 and $15,000, respectively. Although King explained that SCLC needed less money in light of its post-Birmingham financial windfall, SNCC's leaders knew that they were receiving far less than their due. "We always felt that we got the short end," John Lewis recalled. Nonetheless, SNCC's representatives pledged to abide by the rules for the March.

Throughout the mid-July Senate hearings on the civil rights bill, segregationist spokesmen such as Mississippi Governor Ross Barnett repeatedly made wild accusations that the civil rights movement was a Communist conspiracy, allegations that were reported under headlines such as BARNETT CHARGES KENNEDYS ASSIST RED RACIAL PLOT. Several senators asked the FBI and Justice Department to respond to these claims, and on July 25, Attorney General Robert Kennedy released a carefully worded statement to the effect that no civil rights leaders were "Communists or Communist-controlled." That same day, the Atlanta Constitution, aided by another FBI leak, revealed that Jack O'Dell had
continued to frequent SCLC's New York office even after his "permanent" resignation four weeks earlier. King was caught in a major public embarrassment, made all the worse when an SCLC secretary innocently told one newsman that O'Dell was still the head of the New York office. King's Atlanta headquarters corrected this misstep, but not before the national wire services had a field day with the checkered series of claims that King had made concerning O'Dell over the past nine months.56

Hardly a week later, the movement suffered a more painful blow at Robert Kennedy's own hands. On August 9, with the March less than three weeks away, the Justice Department announced the federal criminal indictments of nine Albany activists on charges of perjury and conspiring to injure a juror. At issue was the April picketing of an Albany food store whose proprietor, Carl Smith, had served on a federal jury that several days earlier had found notorious Baker County Sheriff L. Warren Johnson not guilty of shooting black prisoner Charles Ware. Among those charged were five leaders of the Albany Movement: Dr. Anderson, Slater King, Thomas Chatmon, Mrs. Eliza "Goldie" Jackson, and Rev. Samuel B. Wells.

The irony of criminal charges being brought against movement leaders by a Kennedy Justice Department that had stayed out of court when Marion King was beaten at the Mitchell County jail and when C. B. King was bloodied by Dougherty County Sheriff Campbell was a demoralizing blow to the already frustrated black community. Two movement appeals for the establishment of a biracial committee had been rejected by city officials in February, and internal tensions increased within the Albany Movement's leadership. Rumors circulated that Dr. Anderson would move to another city. Some of the recriminations were aimed at SCLC, but the Kennedy administration and Kennedy-appointed Federal Judge J. Robert Elliott, who was ruling against black Albany's suits at every turn, were more favored targets. Early in March the city commission repealed Albany's segregation ordinances, but the cosmetic change represented no triumph for the movement. The Johnson acquittal and the subsequent picketing of Smith's store, which movement leaders attributed to Smith's reneging on a promise to promote black employees to cashier positions to serve his heavily black clientele, was followed by more downtown picketing in early May.

A new spate of Albany protests began in mid-June under the prodding of SNCC activists. Within several days, more than one hundred demonstrators were arrested, including all the SNCC staffers the police could locate. The Justice Department dispatched federal attorney Jerome K. Heilbron to try to prod city officials to open biracial talks, but the commission again said no. One reporter stated that "anger, frustration and despair" characterized the black community, and another that "Albany remains a monument to white supremacy . . . the triumph of sophisticated segregation. . . . Not one of the expectations aroused by the demonstrations of late 1961 and mid-1962 has been realized."57
Outside of southwest Georgia, most movement activists, including Martin King, put aside the infuriating news from Albany to concentrate on the upcoming March. Early in August, A. Philip Randolph announced that the six-man black leadership had been supplemented by four white figures—UAW President Walter Reuther, Protestant notable Rev. Eugene Carson Blake, Jewish leader Rabbi Joachim Prinz, and Catholic layman Mathew Ahmann—and that the group would seek an audience with President Kennedy on the day of the March. Randolph also emphasized that the March was a nonpartisan undertaking, and welcomed white participation, as the addition of the white co-chairmen signified. However, as Bayard Rustin's initial Organizing Manual stated, some people would not be welcome. “We expressly reject the aid or participation of totalitarian or subversive groups of all persuasions. Organizational participation is invited from only the established civil rights organizations, from major religious and fraternal groups, and from labor unions.” Although the major labor federation, the AFL-CIO, and its powerful president, George Meany, no fan of Reuther's, had refused to endorse the March, substantial white support seemed assured.

Randolph, King, and the other leaders were not the only parties concerned about making the pilgrimage a biracial success and keeping it free from any taint of leftist infiltration. Once John and Robert Kennedy realized that the event was inevitable, they assigned one of the attorney general's principal assistants, John Douglas, to keep a close eye on March preparations. Robert Kennedy was greatly relieved to learn from FBI reports that the Communist party was having little success in infiltrating planning groups. King was concerned that segregationists might try to smear the effort with histrionics about Rustin's leftist affiliations and homosexual proclivities, and that either the total number of marchers or the white contingent might be disappointingly small. He, Coretta, and the children took a ten-day vacation in the middle of August, relaxing at Clarence Jones's home in New York. King hoped to get started on his third book, an account of the Birmingham campaign that Stanley Levison had suggested to him three months earlier. King's second volume, Strength to Love, the collection of sermons on which he had labored for several years, had enjoyed modest sales following its June publication. Levison advised that a book on Birmingham, especially one incorporating the increasingly heralded letter that King had written in jail in response to criticisms by the white clergy, would receive more attention. King spent part of each day working with black ghostwriter Al Duckett, who had been hired to do much of the work on the book, but King used a good deal of the New York sojourn for family outings to the Empire State Building and the Staten Island Ferry. Those ten days were a rare opportunity to spend substantial time with his family, and King enjoyed the break. Unbeknownst to him, the FBI was happy about it too. Wiretaps had been placed on Jones's phones several weeks earlier so as to monitor his role as intermediary between King and Levison, and the taps gave the
Bureau considerable knowledge about King’s private affairs during that ten-day period. Accounts of King’s telephone comments were passed on to Robert Kennedy, and, on at least one occasion, from him to his brother.58

In the days immediately preceding the March, King and the other leaders worked to ensure a large and orderly turnout. King and Roy Wilkins appeared on Meet the Press, and along with others contributed articles to The New York Times Magazine detailing “What the Marchers Really Want.” Although most press commentary continued to link the March’s purpose to the passage of John Kennedy’s civil rights bill, King emphasized that the goals went beyond antidiscrimination legislation. Full equality, King said, would require not merely the elimination of legal segregation, but the far broader achievement of “untrammeled opportunity for every person to fulfill his total individual capacity.” For black Americans, that goal would require more than just John Kennedy’s bill. “Housing and employment opportunities seem most critical—if any priority can be assigned to the many ills the Negro suffers,” King stated.

The program for Wednesday’s March called for the leaders to walk to the Lincoln Memorial at the head of the crowd, and for each of them to speak there as part of a mass program that also would feature other movement notables and entertainers. Afterward, the leadership would see President Kennedy at the White House. Although the schedule required all the speakers to have prepared texts of their remarks ready for advance distribution to the press Tuesday afternoon, August 27, King arrived in Washington late that evening without the necessary text. At his hotel, he sketched an outline, and shortly after midnight, wrote out his remarks in longhand. After finishing this, he had time for a few hours sleep while the draft was typed and mimeographed for distribution to newsmen on Wednesday morning.59

Even before King’s arrival in Washington, controversy had arisen over SNCC Chairman John Lewis’s text, which had been prepared and distributed in advance. Robert Kennedy’s assistants, who had been keeping an eye on everything concerning the March, had collected the advance texts and passed them on to the attorney general and Burke Marshall for careful scrutiny. There was much in Lewis’s remarks, which had been drafted with substantial assistance from Tom Kahn, one of Rustin’s top assistants, that was not acceptable to the Kennedys. First, the speech said that SNCC could not support the administration’s civil rights bill because it was “too little, and too late.” Second, it seemed like a leftist ideological tract, with passages such as “We are now involved in a serious revolution. This nation is still a place of cheap political leaders who build their careers on immoral compromises and ally themselves with open forms of political, economic and social exploitation.” Lewis went on to attack the federal indictments in Albany, and to contrast them with the lack of action against attacks on movement workers, and Kennedy’s appointment of “racist judges.” SNCC asked, “Which side is the federal government
on?” Third, the advance text contained rhetorical statements certain to outrage many civil rights supporters. “The revolution is at hand,” it declared. “We will take matters into our own hands and create a source of power, outside of any national structure that could and would assure us a victory. . . . If any radical social, political and economic changes are to take place in our society, the people, the masses, must bring them about.” And, Lewis vowed, in the southland SNCC would bring them about. “We will march through the South, through the Heart of Dixie, the way Sherman did. We shall pursue our own ‘scorched earth’ policy and burn Jim Crow to the ground—nonviolently. We shall crack the South into a thousand pieces and put them back together in the image of democracy.” Robert Kennedy and Burke Marshall agreed that Lewis’s comments should not be allowed a place at this March. They made certain that a number of sponsors and program participants were aware of the text. Both men spoke with Patrick Cardinal O’Boyle, the Catholic prelate of Washington who was scheduled to deliver the invocation. O’Boyle’s reaction was exactly what the Justice Department expected. “When I read it, I said I could not give the invocation or sit on the platform because it would be equivalent to approving a speech of this kind,” the cardinal recalled. O’Boyle was especially upset about the reference to Sherman’s march, inappropriate rhetoric for a nonviolent movement. Walter Reuther also was greatly displeased when he learned of Lewis’s language. Word of the controversy and O’Boyle’s threatened withdrawal was passed to Rustin, who called a meeting and went to Lewis’s hotel room to ask that he change the offending passages. Lewis refused, despite pleas voiced at the hastily called late-night strategy session.

The dispute continued Wednesday morning. Lewis insisted he would deliver the speech without any changes, and O’Boyle reiterated his stance to Burke Marshall, who promised that the necessary changes would be made. Tens of thousands of March participants were pouring into Washington, and by shortly after noon a huge mass of people had set off from the Washington Monument toward the Lincoln Memorial without waiting for the leaders to take their place at the head of the column. Crowd estimates placed the number of participants at twice the predicted hundred thousand, and movement leaders were pleased that nearly 25 percent were white.

With the program only minutes away, the leadership arrived at the Lincoln Memorial with the controversy over Lewis’s text still unresolved. Rustin promised O’Boyle that the necessary changes would be made, and the cardinal agreed to appear on the platform and deliver the invocation, so long as he was handed a copy of the revised Lewis text at least ten minutes before the SNCC chairman’s appearance. O’Boyle told Rustin that if it were unsatisfactory, or if Lewis delivered the original draft, he and other religious leaders would get up and leave.

Meanwhile, in a small room just behind Lincoln’s statue, Lewis, James
Forman, and Courtland Cox from SNCC were huddling with Randolph, Wilkins, King, Eugene Carson Blake, and other March leaders, plus the harried Rustin and his assistant, Tom Kahn. Many of those present had gone over the advance text closely, and Burke Marshall had personally delivered a revised draft by getting through to the Lincoln Memorial in the sidecar of a police motorcycle. At the outset of the huddle, it was clear to the outnumbered SNCC contingent that everyone else supported changes in the text. As Lewis remembered it later, Martin King firmly advised him to make the alterations. “‘John, I know who you are. I think I know you well. I don’t think this sounds like you.’” Wilkins and Blake also spoke in favor of changes, and complained about the usage of words like “masses” and “revolution.” Randolph spoke up in support of those words, remarking that he used them himself. But, he told Lewis, he also felt the modifications should be made for the sake of unity. Then both Rustin and Kahn, who also favored the changes, pointed out that the specific deletions being requested had originally come not from Lewis’s pen but from Kahn’s. With that, the SNCC threesome gave in and agreed that Lewis would deliver the revised text. The meeting broke up, and everyone took their places near the podium. A copy was passed to Cardinal O’Boyle, and the program commenced without incident. Two Kennedy aides stood ready to “pull the plug” on the public address system in case anything went amiss.

The massive rally was a powerful and joyous scene, with both speeches and musical presentations evoking fervent emotional responses. The program was well along before King’s turn came to speak, and he moved forward carrying his prepared text. “I started out reading the speech,” he recalled in a private interview three months later, and then, “just all of a sudden—the audience response was wonderful that day—and all of a sudden this thing came to me that I have used—I’d used it many times before, that thing about ‘I have a dream’—and I just felt that I wanted to use it here. I don’t know why, I hadn’t thought about it before the speech.” So he dispensed with the prepared text and went on extemporaneously. He had used the same peroration previously—at a mass meeting in Birmingham in early April, and in a speech at Detroit’s huge civil rights rally in June—but on this warm August afternoon, standing before tens of thousands of people, the words carried an inspirational power greater than many of those present ever had heard before:

I say to you today, my friends, so even though we face the difficulties of today and tomorrow, I still have a dream. It is a dream deeply rooted in the American dream. I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed—we hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal.

I have a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia, the sons of former slaves and the sons of former slave-owners will be able to sit down together at the table of brotherhood.
I have a dream that one day, even the state of Mississippi, a state sweltering with the heat of injustice, sweltering with the heat of oppression, will be transformed into an oasis of freedom and justice.

I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character. I have a dream today!

I have a dream that one day, down in Alabama, with its vicious racists, with its governor having his lips dripping with the words of interposition and nullification, one day, right there in Alabama, little black boys and black girls will be able to join hands with little white boys and white girls as sisters and brothers. I have a dream today!

I have a dream that one day every valley shall be exalted, every hill and mountain shall be made low, the rough places will be made plain and the crooked places will be made straight and the glory of the Lord shall be revealed and all flesh shall see it together.

This is our hope. This is the faith that I go back to the South with. With this faith we will be able to hew out of the mountain of despair a stone of hope. With this faith we will be able to transform the jangling discords of our nation into a beautiful symphony of brotherhood. With this faith we will be able to work together, to pray together, to struggle together, to go to jail together, to stand up for freedom together, knowing that we will be free one day.

The fervor and applause of the massive crowd rose with each new passage, and King spoke forcefully to make himself heard over the growing roar. “Let freedom ring,” he said, from every mountainside in the East, from every peak in the West, even from those in the South.

When we allow freedom to ring, when we let it ring from every village and every hamlet, from every state and every city, we will be able to speed up that day when all of God’s children—black men and white men, Jews and Gentiles, Protestants and Catholics—will be able to join hands and sing in the words of the old Negro spiritual, ‘Free at last, free at last; thank God Almighty, we are free at last.’

Dripping with sweat, King stepped back as the audience gave him a thundering ovation. Although he did not know it, the speech had been the rhetorical achievement of a lifetime, the clarion call that conveyed the moral power of the movement’s cause to the millions who had watched the live national network coverage. Now, more than ever before, even more than when the footage of Bull Connor’s Birmingham had horrified thousands, white America was confronted with the undeniable justice of blacks’ demands. Then, as the crowd slowly quieted, Bayard Rustin stepped to the podium and presented to the audience for their verbal ratification the specific goals of the “March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom”: passage of Kennedy’s civil rights bill, a $2 minimum wage, desegregation of schools, a federal public-works job program, and federal action to bar racial discrimination in employment practices. The crowd
roared approval after each demand was read. As the last act of an incredible drama, Morehouse College President Benjamin E. Mays, who fifteen years earlier had had such an influential effect on Martin King, came forward and gave the benediction. As the crowd slowly broke up, the March’s leaders headed for the White House.61

The exultant euphoria over King’s remarkable performance was plain all around him. However, Coretta King’s pleasure with the event was replaced by fury when she learned that her husband would not be taking her along to the audience with John Kennedy. She retreated to their hotel room, and King and his colleagues went on to the White House. John Kennedy was as happy as anyone over the joyous and peaceful tone of the March. He was pleased that no disruptive incidents had marred an event that had begun as a protest but had ended as a celebration and public relations bonanza for both the movement and for Kennedy’s civil rights program. Robert Kennedy’s and Burke Marshall’s efforts to influence the March toward moderation and away from angry condemnations, toward a legislative focus and away from an economic one, had been an overwhelming success. The president understandably was in a jovial mood when King and the others arrived, and he immediately ordered sandwiches from the White House kitchen when Roy Wilkins mentioned that everyone had missed lunch. The leaders reported on the success of the day’s events and the president congratulated them. Wilkins said that the marchers wanted not only passage of the civil rights bill, but “a change in climate that will affect their daily lives.” Wilkins, Randolph, and Reuther all stressed the importance of a fair employment practices provision in the new legislation, but the president responded by emphasizing the difficult congressional future that faced the administration’s civil rights bill. Urban League Director Whitney Young was struck by Kennedy’s strong and excessive pessimism. Then photographers were invited in to snap pictures of the smiling group.

From the White House, the ten principal leaders of the March—six black and four white—were driven to a Washington television studio to tape an hour-long nationwide interview program. Moderator Jay Richard Kennedy was a longtime friend of both A. Philip Randolph and James Farmer’s; unbeknownst to any of the leaders, he was also the Central Intelligence Agency’s principal source of domestic political information on the civil rights movement and an old enemy of Stanley Levison’s. To Martin King, Kennedy was simply one more interviewer; to the audience, Kennedy was introduced as an award-winning novelist. All the leaders were eager to use the program to spread the message of the March, and Randolph stressed how “the mood of the Negro today is one of impatience and anger, frustration if not desperation.” Wilkins told how their group had informed the president that his civil rights bill should be strengthened further, and that Kennedy “made it plain to us that he felt we ought to take our case to the Congress.” King added that movement forces would do just that, because “this is a revolution to get in . . . a
revolution of rising expectations . . . a quest to get into the mainstream of American society.” The taping complete, King headed back to his hotel.

King was extremely happy, in one of his most buoyant moods in some time, when he arrived back at the hotel that night. It had been a memorable day, perhaps the most gratifying event since the income-tax acquittal more than three years earlier. It had shown that he and the movement’s small band of activists were far from alone, that hundreds of thousands of people were willing to support the civil rights cause. It was a moment of supreme pleasure, but one that Martin King knew would be short-lived. It had reinvigorated his faith that the movement could redeem the soul of America, as SCLC’s official slogan put it, his faith that Georgia and Mississippi and Alabama could be transformed in the ways he had described to tens of thousands earlier that afternoon. But now, he knew, the time would soon be at hand when the southern struggle would have to be picked up and pursued once again. The dream was still far from fruition, and the obligation to see it realized remained as pressing as ever. With his faith renewed, the mission now, as Martin King had said that afternoon, was to “go back to the South.”
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The March on Washington generated an emotional and political glow in which the civil rights movement could bask for weeks. The pilgrimage was the culmination of a summer during which the race issue had finally moved to the front of the American political agenda. In some circles the realization of that achievement was followed by a letdown. The principal leaders, however, aware of that danger and hopeful that the March could inaugurate a period of intensified activism, pushed ahead, intent on not allowing an attitude of self-satisfaction to develop. Martin King told reporters the day after the pilgrimage that SCLC would launch a direct-action campaign in one of four southern towns—Albany, Montgomery, Gadsden or Danville—and plans were made for a three-day retreat at Dorchester to discuss the organization’s next move.

No one was more committed to keeping up the pressure and capitalizing on the success of the March than Bayard Rustin. The March, he emphasized, was “not a climax but a new beginning,” and the movement now had to advance quickly to exploit the new support it had won. At one level, this support had to be used to put pressure on the Congress as soon as the anticipated Senate filibuster against the civil rights bill was launched. Rustin recommended that one thousand demonstrators a day descend upon Washington when the filibuster began and constitute themselves into a “People’s Congress” to conduct their own hearings on the need for civil rights legislation. “It is hoped that [that] program could be made so exciting that the news media usually covering Congress would, in the face of a boring filibuster, shift much of its attention to our Congress,” Rustin argued. Additionally, he hoped those efforts in Washington would be paralleled by simultaneous demonstrations in scores of
other cities nationwide. Both Rustin and Tom Kahn argued that passage of a strong civil rights bill should not be the only goal. They stressed that the movement must articulate economic goals, explain to people that "the roots of discrimination are economic," and draw attention to the economic goals of the March which had received little public attention. Kahn noted that "the news media have conspicuously downplayed the ten demands," especially the economic demands that gave the March a "radical character" by intimating that "there can be no political or social freedom without economic security." "Reading popular accounts of the March," Kahn added, "it is hard to resist the notion that an effort is under way to expropriate a revolution."

It was true that few viewers of the March pictured it as the first step toward an economic revolution, but Rustin and Kahn believed that an economic emphasis would do more than simply draw the movement toward the real problems which underlay race in America. It also would contribute significantly toward winning valuable white support for the cause. "The civil rights revolution," Rustin proclaimed, "will succeed to the degree that we succeed in moving this country to the left." The movement had to avoid any suggestion that the struggle was one of black versus white, or any violent disorders that would make the cause less compelling to potentially sympathetic whites. The March had been a first step toward drawing new white allies to the movement's cause, and the emphasis now had to be upon creating an interracial coalition that could pursue those economic goals. "The civil rights movement," Rustin explained,

has now to face the fact that it has to go deeper into the economic and social questions, because there is no way to put Negroes back to work through a purely Negro movement. . . . The civil rights movement itself cannot put Negroes back to work. What is required now is an alliance between the trade union movement and the civil rights movement and the unemployed to face this problem of jobs directly.

The movement had to enter a new phase. "I am against the present economic and social structure in this country," Rustin declared. "What I want people to do is accept the fundamental ideals of American society, democracy and equality, and try to work out an economic and social system which fits them." 1

While Rustin and Kahn were concerned with those broad issues, Martin King and his SCLC colleagues assembled at Dorchester to reflect upon the past eight months and discuss where the organization should turn next. As Andrew Young realized, those months had witnessed some important changes in King. Before Birmingham, and ever since Montgomery, King had become aware of the increasingly prominent public leadership role into which he was being cast, but he had been less than eager to assume all the responsibilities that came with it. "After
Montgomery, I think he tried to run from it, especially after he was stabbed,” Young observed. “And my notion of it is that it was almost Birmingham . . . before he took up the mantle of leadership, that from ’57 to ’63 he was being dragged into one situation after another that he didn’t want to be in. . . . He didn’t see himself as being the leader of everything black people wanted to do. He resisted as long as he could the responsibilities and burdens of taking on a whole movement for social change.”

King lamented the flood of requests that constantly inundated him. “About three or four months after Montgomery got underway, numerous demands came in for speaking commitments, and I don’t think I’ve been free from these demands since then.” He told another interviewer of how “I dream of the day when the demands presently cast upon me will be greatly diminished.” Young thought that King’s lack of personal ambition was a key both to his integrity and to the trust that tens of thousands of people felt for him. Jim Bevel humorously made the same point in a Chicago talk. “King ain’t after nothing. Most of the time you see him he’s trying to get somewhere to sleep. [Audience laughter] Seriously, that’s what he’s doing most of the time, scheming up ways to get out of doing some work, off hiding so nobody will bother him.”

Ralph Abernathy recalled that “we knew that we had developed into symbols.” Others could see that realization in King too, and once King expressed his dismay about it to his old Crozer mentor, J. Pius Barbour. “I am conscious of two Martin Luther Kings. I am a wonder to myself. . . . I am mystified at my own career. The Martin Luther King that the people talk about seems to me somebody foreign to me,” Barbour remembered. “He couldn’t understand his career, all the publicity and things he’d gotten . . . with no effort of his own. . . . He said, ‘There’s a kind of dualism in my life’. . . . He always said that that Martin Luther King the famous man was a kind of stranger to him.”

Nonetheless, King knew he could not flee from his role, no matter how much he might dislike its daily burdens. “I think that Martin always felt that he had a special purpose in life and that that purpose in life was something that was given to him by God, that he was the son and grandson of Baptist preachers, and he understood, I think, the scriptural notion of men of destiny,” Young observed. “That came from his family and his church, and basically the Bible.”

Dorothy Cotton and other close colleagues also saw it. “People are predestined . . . to play special roles in life, if they’re open to it, and I think Dr. King eventually became quite open to it. I don’t think it was a conscious decision necessarily, but he found himself in that position.” Albany’s Dr. Anderson agreed. “He literally felt as though this was a divine calling. . . . This was not a job for him, this was a life’s commitment.” Glenn Smiley felt the same. “Eventually Martin came to accept the fact that this was his destiny.” However, “it was not a mantle that fell on him lightly.”
By mid-1963 Walter Fauntroy felt that King “was fairly comfortable with his mission, and the need to suffer to carry it out.” King occasionally gave explicit voice to that awareness. “I pray that recognizing the necessity of suffering we will make of it a virtue,” he remarked one tense evening. “To suffer in a righteous cause is to grow to our humanity’s full stature. If only to save ourselves, we need the vision to see the ordeals of this generation as the opportunity to transform ourselves and American society.”

King thought often about “this challenge to be loyal to something that transcends our immediate lives.” “We have,” he told one audience, “a responsibility to set out to discover what we are made for, to discover our life’s work, to discover what we are called to do. And after we discover that, we should set out to do it with all of the strength and all of the power that we can muster.”

The revelation in the kitchen seven years earlier had fundamentally eased his acceptance of that responsibility, for the tangible experience of a transforming faith is a profoundly strengthening and liberating event. “There are certain spiritual experiences that we continue to have,” King stated, “that cannot be explained with materialistic notions.” One “knows deep down within there is something in the very structure of the cosmos that will ultimately bring about fulfillment and the triumph of that which is right. And this is the only thing that can keep one going in difficult periods.”

SCLC’s early September Dorchester discussions focused on narrower and more immediate considerations, however. Wyatt Walker had given increasing thought to how southern protest campaigns should be mounted. The contrast between SCLC’s experience in Albany and that in Birmingham suggested several important lessons, Walker said. First, the Birmingham effort had benefited from better planning and calculation, preparations that had not been made in advance of SCLC’s sudden involvement in Albany. Second, Albany had demonstrated that internal divisions were one of the most dangerous threats to any protest campaign, and such problems had been far better contained in Birmingham. Third, the two campaigns had shown that selection of specific goals both aided public understanding of the protests’ purpose and allowed participants a firm sense of victory when some gains, no matter how minor, were won. The two efforts also had demonstrated the potential power of economic boycotts and the utility of activating youthful protesters. Jim Bevel and Walker had both been impressed by how spontaneous participants—“people who have nothing to lose—unemployed, students, people off the streets”—could form the backbone of a movement in cities where more prosperous black citizens were reluctant to participate in demonstrations.

The group agreed upon several towns as possible targets. Internal divisions would be a serious obstacle to working with Savannah’s highly active black community, and the combination of police and judicial
repression made Danville formidable. Voter registration efforts were moving forward in some areas of Louisiana and Georgia, and SCLC’s representative in northeastern North Carolina, Rev. F. H. LaGarde, described an ongoing local campaign in Williamston. No firm choices were made but by the end of the three-day retreat it was agreed that Bevel and newly hired Affiliates Director C. T. Vivian would look into Williamston.2

During the Dorchester gathering, word arrived from Birmingham of new racist violence. On the same day that two black students desegregated a previously all-white city school, a bomb demolished the home of black attorney Arthur Shores, and shortly thereafter a black man was killed in what appeared to be a random racist shooting. Some local leaders wondered if the victim’s physical resemblance to Fred Shuttlesworth explained why he had been shot down. King decried the violence in a telegram to John Kennedy, and told reporters that Alabama Governor George C. Wallace had to bear moral responsibility for what was happening.

King had many demands on his time. SCLC’s New York office was in need of a director after Jack O’Dell’s departure. The FBI listened in as King held several long phone conversations with Clarence Jones to discuss whether Rustin’s successful leadership of the March on Washington meant that he could be placed in charge of SCLC’s New York operations without the issue of his sexual preference becoming a subject of public gossip. King wanted to discuss that and other questions with Levison, but Jones reminded King that his promise to the Kennedys barred SCLC’s president from making contact with his old friend. “I’ll discuss it with our friend and get his feelings about it,” Jones reassured King. “He understands why I haven’t called him,” King asked. “Yes, absolutely. In fact, he would be a little upset if you did,” Jones responded. “I’m trying to wait until things cool off—until this civil rights debate is over—as long as they may be tapping these phones, you know—but you can discuss that with him,” King explained. Jones made contact with Levison, and the FBI promptly informed Robert Kennedy that the King-Levison connection remained intact despite King’s promise. That news, plus reports that Jack O’Dell had been seen at SCLC’s New York office, strengthened the administration’s suspicion that King was being less than frank with it and intensified its fear that any public revelation of King’s associations could scuttle the civil rights bill.3

King’s worries about those matters were swept aside on Sunday morning, September 15, when a powerful dynamite blast devastated Birmingham’s Sixteenth Street Baptist Church and killed four young black girls who were attending Sunday school. It was the greatest human tragedy that had befallen the movement. The rage and desperation felt by black Birmingham exploded on the city’s streets as hundreds of furious citizens pelted police with rocks and other debris. Officers tried to disperse the crowds by firing shotguns over their heads, and one black youth was struck in the back and killed. Another young black man was mur-
...dered in a racial shooting incident just outside of town, and a half-dozen other people, black and white, were injured during the disturbances. After King arrived in town Sunday evening, he realized that tangible federal action was necessary to reassure the black community of its physical safety. "We feel that Birmingham is now in a state of civil disorder," an "emergency situation," King told reporters Monday morning. The U.S. Army, he said, "ought to come to Birmingham and take over this city and run it, because Negroes are tired now, tireder than ever before." King spoke by phone to Clarence Jones in New York, and explained how "something dramatic has to be done by the federal government to re-establish a sense of hope in the Negro people here. . . . Unless some kind of national pressure is brought to bear on the President to do something, it's just going to lead to an even deeper night of bitterness . . . I think the main thing is to try to get that kind of pressure on the President to have federal intervention here." Later that day King sent Kennedy a telegram requesting an audience for himself and half a dozen Birmingham black leaders as soon as possible. If the federal government failed to act meaningfully, he warned, "we shall see the worst racial holocaust this nation has ever seen."

Monday morning John Kennedy issued a statement decrying the bombing and implicitly pointing the moral finger at Alabama Governor Wallace. "Public disparagement of law and order," the president declared, "has encouraged violence which has fallen on the innocent." Justice Department aides bemoaned "the dismal lack of leadership" in white Birmingham, and considered developing "an intelligence program separate and apart from the FBI" for better information on extremists.

Movement activists discussed more decisive responses. Jim and Diane Nash Bevel were in Williamston, North Carolina, when word of the killings reached them. They decided immediately that massive nonviolent action should be mounted against the state of Alabama, and especially its government in Montgomery, in response to the multiple deaths. Diane conferred in Atlanta on Monday with SCLC's C. T. Vivian, and by the time she arrived in Birmingham on Tuesday, she had prepared a "Proposal for Action in Montgomery" that called for movement supporters to close down completely Alabama's capital city. What the proposal envisioned was the actual creation of the "nonviolent army" that James Lawson first had spoken of two years earlier. The effort, she said, would have two principal objectives: "removal of George Wallace from the governorship of Alabama," and registration of every Alabama citizen twenty-one years of age or older as a certified voter. The plan of action would follow a military motif:

Immediately recruit Alabama students and adults who will be trained intensively in nonviolent discipline. A school and headquarters for this should be set up in Montgomery. The program must include:
a. Nonviolent workshops—general & specific
b. Marching and drills in command and coordination of battle groups
c. Instruction in jail know-how; cooperation or noncooperation with jail procedures and trial
d. Group morale while imprisoned
e. Drill in dealing with fire hoses, dogs, tear gas, cattle prods, police brutality, etc.
f. Practice in blocking runways, train tracks, etc.
g. Elementary politics including an analysis of this program.

Then, when the forces were ready, “a written case against George Wallace” would be made public, along with “a declaration that within our consciences his government is null and void.” After that would come the climactic step:

REVOLUTION. Severing communication from state capitol bldg. and from city of Montgomery by:

1. Surrounding the capitol building in such a way as to allow no vehicles to enter or leave the bldg. and preferably in such a way that pedestrians may not enter or leave also.
2. Keeping busy all the telephones in the capitol bldg. by calling and talking about freedom.
3. Lying on railroad tracks, runways, and bus driveways cutting off train, bus, and plane transportation.
4. Organize a general work strike.
5. Study the tax set up and refuse to pay taxes in the most feasible manner.
6. Wear overalls and something black at all times (armbands, maybe).
7. Establish instructive mass meetings several times a week in several towns.
8. Demonstrations aimed at federal government to insure our right to vote.
9. Demonstrations at the United Nations to secure the vote.

And, Diane Bevel indicated, there could be much more. “This is an army,” she stressed. “Develop a flag and an insignia or pin or button. Use candlelight and kerosene lamps and close down the power companies.” Additionally, there were “many other such possibilities,” some far more drastic. “Ask Kennedy not to recognize Wallace’s government and cut off federal funds.” Right now, however, movement activists had to agree to this plan and then move into action. “Start recruiting Bir-
mingham students to train and then to demonstrate and also to be used to recruit students in Montgomery and other cities.” The youngsters whom SCLC had organized back in May, and who had worked in the voter registration efforts, could form a core for this new army.4

Diane Bevel explained her plan to Fred Shuttlesworth upon her arrival in Birmingham, and he recommended a strategy meeting with King before any steps were taken. The funeral of one bombing victim—Carole Robertson—was held on Tuesday, and on Wednesday King preached at the joint service for the other three young girls—Cynthia Wesley, Denise McNair, and Addie Mae Collins. Diane Bevel was one of thousands of people who crowded into or around Sixth Avenue Baptist Church, and it was clear to her that the mood of the crowd cried out for effective leadership. “People were highly aroused, frustrated, and sad, eager to do something, but no one knew what to do,” she wrote several days later. “You can tell people not to fight only if you offer them a way by which justice can be served without violence.”

That evening, September 18, after the joint funeral, Shuttlesworth arranged the strategy meeting with King, several SCLC staffers, and local activists. Diane Bevel presented her Proposal for Action in Montgomery, explaining that the angry mood of black Birmingham called out for effective channels of action into which this boiling energy could be directed. Her plans for Alabama’s capital city would provide that type of channel. As Birmingham pastor John Thomas Porter later described King’s response, he simply “looked at her and laughed . . . because she suggested we go out and throw ourselves under trains and the wheels of airplanes, and he just chuckled. He said, ‘Oh, Diane. Now wait, wait. Now, let’s think about this.’” In King’s eyes the whole idea “was a joke, really,” Porter said, but Diane Bevel, “she was for real.” Many of the others present shared King’s response, and Bevel was told that the idea would have to be considered carefully before any action could begin. That was King’s, as well as Shuttlesworth’s, gentle way of saying no, but Bevel’s enthusiasm for the plan remained strong. King did not explicitly reject the idea, so she remained optimistic that other activists’ ardor for such action would bring King around. Word of her initiative spread rapidly in movement circles, and SNCC was solidly behind it. Jim Bevel, C. T. Vivian, and even Wyatt T. Walker—no favorite of many younger activists—were also positively disposed. Some of the SCLC contingent knew that King had been considering a suggestion from Clarence Jones that the black leadership call for a brief nationwide work stoppage and a moment of silence to commemorate the victims of Birmingham’s bombers. Ralph Abernathy had spoken publicly about organizing a “march on Montgomery,” and Jim Bevel was committed to finding some admixture of his wife’s initiative and Abernathy’s suggestion that could win King’s support and focus upon George Wallace and the right to vote. “‘What do we need to do to bring Alabama to a direct breaking point?’” young Birmingham CORE activist William “Meatball” Douthard told his superiors Diane
Bevel was asking. "'What will it take to really break the back of segregation in Alabama?'" The answer, according to Bevel and a number of young activists, was "a series of demonstrations in Montgomery which would be composed of upwards of 20-40 thousand students and adults," Douthard reported. "The demonstrators who would converge on Montgomery, putting the issue directly in Wallace's lap, would be protesting only one issue—the right of Negroes to vote." If organizing started soon, the climactic protests could take place in March or April, 1964.5

Intensive debate about those possibilities dominated the movement's agenda throughout the week following Birmingham's tragic deaths. Meanwhile, John Kennedy agreed to meet with King, Abernathy, Shuttlesworth, L. H. Pitts, A. G. Gaston, influential Baptist leader Rev. J. L. Ware, and CME Bishop H. I. Murchison. Kennedy expressed to the group his sorrow and concern about the Birmingham developments, but King told him that federal action, not just words, was necessary. The Birmingham situation, King said, was "so serious that it threatens not only the life and stability of Birmingham and Alabama, but of our whole nation." The city had reached "a state of civil disorder," and "the Negro community is about to reach a breaking point. . . . I am convinced that if something isn't done to give the Negro a new sense of hope and a sense of protection, there is the danger that we will face in that community the worst race riot that we've ever seen in this country. I think it's just at that point. I don't think it will happen if we can do something to save the situation, but I do think . . . that something dramatic must be done at this time to give the Negro in Birmingham and Alabama a new sense of hope and a good sense of protection."

King had several specific recommendations that Birmingham's black leaders had endorsed. Although "the problem in the South cannot be ultimately solved with federal troops," soldiers were temporarily needed to protect black citizens from the state troopers because "unfortunately Alabama has a madman for its governor." Also, federal punishment of government contractors who discriminated against black employees was necessary. Those two steps, King said, "can lead us out of this dark moment," and would reassure both blacks and white moderates that the federal government was supporting them.

John Kennedy acknowledged that federal action was needed, but said no grounds for dispatching troops presently existed. Instead, he would send two special representatives, former Army Secretary Kenneth Royall and former West Point football coach Earl "Red" Blaik, to Birmingham as presidential mediators. Additionally, Kennedy had summoned a group of white Birmingham leaders to the White House for a meeting to encourage their support for racial justice. In the meantime, black retaliatory violence had to be avoided, the president emphasized. "I can't do very much, Congress can't do very much, unless we keep the support of the white community throughout the country. Once that goes, then we're
pretty much down to a racial struggle.” No one could guarantee that this bombing was the last, but “I think you've just got to tell the Negro community that this is the very hard price which they have to pay to get this job done.”

King told reporters after the session that Kennedy's statements represented “the kind of federal concern needed.” Several days later Kennedy told Birmingham’s white leaders to live up to their May accord and be thankful that King, not SNCC, was leading the opposition. “SNCC has got an investment in violence,” the president asserted. “They're sons of bitches.” King may have been reassured by Kennedy's comments to him, but administration officials were worried about the Montgomery “mass action” plan. Burke Marshall had assigned a young black Justice Department attorney, Thelton Henderson, to keep a close eye on King and developments in Birmingham. Within days of the drafting of Diane Bevel's plan, Henderson had sent Marshall a complete copy. The content of the plan created consternation in the Kennedy Justice Department, and Marshall warned that this new movement stance was “revolutionary.” Henderson could not confirm whether the plan would be implemented, modified, or discarded, and the administration remained acutely concerned.

When SCLC's annual convention opened in Richmond on September 24, informal discussions focused on the Montgomery issue, and several prominent news stories detailed for the first time some of the plan’s specific recommendations. King brushed off press queries about the Montgomery plan, and volunteered that it was more likely that SCLC would launch a campaign in Danville and/or resume mass demonstrations in Birmingham. Action also was possible in Shreveport, Gadsden, Savannah, Macon, Greenwood, and Nashville. King preferred SCLC to concentrate its forces in Danville, as he told SCLC's Board of Directors. An active discussion ensued, with some members, such as Rev. Benjamin Hooks of Memphis, arguing that the March on Montgomery should be a top priority, and others, like King's old Montgomery colleague L. D. Reddick, contending that SCLC had to focus on Birmingham. King admitted that Alabama was “more tense now than ever before,” and that some SCLC staff would have to remain there. Rev. Major Jones, who had known King since his days at Boston University, pressed hard to make Alabama and the Montgomery plan SCLC's top priority, but Ralph Abernathy warned that some elements in the local black community might not give the Montgomery action their full support. Fred Shuttlesworth asserted that “demonstrations may have to start again in Birmingham,” but Virginia's Rev. Milton Reid said that the situation in Danville was equally urgent. Reverend Hooks and Professor Reddick moved that SCLC declare Birmingham its first priority and meet with the Montgomery community to discuss mass action. Finally, King put a halt to the discussion by suggesting that they postpone the choice between Alabama and Danville until more information could be gathered and evaluated by SCLC's top leadership a week or two hence in Atlanta. His
colleagues acquiesced, and he agreed to Abernathy’s suggestion that the board endorse the idea of a March on Montgomery while deferring any decisions.

Another major issue confronting the board was King and Abernathy’s desire to expand Operation Breadbasket. The Atlanta effort to win more and better jobs for blacks was making good progress, and King hoped that a southwide and eventually a national expansion could be launched. King pointed out that one aspect of this expansion could be a call for nationwide boycotts of those industries and businesses whose black employment policies were especially poor. Such a plan would be more effective than black comedian Dick Gregory’s idea that the movement promote a Christmas boycott as a national protest against the Birmingham murders.

Wyatt Walker favored “a national program of economic withdrawal” and believed that the spring boycott in Birmingham had played a crucial role in moving the city’s business leadership toward a settlement. Speaking to a public session of the convention, Walker declared that “the ‘Freedom Now’ forces must devise a way to command the attention of the national community in order that all the emoluments of citizenship are secured once, now and forever.” Ways to do that, Walker indicated, included “a nationwide work stoppage” or a day “when major transportation centers will be strangled by mass acts of civil disobedience” that would “literally immobilize the nation.” His own preference, however, was for economic action. “A massive refusal to buy on the part of the Negro community and others of good will would throw the business world into shock.” The movement’s ability to affect the “flow of dollars” was potentially one of its most powerful weapons, he emphasized. “Maybe then, and only then, will the nation’s financial leaders exert some initiative in eliminating the evils of segregation and discrimination.”

Walker’s call for action received prominent news coverage across the country. Reporters said that the atmosphere at the convention was one of “bitterness and disappointment” over the Birmingham deaths, with “a steadily mounting deep sense of urgency and widespread frustration.” King sensed the growing despair and a particular bitterness toward the Kennedys. Again the question voiced by John Lewis with reference to the Albany indictments was asked: Which side was the federal government on? Most who attended the SCLC convention felt that the administration’s response to the Birmingham tragedy had been inadequate, and King realized that his acceptance of the president’s token action had disappointed many people. In his major address to the Richmond convention, SCLC’s president criticized Kennedy’s failure to do more than appoint two mediators. Just three days earlier King had stated that Danville should be the site of SCLC’s next campaign, but now, realizing that many of those at the convention felt the need for direct action in Alabama, King sounded a different note, asserting that both the economic action and SCLC’s protest staff should focus upon Birmingham.
King’s call to action was a more decisive position than he had taken in the SCLC board meeting forty-eight hours earlier. “Starting with Christmas and continuing for as long as it is necessary, we will withhold economic support from any product produced in Birmingham, any service or product whose source comes from Birmingham or benefits Birmingham,” he declared. There was no reference to tying the boycott to a Breadbasket strategy, and although Danville remained high on SCLC’s agenda, Birmingham, King said, was the number one challenge confronting the movement. “Birmingham is the symbol, the beginning of the revolution. We knew, when we went into Birmingham, . . . that this was the test, the acid test of whether the revolution would succeed.” In early May, the success had seemed real, but the modest changes called for by the settlement, and the deaths at Sixteenth Street church raised the question of how much the spring protests had actually achieved and how much Birmingham had really changed. Now, four months later, “we are faced with an extreme situation and therefore our remedies must be extreme.” King stated that he would return to Birmingham to lead new demonstrations unless the city government promptly met four conditions: hire Birmingham’s first black policemen, issue a public call for law and order, demand the withdrawal of the provocative Alabama state troopers, and institute good-faith negotiations with the black community. If those actions were not taken, King said, Birmingham would see mass demonstrations on a scale larger than those of May.

As King’s varied public pronouncements indicated, SCLC wanted to take immediate action, but was uncertain about exactly what to do. An atmosphere of hectic irresolution was intensified by the comments of guest speakers at the convention and by the disparate reactions of other movement observers to SCLC’s strategic debates. Roy Wilkins spoke to one session and made clear his distaste for any national economic action but sounded supportive of possible SCLC action in Alabama or Danville. New York Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, on the other hand, explicitly called for SCLC to become a national organization and expand its programs to the North. Powell coupled this with a stinging attack on the NAACP and the Urban League, and offered King a co-pastorship at his own Abyssinian Baptist Church in New York as an aid in building a nationwide movement. King politely declined the offer, and assured Wilkins that CUCRL, the “unity council,” could discuss the boycott plan before SCLC launched it. Additionally, while Wilkins predicted that the Kennedy civil rights bill would be approved by Congress, Powell asserted that it had no chance of passage. King handled that disagreement by vowing another March on Washington if the measure encountered serious problems. “If something is not done quickly, if Congress filibusters the civil rights bill and does not pass the public accommodations section, Negroes will have to engage in massive civil disobedience,” he declared. “It would be a massive uprising, and all we would be able to do would be to try to channel it into nonviolent lines.”
Although King and his colleagues left Richmond without agreement on what to do next, others moved to reduce SCLC’s options. In Birmingham, A. G. Gaston and Arthur Shores stated that “there is no need for any additional outside help at this time, and we would hope that there would not be any additional outside interference that would disturb our present negotiations.” Meanwhile, Wilkins and other moderate figures worked behind the scenes to ensure that SNCC and SCLC’s national boycott idea would be rebuffed at the next meeting of CUCRL in New York on October 4. King backed away from the idea in the interests of unity once Wilkins, Whitney Young, and others had expressed their opposition. Bayard Rustin, usually dispirited by King’s unwillingness to argue with the sharp-tongued NAACP chief, felt this time that the choice was a wise one. Rustin insisted that the coalition that had mounted the March on Washington had to be kept intact, and that the movement’s diversity had to be prevented “from becoming disunity.” This meant no open conflict between King and Wilkins, and hence no “nationalization” of SCLC. Thus, “the big, broad questions that are crying for attention,” as L. D. Reddick termed them, would have to be addressed by King and SCLC in terms of renewed direct action in the South.

As King considered how SCLC should proceed, new tensions developed involving Wyatt Walker. SCLC’s talented chief of staff never had been satisfied with his modest salary of $10,000, but the Board of Directors, some of whom bristled at Walker’s outspokenness, were not eager to grant him a raise. Also, Walker, who was a firm administrator, felt that the kind-hearted King, who always searched for the good in all people, was undercutting his efforts to bring order to SCLC’s operations. In particular, King had not backed Walker’s attempts to exert authority over Jim Bevel. Then, in a move that added insult to injury, King and the board changed Walker’s title from executive director of SCLC to executive assistant to King. They insisted that the title change signified no loss of status, but Walker rejected this explanation. “That was a demotion,” he later explained. “They tried to tell me, ‘No, that’s more,’ ” and “I said, ‘Look, lack of sense I don’t have. Don’t tell me that I haven’t been demoted.’ ” Angry and insulted, Walker wrote a letter of resignation to King, warning that he planned to leave at the end of December. “The conditions under which I work have become completely intolerable. I am willing to reconsider this step only in the light of an immediate solution to the conditions which have prompted this action.” Walker wanted a raise to $12,000, to meet the costs of raising four children, plus a more impressive title, executive vice-president. On those points the board would not budge, but King reassured Walker that he would strive to be more supportive of Walker’s administrative authority. Walker withdrew his resignation, but the underlying tensions remained.

Another pressing concern was the Birmingham book manuscript. Ghostwriter Al Duckett had made considerable progress, but King was worried about the project. He pressed Clarence Jones to arrange a meet-
ing with Levison, in violation of King's promise to the Kennedys. The meeting took place at the New York Park Sheraton on October 5, and Levison reluctantly agreed to take an active role in overseeing the work of a new ghostwriter, Nat Lamar. A troubled Levison explained over his wiretapped phone to one of his oldest friends, businesswoman Alice Loewi, that allowing King to violate his pact with the Kennedys was "a very annoying thing. I don't want to maintain contact and yet this was an obligation I took—and you can't just let it go." Apprised of these developments through its electronic surveillance of Levison and Jones, the FBI trumpeted to the attorney general the news that King and Levison were in direct, surreptitious contact despite King's promise not to do so.

King remained preoccupied with the question of where SCLC should turn next in the South. During the first few days of October, King tried to resolve the competing considerations about Birmingham, Danville, and Montgomery that had been raised in Richmond. To him, the top priority was indisputable. "We cannot leave the Birmingham situation until we emerge with a clear cut victory . . . it would be a great setback for the whole movement if we fail to sustain the victory achieved last spring." King felt that two weighty considerations required that SCLC launch "a new action program" in Alabama's largest city. First was "the failure of the merchants to carry out every aspect of the agreement. . . . They have backed up on their promise to hire Negro clerks. This means that some pressure tactic will have to be brought to bear on the merchants to dramatize this broken promise." Second was the "sense of hopelessness and frustration in large segments of the Negro community" generated by the September violence. Together, these factors meant that SCLC had three tasks to undertake in Birmingham:

1. We must put pressure on the merchants to carry out all aspects of the agreement;
2. We must press the city council and mayor to make immediate good faith steps to restore a sense of hope and protection in the Negro community;
3. We must keep alive the great hope that Birmingham brought to Negroes all over the nation by making it palpably clear that we are still on the job in Birmingham, and will remain firm in a determination to see conditions changed for the better.

An immediate goal was a city commitment to hire Birmingham's first black policemen, a demand that Fred Shuttlesworth had been voicing since 1956.

King explained to his colleagues that it was the threat of demonstrations, rather than the protests themselves, that he hoped would move Birmingham forward. "The city does not want to see demonstrations renewed, if for no other reason than that the city's economy can't afford it. I must hasten to say that I would hope that demonstrations will not have
to be resumed,” King stressed. “If they are resumed they will be effective only if they are bigger and more determined than before. This would be no minor undertaking.” Though SCLC was in the best financial shape of its life—with income of $735,000 and expenses of only $383,000 for the twelve months ending in August, 1963—hundreds of thousands of dollars were tied up in the bail bonds that had been obtained to secure the release of the hundreds of demonstrators arrested in May. The wealthiest supporters had already given more than their due for the year, and King believed that “all available resources are pretty well exhausted.” Therefore, “we must realistically recognize that demonstrations must be an absolute last resort on our part. Our challenge now is to be ingenious enough to keep the threat of demonstrations alive so as to give the local and national public a picture of our determination and continued militancy and yet constantly find face saving retreats in order to avoid demonstrations if possible.” It was a pragmatic yet sagacious strategy, and one he thought would succeed.

King’s first step in implementing this plan would be to go to Birmingham on October 7 to announce SCLC’s plans. He would declare that “if a certain number of Negro policemen are not hired in two weeks, we will have no alternative but to resume demonstrations.” Depending upon the city’s response, King might suggest that Birmingham set a time when black officers would be hired, but if no positive reply was made by October 22, SCLC would announce demonstrations for the near future. If that threat did not prod the whites, protests would begin on November 1.

King was optimistic that Birmingham would respond affirmatively. If so, SCLC would turn its full attention toward Danville, where “the arrogant refusal of the city officials to grant any of the demands of the Negro community is an affront to the whole civil rights movement.” By late October, SCLC’s staff could “develop a genuine nonviolent army” in Danville, and mass demonstrations could begin in early November. Religious leaders, celebrities, and other “symbols” would be invited to participate, and if wholesale arrests followed, SCLC could step up the pressure by calling for “a nationwide and possibly world-wide boycott of Dan River Mill products,” Danville’s dominant corporation. Then, sometime in early 1964, SCLC could proceed with the “Alabama Project” that Jim and Diane Nash Bevel were promoting.

On October 7, King put his Birmingham blueprint into action. He announced that unless the city hired twenty five black officers within two weeks, and unless city officials opened face-to-face negotiations with local black leaders over the additional hiring of black employees, demonstrations would resume. This time, he warned, “we will bring many people in from other communities,” stage larger protests than those in May, and perhaps call a nationwide march on Birmingham. The threat of the new demonstrations loomed large after Birmingham Mayor Albert Boutwell and the city council decreed on October 9 that there would be no new talks about hiring black police.
After a trip home, King returned to Birmingham on October 14 to press the demand for black policemen and to call upon the black community to reinstitute its boycott of Birmingham's downtown stores. "Last May," he told over one thousand listeners at an ACMHR rally, "we had an agreement with the downtown merchants to desegregate luncheon counters, fitting rooms, and take down the white and colored signs and also to hire Negro clerks. Some of these agreements have taken place, but some of them are still not being done. The only way to remedy this is to boycott. Don't forget that we have enough buying power to make the difference between profit and loss." Fred Shuttlesworth warned the crowd that some black "leaders" might be talking to Mayor Boutwell behind their backs, and King realized that a resumption of protests would not draw support from all segments of the black community. Nonetheless, King felt that he and SCLC could not avoid the challenge that Birmingham represented. "God has told me that he wants freedom for us," he told the crowd at John Porter's Sixth Avenue Baptist Church. "I'm not going to run from the responsibility. It may mean going through the floods and going through the waters, but I'm going if it means that. It may mean going through the storms and through the winds, but I'm going if it means that. It may mean going to jail, but I'm going if it means that. It may even mean physical death, but if it means that I will die standing up for the freedom of my people—" and the thundering roar of the crowd drowned out his final words.

The following day King went to Selma to address a community rally. He had been invited by Mrs. Amelia P. Boynton, a local activist who had sought both SNCC's and SCLC's help in confronting the heavy-handed racism of Dallas County Sheriff James G. Clark, Jr. Ten months had passed since King's earlier visit to Selma, ten months that had witnessed significant black efforts to build a local movement. In April, SCLC had considered supporting protests in Selma, but Birmingham's events had foreclosed that possibility. Since then, local youngsters had mounted a series of mid-September sit-in demonstrations, and SNCC had organized a massive "Freedom Day" turnout at the county courthouse to protest discriminatory voter registration practices. Jim Bevel wondered if Selma's grass-roots activism could be combined with his Alabama Project idea, but King's speaking visit was just another "one night stand."

In his appearances across the country, King emphasized that the movement had to achieve a clear-cut victory in Birmingham. He spoke out against the Kennedys' efforts to persuade liberals in the House of Representatives not to strengthen the administration's civil rights bill in ways that might reduce the chances for moderate Republican support on the House floor and in the Senate. He declared again that protests would resume in Birmingham unless twenty-five black policemen were hired. On October 21 he returned to Birmingham to witness a standing vote at the evening's mass meeting in favor of new demonstrations. The next day the city council again rejected the demand, and King went into a five-
hour huddle with two dozen local black leaders. Many of those present had little enthusiasm for resuming direct action, and King realized he would have to change his plans. He emerged from the session to tell reporters that he was withdrawing the demand for black policemen in order to allow the city council to save face. He claimed that only his public deadline had led the council to refuse the idea, and that he believed Birmingham would take the initiative once the formal threat was removed. King asserted there would still be “a full scale assault in Birmingham,” but knowledgeable observers knew that most black leaders would not support further protests even though King and Fred Shuttlesworth wanted to proceed.

King was disappointed at the lack of local support and brooded about how the movement’s inaction, combined with the Kennedys’ ambivalent stance toward strong legislation, had dissipated the civil rights momentum that had existed after the March on Washington. The national political climate appeared to be turning more conservative, and King feared the effects that the emergence of conservative Arizona Senator Barry Goldwater as front-runner for the 1964 Republican presidential nomination would have on John Kennedy’s civil rights position. Andrew Young mused to King about how the Kennedy brothers’ moderate stand on civil rights legislation reflected their fears about Goldwater. Their efforts to limit the House bill, Young said, seem “to indicate the Kennedys are trying to assure the nation that they are still ‘white.’ This effort to attain a more moderate image could do us a great deal of harm between now and the ’64 elections.” The best way for the movement to counterbalance this trend, Young said, would be for voter registration efforts to be intensified across the South and expanded to major northern cities. A growing field staff was making substantial contributions to voter registration drives in Georgia, some parishes of Louisiana, several counties in eastern North Carolina, and southern Virginia. These efforts would continue, but Young told King that the movement should give greater attention to the possibilities of registering thousands of new black voters in crucial “swing states” in the North and Midwest. Such a drive would help “counter this conservative swing within our nation,” might incline Republicans to name a more moderate standard-bearer than Goldwater, and would remind the Kennedys to tend their left flank as well as their right. “This kind of move in this election,” Young said, “can be much more important than pushing the economic emphasis, and would receive much wider support.”

Stanley Levison and Bayard Rustin shared King’s and Young’s thoughts. Levison pressed Clarence Jones to convey to King the absolute necessity of emerging victorious from Birmingham before SCLC moved on to Danville or any other city. FBI officials focused upon Levison’s ongoing involvement in King’s and SCLC’s affairs, and in early October renewed their entreaties to Robert Kennedy about the serious security threat represented by Levison’s role and King’s refusal to sever the relationship. Their warnings received a sympathetic hearing by the attorney
general, and Robert Kennedy felt compelled to take the step that the FBI had been recommending since midsummer: the wiretapping of King’s home and office in Atlanta. If Levison were a Communist agent, as the Bureau led Kennedy to believe, and if King was dissembling about his ties to the man, such direct surveillance was warranted. Given the fact that any public leak about the King-Levison allegations by the Bureau or its congressional friends might torpedo the civil rights bill, granting the FBI its wiretaps would serve a political as well as a “national security” purpose. Kennedy also approved an FBI request to wiretap Bayard Rustin.

Rustin felt strongly that the movement needed “to achieve a genuine break-through in the integration struggle” rather than “mere ‘token’ achievements.” The leadership should not sit back and celebrate the events of the spring and summer, because “progress, if measured against the goal to be reached, has been minimal.” Like Andrew Young, Rustin believed that opposition to racial change was growing, not declining, and that the movement had to combat this trend with “a more militant as well as astute counter-strategy.” The Kennedys’ civil rights stance was weaker than it ought to be, and the black leadership should force their hand. “The change which the integration movement seeks in various aspects of American life is . . . a ‘revolutionary’ one,” and “a new dimension of Direct Action” ought to be employed to pursue it. Birmingham had symbolized for millions the moral rightness of the movement’s cause, and it was there that SCLC again should focus its energies. Rustin argued that a new protest effort would help win passage of the civil rights bill and strengthen the Kennedys’ position:

It will be precisely in the degree that action takes place outside Washington that Congress will act on legislation. To assume that in the absence of such pressure one can ‘trust Congressmen to vote right,’ is the height of folly and weakness. By the same token it will be the continuance of action, which admittedly brought the President to the point of introducing legislation, which will convince him that he must abandon any thought of compromise with the hard-line Dixiecrats, any attempt to hold the Democratic Party together on the basis of alliance with or toleration of them.12

King shared Rustin’s desire to keep the pressure on the federal government, but he knew better than his New York friends that the local situation in Birmingham no longer represented a vehicle for launching that sort of campaign. When King returned to Birmingham on November 4 for a one-night appearance, he recognized that SCLC would have to turn its attention toward Danville and not Birmingham. While he had little enthusiasm for shifting the entire focus from Alabama to Virginia, he believed he had made a commitment he could not ignore. Fred Shuttlesworth understood King’s reluctant decision, but emphasized that
SCLC must not “lose the initiative” in the Deep South. “Unless we can plan some people-to-people meetings in Alabama . . . with a view towards building up massive numbers of committed persons for spring demonstrations, we will have failed the movement.”

Like Young, Levison, and Rustin, Shuttlesworth also wanted King not to be too slow about pushing forward immediately in some nationally significant way. “You, as the Symbol of the Movement, must lead in planning and stirring up people in the South,” Shuttlesworth lectured his longtime friend in early November. “Writing and speaking in the North,” he added pointedly, “may be less crucial at the moment.” Even though the “so called Negro moderates in Birmingham” had blocked any new SCLC protests there, King must not allow his commitment to direct action in Alabama to lessen. “However painful it may be, we must give thought to adding new dimensions to our Mass Actions, namely, some forms of effective Civil disobedience . . . we must set some guidelines and timetables for action in Alabama.” The boycott remained in force in Birmingham, and Shuttlesworth was planning his own arrest in order to strengthen his troops’ resolve. “The masses are with us,” he told King, “but we can lose them by inaction and indecisiveness.”

Shuttlesworth did not oppose a short-term SCLC push in Danville, but he insisted that King not forget the need for drastic mass action in the Deep South, much like Jim and Diane Nash Bevel had been recommending. “We should plan a concerted drive not later than Spring in Birmingham,” he wrote King, “with the second step of going from Birmingham to Montgomery, with about 35-40,000 people. If such is needed, we will have to think in terms of tying up telephones, and effectively immobilizing Birmingham and Montgomery. Most of your staff members think this way,” Shuttlesworth reminded King, “and many people in other parts of the country also.

I have come to understand that we must either keep leadership or give it over to more active elements.

I hope I am not frightening you, but some immediate thought, action and planning are necessary, for many people in many parts of the country think that we are in a period of vacuum. I think we should exert all efforts toward the ‘one man, one vote’ ideal in Alabama before the National Conventions of the two major parties eight months hence.13

King agreed that there should be no lull, but the absence of black unity in Birmingham was a serious obstacle that could not be overcome simply by Shuttlesworth’s enthusiasm. Danville looked like the next best alternative, but the local black community was not completely supportive of new protests. SCLC Affiliates Director C. T. Vivian and several other staff members headed there the first week of November, but the local NAACP leadership did not agree with SCLC’s affiliate, the Danville
Christian Progressive Association (DCPA), that outside assistance was desirable. Fitful negotiations with city representatives had been unproductive, and those talks collapsed soon after the SCLC staff contingent arrived in town. Wyatt Walker announced on November 9 that SCLC would enter Danville “in full force within the next seven days,” and that King would arrive on November 15. Initially, Walker said, SCLC would conduct an “Operation Dialogue” in an effort to confront Danville whites with the immorality of racism. If such persuasive appeals did not succeed, demonstrations would be launched and a nationwide boycott of Dan River Mills would be considered.

Faced with that threat, Danville officials moderated their position. Five city council members met with NAACP and DCPA representatives on November 12, and agreement was reached on a written city policy of nondiscrimination in hiring and on future biracial discussions. When King arrived three days later, he proclaimed that demonstrations might be necessary, but that SCLC would not launch any protests so long as negotiations were progressing. Reporters were surprised when only four hundred black citizens turned out to hear King at an evening rally, and special notice was taken of the absence of local NAACP President Rev. Doyle Thomas. Some speculated that the campaign would not get off the ground, but Andrew Young, after a careful weekend survey, informed King on November 18 that “things seem to be picking up.” Several hundred young people were ready for voter registration work and nonviolent training sessions, and expert staffers like James Bevel and James Orange believed that many willing protesters could be recruited. “It looks like we may yet work up on a Movement,” Young told King.14

While the Danville situation remained unsettled, other problems tugged at King’s attention. Segregationist officials in Selma were doing their utmost to embarrass the Justice Department and King with public revelations that a federally rented car, borrowed from attorney Thelton Henderson by a Birmingham pastor, had been used to transport King to and from Selma during his October visit. A hostile young racist assaulted King on an airplane until physically restrained by flight attendants, and SCLC staffers resolved that King never should travel alone. In south Georgia, the Albany Movement was celebrating its second anniversary and preparing for the federal trials of its leaders. Acting President Slater King had run an unsuccessful race for mayor in the October election, garnering 2,500 votes, but the pending criminal charges dominated the atmosphere when Martin King spoke to 1,500 people at the anniversary rally. “We thought we had friends in the federal government,” he told the crowd. “But when the federal government through the Justice Department came down on Albany with a heavy hand, we knew different.” King volunteered to bring SCLC back to town whenever invited, but his own aides were recommending that Williamston, North Carolina, where SCLC field staffer Golden Frinks had been jailed for leading demonstrations, would be a more fruitful target than Albany if Danville did not pan
out as a major protest effort. At the same time, major editing problems continued to plague King's book on the Birmingham campaign. The publisher was worried about its falling behind schedule, and King was unhappy with portions of the text. Stanley Levison, working to remedy the problems, arranged a discreet rendezvous to discuss the issues with King and Clarence Jones at a New York airport hotel. The FBI, fully aware of the get-together through its wiretaps, sent agents to the hotel to snap secret photos of King and his companions when they emerged from the meeting. Bureau officials would show the Kennedys this incontrovertible evidence of King's deceptive ongoing contact with the supposed Soviet agent.15

Two days later Martin King was home watching television when the first news reports from Dallas flashed on the screen. He called downstairs to his wife, who was on the phone. "Corrie, I just heard that Kennedy has been shot, maybe killed." She joined him in front of the TV, and together they awaited more news. "While we were waiting and sitting," Coretta later recalled, Martin said, "Oh, I hope that he will live, this is just terrible. I think if he lives, if he pulls through this, it will help him to understand better what we go through." Then came the news that Kennedy was dead. King was quiet for a few moments, Coretta remembered, "but finally he said, 'This is what is going to happen to me. This is such a sick society.'"

King was deeply disturbed by John Kennedy's death. He believed the assassination reflected not just one man's deed but a larger and more tragic national climate of violence. King was especially pained that Kennedy had been cut down just as he was making a stronger commitment to civil rights than he had during the first two years of his administration. "I really think we saw two Kennedys," King explained some months later, one prior to Birmingham and another afterward. King had been touched by Kennedy's June speech on civil rights. Even though the administration's handling of its civil rights bill had left much to be desired, King had hoped that Kennedy "was getting ready really to throw off political considerations and see the real moral issues." Now there would be no opportunity to see that hope fulfilled.

Sick in bed for several days, a weary King arose only to attend John Kennedy's funeral in Washington. He went on to New York for a CUCRL meeting and a speech at the Waldorf-Astoria. Returning to Atlanta, King had to confront how the president's death had disrupted SCLC's immediate plans just as it had much of American life. The Danville effort had come to a halt, and staff members were looking for a new focus and ways to rekindle their emotional energy. Serious tensions abounded in SCLC's headquarters, and King felt so overcommitted that he could not even keep up with the news summaries and brief book reviews that staff members prepared to keep him up to date on public issues that newsmen often asked him about. Wyatt Walker was dissatisfied, feeling that because King was so burdened, SCLC was not receiving the
leadership it required. New administrative aide Harry Boyte shared those feelings despite his deep respect for King. "He gives me a lot of responsibility, but very little authority to execute it, and this is frankly very frustrating," Boyte complained in one off-the-record interview. King conceded that "we've had our growing pains," and acknowledged that "so many things are happening that it's difficult to keep up." He turned increasingly to Clarence Jones in New York for daily counsel and assistance with myriad obligations, but the pressure remained constant. Even at home the air was not free of tension, as Coretta, now burdened with four youngsters, increasingly felt left out of much of her husband's life. "I've never been on the scene when we've marched," she commented to one reporter. "I'm usually at home, because my husband says, 'You have to take care of the children.'"

Just days after Kennedy's murder, two right-wing columnists, writing in several obscure newspapers, warned that new President Lyndon Johnson and Attorney General Robert Kennedy would have to confront "evidence obtained by tapping telephones" which indicated that a black leader who had been discussing voter registration plans for 1964 with the Democrats was linked with a Soviet agent. Warned of the column by Levison, Clarence Jones contacted King, who said he was "horrified" by the item and its allusion to his discussions about the 1964 election with Democratic National Committee official Louis Martin. Especially frightening was the columnists' warning that "if this close association isn't ended, the new administration faces public disclosures of this individual's RED ties in the midst of the coming congressional debate on civil rights legislation."

Although Jones pressed King to contact Robert Kennedy about the matter, King declined to follow up. He was due at the White House in three days time for an audience with Lyndon Johnson, and he resolved to pursue the 1964 voter registration discussions without being distracted by the FBI's indirect threats. On December 3, King met with Johnson and presidential civil rights advisor Lee White for forty-five minutes. Johnson made no allusions to Communist links, and displayed to King a convincing commitment to both the pending civil rights bill and to black voter registration efforts. King emerged from the session to tell reporters he was "impressed by the President's awareness and depth of understanding," and labeled their conversation "very fruitful." Then he headed to New York for another black leadership meeting.

Several serious problems would not go away. Burdened with almost daily speaking engagements across the country, King learned from Clarence Jones that administration representatives were raising new questions about another supposed subversive in SCLC's ranks, New York attorney Arthur Kinoy, who had helped his partner, William Kunstler, represent Danville's protesters on behalf of the Gandhi Society. Jones and Wachtel were already furious with Kunstler for incurring greater legal expenses than they thought were warranted, and King agreed that it should be made clear that Kinoy had no affiliation with SCLC and that Kunstler
should be reined in. On top of that, things were not going smoothly with the final editing of King's book manuscript, and he had to fly to New York to move matters along.

Most serious, however, were the continuing tensions among SCLC staffers. Citizenship training supervisor Septima Clark, nearly two generations older than most of SCLC's youthful staff, complained to King that the organization's energies were being misdirected. Too many employees, she charged, were interested only in protests and not in the equally valuable gains that could be achieved through the Citizenship Education Program (CEP). Even though the Dorchester teacher training classes had continued regularly, "many states are losing their citizenship schools because there is no one to do follow-up work" with the new teachers, Clark told King. Although Andrew Young and Dorothy Cotton were supposed to assist in this work, "it seems as if Citizenship Education is all mine, except when it comes time to pick up the checks," Clark complained. Apparently the others felt "that the work is not dramatic enough to warrant their time," she stated. "Direct action is so glamorous and packed with emotion that most young people prefer demonstrations over genuine education."

King accepted Mrs. Clark's comments, but Andrew Young felt compelled to defend himself. He conceded that he and other staff members had focused too heavily upon protests at the expense of other work. Like most others in SCLC, Young was physically exhausted and emotionally drained by the events of the last nine months. "Frankly, I need a breather... I have really been struggling along just content to survive since the summer." Martin King shared that sentiment, and recommended that the staff and his New York advisors would all benefit from a three-day retreat at a church conference center in the North Carolina mountains soon after the first of the year.18

King spent Christmas and New Year's at home with his family, and Coretta found it an unusually pleasant time. A preholiday speech to an Atlanta protest rally marked one of King's rare public forays in his hometown, but he spent as much time as he could playing with his children. One of their favorite activities was jumping off the refrigerator into their father's arms, despite Coretta's warnings. King found it a relatively relaxing time, even though the phone rarely stopped ringing. Two days before New Year's, King learned that Time magazine had chosen him its "Man of the Year" for 1963. Movement supporters were overjoyed, but King was upset by some of the comments in the magazine's cover story. It characterized his style in clothes as "funereal conservatism," because of his preference for black suits, and wrongly commented that King "has very little sense of humor." Additionally, in sketching a brief biography, Time referred to King's two childhood jumps by remarking that "twice, before he was 13, he tried to commit suicide."

King shook off his disappointment and plunged back into SCLC's work. Direct-mail fund-raising had fallen off, in part because King had
not decided whether to ask Bayard Rustin to fill Jack O'Dell's vacancy as director of the New York office. Discussion of that issue and the continuing difficulties with King's manuscript was postponed until after King returned from a trip to Washington for the penultimate Supreme Court oral arguments over the libel suit that Montgomery authorities had brought against *The New York Times* and King's SCLC colleagues almost four years earlier on account of the controversial fund-raising advertisement.

King's stay at Washington's Willard Hotel offered the FBI just the chance it had been looking for. Ever since the wiretaps on King's own home and office were added in November, the supervisors of the King-Levison investigation had been turning their attention more and more to King's private life and away from their previous fixation on his supposed Communist ties. At a mid-December conference, Bureau officials discussed in detail how they could gather further evidence of what they felt were King's serious personal and moral shortcomings, and had resolved that if they could, they would use such material to expose King "as an immoral opportunist" and "clerical fraud." Domestic intelligence chief William C. Sullivan recommended placing surreptitious microphones, or "bugs," in King's hotel rooms, and when the wiretaps revealed his upcoming visit to D.C., agents from the FBI's Washington field office were mobilized. Listening devices were secretly planted in King's room at the Willard, and fifteen full reels of tape recorded what transpired during his two-day stay. The bugs picked up a lively, drunken party involving King, several SCLC colleagues, and two women from Philadelphia. FBI personnel were immediately put to work transcribing the recordings for dissemination to the White House. A few days later, when King made his trip to New York, Bureau agents observed his rendezvous at a midtown hotel with Jones and Levison. Word of that contact also was passed to the White House and the attorney general.19

On Friday night, January 17, Lyndon Johnson summoned King, Roy Wilkins, Whitney Young, and James Farmer to a Saturday meeting to seek their support for his new war on poverty initiative. King was supportive of Johnson's plans, and hoped that the president would make his assault full-scale. "Some kind of compensatory crash program," King told one interviewer, was needed "to bring the standards of the Negro up and bring him into the mainstream of life." Johnson's effort might do that for blacks as well as for needy whites, and extend the gains achieved by the movement. "We are making progress but it is in the middle classes," King acknowledged. "The masses remain about the same," and civil rights forces had to pay increased attention to improving black employment opportunities and job training. Voter registration would be one focus for 1964, but expanded use of Breadbasket-style consumer boycotts would be another. "The innovation for this year," King asserted, "will be large-scale selective buying programs aimed at the giants in the consumer industry."20
Extended discussions of how the movement could confront those economic issues were a principal focus of the three-day SCLC retreat at Black Mountain, North Carolina, that began on January 20. New York advisors Jones and Wachtel joined the Atlanta staff for the sessions, where Jones spoke about how any advocacy of compensatory treatment for black people would have to include a call for similar assistance to disadvantaged whites. King agreed, and explained that he intended to incorporate such an argument into the final chapter of his book. Wyatt Walker proposed a national “selective withdrawal” campaign against General Motors Corporation to win more jobs for blacks in the automotive industry, but it received little support.

Between breaks for Ping-Pong and softball games, King and his colleagues wrestled with a host of questions. They talked about the continuing allegations of Communist influence, and of having Jones maintain regular contact with Levison, without reaching a decision on the matter. Walker and others spoke of how the SCLC staff had expanded substantially over the past five months, but that the organization had accomplished little during that time. King acknowledged that they had been in a period of “inevitable pause,” but said nothing about the major stumbling block posed by SCLC’s internal tensions. Walker was unhappy that King had dismissed his idea of mounting a Birmingham-style campaign in Atlanta, and still complained about King’s unwillingness to rein in James Bevel. Along with his wife, Bevel continued to talk up a massive spring assault on Alabama. No decision was made at Black Mountain, but the antagonism between Bevel and Walker remained constant. Others reported that some people in SNCC were becoming increasingly vocal in their criticisms of SCLC, King, and especially Walker, and that those attitudes were promoted by Ella Baker, who had become a trusted advisor to the younger activists.

After the retreat, King’s party was ready to board their Atlanta flight at the Asheville airport when an anonymous caller threatened to bomb the plane. The message was dismissed as a crank call, and passengers went on board. When the plane had taxied onto the runway, the pilot suddenly announced that everyone had to evacuate immediately. The passengers were directed to walk back to the terminal, and King, Coretta, and Dorothy Cotton set out as a group. Quiet at first, Martin suddenly spoke up, his wife remembered. “I’ve told you all that I don’t expect to survive this revolution; this society’s too sick.” And of course Dorothy said, “Oh, Martin, don’t say that.” And he said, “Well, I’m just being realistic.” Coretta recalled that she “had heard him say it several times before.... He had an awareness of what could happen to him, and he was not able to forget about it because he lived with this constantly.” The bomb threat against his plane—the first one he had encountered—was just another reminder of what King believed awaited him in the not-too-distant future.

King resumed a hectic travel schedule with both SCLC’s problems and
the FBI nipping at his heels. Ever since its productive surveillance of King in Washington, the Bureau's domestic intelligence division had intensified its efforts to obtain recordings of King's private life. When attempts to monitor King in Milwaukee failed to turn up anything interesting, the FBI office there explained to headquarters that it was because local police had given King close protection. Director J. Edgar Hoover expressed disappointment, and dissented from Milwaukee's hypothesis for King's supposed restraint. "I don't share the conjecture. King is a 'tom cat' with obsessive degenerate sexual urges."

Back in Atlanta for a brief visit home, King apologized to one old friend for the delays in answering even personal correspondence. He was traveling 90 percent of the time, and felt deeply drained by "the problems and the pressures under which I must work every day. The problems have risen to almost unmanageable proportions." He hoped to spend more time in the South, and more time at home, but he knew he had made and broken similar vows many times before.

In the wake of the Black Mountain discussions, Clarence Jones urged King to complete his book manuscript. The publishing firm with whom King's literary agent, Joan Daves, had contracted the book, New American Library, was aiming for early June publication, but neither King nor free-lance editor Hermine Popper had finished the final chapter yet. Ghostwriters Al Duckett and Nat Lamar had written most of the text, but the crucial last chapter remained unformed. Jones and Levison each drafted some passages, and Jones gave them to King, emphasizing that the text "must give greater emphasis to the alleviation of economic and cultural backwardness on the part of the so-called 'poor white.'" King, already persuaded by the Black Mountain conversations, instructed Popper to integrate Jones's material. "Any 'Negro Bill of Rights' based upon the concept of compensatory treatment as a result of the years of cultural and economic deprivation resulting from racial discrimination," King wrote her,

must give greater emphasis to the alleviation of economic and cultural backwardness on the part of the so-called "poor white." It is my opinion that many white workers whose economic condition is not too far removed from the economic condition of his black brother, will find it difficult to accept a "Negro Bill of Rights," which seeks to give special consideration to the Negro in the context of unemployment, joblessness, etc. and does not take into sufficient account their plight (that of the white worker).

King's instructions followed Jones's recommendations to the letter, and the new material was added to the concluding chapter.22

The FBI's monitoring of King continued as agents observed him meeting with Jones, Rustin, and Levison at a New York hotel to discuss the book manuscript and SCLC's northern office. King was looking forward
to a brief vacation in Puerto Rico and a longer trip to Hawaii later in February, but his comments in New York reflected that there still was no focus for SCLC's efforts. He noted the long-announced voter registration plans, the need to ensure Senate passage of a strong civil rights bill despite the threatened segregationist filibuster, and the importance of taking new steps in the economic arena. Passage of a potent version of the Kennedy bill by the House of Representatives was only a few days away, but securing the two-thirds Senate vote several months hence to cut off the filibuster would be nip-and-tuck. King announced that SCLC was promoting D.C.-area regional representative Walter E. Fauntroy to full-time head of a new Washington office in order to lobby for the bill. Dramatic protests would be used to build opposition to a filibuster, and federal executive authority would be expected to help protect any lawful demonstrations.

Accompanied by Bernard Lee, King spent four relaxing days in Puerto Rico, returned to Atlanta for less than twenty-four hours, and then flew to the West Coast with Wyatt Walker for visits to San Francisco and Los Angeles, and then to Honolulu. He was busy with speaking engagements and private fund-raising affairs. However, the real purpose of the trip was rest and relaxation. On February 18, King and Walker, along with Baltimore pastor Logan Kearse and two California lady friends, headed to Honolulu. Thanks to its New York and Atlanta wiretaps, the FBI had anticipated King's Hawaiian holiday, and a special five-man squad of agents armed with sophisticated electronic and photographic surveillance gear was dispatched to monitor his actions. Bugs were planted in his hotel room, but King and his friends suspected they were under surveillance. They kept the air conditioners and televisions turned on when they were in their rooms, and made plans to return early to Los Angeles. The expensive surveillance venture produced nothing at all because, as the squad chief explained, any bug is "ineffective no matter where it is placed if the TV is blasting away." A hurried Bureau effort to install microphones in King's Los Angeles hotel rooms did not succeed, and King returned east without the FBI having added any new highlights to what King and his friends jokingly called J. Edgar Hoover's "golden record club."

King's western vacation was moderately restful, but his long absence in the face of SCLC's many pressing problems made more urgent the need to resolve them. Levison complained to Jones in one wiretapped phone call that "it would be wonderful if someone could convince King to pay some attention to detail, and also to come across with some of the promises he makes." When King returned, Jones pressed him to decide whether or not to name Bayard Rustin as SCLC's northern representative. King admitted that he was leaning heavily against the idea, at least while the civil rights bill was pending in the Senate. It made no sense to give the segregationists "one more weapon in their arsenal, however false these things are," he told Jones. Levison and Jones also complained to
King that SCLC’s lack of activity was allowing SNCC to supplant it as the movement’s leading organization in the eyes of many northern civil rights supporters. King reassured them that SCLC was just about to announce a major statewide summer project for Alabama, and to form an affiliate organization which would cover all of Florida.  

While King was preoccupied with his busy schedule and endless problems, James Bevel had been refining his plan for “a prolonged nonviolent campaign” that would “eventually lead to the education and enfranchise­ment of nearly all people in Alabama.” He wanted to launch the program at a meeting of SCLC’s Alabama affiliates on March 4 and 5, even though aside from ACMHR, “the affiliates by and large are not action oriented.” They could, however, endorse the plan and lend their assistance in what Bevel foresaw as the most crucial part of the enterprise: “Past experience has taught us that students are the ones who usually provide manpower,” and hence “our main responsibility is reaching, organizing and preparing the students in Alabama for action.” SCLC field secretaries would work with high school and college youth, while King, Abernathy, and Shutt­lesworth would undertake People-to-People tours aimed at black adult leaders in different towns and counties. A letter would go out to Ala­bama Governor George C. Wallace “and all appropriate state officials asking that all laws be repealed and tactics stopped that tend to discour­age and disenfranchise any citizen who is 21 years of age. An effort to contact these officials and talk with them personally [also] should be made.”

This would prepare for the real action of the campaign: physical pro­tests. “There are two types of demonstrations that we probably should consider: mass demonstrations in one city, and demonstrations in many places simultaneously,” Bevel told King.

The advantages of concentrating in one city are:

1. The romance of leaving home to go demonstrate would attract more Negro males.
2. The news media would cover more thoroughly and effectively one city than many.
3. Extensive coverage would tend to prevent brutality, or if it occurred it would be well covered.
4. Because we lack many well trained leaders it would also help in maintaining discipline.
5. It would be more dramatic to have 5 or 6 thousand people in jail in one city than in many cities across the state in smaller numbers.

The advantages of demonstrations in many places are:

1. They would directly involve more communities.
2. They would keep the brunt of the entire resources of the state from falling on one place; it would split their forces.
3. They would help keep the state off balance in trying to anticipate what will happen next and where.
4. More leaders would probably be developed.

Bevel noted that "both these approaches can be used at different times," and that in any event "the results will probably be jail-ins." Therefore, "it is important to involve large numbers of people who are committed to staying in jail for at least 4 or 5 months" and to be certain that northern supporters would be ready with funds and sympathy protests. Bevel recommended that an Alabama headquarters be opened in Montgomery or Birmingham immediately, and predicted that the campaign would take at least eight months. "The objective of this particular battle," he stressed in conclusion, "is enfranchisement of Negro people in Alabama." Thus, "the most important part of this battle is to actually see that obstacles are removed and to get numbers of Negroes in Alabama registered. . . . Unless we can in fact get Negroes registered, we cannot stop bombings of churches, unjust court proceedings, police brutality, etc."  

King found Bevel's plan, with its increased emphasis on voter registration, worthy of pursuit, and he considered combining it with Fred Shuttlesworth's desire to resume direct action in Birmingham. Three of the downtown stores had hired black salespeople, but two major ones had not, and a boycott of those stores remained in effect. The White Only signs were gone, and four public schools had undergone token desegregation peacefully, but no progress had been made on the issue of black policemen. Black businessman John Drew, a close friend of King's, told reporters that the Boutwell government and the downtown merchants had been less active than the black leadership had expected. "The new administration is a complete disappointment to us," Drew said. "It is a do-nothing administration. The mayor is a weak, sick, old man," and the merchants' failure to implement the 1963 agreement "has been quite a letdown." When SCLC's Alabama affiliates gathered in Montgomery on March 4, King stated that mass demonstrations would resume in Birmingham within thirty days.

King made clear at the Montgomery conference that SCLC was ready to pursue Bevel's plan and to target it on Birmingham. The two hundred representatives of SCLC's local affiliates were enthusiastic about the plan, and a five-point program was endorsed with only one idiosyncratic dissent. The program called for (1) intensified voter registration efforts; (2) initiation of "a state-wide coordination of [the] masses in direct action to secure in fact the right of the ballot" by employing "whatever techniques [are] necessary to implement the 'one man—one vote' concept"; (3) patronizing only those businesses that practiced equal employment; (4) implementation of the civil rights bill's public-accommodations provi-
sions all across Alabama if and when Congress passed the bill; and (5) petitioning for a reduction of Alabama’s representation in the Congress until the state’s black citizens were allowed to vote freely. Along with a similar statewide summer effort that SNCC intended to undertake in Mississippi, the Alabama Project promised an intensification of civil rights activity in the Deep South beyond anything that 1963 had witnessed.25

King left the Montgomery session early in order to lead a ten-thousand-person civil rights march in the Kentucky capital of Frankfort, and meet with Governor Edward T. Breathitt. Then, after a quick visit home, King went to Orlando for a statewide meeting aimed at forming a Florida affiliate for SCLC. Although the groundwork had been laid through longtime supporters like Tallahassee’s C. K. Steele, the most important development came out of a conversation between Affiliates Director C. T. Vivian and several local activists from St. Augustine—Robert B. Hayling, Goldie Eubanks, and Henry Twine—who had driven to Orlando to ask that SCLC lend its assistance to their racially troubled community. Although Vivian made no commitment, he told Hayling that he knew of the outrages in their town, and of their previous efforts to interest King and SCLC in the situation, and he promised to visit before the end of March. Vivian authorized them to designate themselves an SCLC affiliate, and encouraged them to press forward with efforts they had been pursuing for more than a year.

The fight against segregation in St. Augustine dated to the late 1950s, and had grown significantly during 1963. Proud of its status as the first European place of settlement on the North American continent, St. Augustine looked forward to the 1965 quadricentennial of the Spanish settlement and was seeking federal money to finance the observance. St. Augustine’s NAACP branch was outraged that government dollars might go to a city that maintained rigidly segregated facilities and discriminated against black employees. Led by Robert B. Hayling, a dentist who was advisor to the NAACP Youth Council, black citizens tried to enlist Vice-President Lyndon B. Johnson, who visited St. Augustine in March, in their cause. Neither federal officials nor national NAACP leaders responded favorably, and in mid-June the St. Augustine Record revealed the blacks’ efforts to block federal funding. The activists braced for white retaliation, and the paper quoted Hayling as saying that “I and others of the NAACP have armed ourselves and we will shoot first and ask questions later.” That statement outraged local whites, and city officials rejected a black request for biracial discussions. Picketing commenced, and white toughs harassed Hayling and his colleagues. One night, bricks and gunfire struck Hayling’s home. Armed blacks returned the fire, wounding several night riders, and lawmen arrested participants on both sides.

Hayling twice called SCLC headquarters in Atlanta seeking King’s help. King dispatched a letter to Vice-President Johnson questioning the possible use of federal funds, and Wyatt Walker made inquiries in Washington. Local demonstrations and arrests continued throughout the summer. In September, Hayling and three associates were badly beaten while
trying to observe a Ku Klux Klan rally on the outskirts of town. St. Johns County Sheriff L. O. Davis, widely viewed as a KKK sympathizer, arrested several Klansmen but also charged the four black victims with assault on their attackers. Protest telegrams went out to Attorney General Robert Kennedy, but FBI officials notified their superiors that local lawmen had matters completely in hand. “Police in St. Augustine,” one report said, “have been doing a good job of controlling demonstrations and have not permitted violence.”

Four weeks later an armed white night rider was shot and killed as he and several companions drove through a black residential neighborhood late at night. St. Augustine police charged that the fatal shot had come from the home of black activist Goldie Eubanks, and he and three other men were indicted for murder. Hayling again called SCLC, then went unsuccessfully to federal court to seek judicial intervention. Florida Governor C. Farris Bryant dispatched state highway patrolmen to town, and a special grand jury was impaneled to study the situation and make recommendations. Burke Marshall told Robert Kennedy that conditions were “quite bad,” but “I do not see what we can do.” NAACP executives, while admitting that Hayling had been “the moving force that sparked St. Augustine into motion,” decided to remove him as Youth Council advisor. When the grand jury report criticized Hayling and called for biracial talks, the courageous dentist and Eubanks quit the NAACP, but no negotiations ensued. White terrorists torched the car of one black family, and the home of another, whose children were in newly integrated schools, and four shotgun blasts ripped through the front door of Hayling’s house. No one was injured, and conservative St. Augustine Mayor Joseph Shelley condemned the attacks, but Hayling contacted the governor’s office to request state protection.26

There matters stood when Hayling, Eubanks, and Henry Twine conferred with C. T. Vivian in Orlando on March 6 and received his encouragement to affiliate with SCLC. Within five days, using SCLC’s name and Vivian’s recommendations, Hayling sent letters to movement supporters at northern colleges inviting campus clergymen and students to come to St. Augustine during spring vacation to protest segregation and Klan terrorism. SCLC supporters in Massachusetts responded to the plea, and began arriving in town on March 23. SCLC staffers Hosea Williams and Bernard Lee appeared soon thereafter, and on March 26 a large demonstration was conducted at a local high school. The presence of the outside volunteers brought new enthusiasm to St. Augustine’s black community, and on Saturday, March 28, twenty-six sit-in participants were arrested by city police. Nine more were taken into custody the next day, and an additional thirty-nine on Monday. More northern supporters arrived, including Mrs. John Burgess, wife of a well-known Episcopal bishop, and Mrs. Malcolm Peabody, socially prominent mother of the Massachusetts governor. Mrs. Burgess and Dr. Hayling were taken into custody on Monday for attempting to gain service at the Ponce de Leon Motor
Lodge, and the next morning 150 black students marched to the motel. Over half of them were arrested, and early that afternoon Mrs. Peabody and an interracial group of seven colleagues were charged while attempting to patronize the Ponce de Leon.

That night, with some two hundred movement supporters in jail, an enthusiastic mass meeting ratified eleven comprehensive demands put forward by the St. Augustine SCLC chapter. In addition to calling for the desegregation of all public facilities and public accommodations, and establishment of a biracial committee, the demands included immediate release of the arrested protesters and no school or employment retaliation against them. Additional demonstrations by local students took place the following morning, and Mrs. Peabody was arraigned before a local magistrate as national publicity descended upon St. Augustine for the first time. The next day Hayling and Mrs. Peabody were bailed out and testified in Jacksonville before U.S. District Judge Bryan Simpson in support of a petition filed by movement attorneys seeking transfer of the protesters’ cases to federal court. Simpson denied the request, and as northern students headed home for the resumption of classes, the week of protests came to an end. Although the heavy publicity, including Mrs. Peabody’s appearance on the Today show, brought unwelcome notoriety to their town, St. Augustine’s white leadership made no move to open a dialogue with local blacks.27

King had things other than St. Augustine on his mind during this time. SCLC’s internal troubles remained, and relations between Walker and Bevel had reached a breaking point. Bevel lost his temper and cussed Walker out in front of others; Walker charged him with insubordination and demanded that King fire him. Bevel apologized for his outburst, but Walker refused to accept the apology or retract his demand, despite requests from King. Before long, Walker announced his intention of leaving SCLC as soon as he located a suitable opportunity. Since King, Jones, and Levison remained undecided about Bayard Rustin taking over SCLC’s northern responsibilities, Rustin lost interest as the matter dragged on. Some consideration was given to having Walker, who was considering a job with a New York publishing firm, take charge of SCLC’s New York office, but Levison and other advisors felt that his hard-driving style would work no better there than in Atlanta. Levison and Jones thought that C. T. Vivian would make an excellent replacement for Walker in the top staff job, but King had two other candidates in mind: D.C. bureau chief Walter Fauntroy and Voter Education Project official Randolph T. Blackwell.

As King maintained his usual busy travel schedule throughout March, the FBI kept close tabs on his activities. Agents watched as Stanley Levison traveled to Atlanta for a daylong meeting with King on March 9, and the Bureau monitored King’s travels as he went from Tuscaloosa to Hartford to Bridgeport to Savannah and then back to New York. The FBI’s Detroit office bugged King’s hotel room when he and Bernard Lee
went to that city for a religious speaking engagement, and the two men were overheard discussing Wyatt Walker’s idea that King begin a “hunger strike” whenever the segregationist filibuster against the civil rights bill was launched in the Senate. This information was forwarded to the attorney general and the White House.

While King traveled the country, he and SCLC made little headway with plans for direct action. King admitted to one reporter that SCLC hoped to launch the Alabama campaign in late April or early May with some 10,000 protesters mounting demonstrations in four or five different cities across the state. He also contended that SCLC would follow through on its northern voter registration proposal and launch a nationwide “selective buying” effort to improve minority job opportunities. He suggested that “more massive demonstrations than ever” in Alabama might coincide with the Senate’s civil rights debate. At the end of March he met in Washington with two dozen black ministers to discuss how SCLC could help win the bill’s passage. If the segregationist filibuster seriously threatened to weaken or block the bill, “we will engage in some type of direct action here in Washington,” King told reporters. He also went to Capitol Hill to discuss strategy with Senators Humphrey, Kuchel, Hart, Douglas, and Javits, and had a friendly chance encounter with Black Muslim leader Malcolm X as news photographers snapped away.211

While King pondered the legislative situation, James Bevel was becoming increasingly unhappy about SCLC’s lack of interest in his Alabama campaign. Along with his wife, Diane, and James Orange, Bevel moved from Atlanta to Montgomery in the hope of prodding King. “It is important that an adequate number of staff people be engaged in the preparation and building of the nonviolent project in Alabama,” he told King, because enthusiasm for mass action was dissipating as local activists saw SCLC remaining inactive. “People are losing faith . . . in the nonviolent movement,” Bevel warned, and SCLC would have to accomplish “tangible change for the masses of poor people” in order to win grass-roots support. Bevel was recruiting volunteers for a statewide “Freedom Army,” but it would require more staff than the five presently assigned. The Alabama workers were asking students to commit one full year to the “army,” and explaining the necessity of personal sacrifice. “In a regular war people leave home, leave their families and jobs, leave school, or whatever they are doing and go off to fight. We must do the same thing if we are ever going to be free.” To muster a sizable force, however, King would have to devote more resources to the campaign.

One serious obstacle to Bevel’s plans was SCLC’s deteriorating finances. With a monthly budget that had grown to $50,000 in expenditures, and with fewer contributions coming in, SCLC’s resources were stretched. “We’re about to go out of business,” King exclaimed to Clarence Jones in early April. Jones warned him that the financial decline was merely one symptom of how the movement in general, and SCLC in particular, had allowed momentum to lag and leadership to pass from its
hands in the eight months since the March on Washington. Another factor was the strong support that Alabama Governor Wallace was receiving in Democratic presidential primaries in states such as Wisconsin and Indiana, and the growing evidence that Arizona Senator Barry Goldwater, rather than a more moderate figure, would be the Republican presidential nominee. Civil rights forces, Jones told King, were confronted “by a substantial and growing counter-revolutionary movement” that had been aided by “a total collapse of effective civil rights leadership.” All segments of that leadership, Jones said, had “underestimated the consequences of their failure to clearly chart out programs of activity to carry forward the gains achieved after Birmingham . . . and the March on Washington. . . . The failure of the civil rights movement to come forward with an effective program” had created a vacuum that anti-civil rights candidates like Wallace and Goldwater had “been able to take advantage of.” It also had opened the way for tactically foolish spin-offs, such as the threat by a Brooklyn CORE chapter to block access to the upcoming World’s Fair by having civil rights sympathizers obstruct bridges and highways. “In the absence of any constructive alternative,” Jones added, “these distortions of nonviolent direct action will continue to gain a great deal of public attention and continue to have a negative effect on the possibilities of building a forceful political alliance between the Negro revolution, the progressive forces from the white community, and certain political allies of both within the Congress.” King and SCLC must develop “an effective program of mass action” to meet the current situation, and the entire black leadership should consider “another mass, more militant protest to Washington, as well as programs of mass direct action and agitational work” in a dozen other cities. The present time called for not only “an immediate consideration of ways to exercise national moral leadership,” but also “the implementation of programs designed to bring about mass political action.”

King thought Jones’s recommendations fit in well with Bevel’s Alabama Project and the symbolic fast that Walker had suggested as a response to the Senate filibuster. King felt a pressing need to speak out about the deteriorating national political climate on civil rights. He told a Philadelphia audience that the prospect of Goldwater’s nomination was making him rethink his policy of never taking sides in political campaigns, but he explained to another group that he did not yet feel he could endorse Lyndon Johnson. “I will not throw my full support to him until I see how he acts during a crisis, like Kennedy did.”

When SCLC’s board convened in Washington in mid-April for its semi-annual meeting, much of the discussion concerned the Senate and the civil rights bill. Wyatt Walker explained the lull in direct action by emphasizing how John Kennedy’s assassination had brought the Danville effort to an unexpected end, but noted that SCLC had more than doubled its number of affiliates and intended to expand Breadbasket’s selective patronage approach nationwide. Then he recommended that
sometime in early May, King should "remove himself from the public scene and announce that because of negative efforts directed toward the civil rights bill, that he would go on a fast for an indefinite period of time for the purposes of mobilizing the silent good people." The board members turned expectantly toward King, who explained what he had in mind:

I have made the decision that if there is a determined filibuster to water down the civil rights bill, that I will engage in a fast and refuse to eat, but I have not decided how far I will go—whether unto death, but this is a decision that I have not made.

Two main things will be at the center of my mind: one, to appeal to the Negro to remain true to nonviolence during this period and, two, to appeal to the forces of good will—the silent good people—to rise out of their apathetic slumber. Most revolutions are based on hope and hate. We are faced with the fact that the problem is so great that the Negro cannot fight it alone.

The board members, as they did with virtually all of King's initiatives, expressed their assent. The two days of talks closed with Walker's announcement that he would be leaving as of mid-June, but would be willing to direct the New York office if needed. Ralph Abernathy asked the board to wish Walker well, saying that both he and King had tried unsuccessfully to talk him into staying. Daddy King interjected pointedly that they should leave it up to Walker, period.30

Just as that two-day board meeting began, King and his advisors were embarrassed by another public warning about subversive influence in the movement. This time the statements came from widely read Washington commentator Joseph Alsop, well-known for his close ties to the highest offices in government. In a column that appeared in The Washington Post, the New York Herald Tribune, and other papers, Alsop noted that there had been much official headshaking about how King had dispensed with Jack O'Dell only after repeated public disclosures and private warnings. However, Alsop wrote, there was greater federal concern about a more serious problem:

Official warnings have been given to King about another, even more important associate who is known to be a key figure in the covert apparatus of the Communist Party. After the warning, King broke off his open connections with this man, but a secondhand connection nonetheless continues.

Alsop's remarks created consternation among King's advisors, who knew about his contacts with Stanley Levison. Jones spoke with Levison, and both agreed that King had to explain the situation to Burke Marshall. Jones insisted that King see Marshall, but King did not feel that the problem was so serious. He was unconvinced that anything had to be done.
An angry Levison instructed Jones to tell King bluntly that Alsop was simply a vehicle by which the administration was publicly calling him a liar. King continued to procrastinate, and not until four days later did he ask SCLC Washington representative Walter Fauntroy to reassure Marshall that King had no ongoing contacts with Levison. Then the next morning, newspapers reported secret testimony that FBI Director Hoover had given to a House subcommittee in January alleging that Communist influence was present within the civil rights movement. Jones told King that he could not allow that to pass without public response, and drafted a statement for King to issue the next day. It accused Hoover of aiding right-wing extremists in smearing the civil rights movement, and said King found it particularly “difficult to accept the word of the FBI on communist infiltration in the civil rights movement when it has been so completely ineffectual in protecting the Negro from brutality in the Deep South.” King’s statement received nationwide attention when he released it at an April 23 press conference. King was pleased at the positive coverage his denial of Communist influence received. He had wanted to even the score with Hoover, King remarked in one FBI-wiretapped phone call, and believed he had. “I want to hit him hard—he made me hot and I wanted to get him.”

The subversion controversy passed from the headlines after a few days. King was still uncertain about where the movement should turn next. He complained to his staff that he felt he was becoming largely a fund-raiser and did not like it. He continued to talk up the Alabama plans to reporters, saying that summer demonstrations would take place in five or six cities, with a “real possibility” that the campaign would culminate with a mass march on Montgomery. He made progressively less mention of a national voter registration effort or selective buying campaign. Voter Education Project officials criticized the big urban registration drive that SCLC had mounted that spring in Atlanta. On the national scene, the black leadership publicly denounced the disruptive “stall-in” tactics that the small band of New York activists had announced for the World’s Fair. King declined to join a condemnation, and wrote a long memo to his colleagues expressing his views. The stall-in idea, he acknowledged, was “a tactical error. I would only advocate such a drastic program of civil disobedience when persistent attempts at good faith negotiations have completely failed.” Nonetheless, the movement should not emphasize its disagreements in public, for such a course would only assist those who, like Alabama Governor Wallace, “a merchant of hate,” were “peddling the ugly commodity of racism.” Clearly echoing Clarence Jones’s views, King said that civil rights leaders must realize they were “confronted by a substantial and growing counter-revolutionary movement,” and that mass action, not timidity, was the proper response:

Frankly, I have gotten a little fed-up with the lectures that we are now receiving from the white power structure, even when it comes from
such true and tried friends as Humphrey and Kuchel, Javits and Keating. Somewhere along the way someone has forgotten that demonstrations have been sacred when they were engaged in by white Americans.... They always become wrong and ill-timed when they are engaged in by the Negro.

King was disappointed that his fellow leaders wanted to denounce the stall-in as “revolutionary.” To do that would betray a misunderstanding of the nature of the movement:

Indeed, we are engaged in a social revolution, and while it may be different from other revolutions, it is a revolution just the same. It is a movement to bring about certain basic structural changes in the architecture of American society. This is certainly revolutionary. My only hope is that it will remain a nonviolent revolution....

It was true, King said, that the movement should avoid tactics that needlessly offended potential allies, but, he emphasized, “we do not need allies who are more devoted to order than to justice.... Neither do we need allies who will paternalistically seek to set the time-table for our freedom.... If our direct action programs alienate so-called friends.... they never were real friends.”

Throughout the latter half of April, King was caught up in a hectic schedule of speaking engagements and fund-raising trips. The FBI continued to follow him, installing bugs in his hotel rooms in Sacramento and Las Vegas. Following King’s Las Vegas visit, local investigators gave the Bureau a graphic memorandum reporting the alleged activities that a prostitute who doubled as a police informant had engaged in with King. FBI officials passed the titillating thirdhand story on to Lyndon Johnson and Robert Kennedy.

As of early May, King was still uncertain about what SCLC should do next. Both Bevel in Montgomery and black leaders in Birmingham were ready to launch the Alabama Project at the end of the month, but Hosea Williams and Bernard Lee suggested that SCLC consider mounting a full-scale campaign in St. Augustine. Assistant Program Director John Gibson was sent to explore the possibilities further. Gibson was aware that some local blacks found Hayling too aggressive, but he quickly concluded that the town offered substantial opportunities for a successful protest campaign. Gibson sketched out a plan for direct action beginning in late May that would use imported demonstrators, big downtown marches, and “jail-ins.” Hayling and fellow activist Henry Twine were enthusiastic. and on Sunday, May 3, Gibson met with fifty black citizens to explain SCLC’s interest and hear their thoughts. “Everyone voted to work together and to start immediately to solidify the Negro community behind an all out push in early June.” Gibson wrote the next morning. He and Hayling made plans for training workshops and small-scale picketing to take place in the three weeks before their anticipated kickoff.
Even before Gibson returned to Atlanta from St. Augustine with his strong recommendation that SCLC take action, King was considering making a commitment there. White House aide Lee White had responded to an SCLC telegram about federal involvement with the quadricentennial celebration by writing King that the Johnson administration was "gravely concerned with recent developments." King mused to Clarence Jones that that unique federal link to St. Augustine might augur well for obtaining a strong presidential response to a new southern protest campaign. SCLC's executive staff convened in Atlanta on May 4, and although Gibson had not yet made his report, King told his aides that St. Augustine was one of several issues they must consider. Another was SCLC's extremely poor financial situation. King said they might be forced to postpone any action in order to do fund-raising.

The staff meeting concentrated on summer action plans. SNCC's Bob Moses described the Mississippi Summer Project that his organization and the new Freedom Democratic party intended to launch with the help of several hundred northern volunteers. Jim Bevel spoke about how the voting rights effort in Alabama would complement SNCC's effort in Mississippi, and explained that the Alabama Project should confront both state and federal governments with the fact that black citizens were excluded from Alabama's electoral process. King pointed out that the plan had to be sufficiently specific, and "suggested that action revolve around one more concrete goal in Montgomery. Developments from this would lead to [the] larger voter registration goal." Then King spoke about the more immediate choice he faced, whether to undertake efforts in the nation's capital concerning the pending civil rights bill, and/or make a serious commitment to protests in St. Augustine. As the minutes of the meeting put it, "the President will take ten days to decide whether there will be action in Washington or St. Augustine. If Washington, St. Augustine goes on. Keep some staff in St. Augustine; move most staff to Alabama to prepare for action the middle of June."

John Gibson returned to Atlanta and briefed Wyatt Walker on St. Augustine while King was considering his options. Walker was not persuaded by Gibson's pitch for action, so Gibson tried a different tactic. "I kind of bypassed Wyatt one day and went in to see Dr. King." He gave King the memo he had prepared, "and just asked him to read it. The next day he called Wyatt, Andy, myself, Bernard Lee [and] Reverend Abernathy in and said, 'John's got a proposal and I think it's all right. Let's talk about it.'" They discussed Gibson's idea and reached a consensus that it was a good plan. Making the commitment to St. Augustine would mean postponing a full-scale push in Alabama until sometime in June or July, but only Jim Bevel objected. Everyone else agreed that St. Augustine might be what SCLC had been looking for to get the nonviolent movement back on track.34

In his public remarks in mid-May, King placed principal emphasis upon the importance of the civil rights bill and SCLC's plans for a "massive,
full-scale assault on the system of segregation," in Alabama some-
time in midsummer. He stressed that Senate civil rights supporters should
not trade away vital sections of the House-passed bill, especially the
sweeping public-accommodations and fair employment titles, in order to
win the support of midwestern Republicans. "I would rather see no bill at
all than a bill devoid of these sections," King declared. Even if the mea-
sure did make it through the Senate unscathed, the movement would
maintain its pressure on the federal government and both major political
parties as the national conventions and fall elections approached. There
was "a possibility" that King would endorse a candidate, and "a real pos-
sibility that we will have a march on both of these conventions calling for
strong civil rights enforcement." He all but ruled out demonstrations in
Washington, and lashed out at Hoover and the FBI whenever questions
about Communist involvement in the movement were raised by report-
ers. The Bureau kept up its reports on King to the attorney general and
White House, and Robert Kennedy dispatched a memo to Lyndon
Johnson warning of SCLC's aggressive Freedom Army plans for Ala-
bama.35

On May 18 King made his first visit to St. Augustine, where he told an
enthusiastic crowd at an evening mass meeting that he and SCLC's
"nonviolent army" were committed to demonstrations in their "small Bir-
mingham." As one listener emphasized, "Just listening to him speak gave
you the courage to go on." Hosea Williams was already working with St.
Augustine's local activists, and a tentative kick-off date of May 26 was set
for mass demonstrations. King returned to town on the evening of May
25, the same day that notorious racist J. B. Stoner arrived in St. Au-
gustine, and local Klansmen rallied to vow their opposition to the pro-
tests. The next evening, at Williams's suggestion, Dr. Hayling led a
column of marchers to the downtown slave market and held a rally at that
symbolic site. Hostile Klansmen harassed the participants, but local law-
men kept the groups apart, and SCLC's new campaign got off to a suc-
cessful start.

Wyatt Walker accompanied King to St. Augustine to bring greater
order to SCLC's typically free-wheeling efforts. "Our operation appears
to be raggedy," Walker told King, adding that staff workers were not
following any "actual prescribed schedule." That first night march,
Walker thought, had not reflected sufficient discipline among the partici-
pants, and SCLC had to be aware of the "danger that our demonstrations
will keep or assume the character of a minstrel show," with noisy pro-
testers taunting lawmen and unsympathetic bystanders.

Walker also told King there needed to be greater discipline among
SCLC's staff. "You must clearly establish what the chain of command is
here in St. Augustine. It appears to be vague in the minds of several staff
members," Walker complained.

At a broader level, Walker advised King that SCLC had to appreciate
the crucial significance that St. Augustine had for the short-term future of
the entire civil rights movement. SCLC should focus public attention on how “America’s oldest city” was also America’s oldest bastion of segregation. With the town so committed to its quadricentennial celebration and its tourist-dependent economy, SCLC should remember that “one of our chief levers is to mount national opinion so greatly that either the Federal monies are withheld or the city fathers [are] faced with the prospect of the tremendous loss of commerce and industry.” Birmingham and Albany had taught SCLC that the most direct path to local political concessions was through pinching the pocketbooks of powerful economic interests.

Walker explained to King that nationally, St. Augustine’s “nonviolent campaign symbolically could be the ‘beautiful’ prelude for the long, hot summer” many politicians and commentators had been predicting. “Care must be taken that we do not miss. The issue . . . must be joined in the area of public accommodations. Much must be made of the fact that this is a tourist resort, supported by tourists from the North.” Additionally, SCLC had to realize how “the St. Augustine movement must visually pull the nonviolent thrust of the Negro back on center. The national press calls every activity of the Negro community, whether it be picketing or throwing rocks, ‘demonstrators.’ Somehow, we must recapture the moral offensive so that it cannot be suggested that the nonviolent revolution has become surly, irresponsible, and undisciplined. This is an absolute must!”

For specific strategy, SCLC had to remember the lessons of Birmingham. Authorities might not arrest demonstrators initially, and Williams’s innovation of night marches offered a new tactical tool. Walker recommended a regular schedule of such marches reaching into early June, then “stepped up demonstrations” to increase the movement’s pressure, followed by protests featuring “outside names or clergy,” and finally a “big push” around June 14. Walker’s battle plan won quick acceptance, and another downtown evening march took place the night of May 27. One hundred and fifty hostile whites heckled the demonstrators, but police prevented a clash.36

With Walker’s program on track, King left St. Augustine for a speech in New York and a six-day western fund-raising trip. In both his formal and informal remarks, King laid new emphasis on how the movement needed to concentrate upon economic issues and reach out to deal with northern urban problems. “The economically deprived condition of the Negro,” he told the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, “will remain unless the Negro revolution builds and maintains alliances with the majority white community, alliances with a basic goal: the elimination of the causes of poverty.” Millions of whites suffered similarly, and the movement should initiate “a massive assault upon slums, inferior education, inadequate medical care, [and] the entire culture of poverty.” Although he said SCLC’s summer focus would be Alabama and implementing the public-accommodations guarantees of the civil rights bill there if and when the measure became law, the act alone “will not be a panacea” and “will not solve all of the problems,” especially outside the
South. King said he had “come to the conclusion that the whole problem of segregation is so deeply rooted in the entire nation that I will have to give more attention to the struggle in the North.” Tactics would have to be found to expose the evils of such problems as substandard housing, and a nationwide selective-buying program aimed at eliminating employment discrimination would have to become reality, not just rhetoric. All the attention given George Wallace’s northern electoral successes, and the supposed “white backlash” against the civil rights gains of 1963, should not obscure the fact, King said, that “we have more support for the civil rights struggle from the white community now than ever before.”

During King’s long western trip, which took him from San Diego to San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Fresno, and to Tempe, Arizona, a succession of problems occurred in the South. Back in St. Augustine, a third successive night march through downtown took place on May 28. It was after 11:00 P.M. when the 200 marchers reached the slave market and were greeted by 250 hostile whites. Law officers protected the participants from the angry crowd, but several white toughs savagely attacked white newsmen who were covering the protest. The demonstrators made it back to the black neighborhood unharmed, but several hours later rifle shots ripped through a cottage that SCLC had rented for King when he was in town. At much the same time, another bullet shattered the rear window of Harry Boyte’s car at a local motel. This happened less than twelve hours after Boyte and Andrew Young had met secretly with powerful local banker Herbert E. Wolfe in an unsuccessful effort to get St. Augustine’s business leaders to open negotiations with the black community. Movement leaders denounced the attacks, and King telegrammed Lyndon Johnson from California, asserting that “all semblance of law and order has broken down in St. Augustine” and requesting immediate federal protection for the black community.

The next evening, local law officers turned back a night march, and movement lawyers petitioned Federal Judge Simpson to intervene to protect the protesters’ constitutional rights. Increasing complaints also were voiced about the close relationship between local lawmen such as County Sheriff L. O. Davis and area Klan leader Holstead “Hoss” Manucy, who had been seen in the company of Davis and several different deputies. Some local blacks wondered if Davis, too, was a Klan member, but the sheriff denied that, as well as the repeated suggestions that he and Manucy’s forces were working in concert. Manucy, however, later remembered it differently. “We worked with the city police and the sheriff’s department. . . . It was just like everybody here was working together—the mayor, the city police, sheriff’s department, [and the] Ancient City Hunting Club,” the public name for the St. Augustine Klan. Local FBI agents, who were pressing headquarters to give approval to electronic surveillance of Hayling’s home, King’s bullet-ridden cottage, and Manucy’s residence, also knew Davis’s real orientation:
No information is available indicating Sheriff L. O. Davis is or was a member of the Klan. He has currently indicated he would rely on Klan members for assistance in controlling any demonstrations. Davis is quite close to Holstead Manucy, Exalted Cyclops of the Klan at St. Augustine. Davis also was instrumental in helping the Klan hide out...a Klansman who was responsible for the bombing of the residence of an activist in nearby Jacksonville.

Despite public concern, the Klan presence in St. Augustine increased, and a Saturday night, May 30, rally outside of town drew three hundred people. Rumors spread that the terrorists were plotting to kill King when he returned to town, and a warning was telephoned to King in California. He brushed off that threat as he had many earlier ones, but he did have two lengthy Saturday phone conversations with Burke Marshall and White House aide Lee White in which he argued that local lawmen were not doing their jobs in good faith and that federal intervention was necessary to protect the black community from the Klan. Marshall urged the FBI to keep a close eye on developments, and White contacted Florida Governor C. Farris Bryant to discuss the situation.38

If the new violence and Klan death threat did not upset King, a Sunday phone conversation from Los Angeles with his wife in Atlanta did. All spring Coretta had been telling him that she was extremely dissatisfied with his frequent long absences from home, but generally she restrained her anger about the apparently low priority her husband gave their family and personal life. This time, however, her complaints were more pointed and far more strongly voiced. King was exhausted by his schedule and other unrelenting pressures, and had little patience for Coretta's criticisms. They exchanged angry words, and the argument left King even more drained. FBI executives were happy to add that wiretap recording to their growing collection of King tapes, and Florida agents told state officials they were welcome to borrow one. "They had this very lurid tape recording," and Florida "could use it as a weapon if we wanted to run King out of St. Augustine by threatening to expose him." The offer was rejected.39

Saturday and Sunday witnessed a few small, peaceful movement demonstrations in St. Augustine. On Monday, June 1, the federal court hearing on the movement's complaint against Sheriff Davis, City Police Chief Virgil Stuart, and Mayor Shelley began in Jacksonville. Judge Bryan Simpson took testimony from movement activists and local officials all day Tuesday and Wednesday, and pressed Sheriff Davis hard about whether some of his volunteer "special deputies" might be Klan members. The FBI had made inquiries into the local Klan situation, and had notified both the governor's office and Judge Simpson of the close ties between the terrorists and lawmen. That confidential information proved especially helpful to the judge when he questioned Sheriff Davis, and on
the final day of the hearing, Simpson pointed out to the sheriff that one name on his list of special deputies was that of Holstead Manucy, once convicted of bootlegging in Simpson's court. An abashed Davis promised to screen his volunteers more carefully in the future.

While Simpson's hearing was in progress and large demonstrations were in abeyance, Justice Department attorney Joseph Dolan came to town to speak with the different parties and the judge to see what action Burke Marshall and Robert Kennedy could take to resolve the situation. He found St. Augustine's white leadership not at all interested in opening a dialogue with the black community. A disappointed Dolan told Marshall "it would not be helpful for the executive branch of the federal government to be active as a mediator at this point." Judge Simpson would try to use his position to advance some settlement, but the public-accommodations demands would probably not be resolved until the civil rights bill, still awaiting its long-pending cloture vote in the Senate, actually became law.

When the federal court hearing ended on June 3, Simpson asked movement attorneys William Kunstler and Tobias Simon if they and their clients—represented by Hayling and Young—would suspend any night marches until he handed down a ruling in the near future. Young and the others agreed to the request. When Martin King returned to town the next day, he found that the movement's mass protest plans were on hold awaiting Simpson's decision. That night King addressed a large mass meeting, telling them about the Klan death threats, and vowing that the St. Augustine campaign would be expanded unless the city proved responsive. After huddling with his aides and local activists, King appeared before reporters the following day to put forward in conciliatory language five "suggestions" he hoped city officials would consider: desegregation of all hotels and restaurants within thirty days; hiring of twelve new blacks as city employees within ninety days; establishment of a biracial committee to which SCLC could name two thirds of the black representatives; dropping of all arrest charges; and a promise that all city businesses would accept job applications from black citizens. If the city did not act, King said, demonstrations would resume "on a massive scale," because of all the cities in which SCLC had been active, "we have never worked in one as lawless as this."40

After that twenty-four-hour return visit, King headed north for two college commencement speeches, a meeting with his New York advisors, and a Today show appearance to plug the publication of his third book, Why We Can't Wait. He was scheduled to return on June 10 to St. Augustine, where only a few small, intermittent daytime protests took place as activists abided by their pledge to await Simpson's ruling. While King was away, a suspicious fire gutted the cottage SCLC had rented for him. Wyatt Walker phoned the FBI, and Daddy King contacted Burke Marshall to voice concern about Martin's safety when he returned. Dr. Hayling, who believed in armed self-defense, strengthened the black
community’s security by deploying weapons among several trusted fol­
lowers. “We were not totally nonviolent,” he later acknowledged. “This

got back to Martin,” who was “totally unhappy because he was totally
committed to nonviolence.” Nonetheless, armed guards watched over
King every night that he spent in St. Augustine.

Several local whites pressed Mayor Shelley to respond to King’s five
suggestions and appoint a biracial committee, but no answer was forth­
coming. Then, late Tuesday afternoon, June 9, Judge Simpson handed
down his order upholding the movement’s complaint that local officials
were infringing upon protesters’ rights by preventing their night-time
marches. “No circumstances even slightly justifying prior restraint of or­
derly demonstrations were present” when city and county officers imple­
mented their policy on May 29, Simpson declared. Law enforcement
officials would have to protect, not obstruct, the marchers whenever they
conducted such protests in the future. SCLC and its local allies were
overjoyed by the judge’s endorsement of their position, and later that
evening Andrew Young led some marchers into downtown St. Augusti­
ne. The white toughs were waiting, and this time about twenty of them broke
through police lines to attack the demonstrators. No serious injuries were
suffered, but the renewed white violence allowed King to repeat his call
for federal intervention when he returned to St. Augustine the next
morning. Besides requesting U.S. marshals, he sent a telegram to Lyndon
Johnson asking that the president intervene “personally.”

Presidential aide Lee White conferred several times with Florida Gov­
ernor Bryant to encourage better police protection for the night marches.
“He gave his flat assurance that the situation would be under control,”
White recorded. The administration notified King and Hayling that
“sufficient state law enforcement officers are present in St. Augustine to
preserve law and order” and that no federal action was required. King,
buoyed by that day’s successful 71–29 Senate cloture vote on the civil
rights bill, encouraged the crowd at that evening’s mass meeting to join in
another downtown procession. A column of four hundred people headed
into the old slave market area as two hundred law officers attempted to
hold back six hundred angry whites. Rocks rained down upon the demon­
strators, some of whom were attacked by whites who broke through po­
lice lines. The officers, mainly Florida highway patrolmen, responded
forcefully and used tear gas against the rioting whites, some of whom
retaliated against the lawmen. When the smoke cleared and the white
crowd had dispersed, the protesters returned to the black section of town
without anyone suffering serious injury.

The next morning, in line with a suggestion he had made the previous
day, King decided to intensify the campaign by submitting to arrest.
Shortly after noontime, King, Ralph Abernathy, Bernard Lee, and seven
others appeared at the restaurant of the Monson Motor Lodge and
sought service. Owner James Brock, a relative moderate among St. Au­
gustine businessmen who nonetheless refused to serve blacks, asked King
and his party to leave. King declined, and engaged Brock in conversation about his segregationist practices for more than fifteen minutes. Brock became increasingly exasperated, and when City Police Chief Virgil Stuart arrived on the scene and King refused to depart, Brock asked for his arrest. King and his colleagues were taken away. News reports headlined his incarceration as other movement leaders organized a third successive night-time march.41

Movement representatives and some local whites renewed their efforts to make progress behind the scenes. Wyatt Walker phoned administration officials to ask for federal mediators, and voiced concern about King’s safety in Sheriff Davis’s St. Johns County jail, but Judge Simpson informed Joseph Dolan that he saw no need for federal intervention. State circuit attorney Dan Warren announced that he would ask the grand jury to reexamine the situation and make further recommendations to supplement its December presentment.

The next day two groups of marchers made uneventful forays into downtown while King was arraigned before a local judge. Immediately after his arraignment, King was whisked into a three-hour appearance before the grand jury to give secret testimony on the St. Augustine situation. State attorney Warren hoped to persuade the grand jury to appoint a biracial committee and either end the crisis or leave the onus on King for refusing to halt protests despite satisfaction of the movement’s principal demand. After his testimony King was bundled into the backseat of a police car and driven north to spend the night at Jacksonville’s Duval County jail, which state officials considered safer than Sheriff Davis’s. King was irritated by the rude treatment he received from the Duval jailers, who showed particular interest in his collection of pills—diet pills. Greeted in a friendly manner by one black jail employee, an exasperated King voiced a pointed response. “Hello, sister. I’ve been in fifteen jails, but this is the first time that I have been treated like a hog.” King spent the night in solitary confinement in “a very lonely, dark and desolate cell by myself, cut off from everybody.” That night’s downtown march was without incident, but several hours later white racist leader J. B. Stoner led two hundred whites on a well-guarded late-night march through black residential neighborhoods. Refusing to be intimidated by the Klan’s show of force, black citizens turned out to line the streets, sing, and applaud.42

King was bonded out of custody on Saturday, June 13, in time to deliver Sunday and Monday commencement addresses at two northern colleges. Presidential aide Lee White, encouraged by Warren’s grand jury initiative and the active support that moderate State Senator Verle Pope was giving to Warren, told Lyndon Johnson and Wyatt Walker that he was “rather hopeful” about peaceful progress. With King out of town until Tuesday evening, it appeared that the crisis might move toward a solution.

Friends who saw King on his trip north found him “tired” and “a little haggard.” St. Augustine was eating up much of his time. He had given
little attention to the Alabama Project or to choosing a successor to Wyatt Walker. He had asked Andrew Young to take over some of Walker's tasks, but that shift of responsibility would merely create another vacancy. Young and Bevel still intended to pursue voter registration efforts in some Alabama cities, and King spoke of testing public accommodations in the same cities once the civil rights bill won final congressional approval and was signed into law, but the larger plan had been put on a back burner because of St. Augustine. Feeling more and more overburdened, King asked New York friends like Jones, Rustin, Harry Wachtel, and Cleveland Robinson, along with other advisors such as Lawrence Reddick and white trade unionist Ralph Helstein, to meet with him once a month to discuss the questions confronting the movement. Rustin advised King of one issue that was of the utmost importance. The grassroots effort by SNCC's Mississippi staffers and the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP) was becoming a full-scale challenge to the seating of the state's all-white delegation at the Democratic National Convention in late August. Some of the Freedom Democrats wanted to organize aggressive demonstrations for the Atlantic City convention site, and for several weeks Rustin had been alerting a wide range of movement leaders to the danger that the SNCC-MFDP strategy might be counterproductive to the movement's broader goals and anticipated coalitions. MFDP's national representatives knew that Rustin and others were worried about their plans. They understood Rustin's intention when he asked MFDP representatives Walter Tillow and Ella Baker to attend a June 15 meeting with Norman Hill, James Farmer, and King. The group agreed that Rustin and Hill would draw up a statement explaining the MFDP effort to the wider movement and Democratic party audience. Before the end of the month Rustin recommended that movement leaders convene to discuss a comprehensive strategy for the Democratic convention.43

Back in St. Augustine, Sunday, June 14, was marked by three dozen arrests as movement supporters tried to desegregate religious services at several white churches. Dr. Hayling and Henry Twine went to Washington to meet with Burke Marshall, and opinion grew in both the white and black communities that a solution based upon establishment of a biracial committee was within reach, so long as SCLC would suspend demonstrations and not insist that Dr. Hayling, a particular anathema to local whites, be one of the black representatives. On Monday, Governor Bryant moved to end the rising tensions between state and local lawmen by placing Sheriff Davis, Police Chief Stuart, and their men under the authority of the Florida Highway Patrol and instructing that all laws be strictly enforced.

On Tuesday more white and black witnesses appeared before the grand jury as word spread that most local officials, aside from Mayor Shelley, would support a biracial committee in exchange for a halt in the protests. King returned to town to speak at Tuesday night's mass meeting, and one more downtown march transpired uneventfully. By Wednesday reports
indicated that the grand jury would call for a truce and a biracial commit-
tee the next day, and hoped for city commission endorsement of that re-
commendation despite the mayor's opposition. SCLC officials told
newsmen they would accept such a tradeoff, and a secret meeting of town
businessmen endorsed the plan. An evening prayer march by three hun-
dred persons, including seventeen newly arrived rabbis, to the Monson
Motor Lodge was held without incident, and everyone awaited Thurs-
day's announcement.\textsuperscript{44}

The situation took a turn for the worse Thursday afternoon when an
integrated group of seven protesters jumped into the Monson Motor
Lodge's outdoor pool and initiated the "swim-in" as a new tactic of de-
segregation, while Martin King looked on from across the street. Monson
owner Brock was enraged by the demonstrators' audacity and poured
gallons of pool-cleaning chemicals into the water to scare away the de-
omonstrators. That maneuver failed, and only when an off-duty city po-
liceman jumped in and physically forced the demonstrators out of the
pool did the protest end. Law enforcement officers took the wet group
into custody for trespassing.

White leaders who had supported a biracial committee were outra ged
by what they regarded as the movement's duplicity in intensifying pro-
tests before the release of the grand jury report. They also were angered
by a reported King statement that "we are going to put the Monson out
of business." Word of the imbroglio spread quickly, and the grand jury
went back into session to hear testimony from witnesses to the swim-in.
The new comments led the jury to change its draft, and at the end of the
afternoon the report was finally made public. It claimed St. Augustine
possessed "a solid background of harmonious race relations" and "a past
history of non-discrimination in governmental affairs." The grand jury
asserted that the real question was whether King and SCLC "truly desire
the problem solved here in St. Augustine," and that if they did, the grand
jury asked King "and all others to demonstrate their good faith by remov-
ing their influences from this community for a period of 30 days" and by a
thirty-day cessation of all protests. If King and his allies accepted the
request, at the end of thirty days the grand jury would name a biracial
committee of five whites and five blacks, "whose members have tenta-
"tively agreed to serve."\textsuperscript{45}

That presentment outraged King. SCLC had been led to believe that
appointment of a biracial committee would take place when the demon-
strations stopped, and one news report indicated that a late-afternoon
grand jury vote to recommend just that had fallen barely short of a ma-
jority. King reacted strongly to the weaker recommendation. "This is an
absolute contradiction of everything they had talked about in the last few
days." He also denied assertions that the evening vigil and midday swim-
in at the Monson had been intended to sharpen the struggle. "We don't
have any desire to prolong this. We'd like to see it settled tomorrow
morning but it's got to be a good-faith settlement."
Friday morning King offered a further response to the grand jury's proposal. He said the movement was "greatly disappointed at what we consider an unwise, unfair, and unreasonable position." The grand jury had made the "false assumption" that St. Augustine had had good race relations until SCLC's arrival, and had failed to realize that "there will be neither peace nor tranquility in this community until the righteous demands of the Negro are fully met." The movement would halt demonstrations for one week in exchange for the immediate appointment of a biracial committee, but would not accept a longer moratorium. White officials and grand jury foreman Aubrey Davis rejected the counterproposals, and in midafternoon a group of protesters made a peaceful foray to a traditionally segregated beach for a "wade-in." That evening, as four hundred whites gathered in the old slave market, two hundred demonstrators marched downtown, where patrolmen arrested Andrew Young, C. T. Vivian, and Hosea Williams for trying to approach the white crowd.

That tactical effort angered white officials even more, and the next morning white leaders met to discuss how the potentially deadly nighttime protests could be halted despite Judge Simpson's two previous refusals. They contacted Governor Bryant, and early that evening, after a vicious Klan attack on a small band of movement beachgoers, Bryant issued an executive order banning all protests between 8:30 P.M. and sunrise. King had left town several hours earlier to speak at a civil rights rally in Chicago, and movement leaders agreed to abide by the edict while challenging it in Judge Simpson's court. Klansmen staged a Sunday march into the black community, and twice on Monday, movement protesters attempting to use the public beaches were attacked by whites while highway patrolmen struggled to drive them back. Simpson set a Friday hearing on the movement's petition against Bryant's order.46

King returned on Wednesday, June 24, and repeated his request for a federal mediator. Behind the scenes, an old King friend, Boston University Professor L. Harold DeWolf, along with three academic colleagues, were working to open lines of communication with local whites, who were still furious over the swim-in. DeWolf and his friends briefed King on the situation, then renewed their conversations with State Senator Verle Pope the next morning. That same day there was another confrontation between movement protesters and whites at the beach, and the highway patrolmen were more forceful than ever in repelling the whites' attacks. One white man was clubbed on the head, further increasing local antipathy. Then, early that evening, as Klansmen gathered at the slave market to heat racist orators J. B. Stoner and Connie Lynch, some two hundred movement marchers headed downtown toward the rally. Inflamed by the racist rhetoric, and angry at the state lawmen as well as the black protesters, the white toughs ferociously attacked the demonstrators. When the highway patrolmen moved to protect the marchers, the Klansmen attacked the officers, and a pitched battle developed as the
lawmen tried to direct the marchers back toward the black residential area. Nineteen demonstrators were taken to the hospital for treatment of injuries, and one state trooper was shot in the arm. Governor Bryant’s representative on the scene, former FBI agent Elmer H. Emrick, concluded that only martial law could cope with the violence. King told newsmen that troops would be necessary if a sizable force of federal marshals were not sent to St. Augustine immediately. King spoke by phone with a noncommittal Burke Marshall, then complained to Clarence Jones in New York that the Klan “is making a showdown down here and the federal government has not done a thing.” King suggested to Jones that SCLC stage a march on the White House to protest the administration’s inaction in St. Augustine and the recent disappearance of three young civil rights workers in Mississippi. He was pessimistic that any concessions would be forthcoming from St. Augustine’s leaders so long as the Klansmen maintained effective control there.47

Thursday night’s violence, however, stimulated a number of parties in renewed efforts toward a settlement. Judge Simpson, whose hearing opened the next morning, indicated that he might hold Governor Bryant in contempt of court for his executive edict banning the night marches. However, a secret late-night meeting between the two men at a mutual friend’s home in Jacksonville just prior to the hearing defused the confrontation. Simpson appreciated Bryant’s concern about maintaining the peace, and the governor promised to do all he could to create the local biracial committee that the judge, like many others, felt was the most practical way of ending the crisis. Friday morning, Simpson’s hearing began with testimony from highway patrol officers that uncontrollable violence would result from a resumption of night marches. Simultaneously, Governor Bryant huddled in St. Augustine with banker Herbert Wolfe, and King’s four Boston professors met in Jacksonville with the state’s attorney, Dan Warren. Meanwhile, Florida Senator George Smathers, a close acquaintance of Lyndon Johnson’s, called both Bryant and Wolfe to impress upon them Washington’s desire that the controversy be resolved by establishing a biracial committee. Thus prodded by both the governor and a U.S. senator, Wolfe agreed to call together the town’s white leadership on Monday for a secret meeting to seek support for such a solution. Dan Warren was still upset at King’s rejection of the grand jury initiative, but when Harold DeWolf and his colleagues, working through a local newsman, asked Warren to meet secretly with King, the state attorney readily agreed. King told Warren that the grand jury’s offer to appoint a biracial committee only after King’s departure and if a thirty-day moratorium on protests was declared, was unacceptable because it would make King appear to be deserting his local allies without having won anything tangible. If Warren and other white officials truly wanted to reach an accord and stop the demonstrations, King said, they must get Hoss Manucy and the Klan under control and appoint without delay a biracial committee with a specified agenda. Warren replied that King had
to appreciate how difficult it had been to persuade the grand jury to offer to appoint any sort of biracial committee, and that the past week’s events left him little hope that he could extract any better proposal from the jury. King stressed to Warren that he had absolutely no desire to prolong the protests. "‘I want out of St. Augustine. . . . But I must come out of St. Augustine with honor. . . . I must come out of here with a victory.’" Immediate appointment of a committee would satisfy that requirement. Warren agreed that that was fair, and King went to Atlanta for the weekend while local white leaders made plans to achieve consensual agreement on a biracial committee at Wolfe’s Monday meeting.

Throughout the weekend both sides worked toward mutual approval of the individuals who would compose the four-member committee of two whites and two blacks. By Sunday night newsmen reported agreement on three of the four, and that there was “reasonable optimism on both sides” about a Monday agreement. Hosea Williams announced a suspension of the downtown marches and King prepared to return to town, feeling that a settlement and a victory were close at hand. At the eleventh hour, however, the negotiations threatened to collapse when Wolfe and another banker, Frank Harrold, were unable to persuade their fellow civic leaders to support a biracial committee. Mayor Shelley, who consistently opposed such negotiations, would not budge from his position. He called Governor Bryant to reiterate his opposition to granting any concessions to the protesters. By Monday night it appeared as if the accord might collapse, and on Tuesday morning, local officials filed charges against Hayling, King, SCLC’s Gibson, and another local activist for having contributed to the delinquency of minors by recruiting them for demonstrations. King arrived back in town, surrendered at the courthouse for arraignment, and was quickly released. It seemed likely that a new round of protests was in the offing.48

Suddenly, with no advance warning, Governor Bryant announced Tuesday evening that a biracial committee of four unnamed men had been appointed to mediate the situation. Bryant told newsmen that this group would serve for thirty days, at which time he expected the grand jury to name a larger body. He also told them that each of the individuals had assured either Bryant or State Attorney General James Kynes of his willingness to serve. Enterprising reporters said the four were rumored to be white bankers Wolfe and Harrold, Florida Memorial College President R. W. Puryear, and black high school principal Richard Murray, but no confirmations were forthcoming. King learned of the news, caucused with Hayling, then told that night’s mass meeting that the leadership welcomed the development and would suspend all demonstrations for two weeks to see what progress the committee could obtain.

Mayor Shelley was furious when he learned of Bryant’s announcement. He did not hide his anger from reporters and called Bryant for an explanation. Gently but directly, Bryant explained that this initiative was a necessary step, whether the biracial committee had official approval or
ever actually met. Unsatisfied, Shelley asked just what Bryant meant. “I’ll tell you something, Dr. Shelley, if you’ll give me your word you won’t reveal it.’ I said, ‘What’s that?’ ‘Well, there is no committee.’ He said, ‘I’ve told everybody including the nigras that I’ve appointed a committee, but I have not.’” Shelley was livid, but kept his word for several months time. In this situation, where all parties were looking for a face-saving way out, such a step offered a convenient cover that everyone could put to good use, even if the committee amounted to nothing at all.

After a long night of further talks and phone conversations, Martin King also realized exactly what the score was. Like many whites, he, too, wanted to bring the crisis to an end, even if doing so meant participating in an accord that actually amounted to almost nothing. He was scheduled to leave for Washington in less than twenty-four hours to attend the ceremony in which President Johnson would sign the newly passed Civil Rights Act of 1964 into law. The immediate applicability of those new provisions meant that SCLC could turn its attention to the Alabama plans that had been sidetracked for almost two months by the unexpected eruption of St. Augustine. When King met with reporters the next day, he asserted he was hopeful about St. Augustine and said SCLC would turn its attention to obtaining full implementation of the Civil Rights Act’s public accommodations provisions throughout Alabama. Demonstrations would resume in St. Augustine if progress was not made, but SCLC was withdrawing its complaint against Bryant and other officials from Judge Simpson’s court. Behind the scenes, Harold DeWolf was in touch with state attorney Dan Warren in an effort to convince Herbert Wolfe to make something real out of the governor’s sudden sleight-of-hand. At the same time that King was offering reporters his prognostications, eighty St. Augustine businessmen were meeting privately to discuss how to respond to the desegregation provisions of the new law. With considerable unease, though with only five actual dissents, the group voted to abide by the statute, and Monson owner James Brock announced the action to the press. In private, Brock and his colleagues feared Klan retaliation once they put their new policy into effect, and Brock wrote Judge Simpson to ask that U.S. marshals protect them from “the mob action that will undoubtedly occur.” Simpson, however, was optimistic that the crisis had passed and sought to reassure Brock that state and local officers had the situation well in hand. “Developments over the last twenty four hours,” Simpson wrote Brock, “make me extremely hopeful that the trouble you anticipate will not materialize.”

King was happy to leave St. Augustine because of the many other issues demanding action. The Alabama Project stood at the top of the list, with SCLC’s internal organization a close second. Wyatt Walker had announced his departure to join a new publishing venture, the Negro Heritage Library, and King was pressing Andrew Young to reorganize the staff to take up the slack. Both men wanted to bring Hosea Williams into a more central place on the staff. King also worried about SCLC’s
talented but troubled public relations director, Ed Clayton, whose long-
time problem with alcohol was growing worse. Citizenship teacher super-
visor Septima Clark remained unhappy with Young's minimal con-
tribution to that program, and pressed him and King to give the cit-
izenship education effort the attention it deserved. Young responded that
perhaps Williams or VEP's Randolph Blackwell could be persuaded to
take a central role, and apologized for how his hectic schedule, coupled
with Walker's departure, had left SCLC at loose ends. "Last year was
perhaps the most confused and complicated year of my life," Young
wrote. "There were many days when I thought I might be on the verge of
cracking up." The tensions that troubled most SCLC staffers could be
lessened only when the incredible and seemingly constant burdens some-
how decreased.

Martin King felt even more of those tensions, and the lack of focus in
SCLC and the movement detracted from the sense of joy that the formal
presidential signing into law of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 brought with
it. King had worried for months about SCLC's unfulfilled obligations in
Albany, and the St. Augustine situation also left him unhappy. He had
had little chance to give any thought to how testing of the new federal
public accommodations statute should be combined in Alabama with
Bevel's grand ideas for a statewide action program, and the question re-
mained unsettled when he flew to Washington for the July 2 signing cere-
mony. He remarked to one newsman that the act "will bring a great deal
of practical relief to Negroes in many southern communities," but tem-
pered that comment with a prediction that "it will probably take five
years to see the civil rights bill fully implemented in the South." For the
short term, the act would whet black appetites for further progress, and
in the Deep South, "the scope of direct action this summer will depend
on the scope of compliance" with the bill.\(^{50}\)

Lyndon Johnson, only four months away from an election in which
conservative Republicans threatened to tie the Democratic incumbent to
the least popular aspects of civil rights protests, had very different ideas
about how black America should respond to the new law. The president
used the signing ceremony not only to congratulate those who had con-
tributed to the passage of one of the legislative milestones in modern
American history, but also to caution the black leaders about how they
should greet this new achievement. After the public ceremony, the presi-
dent spoke in private with King, Wilkins, Whitney Young, and other
black representatives. He told them that there had to be "an understand-
ing of the fact that the rights Negroes possessed could now be secured by
law, making demonstrations unnecessary and possibly even self-defeat-
ing." Johnson suggested they would be self-defeating for the movement,
but most of those in attendance, King included, knew that the president's
real fear was that protests would play into the hands of Republican candi-
dates seeking to convince fearful whites that someone other than Lyndon
Johnson should be in the White House to preserve public order
throughout America. Although no one countered the president’s com-
ments, King and his colleagues left knowing that the chief executive
wanted the next four months to be quiet ones on the civil rights front.

King’s concern about how the movement should press forward was
matched by substantial tensions in his personal life. Coretta was still an-
gry at his slighting of family responsibilities, and she was particularly dis-
appointed that he had forgotten to call home as promised on the night of
the signing ceremony in Washington. She had taken their sons, Marty and
Dexter, to the hospital to have their tonsils removed, and had reminded
her husband to call Atlanta to check on the children. King had forgotten
to call, and this forgetfulness symbolized a neglect of family that Coretta
found extremely painful. Then, on top of that, Harold DeWolf wrote to
Martin and Coretta warning them of a development he had been alerted
to by a Methodist Church executive in Washington. A number of bishops,
DeWolf said, “have been receiving some mail seeking to undermine any
favorable views they might have concerning you, both politically and
morally.” He recommended that King look into this, but, as with the
earlier warnings about Levison and FBI surveillance, King chose to leave
unpleasant matters well enough alone.51

The top item on King’s agenda was Alabama, and on Monday, July 6,
SCLC’s staff and the officers of local affiliates met in Birmingham to
discuss their plans. With passage of the new law, emphasis had shifted
away from Jim Bevel’s focus on voter registration. King told them that
“our main goal this summer is to see that the civil rights law is imple-
mented in all its dimensions all over the state of Alabama.” Just days
earlier, King had told a newsman that SCLC’s testing of the public ac-
commodations provisions would take place “mainly in Alabama since we
anticipate a great deal of resistance there,” but surprisingly, the first three
days of testing for desegregated facilities at various restaurants, hotels,
and theaters found almost complete compliance in Montgomery, Bir-
mingham, Mobile, Huntsville, and Gadsden. Noncompliance was wide-
spread in Tuscaloosa and especially in Selma, where daily demonstrations
by local youths got under way on July 3. King said SCLC would seek
federal action to ensure complete desegregation, and if that were not
forthcoming, massive protests would take place. In private, King made
clear his hope that SCLC would not have to return to St. Augustine,
while Bevel continued to stress that the Alabama program ought to be
expanded to encompass mass action on voter registration and political
education, in addition to efforts to desegregate public schools.52

King flew to San Francisco to appear before the platform committee
of the Republican National Convention. It was all but certain that the Re-
publicans would nominate conservative Arizona Senator Barry Gold-
water, who had voted against the Civil Rights Act. King had been saying
for weeks that passage of the Civil Rights Act did not mean that the
movement would relax its efforts, and he stressed that “there is still the
need for stronger action from the federal government,” particularly in
protecting civil rights advocates in places like St. Augustine and Mississippi. "There will be no tranquility or cessation of demonstrations until every vestige of racial injustice is eliminated from American society," King told the Republicans on July 7. "The necessity for a vigorous and creative use of the power of the executive branch of government to protect federal rights in locally hostile environs" had not decreased because of the Civil Rights Act. King called upon Democrats as well as Republicans to support creation of "a special panel of United States marshals to serve as field observers in the offices of the local voting registrars in any area where there is a claimed denial or deprivation of a right to vote." He also renewed his call for a "bill of rights for the disadvantaged" that would compensate both blacks and poor whites for past injuries and provide financial support to any family with an annual income under $3,000. The conservative-dominated Republican convention showed little interest in King's proposals. He went to Los Angeles for several days of relaxation while his San Francisco proposals were forgotten. His West Coast trip did, however, demonstrate at least one "vigorous and creative use of the power of the executive branch"—a team of FBI agents bugged King's Los Angeles hotel room for two days. Bureau executives were pleased with the tapes, and another set of transcripts was passed around throughout the upper reaches of the executive branch.

By the time King returned from the West Coast, it was apparent that compliance with the public accommodations provisions of the Civil Rights Act was so widespread throughout Alabama that no statewide action campaign could be built around continued segregation in public establishments. A state court injunction, which a federal judge refused to void, blocked any protests in Selma, the principal locus of noncompliance. On July 10, Andrew Young told the Mississippi Summer Project's executive committee that the absence of any need to demonstrate in Alabama cities would allow King to make a People-to-People swing through Mississippi to aid the MFDP's recruitment efforts in advance of its own convention to choose an integrated delegation to go to the Democratic National Convention. The SNCC and MFDP activists accepted SCLC's offer, and plans for a tour got under way.  

When the Republican convention chose Barry Goldwater as its presidential candidate on July 15, King denounced the "unfortunate and disastrous" nomination. Goldwater, he said, "articulates a philosophy which gives aid and comfort to the racist," and urged all supporters to vote against the Republican nominee and other Republican candidates who did not disassociate themselves from him. Then King made his first return trip in two weeks to a "very tense" St. Augustine, where Manucy's Klansmen had launched some "direct action" of their own to intimidate white businessmen into resegregating their establishments. Although the first week of desegregation had been relatively uneventful, beginning on July 9, Klan members under Manucy's direction had picketed businesses
like the Monson Motor Lodge that were reluctantly accepting black cus-
tomers. Racist agitators Lynch and Stoner joined the protesters, and
within several days most establishments in St. Augustine had buckled un-
der and resegregated. SCLC protested to federal officials, and King told
an evening rally that demonstrations would resume unless all public ac-
commodations were desegregated once and for all. Civil rights attorneys
moved to have Judge Simpson order the businesses to abide by the new
act, and presidential aide Lee White asked Governor Bryant that local
businessmen be protected against white terrorist attacks. The atmosphere
was extremely tense during King’s twenty-four-hour visit. After the eve-
ing rally King discussed his Mississippi tour with the SCLC staff. Every-
one knew the possibility of assassination loomed large in Mississippi, and
King was not eager to make the trip. Several staffers told him he had no
choice but to go, and King became so irritated he walked out. An hour
later he returned, admitting that he could not shirk the tour. “‘I want to
live a normal life,’” King told one aide, but “the staff was trying to tell
him that ‘you have no normal life. You are not an ordinary man.’”54

After a weekend trip to New York, King began his five-day Mississippi
tour amid repeated warnings that the Klan had vowed to kill him during
the visit. Friends begged him to reconsider. Harold DeWolf, in Atlanta to
oversee the shipment of King’s earliest papers to Boston University’s ar-
chives, was astounded by how “quietly and calmly” Martin and Coretta
spoke “about the possibility that he might never come back.” King
“really did not have that kind of fear which most people are subject to,”
DeWolf thought. Burke Marshall called King the morning of his depar-
ture, July 21, to reiterate the danger of the Klan’s threat, but he went
ahead and flew into Greenwood for his first speaking engagement that
night. Lyndon Johnson, alerted to the threats against King, instructed
FBI Director Hoover to make sure that King was protected in Green-
wood, and an unhappy Hoover, who decried ever having his agents pro-
tect notables, reluctantly acceded to Johnson’s order.

King largely ignored the hubbub and began his Greenwood visit by
helping MFDP workers canvass local residents door-to-door, and by
speaking to surprised black citizens in a series of downtown nightspots.
The trip was King’s first return to Mississippi since Medgar Evers’s fu-
neral, and he repeatedly took the opportunity to voice his support for
MFDP’s challenge to the “regular” Mississippi Democrats’ all-white dele-
gation. He also spoke about the plan for “voting rights marshals” that he
had laid out to the Republican platform committee two weeks earlier,
and that he hoped to present the proposal personally to President
Johnson. On Thursday, July 23, King caucused at Tougaloo College with
SNCC’s James Forman, CORE’s James Farmer, Mississippi activists
Robert Moses, David Dennis and Edwin King, plus Bayard Rustin. The
disagreements that had developed since May over what strategy MFDP
should pursue at Atlantic City were widening as Rustin, who had enlisted
support for the challenge in many quarters, argued that obstructive demo-
strations at the convention would harm the movement, no matter what
the outcome of MFDP's petition to have its delegation seated. The
Tougaloo session clarified but did not resolve these differences. King then
went on to make other appearances in Vicksburg and Meridian on Fri-
day. North of Meridian, he toured the small city of Philadelphia, where
an interracial team of three movement workers—James Chaney, Michael
Schwerner, and Andrew Goodman—had disappeared six weeks earlier.
The young men's burned-out car had been found in a swamp, but there
was no trace of the victims, despite a presidentially ordered FBI in-
vestigation. While everyone presumed the three workers were dead, no
arrests had been made and a palpable fear hung over Philadelphia. King
stopped in a small poolroom as Ralph Abernathy and other aides gath-
ered a crowd to greet him. King, who had fancied himself something of a
pool shark in his northern college days, challenged a youngster to a game
of eight-ball while seventy onlookers assembled; King managed to laugh
when the young man convincingly defeated him. After urging the resi-
dents to have courage and faith, King's party visited the ruins of a church
burned by the Klan, then headed to Meridian for an evening rally. A
carload of FBI agents made certain King would not suffer the same fate
as the three young workers who had visited Philadelphia, and the emo-
tional tour concluded with a final Saturday rally in Jackson.55

King intended to take a brief respite in Atlanta, but he was confronted
with a request from New York Mayor Robert Wagner that he help quell
rampant rioting that had broken out on July 18 after the fatal shooting of
a black youth, James Powell, by a white policeman two days earlier. King
was hesitant to become involved, but felt he could not refuse Wagner's
request. Both Clarence Jones and Bayard Rustin cautioned him to check
with New York's black leaders and to maintain his ability to criticize the
mayor's response to the disorders. Rustin consulted Harlem Unity Coun-
cil leader Livingston Wingate, a close associate of Congressman Adam
Clayton Powell, and on Monday evening, July 27, King flew to New York
to meet briefly with Wingate before hurrying to a session with Mayor
Wagner that stretched into the early-morning hours. Some local black
activists questioned why King was involving himself at the mayor's be-
hest, and criticism appeared in the press the next morning. King stressed
to reporters that he wanted not only to end black violence, but to identify
the underlying causes of the disorders and appeal "to the white power
structure to give us some concrete victories." In his second meeting with
Mayor Wagner on Tuesday afternoon, King proposed that a civilian re-
view board be appointed to examine complaints about police conduct,
and that the officer who shot Powell be suspended. Wagner's police com-
manders unalterably opposed these steps, and the mayor refused to act
on King's proposals. King was disappointed. He feared that Harlem
blacks would accuse him of being an "Uncle Tom," as he remarked to
Rustin. Meeting again with Wagner on Wednesday, King found him still unresponsive, and then declared publicly that “profound and basic changes” concerning “jobs, housing and quality integrated schools” would be necessary if urban disorders were to be avoided.\textsuperscript{56}

Being caught in the middle between an inflexible mayor and angry community leaders was not the only serious problem King encountered in New York. The NAACP’s Roy Wilkins, picking up on the suggestion Lyndon Johnson had made several weeks earlier, called a meeting of black leaders for July 29 to propose that they publicly ask all movement supporters “to observe a moratorium of all mass marches, picketing, and demonstrations until after Election Day” so as not to make white voters more susceptible to Barry Goldwater’s anti-civil rights appeals. Whitney Young of the National Urban League was prepared to endorse it, but James Farmer of CORE and John Lewis of SNCC were opposed. Farmer argued that protests would not strengthen the much-touted “white backlash,” but Bayard Rustin said Wilkins was correct. Farmer and Lewis looked to King for support, but as was usually the case, SCLC’s president had no desire for confrontation with the combative Wilkins. “Martin was not an arguer at all or a debater.” Farmer later recalled. As Rustin observed, “When it came to doing battle within the movement, he was at a loss. . . . He simply couldn’t stay in a room where he had to contend with Wilkins. He had no ability for this.” Combat with people outside the movement was one thing, but head-to-head unpleasantness was something King avoided consistently, be it disciplining SCLC subordinates or confronting an equal like Wilkins. “He never was able to infight,” Rustin remembered. “He always took a neutralist position, and let the decision be made.” King adopted that passive stance as the argument about the moratorium swirled around him, acknowledging, as he often did, the validity of both sides’ contentions. Farmer’s and Lewis’s vociferous dissents, and veiled threats that their organizations would ignore any ban, forced Wilkins to modify the proposal so as to maintain an image of unity. When issued to the press, the resolution urged “a broad curtailment, if not total moratorium of all mass marches, picketing and demonstrations”—a notable if not substantial change from what Wilkins, and Lyndon Johnson, had wanted.\textsuperscript{57}

As the moratorium debate ended, King found himself trapped in a no-win situation in New York. He met with the Harlem Unity Council in an effort to mute any further public criticism of him by local blacks, and then saw Mayor Wagner for a fourth and final session. The mayor remained unresponsive, and King left the meeting to give newsmen a strongly worded statement Rustin had helped him prepare. It emphasized New York’s need for “a swift and constructive program for the removal of the causes of violence and conflict,” and urged Wagner to begin round-the-clock negotiations with local black leaders. King said a major part of the problem was Wagner’s police commissioner, Michael J. Murphy,
whom King termed “utterly unresponsive to either the demands or the aspirations of the Negro people. He . . . has little understanding of the urgency of the situation.”

Nonetheless, King emphasized, the problem was larger than police insensitivity toward blacks, for “social peace must spring from economic justice.” Reflecting Rustin’s tutelage, King’s statement concluded that “the major problem remains one of economics . . . the need for millions of dollars now for full employment and for the elimination of slums.” The next day, as King returned to Atlanta, Wagner announced his rejection of all black demands, including the police review board. King told reporters that northern cities were “potentially more explosive” than any place in the South, and that his five days in New York had left him more optimistic about the South than the North.58

King returned to St. Augustine on August 5 for his second visit since the end of the protests. Two weeks earlier, at the urging of Judge Simpson and Monson owner James Brock, St. Augustine’s motels and restaurants had reintegrated their facilities despite the Klan’s threats. The next day, two firebombs were thrown into the Monson’s restaurant. Judge Simpson issued an injunction barring continued segregation, but the Klan’s message was more persuasive than Simpson’s, and many facilities continued to deny service to blacks. While SCLC’s Harry Boyte directed a voter registration effort, Simpson and local officials such as state attorney Dan Warren tried again to devise a lasting settlement. Early on August 5, Simpson issued a comprehensive order barring Hoss Manucy and his followers from discouraging desegregated service in businesses. Several hours later the local grand jury named a ten-person biracial committee to assume the central role in future discussions. Unfortunately, the committee quickly collapsed as four of the five white members resigned, complaining that the grand jury had not consulted with them before announcing their selection. That collapse left matters at a tense standstill, and compliance with the desegregation decree remained fitful throughout August as Simpson continued his behind-the-scenes efforts and as the movement turned its attention toward voter registration.59

Martin and Coretta had hoped to spend much of August in New York, touring the city with their children and enjoying a holiday from the demands of the movement, but problems concerning the Mississippi Freedom Democrats’ convention challenge impinged upon King almost daily. Bayard Rustin pressed King not to commit himself to participate in any Atlantic City protests. Rustin was unsure whether SNCC’s and CORE’s troops would abide by the controversial “moratorium” agreement, which James Farmer had publicly repudiated. King had come to think the moratorium a wise course, but he told Rustin he felt compelled to support the MFDP’s effort to get seated at the Democratic convention. A good compromise, King said, would be for him to fast for the duration of the con-
vention. Rustin did not argue, and the two men agreed King would seek an audience with Lyndon Johnson to talk about the moratorium and the MFDP’s challenge. King sent a telegram to the White House, stressing the moratorium but making no reference to the challenge. Rustin phoned presidential aide Lee White to press for a meeting before King left on August 15 for a three-day trip to Europe. White said Johnson’s schedule was full, and a disappointed King told Rustin to refuse White’s offer of a telephone conversation with the president. His real hunch, King told Rustin, was that Johnson did not want to see him because of the impact that news coverage of their meeting might have on southern white voters. King told Rustin to press White harder, reminding him that “Lyndon Johnson needs the Negro vote. He feels that we have nowhere to go, but we can certainly stay home.”

The New York sojourn that had started out as a family vacation turned out to have little time for such activities, although King did take a VIP day trip to the World’s Fair with Coretta and the children. Escorted from exhibit to exhibit, son Marty asked why they did not have to stand in line like other tourists. King was embarrassed by the question, for it was an uncomfortable reminder that despite his many burdens, his life nonetheless was privileged. Being taken to the head of the line struck his son as wrong, and it should have struck him that way too, King acknowledged. “Martin himself realized that there was something wrong about this,” Coretta remembered.

By the time King left for Europe, Rustin and Lee White had agreed upon a meeting of all the black leadership with Johnson on August 19, the day after King’s return. SCLC’s affairs were well in hand under the supervision of new Program Director Randolph T. Blackwell, a former VEP administrator. That change freed Andrew Young to lead a brief peacemaking foray of six SCLC staffers into Rochester, New York, another city that had suffered summer disorders. Rustin continued his behind-the-scenes contacts during King’s absence, and compared notes almost daily with longtime Democratic activist Joseph L. Rauh, Jr., a Washington lawyer serving as the MFDP’s chief convention strategist. Rustin had cleared the request for the presidential meeting with Rauh, who had close ties to Minnesota Senator, and vice-presidential front-runner, Hubert H. Humphrey, as well as to United Auto Workers President Walter Reuther, another influential party figure. Rauh had endorsed the initiative, and had warned Rustin that the president was likely to press the black leaders to mute their support for the MFDP’s challenge. Johnson’s fear of losing white votes, and perhaps many southern states, to Goldwater if the Democratic convention ousted Mississippi’s all-white “regulars” in favor of the MFDP appeared to outweigh any sympathy the president might have for the MFDP’s documented charges that the state’s regular Democratic party openly excluded black citizens. Rauh advised that only if King pushed Johnson forcefully, warning of a direct-action
explosion if the MFDP was rebuffed, would there be any chance of the president supporting the joint seating of both contending Mississippi delegations.

Rauh’s warning about Johnson’s position and the fact that King’s private meeting with the president had been transformed into a session with the entire black leadership, led Rustin to wonder if King should participate at all in what would likely be an unproductive discussion. It seemed that the dangers of King’s being trapped in an apparent presidential embrace outweighed the possibility that he could persuade Johnson to endorse the MFDP’s legitimacy. Rustin briefed King on his concerns, explained Rauh’s worry that Johnson might refuse to discuss the MFDP issue at all, and then concurred with King’s decision that it would be better for him to skip the meeting. While the FBI, privy to these many phone conversations thanks to its taps on both King and Rustin, was busy furnishing these details to the White House, a telegram was dispatched expressing King’s regrets that he would be unable to attend the meeting. King’s message called on the president to support the MFDP, but when the August 19 meeting opened, Johnson immediately informed the other black leaders that he would not talk about the convention. He devoted most of the session to a lecture on the civil rights accomplishments of his administration. None of the black leaders brought up the MFDP issue. After hearing Philip Randolph’s account of the meeting, Rustin pronounced it a “fiasco,” and a thankful King—right there in Washington to testify before the convention’s platform committee—kept silent about why he stayed away. News reports speculated that King’s absence meant the president could forget any moratorium on demonstrations during the fall election campaign if the MFDP delegation was not seated at the convention.61

The credentials committee hearing of the MFDP’s challenge began on Saturday, August 22, with testimony from Freedom Democratic Party leaders Aaron Henry, Mrs. Fannie Lou Hamer, and white Rev. Edwin King. There was also a strong endorsement by Martin King and the presentation of a lengthy legal brief by Rauh detailing the discriminatory and exclusionary practices of the “regulars.” Mrs. Hamer’s powerful testimony—a vivid account of the brutalities she had suffered as a grass-roots activist in Mississippi—shocked a nationwide television audience until coverage was suddenly shifted to a quickly called presidential press conference. Mrs. Hamer’s appeal, however, could not make up for the fact that Lyndon Johnson’s henchmen were working at full strength to defeat a challenge that the president viewed as a serious obstacle to his defeating Barry Goldwater.

Much of the pressure was focused upon Joseph Rauh, whose friendships and loyalties were being pulled in opposite directions. More than a week before the convention, both UAW President Reuther, for whom Rauh served as Washington counsel, and several of Senator Humphrey’s staffers had warned Rauh that failure to achieve MFDP acceptance of whatever the Johnson forces offered might prove costly to Rauh’s friend
Humphrey when the president finally chose a running mate. Rauh proposed to National Chairman John Bailey and Pennsylvania Governor David Lawrence, chairman of the credentials committee, that each of the Mississippi groups be seated. Initially both men, plus Humphrey, seemed supportive of the idea, but another Democratic National Committee operative with closer ties to the inner Johnson circle, future Federal Appeals Judge Harold Leventhal, suggested that such an egalitarian solution was unacceptable. MFDP strategists stuck to their guns, but by the time that MFDP representatives went before the credentials committee on Saturday, it was clear that the integrated Mississippians would be able to muster only minority support, and would have to pin their hopes on having sufficient votes in the committee for a minority report to the full convention, which then would have an opportunity to reverse the committee's recommendation and vote to seat the MFDP delegation. Like others, Martin King stayed up late into the night lobbying credentials committee members on behalf of the MFDP.

On Sunday, MFDP supporters met twice and amid heated discussion endorsed a proposal advanced by Oregon Congresswoman Edith Green that the convention seat all members of either Mississippi delegation who would take an oath of loyalty to the Democratic party and presidential ticket, a step that many of the white Mississippians would likely decline in favor of supporting Goldwater. Estimates were that seventeen credentials committee members, six more than needed for a minority report, would support the Green initiative, and that proposal became the movement's position. Phone calls flew back and forth between the MFDP headquarters at the Gem Motel, King's room at the Claridge Hotel, and MFDP supporters among the delegates and credentials committee members. A special squad of FBI agents under the personal direction of the Bureau's powerful White House liaison, C. D. "Deke" DeLoach, listened in on many of the conversations thanks to electronic surveillance of the MFDP office and of King's and Rustin's rooms. The Bureau forwarded important information hourly to presidential aides Walter Jenkins and Bill Moyers. Johnson's assistants, fearing a nationally televised MFDP victory should a credentials committee minority report get to the convention floor, pulled out all the stops to reduce the number of dissenting votes to below the necessary eleven. Congresswoman Green remembered that Minnesota Attorney General Walter Mondale, a Humphrey protégé, was the administration's point man in its efforts to get delegates to abandon the MFDP. "I have never seen such just really blatant use of power" as the Johnson forces used to keep her proposal from the convention floor. 62

As the two camps fought hard for the crucial votes, Senator Humphrey moved into the fray with a Johnson-sponsored plan that he presented privately at a meeting with King, Rauh, and other MFDP supporters. Two members of the sixty-four-person MFDP delegation would be given individual "at-large" votes as convention delegates; the remainder of the group would be admitted to the hall and seated as guests of the con-
vention; only those Mississippi “regulars” who would take a Democratic loyalty oath would participate in casting the state’s complement of votes; and the national Democratic party would promise to eliminate all racial discrimination in state party-delegate-selection procedures in advance of the 1968 convention. The MFDP reaction was cool, and Johnson allies tried to convince MFDP supporters of the wisdom of that settlement while continuing their hardball tactics with the credentials committee. Less than twelve hours before the credentials question would come to the convention floor, DeLoach phoned presidential aide Jenkins to report that MFDP support had fallen to thirteen votes; Jenkins replied that administration loyalists were working hard to reduce it further. Late Tuesday morning, the MFDP delegation listened to a description of the administration compromise, and decided to accept nothing less than the Green loyalty-oath proposal.

The MFDP rejection of Johnson’s compromise infuriated once sympathetic power brokers like Walter Reuther. An angry Reuther told the harried Rauh that he should accept the two-vote offer at that afternoon’s final credentials committee meeting or otherwise forget about future employment with the UAW. “He got very tough about my job,” Rauh remembered. Reuther curtly dismissed Rauh’s explanation that he, as counsel, had no authority to accept anything without checking with MFDP Chairman Aaron Henry. Careful nose-counting indicated that MFDP support within the committee had fallen to fewer than the necessary eleven, but there was no opportunity for the MFDP to caucus before the credentials committee meeting. Governor Lawrence, the committee chairman, ignored Rauh’s efforts to win an adjournment, and the formal recommendation of the Johnson-backed two-vote compromise was voted through the committee without Rauh’s endorsement. A last-ditch effort by Rauh and seven MFDP supporters to bring the Green plan to the floor of the full convention failed.

By late Tuesday afternoon it was clear that the MFDP and its supporters faced an unpalatable choice: surrender their pride and accept the two token at-large votes, or reject the Johnson offer and condemn the blatant hypocrisy of a president and a party that professed a commitment to civil rights but refused to seat an integrated group of delegates fully supportive of the policies that president and party claimed to advocate. Martin King had kept abreast of all the discussions and had supported the MFDP throughout, but now the choice was more difficult. Bayard Rustin believed that it was in the movement’s interest to accept the proposal, and to signal that the South’s activists understood the necessities of compromise and coalitions in electoral politics just as well as they appreciated the value of protest demonstrations. Andrew Young agreed and argued that the situation was analogous to that in Birmingham fifteen months earlier: The settlement was far from what the movement sought, but it represented a tangible gain.63
Many of the MFDP leaders, however, felt the Johnson offer was little more than an insult, and found it particularly offensive that the president’s forces had specified the two MFDP delegates who should assume the seats: party Chairman Henry and white college chaplain Ed King. “Lyndon made the typical white man’s mistake,” Aaron Henry later observed. “Not only did he say you’ve got two votes, which was too little, but he told us to whom the two votes would go.”

Late Tuesday afternoon, Rauh and the seven remaining MFDP supporters from the credentials committee met with King, Rustin, SNCC’s Jim Forman, and the MFDP leaders at a church that served as the movement’s strategy center. Rauh, torn between his obligation to the MFDP and his loyalty to Reuther and Hubert Humphrey, was uncertain what to do. He asked for King’s advice to the group. “I said to Dr. King, ‘I’d like your recommendation.’” Almost immediately, Bayard Rustin interrupted. “Joe, you’ve done something you will know someday was wrong. You tried to take your responsibility and give it to Dr. King.” Emotionally drained, Rauh realized his error. “I almost burst into tears because he was right. I shouldn’t have done that, and I was looking for help that I wasn’t entitled to.” Rustin continued his reprimand. “Dr. King cannot take your responsibility; this is your responsibility—you and the other seven delegates here. It is your responsibility to decide what you want to do.”

Rustin’s effort to deflect the choice away from King succeeded, and Rauh apologized. Nonetheless, the decision rested not with the eight credentials committee members, but with the MFDP’s leadership. Rauh indicated he saw many reasons for accepting the compromise, and Rustin did likewise. However, when it came King’s turn to speak, he explained that he could see valid grounds both for accepting and for rejecting the offer. He appreciated Rustin’s argument that the movement was beginning to undergo a shift “from protest to politics,” as Rustin later termed it, and that unattractive compromises were unavoidable in the political arena. Accepting the compromise would mean more help for the movement from Lyndon Johnson and important presidential friends like Reuther, men who could encourage substantial contributions which, in situations like Birmingham, were crucial to the movement’s survival. However, King also appreciated why the MFDP, after hard work and visions of triumph in Atlantic City, would judge the Johnson offer unacceptable. On balance, King suggested that accepting it was the better choice, but “he did not pressure us strongly to take it,” Tougaloo chaplain Ed King recalled. “His position, as he told me, was that he wanted to see us take this compromise because this would mean strength for him. help for him in Negro voter registration throughout the South and in the North. . . . He said, ‘So, being a Negro leader, I want you to take this, but if I were a Mississippi Negro, I would vote against it.’ So he understood.”

Efforts continued to design an agreement the MFDP could accept. Some Freedom Democrats unjustly suspected that Rauh was proving dis-
loyal, but by mid-evening, Rustin had arranged for MFDP leaders Henry, Ed King, and Robert Moses, along with King and Andrew Young, to meet face-to-face with Hubert Humphrey and Reuther to try to work out some agreement. The discussion made clear that the MFDP's distaste for the Johnson offer was based not upon the two votes per se, but upon the issue of by whom those votes would be cast. Aaron Henry thought the problem could be solved if all sixty-four members of the MFDP delegation were given floor seats and ½ vote apiece. Ed King pressed Humphrey and Reuther to allow four MFDP members—Henry and King plus two black women, Mrs. Hamer and Victoria Gray—to cast one-half vote per person. Humphrey's refusal strengthened Ed King's belief that the real presidential motive was to keep the electrifying Mrs. Hamer out of the spotlight. A television set had provided coverage of the convention's floor activities during the discussions, and all of sudden, the group saw Rhode Island Senator John Pastore, the convention chairman, announce that the two-vote compromise had been accepted by all. A stunned Robert Moses walked out of the meeting, telling Humphrey, "You cheated." The session collapsed, and King and the other movement representatives returned to the MFDP's church headquarters to discuss what could be done with the public fait accompli that Lyndon Johnson had handed them.

More administration pressure was exerted on movement leaders to persuade the MFDP to accept the Johnson offer. Roy Wilkins and Whitney Young recommended that the compromise be accepted. Rustin and Andrew Young advised King to speak out more strongly in favor of the proposal, and on Wednesday King joined other national movement figures at the MFDP's church headquarters to speak in favor of acceptance. Many in the MFDP delegation whispered that Rauh, Rustin, and King had sold them out. "Tension was very high," one participant recalled, as speaker after speaker pleaded with the delegates to accept the Johnson offer. Rauh called it "a great victory for civil rights" to have won the two seats, but neither he nor any other national figure could persuade the black Mississippians to accept Johnson's proposal. An ambivalent Martin King said that the two-vote offer was a good proposal, but that the decision was the Mississippians', not his. "He made no effort to persuade," Andrew Young remembered, and the MFDP delegation voted overwhelmingly to reject the compromise. That evening, after announcing his choice of Hubert Humphrey for vice-president, Lyndon Johnson was awarded the presidential nomination of a convention that he and his supporters had controlled and manipulated with remarkable thoroughness. The next morning, as the MFDP delegation wrestled with their anger and disillusionment, a tired and disappointed Martin King left Atlantic City without waiting to hear Humphrey's and Johnson's acceptance speeches. 

The Atlantic City convention left the movement more shaken and divided than at any prior time. The suspicion and bitterness that some of
SNCC's young activists felt toward Martin King could be traced back to Atlanta four years earlier, to his refusal to join the Freedom Rides, and to the tensions of Albany, but now the demoralization was greater than ever before. "We went to Atlantic City with all of this hope," Mrs. Hamer later explained. "We went there because we believed that America was what it said it was." They had learned the hard way that it was not, and had discovered what Ed King later called "the emptiness of traditional liberalism." Like the grass-roots people of the MFDP, SNCC's workers also "went to Atlantic City with a great deal of optimism," Chairman John Lewis explained. They came away "disappointed, disillusioned," rather than victorious, and looking back they marveled at their naivete. "It now seems foolish that the FDP could have ever expected the President to be either on their side or neutral," SNCC's Frank Smith wrote in the aftermath. The real problem, however, was not the movement's failure to understand American politics, as Rustin had suggested, but American politics' failure to understand the moral justice of the movement's cause. That was a realization as painful as it was profound, a realization suggesting that the problems the movement confronted had deep roots outside of Mississippi and the South as well as within. That realization suggested some deep and perhaps fatal flaw in Rustin's coalition politics argument. When the time for choice had come, old friends and allies had deserted the cause and forgotten there were some compromises a moral crusade could not make. "Some people," John Lewis reflected, "lost respect for Dr. King and for people like Bayard."

Although many in the MFDP had harsh words for King, Andrew Young, Rauh, Rustin, and Reuther, no one ascribed an ignominious role to King, and he felt comfortable with the stance he had taken. Birmingham had shown that even small tangible gains could represent extraordinary symbolic victories, even if those people closest to the struggle could not appreciate it at the time.65

King had no angry words for his critics as he rested in Atlanta, then prepared for a mid-September European tour. Accompanied by Coretta and Ralph Abernathy, King flew to West Berlin for a two-day visit sponsored by Mayor Willy Brandt. King's schedule was overbooked as usual. In one day he appeared at a memorial service for President Kennedy, an afternoon service in a stadium packed with 25,000 worshipers, and an evening church appearance on the other side of the Wall in East Berlin. He spoke warmly of the promise that John Kennedy had held, of how southern racial violence would be eliminated only when federal authorities intervened, and how Barry Goldwater's presidential candidacy was ripe with the "danger signs of Hitlerism."

Then it was on to Rome, for a personal audience with Pope Paul VI that Atlanta Archbishop Paul J. Hallinan had arranged. With Abernathy at his side, King was granted a twenty-five-minute conversation on September 18. The pope endorsed America's nonviolent civil rights movement, and promised he would issue a statement condemning racial
segregation and discrimination. King was deeply pleased, and offered reporters an optimistic view of the American civil rights picture. “Progress is faster than we thought it would be,” and the future appeared bright. “If the tide of racial prejudice continues to recede to the present rate, there would be no reason why a Negro could not be elected” president within twenty-five years, King volunteered. In the South, he opined, the winter months might bring protests in “some of the most difficult areas . . . where the civil rights bill is not being enforced, or we may work on the wider front of voter registration.” King again voiced his belief that the North would be “even a bigger problem than the South,” but even that awareness did not undercut his optimism. “My hope is that the American racial situation will become such that I can return full time to my first and still intended work, that of being pastor of a church,” King said in a rare admission of his hope that someday he could retire from the movement.

From Rome, Martin, Coretta, and Ralph flew to Madrid for a two-day vacation. Then they went on to London for a day’s worth of events marking the English publication of Why We Can’t Wait. When reporters there asked him the same questions he had answered in Rome, King again voiced his hopefulness. “I’m optimistic. Since the civil rights bill got through, the South has complied quite surprisingly.” Difficult issues concerning housing, school integration, and jobs lay ahead, but “we are not far from the day when the barriers of segregation will be completely destroyed in the South.”

While King and Abernathy were in Europe, SCLC’s staff discussed future plans with other movement groups and prepared for the organization’s annual convention, scheduled for Savannah in September. Many tensions were developing in the wake of Atlantic City, and some of them sprang to the surface at a September 18 intergroup meeting in New York. Gloster Current of the NAACP expressed unhappiness about all the criticism of his group, and SNCC’s Courtland Cox hotly replied that Current and fellow NAACPPer John Morsell ought to be more careful about some of the accusations they had been aiming at SNCC and the MFDP. Robert Spike of the National Council of Churches pointed out that mutual distrust had to be eliminated if different groups were to work together cooperatively. SCLC’s Andrew Young, sounding Bayard Rustin’s theme, said that passage of the Civil Rights Act meant the movement would no longer pursue public accommodations protests, but had to seek electoral change. First on the agenda, Young said, was reestablishing a focus on the right to vote. Joseph Rauh explained the need for federal legislation authorizing federally assigned registrars for those southern counties where less than one third of the black voting-age population was registered. Young agreed, observing that experience had shown “gradual voter registration doesn’t work” and that a “more creative approach” was needed in Mississippi and Alabama.

At the top of the SCLC agenda were the Savannah convention and an October get-out-the-vote tour which King hoped would mobilize blacks
to vote against Barry Goldwater on November 3. SCLC’s staff responsibilities had been clarified by hiring Blackwell as program director, and also by the installation of Hosea Williams as head of voter registration and James Bevel as “director of direct action.” Andrew Young was free to function as King’s executive assistant, and the New York office’s mail appeals had been going smoothly for six months under the direction of newly hired Adele Kanter. SCLC’s annual accounting showed that $626,000 had been received since the Richmond convention a year earlier, and that expenses had exceeded that amount by about $50,000. Even so, the organization seemed on more solid footing than at any time since the departure of Wyatt Walker. King’s optimism was as visible during the Savannah gathering as it had been on his European trip. He told the board about his July experiences in New York, about the brief explorations that staffers had made in Rochester and in Philadelphia, and explained that SCLC had to give increasing thought to the North and to expanding its program into cities like Washington and Newark that had black-majority populations. “It is a question of whether SCLC can move out from its southern base,” King said. The need to stress political action and to address economic issues meant that SCLC had to adopt a more national perspective and seek out white allies who would join in pursuing those broader goals. Profoundly influenced by Rustin’s analyses, King set out his view of the future in an annual report he read to the convention on October 1:

Tactics are to be used only so long as they are effective in achieving specific goals. They should be subjected to frequent analysis, review and evaluation. Tactics must be modified in response to the ever changing situations that confront us.

In the past our demonstrations against public accommodations have been highly successful precisely because they were unique in doing three things: first, they called attention to the evil; second, they aroused the conscience of the community; third, they eliminated the evil itself when men, women and children stood firm and accepted what came.

In this phase of protest, the movement had to keep those evils in the national news. “When we are idle, the white majority quickly forgets the injustices which started our movement and only think of the demands for progress as unreasonable requests from irresponsible people,” a perception that candidate Goldwater was attempting to capitalize upon.

However, as the movement’s agenda shifted from southern segregation to nationwide economic issues, protest tactics could no longer fulfill that third function of eliminating the evil itself, King said. These new national issues required not just protest, but “political action, for we are now facing basic social and economic problems that require political reform.” For a real “War on Poverty,” one far larger in scope than what Lyndon Johnson yet envisioned, substantial federal funds would be necessary,
and the movement would have to see to “creating political power to induce Congress to appropriate such a sum of money.” To do that, new methods and allies would be needed. “Each day it becomes clearer,” King emphasized, “that the solution to our full citizenship, political and economic, cannot be achieved by the Negro or civil rights forces alone.” A broader coalition would be required, and the movement would have to shift from protest to politics.  

King’s political vision had undergone a sizable expansion since mid-summer, but he was still a prisoner of his heavy speaking schedule. An early October trip took him from a speech in Philadelphia to fifteen thousand persons, to three Sunday speaking engagements in Newark and New York, and then to two Monday speeches at a church convention in St. Louis. He returned to Atlanta on Tuesday fatigued almost to the breaking point, and took Coretta’s and his doctor’s advice to check into an Atlanta hospital for an examination and some desperately needed rest. Dr. Asa G. Yancey found he was twenty pounds overweight and suffering from a severe virus and high blood pressure. Coretta pronounced him “completely exhausted, tired and empty.”

Wednesday morning King was asleep at St. Joseph’s Infirmary when Coretta called to tell him that the wire services had just notified her that King had been awarded the 1964 Nobel Peace Prize. The news did not come as a complete surprise to the Kings, for they both had known of his nomination for the award by eight Swedish legislators and of the prize committee’s request for copies of his books and speeches. Just one week earlier, Oslo sources had termed King a “heavy favorite” for the Peace Prize, but Coretta’s initial reaction to the notification was not simply joyous. At the moment, Martin badly needed several days of rest, and the announcement was certain to interrupt that. On the other hand, the news of the prize was a perfect cure for the depression that accompanied his exhaustion. “I realized that this was exactly the sort of lift Martin desperately needed,” and as her groggy husband realized that his wife’s call was neither a dream nor a practical joke, his mood became quiet and serious. Nine months earlier he had told Stanley Levison that Time’s “Man of the Year” award was nothing special, that he had two hundred plaques at home, and “what’s one more?” but the Nobel Peace Prize was different. This was not simply a personal award, but the most significant international endorsement possible of the civil rights struggle. This was not a prize being given to one individual, King thought, but the “foremost of earthly honors” being accorded the movement that he had come to symbolize. They should celebrate it not as a personal triumph, King told Coretta and his closest aides—Bernard Lee, Andrew Young, and Dora McDonald—when they gathered in his hospital room, but as a victory of moral recognition for the cause of justice. Intensely serious, he asked them to join him in prayer, for this symbolic award meant that he and they, too, would have to redouble their efforts and intensify their commitment. “It was a great tribute, but an even more awesome bur-
den,” Coretta said. It meant there might be no escape from this life and this role, from the responsibilities and burdens that had been so constant ever since that night in the kitchen more than eight years earlier in Montgomery. The prize might mean there would never be any respite, never any retreat to a quiet pastorship or seminary professorship. More than anything else, the prize made the cross loom larger. “History has thrust me into this position,” King told the reporters who gathered at St. Joseph’s that Wednesday morning. “It would both be immoral and a sign of ingratitude if I did not face my moral responsibility to do what I can in this struggle.”
At thirty-five, King was the youngest person ever to be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, and newsmen marveled at the “spartan-like simplicity” of the rented home he and his family lived in, and how the only family car was a 1960 Ford with seventy thousand miles on the odometer. Although King remained in St. Joseph’s Infirmary through the weekend despite the deluge of publicity, he told reporters he was eager to end his rest and begin a fifteen-city northern “get out the vote” tour in advance of the presidential election. The prize carried with it a financial award of $54,000, and King conferred with his advisors as to what he should do with the funds. He asked Bayard Rustin to make the arrangements for the December trip to Europe to accept the prize, and Coretta suggested that some of the financial windfall should be used to pay the transportation costs to Oslo for relatives and friends who wanted to accompany King to the ceremonies. She also argued that he ought to put aside at least $5,000 for each of their children’s college education, but Martin resisted. He felt that the prize was an award to the movement in general, rather than to him individually, and that the entire amount should be used in the struggle and not for the benefit of his family.

Congratulations flowed in from around the world, but Coretta was disappointed there was no greeting from Lyndon Johnson. King explained that the president was no doubt trying to avoid anything that would offend southern white voters just two weeks before the election. On October 21, after a week of rest, King set out on a nationwide voter turnout crusade. Chicago, Cleveland, and Los Angeles were the first stops, and King encouraged black pastors to urge their church members to vote on November 3. Then it was back to Chicago for a hectic day of nonstop appearances at sixteen street-corner rallies. The following day witnessed a similar pattern in Detroit, and the day after that a tour through Baltimore. King emphasized the dangers of the Republican nominee more
than the virtues of Lyndon Johnson, telling one Baltimore rally that "Goldwater is a threat to freedom." He received enthusiastic receptions, and after ten days of constant travel returned home to Atlanta to await the returns. A Republican dirty trick forced him to make a public appearance the day before the election to denounce anonymous leaflets urging write-in votes for King that were circulating in several cities.  

Lyndon Johnson's massive victory pleased King deeply because the Democratic landslide represented a clear repudiation of the opposition to civil rights that Republican Goldwater had voiced. This, he told friends, was the same sort of crucial national indicator that passage of the Civil Rights Act had been, and was an event the movement should capitalize on. The day after the election, King said that SCLC "will probably have demonstrations in the very near future in Alabama and Mississippi, based around the right to vote." The one principal shortcoming of the 1964 act had been the absence of a provision authorizing the assignment of federal registrars to aid southern blacks who faced blatant discrimination when they attempted to register with local officials. SCLC wanted federal action to protect the right to register and vote. After that, King explained, he wanted to focus upon northern cities, where "progress for the Negro ... has been relatively insignificant, particularly in terms of the Negro masses. What little progress has been made ... has applied primarily to the middle-class Negro." Many Americans lived in "abysmal ignorance" of how pervasive racial discrimination was throughout the country. "America today is an extremely sick nation," and "the truth is that deep prejudices and discriminations exist in hidden and subtle and covert disguises." In the near future SCLC would tackle the issues of jobs, schools, and housing in the North's biggest and worst cities; "on a longer-range basis, the physical ghetto itself must be eliminated."  

One week after the election King convened an SCLC staff retreat at Birmingham's Gaston Motel "to assess the era through which we have come ... , to assess the structure and program of SCLC," and "to chart our course in the nonviolent movement over the next six months." King spoke about "the real needs in large northern and western cities," and about the need to "instill the philosophy of nonviolence in the North," but the primary issue on the agenda was voting rights in the Deep South. Hosea Williams spoke about possible registration efforts, and King interjected that SCLC ought to give "special attention to areas where there are structural obstructions," such as Alabama and Mississippi. "Our entire method must be changed or broadened. We must have Federal registrars or other drastic measures for voter registration." Williams recommended they concentrate on counties where white opposition to registration efforts would be relatively low, but C. T. Vivian reminded them that "we must have a rallying point around which we can stir the whole nation." Jim Bevel, who had never stopped advocating a statewide Alabama Project, emphasized that the time had come for SCLC to pursue his plan for a comprehensive attack on black disfranchisement.
Selma and the Voting Rights Act, 1965

SCLC's Alabama affiliates were ready to move, and "will send a letter of invitation to SCLC so that there is no question of why we are there," he reported. Bevel explained that one opportune target would be to challenge the seating of Alabama's all-white state legislature when it convened on May 4, 1965, and the staff debated how public they should be about their plans. "Dr. King felt," the minutes recorded, "that a general press release should be issued now, and when he moves into the state [that] this too should be widely publicized. This is necessary since arousing the national conscience and winning allies is more difficult in the absence of facts."

The first day's discussion left unsettled the questions of how much direct action would be used, and where the initial efforts would center, but the next morning both issues were clarified. Mrs. Amelia Boynton, the Selma activist whom King and his SCLC colleagues had known for several years, spoke about how SNCC's commitment to Selma was diminishing, and how blacks had been unable even to hold a mass meeting since July, when State Judge James Hare had issued an injunction banning all gatherings in the wake of local efforts to desegregate public accommodations after the Civil Rights Act became law. If SCLC were serious about launching an Alabama movement against political repression, there would be no better place to begin than Selma. Ralph Abernathy stated that Mrs. Boynton's suggestion was an excellent one, and that no further discussion of the starting point was necessary: They should go to Selma and break the injunction.

After lunch, the group talked in detail about Selma's possibilities. Eric Kindberg, a young white staffer who worked for Bevel, was assigned to research Selma, while Bevel would plan direct action across the state. C. T. Vivian would visit Selma and meet with the local black leadership, the Dallas County Voters League (DCVL), to "show them our concern and convince them of our interest in helping them to build a mass movement. Selma should make an effective testing ground since an attitude of defiance has been so strongly demonstrated." An initial mass meeting featuring King would be set for January 2, 1965, and SCLC would be ready if lawmen tried to enforce Hare's order and keep the rally from taking place.3

The Birmingham retreat gave SCLC a more specific programmatic focus than the organization had had in over a year. Looking back at that time, King confessed that he and others had "failed to assert the leadership the movement needed," but that he would correct the error. Then he headed off for a series of speeches in North Carolina, some meetings in Atlanta to discuss the Nobel Prize trip, and a brief vacation at Adam Clayton Powell's island retreat on Bimini.

At the same time, Affiliates Director Vivian made his exploratory trip to Selma. He met with the Voters League leadership one evening at Mrs. Boynton's home, and listened as Frederick D. Reese, a Selma minister and schoolteacher, talked about how SNCC's effort had "just about run
its course.” The black community “needed some rejuvenation,” and hoped SCLC would provide it. Vivian was impressed by the Selma activists’ interest in mobilizing the entire community to protest the discriminatory registration practices which had kept all but several hundred Dallas County blacks from becoming registered voters. If SCLC wanted to launch a voting rights crusade, Selma seemed like “an ideal place to do it,” Vivian remembered. SCLC “knew what we wanted to do,” he explained. “We wanted to raise the issue of voting to the point where we could take it outside of the Black Belt [counties]. . . . We were using Selma as a way to shake Alabama . . . so that it would be no longer a Selma issue or even an Alabama issue but a national issue.” To Vivian, SNCC’s remaining presence “was the only real negative” in a situation that featured a unified black community and lawmen who exemplified the worst of the Deep South. Boynton, Reese, and other Selma activists like Mrs. Marie Foster pointed out that Dallas County Sheriff James G. Clark, Jr., was infamous for his racial hostility and violent temper. Vivian knew that Clark and his men had shown their true colors at SNCC’s 1963 protest and during the short-lived July efforts to desegregate Selma’s public accommodations. “We really didn’t know what Jim Clark was like per se,” Vivian recalled, “but we didn’t have any doubt about the police reaction” if voting rights demonstrations or “tests” of downtown desegregation were launched. “It wasn’t a matter of that person as much as the general police reaction” that led Vivian to expect responses similar to those SCLC had experienced in St. Augustine. Impressed by Selma’s possibilities, Vivian returned to Atlanta as preparations were made for the January 2 kick-off rally.

Martin King’s Bimini vacation was interrupted on Wednesday, November 18, by word that FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover had labeled him the “most notorious liar” in America in an interview earlier that day with a group of women journalists. Hoover asserted that the basis for his name-calling was King’s public complaint two years earlier that native southern FBI agents in Albany had done an inadequate job investigating civil rights complaints; the truth of the matter, Hoover said, was that four of the five Albany agents were northerners. Hoover added off the record that King was “one of the lowest characters in the country.” Well-informed observers did not doubt that Hoover’s outburst was based upon more than an obscure two-year-old complaint. King’s response, in both a brief public statement and a longer personal telegram, addressed Hoover’s attack at face value. Publicly, King expressed pity for the FBI director:

I cannot conceive of Mr. Hoover making a statement like this without being under extreme pressure. He has apparently faltered under the awesome burden, complexities and responsibilities of his office. Therefore, I cannot engage in a public debate with him. I have nothing but sympathy for this man who has served his country so well.
In the telegram, King said he was “appalled and surprised” by Hoover’s “irresponsible accusation” and offered to meet with the director to discuss the Bureau’s “seeming inability to gain convictions in even the most heinous crimes perpetrated against civil rights workers.” No charges had been filed over Albany’s incidents of brutality, no arrests had been made for the bombing of Birmingham’s Sixteenth Street Baptist Church, and no arrests had taken place in the murders of Chaney, Schwerner, and Goodman in Mississippi. The FBI’s shortcomings in the South seemed to more than justify his complaints, King suggested.

Hoover’s outburst and King’s rebuttals received front-page coverage across the country, and FBI agents in Atlanta and New York monitored the wiretapped phones of King’s aides and advisors to learn what responses King’s supporters might make. They overheard King tell his secretary, Dora McDonald, that Hoover was “too old and broken down” to continue as director, and they eavesdropped on a subsequent conversation in which King told C. T. Vivian that Hoover “is old and getting senile” and should be “hit from all sides” with criticism in a concerted effort to get President Johnson to censure him. One day after the story broke, all of the major black leaders except King, who was still in the Caribbean, attended a previously scheduled White House meeting and expressed their support for King to Lyndon Johnson. The president, Roy Wilkins told newsmen afterward, “simply listened and gave no comment and no opinion.”

Lyndon Johnson, like King and his closest aides, knew that underlying Hoover’s attack was the potentially damaging material about King’s personal life and his relationship with Stanley Levison that the Bureau had collected. Although the wiretaps on Levison never had confirmed that his closeness to King was motivated by adherence to the Soviet Union or to the American Communist party, the FBI could show that one of King’s closest advisors, with whom he kept in contact despite many warnings, had been once intimately involved in the Communist party’s financial dealings. More important, through the hotel buggings that had continued irregularly for ten months, and through the wiretaps on King’s home and office, Bureau officials knew more about King’s private life than Coretta or most of his friends did. The many reports that the Bureau had circulated throughout the executive branch about Levison’s affiliations and King’s liaisons had made many people privy to the underside of the public controversy. Widespread suspicion of the true root of Hoover’s animus increased when he attacked “pressure groups” headed by “Communists and moral degenerates” in a November 24 speech in Chicago.

King’s advisors were divided on whether a counterattack should be launched on Hoover, or whether King’s vulnerability required caution and conciliation instead. Clarence Jones and Kenneth Clark recommended a forceful response; Bayard Rustin and Harry Wachtel also advised King to adopt a somewhat combative stance. As Rustin remembered it, however, the first suggestion of a different approach
came from Stanley Levison, who counseled that King follow through on his initial offer to Hoover that they meet and discuss the situation. Such a course would avoid the danger of inviting the FBI to wage full-scale combat. Further discussions ensued after King’s return from Bimini, and support for making a conciliatory approach to Hoover grew as rumor after rumor suggested that Bureau officials were telling reporters privately of the extensive ammunition the FBI could use against King. Acting Attorney General Nicholas deB. Katzenbach, who had replaced Robert Kennedy two months earlier when Kennedy resigned to run for a New York Senate seat, was warned of the FBI’s efforts and traveled with Burke Marshall to Lyndon Johnson’s Texas ranch in an unsuccessful effort to obtain presidential intervention. Other civil rights leaders such as Roy Wilkins and James Farmer also heard the rumors from newsmen, and each made private appointments with high-ranking FBI officials to ask about the reports and demand that the leaks be halted.

King was deeply disturbed by the controversy and the rumors. He found it hard to concentrate on the text of his Nobel lecture that he had started writing in Bimini. On the evening of November 30, he met with CORE’s James Farmer at New York’s Kennedy Airport for a private discussion of the FBI’s whispering campaign. Farmer explained he had heard three different charges against King: rumors of financial misconduct, allegations about being the tool of Communists, and claims that he had participated in group sex orgies. King denied each charge, and said he could remember no such sexual incidents. Farmer volunteered to drop the entire matter, saying, “I’ll forget it.” King replied, “‘Don’t forget it. No, let’s do what we can to stop it. If something like this comes out, even if it isn’t true, it will damage all of us in the whole movement.’” Farmer agreed and promised to keep an appointment with the FBI’s C. D. “Deke” DeLoach that he had made for the next day.6

Although King did not mention it to Farmer, extensive behind-the-scenes efforts were under way to arrange a meeting between King and an unwilling J. Edgar Hoover. The morning after the King-Farmer discussion, Attorney General Katzenbach recommended to the Bureau that such a meeting take place, and soon after that Andrew Young called and obtained DeLoach’s agreement that King could see Hoover that afternoon. Young, Ralph Abernathy, and Walter Fauntroy accompanied a nervous King, while DeLoach sat alongside Hoover. Greetings were exchanged, and Abernathy offered some positive comments about the FBI and its director. Then, according to a detailed recounting of the conversation by DeLoach that SCLC aides later said was accurate:

Reverend King spoke up. He stated it was vitally necessary to keep a working relationship with the FBI. He wanted to clear up any misunderstanding which might have occurred. He stated that some Negroes had told him that the FBI had been ineffective; however, he was inclined to discount such criticism. Reverend King asked that the Direc-
itor please understand that any criticism of the Director and the FBI which had been attributed to King was either a misquote or an outright misrepresentation. He stated this particularly concerned Albany, Georgia. He stated that the only time he had ever criticized the FBI was because of instances in which Special Agents who had been given complaints in civil rights cases regarding brutality by police officers were seen the following day being friendly with those same police officers.

King added that he always had encouraged movement activists to cooperate with the Bureau, and volunteered that he held a strong personal dislike of communism.

Following King's statement, Hoover launched into a meandering description of the FBI's work in the South that went on almost without interruption for nearly an hour. King interjected at one point that SCLC was planning voter registration protests in Selma, and Hoover detailed prior investigations the FBI had made there as part of several discrimination suits the Justice Department had filed against Dallas County Sheriff Clark and other local officials. When the time was up, DeLoach told the SCLC contingent that the FBI would make no statement about the meeting to reporters, but King told newsmen waiting outside Hoover’s office that the conversation had been “very friendly, very amicable.” King said that he and Hoover had reached “new levels of understanding,” and added, “I sincerely hope we can forget the confusions of the past and get on with the job.”

King's aides were far from satisfied with the meeting, however, for there had been no explicit discussion of the real issues that underlay the conflict. “We never really got around to the disagreements that were going on between them,” Young recalled later, terming it “a completely nonfunctional meeting.” King's advisors were pleased at the efforts other civil rights leaders had made to warn the Bureau and the administration about the serious repercussions any FBI leaks against King would have, but the danger of such revelations was not eliminated by the unproductive session. King was extremely vulnerable, and his heightened status as the moral symbol of the American civil rights struggle could vanish overnight, Nobel Prize or not, if the FBI succeeded in getting its tawdry leaks into the press. The face-to-face meeting did not end the FBI's efforts—one newsman had been offered incriminating material on King while he waited outside Hoover's office during the meeting—and secondhand reports indicated that the smear campaign was going forward at full tilt as journalists and church leaders told friends of being offered embarrassing material on King by FBI representatives.

“I only wish that there was nothing there that did undermine the morality,” Harry Wachtel told Bayard Rustin as King's advisors discussed the troubling situation that confronted them on the eve of King's departure for what was to have been a triumphal trip to accept the Nobel Prize.
King was worried and depressed, preoccupied with the FBI problem, and essentially disinterested in the European tour that his family and closest friends had been looking forward to. Coretta, his parents, his two siblings, the Abernathys, Rustin, Wachtel, Wyatt Walker, and SCLC associates Bernard Lee, Andrew Young, Dorothy Cotton, Carole Hoover, Dora McDonald, Lillie Hunter, and Lawrence Reddick, among others, gathered for a December 4 departure from New York, but what should have been a joyous time found King in a state of “complete exhaustion.” Bayard Rustin apologized to newsmen when King was late for a press conference, explaining, “He’s just worn out—exhausted.” King confessed that doctors had told him he needed “a long period of rest,” but he spoke about how pleased he was by the previous day’s federal arrests in the three Mississippi killings. “I must commend the Federal Bureau of Investigation for the work they have done in uncovering the perpetrators of this dastardly act.”

On the long flight to London, an unhappy King talked haltingly to Wachtel about his fears of what could happen should the FBI succeed in leaking its material about his personal life. He had thought long and hard about this for two weeks now, and he admitted to himself that there were many instances in which he had sinned, instances that called out for him to do better in the future. In public appearances in London he betrayed little of his inner turmoil. On Sunday, December 6, King preached to thousands at St. Paul’s Cathedral, and kept a hectic schedule of meetings and dinners with Anglican church leaders, visiting Indian dignitaries, and English peace advocates. Asked about South Africa, King responded that “more and more I have come to realize that racism is a world problem,” not simply an American one, and the following evening, at his last public appearance in London before heading on to Oslo, he called for a “massive economic boycott” of the apartheid state by all other nations.

The first night at Oslo’s Grand Hotel, the King entourage held a late-night birthday party for New York financial supporter Marian Logan. Ebony magazine reporter Charles Sanders played the piano as people sang. At the end of the evening Daddy King spoke about the deep pride that his son’s honor had brought to the family. His remarks moved many of the group to tears. The next day King met the Norwegian press and said he viewed the trip as an educational opportunity for him and his colleagues. “We feel we have much to learn from Scandinavia’s democratic socialist tradition and from the manner in which you have overcome many of the social and economic problems that still plague a far more powerful and affluent nation.” King was able to conceal his depression during his public appearances; he beamed as widely as ever when the Peace Prize was presented to him by Nobel officials and Norwegian royalty in a lavish ceremony at Oslo University on December 10. King told the audience that he accepted the prize on behalf of an entire movement, which he represented merely as a trustee. His brief acceptance speech
was optimistic as he professed "an abiding faith in America and an au­
dacious faith in the future of mankind." That night the guest of honor
was toasted at a grand formal dinner, and the following day he delivered
the second of the two official addresses expected of him, the lengthier
Nobel lecture which King and his aides had worked on for nearly a
month.

King used the occasion to link the domestic nonviolence of the Amer­
ican civil rights movement with the entire globe's pressing need for disar­
mament and world peace. Many times in past years he had identified war
and international violence as evils that must be combated just like racial
segregation, but King used the Nobel platform to issue his strongest call
for the extension of nonviolent resistance to issues beyond racial in­
justice. The most notable aspect of the American movement, he stressed,
was the "direct participation of masses in protest, rather than reliance on
indirect methods which frequently do not involve masses in action at all."
He seemed to suggest that mass action be used to let all world leaders
know that people across the globe were committed to ending war.
Beyond racial justice, and beyond economic justice, the attainment of a
lasting world peace was the great goal that lay before them, King empha­
sized. Pursuing it would be personally taxing, but they could not retreat
from such a moral necessity. "Those who pioneer in the struggle for
peace and freedom will still face uncomfortable jail terms, painful threats
of death; they will still be battered by the storms of persecution, leading
them to nagging feelings that they can no longer bear such a heavy bur­
den," King remarked in a personally revealing statement. There would
always be "the temptation of wanting to retreat to a more quiet and se­
rene life," but one could not surrender to it. One must go forward bear­
ing the weight of one's burden, whether one wanted to or not.9

The pleasures of Oslo were interrupted by word from the United States
that the nineteen Mississippi whites taken into custody for the three June
killings had been released on a procedural technicality. Although the situ­
ation was remedied quickly, King spoke out strongly, warning that "a
complete boycott of Mississippi products" would be necessary if justice
was not enforced. This depressing news reminded King of the upcoming
plans for Selma, and the portrait of the city Vivian had painted after his
trip there. "It was on his mind," Coretta recalled, since he alluded to it
several times in contrasting their present circumstances with what lay
ahead. "He made a comment about the fact that things were going to be
very difficult in Selma and that . . . those of us who were on this trip
should enjoy ourselves, because somebody was going to get killed in
Selma; he didn't expect us to get out of Selma without bloodshed." Think­ing ahead also sparked his deep-seated worries about the FBI, a
more painful threat than anything that might await him in Selma. Priva­tely, those worries pervaded his thinking throughout the trip. As Cor­
etta later confessed:
Only Martin's family and close staff members knew how depressed he was during the entire Nobel trip. It was a time when he ought to have been happy. But he was worried that the rumors might hurt the movement and he was concerned about what black people would think. He always worried about that. This was on his mind while we were in Europe and we had to work with him and help him out of his depression. Somehow he managed all the official functions, the speeches, the whole trip and the public never knew what he was going through.

King's depression was not the only problem for his friends and family. Ralph Abernathy and his wife, Juanita, caused a major scene by insisting that Abernathy deserved the same official perquisites as King. Even in Montgomery some of King's closest companions had been troubled by how Ralph was "very jealous of Martin, very jealous." Among SCLC's staff, many had grown to dislike Abernathy's self-importance and superior attitude toward others, especially women. Although Wyatt Walker had viewed Abernathy's role as "tangential," and while King's northern advisors joked about Abernathy's propensity to fall asleep during meetings, the Alabama field staff had resented his opposition to SCLC activity in the rural counties where his relatives lived. "I do not want anyone bothering with my family," he instructed, recommending that the staff stick to urban areas. "If you are not able to locate any of these cities I will be very pleased to send you a list of them." Similarly, Septima Clark had tired of Abernathy's constant complaints that he deserved treatment and respect identical to King's. "He was just a spoiled little boy," who "never . . . had a chance to grow up and be a real man." Many aides were puzzled by King's infinite tolerance for Abernathy's faults, especially since few could see any tangible contributions Abernathy made to SCLC despite his long association with King. To others, however, Abernathy's presence at King's side, going all the way back to the tense early days of the Montgomery boycott, was the crucial resource that allowed King to endure the emotional burdens of his role. "Abernathy was the glue for Martin King's soul," one put it. "Every Christian has to have a pastor," and Abernathy was King's—"he gave him counsel, he gave him solace, he gave him perspective." Some thought Abernathy's failings stemmed less from his desire to share King's limelight than from Juanita's hunger to be first lady of the movement, an interpretation that gained support the day after the Abernathys' public rebuff by Nobel officials. Mrs. Abernathy then became ill, and spent two days in a hospital recovering. Coretta stayed with her as the rest of the party went on from Oslo to Stockholm, where the two women rejoined them.

Some members of the group took advantage of all the possible pleasures that the trip and their lush lodgings offered. One late evening, Dora McDonald, upset by the goings-on, awakened Bayard Rustin with a phone call to ask that he, as the group's coordinator, put a stop to some of the wilder activities. Rustin, already aware of what he later termed
“absolutely unbelievable behavior in that hotel,” opened his door and “two guys come running down the hall chasing a woman and they’re stark naked.” One was A. D. King, pursuing a new female acquaintance who was attempting to steal his money and watch. Security men, alerted by Rustin, halted the group in the lobby and prepared to take several scantily clad women into custody for attempted robbery. Quickly assessing the situation, Rustin firmly recommended to the officers that the women not be arrested, for such charges would embarrass the government by indicating it had not afforded King’s party adequate “protection” from local criminals. The officers complied, and started to give Rustin the women’s loot so that it could be returned to its owners. Rustin had a different idea. “I said, ‘No, I don’t want these girls talking, let them have it. As far as I’m concerned, they’ve earned it. And get them out.’” The unhappy victims went back to their rooms, grousing at Rustin’s costly settlement of the possible scandal.

King’s two-day visit to Stockholm was sponsored by the Swedish Peace Council, and his schedule featured a sermon at the city’s cathedral and an address to a nighttime gathering celebrating the independence of Kenya. King renewed his condemnation of South African racism, and afterward was in a happy enough mood to dance a waltz with Coretta; this was the first time they had taken to a dance floor since their days in Boston. Then they enjoyed a late-night visit to the home of famous Swedish social scientists Gunnar and Alva Myrdal. They planned to go on from Stockholm to Copenhagen, but King was not up to it. Instead, they went directly to Paris, their last stop before returning to a welcome-home celebration in New York.10

King received a hero’s welcome in New York. The mayor and city council presented him with a special award. He told the crowd, “I am returning with a deeper conviction that nonviolence is the answer to the crucial political and moral questions of our time.” His realization of America’s need for “economic justice” had been reinforced by his visit to Scandinavia, where the countries “have no unemployment and no slums” and better educational and medical systems than in the United States. “There is a deep but unnecessary economic malady in our country which must be healed here and now.” He called for “a broad alliance”—what in Oslo he had termed “a grand alliance”—“of all forces, Negro and white, dedicated to the achievement of economic justice.” King’s remarks indicated that the combination of the Nobel award and the FBI’s private threats had left him with a deeper commitment to a life of personal sacrifice, and a clearer realization that some individuals are chosen for special roles they did not want but nonetheless had to fulfill. “They will hold the torch firmly for others,” King told his New York audience, “because they have overcome the threat of jail and death. They will hold this torch high without faltering because they have weathered the battering storms of persecution and withstood the temptation to retreat to a more quiet and serene life.”
After the City Hall ceremony, King met with reporters to announce that all of his Nobel Prize money would be given to the movement—$12,000 to SCLC, $17,000 to the other organizations making up CUCRL, and the remaining $25,000 to a special fund established several months earlier and closely linked to SCLC. He repeated his warning that there might be a nationwide economic boycott of Mississippi, and also mused about his desire to make a tour of Africa "in the near future." Then, after an early-evening cocktail party at the Waldorf-Astoria, which Vice-President-Elect Humphrey attended, King headed uptown to the Harlem Armory to address an enthusiastic crowd of eight thousand. The Nobel trip, he said, had been a mountaintop experience, but now the time had come to return to the valley. Alluding to SCLC's Selma plans, and to an Atlanta, strike by black employees of the Scripto Company just a few blocks from his home that had begun several weeks earlier, King said that serious challenges lay just ahead of him.

First, however, there was one more honor. Although the FBI, thanks to its wiretap on the outspoken Rustin, was furnishing the White House secondhand details of the most lively incidents that had occurred on the Nobel trip, Lyndon Johnson arranged to give King, his parents, and Corretta a brief personal welcome home. Flown from New York to Washington on Governor Nelson Rockefeller's private jet, the Kings were whisked to the White House for a formal greeting that was followed by a brief one-on-one conversation between the two principals. The president spoke of how beneficial his "war on poverty" effort would be for American blacks, and how they would have to play a leadership role in the program. King reminded Johnson that there were still serious civil rights problems in the South, and that the need for federal legislation to ensure blacks' voting rights was great. "Martin, you're right about that. I'm going to do it eventually, but I can't get a voting rights bill through in this session of Congress," King later recalled Johnson telling him. It was less than six months since the Civil Rights Act had become law, the president pointed out, and he would need southern congressmen's votes for other "Great Society" initiatives. He would lose these votes if he pressed for a voting rights measure. The time would come, Johnson said, but not in 1965.11

Afterward, reporters asked King whether the FBI dispute had come up during his chat with the president. No, King answered, it had not; that was a "dead issue" and "a matter of the past." Arriving in Atlanta, King found another welcoming party, this one composed of young people from Ebenezer Baptist Church who greeted him with Christmas carols. Local newsmen besieged him with questions about the Nobel journey and his upcoming plans as church members escorted him to a final ceremony at Ebenezer. The strike by black workers, many of whom attended Ebenezer, against Scripto's racially discriminatory wages was a serious civil rights issue that SCLC would support by backing a boycott of the company's products, King said. Voting rights in Alabama would be the
main upcoming focus, but "more and more the civil rights movement must identify itself more closely with the forces of labor," and the Scripto conflict offered a perfect opportunity for joinder. Then, after a joyous ceremony in the same church into which he had been born almost thirty-six years earlier, the world's youngest Nobel Peace Prize winner went home to the rented frame house on Johnson Avenue.

The Christmas season was a time of rest for King, who was physically exhausted from nonstop travels and emotionally drained by the schizophrenic roller-coaster of worldwide honors and frightful worry about the FBI. He struggled to shift his attention from the public praise and private warnings to the Scripto strike and the upcoming campaign in Selma. His family and closest aides knew he was deeply disturbed, and one night King's mother, concerned about her son's mood and unannounced departure from the house, called his old childhood friend, Howard Baugh, by then Atlanta's highest-ranking black police officer. "'He was very depressed,'" Mama King told Baugh, who realized how unusual this was. "That frightened me to death because he'd never done that before," Baugh explained. He described how he set out to look for King on the streets of Atlanta. It was nearly midnight, the Scripto strike was still on, so Baugh went by the plant. There, standing silently by himself on the sidewalk, waiting for the midnight shift change, so that he could speak to the workers, was Martin Luther King, Jr. "He was disturbed about Scripto," Baugh remembered, recalling how King's support of the strikers troubled Atlanta's older power brokers of both races who had made it clear that King had better stage no protests in their city. King seemed fine, so Baugh left him to his late-night work before reassuring Mama King that her son was all right.12

Aside from the Scripto strike, which ended in a successful settlement shortly before Christmas, the major issue on SCLC's agenda was Selma. White staffer Harry Boyte spent a week reconnoitering the city in the wake of Vivian's encouraging visit, and had a detailed analysis ready by the time King returned home. Selma had just elected a new, young, and relatively moderate mayor, Joseph T. Smitherman, who had turned city law enforcement over to a well-experienced professional, Wilson Baker. As Selma's public safety director, Baker would have to work in concert with the volatile Sheriff Clark, an accord that many local observers expected would be difficult to maintain. Smitherman, Baker, and another mayoral advisor, local newspaperman Arthur Capell, had met after the election with SNCC worker John Love and Selma's top three black leaders, Rev. C. C. Brown, Ed Moss, and Rev. F. D. Reese, and had offered to get together on an ongoing basis. Another meeting had not yet taken place, but Reverend Reese, one of the key people who had met with Vivian, explicitly warned Public Safety Director Baker that SCLC would be coming to town. City and county officials were well aware of what lay ahead, and a number of influential whites—Capell, bank executives Rex Morthland, Frank Wilson, and Roger Jones, and school board President
Edgar Stewart—met privately to help support Baker and Smitherman’s course of moderation. Boyte recommended some initial approaches to these white leaders to establish communication in advance of demonstrations.

In Selma’s black community, Boyte reported, Rev. Reese, though a young man, was emerging as the central leader. Brown and Moss, men of an older generation, had long struggled between themselves for a preeminent role, and younger activists suspected both of being too moderate. Many blacks identified Mrs. Boynton closely with SNCC, but SCLC’s greatest immediate need, Boyte said, was to reassure all the local black leaders, particularly Reese, that a firm organizational commitment had been made to Selma. Despite his own and Vivian’s promises, Boyte said, local leaders “do not seem to understand that a commitment has been made by SCLC to stay in Selma and see a program through; they are worried that we will come into town and leave too soon. It seems urgent that assurances must be made to these men.”

Although Vivian and Boyte had been SCLC’s pathfinders in Selma, the overall Alabama Project was under the direction of Jim Bevel, based in Montgomery. While King was in Europe, Bevel convened a meeting of activists from several organizations, including SNCC’s John Love and David Dennis and Ike Reynolds of CORE, to brief them on the Alabama effort. As Dennis characterized Bevel’s presentation, “It was proposed that all projects be done under SCLC and that all efforts be done through a central office in Montgomery which will be an SCLC office.” That suggestion received negative responses. Love argued that such an approach would do little to stimulate local black communities to organize and make their own decisions, as SNCC’s projects sought to. CORE’s Dennis agreed, telling his superiors that he “did not feel that there was any real effort on the part of those who planned the program to really involve indigenous leadership.” Bevel’s initial foray seemed to have done more harm than good, Boyte reported to Atlanta, and recommended that “a meeting for purposes of clarifying some misunderstandings or disagreements,” especially between Love and Bevel, be held “as soon as possible.”

King acted on Boyte’s recommendation immediately after Christmas, calling a meeting of all Alabama Project participants for December 28 in Montgomery. Some representatives from other organizations, such as SNCC’s Robert Moses and Ivanhoe Donaldson from Mississippi, argued that the focus should be on MFDP’s challenge to the seating of Mississippi’s representatives by the U.S. Congress. They also spoke out against SCLC’s Alabama plans, but almost all of the one hundred local activists and SCLC staffers voiced support for Bevel’s idea. King announced that the formal kickoff would take place at the January 2 mass meeting in Selma. Bevel and Eric Kindberg distributed copies of the blueprint, entitled “Project for Alabama—Political Freedom Movement,” and explained how they expected the campaign to develop. Dis-
franchisement was “the cause of most of the problems that face Negroes,” the document stated, and the Alabama Project would organize people from all across the state to protest that denial. Selma’s injunction and racial climate meant that arrests might begin at that first rally, and mass efforts to stimulate black citizens’ interest in winning the ballot would continue. A statewide steering committee of local representatives would petition Governor Wallace to remove the discriminatory barriers to blacks’ participation, and if no satisfactory response was forthcoming, a “freedom registration” and “freedom election,” just like Mississippi activists had had fifteen months earlier, would be undertaken to protest the exclusion. This effort would produce representatives who would contest the validity of Alabama’s all-white state legislature when the 1965 session opened on May 4, much as MFDP’s delegates had attempted to challenge Mississippi’s convention delegation. As the project built to this climax, direct-action tactics, particularly in Selma, and a purposeful arrest of Dr. King, would fuel popular interest. “Arrests should continue over months to create interest in the Freedom Registration and Freedom Vote,” the outline specified. “After Dr. King is in jail, a letter dealing with bombings, violence, not being represented, etc. should be widely distributed.” Then, on May 4, “with the opening of the Alabama legislature, the seating of present legislators and senators will be challenged and action will shift from Selma and other similar towns and counties to Montgomery.” The December 28 session approved that game plan and the initial emphasis upon Selma. Although SCLC’s leaders were aware that the discussions had not resolved the tensions with SNCC, their attention turned to the Saturday kick-off rally in Selma.

While Bevel, Vivian, and Blackwell concentrated on those plans, King continued to be dogged by worries and depression. Although he kept up his public schedule and was able to hide his turmoil from audiences, his closest acquaintances became increasingly worried about him as his depression failed to abate. The FBI listened in as Coretta, Dora McDonald, and Andy Young discussed Martin’s problems and what could be done to relieve them. Young knew that King was deeply distressed by the rumors about his private life, so on December 31, he called the Bureau’s ubiquitous Deke DeLoach. SCLC, Young said, wanted to be sure the FBI knew of King’s plans to be in Selma for the January 2 rally; additionally, Young thought that he and DeLoach ought to get together for a discussion in the near future.

In Selma on New Year’s Day, Jim Bevel met with the steering committee of the Dallas County Voters League to finalize preparations for the town’s first public civil rights event in six months. Public Safety Director Baker, no one’s fool, announced that he had no intention of enforcing Judge Hare’s injunction by arresting everyone who showed up for the rally. King’s appearance drew a crowd of seven hundred people to Brown Chapel AME Church. King told the audience—including state and local lawmen and numerous reporters—that SCLC had chosen Selma because
the city “has become a symbol of bitter-end resistance to the civil rights movement in the Deep South.” If Selma rebuffed SCLC’s registration drive, “we will appeal to Governor Wallace. If he refuses to listen, we will appeal to the legislature. If they don’t listen, we will appeal to the conscience of the Congress in another dramatic march on Washington.” After the rally, King caucused at Mrs. Boynton’s home with SCLC’s and SNCC’s Selma staff members. He encouraged them to work together cooperatively in urging local blacks to attempt to register on the few days per month that Alabama statutes required county registration boards to accept applicants. SCLC’s first objective, Andrew Young said, would be to get prospective registrants to assemble at the Dallas County courthouse in downtown Selma on those days. “We want to establish in the mind of the nation that a lot of people who want to register are prevented from doing so. We hope this will lead to a revision of the voter registration laws in this state.”

While King returned home, the Selma workers got down to business. The day after King’s visit, Bevel and SCLC’s staff met with the three SNCC staffers and E. L. Doyle, representing the local citizens. Also sitting in was Rev. Ralph E. Smeltzer, a white representative of the Church of the Brethren who had been working behind the scenes in Selma for more than a year to improve race relations. Bevel explained that the two staffs would work together on voter registration, operating under the direction of a “Committee of Fifteen,” local black citizens who would make the basic decisions. The first step would be to recruit supporters in all of the city’s wards and begin a door-to-door canvass of all black residents in preparation for the first registration day, January 18. Although Bevel warned that SCLC might keep all of its Alabama field staffers in Selma for only a month before shifting some of them elsewhere, there would be a continuing commitment to the city for the duration of the Alabama Project, he promised. Initial meetings were held in each of Selma’s wards within several days, and scores of black citizens turned out to support the movement.

The two staff sessions on January 2 and 3 went a long way toward minimizing the interorganizational conflict that SCLC and the local activists feared might harm the Selma movement. The SNCC workers welcomed SCLC’s appearance on the scene, and Jim Bevel seemed ready to run a campaign in which all participants would have input. If SNCC’s distaste for SCLC’s media-oriented protests and King’s supposed indecisiveness could be neutralized, and if the enthusiasm of Selma’s black leadership could be translated into community support for mass action, SCLC might have just the staging ground for the Alabama Project it had hoped for.

Despite the bright prospects in Selma, Martin King was depressed. He told Ralph Abernathy during their January 2 trip to Selma that he should be prepared to take over as president of SCLC, since he, King, might meet his own end before the campaign concluded. Then, two days after
he returned home, Coretta found and opened a thin box containing a reel of tape that had been received at SCLC headquarters a month earlier. Staff members had assumed it was a recording of one of King’s speeches and put it aside for Coretta, who collected them, but upon playing it, she realized that this was not a speech. On some of the tape was her husband’s voice, but his remarks certainly had not been delivered to any public audience. Furthermore, the box also contained an anonymous threatening letter:

KING,

In view of your low grade . . . I will not dignify your name with either a Mr. or a Reverend or a Dr. And, your last name calls to mind only the type of King such as King Henry the VIII. . . .

King, look into your heart. You know you are a complete fraud and a great liability to all of us Negroes. White people in this country have enough frauds of their own but I am sure they don’t have one at this time that is anywhere near your equal. You are no clergyman and you know it. I repeat you are a colossal fraud and an evil, vicious one at that. You could not believe in God. . . . Clearly you don’t believe in any personal moral principles.

King, like all frauds your end is approaching. You could have been our greatest leader. You, even at an early age have turned out to be not a leader but a dissolute, abnormal moral imbecile. We will now have to depend on our older leaders like Wilkins [,] a man of character [,] and thank God we have others like him. But you are done. Your “honorary” degrees, your Nobel Prize (what a grim farce) and other awards will not save you. King, I repeat you are done.

No person can overcome facts, not even a fraud like yourself. . . . I repeat—no person can argue successfully against facts. You are finished. . . . Satan could not do more. What incredible evilness. . . .

The American public, the church organizations that have been helping—Protestant, Catholic and Jews will know you for what you are—an evil, abnormal beast. So will others who have backed you. You are done.

King, there is only one thing left for you to do. You know what this is. You have just 34 days in which to do (this exact number has been selected for a specific reason, it has definite practical significant [sic]). You are done. There is but one way out for you. You better take it before your filthy, abnormal fraudulent self is bared to the nation.

Surprised and shocked, Coretta called her husband, and King summoned several confidants—Abernathy, Young, Joseph Lowery, and Chicago lawyer Chauncey Eskridge—to listen to the tape and examine the frightening letter.

King and his aides had little doubt about the origin of the package: J. Edgar Hoover’s FBI. The material on the tape—dirty jokes and bawdy remarks King had made a year earlier at Washington’s Willard Hotel,
plus the sounds of people engaging in sex—had obviously been acquired by bugging King's hotel rooms. Their surmise was correct: The embarrassing recording, and the threatening letter that seemed to suggest King commit suicide, had been prepared at the behest of Assistant FBI Director William C. Sullivan just two days after Hoover's public attack on King in mid-November. Sullivan had instructed the Bureau's laboratory to prepare a tape containing the "highlights" of the many recordings of King that the Bureau had garnered over the preceding ten months. Then Sullivan composed the threatening letter, and directed one of his agents to fly to Miami with it. On November 21—thirty-four days before Christmas—the agent arrived in Miami, phoned Sullivan for further instructions, and was ordered to mail the package to King at SCLC headquarters.17

The FBI's frightening threat sent King into an even worse state of mind. He became so nervous and upset that he could not sleep, and was certain that the Bureau would do anything to ruin him. "They are out to break me," he told one close friend over a wiretapped phone line. "They are out to get me, harass me, break my spirit." The most intimate details of his personal life, King said, ought to be no business of the FBI's. "What I do is only between me and my God." Neither his relatives nor his aides pressed him about the contents of the tape, but their reserve could not relieve the severe emotional tension King was experiencing. Coretta later laughed off questions about the tape, saying, "I couldn't make much out of it, it was just a lot of mumbo jumbo," but on one occasion she revealed more clearly why she had not confronted her husband with angry questions about the tape:

During our whole marriage we never had one single serious discussion about either of us being involved with another person. . . . If I ever had any suspicions . . . I never would have even mentioned them to Martin. I just wouldn't have burdened him with anything so trivial . . . all that other business just didn't have a place in the very high-level relationship we enjoyed.

Unfortunately, Martin King, as a small number of close friends knew, had certain compelling needs that could not be satisfied within a "very high-level relationship." Serious marital differences already existed over King's insistence on giving away the Nobel money, his demand that the family live in the most modest circumstances possible, and his belief that Coretta's primary role was to stay home and raise the children. Outweighing them all, however, was the fact that there were some things Martin King badly needed that he could not find at home. Now that King faced the threat of having his personal life exposed in excruciating detail to the entire nation, the inner pressures were worse than ever. King already realized that his private life was no secret. Many movement activists were aware of his various sexual involvements with a
number of different women, and James Farmer was not the only person who had cautioned King about the serious damage that the proliferating stories could do. CUCRL Director Wiley Branton raised the problem directly one day. "I think you ought to know what it is some people have come to me with and have said, and I feel obligated to at least tell you what's being said." Movement colleagues "did not want to see King hurt in any way, and they were trying in some way to get him to come to grips with whatever those problems were." Branton did not ask King for any response, and King had little to say. Another friend broached the subject of his compulsive sexual athleticism with him after being prompted by a worried mutual acquaintance. "I'm away from home twenty-five to twenty-seven days a month," King answered. "Fucking's a form of anxiety reduction."

Three particular relationships had flowered to the status of something more than occasional one-night stands, and for almost the past two years King had grown closer and closer to one of those women, whom he saw almost daily. That relationship, rather than his marriage, increasingly became the emotional centerpiece of King's life, but it did not eliminate the incidental couplings that were a commonplace of King's travels. Some longtime friends viewed it as "a natural, human concomitant" of the tense, fast-paced life King had led for almost a decade. Others thought of it as standard ministerial practice in a context where intimate pastor-parishioner relationships long had been winked at, and where King and theology school classmates joshed openly about their success in "counseling" attractive women. Some activists considered King's pattern typical of the overall movement—"this was not at all a sour-faced, Pietistic" endeavor, Michael Harrington remembered. "Everybody was out getting laid." King's opportunities, however, were virtually limitless, as one staffer learned at a suburban New York fund-raising party. "I watched women making passes at Martin Luther King. I could not believe what I was seeing in white Westchester women.... It was unbelievable.... They would walk up to him and they would sort of lick their lips and hint, and [hand him] notes.... After I saw that thing that evening, I didn't blame him."

King's closest friends accepted and indeed respected his attitude toward women. "He loved beautiful women," one longtime family intimate remembered. "The girls he 'dated' were just like models.... the girls were tall stallions, all usually were very fair, never dark. He was really a Casanova.... but [with] a quiet dignity. He would give the girls respect." At home and at the office, however, King operated on very traditional assumptions. Coretta openly complained about her husband's insistence that she take care of the home and family and not become involved in movement activities. "I wish I was more a part of it," she told one interviewer. "Martin didn't want her to get too active," Andrew Young recalled. Bernard Lee put it more bluntly. "Martin.... was absolutely a male chauvinist. He believed that the wife should stay home and
take care of the babies while he’d be out there in the streets.” Dorothy Cotton saw it regularly. “He would have had a lot to learn and a lot of growing to do” concerning women’s rights. “I’m always asked to take the notes, I’m always asked to go fix Dr. King some coffee. I did it, too,” but she fully realized “the male chauvinism that existed within the movement.” “They were sexist male preachers” and “grew up in a sexist culture. . . . I really loved Dr. King but I know that that streak was in him also.”

King’s sexual behavior stood at great distance from his professed beliefs about sexuality, and the contradictions created painful and at times overwhelming guilt. “What God creates is good and . . . must be used properly and not abused,” King told one interviewer:

Sex is basically sacred when it is properly used and . . . marriage is man’s greatest prerogative in the sense that it is through and in marriage that God gives man the opportunity to aid him in his creative activity. Therefore, sex must never be abused in the loose sense that it is often abused in the modern world.

King’s pronouncements on sexuality could be harsh: “Modern man has strayed to the far countries of secularism, materialism, sexuality and racial injustice.” He spoke of “the psychological problems that bring the looseness into being,” and decried “the causal basis of sexual promiscuity, the deep anxieties and frustration and confusion of modern life which lead to the abuses.” Sex might indeed be anxiety-reducing, but King considered himself a sinner for being unable to ward off those needs. “Each of us is two selves,” he told his Ebenezer congregation:

And the great burden of life is to always try to keep that higher self in command. Don’t let the lower self take over. . . . Every now and then you’ll be unfaithful to those that you should be faithful to. It’s a mixture in human nature. . . . Because we are two selves, there is a civil war going on within all of us. . . .”

Two days after discovering the FBI’s threatening letter and embarrassing tape, King preached at Atlanta University. He spoke about “disarming the whole world,” and how war, along with racism and poverty, was one of the three basic evils that man must eliminate. But, King warned, “When you stand up against entrenched evil, you must be prepared to suffer a little more. I cannot promise you that if you stand up against the evils of our day, you will not have some dark and agonizing moments,” moments that King knew all too well.

By Friday, January 8, King and his closest aides had decided that something must be done about the FBI’s threat. He had tried resting at a private hideaway known to just two other people, only to have Atlanta
fire trucks turn up at the door in response to a false alarm that King correctly surmised had been turned in by the FBI so as to upset him further. Andrew Young phoned Deke DeLoach to ask for a Monday appointment for himself and Ralph Abernathy. Then, Young and Bernard Lee accompanied King on a flight to New York, where the three men holed up at the Park Sheraton to discuss how that Monday conversation should be handled. Though they anticipated greater privacy in New York, FBI agents watched them arrive at Kennedy airport. "King and [his] party [were] extremely security conscious" as they made their way to the hotel, the agents observed, where the Bureau had installed listening devices in the rooms reserved for King. As a deeply depressed King and his two assistants discussed the FBI situation, the Bureau garnered a verbatim record of their remarks. The conversation revealed how greatly disturbed King was, and the bugs, in the words of one summary, "recorded King characterizing the mailing of the tape as, 'God's out to get you,' and as a warning from God that King had not been living up to his responsibilities in relation to the role in which history had cast him."

Once again, however, King summoned up the strength to carry out his public duties, giving two Sunday addresses in Boston and a Monday speech in Baltimore. He told one Boston audience that he would return in April because "there is a need for a strong and vigorous movement against 'slumlordism.'"18

While King was in Baltimore, Young and Abernathy met in Washington with DeLoach to ask that the FBI halt its leaks. Young explained that he had heard many rumors about the FBI's interest in Communists around King, in SCLC's finances, and in King's personal life. DeLoach responded that the Bureau could not offer any comments about Communists, but did deny that the FBI had any interest in SCLC's finances or King's private life. Young and Abernathy knew that DeLoach's assertions were false, and Young was extremely disappointed that the meeting had not produced a frank exchange about what everyone knew was going on. Its only value, Young explained later, was to show him how FBI executives like DeLoach had "almost a kind of fascist mentality. It really kind of scared me.... There really wasn't any honest conversation." While Young and Abernathy reported their frustration to King, DeLoach gloated to his superiors that he had tried to make the talk as unpleasant and embarrassing as possible for King's two aides. Meanwhile, the Bureau kept its campaign on full throttle. Assistant Director Sullivan tried to derail a dinner honoring King that white Atlanta community leaders were organizing, and two prominent Georgia newsmen—Eugene Patterson and Ralph McGill—were contacted to offer them tidbits on King's personal life. Derogatory memos continued to circulate to officials throughout the federal executive branch. One FBI letter to Attorney General Katzenbach reported that King "has recently become emotionally upset and once became extremely violent." Although the Bureau
made no mention how its anonymous package had contributed heavily to that state of affairs, it did tell Katzenbach that “King fears public exposure.”

King returned to Selma on January 14. Bevel reported that efforts to activate city youths and rural residents were going well, and that daily meetings of the SCLC and SNCC staffs had “cut down on the friction between the organizations.” King told the audience at that evening’s rally that mass action would get under way in four days, with potential registrants gathering at the courthouse and other movement supporters “testing” the desegregation of Selma’s restaurants and other businesses. He also said Selma would be the base for voter registration efforts in ten rural counties.

While the movement was preparing for its first direct action, Selma’s white leadership was working to assure a calm and unified response to the protests. Art Capell of the Selma Times-Journal ran two prominent editorials praising Public Safety Director Wilson Baker’s handling of the January 2 rally. A number of leading bankers were encouraging Sheriff Clark and Judge Hare to support Baker’s tactical stance. City attorney W. McLean Pitts worked out a written agreement, signed by Clark, Baker, and Mayor Smitherman, giving Baker full authority for all Selma law enforcement except “in and around the courthouse,” where Clark’s county deputies would be in charge. Reverend Smeltzer continued his behind-the-scenes contacts, and at the urging of the Justice Department’s Burke Marshall, Baker had welcomed two other white mediators, Andrew M. Secrest and J. Kenneth Morland, from the new federal Community Relations Service (CRS). Created by a provision of the Civil Rights Act that had been of special interest to Lyndon Johnson, and headed by moderate former Florida Governor LeRoy Collins, the CRS had a mandate to conciliate community racial tensions wherever an outbreak seemed possible. Selma represented one of its first focal points, and former newspaperman Secrest immediately perceived the subtle conflict between his agency’s mission and the movement’s goals when he and college professor Morland arrived in town on Sunday, January 17. “If the CRS seeks to help Selma make steady progress in complying with the Civil Rights Act and to avoid lawsuits, violence and arrests, this may run counter to Dr. King’s objective of creating a kind of confrontation which will lead him to Montgomery and Governor Wallace.” As SCLC moved forward with its plans, the two mediators contacted leaders of both races.

Monday morning, King and SNCC Chairman John Lewis led four hundred black citizens from Brown Chapel to the county courthouse. Clark blocked their entry to the courthouse and instructed the applicants to wait in an alley for the county registrars to call them one at a time to take Alabama’s difficult voter registration literacy test. Also waiting outside the courthouse were American Nazi party leader George Lincoln Rockwell and several followers, plus fellow racist J. B. Stoner, whom SCLC knew from St. Augustine. Rockwell and another man engaged King in
conversation, and King offered to let them speak at that evening’s mass meeting. Then, after an outdoor wait of several hours during which not one applicant was registered, King and his aides went to Selma’s Albert Hotel to register as its first black guests. Although the “tests” of seven other establishments had been successful and peaceful, King was attacked without warning as he stood with Dorothy Cotton at the hotel desk. James Robinson, a young Nazi from out of town, landed two firm punches to King’s right temple before John Lewis pulled him away and Public Safety Director Baker placed Robinson under arrest. King was stunned but not injured, and spoke at that night’s rally from which Baker wisely barred the other invited fascists.

After the rally King and the SCLC staff caucused to evaluate the day’s events. As one participant later explained, they were surprised and disappointed that Sheriff Clark’s demeanor had been so mild. Aside from the assault at the Albert Hotel, there had been no picturesque incidents of racial hatred for the sizable corps of newsmen to bring to the nation’s attention. If Baker and Smitherman were successful in keeping Clark from behaving as he had in the past, SCLC ought to turn its attention to some other Black Belt town, such as Marion or Camden, in search of the police conduct toward blacks that pervaded the region. They would march to the Selma courthouse the following day, but if Clark adopted the style of Laurie Pritchett rather than that of Bull Connor, SCLC would shift its efforts to other locales.

While SCLC mapped its strategy, white officials hoped that their first day’s luck would hold. Baker had a new informant—a young white SCLC staffer who would face immediate charges of sexual misconduct with underage black youngsters if he did not cooperate—from whom he learned of SCLC’s discussions, but Baker and Smitherman knew that Sheriff Clark was chafing at the tactics of restraint.

Tuesday morning the marchers refused to move into the alley where Clark had directed them the previous day. Angered, Clark ordered them off the courthouse sidewalk. When the column was slow to move, Clark lost his cool. Seizing Mrs. Amelia Boynton, he “grabbed her by the back of her collar and pushed her roughly for half a block into a patrol car,” as one national newspaper described the scene in a front-page story. Watching from across the street, King told reporters that the incident was “one of the most brutal and unlawful acts I have seen an officer commit.” More than sixty marchers were arrested, and that night, after a mass rally at which Ralph Abernathy pronounced the sheriff an honorary SCLC member for his day’s work, the staff celebrated their success in getting Clark to show his true colors. Unhappy city officials groused that Clark was “out of control,” and movement workers planned another march to the courthouse for the next morning while King left to give two speeches in Pennsylvania.

Three successive waves of black marchers made their way to the courthouse on Wednesday. The sheriff told the first group to wait outside
one specific door, but John Lewis said they preferred another one, the one that black people regarded as the *front* door. Clark placed them under arrest, and did the same with a second group that was equally insistent. When the third wave reached the courthouse, Wilson Baker told them they could use the front entrance as long as they did not obstruct the sidewalk. Clark objected, and for several moments he and Baker glared at each other as assistants shuttled back and forth. Finally, Clark told the marchers they had one minute to move, and then took them into custody. By the end of Wednesday—the final day that the registrars would be at the courthouse—a total of some 226 demonstrators were in jail.21

Selma's white leadership was unhappy that Clark's hot-headedness had placed their city on the front pages of the nation's newspapers. That disappointment notwithstanding, CRS mediators Secrest and Morland found little receptivity from white officials. "Once Baker and Mayor Smitherman learned that CRS would not and could not persuade Dr. King to leave Selma," Secrest reported, "they lost interest in what CRS could do for them." Smitherman, who was "noticeably apprehensive and tense," "quite simply told us to go home." White business leaders were very poorly informed about the black community, and appeared interested only in keeping the peace, not in abetting any real changes. "We uncovered no white integrationists. . . . There is no real commitment to racial reform, and Selma, moderate or segregationist, will take no steps they are not forced to take." Wilson Baker had initially led them to believe that Selma was committed to change, but they had found out otherwise. Relative moderates such as school board President Stewart and attorney Sam Hobbs advised that they saw no chance of forming a biracial committee. Smitherman, who had met with local black leaders two months earlier, vowed that he would not see King or any "trouble-making" Selma people.

In the black community, Secrest and Morland found a different spirit. They listened as Reese, Boynton, Foster, and Doyle "emphasized that their first goal was to secure the right to vote, for until they could vote no real progress could be made. . . . Consequently they have not planned any program beyond voting." Although King made clear that his "primary interest was to challenge the Alabama voter registration law and that Selma was a symbol and a tool for this purpose," the local activists looked at SCLC's presence in terms of how it could help rectify their own disfranchisement. "At present," Morland wrote, "the grievances of the Negroes are not so great that they could not be dealt with by reasonable whites. In fact I was surprised that the Negroes were as limited as they appear to be in their immediate goals."

For the local leaders, the campaign was a way to change Selma, but for King and SCLC, it was a way to challenge the entire structure of racial exclusion in Alabama politics and to force Lyndon Johnson's hand on a federal voting statute. Washington news reports indicated that Justice De-
partment attorneys were drafting a constitutional amendment barring literacy tests, the primary tool for black disfranchisement in the South, but passage and ratification of such a proposal would be slow and uncertain. A bill that would provide for federal registrars was being considered as a stopgap measure until such an amendment took effect, but the administration seemed in no hurry and congressional observers predicted a rocky path for such an initiative. Nonetheless, SCLC was pleased with Clark's conduct on Tuesday and Wednesday, and it seemed possible Selma might become the voting rights symbol that the movement needed. "Jim Clark," one staffer said, "is another Bull Connor. We should put him on the staff."22

More marches to the courthouse were planned when registration resumed, but on Friday, January 22, an event occurred that was so unusual that Andrew Young exaggerated only moderately when he termed it "the most significant thing that has happened in the racial movement since Birmingham." Over one hundred black Selma teachers, led by Voters League President Reese, marched to the courthouse to protest the unfair voter registration system that had denied many of them the ballot. School officials tried unsuccessfully to persuade them to leave, and only after Sheriff Clark and his deputies began prodding them with billyclubs did the column turn around and return to Brown Chapel.

King came back to Selma for Friday night's mass meeting, and the next day U.S. District Judge Daniel H. Thomas, acting in response to a petition filed by movement lawyers, issued a temporary restraining order barring Selma and Dallas County officials from hindering voter registration applicants as they had that preceding week.

Thomas's order did not change the pattern when movement efforts resumed on Monday, January 25. Another column of applicants marched to the courthouse, and Sheriff Clark, again seeking to demonstrate his authority, pushed several participants. As King watched from across the street, one hefty woman, fifty-three-year-old Mrs. Annie Lee Cooper, gave the sheriff a powerful punch to the head. Three deputies pounced on her as photographers clicked away. "She put up quite a battle as the officers seized her and threw her to the ground," one newsman reported. "'I wish you would hit me, you scum,' she snapped at the sheriff. He then brought his billyclub down on her head with a whack that was heard throughout the crowd gathered in the street." Eventually she was subdued, but a wire-service photo showing Clark with his billyclub over her head ran in Tuesday's newspapers across the country.23

Tuesday morning, as another band of movement marchers made their way to the courthouse and were arrested, King returned to Atlanta to prepare for the Wednesday evening banquet that Atlanta notables had organized to honor their Nobel Peace Prize winner. He was still troubled by the FBI rumors, and became especially upset when his father spoke to him after being warned by Atlanta Police Chief Herbert T. Jenkins that Hoover, in a personal conversation with him, had expressed incredible
antipathy for King. The Bureau had kept up its efforts—even listening in on a January 15 phone conversation with Lyndon Johnson in which King urged Whitney Young’s appointment to a Cabinet post. Assistant Director Sullivan was disappointed that his contacts with newspaper editors Patterson and McGill and Atlanta Archbishop Paul Hallinan had not derailed King’s banquet. All of the 1,500 tickets were sold in advance, and the evenly integrated crowd joined in a stanza of “We Shall Overcome” after King, perennially late, accepted their gift of a Steuben bowl and told them he still had “faith in America” and “the conscience of the great decent majority.” Then King retreated to New York for a weekend of rest in a secluded hotel room, which the FBI once again had wired for sound. 24

Jim Bevel and SCLC’s Selma staff decided in late January that the time had come for King to submit to intentional arrest to give the movement a publicity boost. Monday, February 1, was chosen as the date, and King returned to Selma on Sunday for one more strategy session. The next morning several hundred volunteers gathered at Brown Chapel and were told that this time, the column would not split up into smaller groups to avoid running afoul of Selma’s parade ordinance. Their arrests were necessary, King told them. Then the column set out. It moved only a few blocks before Wilson Baker brought it to a halt, informed King that they were violating the law, and arrested 260 marchers. King and his companions were herded to the jail, where the leaders refused to accept release on bail and were led away to a special cell. Newsmen pressed King to explain his choice. “I must confess this is a deliberate attempt to dramatize conditions in this city, state, and community,” he acknowledged. Later in the day another seven hundred movement marchers were arrested by Sheriff Clark outside the courthouse, and in the town of Marion, fifty miles distant, SCLC staffers led six hundred Perry County residents in the first protest march held in one of the outlying communities.

Prepared for a jail stay of several days, King and Ralph Abernathy shared a cell with white SCLC field staffer Charles Fager. A trusty offered the group a bowl of turnip greens and a ham steak, but King shook his head, explaining that he and Abernathy always fasted their first two days in jail. The next morning King struck up a conversation with Fager about how difficult it would be to win true freedom. King’s vision was more far-reaching than his public remarks would indicate. It was an unforgettable realization, Fager recalled years later. “I remember the words exactly, ‘If we are going to achieve real equality, the United States will have to adopt a modified form of socialism.’”

Even from jail, King passed strategic instructions to Andrew Young, who was allowed several brief visits a day with King. Marches had continued Tuesday morning, with several hundred more arrests taking place, but King felt strongly that SCLC had to take other initiatives, as he instructed Young in a detailed note:
Do [the] following to keep national attention focused on Selma:

1. Make a call to Governor Collins [of the Community Relations Service] and urge him to make a personal visit to Selma to talk with city and county authorities concerning speedier registration and more days for registering.

2. Follow through on suggestion of having a congressional delegation to come in for personal investigation. They should also make an appearance at mass meeting if they come.

3. Make personal call to President Johnson urging him to intervene in some way (send a personal emissary to Selma; get Justice Department involved; make plea to Dallas [County] & Selma officials in press conference).

4. Urge lawyers to go to 5th circuit [court of appeals] if Judge Thomas does not issue an immediate injunction against continued arrest[s] and speeding up registration.

5. Keep some activity alive every day this week.

6. Consider a night march to the city jail protesting my arrest (an arrest which must be considered unjust). Have another night march to court house to let Clark show [his] true colors.

7. Stretch every point to get teachers to march.

8. Immediately post bond for staff members essential for mobilization who are arrested.

9. Seek to get big name celebrities to come in for moral support.

10. Get Wyatt [Walker] to contact Gov. Rockefeller and other Republican big names to come out with strong statements about the arrests, the right to vote and Selma.

11. Call C. T. [Vivian] and have him return from Cal. in case other staff is put out of circulation.

12. Local Selma editor [Roswell K. Falkenberry of the Times Journal, earlier that morning] sent [a] telegram to [the] President calling for [a] congressional committee to come and study true situation of Selma. We should join in calling for this. By all means don’t let them get the offensive. They are trying to give the impression that they are an orderly and good community because they integrated public accommodations. We must insist that voting is the issue and here Selma has dirty hands.

“Let me hear . . . on all of this tomorrow morning,” King told Young.²⁵

King’s instructions altered the movement’s plans. Earlier that morning Young had sounded a conciliatory note, suggesting that SCLC might shift its focus elsewhere. “If the Mayor and local officials would get together with the Dallas County Voters League and work out some program, maybe a public statement backing us on the voting issue, we might be able to stop demonstrations.” Now, however, word went out that the pressure would be stepped up, and newsmen were told that SCLC ex-
pected to remain in Selma for "some time to come." Orders went out to
other aides to follow through on King's instructions, and Walker pursued
the Republican contacts while Walter Fauntroy organized a visit by symp-
pathetic congressmen. Attorneys petitioned Judge Thomas for a further
order to speed up registration, and Young spoke with Clarence Jones
about recruiting celebrity visitors.

Wednesday morning the mass marches continued for a third straight
day, and more than three hundred protesters were arrested. In Marion
more than seven hundred were taken into custody. Word circulated in
Washington that a delegation of congressmen would travel to Selma on
Friday, and Young contacted presidential aide Lee White to urge the
White House initiatives King had mentioned. As White recorded Young's
points in a memo to Lyndon Johnson, SCLC wanted the president to

1. Send a personal emissary to Selma to evaluate the situation and
report back to the President.

2. Make a specific statement supporting the right to register and vote in
Dallas County and Selma, Alabama.

3. Through appropriate legislative and executive action secure the right
to register and vote in all elections including those controlled by the
individual states.

White advised Johnson that Young should be told the Justice Department
was following the situation, that any press queries would draw a strong
endorsement of the right to vote from the president, and that unspecified
legislative proposals on the subject would be submitted to Congress as
soon as the administration was ready. More immediately, White told
Johnson, Attorney General Katzenbach believed that Federal Judge
Daniel H. Thomas, with whom Katzenbach had secretly been in contact,
could resolve the Selma conflict. Meanwhile, presidential press secretary
George Reedy said that the White House would take no action on editor
Falkenberry's request for a congressional investigating committee.

Young told King of these developments, of his expectation of a further
order from Thomas, and suggested that the movement greet that ini-
tiative with a temporary halt in demonstrations. Once again, however,
King had a detailed set of instructions for Young. First, Young or Hosea
Williams ought to speak at that night's rally in Marion. Second, Young
should call entertainer Sammy Davis, Jr., and request that he do an At-
lanta benefit show for SCLC in March or April.

"These fellows respond better when I am in jail or [there is] a crisis.
You should try to get him tonight." Third, King would be coming out of
jail by the weekend and returning to Atlanta. Young should call Dora
McDonald "and tell her to get word to my church secretary that I will
preach Sunday morning" at Ebenezer. Additionally, King had planned
SCLC's agenda for the following week. "Our program for Monday should
be as follows: (1) Come to Selma in the morning and spend most of day
encouraging registration (2) Set up meeting for Lyons [Lowndes] County,” a tough rural area east of Selma, “at 6:00 p.m. (3) Set meeting for Montgomery at 8:00. This will give continuity to [the] Alabama drive and demonstrate that we aren’t stopping with one community. Send at least three or four staff members into Lyons [Lowndes] by Saturday to set up meeting.” That was not all. “Speak to lawyers about filing suit in Marion to speed up registration and get students and jailed persons released. We must let Marion know that we are concerned.” Concerning Selma, King said, “Insist on seeing me before there is an official call-off of demonstrations. . . . Chief Baker will bend [and allow another visit] if you insist that a settlement cannot be reached without such consultation. Be sure to brief me on all aspects of the pending order from Judge Thomas.” Then, once the order was issued and the sympathetic congressmen had arrived in town, Young should have King and Abernathy bonded out of jail. “Prepare the kind of statement that I should read to the press on release from jail. When it is definite that we are coming out let the press know the time so they will be on hand at the jail for our release.”

On Thursday Judge Thomas issued a wide-ranging order instructing the Dallas County registrars to stop using Alabama’s difficult registration test, to not reject applicants because of minor errors on their forms, and to process at least one hundred applications each day the registrars met. Monthly reports would go to the judge, and Justice Department officials told newsmen that Thomas’s decision “was as favorable to the Negro community as could be obtained.” SCLC staffers expressed disappointment that the order was not more far-reaching, but nevertheless suspended the day’s scheduled marches.

Fast on the heels of Thomas’s action came a statement from Lyndon Johnson that was precisely what King and Young had asked for. “All Americans,” the president declared, should be indignant when one American is denied the right to vote. The loss of that right to a single citizen undermines the freedom of every citizen. This is why all of us should be concerned with the efforts of our fellow Americans to register to vote in Alabama. The basic problem in Selma is the slow pace of voting registration for Negroes who are qualified to vote. . . . I hope that all Americans will join with me in expressing their concern over the loss of any American’s right to vote. . . . I intend to see that that right is secured for all our citizens.

Johnson’s words were an explicit endorsement of SCLC’s efforts in Selma, public support far stronger than he had given during St. Augustine.

In the Selma jail, however, King learned of Thomas’s decree before he heard Johnson’s pronouncement, and he told Young that the moratorium on marches was a mistake and that further legal initiatives were neces-
sary. He instructed Young to call Jack Greenberg of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, which had been coordinating the Selma movement's courtroom efforts, "and let him know that we don't feel that they are moving fast enough. Thomas' restraining order is far from clear. . . ." King stressed, "Please don't be too soft. We have the offensive. It was a mistake not to march today. In a crisis we must have a sense of drama. Don't let Baker control our movement. We may accept the restraining order as a partial victory, but we can't stop."

Friday morning the protests resumed as five hundred marchers were arrested at the courthouse by Sheriff Clark. At the same time, two other carefully planned SCLC initiatives came off. First, a prominent advertisement, headlined A LETTER FROM MARTIN LUTHER KING FROM A SELMA, ALABAMA JAIL, appeared in The New York Times. Designed by SCLC to remind readers of King's Birmingham missive and to coincide with his incarceration, the paid appeal showed how well-refined King's fund-raising efforts had become. "Dear Friends," the ad began:

When the King of Norway participated in awarding the Nobel Peace Prize to me he surely did not think that in less than sixty days I would be in jail. He, and almost all world opinion will be shocked because they are little aware of the unfinished business in the South.

By jailing hundreds of Negroes, the city of Selma, Alabama, has revealed the persisting ugliness of segregation to the nation and the world. When the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed many decent Americans were lulled into complacency because they thought the day of difficult struggle was over.

Why are we in jail? Have you ever been required to answer 100 questions on government, some abstruse even to a political science specialist, merely to vote? Have you ever stood in line with over a hundred others and after waiting an entire day seen less than ten given the qualifying test?

THIS IS SELMA, ALABAMA. THERE ARE MORE NEGROES IN JAIL WITH ME THAN THERE ARE ON THE VOTING ROLLS. . . .

The printed plea asked supporters to make their contribution to the Selma effort by writing a check to SCLC.27

Friday afternoon fifteen supportive congressmen arrived in Selma. King left jail to meet the delegation, and told newsmen he would be going to Washington to ask President Johnson for voting rights legislation while SCLC accelerated the Selma campaign. Andrew Young asked Harry Wachtel to notify presidential aide Lee White of King's desire for an appointment on Monday, but White House staffers bridled at the news that King had announced his intentions before making the necessary contacts. Wachtel tried to convince White that Johnson should hear about King's Selma experiences at first hand, but White remained cool. "My own personal reaction," he told the president after the phone discussion,
"is to avoid seeing King. You've gone that 'extra mile' with him quite a few times. In addition," White reported. "Nick Katzenbach has the impression that the city of Selma has acted pretty responsibly and that King and his people should be quite content with Judge Thomas' order." If King insisted upon coming to Washington, either Katzenbach or Vice-President Humphrey should see him, White advised.

King headed to New York, then returned to Atlanta for a weekend of rest. In Washington presidential press secretary George Reedy, questioned about King's request for a meeting to discuss voting rights, said Johnson would be making "a strong recommendation" to Congress for such legislation in the near future. "Mr. Reedy's statement," The New York Times commented, "provided the first official confirmation of reports that President Johnson would definitely press for Congressional action this year to strengthen Federal laws against racial discrimination" in voting. Since that legislation would be prepared by the Justice Department, King's recommendations would best be directed to Attorney General Katzenbach, Reedy pointed out. Wachtel kept lobbying Lee White throughout the weekend. White told him on Saturday that Johnson's Monday schedule could not accommodate another appointment, but on Sunday White said that something might be worked out for Tuesday if King would abide by a detailed White House scenario. King would meet with Katzenbach and Humphrey at the latter's office next to the White House. After that session the vice-president would take King over for a brief meeting with the president, but only if King refrained from any prior announcement that such a meeting had been arranged. Wachtel apprised King of the arrangement, and King agreed to go along with Johnson's game plan. Wachtel and Clarence Jones drafted a press release saying King would speak in Montgomery on Monday and then meet Humphrey and Katzenbach Tuesday to discuss voting rights.

In Selma the week began with a dispute that threatened the movement's unity. Judge Thomas's order had prompted local officials to propose an "appearance book" that prospective registrants could sign at the courthouse that would guarantee them first-come, first-served processing by the county registrars without a lengthy wait in line. Voters League President Reese had accepted the format, but on Monday SCLC's Jim Bevel denounced it as a delaying tactic with which the movement would not cooperate. "We've changed our minds," he told reporters as he led a small group of potential registrants to the courthouse for an ostentatious rejection of the "appearance book". An agitated Sheriff Clark arrived on the scene. "Shaking with anger," reporters said, Clark jabbed Bevel with a billyclub and grabbed him to force him out of the courthouse. Newsmen watched as the scene developed. "'You're making a mockery out of justice,' Sheriff Clark told him, his voice so tense it was barely audible. 'I have a constitutional right—' Mr. Bevel began. 'You get out of here,' Sheriff Clark said, punching him repeatedly with his club." When Bevel refused to be dragged away, Clark placed the entire group under arrest.
King, alerted in Montgomery about these developments, sent Fred Shut­
tlesworth to Selma to patch up the disagreement before the local black
leadership took offense at Bevel's reversal of them.

On Tuesday King led a small march to Montgomery's courthouse be­
fore making a late departure for his Washington appointment with Katz­
enbach and Humphrey. Accompanied by Wachtel, Fauntroy, and other
aides, King conferred for over an hour with Katzenbach and Humphrey
about voting rights legislation. Lee White had advised Wachtel—and
Wachtel, King—that Johnson would phone Humphrey during the meet­
ing to invite the vice-president and his guest to the Oval Office. Worried
about whether the president would follow through as planned; King
waited anxiously for Humphrey's phone to ring as Katzenbach briefed
them on legislative possibilities. Finally, after what seemed an eternity,
the phone rang. Humphrey told Johnson he would be right over, and
then, forgetting the script, started out for the White House without King.
Lee White caught up with the vice-president and reminded him of the
game plan. Without missing a beat, Humphrey turned to King and asked
him to “come on with me.” The entire group trooped to Johnson's office
for a quick greeting, and then King and the president, joined by White,
spoke privately for ten minutes. Afterward, King told reporters that the
discussions had been “very successful. . . . The president made it very
clear to me that he was determined during his administration to see all
remaining obstacles removed to the right of Negroes to vote.” Johnson
had said a voting rights proposal would go to Congress “very soon,” and
King had special praise for the president's “deep commitment to obtain­
ing the right to vote for all Americans.” King had explained to the presi­
dent's advisors that new legislation was needed to eliminate discrimi­
natory literacy tests and provide federal registrars in areas like Selma
where local officials treated black applicants unfairly. Johnson and his
colleagues had not endorsed these recommendations, King said, but they
had promised to consider them.29

King returned to Alabama, pleased at how the discussions had gone
but knowing that additional public pressure would be necessary to move
the administration forward with the sort of comprehensive voting rights
legislation that would be essential for a voter registration breakthrough in
the rural Deep South. On Wednesday another dramatic scene occurred in
Selma when Sheriff Clark and his men used nightsticks and cattle prods
to drive a group of 165 protesters out into the countryside on a forced
march at a runner's pace. Many angry black citizens turned out for the
two evening mass meetings that King addressed. Later, King convened a
late-night meeting of the SCLC and SNCC staffs to discuss strategy.
Three questions confronted them, King said: “Where are we going in
Selma?”, “How far can Selma take us on the right to vote,” and “What
do we do in reference to the rest of the state?” Selma had become the
focal point, and hence everything undertaken there needed to be well
planned, as the contradictory responses to the “appearance book” had
not. King said an appropriate solution would be a strategy committee of representatives of SCLC, SNCC, the DCVL, and younger protesters that would resolve such issues. Second, he stated, there was the question of moving beyond Selma, whose citizens were tired after carrying the entire Alabama campaign for almost a month. Lyndon Johnson had promised him a voting rights bill, King told his colleagues, a bill attributable to their work in Selma, but “the question is, how do we wrap up Selma and what are we pushing for from now on?” They discussed how to bring Selma to a successful conclusion and how to shift the focus to Lowndes County, one of the most hard-core rural areas in the Alabama Black Belt. “We should settle on two or three points,” King said, “so that the local people of Selma will feel that they have some kind of victory, because the pressure of the movement cannot continue for another four months.” Rev. Reese agreed, remarking that “we should, at this point, shape a victory,” and Andrew Young explained that one important advantage of Lowndes was that it lay in a more desirable federal court district than did Dallas. “We should look to Congress or the courts to fight against discrimination in the right to vote. Judge [Frank M.] Johnson in Lowndes can be better dealt with than Judge Thomas in Dallas County. This is why SCLC wants to work Lowndes County first.” King endorsed that shift. “You should not only know how to start a good movement, [you] should also know when to stop. . . . In order to get [the forthcoming voting rights] bill passed, we need to make a dramatic appeal through Lowndes and other counties because the people of Selma are tired.” The others present agreed. Selma had “reached a state of fatigue,” and the campaign now faced a “transitional period.”

King left Selma the next day for a speaking engagement in Michigan. Then he returned to Atlanta, where his doctor ordered him hospitalized for the weekend because of “exhaustion.” Selma was relatively quiet as news reports focused upon how SCLC’s imprisoned James Bevel had been chained to an infirmary bed while being treated for a fever, and how Sheriff Clark had also been hospitalized for exhaustion. In Washington civil rights advocates from the House and Senate pressed Katzenbach and President Johnson for details and quick action on the legislative proposals the administration had announced it was preparing to send to Capitol Hill. Justice Department and White House aides, however, remained close-mouthed about just what they had in mind.

When white leaders in Selma learned of SCLC’s plan to turn its attention elsewhere, they acceded to a Community Relations Service (CRS) request for a joint meeting with the city’s black leadership on Saturday, February 13. DCVL activists such as Rev. Reese, E. L. Doyle, and Rev. L. L. Anderson attended; white leaders included Public Safety Director Baker, lawyer Sam Hobbs, City Council President Carl Morgan, and school board President Edgar Stewart. Reese and his colleagues explained the movement’s goals. What the CRS termed an “open, candid, [and] respectful” discussion followed, with the blacks stressing that local
people, not outsiders, were in charge of the protests. In response the whites promised to seek speedier voter registration for all. That offer was pursued further after the meeting when registration board Chairman Victor B. Atkins notified the CRS intermediaries that his office would work with local black leaders on mutually agreeable registration procedures.

Those developments, conveyed to King when he returned to Selma Monday morning, reinforced a point that the events of the preceding week had illuminated: The three different groups within the movement had different goals for the Alabama campaign. SNCC's staffers, though ostensibly working in tandem with SCLC, had grown resentful of how SCLC made decisions and then expected everyone to comply. King complained to Clarence Jones that the SNCC-SCLC "animosity" had reached the point where it reminded him of Albany. King hoped that Harry Belafonte would speak with SNCC about the problem, for he did not want the press to highlight the irresponsibility that characterized some SNCC staffers' actions.

Additionally, there were obvious tensions between SCLC and its local allies in Selma. The DCVL leadership had invited SCLC in to improve local conditions, a context within which developments like the "appearance book" proposal represented tangible progress. SCLC, however, had chosen Selma as part of a larger strategy. "Just as the 1964 civil rights bill was written in Birmingham," Andrew Young told one newsman, "we hope that new federal voting legislation will be written here." Selma, though, had turned out to be less aggressively racist than SCLC had anticipated. Selma authorities, and Judge Thomas, had made considerable efforts to ease the local registration process, but a local accord on voting rights was not all that SCLC was seeking. "SCLC leaders admitted to us," CRS representative Morland noted in mid-February, "that if Selma Negroes gained these things under special court order or through community agreement that this would not satisfy SCLC. Such orders or agreements might require SCLC to change its tactics in Selma or even to move into another Alabama county, but these things would not meet SCLC objectives." Those national objectives explained SCLC's interest in shifting into the more hostile outlying counties.

On Monday King led a march to the Dallas County courthouse, where the movement's prospective registrants peacefully signed the "appearance book." Then he headed to the small town of Camden, the seat of Wilcox County, to witness a similar procession. Later he went to Marion in Perry County before returning to Selma for a late-night strategy session in which it was decided to continue mass action in Selma while branching out into other locales. Such multiple bases, the group agreed, would be the best preparation for the eventual climax of the campaign in Montgomery. "We are considering," King told a reporter Tuesday morning, "the possibility of a large group from throughout the state going to Montgomery." His own health was still too poor to allow him to lead that day's procession to the courthouse through a steady rain.
directed the column to the building's door and beseeched Clark to allow the group into the building and out of the weather. The sheriff refused and stood glowering in the doorway along with two deputies as the sharp-tongued Vivian criticized Clark and compared him to Hitler. Vivian was hardly two feet away from Clark, and he kept up his heckling for some time, eventually daring the infuriated sheriff to hit him. Suddenly, while the deputies tried to restrain Clark, a fist struck Vivian in the face, sending him reeling backward down the steps as cameramen recorded the scene. Vivian was placed under arrest while news reports went out highlighting the dramatic confrontation. The film "made vivid television," one commentator noted, and newspaper headlines reported how TAUNTED SHERIFF HITS RIGHTS AIDE. “Every time it appears that the movement is dying out,” one SCLC staffer told the press, “Sheriff Clark comes to our rescue.” Asked by newsmen why he had thrown the punch, a grinning Clark said he had no memory of it. Only years later did Vivian admit that it was one of Clark's deputies who had punched him. “Clark didn't, but he wanted to take credit for it,” and Vivian had no reason to contest it. “He was the symbol, not the guy standing beside him.”

King's poor health forced him to rest in bed much of the next two days, although he told a Wednesday night audience at Brown Chapel which had voted to boycott all of downtown Selma that the time may have come for nighttime protests. His closest aides, knowing how sick King was, encouraged him to get away from Selma for a few days vacation. King agreed and instructed that a thousand-person march on Governor Wallace's Montgomery office, which some had been discussing for the forthcoming Monday, be postponed indefinitely. Evening marches could get under way in Marion, where a contingent of Alabama state troopers had reinforced Perry County lawmen. King returned to Atlanta Thursday while SCLC staffers finalized plans for a demonstration that night in Marion.

That evening, after a rally in a downtown church, C. T. Vivian led a procession out of the building toward the Perry County courthouse. State troopers halted the column before its first ranks were a block from the church and instructed the marchers to turn around. Suddenly, the streetlights went out, and the detachment of lawmen began assaulting the demonstrators with billyclubs. The terrified protesters scattered, while across the street white toughs attacked the contingent of national newsmen. NBC's Richard Valeriani suffered a serious head wound, and a short distance away, inside a small café, a trooper shot a young black man who was attempting to shield his mother from the lawmen's blows. The victim, Jimmie Lee Jackson, bleeding heavily from a stomach wound, was taken to a Selma hospital.

The state troopers' violent onslaught brought renewed national press coverage to the Alabama campaign and stimulated new calls for federal action. One Alabama newspaper decried the incident as "a nightmare of State Police stupidity and brutality," and Selma's Wilson Baker, fearing a similar scene, blocked an SCLC attempt to stage a Friday night march to
the Dallas County courthouse. King, bedridden in Atlanta, dispatched a telegram to Attorney General Katzenbach denouncing the violence, and Alabama Governor Wallace issued a ban on all nighttime marches and labeled SCLC “professional agitators with pro-Communist affiliations.”

Somewhat recuperated, King returned to Selma on Monday, February 22. He led a peaceful march to the courthouse, visited the hospitalized Jimmie Lee Jackson, and made a brief afternoon visit to Marion. When he returned, he received an unusual phone call from Attorney General Katzenbach. The Justice Department had just learned of a dangerous plot against King. The conspirators, Katzenbach said, had intended to shoot him from ambush one week earlier during his visit to Marion, but had been unable to get a clear shot. SCLC's staff had heard several such reports, but this warning from the attorney general carried the utmost credibility. King should take the greatest care with his personal safety, Katzenbach advised. King made reference to the warning when he spoke to that night's mass rally at Brown Chapel, but he focused his remarks on how the movement would use night marches whether Governor Wallace granted permission or not, and on how SCLC would send “carloads” of disfranchised Alabama blacks directly to Wallace's doorstep. King did not mention that the death-threat warnings had come just twenty-four hours after the assassination of Malcolm X in a hail of gunfire in a Harlem ballroom.

King spent Tuesday conferring with the SCLC staff before speaking at that night's rally and heading home to Atlanta. He told newsmen that the motorcade to the Alabama state capitol would take place on March 8, after which night marches would take place in Selma. He had to undertake a four-day West Coast fund-raising trip, and much of SCLC's leadership got some badly needed rest.

King's long flight to Los Angeles afforded him the luxury of uninterrupted time to reflect on Malcolm X's assassination. The two men had met only once—eleven months earlier in Washington—and had spoken to each other for no more than a minute, but Malcolm's death troubled King.

In the fall of 1964, as Malcolm's schism with the mainline Black Muslim leadership of Elijah Muhammad had grown more visible, King had felt optimistic that in time this dynamic orator would forsake the “hate whitey” rhetoric that the Nation of Islam emphasized. “I look forward to talking with him,” King told a black newsmen shortly after the Nobel Peace Prize announcement. Subsequent events—Malcolm's utterance of anti-Semitic statements—had cooled King's ardor. In early February, while King was in jail, Malcolm made a quick visit to Selma after a speech in Tuskegee. Malcolm's sudden appearance at Brown Chapel threw Andy Young and Jim Bevel into a tizzy. They summoned Coretta King to help keep the unwanted visitor within bounds. Malcolm spoke reassuringly to her about his presence in Selma before addressing the crowd. He told her he was “trying to help,” Mrs. King remembered, that
“he wanted to present an alternative; that it might be easier for whites to accept Martin's proposals after hearing him.” Coretta's fears had not been wholly allayed, but she was struck by how “he seemed rather anxious to let Martin know he was not causing trouble or making it difficult, but that he was trying to make it easier.” Malcolm’s restrained remarks to the audience bore out his professed intentions. “He seemed sincere,” Coretta later observed, and she told Martin about the encounter during her jail visit to him the same afternoon. “He didn’t react too much one way or the other,” she later recalled.

Now, with Malcolm’s death apparently the deed of black rivals, King’s reactions were more intense. Internecine black violence, even among the Muslims, was particularly obscene, and he vowed to see it brought to a quick end, even if he had to intervene as a mediator in a complicated and dangerous situation. Additionally, the death raised personal questions for King, questions that newsmen put to him upon his arrival in Los Angeles. Did Malcolm's shooting make King more fearful of his own end? As usual, he responded with a disinterest bordering on nonchalance. “I get threats quite often. This is almost a daily and weekly occurrence.” Had he designated a successor should he meet a similar fate? Ralph Abernathy, King replied. Did not all these threats deeply disturb him? “I have learned now to take them rather philosophically. . . . One has to conquer the fear of death if he is going to do anything constructive in life and take a stand against evil.” What was his own reaction to Malcolm’s passing? “It is even more unfortunate that this great tragedy occurred at a time when Malcolm X was re-evaluating his own philosophical presuppositions and moving toward a greater understanding of the nonviolent movement and toward more tolerance of white people.” Malcolm’s death reminded King again that black liberation in America would require much more than a civil rights act or a voting bill.35

That evening King was in a world where few people would remember Malcolm X—a dinner party for eighty at the home of a Beverly Hills physician. The next day King spoke to an 1,800-person luncheon and attended a gala film premiere whose proceeds would go to SCLC. Fundraising trips were an economic necessity to keep SCLC operating, but King disliked the crush such appearances entailed and retreated to his heavily guarded room at the Statler Hilton in Los Angeles whenever possible. He learned on Friday that Jimmie Lee Jackson had died and spoke repeatedly to his different audiences about how more outside help was needed in the South. SCLC soon would launch a nationwide boycott of all Mississippi products. “Changes in Alabama and Mississippi will not come from within,” he explained. “I cannot see the changes coming short of massive federal action.” Progress might be made on voting rights with the Johnson administration bill due for introduction in the near future. “My hope is that we can get it through in the next few weeks,” King said. But the Deep South was not the only thing on his mind. “Some of our most nagging problems in the future will be in the big cities in the North
on the area of jobs and schools and housing,” he warned. On Sunday, the last day of the trip, King spoke to a huge crowd at Victory Baptist Church, centering his remarks on the theme of death. Medgar Evers, the four young girls of Sixteenth Street church, John Kennedy, the three Mississippi movement workers, and now Malcolm X had all suffered violent death in less than two years time. Included in his comments was an offer to mediate the split within the Muslims before further violence occurred.36

King arrived in Atlanta in the predawn hours of Monday, March 1, and after hardly any sleep, headed to Selma for a strategy meeting and a visit to the Dallas County courthouse, where dozens of prospective registrants stood waiting outside in the rain. King told the group, “We are going to bring a voting bill into being in the streets of Selma.” Then he was off to give similar encouragement to voter applicants in rural Wilcox and Lowndes counties. Tuesday morning he traveled to Washington to speak at Howard University, where more than forty policemen stood guard because of the numerous threats that had been made against King’s life. He spoke on a standard theme—the three evils of racism, poverty, and violence—but expanded the latter point to include a call for a negotiated settlement to the widening war in Vietnam. Both Stanley Levison and Clarence Jones had spoken with King about their opposition to Lyndon Johnson’s escalation of that struggle, but this was the first occasion King had expressed that sentiment in public. “The war in Vietnam,” he told his Howard audience, “is accomplishing nothing.”

King returned to Alabama on Wednesday to attend Jimmie Lee Jackson’s funeral. He preached at the memorial service and led a procession of some one thousand mourners through the rain to Jackson’s grave site. The constant death threats and the reminders of Malcolm’s and Jackson’s violent ends, had put King in a morbid state of mind. As the march started out for the cemetery, King beckoned SCLC board member Joseph Lowery to come with him. “Come on, walk with me, Joe, this may be my last walk,” King remarked in a bantering tone that did not conceal the serious concern underlying it.

After Jackson’s funeral, King flew to New York to confer with his advisors prior to meeting Friday with Lyndon Johnson. Jim Bevel told newsmen that King would return to Selma on Sunday, March 7, to lead a fifty-four-mile march from Selma to Montgomery. The idea of walking, rather than driving, had been suggested by a Marion activist, Mrs. Lucy Foster, in the wake of Jackson’s death.37

In New York intramural tensions had emerged among King’s volunteer counselors. Just like SNCC and SCLC in Selma, or with Young, Bevel, and Williams in Atlanta, rivalries had developed between the New Yorkers. In particular, Jones and Levison, plus Chicago’s Chauncey Eskridge, had grown to resent Harry Wachtel, particularly because Wachtel’s name had appeared prominently in the press in connection with the White House contacts. King’s other advisors avoided such publicity for them-
selves. Some of the animosity also was due to the fact that Wachtel was white and had an “assertive and take-charge attitude,” Jones told King. Levison was displeased that Wachtel, who had more time to devote to King’s affairs than Jones, consulted only with Bayard Rustin before taking action. Jones warned both King and Andrew Young of the growing tensions, and King acknowledged the complaints, saying he was aware that Wachtel’s outspoken style antagonized some people.

Jones and Levison knew that the constant barrage of death threats was taking an increasing mental toll on King. Depressed, King told Jones that he and other friends should contact the White House and the Justice Department to demand protection for him. Also, he knew he had to return to Selma on Sunday to lead the march to Montgomery that SCLC’s staff increasingly expected state authorities to block. Late Friday afternoon King flew to Washington for a meeting with Lyndon Johnson that lasted seventy-five minutes. The president had several items of good news for him. First, the administration had decided to propose statutory changes to ease voter registration rather than pursuing a constitutional amendment, as some Justice Department attorneys had initially thought necessary. Further, he told King, he had a firm commitment of support for a voting rights measure from Senate Republican leader Everett M. Dirksen. Johnson made no promises of success, but the legislative prospects for a second major civil rights bill in less than twelve months seemed brighter than ever before. King told newsmen that the president had advised him to speak with Katzenbach about the details of the bill, and he mused that perhaps he should ask the attorney general to provide federal marshals to ensure the safety of Sunday’s march. The following morning King returned to Atlanta to prepare for the trek to Montgomery.38

While King was in New York and Washington, both sides in the Alabama struggle had been laying plans for Sunday’s demonstration. Governor Wallace and his advisors, including state Public Safety Director Al Lingo, commander of the troopers and a close friend of Sheriff Clark’s, discussed how to respond to SCLC’s plans. Several aides recommended that the marchers be allowed to head east from Selma along U.S. Highway 80 without any hindrance, for there was no chance that the ill-prepared participants, who expected to be stopped, could complete the fifty-four-mile walk. This approach, gubernatorial press secretary Bill Jones argued, would make King and his compatriots “the laughing stock of the nation,” especially if state authorities led the unsuspecting protesters to think they would be halted on the outskirts of Selma. Wallace agreed, and while Alabama newspapers reported that the march would be blocked, word went out to state officials that the column would be allowed to proceed. On Friday, however, a hitch developed in the Wallace strategy. Lowndes County State Representative Bill Edwards, learning of the real plan, warned Wallace that it was likely the marchers would encounter shootings or explosives if state lawmen allowed them to pro-
ceed eastward through his county on the often desolate road to Montgomery. Gubernatorial aides Bill Jones and Cecil Jackson confirmed the danger, and with some reluctance Wallace met with trooper commanders Lingo, John Cloud, and William R. Jones to tell them to halt the marchers and turn them back to Selma. Jackson relayed the word to Selma Mayor Smitherman, who tried to convince Public Safety Director Baker that Lingo’s troopers would halt the column without reenacting the Marion bloodbath of two weeks earlier.

SCLC’s staffers knew nothing of the segregationists’ strategic shifts while they were planning a march they were certain would be halted before it left Selma. Young explained to King on Friday that the protesters faced two choices. “One,” as he related it to a newsmen, “is to go back and get a court order permitting us to march. And the other is to sit down wherever they stop us.” “We don’t intend to be pushed around or intimidated,” he explained to a questioner. “If they are reasonable, we’ll probably turn around and go back to [the] church. If they try to bully us, we’ll have to stand our ground and refuse to cooperate.”

While SCLC considered its choices, SNCC’s leader held a meeting in Atlanta to discuss their participation in the Selma campaign and whether they should endorse the Sunday march, which some staffers contended was a waste of energy and resources. Selma Project Director Silas Norman detailed the disagreements that had arisen between SNCC and SCLC, especially the way “SCLC pushes the idea that local people need leaders like Martin Luther King . . . while SNCC says that local people build their own leaders, out of their own communities.” Former Project Director John Love voiced stronger criticism, but John Lewis contended that opposing the SCLC march would place SNCC in conflict with many local activists. After much discussion, a majority of SNCC’s executive committee voted to oppose the march but to allow any SNCC staffers who wanted to participate as individuals to do so. They also agreed to send King a letter criticizing SCLC’s actions in Selma and asking for a meeting to discuss improved relations.

Selma’s activists were buoyed by a Saturday demonstration of support for their cause by seventy Alabama whites who came from Birmingham and Tuscaloosa to march to the Dallas County courthouse. Nonetheless, the SCLC staff worried about what Sunday’s march might bring, especially in light of the death threats against King. Saturday night Hosea Williams and Jim Bevel phoned King in Atlanta, apprised him of Governor Wallace’s declaration earlier that day that troopers would “use whatever measures are necessary to prevent a march,” and advised him not to lead the Sunday procession. The column would be blocked, and it was likely that all the participants would be jailed. King wondered whether the march should be postponed a day, but Bevel and Williams said no. Local enthusiasm for the march was substantial, and postponing it would harm morale. Finally, King consented that they would proceed without him. As he explained it the next day, “It was agreed that I not lead the
march because of the revelation of the fact that State Troopers would block our move forward. It was suggested that I remain in Atlanta for my Sunday church responsibilities and mobilize national support for a larger thrust forward."

If SCLC was worried about possible injury to King, Selma Public Safety Director Wilson Baker believed that Al Lingo and his state troopers would turn the Sunday confrontation into a violent bloodbath. Saturday night Baker angrily told Mayor Smitherman that he would not allow his men to take part, and announced he was resigning. Sunday morning, after several city council members interceded, an agreement was reached between Baker and Smitherman that city officers would neither arrest the marchers before they reached the troopers’ blockade just east of town, as Baker preferred, nor give aid to Lingo’s men and Sheriff Clark’s volunteer posse when the confrontation came, as state authorities had requested. Baker reluctantly accepted the compromise after being reminded that the hot-tempered Clark, in Washington for a Sunday morning television interview, would not return until after the climax, and that the duplicitous Lingo would be away from the scene, waiting to meet Clark at Montgomery’s airfield.

Late Sunday morning, as some six hundred movement supporters gathered at Brown Chapel, SCLC’s field commanders were still uncertain about whether to proceed. They knew the troopers were deployed just across the Edmund Pettus Bridge, which spanned the Alabama River on Selma’s east flank. Some were hesitant about going ahead, and the suggestion was made that they consider outflanking the lawmen by marching out of town in a northeasterly direction along State Highway 14. Rev. Reese objected to that tactic, and Perry County leader Albert Turner, who had brought a large number of Marion activists to Selma for the march, argued that they had to proceed. As they talked, an impatient Hosea Williams got on the phone and reached Ralph Abernathy at his Atlanta church. Did Abernathy and King agree that the march should go forward? Williams asked. Abernathy said he would phone King, who was busy at his own services at Ebenezer, and call Williams back. Abernathy reached King, explained that Williams had more than five hundred people ready to march, and described how Williams and Bevel insisted on proceeding. King reluctantly gave his approval, and Abernathy relayed the word to Williams.40

Several hours behind schedule, SCLC’s staffers drew lots to see who would lead the column, and Williams won the nod. SNCC Chairman John Lewis, who had driven back from Atlanta in order to take part, walked with him in the front rank as Williams led the double file down Sylvan Street away from Brown Chapel. The quiet column of marchers turned right on Water Street, and within several blocks they were at Selma’s main drag, Broad Street. There they turned left and headed up the steeply arched west side of the Pettus Bridge as several dozen of Clark’s possemen eyed them from the shadows of the Selma Times-
**Journal** building. When Lewis and Williams reached the crest of the bridge, they could see the blue-uniformed state troopers deployed across the four-lane width of U.S. 80 about three hundred yards ahead of them. On the troopers' flanks waited more of Clark's possemen, some on horses. One hundred or so white spectators looked on from the car dealerships and hamburger stands that lined the road, and a modest group of newsmen were sequestered off to the side near one of the auto emporiums. Unbeknownst to the marchers, as they descended the east flank of the Pettus Bridge, a car carrying Colonel Lingo and Sheriff Clark pulled up behind the troopers' lines. Some witnesses later recalled an itchy Clark, wearing a business suit and fingering a tear-gas canister, pacing near the front lines as the marchers' column drew up to within fifty feet of uniformed troop commander Major John Cloud.

Williams and Lewis came to a quiet stop upon Cloud's order that they halt. Speaking through a bullhorn, the major told them, "This is an unlawful assembly. Your march is not conducive to the public safety. You are ordered to disperse and go back to your church or to your homes." As they listened to Cloud's words, the beefy troopers gripped their billy-clubs and recalled their instructions that tear gas would be used if the marchers refused to disperse.

Hosea Williams responded to Cloud's declaration by asking, "May we have a word with the major?" Cloud replied, "There is no word to be had." They repeated this exchange twice. Then Cloud announced, "You have two minutes to turn around and go back to your church." As they had agreed previously, the column's leaders silently held their ground. Approximately sixty seconds passed. Then Cloud ordered, "Troopers, advance." One eyewitness account recorded the ensuing scene in graphic detail:

The troopers rushed forward, their blue uniforms and white helmets blurring into a flying wedge as they moved.

The wedge moved with such force that it seemed almost to pass over the waiting column instead of through it.

The first 10 or 20 Negroes were swept to the ground screaming, arms and legs flying, and packs and bags went skittering across the grassy divider strip and on to the pavement on both sides.

Those still on their feet retreated.

The troopers continued pushing, using both the force of their bodies and the prodding of their nightsticks.

A cheer went up from the white spectators lining the south side of the highway.

The mounted possemen spurred their horses and rode at a run into the retreating mass. The Negroes cried out as they crowded together for protection, and the whites on the sidelines whooped and cheered.

The Negroes paused in their retreat for perhaps a minute, still screaming and huddling together.
Suddenly there was a report like a gunshot and a grey cloud spewed over the troopers and the Negroes. "Tear gas!" someone yelled.

Marchers reeled from the gas while the troopers, protected by gas masks, continued their assault. Some witnesses reported that Jim Clark heaved the first canister. Reporters and cameramen could observe the assault through the cloud of gas as the marchers turned to flee toward Selma. "Fifteen or twenty nightsticks could be seen through the gas, flailing at the heads of the marchers." John Lewis went down from a hard blow to his head, and Mrs. Boynton was rendered unconscious by a combination of blows and tear gas. As troopers and possemen pursued them, the screaming victims fled back across the Pettus Bridge to seek refuge in the black residential neighborhood surrounding Brown Chapel. The mounted possemen chased them the entire way, and other officers attempted to force injured marchers and angry onlookers off the street and into Brown Chapel or nearby homes. Bottles and bricks began to fly as a furious Wilson Baker arrived on the scene, cursing Clark and telling the sheriff to withdraw his men from the area immediately. In time, Clark's and Lingo's forces withdrew to a block's distance from Brown Chapel and cordoned off the area. Movement leaders struggled to restore order and obtain medical treatment for the many who had been injured, and physicians at Good Samaritan Hospital reported that wounds ranged from broken teeth and severe head gashes to fractured ribs and wrists. Seventy to eighty people were treated, and seventeen of the most seriously injured were admitted for further observation.  

It was early evening by the time that news reports of the bloody attack on Highway 80 began to spread across the country. Many television viewers were astounded by the graphic film of the troopers' assault on the peaceful marchers as ABC interrupted a movie broadcast, Judgment at Nuremberg, to present footage that depicted how racial hatred could generate awful violence in contemporary America, not just Nazi Germany. In Selma, Andrew Young and Hosea Williams called King in Atlanta to pass on the details of the horrifying situation and to discuss what steps should be taken next. A lengthy conference call was arranged between King and Abernathy in Atlanta, Young and others in the Brown Chapel parsonage, and Clarence Jones in New York in which a variety of alternatives was considered. Eventually, King decided upon two initiatives: The movement should deluge the White House and Congress with telegrams denouncing the attack, and a public call should go out urging civil rights supporters to converge on Selma by Tuesday for a second attempt to march to Montgomery. Movement lawyers would seek a federal court order enjoining any interference with a march, and SCLC headquarters would dispatch telegrams to several hundred prominent religious leaders inviting them to take part in the Tuesday march. "In the vicious maltreat-
ment of defenseless citizens of Selma, where old women and young children were gassed and clubbed at random, we have witnessed an eruption of the disease of racism which seeks to destroy all America," King's message said. "No American is without responsibility," and "it is fitting that all Americans help to bear the burden. . . . Clergy of all faiths" should join the Tuesday protest.

Monday morning's headlines announced the Selma violence to millions, and accompanying photos depicted troopers with upraised clubs attacking the helpless marchers. Members of Congress denounced the event as "an exercise in terror" against peaceful citizens who had been seeking their constitutional right to vote. Minnesota Senator Walter Mondale declared that the Selma outrage "makes passage of legislation to guarantee Southern Negroes the right to vote an absolute imperative for Congress this year." President Johnson conferred with Attorney General Katzenbach about Selma, and in Montgomery, an angry George Wallace summoned Sheriff Clark to his office for a private condemnation of Sunday's violent excesses. "The Governor was real upset and mad at Clark," said Mayor Smitherman, who witnessed the scene. State and local authorities braced for more protests in the days ahead as SCLC attorneys petitioned Federal District Judge Frank M. Johnson, Jr., for an order barring state obstruction of Tuesday's march.

Martin King's aides were fearful that there would be attempts on his life when he arrived in Selma from Atlanta. They conveyed those fears to Louis Martin, the influential black deputy chairman of the Democratic National Committee. Martin phoned King to ask about his plans and to inquire about what the administration could do to ease the crisis. As Martin described their conversation in a subsequent memo, King responded:

The President might publicly announce the appointment of a top governmental figure to mediate the situation . . . "someone like Attorney General Katzenbach."

Such action would give him some reason for calling off the march which is scheduled for 10:00AM Tuesday, March 9. He said he was "too deeply committed" to call it off unless some such action was taken by Washington.

King also told Martin that SCLC was calling on national figures to join the Tuesday protest, and suggested that federal marshals be assigned to protect the demonstrators.

Louis Martin immediately passed King's comments on to top Johnson aide Marvin Watson, and recommended that the president, the vice-president, or the attorney general make contact with Governor Wallace to press for concessions that would obviate the movement's need for a Tuesday march. Martin had understood that King would give up his Tuesday plans in exchange for meaningful federal intervention, and Watson
mulled whether CRS Director LeRoy Collins could be assigned to mediate the situation before the new march got under way.\textsuperscript{42}

While the Johnson administration was considering how to preclude a second march, the movement leadership had its own questions to discuss when King returned to Selma on Monday evening. Montgomery attorney Fred Gray, King’s old bus boycott colleague, told the group gathered at Jean and Sullivan Jackson’s home, where King always stayed in Selma, that Judge Johnson was unwilling to issue a restraining order against state authorities until a full hearing could be convened later in the week. The judge wanted SCLC to postpone the march, and would issue an order barring it if the movement did not accede. Hosea Williams argued that they had an obligation to their followers to go ahead with the march whether the Johnson in Washington or the Johnson in Montgomery wanted them to or not. CORE’s James Farmer, a new arrival in town, said that he understood Williams’s attitude, but that the rational choice was to wait. SNCC’s representatives, led by James Forman, contended that the Tuesday march must go ahead. Just as the discussion broke up so that everyone could attend that evening’s mass meeting at Brown Chapel, King indicated he was inclined to postpone the march and go along with Judge Johnson’s request.

It was almost midnight by the time King addressed the hundreds of people crammed into Brown Chapel. Some listeners thought him unusually “subdued,” and found his remarks “strangely personal.” He implied there was no doubt the movement would attempt to march to Montgomery the next day, but one witness noted his tone and demeanor “gave the distinct impression that he was involved in some profound struggle with his conscience.” By the time he returned to the Jacksons’ home in the wee hours of the morning, King had painfully reconsidered his earlier decision. Movement lawyers, who already had informed Judge Johnson of SCLC’s acceptance of his plan, were exasperated with King’s change of heart, as was Assistant Attorney General John Doar, the Johnson administration’s highest-ranking representative on the scene, who had informed the president and the attorney general earlier that the deal was set. Doar went to the Jacksons’ home to confer with King across the kitchen table; Doar’s subtle assurances that both the administration and Judge Johnson would endorse a subsequent march to Montgomery if Tuesday’s effort was called off were not enough to shake King from his conviction that it would be wrong to betray the expectations of thousands that the Tuesday procession would take place. The pressure to march exerted by SNCC’s adherents, local leaders, and even some of his staff at least counterbalanced the administration’s pleas. Indications were strong that Judge Johnson would issue a Tuesday morning order barring the march if King did not announce a cancellation, and that would place SCLC in the position of defying a federal judge, something King had never done before. Attorney General Katzenbach pleaded with King by
phone to endorse a postponement, reminding him of the agreement reached earlier that evening. “The Attorney General kept repeating, ‘Dr. King, you promised you would not,’” recalled Legal Defense Fund Director Jack Greenberg, who joined the conference call from New York. “This conversation went back and forth repetitively several times,” and then “Dr. King stated the overwhelming fact controlling the event: ‘But Mr. Attorney General, you have not been a black man in America for three hundred years.’ That ended the exchange.” Katzenbach hung up thinking that King still was looking for a way out of a tight fix, but the word was passed among the tired group of movement leaders clustered at the Jackson house that the march would go forward later that morning—the movement was honor-bound to attempt the long trek eastward.

While King and his colleagues were getting a few hours of sleep, Lyndon Johnson had roused CRS Director LeRoy Collins and ordered him and CRS mediator A. M. Secrest to fly immediately to Craig Air Force Base outside Selma to see if a solution could be reached before the marchers got under way. Collins and Secrest landed in Alabama shortly after breakfast, conferred with John Doar at Selma’s small federal building, and then drove to the Jacksons’ to see King and two other CRS representatives, James Laue and Fred Miller, who also had been striving to win a postponement. Collins and Doar found King in his pajamas and pleaded with him to postpone the march. King responded that his conscience commanded that he go forward, and that many movement supporters—especially the SNCC people—would go ahead with a march even if he told them it should be called off. Fred Shuttlesworth interjected that the government officials ought to be talking to Lingo and Clark, urging them not to use violence, rather than trying to persuade civil rights advocates not to pursue peaceful protests. Collins responded that repetition of Sunday’s brutality would be a tragedy not just for the victims, but for the entire country. King replied that he had to stay the course. Collins then made a new suggestion to King, drawing on an idea the other CRS men and Doar had kicked around. If King would not call off the march, what about marching out to where the troopers would be waiting, make a symbolic witness, then turning around and walking back into Selma? King doubted the Alabama lawmen would allow such an action. “I don’t believe you can get those people not to charge into us even if we do stop.” Collins pressed the point, asking if King would accept the proposal if CRS could get Lingo and Clark to promise a peaceful reception if King turned the marchers around. King replied, “I cannot agree to do anything because I don’t know what I can get my people to do, but if you will get Sheriff Clark and Lingo to agree to something like that, I will try.” That was good enough for Collins, who told King he would seek to get such an assurance from the lawmen, and then would get back to him. While Collins set out in search of Lingo and Clark, King and his colleagues pondered what they might do in the few minutes remaining before the march was scheduled to leave from Brown Chapel.
Soon after Collins departed, King and Young were informed that Judge Johnson had issued an order banning any attempted march to Montgomery before a full hearing, set to begin Thursday, could be held on the movement’s petition for a restraining order against any further official obstruction. Depressed by that development, King arranged a conference call with Greenberg, Clarence Jones, Harry Wachtel, and Bayard Rustin in New York to discuss whether he would be in contempt of federal court if he went ahead with a march that now appeared inescapable. Wachtel and Rustin advised King that he had no choice but to proceed, and Wachtel remarked that King had to face the fact that he had to violate the injunction. Greenberg recommended against any march, and told King that Johnson’s order would probably not be upheld if they appealed it. Wachtel suggested King announce that his counsel had told him the injunction was improper. A dispirited King thanked his advisors and told them he would proceed.

Collins found Lingo and Clark at the Lehman Pontiac dealership on Highway 80, where the troopers and possemen were preparing to block the road just as they had on Sunday. Initially the lawmen were antagonistic to Collins’s proposal, but the former Florida governor explained that allowing the protesters to march across the bridge and then turn back in the face of the blockade would be a face-saving compromise for both sides. Slowly Clark and Lingo became more interested in the idea, and then Lingo left for a few moments to speak with someone by phone, whom Collins presumed to be George Wallace. When Lingo returned, he conferred with Clark and then informed Collins that they would try his arrangement on one condition: that the marchers follow a precise route from Brown Chapel to the Pettus Bridge and back, a route that Sheriff Clark drew on a piece of paper. Collins could not fathom why the map, which traced the same streets the marchers had used on Sunday, was so important to the lawmen, but he saw no point in asking.

King had already told the hundreds of eager marchers waiting at the church to “put on their walking shoes” and follow him toward Pettus Bridge by the time that Collins concluded his conference with Clark and Lingo. The CRS director, with Clark’s map in hand, caught up with King as the column made its way from Brown Chapel toward downtown Selma. He pulled King aside, told him of his conversation, and handed him the hand-drawn map. King said he would try to turn the column around as it approached the troopers’ line, but that he was not certain all the people would follow his lead. If Collins could promise that the lawmen would remain in place and take no action, “I’ll do my best,” he said, to turn the procession around. Collins assured him that he would stand beside the troopers and do everything possible to ensure that the scenario went properly. King nodded and gestured toward the column. “I’ll do my best to turn them back. I won’t promise you, but I’ll do my best.”

As Collins hurried back across Pettus Bridge in advance of King and the two thousand marchers, U.S. Marshal H. Stanley Fountain ap-
proached King to read him the text of Judge Johnson’s order barring any march to Montgomery. King listened without comment, and when Fountain stepped aside, the long line made its way across the bridge toward the troopers. King led the procession to within fifty yards of the blockade, while Lingo described the scene over an open phone line to Wallace in Montgomery and John Doar did the same to Attorney General Katzenbach in Washington. King brought the marchers to a halt. He informed the lawmen that his followers would conduct prayers, and different notables came forward to recite homilies as a tense LeRoy Collins watched from the roadside. Then after singing “We Shall Overcome,” King and those immediately behind him turned and began to lead the column in a narrow loop back toward Pettus Bridge. Just as they turned, however, the line of troopers that had been blocking the highway suddenly withdrew to the side of the road, leaving it wide open. As newsmen and nervous federal officials looked on, however, each successive rank of marchers followed those in front and turned back across the bridge. “I have never before or since felt the relief I did when that great mass of people turned and retraced their steps over the bridge,” LeRoy Collins remembered. “Both sides had kept their word to the letter.”

If newsmen were bemused over whether the troopers’ withdrawal, reportedly ordered by Wallace, had been an attempt to embarrass King, SCLC’s president found himself in an extremely unpleasant situation when the marchers returned to Brown Chapel. SNCC’s staff members, who had not been privy to King’s late-breaking conversations with Collins, were outraged that a deal to terminate the march had been cut without their knowledge. Strong words were directed at King and other SCLC leaders, and King was caught in a strange crossfire between movement workers seeking his assurance that he had not made a secret deal and newsmen asking if he had agreed to the turnaround so as not to violate the court order. It was extremely awkward. If King admitted he had agreed not to march to Montgomery, it might save him a contempt-of-court citation, but at the cost of confirming SNCC’s worst fears about him. If he denied there had been an understanding to terminate the march had been cut without their knowledge. Strong words were directed at King and other SCLC leaders, and King was caught in a strange crossfire between movement workers seeking his assurance that he had not made a secret deal and newsmen asking if he had agreed to the turnaround so as not to violate the court order. It was extremely awkward. If King admitted he had agreed not to march to Montgomery, it might save him a contempt-of-court citation, but at the cost of confirming SNCC’s worst fears about him. If he denied there had been an understanding, it might reassure his in-house critics, but evince to Judge Johnson that King had given no heed to his injunction. Torn between two unattractive choices, King waffled and dissembled. “We knew we would not get to Montgomery,” he told newsmen. “We knew we would not get past the troopers,” and “we agreed that we would not break through the lines.” Two days later he conceded under Johnson’s questioning that there had been a “tacit agreement,” but at weaker moments he asserted inaccurately that “no prearranged agreement existed.” No matter how he phrased it, King’s contradictory explanations served neither himself nor SCLC well.

In the aftermath of the “Tuesday turnaround,” King sought to assuage his critics on both sides. He phoned the Justice Department to tell Ramsey Clark, Katzenbach’s new deputy, that he had not wanted to violate the court order, but that his leadership would have been badly weak-
ened had he not gone ahead. He voiced similar opinions to Collins and Secrest at a meeting at the Jacksons, but King's most serious problems were with his movement allies. A livid James Forman denounced King's behavior as "a classic example of trickery against the people," and the atmosphere around Brown Chapel turned chilly. Just twenty-four hours earlier, as hundreds of supporters poured into Selma from all over the country, the black community had experienced what Rev. Reese termed "one of the most exhilarating moments" of their long struggle. Now, as SNCC and SCLC staffers sniped at each other in front of local onlookers who could not understand the reasons for the heated exchanges, the movement's spirit weakened despite the growing influx of supporters. 

Tuesday evening a band of white toughs attacked three newly arrived Massachusetts ministers in downtown Selma. One of the three victims, Rev. James J. Reeb of Boston, suffered a serious blow to the head. Several hours passed before Reeb was transported to Birmingham's University Hospital, and word spread in Selma that his prognosis was not good. That attack led to stepped-up law enforcement efforts to protect civil rights sympathizers from violence, and by early Wednesday state and local lawmen had cordoned off the neighborhood around Brown Chapel. While movement supporters held vigils and sang freedom songs, everyone waited for word on when another march to Montgomery would take place.

Tuesday brought further expressions of outrage over Sunday's violence from all around the country. Sympathy marches were organized in Chicago, New York, Detroit, and Boston, among other cities, and six hundred pickets appeared at the White House to call for federal intervention. Fifty members of Congress denounced the attack, and a group of prominent movement supporters, led by SCLC's Walter Fauntroy and Michigan Congressman John Conyers, met with Vice-President Humphrey. Late in the day, presidential press secretary George Reedy issued Lyndon Johnson's first public comment on Sunday's events. The administration, he said,

has been in close touch with the situation and has made every effort to prevent a repetition. I am certain Americans everywhere join me in deploring the brutality with which a number of Negro citizens of Alabama were treated when they sought to dramatize their deep and sincere interest in attaining the precious right to vote.

The best legal talent in the federal government is engaged in preparing legislation which will secure that right for every American. I expect to complete work on my recommendations by this weekend and shall dispatch a special message to Congress as soon as the drafting of the legislation is finished.

Justice Department attorneys had been instructed to take an amicus curiae role in Judge Johnson's upcoming hearing on the movement peti-
tion seeking an unhindered march to Montgomery, and the president said he looked forward to a peaceful resolution of the issues.47

Wednesday was a painful day for Martin King as SNCC’s anger became increasingly vocal. Angry exchanges occurred as movement staffers organized a march from Brown Chapel to the courthouse, but the procession was blocked less than one hundred yards from the church by city officials worried that any forays into downtown might produce more violence. King remained in seclusion throughout the day, and Wednesday evening he retreated to the Montgomery home of an old friend from Dexter days, Richmond Smiley, for more peace and quiet than could be found in Selma. SNCC’s workers, fed up with their SCLC colleagues, also decided that they wanted a respite from Selma, and announced they were shifting their base of operations to Montgomery, where James Forman organized black students from Tuskegee Institute to stage protests at the state capitol.

In Washington efforts to finalize the administration’s voting rights bill continued apace. As lawyers from the Civil Rights Division and the solicitor general’s office worked on the draft, administration officials met with Senate Majority and Minority Leaders Mike Mansfield and Everett Dirk­sen to ensure that they would be amenable to the bill’s provisions calling for the suspension of literacy tests and assignment of federal registrars in difficult counties. In response to congressional criticism that the admin­istration was moving too slowly, Johnson and Attorney General Katzen­bach briefed sixty legislators at the White House. They emphasized that a comprehensive bill would be ready within days.

Thursday morning Judge Johnson’s hearing on SCLC’s petition for an unobstructed march opened in Montgomery. A nervous Martin King was one of the first witnesses, and he conceded to the frowning jurist that he had termed the restraining order “unjust,” but he did not believe he had violated it. “We never anticipated getting to Montgomery,” King said, but he had seen no alternative to leading the procession out to where the troopers waited.

“I did it to give them an outlet,” King explained, saying that his supporters’ energies had to be channeled in a constructive direction. “I felt that if I had not done it, the pent up emotions, the inner tensions . . . would have exploded into retaliatory violence.” No one in the courtroom challenged King on those assertions, but the judge did press him on his conversations with LeRoy Collins. Reluctantly King conceded there had been “a tacit agreement” between them. The hearing continued on Friday with testimony about the Sunday assault, and Johnson set a third day of proceedings for Saturday.48

Thursday was a quiet and rainy day in Selma, and movement supporters conducted a nonstop vigil outside Brown Chapel as scores of lawmen kept the civil rights advocates confined to that safe neighborhood. Late that evening word came from Birmingham that James Reeb had become the second fatality of the Alabama campaign. His death generated far
more response than had Jimmie Lee Jackson's, including phone calls of 
condolence to Reeb's widow and father from President Johnson and 
Vice-President Humphrey. The death of the Boston minister also led to 
further outcry from the nation's clergy, and two groups of religious lead­
ers called on President Johnson on Friday to demand stronger federal 
action in Alabama.

Friday afternoon Governor Wallace wired Johnson to request a meet­
ing. The president granted the request, so Saturday morning the Ala­
bama governor flew to Washington. Wallace told the president that 
King's demonstrators, not their grievances about the right to vote, were 
the real problem in Alabama, but Lyndon Johnson would have none of 
it. Looking directly at the nervous governor, Johnson told him he was 
wrong, that the protesters were being denied one of America's most fun­
damental rights, and that Wallace and his state troopers should protect, 
not attack, peaceful demonstrators seeking to draw attention to their 
plight. With Wallace somewhat cowed, Lyndon Johnson escorted him 
into the Rose Garden to watch the president conduct his first press con­
ference since Alabama's "Bloody Sunday." As over one thousand civil 
rights enthusiasts marched outside the White House fence, Johnson ex­
plained to reporters and a national television audience how heartfelt his 
reaction had been to the events of the past week. The nation had wit­
nessed, he said, "a very deep and painful challenge to the unending 
search for American freedom." The original march had "attempted 
peacefully to protest the denial of the most basic political right of all—the 
right to vote." In return, the demonstrators "were attacked and some 
were brutally beaten." Those events highlighted "a deep and very unjust 
flaw in American democracy. . . . Ninety-five years ago our Constitu­tion 
was amended to require that no American be denied the right to vote 
because of race or color. Almost a century later, many Americans are 
kept from voting simply because they are Negroes." On Monday 
Johnson's voting rights proposal would go to Congress, where he hoped it 
would win speedy passage. The president emphasized the importance of 
Selma:

What happened in Selma was an American tragedy. The blows that 
were received, the blood that was shed, the life of the good man that 
was lost, must strengthen the determination of each of us to bring full 
and equal and exact justice to all of our people.

This is not just the policy of your government or your President. It is 
in the heart and the purpose and the meaning of America itself.

We all know how complex and how difficult it is to bring about basic 
social change in a democracy, but this complexity must not obscure the 
clear and simple moral issues.

It is wrong to do violence to peaceful citizens in the streets of their 
town. It is wrong to deny Americans the right to vote. It is wrong to 
deny any person full equality because of the color of his skin.
Johnson concluded by saying he had advised Governor Wallace to do three things: declare his support for universal suffrage; assure the right of peaceful assembly in Alabama; and hold biracial meetings with his state's citizens. Wallace had no comments, and after Johnson was finished, Attorney General Katzenbach briefed the reporters on the final draft of the voting rights bill, which had been completed only hours earlier.  

Martin King, buoyed by Johnson's remarks but depressed by the movement's internal tensions, returned to Atlanta Saturday before flying to Chicago for a speech. On Sunday evening Lyndon Johnson phoned King to invite him to the voting rights address that he, Johnson, and the congressional leadership had agreed he would deliver to a nationally televised joint session of Congress on Monday night. King thanked him for the courtesy but declined, since he had to be back in Selma Monday to preach at a memorial service for James Reeb. The service was held on the steps of the Dallas County courthouse. It was the first time in six days that movement supporters had been allowed to protest outside the Brown Chapel neighborhood, or that Martin King had appeared publicly in Selma. More than two thousand marchers made their way to the pale green building, where King, flanked by church leaders, union presidents, and U.S. congressmen, presided over a twenty-minute service. King spoke to the crowd about "the agonizing loneliness that characterizes the life of the pioneer," the same theme he had sounded in Chicago, where he had told an audience that "you can never know the agonies and the lonely moments of leadership."

Monday evening a nationwide television audience of seventy million people watched Lyndon Johnson give his address. The memorable speech marked the first time in nineteen years that an American president had personally presented a special message to Congress on a domestic issue. Johnson reviewed the events in Selma, noting that the protests and their violent reception sprang from the long history of black disfranchisement in the South. "It is wrong—deadly wrong," he said, "to deny any of your fellow Americans the right to vote in this country." The Congress should approve the administration's new bill with no delay and no hesitation because "outside this chamber is the outraged conscience of a nation." Johnson endorsed the Selma demonstrations, saying that the black American's "actions and protests, his courage to risk safety and even to risk his life, have awakened the conscience of this nation." Selma, he said, was a milestone in the nation's development comparable to Lexington, Concord, and Appomattox, one of those events where "history and fate meet at a single time in a single place to shape a turning point in man's unending search for freedom." Then, Lyndon Johnson uttered the movement's slogan, vowing that "we shall overcome" America's "crippling legacy of bigotry and injustice." Listening to the president's repeated invocation of that hallowed phrase as he watched in the Jacksons' living room, Martin King was overcome by emotion. His colleagues and friends had never seen him cry before. "Tears actually came to Dr. King's eyes when Presi-
dent Johnson said, 'We shall overcome,'” John Lewis remembered. Never before, in nine years time, had the movement received the breadth of national support, and the strength of federal endorsement, that this week had witnessed. It was an emotional peak unmatched by anything that had come before, nor by anything that would come later.50

On Tuesday Judge Johnson's hearing concluded with the SCLC attorneys submitting a detailed plan outlining the proposed march to Montgomery. The day's quiet was shattered, however, when a group of Montgomery County sheriff’s deputies suddenly attacked a group of SNCC protesters near the Alabama state capitol. Most of the attackers were on horseback and armed with nightsticks, canes, or whips, and the assault was brutal, as one newsman described it:

A posseman dressed in green clothes and a white 10-gallon hat stepped up on foot and, while the horses partly hid him from view, began clubbing the demonstrators. Several still refused to move, and the man’s nightstick began falling with great force on their heads.

There was a moment of freakish near-quiet, when the yells all seemed to subside at once, and in that instant the man in green struck hard on the head of a young man. The sound of the nightstick carried up and down the block.

It seemed like Selma’s “Bloody Sunday” all over again, and some of the protesters called out hysterically to the press contingent witnessing the scene. “'They're killing them. They're killing them,' a voice kept crying. 'There, you photographers, get pictures of them killing them.'”

In time the demonstrators retreated to the safety of black churches, but the response to the violence, locally and nationally, was outrage. Denunciations were issued from Washington, and in Montgomery the attack sent SNCC's leader into new paroxysms of anger. The days since their departure from Selma had been marked by repeated shouting matches with SCLC's Jim Bevel, and prior to Tuesday's assault, “We were perhaps more furious with Bevel than with the police,” James Forman remembered. SNCC was also angry at the lay leaders of King's former church, Dexter Avenue Baptist, who had vetoed SNCC's use of their building as a headquarters. King tried unsuccessfully to mediate, but the lawmen's attack drove James Forman to a heightened fury. That night, at a mass meeting at Beulah Baptist Church, Forman told the crowd that if the powers that be were unwilling to let his people sit at the table of government, then SNCC stood ready to knock the “fucking legs” right off the table. A chagrined Martin King, fully aware that a decade's worth of community church rallies offered no precedent for Forman's language, sat silently through the choleric remarks before rising to make a long address that ignored Forman's outburst. The next day King led a march to the Montgomery County courthouse, where Sheriff Mac Sim Butler publicly apologized for the violence, but this did not alleviate King's con-
cern about SNCC. He expressed his fears by phone to Bayard Rustin and Harry Wachtel, telling them he was worried that SNCC was growing violent and might stage objectionable disruptions in the Alabama capital. Forman was advocating “violent overthrow of the government,” and King said he feared SNCC was seeking a martyr in Montgomery. Rustin said that sooner or later King and SCLC would have to divorce themselves from SNCC.51

Wednesday afternoon Judge Johnson handed down his decision on SCLC's proposal to march from Selma to Montgomery. He reviewed the tawdry record of both state and Dallas County law enforcement authorities over the preceding two months. Citing the gripping testimony that had been offered by numerous movement witnesses, Johnson concluded that “the evidence in this case reflects that . . . an almost continuous pattern of conduct has existed on the part of defendant Sheriff Clark, his deputies, and his auxiliary deputies known as ‘possemen’ of harassment, intimidation, coercion, threatening conduct, and, sometimes, brutal mistreatment toward these plaintiffs.” The lawmen had acted not to enforce valid laws, but simply to prevent Alabama blacks “from exercising their rights of citizenship, particularly the right to register to vote and the right to demonstrate peaceably for the purpose of protesting discriminatory practices.” Then, Johnson made his central finding:

It seems basic to our constitutional principles that the extent of the right to assemble, demonstrate and march peaceably along the highways and streets in an orderly manner should be commensurate with the enormity of the wrongs that are being protested and petitioned against. In this case, the wrongs are enormous. The extent of the right to demonstrate against these wrongs should be determined accordingly.

Hence, Johnson approved SCLC's proposal. It called for a maximum of three hundred marchers on the two-lane segments of Highway 80 and an unlimited number on the four-lane sections closer to Selma and Montgomery. Although state authorities claimed that any march would obstruct traffic, Judge Johnson termed the plan “reasonable” in light of “the wrongs and injustices inflicted upon these plaintiffs” in the past. SCLC spelled out how support services for the trek, and evening camp grounds for the five-day affair, were already lined up, and Johnson enjoined Alabama officials from failing to assist the procession. The federal government would provide whatever aid Governor Wallace might request to protect the marchers.

SCLC, pleased by Judge Johnson's decision, announced that the march would begin on Sunday, March 21, and began dealing with a myriad of details. Food, toilets, sleeping bags, and other camping equipment had to be provided. Movement leaders also faced the sensitive task of selecting the three hundred marchers who would walk the entire route. George Wallace greeted the judge's decision by going on statewide television to
denounce Judge Johnson's "mock court" and to claim that Alabama had insufficient personnel to protect the marchers. He telegraphed the president to request that "federal civil authorities" guard the procession, but Lyndon Johnson responded that too few U.S. marshals were available and suggested that Wallace call up the Alabama National Guard. On Friday, after appeals to postpone the march were rejected by both Judge Johnson and the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, Wallace informed the president that Alabama could not afford to call the Guard into state service. Early the next morning President Johnson signed an executive order placing 1,800 Alabama guardsmen in federal service and named Deputy Attorney General Ramsey Clark to coordinate the march.52

Fast-paced congressional hearings on the administration's voting rights bill had gotten under way Thursday in the House of Representatives. Attorney General Katzenbach presented the proposal to Emanuel Celler's judiciary committee, explaining that the key element was a "trigger formula" that would suspend all literacy tests and similar registration devices in all areas in which less than 50 percent of the adult population had turned out to vote in the 1964 presidential election. Those jurisdictions would also be barred from instituting any new voter qualifications, and the executive branch could assign federal registrars to those counties without having to obtain prior judicial authorization. Although several Republicans complained that the "trigger formula" would not allow for direct federal action in areas where discrimination persisted despite a voter turnout greater than 50 percent, Democratic spokesmen pointed out that those locales could be tackled under the county-by-county court suits authorized by the 1957, 1960, and 1964 Civil Rights Acts. Some civil rights supporters were troubled by the bill's failure to include a statutory ban on state poll taxes or a provision penalizing intimidation of prospective voters, but discussions about pushing for such amendments were not aired publicly.53

Early Sunday afternoon King and a host of national dignitaries took the lead as more than three thousand marchers set out from Brown Chapel and filed across the Pettus Bridge. Scores of cameramen and hundreds of uniformed National Guardsmen looked on. Freedom songs rang out as the procession passed the site of Bloody Sunday and the Tuesday turnaround. By nightfall the marchers had covered seven miles and arrived at their first campsite, where the core group of three hundred bedded down while the remainder were bused back to Selma. After spending the night under two large tents and being treated to meals that were cooked in Selma and trucked out to the campsite, the marchers resumed the trek the next morning. Tight security protected the participants while they slept and as they marched, with teams of guardsmen ensuring that no armed segregationists lay in wait as they made their way toward Montgomery on the narrow, two-lane segment of Highway 80 that ran through rural Lowndes County. Large trees heavy with Spanish moss hugged the roadside, lending an air of foreboding to the procession and
causing the marchers to hurry along the sixteen miles they had to cover to reach Monday night’s campsite. On Tuesday they walked eleven miles in heavy rain that made their next campground a muddy resting place.

Martin King walked most of those miles on the first three days of the march, joining in the songs and chatting with fellow marchers while federal officials and SCLC aides saw to the procession’s administrative needs. A mobile home furnished King somewhat fancier resting quarters than the other participants. King appeared “terribly tired” to some of his compatriots, one of whom was struck by how King had “a kind of detachment.” “He seemed to kind of have his mind on something else all the time.” He “wasn’t anything like a leader in the sense of communicating with people with any freedom,” a surprised Pittsburgh theologian remembered. “He seemed to be a kind of a symbol, and an inspiring figure, but all the actual organizing and leadership was done by other people in his entourage.” King would not have quarreled with that judgment, and by the end of Tuesday’s hike his major concern was his badly blistered feet, a condition other marchers were also suffering. Wednesday morning King rested as the others set out on a sixteen-mile walk that would bring them to the western outskirts of Montgomery. At midday he flew to Cleveland for a fund-raising rally. Reporters noted that he “looked tired,” and King told his audience he would be returning to Alabama late that night for Thursday’s final march into Montgomery.54

Wednesday night the marchers were treated to an outdoor stage show by visiting entertainers at the procession’s final campground. Then, on Thursday morning, with an exhausted Martin King in the front rank, the huge column, its numbers swelled by thousands of local supporters and thousands of newly arrived out-of-state sympathizers, marched through Montgomery’s westside residential neighborhoods into the center of the city and up the gentle slope of Dexter Avenue to the Alabama state capitol. Coretta, Ralph and Juanita Abernathy, and a host of dignitaries joined King in leading the column up the avenue, past the red brick church he had once pastored, and into the plaza that lay between that little church and Alabama’s pure white capitol building. Only five years had passed since King had left Montgomery, but this magnificently triumphant homecoming seemed to suggest that most of a lifetime, and perhaps most of an age, had swept past in a small handful of years.

Thousands of people—25,000, the best estimate said—most of them black, crowded into every available space within sight of the platform on the state capitol steps. The scene suggested that perhaps Alabama and America had changed in some very basic way since King had seen his vision in the kitchen nine years earlier. The old parsonage on South Jackson Street was two blocks away, and the crowd was filled with faces of old friends. This remarkable homecoming filled King with a profound sense of how much had happened in so brief a time and at a speed that, upon reflection, seemed breathtaking.

As the back of the crowd moved up Dexter Avenue toward the plat-
form, guest speakers told the marchers that they had reached their long-sought goal, the Alabama state capitol, despite all of George Wallace's, Al Lingo's, and Jim Clark's efforts to stop them. Then, at the rally's climax, King delivered one of his most memorable speeches. The response to Selma's "Bloody Sunday," he said, had been "a shining moment in the conscience of man" and heralded the fact that "we are on the move now" to "the land of freedom." A "season of suffering" still lay ahead, but eventually "a society at peace with itself, a society that can live with its conscience," would be won. "How long will it take?" King asked. "However difficult the moment, however frustrating the hour, it will not be long." He repeated the question "How long?" and his answer, "Not long," building to a rousing climax that drew a thundering ovation from the thousands of listeners. Nervous Justice Department officials, fearful of an attempt on King's life, looked on with a sense of relief as the rally concluded.55

King was tired but in a good mood as he and Coretta flew home to Atlanta early that evening. His happiness was short-lived, as he learned that tragedy had again struck in Alabama. A white housewife from Detroit, Viola Gregg Liuzzo, who had come to Selma in support of the movement, had been shot and killed by a carload of Klan night riders as she and a young black SCLC volunteer were driving through Lowndes County on their way to Montgomery to help ferry the marchers back to Selma. Her colleague survived uninjured, and word of her death spread quickly, bringing fear to movement activists. The shooting was a brutal reminder that the true reality of Alabama was not King's melodious phrases but racist violence delivered without warning. It was a chilling confirmation that King had been right about a "season of suffering" that still lay ahead, that successful completion of the trek to Montgomery did not mean the larger struggle had been won or that triumph was close at hand.

At midday Friday President Johnson, flanked by Attorney General Katzenbach and FBI Director Hoover, went on national television to announce that four suspects in the Liuzzo murder had been taken into custody. Though no mention was made of the fact, one of the four Klansmen in the car that had overtaken Liuzzo on that deserted stretch of Highway 80 was an FBI informant, Gary Thomas Rowe. Rowe had notified his control agent of the shooting incident hours after it occurred, and the Bureau took him and his three Klan companions into custody without revealing his special status. President Johnson promised that the defendants would be vigorously prosecuted and vowed that the Ku Klux Klan would be eliminated from American society. Martin King was impressed by the fast action, and sent a congratulatory telegram to Director Hoover.56

Resting in Atlanta, King felt angry at Alabama over the Liuzzo murder. The Alabama campaign was not intended to end with the Selma-to-Montgomery march, and King discussed a further expansion with his
aides. Andrew Young had announced that SCLC would pursue voter registration in the rural counties surrounding Selma. King recommended that SCLC also press ahead with an idea that had been discussed for application to Mississippi rather than Alabama: a nationwide economic boycott of all the state's products. Eric and Ann Kindberg had done enough research on Alabama's economy to suggest that a boycott would hit the state's segregationist leaders where it could hurt them the most, in their wallets, and might be the most realistic way to force Alabama's business leaders to insist upon substantial changes in their state government's racial stance. King had focused on the idea the night of Liuzzo's murder, and now he proposed to announce this new plan during an appearance on Sunday's *Meet the Press* in San Francisco. The SCLC staffers and New York advisors Wachtel and Rustin agreed. King expected tough questions about the increasingly visible differences between SNCC and SCLC, but this prominent national news show would be perfect for proclaiming that SCLC's nonviolent assault on Alabama had not peaked and that now it would be intensified.

On Saturday an exhausted King flew to San Francisco for a long-scheduled Sunday preaching engagement. During the flight, he mulled over how to handle the questions that would likely confront him at the *Meet the Press* appearance following his sermon. On Sunday morning King spoke to several thousand worshipers at Grace Cathedral before sitting down with the television panel. Voting rights demonstrations in Alabama would continue, he proclaimed, because "we have a moral obligation to keep these issues before the public, before the American conscience... so that somebody will do something about it." All obstacles to the right to vote had to be eliminated, and police brutality had to end, before SCLC's campaign was complete, King said. Then he announced SCLC's Alabama boycott. This effort, King asserted, would force businessmen and people of good conscience in Alabama to demand that Governor Wallace halt the state's "reign of terror." SCLC would ask unions to refuse to transport any Alabama goods, would request the U.S. Treasury to withdraw all federal funds from Alabama banks, and would try to halt the flow of all federal program monies into the state. "It is necessary for the nation to rise up and engage in a massive economic withdrawal program" and "an economic boycott of Alabama products" if the movement's goals were to be attained, King insisted. After the show he said the boycott would be discussed at SCLC's upcoming board meeting in Baltimore.57

King's proposal received a hostile reception from national news commentators and some civil rights leaders. *The New York Times* attacked it in an editorial, and Johnson administration spokesmen declared it would receive no support from them. New York Republican Senator Jacob Javits decried it, and the National Urban League's Whitney Young publicly stated his opposition. On March 30, King met in New York with his research committee advisors, who strongly counseled him that SCLC should back off from a plan that many observers thought would harm all
Alabamians, black and white, and not just economic power brokers. Bayard Rustin termed the idea "stupid," but King stuck to his guns. He told newsmen that SCLC's board would consider the details, and that the boycott might be selective and implemented in stages rather than all at once.

Although the boycott controversy was the hottest topic of conversation as SCLC leaders gathered at the Lord Baltimore Hotel on March 31, King also had other plans he wanted to put before his colleagues. Harry Boyte and Randolph Blackwell had prepared a new program, "Operation Dialogue," which Boyte believed could produce racial progress by establishing small interracial discussion groups in communities across the South. Hosea Williams proposed launching an expanded version of Mississippi's 1964 Freedom Summer all across the South, a "Summer Community Organization and Political Education" program, or SCOPE, which would bring hundreds of northern volunteers south to work with the SCLC field staff. Most important, King wanted board approval to make exploratory soundings in northern cities about extending the organization's activities nationwide. Ever since receiving the Nobel Prize, King had thought "more and more about what I consider as mankind's second great evil" besides racism, poverty. "I realize I must more and more extend my work beyond the borders of the South," King said, and "become involved to a much greater extent with the problems of the urban North."58

While King addressed a thousand-person banquet his first night in town, Jim Bevel created more controversy over the boycott. Asked by newsmen to comment on Whitney Young's opposition, Bevel called the Urban League director a "Mickey Mouse Negro" with "a $50 hat on a $2 head." The board meetings began on April 1, and King directed the members' attention to the staff proposals. Andrew Young spoke about how the movement had to offer hope to black citizens trapped in northern ghettos, and recommended that SCLC adopt a "new direction" that would take it into cities such as New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Detroit. After several objections, the board grudgingly approved a resolution declaring that while "SCLC will continue to devote most of its energies to the fight against injustice in the South . . . many so-called Southern problems are national and require a national solution. Therefore, . . . SCLC will respond in an ever-increasing way to demands from Northern communities to provide assistance." Then Bayard Rustin asked the board to endorse an increase in the federal minimum wage to $2, a public-works jobs program, and national health insurance. They approved those declarations in language that underlined SCLC's increased interest in "the fundamental economic, political and social problems of full employment, decent housing and quality education."

Then Boyte presented "Operation Dialogue," an approach to "group conversation" which he believed should concentrate on "the poorer white communities" in racially polarized towns. Dialogue appealed to King's
belief that racial fears were rooted in human ignorance. If individuals of
different races could get to know each other as real human beings,
through Dialogue's small discussion groups, much racial hostility might
be eliminated. Two social activists with experience in the technique,
Rachel Davis DuBois and Mew Soong Li, had joined SCLC's staff to
assist Boyte, and several noted academicians—Margaret Mead and Gor­
don Allport, plus writer Ralph Ellison—met with King in early February
to evaluate Dialogue's usefulness. Some SCLC insiders were perplexed as
to the program's value, but everyone saw it as a constructive venture for
Boyte, who seemed increasingly out of place as the SCLC office manager.
Although his efforts to lend administrative efficiency and a businesslike
decorum to the Atlanta headquarters were well-intentioned, "it just
wasn't SCLC," one sympathetic staff member later explained, and "it
didn't work." Boyte had "retreated into the woodwork," exuding a pain­
ful sense of white racial guilt. Dialogue was a potentially useful way to
use his energies.

Hosea Williams's SCOPE proposal was a larger and bolder endeavor.
It envisioned sending teams of SCLC staff workers—mainly northern
white summer volunteers—into as many as 120 rural southern counties
and ten major southeastern cities. Williams proposed recruiting five hun­
dred volunteers and assigning them to locales where black voter registra­
tion stood far short of its potential. If the voting rights bill became law by
midsummer, as some observers predicted, SCLC's troops would be in a
position to take advantage of the federal registrars authorized by the leg­
islation. Aside from registration, Williams said, the workers could also
help local citizens with community organizing, which would be a valuable
expansion of the long-standing citizenship education program that Doro­
thy Cotton and Septima Clark were still overseeing. Letters seeking sum­
mer applicants from leading colleges had already been dispatched, and
both King and Rustin enthusiastically endorsed the proposal after Wil­
liams outlined it. Privately some staff members noted that the plan would
transfer control of SCLC's Deep South field staff from the mercurial
Bevel to the explosive Williams, but no board members raised any objec­
tions and the program won easy approval.

That night King addressed a heavily guarded rally at Baltimore's Cor­
nerstone Baptist Church. A large crowd turned out, and King told them
that SCLC would no longer be an exclusively southern organization. "I
know that we will have to take the nonviolent movement all over the
United States."

When SCLC's board resumed its discussions on Friday, King brought
up an awkward subject. SCLC, he said, needed to prepare for an orderly
presidential succession should he be killed. The bylaws should be
amended to provide for the automatic installation of a designated suc­
cessor, Ralph Abernathy. His declaration struck some as morbid, and a
few gentle remonstrances were offered, but no one quarreled openly with
his desire to designate Abernathy as his heir. In private, however, many
colleagues were deeply displeased. "It was a lot of emotions in that meeting," longtime Vice-President C. K. Steele later indicated. Steele was upset because King had said nothing to him ahead of time about Abernathy's designation. "I went to his room afterwards and jumped on him about it. He apologized and said that he should have said something to me about it. He said some other things that I would not dare go into and haven't."

Also unhappy was Daddy King, who spread the word that Abernathy had pressured M.L. to announce the designation. Ever since the Nobel Prize, Abernathy had continued to lobby for more perquisites akin to King's. "I think Martin, out of his love for Ralph, that Ralph almost forced him into putting him in this position," Coretta subsequently told Levison. He agreed. "Martin found himself unable to give Ralph a piece of the Nobel Prize which Ralph was demanding, so therefore he had to promise him he could be his heir. Otherwise Ralph would have gone berserk with envy." Levison and others regretted "what a burden Ralph was to Martin," but Coretta understood why her husband valued Abernathy's companionship so highly. "Martin . . . realized there were few people he could rely on." Coretta and Levison were not alone in believing that Abernathy subtly but successfully took advantage of King's feeling that only happenstance ten years earlier had put King rather than Abernathy in the top role. Nonetheless, the private unhappiness did not stop the board from endorsing Abernathy's designation.

Daddy King, always an active board member, then took up a related issue, his son's lack of life insurance, and "made an impassioned plea for some type of security for his four grandchildren." His son received only a modest salary and few benefits from his co-pastorship at Ebenezer, and the least SCLC could do, Daddy King said, was to pay the premium on M.L.'s church-sanctioned life insurance policy. Eager to put the entire subject behind them, the board quickly approved the senior King's request.

Then King raised the subject that had been on everyone's mind: the Alabama boycott. Despite the many condemnations of it, King said, an economic boycott was necessary to force Alabama's white moderates to take constructive action. He explained that he appreciated hearing the objections but said the boycott proposal was more refined than critics believed. It would be implemented in three stages. First, SCLC would ask that no companies locate new plants in Alabama and that the Johnson administration vigorously enforce the provisions of the 1964 Civil Rights Act that called for no federal financial support of discriminatory enterprises. That call would be issued immediately, and if Alabama did not make improvements, SCLC would follow up with two more intense stages: First, a request that private organizations and federal authorities withdraw all funds and investments from the state; and, second, a nationwide call for civil rights supporters to boycott all Alabama products. SCLC's administrative committee would determine if and when
those further steps were necessary. The board approved this format and the meeting concluded. Newsmen greeted King's announcement of the refined plan with suggestions that he had ``watered down'' the boycott, but he vigorously contested that interpretation. ``If there's any softening it's only to give Alabama a chance for the decent people and moderates to rise up,'' King asserted. ``The whole purpose is to arouse a sense of concern within what I call the people of good will so that they will rise up and bring an end to the reign of terror'' by toppling the ``racist oligarchy'' that held Alabama in a tight grip of ``poverty, ignorance, race hatred and sadism.'' As King's strong rhetoric since the Liuzzo murder clearly indicated, and as one newsmen noted after the Baltimore meetings, ``The movement seems to have taken on a new militancy that was not apparent in previous campaigns led by Dr. King.''

In the days after the Baltimore gathering King's advisors pressed him to get more rest, to back off from the boycott, and to think critically about his vague program for moving SCLC into northern cities. Rustin had contended at the board meeting that the boycott could cost King much of the active white middle-class support that Selma had produced, and in a subsequent discussion in New York, Stanley Levison voiced the same concern. King nodded as he listened to his friend's advice, and to warnings that SCOPE would spread SCLC's resources too thinly across the South, but, tired as he was, he would not retract the boycott plan. ``This boycott is no different from other boycotts—the bus boycott in Montgomery, the boycott in Birmingham,'' he told one reporter. Perhaps some timid supporters would be offended by the plan, but ``I don't think in a social revolution you can always retain support of the moderates.'' Such a depletion was probably both inevitable and necessary, King mused, because ``I don't think that a person who is truly committed is ever alienated completely by tactics.'' The movement's ranks had swollen greatly after Selma, but that did not mean that strategy and tactics should change to accommodate these newcomers.

Despite King's insistence on the boycott, Stanley Levison was convinced that his old friend did not appreciate how great a sea change Selma had wrought in the movement's world. Criticism of the boycott, he explained in a long letter, was only one by-product of a substantially altered situation to which King had to give careful thought. ``Selma was bigger than Birmingham, though it was smaller in scope, because for the first time whites and Negroes from all over the nation physically joined the struggle in a pilgrimage to the deep south. This was a new level of commitment because it entailed danger and continuity. But more important, the elements who responded were for the first time a true cross-section of America,'' a much broader coalition of support for the movement than ever before. Such a development presented King with both opportunities and dangers, Levison counseled. ``Selma and Montgomery made you one of the most powerful figures in the country—a leader now not merely of Negroes, but of millions of whites.'' The civil
rights movement was “one of the rare independent movements” America had seen, “and you are one of the exceptional figures who attained the heights of popular confidence and trust without having obligations to any political party or other dominant interests. Seldom has anyone in American history come up by this path, fully retaining his independence and freedom of action.” That position was all the more influential, Levison told King, because “the movement you lead is the single movement in the nation at this time which arouses the finer democratic instincts of the nation.” While “there is a sense of shame people feel over the rampant greed and materialism surrounding us,” and while “doubt and concern trouble millions about our actions in Viet Nam,” King and the movement are “the great moral force in the country today. . . . You symbolize courage, effectiveness, singleness of will, honesty and idealism. You are free of the taint of political ambition, wealth, power or the pursuit of vanity. Your image has more purity than any American has attained in decades.”

Several factors complicated the situation, Levison warned. One was the dynamics of the Selma protests:

Nonviolent direct action was proven by Selma to have even greater power than anyone had fully realized. We would be at fault if we believed our own propaganda that Selma was a terrible expression of brutality and terrorism. Considerable restraint was exercised by the authorities. The degree of violence was shocking and startling, but not excessive. Few were injured seriously in the “bloody events of Sunday.” The murders of Jackson and Reeb were not the direct work of the authorities but of the extremist fringe of hoodlums [sic]. The bombings in Birmingham and the deliberate and continuous violence of Connor there were far worse. Yet Selma provoked a far greater indignation and resolution to halt the injustice. How is this explained?

Levison was not certain, for he had not studied the crucial differences between how the Birmingham and Selma protests had been presented to the nation by the news media. A more pressing puzzle, however, was why this “far greater indignation” had been followed by such a negative response to the boycott. The answer, Levison told King, is that “whenever one attains a commanding position of power he also evokes fear.” Additionally, “There are some who fear you are hitting at sacred structures of economic interests when you embrace the weapon of boycott.” Those negative reactions had been reinforced by King’s “casual manner” in announcing the plan and by his failure to state a clear rationale for the boycott. “It was not the best selection of alternatives for action, and it was not logical to emerge from a struggle for voting rights.” The SCOPE effort, if SCLC could organize it properly, would be a far more attractive venture.

Additionally, King had to appreciate the limits of the popular support generated by Selma. “The coalition of Selma and Montgomery, with its supporting millions,” Levison warned,
is not a coalition with an unrestricted program. It is a coalition around a fairly narrow objective... It is basically a coalition for moderate change, for gradual improvements which are to be attained without excessive upheavals as it gently alters old patterns. *It is militant only against shocking violence and gross injustice.* It is not for deep radical change,

as the response to the boycott showed. “When you sought to use a weapon of swift and crushing power, some elements of the coalition would inevitably split away.” That lesson was especially important in light of Rustin’s insistence that a “majority liberal consensus” that would support far-reaching economic reforms was already at hand if only the movement would “expand its vision beyond race relations to economic relations” and join forces with other liberal interests, such as organized labor, to pursue that broader agenda. Rustin’s belief that a March on Washington-style coalition would support “a radical program” to “alter the social structure of America” was hopelessly naïve, Levison told King. “America today is not ready for a radical restructuring of its economy and social order. Not even the appeal of equality will weld all into one fighting unit around a program that disturbs their essentially moderate tendencies.” Civil rights forces had to appreciate those clear limits on achievable goals, for “the movement can head into a cul-de-sac if it can see no real progress without radical alteration of the nation.” The challenge, Levison said, would be to achieve those “great changes” that “may well be possible within the limits of the basic system we now have.” King might think the movement was “revolutionary” within the southern context, but “in the north this movement is not revolutionary. It is a reform movement not unlike the essentially reform movement of the trade unions in the thirties,” and would have to be seen as such by potential supporters in the North, Levison emphasized. Only if King and the movement did not overreach their grasp could the opportunities that lay ahead be exploited fully:

It is certainly poor tactics to present to the nation a prospect of choosing between equality and freedom for Negroes with the revolutionary alteration of our society, or to maintain the status quo with discrimination. The American people are not inclined to change their society in order to free the Negro. They are ready to undertake some, and perhaps major, reforms, but not to make a revolution.

King would do well to keep that in mind when considering initiatives such as the Alabama boycott plan.61

As King pondered Levison’s message, a new series of SCLC problems confronted him. James Bevel, displeased with the emphasis being given Hosea Williams’s SCOPE plans, turned his attention to SCLC’s northern possibilities. He told a fund-raising rally at Northwestern University in Illinois that SCLC would launch a campaign to “break up ghetto life” in
nearby Chicago as soon as the Alabama voting rights effort was complete, and that race discrimination in housing would be a major focus. Back in Alabama, SCLC's field staff's endeavors were undersupervised and unfocused, and the new generation of Montgomery Improvement Association (MIA) leaders notified King that they did not want any relationship with the SCLC workers headquartered in their city. Two stolen MIA checks had been found in the possession of an SCLC staff member, and interorganizational relations were "at an all time low," MIA President Rev. Jesse Douglas told King. "The morale is extremely bad and conduct of the clientele drawn in is beneath that of decency." If SCLC wanted to continue operating in King's old hometown, more responsible staffers should be sent in.

By the second week of April, King was still exhausted and depressed. A number of public engagements were canceled as he took to bed to rest. Several days later Bernard Lee accompanied him on a trip to Miami and Nassau, to seek greater privacy and seclusion. His closest friends were deeply worried about this new bout of mental and physical fatigue. They spoke with concern about a medical diagnosis that his intense depression stemmed from exhaustion. Rest and relaxation were the best cure, and they knew that it was not the first time he had been caught in the throes of such an illness and suffered a breakdown. A respite from his demanding schedule had helped King recover before, and the quiet days in Miami and Nassau were exactly what he needed. On April 17 he returned to Atlanta in far better condition.62

Upon his return, King had to confront another problem that had long weighed on his mind. For years Coretta had suggested that they leave their aging rented home on Johnson Avenue and buy a larger house better suited for raising four young children, but King had resisted. For one, as Coretta later explained it, "he was reluctant in the first place to own a house. He didn't want to own a house because he felt that this would set him apart," and "felt it was inconsistent with his philosophy" and his strong doubts about America's celebration of private property. He had "strong feelings about owning a lot of property or acquiring a lot of wealth," and brushed off his wife's frequent reminders that the family deserved a better abode. "Martin always had a revulsion for the idea of owning a fine house in an exclusive neighborhood," Coretta said, and "for a long time he made no move to improve our housing situation." Eventually, early in 1965, she was able to convince him to purchase, for the modest sum of $10,000, a brick home on Sunset Avenue in southwest Atlanta and to authorize some renovations. Still hesitant, King agreed to go ahead. After all, it was not a fancy structure, and the neighborhood in which it was located was certainly a "common folks" area. The renovations, however, seemed to entail more than King had envisioned. "When it was completed," Coretta recalled, "my husband said he did not realize the house was going to be quite that nice. He wasn't sure that he needed such a nice house." King spoke to several of his friends about the new
home. "The house troubled him greatly," Stanley Levison remembered. "When he moved from a very small house to one that was large enough to give the growing family some room, he was troubled by it and would ask all of his close friends when they came to the house whether they didn't think it was too big and it wasn't right for him to have. And though everyone tried to tell him that this big house wasn't as big as he thought it was—it was a very modest little house—to him it loomed as a mansion and he searched in his own mind for ways of making it smaller." By the time he returned from the Bahamas, the family's move was complete, and King began to accept his new home. Unbeknownst to him, moving to the Sunset Avenue house brought an end to the wiretap that the FBI had placed on his home phone eighteen months earlier, a wiretap the Bureau did not bother reinstalling at the new abode.63

Back at SCLC, King had to deal with the uncertainty about the Alabama boycott. Federal Community Relations Service (CRS) officials approached Andrew Young to ask that SCLC meet privately with several Alabama business leaders before implementing the boycott plans, but Young told the CRS people at an April 16 session that the businessmen would have "to use their power to speak out for equal opportunity in every area of life" before SCLC would change its plans. King visited Selma and two outlying towns to check recent developments, and found that an atmosphere of fear and intimidation was still palpable despite weekly meetings between Mayor Smitherman and local black leaders. Young worried that further acts of racist terrorism were likely, and King returned to Atlanta to tell both SCLC and SNCC staffers that the boycott plans would remain on track.

King's first exploration of a test site for SCLC's northern aspirations occurred during a mid-April tour of Boston. He stopped in New York to consult with his advisors and to attend a small fund-raiser that Marian Logan, a new and influential member of SCLC's board, had put together. He also spoke to the New York City Bar Association, telling the audience of 1,500 lawyers that discrimination in employment, housing, and education was pervasive in the North despite the absence of explicitly racist laws. Nonviolent civil disobedience would be an appropriate tactic for combating those practices, King said, as long as activists remembered that their "goals must be clearly stated." The following morning he expressed similar sentiments in a meeting with Massachusetts Governor John Volpe and an address to the state legislature, in which he stressed that "strong legislation to end discrimination in housing" was a pressing national need. He toured Boston's Roxbury ghetto, where he denounced the city's segregated schools and warned city politicians that Boston was a likely target for a voter registration campaign that summer. Reporters listening to King's comments, which included a statement that the United States ought to end the Vietnam War, asked if he had any special memories of the city where he had attended graduate school. Yes, he did, King said, bringing their attention back to housing discrimination. "I re-
member very well trying to find a place to live” upon arrival in the fall of 1951. “I went into place after place where there were signs that rooms were for rent. They were for rent until they found out I was a Negro and suddenly they had just been rented.” Like the incident in the New Jersey restaurant during his time at Crozer, the search for an apartment had been a painful lesson that being black in the North was oftentimes no different from being black in the South.64

From Boston, King flew west for speaking engagements in Los Angeles and Iowa. The California visit allowed him to rendezvous with a lady friend from Chicago, and also offered an opportunity to spend some time with a young magazine writer. In Iowa, one reporter asked King if he was getting pudgy, and King nodded yes. “Too many banquets” were the bane of his existence. “Eating’s my big sin,” King told the newsman.

While King was traveling, the Johnson voting rights bill moved through the Senate Judiciary Committee and onto the floor. Both in the Senate and in the House Judiciary Subcommittee markup, a statutory poll tax ban had been added to the legislation, a provision that Justice Department officials contended was of dubious constitutionality. Attorney General Katzenbach sought unsuccessfully by phone to convince King that the movement’s insistence upon the poll tax provision might make the act vulnerable to southern challenges in the courts, but King replied that a greater problem was an amendment being pushed by Senate Republican leader Dirksen that would provide an escape hatch from federal coverage for certain southern counties. That threat was eliminated by the end of April, but Senate debate on the bill bogged down as supporters of the legislation sought to resolve the poll tax issue without recourse to a divisive floor vote.

More painful for King were the tensions with SNCC. After Selma many SNCC workers’ distaste for King and SCLC had become more pronounced, and a number of news stories aired the complaints. One reporter wrote that part of the problem lay in SNCC’s “contempt for bourgeois values,” which some staffers thought King exemplified. Another said more accurately that “SNCC desipises the ‘cult of personality’ which has surrounded King, and the leader-worship” that prevailed within SCLC. Some simpletons thought the division was simply a question of militancy, but one acute observer pointed out that in reality, “King’s SCLC is no less militant than SNCC. It is, however, less radical in its approach to the problems of society. SCLC is a strategic command; SNCC is an ideological army.” Much of the tension was rooted in a basic disagreement about leadership and the best role for movement staffers. “We don’t believe in leadership,” SNCC’s Jim Forman explained to one newsman. “We think the people should lead, but SCLC thinks there should be one leader.” SCLC aides contemptuously dismissed many of the SNCC assertions, saying that rhetorical excess did no one any good. Bernard Lee, in an uncharacteristically harsh public comment that reflected SCLC’s internal tensions as well as those with SNCC, griped that
“both Bevel and Forman don’t know the difference between militancy and arrogance.” Nonetheless, growing substantive differences did separate the two organizations. “King is concerned with arousing the ‘national conscience’; SNCC wants to organize the rural Negroes in the South,” one commentator pointed out accurately, and SNCC was concerned about the real impact that SCLC’s media-oriented campaigns had upon the black citizens of those chosen towns. Some leaders, a SNCC worker explained, had gotten so caught up in being leaders that they had lost touch with their grass-roots followers and failed to appreciate how campaigns that were national successes could be local failures for the black citizens who had to bear the brunt of the effort. “Many times they are [left] worse off than before the leaders came in. . . . That’s Birmingham and St. Augustine and soon, probably Selma.” “No one,” he declared, “has the right to go into an area to lead people and not allow them to decide in which direction they want to go.” People must be encouraged to make their own decisions and generate their own indigenous leadership. No matter what the national payoff, “using people as a means to an end cannot continue.”

King and his SCLC colleagues knew they were vulnerable to such criticisms. On Friday, April 30, with Harry Belafonte acting as intermediary, SCLC and SNCC staffers met in Atlanta to thrash out their differences and try to agree upon a joint unity statement that might quell the media’s fixation on the movement’s incipient split. The lengthy sessions were surprisingly cordial and productive. SNCC’s representatives would not agree to SCLC’s request that the statement include a declaration that Communists were not welcome in the movement, but they reached a general accord on all other points of discussion. King told newsmen after the meeting that the much-reported split was “not serious” and that the discussions had been arranged in order “to keep a cleavage from developing and getting serious.” Press accusations that one or both groups were becoming too extreme were neatly dismissed in the formal statement that King and Forman issued jointly. “The civil rights movement is by its very nature a radical movement which seeks to eliminate an established order of racism and segregation.”

Throughout the first half of May, King’s schedule was more relaxed than usual. A three-day visit to Philadelphia for several speaking engagements allowed him to evaluate that city as a site for northern SCLC efforts. Most of the questions he faced upon return to Atlanta concerned the muddled Alabama operation. James Bevel insisted that the boycott be pursued at full tilt and that a new round of demonstrations be mounted in the Black Belt. Many staffers were losing interest in the boycott plan, and local black leaders reported bluntly that their troops had little enthusiasm for new protests. Selma’s activists were angry about what they regarded as SCLC’s withdrawal from their community. Locally, divisions had arisen over both the unproductive discussions with city officials and the poorly administered distribution of essential supplies.
that SCLC had sent to Selma to aid the scores of black citizens fired from their jobs for participating in the demonstrations. Many local people who had sacrificed greatly for the movement could see no improvements resulting from the protests, and Randolph Blackwell, dispatched from Atlanta to see if black Selma's morale could be improved, reported to King that his offer to send a new SCLC staffer into town to assist the leaders there was met with "something less than enthusiasm."67

Alabama matters took a bleaker turn on May 7 when a Lowndes County jury deadlocked and refused to convict Klansman Collie Leroy Wilkins of the Liuzzo murder despite the testimony of eyewitness FBI informer Gary Thomas Rowe. King said that indicated how civil rights murders ought to be made a federal crime, and he undertook a two-day swing through seven rural west Alabama counties to inject new life into SCLC's relatively moribund Black Belt voting rights effort. Speaking to church rallies in small towns such as Eutaw, Greensboro, and Demopolis, he said that when Alabama's all-white legislature convened in Montgomery on May 18, SCLC would have representatives from each of their counties present to demand that the state's black citizens receive their due. "It will start as a good-faith attempt to talk to the people who represent us in the legislature. But if they won't sit down and talk, and negotiate, then we're going to be on the legislative agenda. If it takes presenting our bodies and filling up jails all over Alabama, we are ready to do that." SCLC aides asserted that two thousand demonstrators a day would flood Montgomery if the legislature were not responsive, just as Bevel had outlined in his original blueprint.

Two relatively quiet weeks passed before King returned to Alabama to pursue that declaration. He flew to New York, where an FBI bug in his hotel room overheard Levison telling King, as Rustin had earlier, that he had a responsibility to speak out on issues of war and peace, such as the growing conflagration in Vietnam. King knew the FBI still had an active interest in his personal life, and he worried greatly about a public revelation of the Bureau's embarrassing tapes. He asked a longtime family friend, Chicago's Rev. Archibald J. Carey, Jr., to speak with his friends in the FBI hierarchy. Carey did so, reporting back to King that it would be wise to keep up his public commendations of FBI accomplishments.68

In mid-May King traveled with Coretta and Daddy King to Louisville for the formal installation of A.D. King as pastor of the city's largest black church, Zion Baptist. It was his younger brother's third new pulpit in less than four years, and though the visit afforded a pleasant opportunity to see A.D.'s five growing children, King was deeply troubled by the serious problems his brother faced. A.D., unlike M.L., had never devised a strategy for escaping the debilitating struggles with their father that had been a constant fact of life since childhood. M.L. had learned to disagree and go his own way without having to best his father in direct verbal argument, but A.D. had never been able to walk away from the challenges that Daddy King constantly posed. Over the years those strug-
gles had taken an increasing toll on A.D., an energetic but stubborn man who seemed unable to find internal peace because of those deep familial tensions. More and more he had turned to alcohol for escape, and by the time he came to Louisville a pattern had developed. "His problem was too much," a Birmingham colleague who was a longtime family friend recalled. "It was getting worse. He would get in difficulty from one church to another," and "had to move on." Zion Baptist offered him a chance to start over, but only if he could force some basic changes upon himself. M.L. hoped for the best, but knew there were few grounds for optimism.

From Louisville King flew to New York for more public appearances. At one dinner Vice-President Humphrey greeted him with the news that the voting rights bill and its crucial machinery for providing federal registrars ought to become law before the end of June. Certain Senate passage was less than a week away, and easy approval was assured in the House. That would be perfect timing for the SCOPE registration project SCLC would launch during the third week of June. Even though Program Director Randolph Blackwell had serious doubts about Hosea Williams's ability to administer so large a project, Williams's burgeoning staff was predicting great achievements. Humphrey's projection was invigorating news, and despite his fatigue King decided to tackle a difficult issue he had been thinking about for several months. Although Stanley Levison and King remained in touch regularly, Levison was not invited to the research committee meetings because of the repeated federal warnings about his Communist connections. King's grudging tolerance for the supposed exclusion of Levison from his and SCLC's affairs had weakened with the passage of time, and now he told Jones, Wachtel, and Rustin that there was no reason for Levison's continued banishment. Wachtel, whose sense of competition with Levison for King's ear was the subject of open talk among King's friends, recommended caution, but King was insistent. He wanted to schedule a staff and research committee retreat for early June to discuss SCOPE and SCLC's northern options, and he wanted Levison to attend. The edict was accepted, and planning got under way.

On May 24, King returned to Montgomery for SCLC's somewhat delayed "descent" upon the Alabama state legislature. In the weeks that had passed, Jim Bevel had realized that there was little enthusiasm for renewed protests. What initially had been envisioned as the first day of a large-scale sit-in at the state capitol turned out to be a cordial one-time visit to some willing legislators by a modest number of well-attired black constituents. King remained in town for little more than twenty-four hours. His schedule was packed with speaking engagements, including one at the annual convention of A. Philip Randolph's Negro American Labor Council. A week earlier he had alluded to how "the profit system" would become one target of the movement, but before this sympathetic audience, King let down his rhetorical guard much more than usual. "Call
it what you may, call it democracy, or call it democratic socialism, but there must be a better distribution of wealth within this country for all of God’s children.”

The two-day retreat for SCLC staff and advisors at northern Virginia’s Airlie House included a comprehensive review of all the organization’s programs, but much of the discussion centered on King’s and Young’s desire that SCLC move into one or more northern cities. Some in attendance, such as Clarence Jones, were opposed to the idea, but a consensus emerged that SCLC explore New York and Chicago. No matter which city was selected, the group agreed, racism in education, in employment, and in housing would be attacked with nonviolent methods.

When the discussions turned to SCLC’s other endeavors, Program Director Randolph Blackwell took an active role in criticizing a number of undertakings. His doubts about the SCOPE project were known to all, but with the opening of the Atlanta training sessions for white northern volunteers less than a week away, Blackwell concentrated his warnings on one specific matter: a request from some Wisconsin sociologists that they be allowed to study the project and its youthful recruits. Given the many unknowns and potential problems that the program and its young, inexperienced volunteers might encounter, “we should discourage . . . those who would want to make in-depth inquiries,” Blackwell said. “It might just be to our advantage if this information was never collected and recorded.” Others sympathized with his concerns, but King said no. The researchers were well intentioned, and good friends in Atlanta vouched for their reliability.

Blackwell also had other serious issues to raise. Affiliates Director C. T. Vivian was promoting a summer tutorial program, “Vision,” that would take St. Louis college students to ten Alabama cities to help prepare black high school youngsters for college, but, Blackwell complained, Vivian’s interest in the program meant that he was neglecting his duty of maintaining liaison with SCLC’s many local affiliates. In places, he said, “there are some cases that are at an explosive stage, and threatening to embarrass us and rupture our relations with the community irreparably.” Selma’s troubles with distributing foodstuffs was only one case. Alabama’s Greene County Civic Organization, a band of local activists in an important black-majority county, had told SCLC its staffers were not welcome there. The other Airlie House discussants tried to alleviate Blackwell’s worries, but he told them that SCLC’s entire salary structure and personnel policies needed an overhaul. One blatant example, he said, was a young black accountant in the finance office who had been with the organization hardly eight months, but whose $6,000 annual salary placed him high up on a scale that was topped by Blackwell’s modest $8,750. “How do we justify paying James Harrison $500 [per month] with his limited experience and total lack of commitment to what the Conference is doing?” Once more, his colleagues soothed Blackwell’s feelings, and King promised to authorize the review he wanted.70
Hard on the heels of the Airlie House retreat came the SCOPE orientation sessions in Atlanta. Bayard Rustin coordinated several days of addresses to the assembled volunteers, with Ralph Abernathy and Andrew Young discussing the movement's history, and SCOPE staffers Williams, Ben Clarke, and Stoney Cooks describing the summer plans. Williams explained that teams of four to seven volunteers would be sent to fifty rural counties to work on voter registration, community organizing, and political education under the direct supervision of local leaders. Teams would be made up of volunteers from a single college and would be subject to oversight by traveling SCLC field staffers and SCOPE's central administrators. Local details would vary from county to county, and the volunteers would have to remember that they were there to assist, not direct, local citizens. King spoke to them about the importance of their work, stressing that the registration of hundreds of thousands of new black voters across the South would alter fundamentally not just the politics of that region, but those of the entire nation as the South began to send more moderate senators and representatives to Congress. He ranged widely in his remarks, calling for a negotiated settlement and end of U.S. escalation of hostilities in Vietnam and warning that America was a "nation suffocating with material corruption." Later King informed newsmen that this program, and not the Alabama boycott, would be SCLC's summer focus. One reporter asked about King's northern intentions; he replied by expressing strong support for the demonstrations that a group of Chicago activists had launched a week earlier against their city's segregated schools and insensitive superintendent. King said he had been invited to participate in those protests, but that it would be sometime later in the summer before he could do so.  

In mid-June King flew to Jamaica for a weeklong vacation. He felt drained almost constantly now, and although he had not experienced a profound exhaustion since those extremely dark days in April, he mused to Young and Wachtel about taking a year's leave from SCLC for some rest and reflection. The World Council of Churches had a retreat in Switzerland where a house would be available, but King was hesitant to leave the movement, even temporarily, for such a comfortable setting. He knew that he needed the respite and time for thought that a sabbatical would provide, but such a move would leave SCLC without a leader. His hectic schedule of constant plane trips and speeches brought him little joy, but "if I have to go through this to give the people a symbol, I am resigned to it," King wearily admitted.  

In Jamaica he took time out from his vacation to lay a wreath and address a crowd at a Kingston shrine to native son Marcus Garvey, who had had a major impact on American blacks in the 1920s. "Garvey was the first man of color in the history of the United States to lead and develop a mass movement. He was the first man on a mass scale and level to give millions of Negroes a sense of dignity and destiny and make the Negro feel he was somebody," King told a crowd of two thousand.
He pondered the idea of a sabbatical during his Jamaica sojourn, but realized that an entire year’s leave would raise serious questions for SCLC, not the least of them financial. The organization had taken in more than $1.5 million in the preceding ten months, thanks in large part to the public support garnered by Selma, but SCLC’s leaders appreciated how unpredictable their finances were. In 1964 they briefly had to borrow funds to meet the payroll, and before Selma, SCLC had been nearly $100,000 in debt. A huge influx of spring contributions, greater than in the wake of Birmingham, had remedied that deficit, and a small number of extremely wealthy individuals, such as New York heiress Ann Farnsworth, could be counted on to make annual five-figure donations. Nonetheless, aside from the well-run direct-mail appeals administered by Adele Kanter and Stanley Levison, SCLC possessed no systematic source of funding beyond the substantial sums produced by King’s speaking appearances. If that income were to disappear for a year, SCLC would have to make it up. Levison had long urged “the necessity for a full scale commitment to fund-raising,” and now he sharpened his warnings. In light of the possibility of King’s taking a sabbatical, Levison told Andrew Young, “the question of an organized structure not dependent on him becomes critically urgent.” Additionally, in view of the organization’s desire to confront discriminatory housing, employment, and schooling in northern cities, “we may find some sources of funds,” such as direct mail, “diminishing as SCLC bites deeper below the skin of more people, north as well as south.” Both considerations suggested that SCLC ought to exploit an appropriate source of funds that it had never focused upon: the black church. It was imperative, Levison said, to “build a structure of fund-raising among the churches” and to hire a new staff member to coordinate the program. With a large-scale southern program such as SCOPE, which was consuming more than $100,000 per month, and the plan to move north, “you are going to need big money,” Levison told Young and King. Although no immediate action was taken to pursue the black church idea, King returned from his Jamaican holiday talking less about taking a sabbatical and more about the need for SCLC to select a northern city as a launching pad for a nonviolent assault on urban discrimination.72

He also returned from Jamaica talking more about a subject to which he had been making consistent but low-key reference for several months: America’s growing involvement in Vietnam. On July 2, King addressed an SCLC rally in Petersburg, Virginia. Speaking more forcefully than he had in prior public appearances, King declared that “the war in Vietnam must be stopped. There must be a negotiated settlement,” and the United States should spare no effort in pursuing one. “We must even negotiate with the Vietcong.” Americans should speak out in favor of a quick settlement, and could hold “peace rallies just like we have freedom rallies,” King suggested. His remarks received prominent play in papers across the country, and in the ensuing days reporters pressed him to explain his
interest in a subject not tied to civil rights. "I'm much more than a civil rights leader," King told one interviewer while explaining that the Vietnamese conflict was not outside his purview. "I feel that it is necessary for me to continue to speak on it," to point out the "need for a negotiated settlement." He had not called for a "unilateral withdrawal" by the U.S., King noted, and "I never said anything about organizing demonstrations around the Vietnam situation," as some had interpreted his Virginia remarks. "I merely said that I will have to speak out on this issue." His principal focus, King reiterated, was America's nationwide oppression of blacks, not American foreign policy. That was why SCLC was looking for a northern city in which to become active; "the poverty issue is now the pressing one." Housing, schools, and jobs were all areas in which most black Americans suffered pervasive discrimination, North as well as South. The movement owed it to all citizens to confront those problems without regard to regional boundaries, and if that obligation brought with it new risks, then he was willing to take them. Four days after King's ground-breaking speech in Petersburg, he flew north for discussions with civil rights leaders in Chicago, where local activists were eager to host the northern protests that SCLC wanted to develop. In so doing, King took the first step down a path that would fundamentally alter the nature of the movement and hasten the expansion of his own critical perspective on American society.73
Civil rights activism in Chicago had traveled a fitful path in the years preceding Martin King's exploration of the city in July, 1965. Chicago's main racial issue was the extensive segregation of the city's schools, and the grossly inferior facilities to which black children were assigned. A biracial group, Teachers for Integrated Schools, was formed in 1961 to combat these conditions, and in April, 1962, two of its most active members, Al Raby and Meyer Weinberg, joined with other Chicago civil rights leaders to organize a new association of activist groups, the Coordinating Council of Community Organizations (CCCO). This caucus limited its activities to monthly meetings until the fall of 1963, when Chicago's hard-line school superintendent, Benjamin C. Willis, tendered his resignation after local CORE chapter members picketed the Board of Education for several weeks to protest how school assignment boundaries maintained segregation. A ten-to-one vote of the school board, whose members were appointed by Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley, rebuffed Willis's attempt to resign, and on October 16 the controversial superintendent returned to his job with a strong endorsement of his policies. Civil rights activists were outraged, and on October 22, CCCO called a student boycott to protest the maneuver. More than 200,000 youngsters, almost 50 percent of those enrolled in the city system, stayed home from classes that day, but neither CCCO nor other civil rights forces followed up on that success.

By January, 1964, Raby had become CCCO's chairman or "convener," and in late February a second school boycott took place. Participation fell short of October's, and CCCO, lacking both an office and regular staff, drifted quietly into the summer months despite a report issued by University of Chicago Professor Philip Hauser that rigorously documented CCCO's charges against the segregationist policies of Superintendent Willis. King's appearance at a massive June rally at Soldier Field gave
Chicago civil rights activists a moment of celebration, but no notable efforts were undertaken during the balance of the year. In early 1965, CCCO was “in disarray,” with one Chicago newspaper columnist proclaiming that “for all effective purposes it has expired.” Public calls for Willis’s removal continued, and two spring demonstrations were mounted in the hope of influencing the Board of Education not to renew the sixty-three-year-old superintendent’s contract. On May 27 the board reappointed Willis until his sixty-fifth birthday in December, 1966, a decision that “brought life back to the moribund civil rights movement in Chicago.”1

Two days later, CCCO met to consider new protests, and many recommended that a new school boycott of longer duration be mounted. Among those present was SCLC’s Jim Bevel, who had taken an interest in Chicago’s civil rights situation since April, when former SNCC activist Bernard Lafayette, now urban affairs director for the local office of the American Friends Service Committee, invited him to give a series of workshops on the southern movement. Those visits had led Bevel to agree with Lafayette’s suggestion that Chicago was an ideal target for SCLC’s expansion into the North. Bevel went on leave from SCLC to become program director at Chicago’s West Side Christian Parish, and enthusiastically endorsed efforts by Lafayette and his AFSC colleagues to make discriminatory housing practices a top item on Chicago’s civil rights agenda. “The real estate dealers in Chicago are the equivalent to Wallace and Jim Clark in the South,” Bevel told one group. “These are the cats who are most vulnerable to an attack because this is one thing that everybody can see and understand—that is, you don’t even need to philosophize about housing in Chicago, you can show that on television.”

The renewed turmoil over Willis and school conditions, however, offered an excellent opportunity for reviving mass action in the city. Looking toward longer-range possibilities, Bevel told the May 27 CCCO meeting that a protest should not be rushed into without adequate planning. “You want to declare war without counting your troops,” he warned, but a two-day boycott on June 10 and 11 was approved nonetheless.

During the following week, CCCO wavered in its commitment to the protest as some members argued that another mass rally or march, perhaps one featuring Dr. King, should be called instead. On June 6 the boycott plan was reaffirmed, but two days later a state court injunction barring the protest was handed down at the city’s behest. CCCO responded with a June 10 march to City Hall by several hundred supporters, and repeated the procession the following day. City police arrested all 250 demonstrators the second day, and took more into custody when CCCO marched again on June 12. The federal Community Relations Service (CRS) tried to arrange negotiations between the protesters and the mayor, but the daily marches continued without interruption for more than two weeks. Finally, on June 28 Mayor Daley granted an audience to
Raby and other CCCO representatives. Daley rejected their demand that he use his appointive power over the school board to oust Willis, and CCCO decided to appeal to other allies in order to break the impasse. Raby wrote to U.S. Education Commissioner Francis Keppel asking that federal school aid to the city be cut off until segregationist policies were ended, and a decision was made to follow up on the contacts with Jim Bevel by asking King for assistance in future protests against the school system.2

King arrived in Chicago on July 6 for a speech to a church convention. He met with Raby, who requested that he return later that month for protests against Willis and Chicago's segregated schools. King agreed to come back for a three-day visit, and the next morning joined Raby to announce those plans to Chicago newsmen. King said that a dozen SCLC staffers would accompany him, and that his visit would be part of SCLC's explorations in a number of cities. "We've begun some work in Boston and we'll also be quite active in Chicago and four or five other major northern cities," he explained. "Our voter rights drive is doing well in the South and we are anxious to work hard in the North as well." Asked if he would meet with Mayor Daley to discuss the problems, King said that was "a real possibility," but only if he accompanied local black leaders.

As the Chicago activists discussed how to draw King into their future efforts, SCLC's staff arranged for King to visit other cities that were candidates for a northern initiative. Plans were made for a midsummer swing that would take King and his assistants to four northern cities besides Chicago: Cleveland, New York, Philadelphia, and Washington. Although SCLC had not yet selected a city for its northern focus, King thought more and more about Chicago in the wake of his conversations with Raby. He told an audience at Syracuse University that problems in public education, especially school segregation in the North, were among the most important issues for the movement to deal with, and he cited the case of Chicago's Willis as an example of what was wrong.3

In Chicago heavy advance publicity announced that King would address fourteen neighborhood rallies on Saturday and Sunday July 24 and 25, with the climax of his trip being a Monday march to City Hall. Several newsmen reported that CCCO planned to target future protests against Willis's boss, Mayor Daley, rather than the school superintendent. The astute mayor telegraphed King a week before his arrival to offer a personal appointment. The city's civil rights situation, Daley suggested, was far better than King might think. CCCO responded that such a meeting would not be possible because of King's tight schedule.

King and his aides flew into Chicago on Friday, July 23, where they received a surprise greeting at the airport from Edward Marciniak, director of Mayor Daley's Chicago Commission on Human Relations. That evening King met with fifty Chicago activists, and the next morning he set out on a series of neighborhood rallies that kept him speaking literally from dawn to dusk. On Sunday he preached at two different churches
before resuming the neighborhood appearances, and that evening he spoke to a crowd of fifteen thousand in suburban Winnetka. That made approximately twenty speeches in barely forty-eight hours. A Monday morning breakfast address was canceled so that an “ailing and exhausted” King could undergo an emergency checkup prior to that afternoon’s mass rally and march to City Hall. Emerging from the doctor’s office, King told newsmen he had a “slight case of bronchitis, and I need to rest.” The “extreme fatigue,” he explained, was due to the fact that “I think I’ve talked more in the last three days in Chicago than I have at any time in my life,” and that he had not been getting much rest. “The doctors tell me I can’t get by on two or three hours of sleep a night. I try to do it, and I learn I just can’t.”

Exhausted, King resumed his schedule, barely missing a beat. He met with the Catholic Interracial Council in midmorning, with a businessmen’s group at lunch, and then delivered a lengthy address at Buckingham Fountain to a crowd estimated at between fifteen thousand and thirty thousand people. His weariness showed as he spoke about how “so often in these past two years I have had to watch my dream transformed into a nightmare.” His March on Washington optimism, he suggested, counted for little in the face of problems like those plaguing Chicago’s schools. “It is criminal,” he declared, “to allow the education of our children to be entrusted to the kind of insensitive, unimaginative, mediocre leadership which is now being provided.” After leading the crowd to the doors of City Hall, King voiced his increasing appreciation of the challenges that lay ahead. “We stand at the gate of a new understanding of the dimensions and depth of our struggle with racial injustice in this country; dimensions not limited by geographic boundaries or adequately addressed by civil rights laws.” Those dimensions were symbolized by the problems of schools, housing, and employment that existed in Chicago, problems that SCLC would help the local movement tackle. Asked by newsmen why Chicago had drawn his interest, King reminded them it was the nation’s second largest city. More important, he said, was CCCO’s energy. “Since there is a vibrant, active movement alive here, we felt that this was the first community in which we should work and start our visits in the north.”

King and his aides felt the Chicago whirlwind had been a great success despite the profusion of threatening phone calls received at his hotel and his physical exhaustion. King arrived late in Cleveland, the tour’s second stop, and Andrew Young told reporters that King’s bronchitis had left him completely worn out. King nonetheless addressed a mass meeting and tried valiantly to keep up with a hectic Wednesday schedule. He arrived at 9:00 A.M. for a breakfast that had been scheduled at 7:30, and made a number of daytime appearances to encourage voter registration efforts. Then, despite a fever of 102 degrees, he spoke at a poorly attended rally at the city arena. He was eighty minutes late, and was “noticeably precarious” in delivering his remarks, one writer observed. He
spoke favorably of black mayoral candidate Carl Stokes, and then returned to his hotel. Even there he found no rest, for Attorney General Katzenbach was on the phone to press him about an urgent legislative problem. The House had approved the Voting Rights Act on July 9, but had included a statutory poll tax ban that the Senate version of the bill lacked. The different versions had been sent to a conference committee, but no agreement had been reached because of the House conferees' insistence upon retaining the poll tax provision. Since that stalemate threatened to delay the bill's final enactment into law, Katzenbach wondered if King would be willing to endorse a poll tax compromise in order to attain speedier approval. King was dead tired when Katzenbach phoned, but he listened patiently as the attorney general explained how King's opinion might prove influential with two House conferees—Peter Rodino of New Jersey and Harold Donohue of Massachusetts—whose commitment to the poll tax ban was blocking final enactment. King agreed that speedy action was an overriding consideration, and authorized Katzenbach to tell the House conferees that the more modest Senate and administration-backed poll tax language was acceptable to him. The next day the attorney general passed the word to Capitol Hill. King's message had the desired effect, and that afternoon the House conferees accepted the Senate language. Final floor votes in both houses were scheduled for the following week, with approval and a speedy presidential signature assured.  

King and his aides were far less happy with their Cleveland visit than with the one to Chicago, but more serious problems arose concerning their next two stops, New York and Philadelphia. Harlem Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, whose behavior toward King had been erratic for years, let it be known that King should avoid Powell's turf during his northern tour. SCLC reluctantly consented not to go. Then a similar objection threatened to scratch King's Philadelphia visit. Local NAACP leader Cecil B. Moore, angry that he had not been consulted, informed the SCLC leaders they would not be welcome. Moore expressed his views to King by phone on Saturday, July 31, and SCLC announced cancellation of the visit, which had been scheduled to begin Sunday evening. Philadelphia supporters of the King pilgrimage were outraged by Moore's action, and met throughout the day Saturday before persuading SCLC to go forward with the visit despite the NAACP complaint. Late Saturday night SCLC reversed itself, and on Sunday evening King arrived to an airport greeting of three hundred enthusiastic supporters. Newsmen thought King "seemed bewildered" by the cheering in light of the local controversy. He went out of his way to stress that no one should feel threatened by his visit. "We are here not to establish a movement, but to support the one that is already here." Andrew Young told reporters that King was still "very tired," and the next morning he was an hour late for a twelve-hundred-person breakfast banquet at Friendship House. His northern visits, King told the crowd, were the first step toward confront-
ing the serious domestic problems that plagued the entire country. "We need massive programs that will change the structure of American society so there will be a better distribution of the wealth."

Despite his exhaustion, King's Philadelphia schedule was hectic. An SCLC promise that the funds generated by his appearances would go into local coffers convinced Cecil Moore to support the tour, and he joined King for a friendly press conference before King set out on a string of appearances that did not end until after midnight. On Tuesday King met for lunch with the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce before joining Moore for a series of street rallies that climaxed with a five-thousand person protest at Girard College, a segregated institution that Moore's followers had been picketing for three months. That evening he spoke to a larger crowd at a Baptist church and reiterated his call for a "negotiated settlement" in Vietnam. Early the next morning King left for Washington, the final stop on his tour.6

King's three-day visit to the nation's capital had been planned to combine a series of community appearances along with a White House visit so that he could brief President Johnson on the impressions garnered during his northern swing. His first day's schedule, delayed slightly by bomb threats that forced him to take a different flight from Philadelphia, featured eight appearances throughout the Washington area. King voiced his support of Washington residents' demands that Congress grant their city home rule. On the second day of his visit he interrupted his string of neighborhood appearances to have lunch at the Capitol with those members of the House and Senate who served on the committees that exercised jurisdiction over Washington's local government. Late that afternoon, he, Abernathy, and Walter Fauntroy met with President Johnson and White House aide Lee White and listened as the chief executive described his plans for holding a White House Conference on Civil Rights in 1966. King told Johnson he feared segregation was on the increase in the North, that federal school aid should be cut off to de facto segregated systems, that new housing and job-training initiatives were required, and that legislation should be drafted making ownership of decrepit slum housing unprofitable. Johnson encouraged King to submit a report detailing his recommendations, and King told newsmen that the session had been "fruitful and meaningful." Later that evening he addressed a "home rule" rally and walked at the head of a procession that marched to Lafayette Park across from the White House to express thanks for the support Johnson had given home rule. King told the five thousand demonstrators that he would call for protests if Congress failed to take speedy action on their demand. The next morning he went to the Capitol for the signing of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. A few hours later, a tired King headed home to Atlanta, his first round of northern explorations complete.

King and his SCLC colleagues discussed their reactions to the cities they had visited. Cleveland and Philadelphia had clear shortcomings, and
New York was unattractive since Adam Powell had now publicly warned that King would be “unwise” to visit Harlem. Chicago seemed promising, however; the local movement leadership had been pleased with the visit. At a CCCO meeting on August 4, Raby said that SCLC’s Walter Fauntroy already had indicated that Chicago looked especially attractive. “He thought maybe they would come back and dig in, not just for three days,” and had been amenable to Raby’s warning that SCLC work in conjunction with CCCO, not just “come in and take over.” CCCO agreed with Raby’s evaluation that “King did a good job stirring the people we may be able to organize,” and authorized Raby to work out with King the details of a second trip during which King could confront Mayor Daley and help CCCO mobilize its forces for another mass boycott of Chicago’s schools.7

While King was receptive to the Chicago activists’ entreaties, his immediate concern was the SCLC annual convention, which opened on Monday, August 9, in Birmingham. Levison, Jones, Wachtel, and Rustin had discussed the value of an SCLC resolution defending King’s comments about Vietnam. Rustin suggested that King issue a public letter to President Johnson calling for the inclusion of the Viet Cong and the North Vietnamese president, Ho Chi Minh, in negotiations to end the conflict. Wachtel prepared a forceful declaration of support for King in the name of SCLC’s board. “We shall not hesitate to challenge the policies and actions of our government,” Wachtel’s draft declared, “whenever we believe that they may lead our world closer to war and annihilation.” By the time King flew to Birmingham on Monday to open the meeting, he had agreed with his advisors that he should dispatch personal letters to the leaders of all the countries involved in Vietnam, urging a speedy negotiated settlement.

King and Young described SCLC’s prospects in the North to the board. Young spoke positively about the recently completed tour, but confessed that “we don’t have a program yet for the North.” Sometime during the coming fall, he explained, “we will have a retreat to get away for a day or two and plan for building a movement over the next year or two.” Although Chicago seemed likely to be the first city where staffers would be deployed, Washington also offered a good locus for action that could be centered around home rule, King said. Young emphasized that SCLC would not start its urban effort from scratch, but would coordinate with local groups ready to accept such assistance. “Our role in the North is not to organize our own unit but to pull together everything else.” That might prove more difficult than during protest campaigns in the South, in part because the movement’s opponents would be “more sophisticated and subtle. In the past we could count on a Bull Connor or Jim Clark to create such a savage and brutal image that our own weaknesses were ignored amid the blatant horror and injustice which surrounded all our demonstrations,” Young said, but in future challenges the movement’s shortcomings might be more visible.
Bearing the Cross

The board’s second day of meetings began with a discussion of SCOPE and the new voter registration possibilities offered by the Voting Rights Act. King expressed concern that the Justice Department would not send federal registrars into all the southern counties eligible for them under the bill’s provisions. Then the discussion turned to a Vietnam resolution. Board member Benjamin Hooks challenged the entire idea. “I question whether it is wise for us to go too far in the international arena.” King responded that “I think we have an obligation as individuals to express our concern about the peace question. There is a need to call for a negotiated settlement.” Considerable discussion ensued, and the final resolution was far different from what King’s advisors had envisioned. Indeed, the language stopped just short of an implied dissent against King’s public remarks. Board members “recognize that [King’s] conscience compels him to express his concern” about Vietnam, and “commend him for courageously expressing these concerns,” the statement conceded. “We must still, however, affirm that the primary function of our organization is to secure full citizenship rights for the Negro citizens of this country.” SCLC’s “resources are not sufficient to assume the burden of two major issues,” and the organization would not pursue questions of peace or foreign affairs.

That implicit rebuke to King’s outspokenness was overshadowed by the heavy coverage given his own comments. King made no complaint about the wording of the resolution, and faced no probing questions when he explained to newsmen that it was simply based on the fact that SCLC had “neither the resources nor the energy to organize demonstrations on the peace question.” He had never advocated such an attempt because “it’s physically impossible to go all out on the peace question and all out on the civil rights question.” SCLC’s priorities were clear to all, but this did not mean that King should not voice his individual views. His annual report as SCLC’s president focused upon ongoing programs such as SCOPE, citizenship education, Operation Breadbasket, and Vivian’s Project Vision, which was now being supported by a federal grant. King’s personal focus remained the Vietnam initiative that he and the New York advisors had discussed. King announced his intention to send letters to Lyndon Johnson and the leaders of the U.S.S.R., China, North and South Vietnam, and the Viet Cong, and explained that his goal was not to “argue the military or political issues involved,” but simply to “make an urgent plea for all sides to bring their grievances to the conference table.” Asked by reporters why he was undertaking this initiative, King responded that “I held back until it got to the point that I felt I had to speak out.” It was imperative that the United States “seriously consider halting the bombing” of North Vietnam and that President Johnson “make an unequivocal and unambiguous statement that we’re willing to negotiate with the Viet Cong.” Although his letter-writing initiative was front-page news across the country, and although Jim Bevel told reporters that an “international peace army” would take the place of a civil
rights movement made obsolete by the Voting Rights Act, King said he sought no role in any Vietnam negotiations or in antiwar protests. "I don't see the development of a peace army right now" he informed reporters at the conclusion of the convention.9

From Birmingham, King and Bernard Lee flew toward what they hoped would be a restful vacation in San Juan. In Miami, however, King learned that the violent disturbances that had begun in Los Angeles's Watts ghetto two nights earlier were intensifying. On Friday the thirteenth, unrestrained mobs roaming the streets had set fire to block after block of stores with Molotov cocktails. King was uncertain about whether to continue on to Puerto Rico or heed requests from black Los Angeles churchmen to aid them in restoring peace to the ravaged area. King consulted with Bayard Rustin, who urged him to deplore both the rioting and the underlying economic brutalities of ghetto life which produced it. Both men agreed that there seemed little use in King's entering a situation that even the National Guard was having difficulty quelling. King went on to San Juan and addressed a Disciples of Christ convention, but by noon-time Sunday he decided to return to Miami to prepare for a Los Angeles trip that he could not in good conscience avoid. Several SCLC colleagues joined Rustin in warning King that an appearance in Los Angeles would be as politically risky as his ill-fated involvement in the New York disturbances a year earlier, but King replied that he could not say no. Rustin agreed to rendezvous with King and Lee in Los Angeles, and on Tuesday afternoon King arrived, telling waiting newsmen that he had come to help local black leaders in their negotiations with Los Angeles Mayor Sam Yorty and hard-nosed Police Chief William H. Parker. The next morning he met with Los Angeles Times publisher Otis Chandler, then headed to Watts to address several hundred ghetto residents at the Westminster Community Center. King was awed by the physical devastation of the area, and was nonplussed when a hostile Black Muslim heckled him as he spoke to the crowd. Then he met with California Governor Edmund G. Brown for a conversation that King termed "very fruitful and amicable." Later that evening, reflecting on the day's events, King expressed to Rustin and Lee how his visit to Watts had brought home to him more than ever the material and spiritual desolation that shattered the lives of the millions of black citizens trapped in America's ghettos. "I'll never forget the discussion we had with King that night," Rustin recalled. "He was absolutely undone, and he looked at me and said, 'You know, Bayard, I worked to get these people the right to eat hamburgers, and now I've got to do something... to help them get the money to buy it.'" Rustin had been telling King for nearly two years that the most serious issues facing the movement were economic problems of class rather than race, but on this evening Rustin sensed that the day's experiences had convinced King of the truth of that analysis. "That struck Martin very, very deeply," Rustin explained. "I think it was the first time he really understood."10
The following morning King and Rustin met with Mayor Yorty and Police Chief Parker in a heated session that lasted almost three hours. The mayor listened politely as King explained that Los Angeles would benefit from a civilian review panel empowered to investigate allegations of police brutality, which blacks viewed as a serious problem. Then Chief Parker erupted at King's suggestion, telling him in blunt terms that racial prejudice was not a problem in Los Angeles. The angry police chief also refused to let King visit jailed black rioters, and the SCLC contingent left the session shaking their heads over a racial insensitivity that seemed as acute in Los Angeles as in Birmingham or Selma. Mayor Yorty attacked King in comments to local newsmen, and King told reporters that although he appreciated the mayor's meeting with him, Chief Parker ought to be removed as police commander immediately. King met with newsmen again on Friday before departing for Atlanta, and stated that black ghetto dwellers were disillusioned with both white liberals and the black middle class. "It was a class revolt of underprivileged against privileged." They had not benefited from the gains won by the movement in the South and had "been bypassed by the progress of the past decade." For them "the main issue is economic," namely the widespread need for jobs. When King phoned Lyndon Johnson in Washington to repeat that message, Johnson took the opportunity to chide King for his remarks about the war. "The President never asked me not to speak out on Vietnam. He just explained his position." King said later that the president had pledged to improve Los Angeles's slow-footed antipoverty program. Though King praised Johnson as a "sensitive" president "prepared to give us the kind of leadership and vision we need," the size of the problems, King knew after his visit to Watts, was far greater than anyone—the president or he himself—probably yet realized.

Back in Atlanta King tried to steal some rest while catching up on developments that had escaped his attention during a summer in which he had spent little time in the Deep South. Morale in the SCLC Atlanta offices was not good. Much of the grousing was due to tensions that had developed between Hosea Williams's free-spending SCOPE staffers and the remainder of SCLC's troops. Williams's project had put almost five hundred volunteers into some four dozen Deep South counties. SCOPE claimed to have registered thousands of new black voters, but many SCLC leaders were dubious about its real achievements. A contingent of workers in Americus, Georgia, had precipitated a protest campaign that antagonized longtime SNCC workers in the area who resented SCLC's sudden intrusion. "We've been operating in Americus for three years," SNCC's Willie Ricks told a reporter, "and now we've got to figure out how to clean up the mess Dr. King will leave behind." SCLC's token presence in Selma could do little to offset the devastating blows to the black community's morale when one free-lance civil rights preacher was hustled out of town for taking indecent liberties with underage girls, or when Dallas County Voters League President F. D. Reese was arrested
for allegedly embezzling movement funds. Although the charges were subsequently dropped, visiting newsmen pronounced the black community “shocked and divided” and disappointed that the protests had produced “no discernible change in the racial climate of the city.” Reporters found some local leaders ready to endorse SNCC’s longtime complaint that all SCLC ever left behind it was “a string of embittered cities.” An arrogant Hosea Williams, asked to respond to those criticisms, dismissed the local leaders’ unhappiness brusquely. “They need us more than we need them. We can bring the press in with us and they can’t.” Some movement observers wondered if SCLC would return to St. Augustine, where the long-planned quadricentennial celebration would soon take place, but local black activists who had welcomed SCLC’s first venture there were unenthusiastic. “We were cut off in September of 1964,” Robert Hayling lamented to a reporter when asked about a possible return by King. “He and the SCLC put the screws on us real tight.” Another St. Augustine activist was more blunt: “I don’t want him back here now.”

Americus, Selma, and St. Augustine aside, however, the most serious problems concerned SCOPE. Blackwell and Young contended that Williams’s effort was sloppily administered and had recruited far more inexperienced volunteers than it could use or supervise, and that events had, if anything, shown that their warnings had been understated. Tens of thousands of dollars had been spent with little to show in return except angry local leaders and frustrated volunteers. Local activists decried SCLC’s failure to supervise the young recruits. One Georgia minister wrote Williams to say that SCOPE was “the worst run program I have ever seen.” The volunteers, most of whom found demonstrations more enjoyable than tedious voter canvassing, often became exasperated with local leaders and took out their energies in other ways. Blackwell summarized the situation in a confidential memorandum to King and Abernathy, warning that “most of the evidence” to support his summary “need never be written down or remembered.

The SCOPE project as it presently exists should be brought [to] an end just as soon as it possibly can without inviting public inquiry . . . it has cost freedom contributors ten times what it should have. In my candid opinion, the project has degenerated in the main to an experiment in liquor and sex, compounded by criminal conduct, no less than a series of reported rapes.

Blackwell also noted his “suspicion of financial dishonesty” on the part of some involved in SCOPE’s administration. 12

One week after King’s return to Atlanta from his Watts trip, he assembled SCLC’s staff for a three-day meeting at a downtown hotel. Those present included young field-workers as well as longtime associates like Young, Bevel, Cotton, Williams, and Stanley Levison, who came down from New York. King explained that the purpose of the gathering
was “to discuss and think through anew our programmatic thrust in the light of recent developments in the North” and the Chicago request that SCLC make a major commitment to that city. First, however, there was a lengthy discussion of SCOPE. Williams delivered a glowing report, but Young and Levison asserted that a complete evaluation would require more information. King emphasized that everyone had to avoid actions or statements that could injure the organization, and Blackwell expressed his concern about rumors of misconduct in SCOPE. There was general agreement that Williams’s project had become too separate from the rest of the organization, and that “there is a need to unify SCLC.”

King focused the discussion back on the North. His summer visits had convinced him that urban blacks needed leadership. The widespread talk about violence was a challenge that the nonviolent movement had to meet. The Chicago activists wanted SCLC to begin work there in September, and “we must not ignore their call. We must find the real issues and examine our structure to determine what we can do.” King opened the floor for comments and heard general agreement that “the problem in the North is a bankruptcy of leadership.” Bevel was especially eager to undertake a Chicago campaign, but others insisted that SCLC had to define its purpose for going into Chicago. Some wondered if Chicago should be taken on without SCLC first developing a tangible program or recruiting the prior support of likely white allies. King challenged that concern, arguing that “the movement pulls people out, helps them regain their souls and that we make a mistake to wait. We have brought about growth in the press and white people as the movement grew and developed power. We cannot expect such allies in the beginning. The present mood dictates that we cannot wait. We must . . . commit ourselves to the whole long-range program.”

Several participants suggested that the northern campaign involve more than one city, but Levison cautioned that southern staff members might not appreciate how different and complex running a campaign in even a single large city would be. Young agreed, saying that SCLC could work in tandem with Chicago’s CCCO while offering assistance to local leaders in other cities such as Cleveland. Many disagreed, however, and argued that while Chicago would be a first step, in time SCLC’s effort would have to be expanded further. “The final consensus,” Dorothy Cotton noted, was that “we move beyond one city or one issue and attempt to get at the heart of the problem (distribution of wealth). We must, however, use a concrete, live issue within a community in order to do this.”

On the final day of the discussions King focused on the immediate questions concerning Chicago. Some were worried that CCCO “is not in touch with the masses,” and that many black Chicagoans believed violence was a more effective tool than nonviolence. “It was the consensus that we must deal with this feeling and accept the challenge to prove that nonviolence is the way,” Cotton wrote. “Mr. Levison suggested that we must move into . . . Chicago with a nonviolent movement immediately
with a set of demands that would improve the lot of people living in [ghetto] areas.” The final decision, she noted, was expressed in two points:

1. Because of the condition of oppression that Negroes are facing in the North, it is absolutely necessary for SCLC to move in on a supportive basis.
2. We will do intensified work in the North, using Chicago as a pilot project.

Young would meet with Al Raby to brief him on SCLC’s decision, and arrangements would be made for the SCLC staff and CCCO leadership to meet jointly for intensive discussions within six weeks. In mid-September SCLC’s executive and field staffs would have separate retreats at the Penn Center in Frogmore, South Carolina, to prepare for the campaign, and a task force of a dozen workers would be dispatched to Chicago immediately.13

King’s thoughts continued to center on urban blacks’ problems during the days following the Atlanta discussions. In New York for a national television appearance, a research committee meeting, and a presidentially instigated discussion of Vietnam with Johnson’s U.N. ambassador, Arthur Goldberg, King told both newsmen and his advisors of his growing concern about America’s ghettos. The problems in the North were “not out in the open” like the simpler ones in the South, and most whites in positions of power “still fail to grasp the depths and dimensions of racial injustice” all across America, he said. Antipoverty efforts needed to be “greatly expanded,” and the Watts riots had left the black movement in an unhappy state where “something is needed today to give it a lift.” The perfect initiative, King suggested, would be a presidential tour of the country’s ghettos, a tour that ought to convince Lyndon Johnson that “vast sums of money” and “major economic reforms” were needed to meet the crises facing America’s largest cities. “The tour by the President—seeing poverty conditions for himself—should be followed by a massive economic program, a program to give the people in the ghetto a stake in society.”

Although King’s meeting with Goldberg was postponed by the ambassador, reporters questioned King about his Vietnam letter-writing initiative. He explained that he had not yet sent the appeals, but that it was “very urgent to work passionately and unrelentingly for a negotiated settlement of this very dangerous and tragic conflict.” Although he had no desire to become a negotiator, and no intention of making SCLC active in any peace effort, his ministerial role placed upon him prophetic as well as priestly responsibilities, King said. One of those prophetic obligations was to declare that “war is obsolete,” and opponents of that view should not confuse his “creative dissent” with disloyalty to the nation.14

Back in Atlanta on September 1, King and Young announced publicly
SCLC’s new commitment to Chicago. Raby would be flying in for discussions the next day, and Young explained that one of Chicago’s most attractive features was CCCa, which he termed “probably one of the best coalitions of civil rights forces existing anywhere in the country.” Pressed by reporters to elaborate the reasons behind SCLC’s choice, Young ticked off three additional features that were attractive to SCLC. First, Chicago was the nation’s second largest city and an especially challenging target. Employing the same rationale for Chicago that SCLC had used two years earlier in selecting Birmingham meant that “if northern problems can be solved there, they can be solved anywhere.” Second, Mayor Daley’s powerful Democratic machine made for a potentially more effective city response to the movement’s efforts. Unlike in some other cities, such as New York, Chicago’s bosses “can make changes in behalf of the people if their conscience is sharpened and the issues clearly raised before them.” Third, Young said, was the strong support for civil rights offered by Chicago’s influential religious community.

King’s and Young’s announcement stressed that the initial focus would be on “the school issue—a fight for quality integrated education.” The drive might later expand to issues of jobs and housing and might last upward of a year, but the crux of SCLC’s commitment was to make Chicago the same sort of symbolic city as Birmingham and Selma. “I have faith,” King declared, “that Chicago . . . could well become the metropolis where a meaningful nonviolent movement could arouse the conscience of this nation to deal realistically with the northern ghetto.”

Chicago’s politicians, already furious at the CCCa marches that black entertainer Dick Gregory had been leading through Mayor Daley’s own segregated neighborhood, greeted King’s announcement with coolness. Black alderman Ralph H. Metcalfe, a devoted Daley supporter, accused King of having “ulterior motives” and announced formation of a new “community action” group of his own. “We have adequate leadership here,” Metcalfe huffed. Jim Bevel and nine other SCLC staffers arrived in town and attended a CCCa executive committee meeting where Bevel detailed his vision of creating a “nonviolent army” of 100,000 to 150,000 Chicagoans. Young and Fauntroy arrived shortly after, and examined how best to tackle Chicago’s segregated schools. Some activists recommended that King chair a series of hearings on educational shortcomings, while others favored an indefinite boycott of selected Chicago schools. The immediate goal was Willis’s ouster as superintendent, but no decisions had been made by the time SCLC’s staffers departed for the mid-September retreat at Frogmore.15

While the Chicago task force was getting oriented, King was in New York for his postponed meeting with U.N. Ambassador Arthur Goldberg. Their conversation lasted over an hour, after which King told reporters he had recommended to Goldberg that the United States halt its bombing of North Vietnam and announce that it would negotiate with the Viet Cong. King said he was “deeply distressed” about Vietnam, and had
found the conversation “very fruitful and amicable.” King also volunteered that the United States should end its opposition to the admission of the People’s Republic of China to the United Nations.

Although Goldberg’s comments about the meeting were friendly, the next day a close Senate ally of the Johnson administration, Connecticut Democrat Thomas Dodd, blasted King for his comments on Vietnam and “Red China” and pointed out that an obscure federal criminal statute barred private citizens from free-lance foreign policy ventures. King was very upset by Dodd’s attack and became distraught as he worried about the additional public criticism that might follow. He arranged a conference call with Levison, Wachtel, Jones, Cleveland Robinson, and Young, and explained that he felt Lyndon Johnson had put Dodd up to the speech, just as the president had instructed Goldberg to meet with him in the hope of muting his criticisms of the war. King feared attacks that would go beyond the merits of the issues. “The press is being stacked against me.” Commentators would charge that “I am power drunk and that I feel that I can do anything because I got the Nobel Prize and it went to my head,” King said. “I really don’t have the strength to fight this issue and keep my civil rights fight going,” he told his friends. “They have all the news media and TV and I just don’t have the strength to fight all these things. . . . This would take too much of my time to fight this,” and other civil rights leaders like Wilkins would not support him. “The deeper you get involved the deeper you have to go . . . and I’m already overloaded and almost emotionally fatigued.”

Three issues had to be dealt with immediately, King told his colleagues. First, they had to show people that King was not alone in his Vietnam position. Second, how should he deal with the Dodd attack? Third, what ought to be done about his letter-writing idea, which he now wanted to drop. “We have to face the fact that sometimes the public is not ready to digest the truth,” King warned. “The average mind is not sophisticated enough to analyze a statement and what it means. If they did they would know who Dodd is and that he is the strongest supporter of the FBI and its invasion of privacy and the Un-American Activities Committee.” The bottom line. King told his friends, was that he ought to back away from the peace issue and return to an emphasis on civil rights. “I have to find out how I can gracefully pull out so that I can get on with the civil rights issue because I have come to the conclusion that I can’t battle these forces who are out to defeat my influence,” forces that “are going to try to cut me down.” If he fought back, “they will take the Communist China thing and what Dodd said and use it to say that I am under the influence of Communists.” King felt that as a citizen and as “a moral leader” he had a right to speak out on “a question that deals with the survival of mankind,” but the adverse reactions indicated he should “withdraw temporarily.” None of his advisors disagreed with him on dropping the Vietnam issue. Levison and Wachtel recommended that King respond to any press queries by saying that he had spoken his piece
on the war and on China, and now would be getting back to his regular work. During another conference-call discussion the following evening, everyone agreed that King would not pursue the letter-writing idea. King’s advisors would urge liberal spokesmen and publications to defend his right to voice such criticisms, and King reiterated his belief that he ought to change course. He said he knew that his “star is waning” because of the public controversy, that he had to put Vietnam behind him temporarily, but that he would still speak out when necessary.16

With that painful decision made, King joined SCLC’s staff retreat on the South Carolina coast. Other questions besides Chicago faced the organization. A decision had been made to set up a new department of economic affairs, which C. T. Vivian would head, with Virginia staffer Herbert Coulton taking Vivian’s place as director of affiliates. Three other new people would be joining the top staff: Michigan State Professor Robert L. Green as education director, former Connecticut activist John Barber as an executive assistant in King’s office, and white consultant Bill Stein as the black church fund-raiser Levison had recommended. Harry Boyte’s Dialogue project was now concentrating most of its efforts in Miami, and Diane Nash Bevel had joined the staff to develop an educational program on nonviolence for use throughout Alabama. SCLC’s Alabama presence had dwindled to a small Selma office headed by Harold Middlebrook and a network of field staffers in rural counties overseen by Marion’s Albert Turner. Hosea Williams was hoping to strengthen those remnants now that SCOPE’s summer effort had ended.

One pressing issue discussed at the retreat was a burgeoning local protest movement in Natchez, Mississippi. Andrew Young had visited the town at the invitation of Mississippi NAACP activist Charles Evers. Young announced he would recommend a protest campaign aimed at obtaining legislation that would make violence against civil rights activists a federal crime. Natchez, he said, had “some bad white folks,” and “Dr. King will be glad to hear that. It was bad white folks in Birmingham that gave us the Civil Rights Bill. It was bad white folks like Jim Clark and Al Lingo in Alabama that gave us the right to vote.” Similar Mississippians might be just what was needed to reinvigorate civil rights protests in the South. One local NAACP leader had been seriously injured when his car was bombed, and five SCLC staffers were sent to explore the Natchez situation. They concluded that Natchez was an oppressive locale where the black population suffered from brutal police, rigid segregation, and an employment situation that was bad even for the small-town South. Evers and the local NAACP chapter were eager for help, and by the third week of September the SCLC contingent had organized mass meetings and a downtown protest march that drew close to one thousand demonstrators. The SCLC workers hoped that King might visit, but by their second week in Natchez, debilitating tensions had developed between the younger SCLC staffers and the local NAACPers. The campaign weakened as internal conflict grew, and by the end of the month, Natchez was
Several days after the Frogmore retreat King traveled to Washington for an unpublicized meeting with other movement leaders and Vice-President Humphrey. The setting was an evening dinner cruise down the Potomac on the presidential yacht; both the atmosphere and the guest list were designed to generate positive sentiments toward the Johnson administration. Accompanying King from SCLC were Andrew Young and Walter Fauntroy. Jack Greenberg, Clarence Mitchell, and John Morsell represented the NAACP, while Floyd McKissick was present from CORE and Whitney Young from the National Urban League. CUCRL sponsor Stephen Currier and former CUCRL Director Wiley Branton, now a Humphrey aide, were also along, but no SNCC representative was present. Although the vice-president wanted to convey the administration’s continuing commitment to civil rights, he was confronted with strong expressions of dissatisfaction from King and others about the Justice Department’s limited use of federal registrars in the six weeks since the Voting Rights Act had taken effect. Although the law’s provisions covered almost the entire Deep South, Attorney General Katzenbach had sent federal representatives into barely a dozen locales. While Justice officials argued that national intervention would do little good in counties where local authorities were complying with the act’s suspension of literacy tests, the movement leaders argued that fearful black applicants would feel more comfortable registering with a federal official than with a local white, and that assignment of U.S. registrars would spur registration drives in many areas. Branton defended the administration’s strategy, but Mitchell “exploded” at him, calling him a “traitor” to the movement, and “a very bitter confrontation” ensued. Humphrey tried to placate his guests’ concerns, but with minimal success.

King had become disturbed about the low morale of SCLC’s staff. Several important staffers, including Blackwell and Vivian, were talking about leaving. Many workers were unhappy about the low wages and the absence of raises, but King explained that SCLC’s income had fallen off so greatly since the spring that salary increases were out of the question. Bernard Lee, who spent more time with King than anyone, told his boss that he should not expect the same degree of self-sacrifice from others that King imposed upon himself. Lee knew “that God called you to do a job,” but King ought to appreciate the staff’s complaints. “I have seen the Cross that you must bear and I know deep down within, that you have denied yourself to follow Him.”

Although King was temporarily slowed after he fell backward in a chair and cut his arm on a glass, preparations for the Chicago campaign went ahead. Bevel’s staffers met regularly with the CCCO, and drafted plans for a three-day joint retreat at a camp at Williams Bay, Wisconsin. Al Raby told a questioner, “We don’t have specifics yet” for the campaign, but “we’re laying the groundwork for a massive push in this city to bring the issue of northern ghettos to national attention. We’re going to
broaden our interest—not just schools but housing, political emasculation, poverty, welfare, jobs.” The local activists received an unexpected boost on October 1 when the federal Office of Education, responding to CCCO’s summer complaint, froze U.S. funding for Chicago’s schools. Movement leaders were ecstatic, and King sent a congratulatory telegram to the White House. The city’s Democratic power brokers demonstrated the reach of their influence, however, when five days later the funding freeze was overridden by higher-ranking Johnson administration decision-makers.

On October 6, King flew to Chicago for the first time since July to join the other activists for the retreat. “We want to be sure we have a strongly mobilized and well organized community before we take action,” King told newsmen. The target would be Chicago’s civil rights problems, not the city administration. “I don’t consider Mayor Daley as an enemy,” and “eventually” King hoped to meet with him. At the Williams Bay camp, Raby and other local figures made the initial presentations, with Raby stressing how CCCO and SCLC viewed the upcoming campaign as a cooperative partnership. “SCLC needs us to help set a pattern for the entire nation; we need them for their experience and inspiration.” Saturday afternoon King addressed the group and moderated an informal discussion led by Young and Bevel. King reiterated that SCLC was in Chicago for several reasons: CCCO’s attractiveness, the past support city activists had given the southern movement, and the innate challenge it offered. “Chicago represents all the problems that you can find in the major urban areas of our country,” King said. “If we can break the system in Chicago, it can be broken anywhere in the country.” SCLC knew it was entering a new environment. “The movement in Chicago will be different from that in the South. There will be fewer overt acts to aid us here . . . naive targets such as the Jim Clarks and George Wallaces will be harder to find and use as symbols.” Several people interjected that development of electoral power would be essential, and King agreed. “Reforms will require political power. Direct action in and of itself will not get what we want—but it will point out the need.”

Jim Bevel sounded a different note, saying that electoral participation would not attain the types of changes the Chicago campaign ought to seek in American society:

You fight a machine by making people grow so that they don’t fit into the machine any more. We ought to be realistic enough to say that if we do in the next two years what we have done in the last two, we won’t be any further along then than we are now. We’ve got to go for broke. But a crucifixion is necessary first. If Negroes can’t break up a ghetto in fifteen months, they will never get out. Let us be more interested in doing something about the ghetto than in securing candidates. . . . We are going to create a new city. Nobody will stop us—not Daley, not the syndicate. We need laborers . . . an army.
Only through mass action could they "get the whole community to see the real issues," Bevel added. "Problems must be on the front page every day."

King opened the floor to questions, and was asked about the usefulness of civil disobedience in Chicago. "Constitutional rights was the subject of the fight in the South. In the North, human rights is more the question. So here, the concept of civil disobedience is different. There are fewer unjust laws. Also, nonviolence falls on more sympathetic ears in the North." Young agreed that "here the problems are greater," and more difficult to expose, "but the resources are greater also" in Chicago than in a Selma. Dramatizing Chicago's ills would be a challenge compared to what was done in the South, for "there the issues were very clear cut" and easily covered by the news media. Bevel interjected that here they would have more white church support than they had had anywhere in the South. King nodded in agreement, asking him if he had detected much black nationalist sentiment in Chicago. No, Bevel said, "I don't think this is a problem here." In contrast to the South, "here people are more angry than afraid," and the Chicago campaign would have to channel that emotion constructively. "We build people. People build organizations. Organizations move." That should be the campaign's course of development.

Young stressed that SCLC would "work through existing organizations" and not "try to take over anything. We will be here for the duration until problems are effectively confronted. This means we expect to be here full time for at least a year and then be on call indefinitely." At the retreat's final session, Young again cautioned that SCLC's primary role in Chicago would be to "raise the issues. . . . Raising issues smokes out politicians—forces them to respond, then people can see what they want. By raising issues, we educate the whole nation."19

Although the SCLC leadership felt the weekend had been useful in exposing the CCCO activists to SCLC's ideas, it had not generated detailed plans for a campaign that King knew would meet "sophisticated and subtle opposition." Young had warned the group that "nothing you do is secret," that "infiltrators are everywhere," and that "movements can be betrayed," but neither he nor King had had a chance to concentrate on the detailed planning they knew was necessary if the Chicago initiative were to succeed. Both men were due in the small central Georgia town of Crawfordville on Monday to assist a newly formed local protest movement. King, however, was preoccupied with Vietnam. Although he had not commented on the subject in almost a month, in private conversations he expressed continued anguish. When Clarence Jones told him that Senators Ernest Gruening and Wayne Morse had voiced new opposition to the Southeast Asian conflict, King remarked that "as I have said all along, there is much more support for my position than the press is willing to admit." While privately licking his wounds from September's public lambasting, King's antiwar sentiments grew stronger. "There is no
doubt about it," he told Jones, "the position of our government is wrong and it is getting wronger every day."  

When King and Young arrived in Crawfordville on Monday, October 11, they found the black community ready for sustained protests against local whites' efforts to avoid school integration. Every white pupil had transferred to schools in neighboring counties rather than accept desegregation, and Taliaferro County officials, citing the lack of students, had closed the building scheduled for integration. Demonstrations had been under way for two weeks, and black students had begun a mass boycott rather than return to their segregated facility. Hosea Williams had stepped in to lend a hand, and local protesters spoke of marching to Atlanta, 110 miles away, to present their grievances to Georgia Governor Carl Sanders. SCLC's appearance in town made local whites reconsider their course, and King told the seven hundred people at a Monday night rally that SCLC was willing to make Crawfordville the Birmingham and Selma of integrated education if authorities did not remedy the situation. After the rally Young led the crowd on a one-and-a-half-mile march to the Taliaferro County courthouse, and further protests were discussed. Three days later, however, a court placed the county school system in receivership under the direction of state education authorities, and King announced that demonstrations would be halted.

Although King was looking forward to a late October European trip that would take him and Coretta to London, Amsterdam, and Paris, several SCLC problems worried him. In Natchez the local NAACP branch had asked that he withdraw all SCLC workers from their town. The branch alleged that the staffers had "engaged in acts calculated to cause divisions, dissensions, confusions and suspicion among members and officers of our local and national organizations and Colored residents of this city," and had demonstrated an "unwillingness to cooperate with our local branch in a constructive manner." The breach had become irreparable when SCLC's Al Sampson had "denounce[d] the local leadership in general, and the NAACP by name, as unreliable, untrustworthy, and incapable" at an October 18 mass meeting. Mississippi NAACP leader Charles Evers was also furious, and phoned Atlanta. King dispatched Robert Green to conduct an investigation, but that incident brought the Natchez project to an unpleasant end.

Word of SCLC's troubles began to spread. Longtime board member Joseph Lowery warned King about "rumors of sharp dissension and threats of resignation among the executive staff," and complained that board members felt "entirely ignorant of what's going on" because "all policy and decisions . . . are made by just a few in the office." Most worrisome to King was SCLC's rapidly deteriorating financial situation. Matters had been confused since an August burglary of the office safe by a young field staffer had resulted in the loss of a $190,000 check. The real problem, though, was that SCLC was spending $3,000 a day and taking in only $800. Either SCLC would have to substantially reduce its now siz-
able staff, or big money would have to be obtained. Some large contrib­utors—such as New York Governor Nelson Rockefeller, who donated $25,000 in mid-October—could be attracted by SCLC's tax-exempt adj­unct, now named the American Foundation on Nonviolence, but other new sources had to be found. King discussed his worries with Jones, Levison, and Wachtel, who were puzzled that neither King nor SCLC Treasurer Ralph Abernathy could institute meaningful controls to limit SCLC's profligate spending.22

King and Coretta had been in Europe for only four days when word reached them in Paris that Collie Leroy Wilkins, accused killer of Mrs. Liuzzo, had been acquitted of the murder in his Lowndes County retrial. King announced that this loathsome decision underscored the need for new legislation making civil rights killings a federal crime. He cut short his European trip and announced a new round of Alabama protests. Back in Atlanta, he met with SCLC's executive staff and found strong agree­ment that demonstrations should be organized. Hayneville, site of the two Wilkins trials, would be a good focal point, and the protesters could demand both a federal criminal statute plus legislation designed to elimi­nate the widespread racial discrimination that made all-white juries com­monplace in most southern courtrooms. A "dramatic action program" would put new life into a southern movement that seemed moribund; it might also draw renewed public attention to SCLC at a time when contrib­utions were badly needed.

SCLC announced early in November that protests would get under way in Birmingham, Selma, Anniston, and Gadsden before the end of the month. "Our main goal," Young said, "is to dramatize the tremendous injustice in the jury system of this country," and to show the nation, as King put it, that "the whole structure of southern justice is contaminated with racism and corrupted by color consciousness." Hosea Williams would oversee the effort, and the protests would be coupled with a con­siderable expansion of SCLC's Alabama staff so that dramatic gains in black voter registration could be achieved prior to the Alabama Demo­cratic primary in May, 1966. Five days after that initial announce­ment, King told the Atlanta Press Club that his commitment to this new project was serious indeed:

We in SCLC have decided that we have no alternative but to mobilize massive demonstrations around the issue of segregated justice. In order to arouse the conscience of the nation on this issue we will probably have to develop a Selma-Montgomery type march.23

King's declaration aside, however, SCLC's southern staff was moving with no more effectiveness in organizing the Alabama protests than the Chicago contingent was exhibiting in developing a tangible program there. While King was preoccupied with SCLC's financial troubles, Bevel was making slow progress in fashioning a Chicago project. As he had said
at Williams Bay, Bevel was “thinking big,” and Chicago's problem, in his definition, was “getting rid of slums.” SCLC's task, he wrote in his first outline of the Chicago Project, “is not to patch up the ghetto, but to abolish it.” To do that, the movement would have to contend with the “four major forces which keep the ghetto in place: a. lack of economic power, b. political disenfranchisement, c. lack of knowledge and information, [and] d. lack of self-respect and self-dignity among the people of the ghetto.” The last of these should be the first target, for it was “something that would be reachable, given the resources we have available,” Bevel stated. The project had “to create enough self-dignity and self-respect in the people of the ghetto so that they will not tolerate the inhumane system under which they are now forced to live” and will replace it with “a community of love.”

More practically, the Chicago staffers set up a headquarters at the Warren Avenue Congregational Church and began helping local neighborhood organizations canvass their communities in preparation for initial mass meetings. Between October 20 and November 4, kick-off rallies were held in the Near West, Near North, Oakland, and East Garfield Park areas. Volunteers recruited at the meetings began attending weekly workshops on the nonviolent movement run by SCLC staffers. James Orange, Jimmy Collier, and Jimmy Wilson started working with west side youth-gang members, some of whom seemed ripe for a “real transformation,” while divinity student Jesse Jackson and former Birmingham activist Rev. Charles Billups built support for the movement among black ministers. The overall goal, Andrew Young told reporters, was “to mobilize the masses in Chicago so that they will be ready to act” when the campaign began.24

The kickoff seemed unlikely to occur until early 1966, since King was not pushing for quick action. A busy travel schedule took him back and forth across the country—to New York for his first meeting as a member of the Morehouse College Board of Trustees and for a Sunday appearance at Adam Clayton Powell's church, then to Detroit and Milwaukee for speaking engagements. While SCLC's intended focus was on demonstrations concerning southern justice, little was developing on that front, and King all but ignored it in his speeches. Instead, his remarks reflected a desire to broaden the movement's purview. First and foremost, King said, the movement had to transform itself from a southern to a countrywide effort. Until now it had been “essentially regional, not national. . . . The issues and their solution were similarly regional and the changes affected only the areas of combat,” and did nothing to help northern blacks, whose lives were changing “not for the better but for the worse.” Movement leaders “had long thought that the North would benefit derivatively from the Southern struggle. . . . This was a miscalculation. It was founded on the belief that opposition in the North was not intransigent; that it was flexible and was, if not fully, at least partially hospitable to corrective influence.” CCCO's Chicago school campaign had
shown that belief to be false and that "hope of voluntary understanding was chimerical; there was blindness, obtuseness, and rigidity that would only be altered by a dynamic movement." Such an effort offered the country its best chance of avoiding large-scale urban violence, and would show blacks as well as whites that nonviolence was the most effective tactic. "If 100,000 Negroes march in a major city to a strategic location, they will make municipal operations difficult to conduct . . . and they will repeat this action daily, if necessary," until tangible gains were won.

King also spoke of how the movement could not ignore violence and racism when they appeared in the international arena. "Violence is as wrong in Hanoi as it is in Harlem," and the Vietnam conflict was a vivid reminder that "war is wrong." In the long run, "we must disarm the whole world," because "total disarmament is the only answer" for eliminating mass violence from international relations. King emphasized that "I speak as an individual and as a minister, and not as president of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference." The responsibility of speaking out was brought home to him on a late November airline flight when noted pediatrician and antiwar activist Benjamin Spock approached him to say that the burgeoning domestic peace movement needed a symbolic leader. King gently parried Spock's request that he take that role, but the encounter further strengthened his growing anger at official attempts to shame opponents of the Vietnam conflict into silence. "We're at a terrible stage when we confuse dissent with disloyalty and we view every protestor as a traitor." He warned a New York audience that "an ugly repressive sentiment to silence peace-seekers is assuming shape," one that "depicts advocates of immediate negotiation . . . as quasi-traitors, fools, or venal enemies of our soldiers and institutions." He would not look on in silence, King declared. "I cannot stand idly by and see war continually escalated without speaking out against it. I don't think our nation has done enough to indicate it wants a settlement." As a minister, he said, "I am mandated by this calling above every other duty to seek peace among men and to do it even in the face of hysteria and scorn."25

Those late fall antiwar comments attracted little of the publicity and abuse that King's earlier statements had received. At the same time, King also voiced increased concern over U.S. policy toward Africa. Black Americans had a special responsibility to keep a close eye on their country's relations with racist states such as Rhodesia and South Africa, and to urge that U.S. condemnations of apartheid be backed up with real action. All contact with Ian Smith's renegade Rhodesian regime should be cut off, and a massive economic boycott of South Africa could show how nonviolent action could be effective in the international as well as domestic arena. Verbal castigation of South Africa's policies counted for little when "we give them massive support through American investments," which ought to be terminated immediately.

After a month's delay, SCLC took its first step toward mounting new Alabama protests when King made a two-day tour through the Black Belt
counties of Butler, Sumter, Clarke, and Greene on December 6 and 7. He repeatedly called for federal legislation to protect civil rights workers and ensure justice in southern courts. King's call was muted by administration promises to seek such a bill, plus the December 3 federal court convictions of Mrs. Liuzzo's assailants on charges of violating her civil rights. Those verdicts, and the maximum ten-year sentences meted out, "have made it more difficult for us to dramatize the need for changes in the structure of courts and law enforcement agencies in the South," King admitted to reporters.

Five days later he spoke at the MIA's tenth anniversary and told the ACMHR's weekly mass meeting that SCLC had selected Birmingham as the site for its Alabama plans. Although King spoke of the need for integrated juries and for Birmingham to hire black police officers, he indicated that Hosea Williams's staffers would focus on voter registration. Jefferson County was only one of many Alabama locales where disappointing registration gains were being blamed on the absence of federal registrars. An intensive organizing effort to turn out prospective registrants was necessary to show the Justice Department how badly those officials were needed. Williams was eager to get the effort going, and told Andrew Young he was "very upset" that SCLC's top echelon intended to monitor his expenditures. SCLC's southern program "is on trial" in Alabama, he told Young, and too many accounting requirements could impede the project. "I am sure I've not come up to standards in handling the conference's funds many times in the past, but haven't we all," Williams said. Young responded that the new supervision was for Williams's own good in light of the concerns generated by SCOPE and by a two-month-old FBI inquiry into whether Williams and other staffers had purchased stolen rent-a-cars for SCLC's use. Funds for the Alabama effort were being channeled to SCLC from the newly organized American Foundation on Nonviolence (AFON), and that connection heightened the "need for great caution," Young warned. "Any question whatsoever might jeopardize our future tax exemption and thereby jeopardize the whole movement. . . . The questions which are now being raised by our auditors, board members and the FBI concerning your past administration of funds make it necessary for someone else to participate in the administration of funds in order to protect you." Williams grudgingly went along, and by New Year's the Birmingham effort was under way. Even Young conceded he was "impressed with the way things are going in Alabama."26

Although King's aides sought to shield him from the unpleasant news about the FBI queries, King had not forgotten Archibald Carey's pragmatic advice about praising the Bureau. When a promotion was announced for Hoover aide Cartha "Deke" DeLoach, the FBI's liaison to Lyndon Johnson and the press, King dispatched a congratulatory telegram. Otherwise, he spent much of December wrestling with the upcoming Chicago campaign, whose kickoff was set for January 6 and 7. Bayard
Rustin and two of his close movement allies, Tom Kahn and Norm Hill, recommended that King reconsider making a major commitment to Chicago, but he rejected their arguments. Rustin insisted King realize that a campaign there would inevitably bring him nose-to-nose with the city's powerful mayor, Richard Daley. King replied that Rustin was wrong, that a Chicago campaign need not mean mortal combat with Daley. He conceded that organizing the urban ghettos would be different from the South, but he insisted that SCLC could succeed. At one Atlanta meeting, Rustin and Kahn pressed their concerns upon Andrew Young and an unreceptive King. As Kahn remembered:

King had this naive faith that he could do in Chicago what he had done in the South, that he could reach down and inspire them, mobilize them, and so forth. And Bayard kept saying, 'You don't know what you are talking about. You don't know what Chicago is like.... You're going to be wiped out.'

However, King's patience with Rustin's insistent argument had run out. He ended the discussion, Kahn recalled, by "saying, 'I have to pray now. I have to consult with the Lord and see what he wants me to do.'" Rustin, long familiar with King's proclivity for invoking God's name to avoid disagreements he did not care to hear, was furious. Seeking refuge in prayer—"This business of King talking to God and God talking to King"—would not resolve serious strategic questions. When they left, Kahn recalled, "Bayard was very distressed and very worried about what would happen to King in Chicago."

King's impatience with Rustin's cautionary arguments was based on a feeling that Rustin did not adequately appreciate the movement's responsibility to tackle the basic issues of wealth and class underlying the evils of American society. In earlier years Rustin had done more than anyone to heighten King's appreciation of those issues, but now the two men's strategic instincts were diverging. A sharp edge was increasingly apparent in King's public rhetoric as he decried "our vicious class systems" and explained that "we are now embarked upon a radical refurbishing of the former racist caste order of America." "Compensatory fairness" and significant economic reforms were needed in U.S. society, even if Lyndon Johnson's Vietnam venture meant that domestic social programs would be trimmed back more and more. Such a reduction "comes as no surprise. I expected it all along," a pessimistic King remarked just before Christmas. It was one more reminder that peace abroad and racial justice at home were "inextricably bound together," and of how in the two years since 1963, "I have constantly watched my dream turn into a nightmare. I have constantly watched my dream shattered." Some men and their ideas, he mused to his Ebenezer congregation on the second day of 1966, were destined to be ahead of their times, just like Jesus Christ. Ideas like racial equality and "a better distribution of wealth" eventually would tri-
umph, aided by leaders who realized they must do what is right, and not only what is popular. "If our economic system is to survive," he told his parishioners, "there has to be a better distribution of wealth... we can't have a system where some people live in superfluous, inordinate wealth, while others live in abject, deadening poverty."27

On Wednesday, January 5, King arrived in Chicago for three days of meetings that would mark the beginning of SCLC's campaign. Accompanied by Young, Abernathy, and Bevel, he met with Raby and other local activists for two days, and refined a thirteen-page proposal outlining the movement's plans. That detailed document, designed for distribution to CCCO's membership and the press, discussed at length the primary question that local and SCLC strategists had taken up at the two-day conclave: whether the Chicago Freedom Movement, as the CCCO-SCLC effort would be called, should focus upon one issue or several. For several years King and his lieutenants had appreciated the invaluable lesson of Albany, that the movement's goals were best conveyed and attained when articulated in specific terms. Such an approach had paid off in Selma and Birmingham, where "the issue was simplified deliberately" by concentrating on a particular goal, such as integrating lunch counters. In a southern battleground like Birmingham, "it was the simplification of the issue to the point where every citizen of good will, black and white, north and south, could respond and identify that ultimately made... [for a] watershed movement." SCLC's advance team had "given a great deal of thought to the crystallization and definition of the problem in Chicago in terms which can be communicated to the man on the street," however, and had concluded that the standard strategy should be altered. As Bevel had argued all fall, and as King now agreed, the issue had to be defined broadly rather than narrowly. "The Chicago problem," the final draft stated, "is simply a matter of economic exploitation. Every condition exists simply because someone profits by its existence. This economic exploitation is crystalized in the SLUM," which was "a system of internal colonialism." Each specific ill—inferior education, discriminatory housing practices, and racial exclusion from skilled trades—stemmed from that common cause. Although Young had articulated a different approach, and some Chicago activists were uncomfortable with Bevel's vague rhetoric about a "war on slums," it was Bevel's definition of the issue that went into the document King presented to the CCCO at a Thursday evening meeting:

There are two possible ways to concentrate on the problems of the slum: one would be to focus on a single issue, but another is to concentrate all of our forces and move in concert with a nonviolent army on each and every issue.

In the South concentration on one issue proved feasible because of a general pattern of state and local resistance. However, in Chicago we are faced with the probability of a ready accommodation to many of
the issues in some token manner, merely to curtail the massing of forces and public opinion around those issues. Therefore, we must be prepared to concentrate all of our forces around any and all issues.

In the discussions SCLC's staff emphasized the need to draw many different constituencies—black ministers, college students, high school students, unemployed youths, and slum dwellers—into active participation in the movement. Bevel was especially vocal about organizing slum dwellers into neighborhood “unions to end slums.” A “three phase battle plan” was drawn up for the gradual expansion of the movement. Phase one would involve organization and education, “a campaign to awaken the people” and recruit troops for the “nonviolent army” through block-by-block tenant organizing. Phase two, beginning about March 1, would consist of demonstrations to “reveal the agents of exploitation and paint a portrait of the evils which beset us in such a manner that it is clear the world over what makes up a slum and what it is that destroys the people who are forced to live in a slum.” In a revealing statement, the document added that “by the first of March, community response and live issues should have evolved to the point where some consensus has been reached about specific targets.” Then, around May 1, the third and climactic phase would begin, featuring some form of “massive action” that would “create the kind of coalition of conscience which is necessary to produce change in this country” and achieve “a direct confrontation” between “the power of the existing social order and the newly acquired power of the combined forces of good-will and the under-privileged.”

After presenting that vague outline to Thursday night’s CCCO session, King released the same text at a press conference on Friday morning. The verbosity of the document left reporters grasping for exactly what the movement had in mind, but King was vague even in his answers to direct questions about the purpose of the drive. “Our primary objective will be to bring about the unconditional surrender of forces dedicated to the creation and maintenance of slums and ultimately to make slums a moral and financial liability upon the whole community.” Pressed on specific aims, King said that programmatic responses would be sought from city, state, and federal authorities. “On the federal level we would hope to get the kind of comprehensive legislation which would meet the problems of slum life across this nation.” Asked if his local goals, or his targeting of “forces” which upheld slums would put him at odds with Chicago’s mayor, King insisted that “we’re not interested in a campaign against Mayor Daley. We’re fighting the system,” not a single man. Questioned about SCLC’s immediate plans, he said that the Chicago staff would be increased to several dozen, that he would be staying in a rented west side apartment during the three days each week he expected to be in Chicago, and that rent strikes and school and economic boycotts might be tactics the movement would employ in its second phase.28

The three days of intensive discussions did little to advance the CCCO-
SCLC coalition toward precise goals and a tangible action program. The lack of a specific program was partially obscured by Jim Bevel's powerful rhetoric and by the efforts of SCLC's expanding staff to canvass ghetto neighborhoods, but the campaign was getting under way without well-defined issues or targeted goals. Bevel's contention that slums were "domestic colonies" and King's belief that the profit system and America's distribution of wealth were the real issues had not been translated into specific programs the movement could undertake. As King left Chicago with Young and Lee for a respite in Los Angeles, he knew that the northern campaign needed more time and effort before its merits could be weighed.

King's vacation was interrupted on the second day by news from Atlanta that the Georgia state legislature was threatening to bar one of its newly elected members, SNCC press aide Julian Bond, from taking his seat because of SNCC's advocacy that young men take up civil rights work rather than submit to the military draft. "We are in a dangerous period when we seek to silence dissent," King told newsmen while warning that massive protests would follow if Bond was not seated. Julian Bond's right to oppose the draft must be protected, King said, and while he himself would not take part in actions such as draft-card burning, "in my current role as a pacifist I would be a conscientious objector."

King returned to Atlanta on Tuesday, January 11, as the Bond controversy grew. He spoke with the young legislator-elect and announced the next day that a protest march to the Georgia state capitol would take place Friday. King told reporters the controversy would also lead to another movement initiative. "This whole situation has caused us to see the urgency of going throughout the state of Georgia in a massive voter registration campaign designed to purge the state of political leaders with myopic vision. We will immediately embark on this campaign." Newsmen paid little attention to King's bold assertion, but pressed him on his views about SNCC's opposition to the draft. He said he endorsed it "in principle," but refused to comment on specific details; then he carefully straddled the fence by adding that he had "never encouraged evading the draft, and I am certainly not prepared at this point to encourage evading the draft." Civil rights work should qualify as an alternative to military service, King said, but he conceded that few people would agree with his or SNCC's position on that or Vietnam. "I would imagine that the vast majority of people in the United States support the policy of the administration."

Friday's protest at the state capitol drew hardly 1,500 people to listen in cold, raw weather as King attacked the legislature's exclusion of Bond. After King left, a group of SNCC protesters tried to force their way through police lines and into the capitol building. A brief clash ensued, an encounter the hostile Atlanta press played to the hilt. King, already displeased with SNCC's increasing loss of direction, had SCLC press spokesman Junius Griffin say that he was "hurt and shocked" by the vio-
In his Sunday sermon to the Ebenezer congregation, King talked of how dissent and nonconformity were the essence of true Christianity. It might not be popular to say so, King noted, but "we aren't doing enough to end the war in Vietnam. . . . Our hands are dirty," and most Americans were ignorant of the facts. That was the real reason, he suggested, that there was not more disagreement with Lyndon Johnson's war policy: "Most people really aren't educated about what's happening in Vietnam."

While King was preoccupied with Bond and Vietnam, his Chicago assistants continued to prepare for his January 19 return. Bernard Lee was assigned to find an apartment for King, and after a week of looking at rundown flats, settled on a four-room, $90-per-month apartment on the third floor of an aging building at 1550 South Hamlin Avenue in the heart of the Lawndale ghetto. Lee signed the lease before the management firm realized who the occupant would be. Both neighborhood residents and the Chicago press looked on with cynical glee as a small army of repairmen descended upon the building to improve its condition before its world-famous tenant moved in. While field-workers such as Jimmy Collier and Jesse Jackson organized block meetings of slum tenants in both west side and south side neighborhoods, press wags suggested King's best bet for improving ghetto housing would be to move from building to building. Lack of heat in the Hamlin flat kept King in a downtown hotel for his two-day visit, and he spent most of his time in private meetings with CCCO leaders and other interested groups. SCLC staffers were pleased with how "phase one" of the campaign was progressing, and tentatively planned a large rally for March 12 to mark the transition to the direct action of "phase two." Until that time, the movement leadership agreed,

Dr. King's chief role will be the detailed selling of ideas. In mass meetings, his role should be one of teaching, not preaching. He would give a short period of instruction at mass meetings, with someone else as the chief speaker. Only on major occasions will he make a major address.

King had no quarrel with that approach, and agreed that grass-roots organizing would have to precede the sorts of demonstrations that could create "a movement so dramatic that it will bring about state and federal legislation that will rectify conditions not only in Chicago but in every urban slum." After a weekend stay in New York to preach at the Riverside Church, King flew to Birmingham to lend support to the voter canvassing and protest marches that had succeeded in pressuring the Justice Department to send federal registrars into Jefferson County. King told a series of mass meetings that registering tens of thousands of eligible black citizens could "make the Negro voter a real balance of power" in Alabama's upcoming May Democratic primary. In private, King supported his aides
against SNCC criticism that SCLC's encouragement of such mainline electoral participation was undercutting SNCC's effort to create a series of all-black political organizations modeled on the successful "Black Panther" party that was being created in Lowndes County. A joint meeting of SCLC's and SNCC's Alabama staffers dissipated some of the tensions, but Randolph Blackwell told King that the best way to avoid inter-organizational conflict was for the two groups to work separately and for SCLC staffers "to avoid discussion of the SNCC program whenever possible."31

On January 26, King returned to Chicago, with Coretta at his side, to move into his rehabilitated slum flat. He told reporters that SCLC's tenant organizing would lead to rent strikes against landlords of bad buildings, and that evening at a neighborhood church, King listened as a dozen slum dwellers testified at a movement "hearing" about housing problems they had encountered. The next day King toured the area on foot despite the zero-degree temperature, and took Coretta, Al Raby, and several others to a next-door eatery, Belinda's Pit, for the ninety-six-cent lunch special of beef stew, black-eyed peas, turnip greens, and peach cobbler. He also met at police headquarters with Superintendent Orlando W. Wilson to promise that the movement would keep the lawmen informed of their plans, and conceded that as the campaign developed, "civil disobedience probably will take place." On Friday he headed south for another one-day trip to Birmingham to spur SCLC's voter registration drive.32

SCLC's financial situation had deteriorated during the winter as contributions dropped further and efforts to reduce expenditures failed. King worried increasingly about the problem, and after a long Atlanta meeting with Stanley Levison, he told the staff that spending would be sharply curtailed. Unmet bills exceeded $50,000, and Randolph Blackwell informed him that the problem resulted from profligate spending. King, however, was more interested in developing new sources of funding than in controlling expenditures. Before returning to Chicago, he stopped in New York to confer with his advisors and to urge a group of clergymen assembled by fund-raiser Bill Stein to pledge regular contributions from their churches to SCLC. The pastors were surprisingly unreceptive, but their coolness did not dampen King's excitement about the Chicago campaign. Although some Chicago activists were concerned about Bevel's free-wheeling style and his inclination to focus the campaign on Mayor Daley, King was not worried. He told Levison that Daley, who had cautiously welcomed SCLC to Chicago with a defensive declaration that "all of us are for the elimination of slums," seemed intimidated by the movement's potential. Bayard Rustin, who was unenthusiastic about SCLC's northern venture, nonetheless fortified King's optimism by telling him that Roy Wilkins was saying Daley was already prepared to make major concessions to the movement.

Back in Chicago on February 2, King met for an hour with Catholic
Archbishop John Cody to explain the movement’s goals. He then presided at a rally marking the founding of the Kenwood-Oakland Community Organization (KOCO), a neighborhood group put together by young staffer Jesse Jackson. Two days later, with a bad case of bronchitis, King spoke to another new movement-inspired group, the East Garfield Park “Union to End Slums.” Then he headed home to Atlanta.

King continued to be troubled by Vietnam, worrying that he was shirking a moral responsibility to speak out more strongly about the war. He told his Ebenezer congregation that “it’s just as evil to kill Vietnamese as it is to kill Americans,” and explained that it was morally wrong and emotionally painful to avoid issues one ought to face up to. “God’s unbroken hold on us is something that will never permit us to feel right when we do wrong, or to feel natural when we do the unnatural. God has planted within us certain eternal principles, and the more we try to get away from them the more frustrated we will be.” Although the moral also applied to other aspects of King’s life, his remarks reflected the worry he had felt about Vietnam for many months.

On Monday the SCLC executive staff wrestled with the financial difficulties and a growing dissatisfaction with Hosea Williams’s conduct of the Birmingham campaign. Williams was reprimanded for his personal behavior and for his failure to abide by the financial guidelines. However, a crackdown on wasteful spending could do little to solve the basic problem. Contributions had fallen below $300 per day, and as that was only a fraction of what SCLC was spending daily, the organization was accumulating a substantial debt. King was upset because the problem was distracting his attention from the Chicago campaign, but he agreed to an emergency meeting of his staff and advisors on February 12 to discuss the subject once again.

Returning to Chicago on February 9 for his weekly Wednesday-to-Friday stay, King heard Mayor Daley announce a new city program to clean up all of Chicago’s slums by the end of 1967. Daley made no reference to King’s incipient drive. However, one hundred civic leaders gathered at a hotel luncheon where King announced a March 12 “Chicago Freedom Festival” to raise an initial $100,000 for the CCCO-SCLC campaign. Then King and Ralph Abernathy, reporters in tow, toured a slum building at 1321 South Homan near King’s apartment where tenants were suffering from a lack of heat and hot water and an infestation of rats. King told the newsmen that those conditions exemplified the need slum dwellers had for neighborhood “unions,” organizations that could stage widespread rent strikes against landlords and city housing officials who were unwilling to eliminate such inhumane situations. That challenge, King said, was far tougher than SCLC’s past work in the South, in part because Chicago was “so much larger than anything we’ve ever touched. . . . Here,” he explained, “we’ve got to do more in terms of organizing people into permanent units, rather than on a temporary basis just for demonstrations.” Such short-term organizing had been productive
in the South, but “it did not lead to a permanent structure through which they could continue to work,” King pointed out. If the SCLC-CCCO effort were to succeed in Chicago, long-term organizations of thousands of exploited tenants would have to be built in dozens of neighborhoods on the west and south sides. That might mean remaining in Chicago for as long as a year and a half, King volunteered, for “it will take about that time to see real improvements” in those areas.34

In addition to Bevel’s organizing work, a second movement initiative was taking shape in Chicago: a local chapter of SCLC’s four-year-old Operation Breadbasket program. Although the Atlanta ministers who comprised the initial unit had won an impressive series of black employment gains from local industries, Director Fred Bennette had been slow to pursue the coast-to-coast expansion of the program King envisioned. The Breadbasket plan particularly appealed to Jesse Jackson, a ministerial student and Chicago staffer who had had his first exposure to SCLC as one of the thousands who made the spring pilgrimage to Selma. Jackson had talked throughout the fall with Rev. Clay Evans, president of the Chicago Baptist Ministers Conference, about how the city’s hundreds of black pastors could be drawn into the Freedom Movement. Aided by advice from Al Pitcher, one of his divinity school professors, Jackson pursued the Breadbasket idea when he found many black clergy unresponsive to the protest campaign Jim Bevel was promoting. “It was clear that the ministers preferred a separate, but related program to the movement,” Jackson explained. He arranged for King to describe Breadbasket at a mid-November meeting of city pastors, where King found considerable interest and authorized Jackson to proceed. “The introduction of Breadbasket into Chicago,” Jackson’s closest colleague, Gary Massoni, later said, “was at first something of a concession to several ministers who agreed with the overall goals of the movement, but who wanted to pursue a program under their own supervision rather than merge into the mass actions being projected.” Efforts went forward, and King addressed a February 11 gathering of over two hundred black ministers that marked the kickoff of Breadbasket in Chicago. In subsequent days a group of forty clergymen set up committees to gather racial employment statistics from four industries—bakeries, milk companies, soft drink bottlers, and soup companies—suspected of employing too few blacks relative to the heavy minority patronage of their products.35

King felt better about SCLC’s financial troubles after the February 12 emergency meeting in Atlanta. Clarence Jones expressed hope that unions such as the Teamsters, which had given SCLC $25,000 a year earlier, would be willing to contribute more, and Harry Belafonte was ready to give a series of benefit concerts in Europe. Levison recommended that SCLC not touch its secret reserve of a $100,000 mutual fund account in order to pay current outstanding bills of $30,000. A forthcoming mass mail appeal was expected to produce some steady contributions within a month or two. Chicago attorney Chauncey Eskridge suggested that a syn-
dicated radio program using tapes of King's sermons could be a regular source of income, and King's advisors persuaded him that SCLC should borrow $35,000 from Atlanta's Citizens Trust Company to tide the organization over until the new income became available.

Internal tensions at SCLC's headquarters continued to cause problems. Program Director Blackwell gave King a lengthy memo listing twenty serious issues that had to be dealt with. Most urgent were the constant arguments with Hosea Williams about his inadequate supervision of SCLC's southern field staff. "The conflict between myself and Mr. Williams," Blackwell told King, "has now reached beyond the two of us and now reaches into the core of all that we are concerned about as an organization." It "is not a personality conflict," but

a conflict that goes to the bottom of the philosophy of the organization.
It raises in a very serious way the question of whether we can at this point develop the internal structural discipline needed and whether we as a body can examine and seek out program economies.

Unless financial accountability, field staff behavior, and relations with southern affiliates were improved dramatically, Blackwell said, SCLC would continue to fritter away its resources and opportunities. A painful example of the affiliates' problem was Selma, where a split had developed between middle-class black leaders, such as Rev. Reese, and poorer citizens allied with SCLC's sole remaining staffer, Shirley Mesher, whose antipoverty work had produced a new grass-roots political organization deeply resented by the established Dallas County Voters League leadership. Blackwell also noted that "general morale within the ranks of the office clerical staff continues to leave much to be desired." No one was happy about the pay, and some were offended by the attitudes and conduct of several higher-ranking executives. Four secretaries had resigned in less than two months, and one departing worker was threatening to spread negative information about SCLC and its leaders unless her complaints were settled. Rumor had it that a sum of money had been paid to ensure the woman's silence, a report that outraged other staffers into submitting, and then withdrawing, angry letters of resignation. King found the entire business unpleasant, and he was relieved to return to Chicago, leaving SCLC's administrative problems behind.

Although King was relentlessly and harshly self-critical, his tolerance for his aides' shortcomings and internal staff disputes was almost infinite. A succession of personality conflicts between top staffers—Bevel and Walker, Bevel and Williams, Williams and Blackwell, and particularly Williams and Young—had generated almost constant turmoil for several years. Outsiders often thought those principals "arrogant beyond belief" and found the level of internal conflict amazing. "The staff . . . was totally impossible," one collaborator remembered. King "seemed to assemble every egocentric character in America." Indeed, ego was seen by
most SCLCers as the primary factor in their regular battling. "I was almost immediately stunned by the egos not only at the top but all the way down," one new executive staff member recalled. "You had to have ego to stay in the movement," Williams observed. "Ain't no money out there, ain't no nothing—you've got to have an ego to stay in that movement." "Egos had much more to do with what happened" than substantive differences over program, another staffer explained. "Everybody in SCLC had those same ego troubles. Everybody wanted to be like Martin," or to be closer to him than were their colleagues. "Not only did everybody want to be next to Dr. King, but they also wanted the other guys not to be." "Ego needs," one Chicago aide complained, "often get in the way of important decisions."

The tensions were expressed in everything from teasing to fistfights. Andrew Young's calmness and moderation made him a particular target. "We used to tease Andy more than anybody else—'you're the CIA,'" recalled Joe Lowery. Even King occasionally joined in. "'How ya doing, Tom,'" one startled onlooker heard King greet Young one morning in Selma. At times it would get out of hand, however. "Andy jumped on me physically one day and fought me and whopped me all up side the head," Williams remembered. "I [had] called him a white Uncle Tom."

King often missed the worst of it, however. "Nobody wanted to act crazy around Dr. King, you just didn't do that," one staffer recalled. "I've seen them going after each other, and when Dr. King walked in, everybody just kind of cooled it." In some staff meetings, however, King would purposely tolerate all sorts of exchanges in the hope of stimulating substantive dialogue. "I've seen the staff damn near crawl across the table and slit each other's throats, and King would just sit there until it would come to an end," one aide remembered. King appreciated that some staffers, Williams in particular, were excessively combative, but some colleagues were unhappy at his reluctance to crack down on his subordinates. "He hated to even speak harshly to anybody. That was just a part of his nature," Fred Shuttlesworth recalled. "It really pained him to have to speak harshly or deal harshly with somebody."

Though some viewed King's passivity and gentleness as faults, others saw both value and skill in his stance. "One of his greatesses," Williams observed, "was his ability to master, to orchestrate a group of individuals that probably pretty much approached egomania." Another aide agreed. "He had a remarkable facility for sitting through long, contentious meetings and then summarizing what everybody had said and synthesizing that" into a conclusion that appealed to all. That skill was not happenstance, but a repeated, practical application of the Hegelian method of thesis-antithesis-synthesis that King had been fascinated with and attached to ever since graduate school. Andrew Young understood the format. "He would want somebody to express as radical a view as possible and somebody to express as conservative a view as possible. We kind of did this sort of like a game and it almost always fell to my lot to express
the conservative view. . . . He figured . . . the wider variety of opinions you got, the better chance you had of extracting the truth from that.”

King's appreciation of the positive values of SCLC's staff dynamics was also reflected in the thoroughgoing calmness with which he responded to staff blowups. “I never saw him get angry, I really didn’t, and we worked together for years,” one personal secretary remembered. “He had unusual and unique patience,” another aide noted. “King would never get excited in a meeting. King just never would,” one colleague recalled. That basic demeanor also contributed heavily to King's increasing reliance on and respect for Andrew Young. “Dr. King hardly moved without Andy's counsel,” Dorothy Cotton stressed. Education Director Robert Green agreed. “There were two people that Martin talked to and listened to before he made a firm decision: Andy and Stanley [Levison].” In earlier years Levison and Rustin had been the principal substantive influences on King, but Young had increasingly moved to the fore. “Andrew Young was Dr. King's true alter ego,” another executive staff member declared. “Without Andrew Young SCLC would have failed and Martin would have faltered.”

When King returned to Chicago, SCLC's tenant organizers reported enthusiastic local responses to their efforts. King met with a sizable group of union officials assembled by Charles Hayes of the United Packinghouse Workers to urge greater labor support of the Chicago movement. Though King often stayed at Chauncey Eskridge's comfortable home rather than in his drafty ghetto apartment, this Wednesday evening found him in the Hamlin Avenue flat when a priest brought to his door five families from the still unheated building at 1321 South Homan that King had visited a week earlier. King commiserated with them, agreed to visit them the next day, and told his staffers that the movement could not just stand by and await official rectification of these families' plight while they suffered through Chicago's frigid winter. Accompanied by Raby, he kept his promise the following day and also visited other decrepit buildings.

The following Wednesday, King and his aides undertook a dramatic initiative by seizing the South Homan apartment building in order to repair it. Dressed in work clothes and accompanied by Coretta and Al Raby, similarly attired, King told newsmen that SCLC would collect the tenants' rent and use the money to improve the building. Asked by reporters how the movement could legally just seize the structure and bypass its landlord, King answered that “the moral question is far more important than the legal one.” Then he and his companions started shoveling up the mounds of decayed trash while arrangements were made to install new wiring and heating. As the media scurried to locate the building's ailing eighty-one-year-old owner, King kept a late-night appointment with Elijah Muhammad, head of the Black Muslims. It was the first time King had met the founder of the Nation of Islam, and though he had often condemned Elijah's harsh antiwhite rhetoric, their one-hour con-
versation was cordial. King said later that they had discussed topics upon which they could agree, and that Elijah Muhammad had expressed support for the movement’s efforts to eradicate slums.

Chicago’s press largely ignored King’s visit to the Black Muslim leader, but harshly denounced SCLC’s slum seizure. The *Tribune* asserted that King’s disregard of the law could lead to anarchy, and each of the city’s papers took pleasure in reporting the denunciations of King voiced by black U.S. District Judge James B. Parsons, who called the action “theft” and “a revolutionary tactic.” King repeated his assertion that the morality of the tenants’ plight was more important than the legality of SCLC’s initiative. City officials charged building owner John Bender with twenty-three housing code violations, and the Cook County welfare department announced that it would withhold its rent-subsidy payments to the five tenants rather than have the money passed on to SCLC. King headed to New York for a CUCRL meeting, and then went on to Atlanta, feeling extremely pleased with this newest tactical venture.37

The Chicago movement worked hard the first two weeks of March selling the twelve thousand tickets for the entertainment festival scheduled for March 12. Mayor Daley criticized unnamed persons who did not appreciate the city’s antislim efforts. King reiterated that the movement was not an anti-Daley effort. In his address to the festival’s capacity crowd, King denounced the economic system underlying the slum rather than Chicago’s political establishment. “The purpose of the slum,” he declared, “is to confine those who have no power and perpetuate their powerlessness. . . . The slum is little more than a domestic colony which leaves its inhabitants dominated politically, exploited economically, [and] segregated and humiliated at every turn.” At its root “the problem is economic,” and the solution was to “organize this total community into units of political and economic power.”

The festival rally was a grand success, netting the Chicago Freedom Movement over $80,000. The following day, still suffering from a long bout with the flu, King set out for a series of additional fund-raising events that took him to Hartford, Bridgeport, Detroit, and Dallas. He talked about the economic issues facing the movement, remarking in one forum that “a stage has been reached in which the reality of equality will require extensive adjustments in the way of life of some of the white majority.” “Slums with hundreds of thousands of living units are not eradicated as easily as lunch counters or buses are integrated,” and although past years had seen “a wholesome national consensus develop against extremist conduct toward nonwhite Americans,” most members of the majority race did not yet appreciate that “depressed living standards for Negroes are a structural part of the economy. . . . Many white people of even reasonably good will simply know too little of the agony of ghetto existence,” and could not be relied upon to respond positively when it was brought to their attention. “A hardening of opposition to the satisfaction of Negro needs must be anticipated as the movement presses against
financial privilege,” King warned, but the quest for “economic security” would go forward. “Whether the solution be in a guaranteed annual wage, negative income tax or any other economic device, the direction of Negro demands has to be toward substantive security. This alone will revolutionize Negro life.”

King’s travels kept him from attending, at Mayor Daley’s invitation, a March 18 parley designed to inform Chicago clergy of what the city administration was doing to combat slums. When the White House called to say that Lyndon Johnson wanted to meet with the major civil rights leaders at 1:00 P.M. on the eighteenth, however, King adjusted his schedule. The president’s primary purpose was to alert the leaders to his plans for introducing a new civil rights bill. It would include provisions aimed at racial discrimination on juries and violence against civil rights workers, plus a title banning discrimination in the sale or rental of housing. Attorney General Katzenbach warned that prospects for passage would not be bright, and that any housing provision would be “particularly difficult,” though “not impossible,” because of the possible opposition of Republican Senate leader Everett Dirksen of Illinois. Johnson nonetheless would press ahead.

After a weekend in New York, King returned to Chicago in time for a movement “hearing” on deteriorated housing that included an appearance by the owners of a notorious west side realty firm. He also attended Mayor Daley’s second meeting with city clergy and listened silently as Chicago officials detailed Daley’s antislum efforts. Longtime Chicago friend Archibald Carey asked King to share his thoughts with the group. King said that “Chicago has a long way to go,” and engaged Daley in a dialogue that continued for more than thirty minutes. “It was as if there was no one else in the room,” one observer commented, but the exchange was a calm one that King described to newsmen as “very friendly.” Following two more days of meetings and speeches to Chicago organizations, King flew to New York to join Coretta for a trip to Europe to appear at Harry Belafonte’s series of SCLC benefit concerts.

While King was away in Paris and Stockholm, some Chicago activists expressed their concern that the Freedom Movement still had not defined its goals and how to pursue them. Several CCCO members were troubled by Bevel’s free-wheeling style and by SCLC staffers’ assumption that the Chicago activists were very much the junior partners in the CCCO-SCLC coalition. Relations between Bevel and Al Raby were particularly strained, and the movement was floundering without any unifying focus. Bevel, SCLC’s Al Sampson, and AFSC staffer Bernard Lafayette concentrated upon East Garfield Park’s Union to End Slums, but the pace of tenant organizing was slowing and there was little focus on tangible goals that the tenant groups might pursue. “Ending slums” was a fine slogan, but it was not a program, and as one CCCO delegate remarked, “The movement must further articulate and clarify its goals for the city as a whole,” or the CCCO-SCLC coalition would lose steam. Asked about
such criticisms, Andrew Young admitted their validity. "We haven't got-
ten things under control. The strategy hasn't emerged yet, but now we
know what we're dealing with and eventually we'll come up with the
answers."  

Richard Daley was not pained by the movement's lack of direction,
and his city police department kept watch on the activists' meetings and
plans. Although FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, fearful of a congressional
inquiry into electronic surveillance, had ordered a halt to the bugging of
King's hotel rooms early in 1966, the federal snoopers continued to keep
track of King's and SCLC's daily activities. All of the phone lines at the
Atlanta headquarters were still monitored by the FBI, and the New York
wiretaps on Stanley Levison remained in place despite the Bureau's
failure to develop information tying him to Communist activities. Addi-
tionally, in the fall of 1965 the FBI began receiving reports on SCLC's
inner workings from a paid informant, accountant James A. Harrison,
who had joined the organization in October, 1964. Harrison had little
personal exposure to King, and less to do with SCLC's Chicago activities,
but he knew and reported everything happening at SCLC's Atlanta head-
quarters. Early in 1966, with FBI headquarters pressing for better infor-
mation on King's Chicago activities, the Bureau field office there began
developing as a "probationary racial informant" a young black staff mem-
ber at an allied organization who worked closely with SCLC's top local
organizers. He was able to brief Chicago agents about movement discus-
sions and gossip, including the fact that "it is a common belief among civil
rights workers that Andrew Young is furnishing information concerning
SCLC to the FBI." Bureau executives may have gotten a good chuckle
out of that tale, but they certainly wished it were true, for to their chagrin
they had no informant closer to King than the accountant, Harrison.  

King returned from Europe early in April to meet in New York with
his research committee advisors before returning to Chicago, where he
spent two days catching up on developments before heading to the semi-
annual SCLC board meeting in Miami. One subject on the agenda was
SCLC's finances, which still were in disarray. Fund-raiser Bill Stein asked
King to approve a special appeal letter to clergymen, explaining that "the
drama of the peace movement and the absence of a civil rights crisis has
dulled their concern for the movement." Some also "haven't realized that
SCLC could be short of funds," and unable to maintain project staffs in
towns such as Selma, given the hundreds of thousands of dollars that had
flowed in after the crisis a year earlier. That combination of events, plus
the fact that only a small percentage of SCLC's funds went to support
field staff volunteers, who subsisted on $25 per week, infuriated many
movement allies. One was legal activist Henry Schwarzschild, who ex-
pressed his anger in a letter to Andrew Young:

SCLC's exploitation of local crisis situations in the interest of its larger,
national objectives has been a scandal for years. Everyone in the
Movement has, by and large, covered up for SCLC in public, and I have defended your procedures publicly on many occasions, with a very ambivalent heart. . . .

I don't know anything about SCLC's financial condition, but I do know that you raise a lot of money and that none of you on the inner, national staff would for one day live, to say nothing of work, under the conditions that you impose upon the people who are doing the real work for you in the field. I cannot and will not be a silent witness to this sort of thing any longer, absent a showing that the SCLC national staff cannot afford to stay at the Americana when it comes to New York.

Publicly King brushed off criticism of SCLC's leaders' high living by declaring, "I don't pay any attention to it," but on reflection he found the accusations painfully accurate.

The most difficult topic slated for discussion was Vietnam. King had made public references to the war during the preceding months, telling one audience it was "unwinnable" and confiding to another that certain unnamed leaders had told him they shared his views but not his willingness to voice them. He wrote to New York Senator Robert Kennedy, praising his public dissent from Johnson's war policy, but he reassured another prominent public figure that the board's August, 1965, resolution "proscribes SCLC taking any stands or spending any monies, directly or indirectly, on matters of international affairs," including "my personal feelings" about Vietnam. An article in the Christian Century observed that King's "statements on the war seem curiously circumspect, almost tame," as if "King seems to be trying to walk a tortuous middle path: opposing the war as a matter of form but doing so as quietly as possible." Author Charles Fager, a former SCLC staffer and King jailmate, noted that "it seems unlikely that he can continue to be quiet in the face of continuing escalation of the fighting without seriously compromising his acknowledged role as a man of principle." King knew that was true, and he went to Miami committed to persuading the board to agree to a stronger condemnation of America's military policy than it had endorsed the preceding August.42

King's first day in Miami was taken up with preliminary topics, such as Harry Boyte's desire to expand his Miami office into a large-scale affiliate that could pursue a Breadbasket program. King also met with movie producer Abby Mann, whom Harry Belafonte had recommended to film King's life story. Mann was impressed by how King "seemed to be such an ordinary man," and he asked King facetiously, "'How does the movie end?'" King responded, "'It ends with me getting killed.'" Mann was taken aback. "I looked at him. He was smiling but he wasn't joking."

The next day King succeeded in winning approval of a strongly worded declaration of SCLC's opposition to America's Vietnam policy. Some board members, such as Rev. Roland Smith, were uncomfortable with the resolution, for it pulled no punches. It spoke of the "immorality and
tragic absurdity" of U.S. sustenance of South Vietnam’s undemocratic military junta, “a bankrupt government we have blindly supported and even exalted.” Not only had America’s foreign policy “become imprisoned in the destiny of the military oligarchy” in Saigon, but Lyndon Johnson’s domestic “promises of the Great Society top the casualty list of the conflict” because huge war expenditures had wreaked havoc with antipoverty efforts at home. The United States should not help the South Vietnamese military repress antiwar dissent, and the administration ought to “seriously examine the wisdom of prompt withdrawal” and free elections for a democratic government. “SCLC as an organization committed to nonviolence must condemn this war on the grounds that war is not the way to solve social problems” abroad or to ensure America’s most important interests. “The intense expectations and hopes of the neglected poor in the United States must be regarded as a priority more urgent than pursuit of a conflict so rapidly degenerating into a sordid military adventure.”

SCLC’s board also approved a sheaf of resolutions on other topics, but when King released the texts at a press conference, journalists focused almost exclusively on the Vietnam statement. Reporters challenged the wisdom of the SCLC declaration, and a front-page story in The New York Times noted that a recent national public opinion poll had found that 41 percent of respondents felt increased black criticism of the war made them less interested in supporting civil rights. King shook off the rebukes and returned to Chicago for another round of meetings and community rallies. Operation Breadbasket had launched its first “selective buying campaign,” or boycott, against Country’s Delight Dairy, and after less than a week of picketing, the company announced it would hire forty-four black workers within thirty days. On the west side, however, increased staff grousing hampered SCLC’s tenant-organizing work. Unhappiness with the slow pace and lack of direction was growing, and one member of the CCCO-SCLC agenda committee warned that “no coordinated movement has emerged.” More than four months of effort had produced no clear sense of direction, and the movement’s future prospects were now seriously threatened by an “inability to focus on a major issue where some victories may be achieved.”

King recognized the danger and spent much of late April commuting back and forth to Chicago for an endless round of meetings. One small Chicago victory was the ongoing boycott of the Jenner School, where concerned parents had forced the removal of an unpopular principal. On April 28, King returned to Washington for another White House meeting marking the public announcement of Johnson’s civil rights bill. From there, King went on to Alabama for a whirlwind tour aimed at encouraging black voter turnout for the May 3 Democratic primary. Throughout the Black Belt, King sought support for black candidates running in local races as well as for racially liberal State Attorney General Richmond Flowers, who had challenged George Wallace’s designated gubernatorial
successor, his wife, Lurleen. Civil rights workers feared whites would harass black voters in many locales and were distressed that the Justice Department had dispatched few federal observers to watch over potentially troublesome polling places. Attorney General Katzenbach informed President Johnson that “observers are not going into any but the most difficult counties” and that “I am attempting to do the least that I can safely do without upsetting civil rights groups.” King and others felt they had good cause for anger when Election Day brought numerous reports of harassment and disappointing primary results. Dallas County voters replaced Sheriff Clark with black-supported Selma Public Safety Director Wilson Baker, but none of the fifty-four black candidates in other races won an outright victory. In public, King expressed mild disappointment; in private, his thoughts echoed a written observation he had made two months earlier: “The missing ingredient is no longer the will of governments to enact legislation; what is absent is the will to make it operative.” Had he known of Katzenbach’s intention “to take as limited action in connection with these elections as possible,” his displeasure would have been far more vocal.

King shuttled back and forth between Chicago and Atlanta as complaints about SCLC staffers increased on both fronts. UAW leaders were furious about anti-labor remarks reportedly uttered by Hosea Williams. Former NAACP staffer Vernon Jordan, now head of a revived Voter Education Project, complained to King about Williams’s “screaming and cursing” whenever a VEP decision was not to his liking. The Chicago activists’ dissatisfaction with Jim Bevel grew more acute, and the director of one organization working with SCLC complained about the “uncertainty and frustration” that plagued the project. The situation was exacerbated when Bevel showed a one-hour film of the Watts rioting to 150 Blackstone Rangers gang members. His intent was to draw Chicago’s street youth into the movement and illustrate that violence did little more than leave a ruined community in its wake. More moderate leaders and Chicago city officials feared that the Rangers might choose to emulate the Watts example rather than reject it. King arrived back in town just as the discord was peaking, and found he had to spend more time mediating the movement’s internal disagreements than addressing the usual spate of evening church rallies. King met with one hundred gang members on the night of May 11, and reiterated Bevel’s advocacy of the tactical advantages of nonviolence. He defended Bevel’s actions and lent his voice to a series of CCCO rallies to encourage black voter registration in advance of the June 14 city primary. With the movement’s troubles on the rise, several activists left shaking their heads when one staff session ended in a heated dispute between Andrew Young and Al Sampson after the suggestion was made that SCLC’s Chicago effort might be more effective if Bevel and Sampson were assigned elsewhere.

Accompanied by Bernard Lee, King took a five-day break in Miami, and then enjoyed a more complete escape to Bimini. He returned to
Chicago on May 25 to confront the movement’s problems. In his absence, some staff members had pressed for a shift into more visible action. The movement’s “introductory phases . . . must come to an end, and we must get about the nonviolent action which we hope will dramatize the problems and call for a solution.” A mass march of tens of thousands from Soldier Field to City Hall should be scheduled for June 12, because “the time for action has come.” Others, however, such as Chicago Urban League Executive Director Edwin C. “Bill” Berry, recommended that the march be postponed because of the danger that an impressive crowd—fifty thousand to one hundred thousand people—could not be generated on such short notice. A rush to make up for the slow pace of action over the preceding few months, Berry warned, might do more harm than good. “Anything less than spectacular success in turning people out for any rally will be a severe blow to the entire movement and its leaders.”

King agreed with Berry’s counsel, and on May 26 announced plans for a hundred-thousand-person Soldier Field rally and march to City Hall to take place one month later to kick off the campaign’s “action phase.” That June 26 pilgrimage to City Hall would culminate with the marchers presenting detailed demands concerning jobs, education, welfare, health, and housing. King did not know if Mayor Daley would receive them, but the movement would make the presentation, even “if I have to tack them on the door.” Reporters pressed him for details, but King commented only that sit-ins or “tent-ins” might be tactics the movement would use at realty offices or in Chicago’s suburban neighborhoods in the wake of June 26. Reporters asked his reaction to the declaration by new SNCC Chairman Stokely Carmichael, who had recently replaced John Lewis, that SNCC would boycott the upcoming White House Conference on Civil Rights. King avoided criticizing his fellow activists, decrying instead the “tragic gulf between promise and fulfillment” created by the Johnson administration’s passive enforcement of the 1964 and 1965 acts. Only a renewed federal commitment to black advancement could blunt the increasing radicalism of SNCC that the white press was bemoaning. “We need a massive outpouring of money,” some $100 billion spread over ten years, “including a guaranteed annual income” for the poor, to combat the basic problems facing black people. No matter how sincere Lyndon Johnson might be about his Great Society promises, the soaring costs of the Vietnam War would prevent their implementation.

King also renewed his public call for an immediate halt in the U.S. bombing of North Vietnam and “an unequivocal statement that we will negotiate with the Viet Cong.” America “must do more to seek to develop the climate for a negotiated settlement of this conflict,” and should be more attentive to the pleas of South Vietnam’s antiwar dissenters, such as Buddhist monk Thich Nhat Hahn, who joined King at a Chicago news conference. King also repeated his demand that the United States
recognize “Red China” and stop blocking that country’s admission to the U.N.46

While the civil rights leadership gathered in Washington for the long-planned White House Conference on Civil Rights, James Meredith, who had become a national celebrity as the University of Mississippi’s first black student, announced that he would undertake a sixteen-day, 220-mile “walk against fear,” beginning in Memphis on June 5 and concluding at the Mississippi state capitol in Jackson. He said he hoped to encourage black voter turnout in the state’s June 7 primary election, but his principal purpose was to demonstrate that he and other Mississippi blacks could overcome the fear of white violence that had so long inhibited them.

The two-day White House conference, despite SNCC’s absence, generated more internecine tensions to plague the movement. CORE’s Floyd McKissick charged that the outcomes of certain deliberations had been fixed in advance, and expressed anger that an anti-Vietnam resolution was brushed aside. King was out of favor with Johnson loyalists and so was relegated to an onlooker’s role. Although he spoke at one conference session, press accounts barely mentioned him. SCLC aides were infuriated by this treatment, but King returned home to Atlanta without public complaint.

He was in his SCLC office on Monday afternoon, June 6, when word arrived that James Meredith had been shot from ambush on the second day of his walk through Mississippi. Initial information suggested that Meredith was seriously injured, but later reports indicated that his multiple pellet wounds from shotgun blasts were superficial. Meredith was being treated in a Memphis hospital, and his assailant, Aubrey James Norvell, an eccentric Memphian, had been taken into custody. King told Atlanta reporters that the “dastardly” shooting indicated that “a reign of terror still exists in the South,” and CORE Director McKissick, also in Atlanta, announced that his organization would take up Meredith’s trek from the spot of the ambush. McKissick spoke with King, who endorsed the idea and called longtime acquaintance Rev. James M. Lawson, now pastor of Centenary Methodist Church in Memphis. King told Lawson of their plans and asked him to take the news to Meredith and inform him that King and other leaders would be arriving the next morning. Mississippi NAACP leader Charles Evers and SNCC Chairman Stokely Carmichael both indicated that they supported a continuation of Meredith’s walk. Calls went out to Roy Wilkins and Whitney Young to join the others in Memphis the next day. In the space of several hours, the entire civil rights movement mobilized for the first major protest crisis since Selma’s climax fifteen months earlier.

King, like Carmichael and McKissick, was pleased at the opportunity to revive the movement in the Deep South. Taking up Meredith’s march would distract King's attention from Chicago, and perhaps force a delay
in SCLC's plans there, but the opportunity to launch a southern crusade in a state that needed it more than any other was something the movement could not ignore. It might relieve some of the tension between SCLC, CORE, and SNCC that had increased since McKissick's accession in January and Carmichael's election in May. It might also succeed in bringing tangible change to Mississippi. There were dangers—chiefly the possibility that a cooperative venture would bring the movement's internal differences into more public view—but King decided that the risk was worth it. On Tuesday morning, after a brief stop in Chicago to apprise local leaders of what was developing, King and his aides flew to Memphis to take up the walk that James Meredith had begun.
Floyd McKissick, Martin King, and several SCLC aides arrived almost simultaneously at the Memphis airport on Tuesday morning. James Lawson met the group and escorted them to James Meredith’s room at Bovld Hospital. “During our drive,” Lawson recalled, “it became very clear that they were in complete agreement that the march had to continue.” The one possible obstacle, however, was whether Meredith would object to its continuation. The leaders agreed that if Meredith did not consent, “they would be quite reluctant to take up the demonstration,” Lawson remembered. Meredith was glad to see his visitors, and talked with King, McKissick, Lawson, and Memphis attorney A. W. Willis. They were surprised to learn that Chicago comedian Dick Gregory already had visited and voiced his own plans to take up the trek, and King and McKissick immediately volunteered that they wanted to resume Meredith’s march that very afternoon. His shooting, and a continuation of the march, King explained, could focus renewed attention on the need for change in Mississippi and the importance of the civil rights protection provision in Lyndon Johnson’s new civil rights bill. Meredith said he very much wanted his “walk against fear” to continue, and responded warmly when SNCC Chairman Stokely Carmichael and Program Secretary Cleveland Sellers arrived to join the discussion. The leaders promised to return later that day, then headed for Lawson’s church to make arrangements for the march and to draw more movement activists to Memphis.

That afternoon twenty-one people set out by car for the spot where Meredith had been ambushed on U.S. Highway 51 near Hernando. They held a brief prayer service and headed south. Fifty yards up ahead, at the crest of a modest hill, stood several Mississippi highway patrolmen. As
the group approached, an officer, L. Y. Griffin, shouted, “Stay off the pavement.” Reporters watched quietly. “Dr. King stopped, almost as though he were surprised and then said, ‘It’s your duty to give us protection.’ ‘Off the pavement,’ Griffin shouted,” and several patrolmen moved toward King and the others at the head of the column: Carmichael, Sellers, McKissick, and SCLC Education Director Robert L. Green. The officers began shoving them toward the shoulder. “‘We walked from Selma to Montgomery in the middle of the road,’ Dr. King said in his steady baritone. The policeman answered in an angry voice, ‘You had a permit to do that.’ In the next instant there was more police shoving, this time more violently,” and several activists were pushed to the ground. Sellers fell into the mud at the side of the road, and Green and McKissick, both shoved aside, stepped back onto the pavement and were pushed off once again. One patrolman was visibly agitated, and Carmichael began to lunge toward him, only to find one of his own arms still linked elbow-to-elbow with King. “Carmichael wanted to charge him with his bare hands,” Lawson recalled, but King’s firm grasp held him back. King gathered his colleagues in a huddle and told them forcefully that it would be better to march on the shoulder than not to march at all. Temper cooled and the column set off southward with the patrolmen in close escort. As time and miles slowly passed, the mood picked up and a lively banter broke out, with much of the teasing aimed at Carmichael, who insisted he was nonviolent despite his brief loss of temper. “‘Stokely,’ Dr. King twitted, ‘if you’d been in my position, you’d have let someone get shot.’ ‘I couldn’t fight,’ Carmichael answered. ‘I had my arms locked in your arms.’” In time the humorous exchanges turned to some slightly bitter joshing about how and where one could find a white moderate, and King nodded in agreement at some of his companions’ cynical observations. Too many whites, he assented, were “interested more in order than in justice.”

The marchers covered six miles before halting in late afternoon near the small town of Coldwater. The leaders returned to Memphis and an evening rally at Lawson’s Centenary Methodist Church, where King told the crowd that the nonviolent movement was still the best course, that even Meredith’s shooting was not adequate reason to strike back, and that this near-tragedy would allow them to press for further initiatives. “We are going to put President Johnson on the spot. We are demanding immediate action by the federal government. We need help and we need it now.” His tone seemed to betray an inner tension, as if he feared that some who heard him might dismiss his advocacy of nonviolence, but the evening’s real business began after the rally, when the movement’s leaders huddled to discuss the strategy and goals of the “Meredith March” for the first time. Roy Wilkins and Whitney Young had arrived from New York and stood ready to endorse a March that would focus national attention on achieving congressional passage of the Johnson administration’s new civil rights bill. Carmichael, however, was unwilling to accept
such an emphasis. Any statement of the marchers’ purpose, Carmichael argued, ought to focus on the importance of eliminating black fear, not on legislation. It also should make clear that those who advocated armed self-defense, such as the Louisiana-based Deacons for Defense and Justice, were welcome to join the March. Any statement on national issues, Carmichael said, had to point out that Lyndon Johnson’s policies left much to be desired. Neither Wilkins nor Young had ever dealt face-to-face with SNCC’s new chairman, and both were angered at how Carmichael wanted to put “the blame for everything, personally, on the President,” as Wilkins later characterized it. Carmichael also insisted that the marchers demand improvements in Johnson’s civil rights bill rather than endorse it, and he presented his fellow leaders with a draft “manifesto” calling upon the president to make good on his promises. Carmichael later asserted that he purposely wanted to maneuver Wilkins and Young into refusing to go along with the March, and his actions that night certainly encouraged that result. He steadfastly refused Wilkins’s request that the March push for passage of the Johnson bill, and used colorful language to tell Wilkins and Young that they were out of date. “I started acting crazy . . . I just started cursing real bad,” Carmichael recalled. “Some very terrible things were said about them to their faces in some awful language.” Concerning Wilkins, “What we wanted to let him know was that it would be impossible to work with” SNCC, Carmichael said. “King knew us, so King knew that he could work with us,” but Wilkins and Young “didn’t know us; all they knew about us was what newspapers said about us, so we played out the image” in order to drive them away.

King remained largely silent throughout the long and contentious discussion. He spoke up at one point, during the debate about the Deacons, to insist that the March had to be committed to nonviolence, but said nothing during the heated exchanges over Lyndon Johnson. King’s silence gave assistance to Carmichael’s goal of dissuading the NAACP and the National Urban League from taking part. “We weren’t concerned with Young and Wilkins, we were concerned with King.” If the two moderate leaders remained in the March, they would dilute its militance, and “King could take a middle position among the organizations and appear to be the real arbitrator,” as he had for years. “We wanted to pull him to the left,” and put SNCC’s imprint on the March. “Once we got rid of the right wing completely, King would have to come to the left,” Carmichael asserted, and by remaining silent King allowed SNCC’s divisive desires to run their course. Carmichael interpreted King’s silence as either intentional or unintentional support for SNCC. “When we were acting really impolite . . . King made no move at all. He kept quiet.”

Wilkins and Young became increasingly angry at Carmichael and at the others’ refusal to support them. The NAACP would not endorse a statement that disparaged the administration’s bill or attacked the president. When Carmichael responded by condemning “that cat the president,” Wilkins had had enough. “Don’t give me any of ‘that cat the president’
crap, Stokely," he replied, deciding it was useless to continue. "Finally, in disgust, I left," Wilkins recalled, and with Young headed back to New York. 2

While Carmichael was pleased with how "Young and Wilkins fell completely into the trap and stormed out of there," many others were not. The national press reported that Meredith's shooting had drawn new congressional attention to the protection provisions of the Johnson bill, and administration spokesmen were declaring that the incident should give fresh impetus to the legislation. The open-housing provisions might face "a rough road," The Washington Post reported, but "Meredith's sacrifice ought to spur congressional concern and move this bill to swift enactment," a Post editorial declared. "It ought also to spur federal authorities to the most vigorous implementation of federal power. The Department of Justice has even clearer reason to use every device at its command to protect civil rights."

By early Wednesday, June 8, SNCC's manifesto had been tempered to include implicit support for the civil rights bill, and calls went out to New York to ask Young and Wilkins to reconsider their withdrawal and endorse the March. Wilkins listened as the document was read to him, but it "had NOT been changed in any essential respect, although they said it had been. MOREOVER," he later asserted, he was told that Whitney Young had accepted this new version, "which was untrue, as Mr. Young advised later that day." Fortunately for all involved, these disagreements remained private, but the tensions and disunity meant that the March got off to a slow and disorganized start. On Wednesday morning King and Floyd McKissick met at Bowld Hospital for three hours with Meredith, who had become agitated the previous evening over the leaders' failure to return to his bedside, and by a phone call from Lawson that Meredith had interpreted as suggesting that actions would be taken in his name but without his prior approval. King and McKissick apologized for their failure to reappear on Tuesday evening. They briefed him on the problems of the late-night meeting, but Meredith had no interest in the disputes over the manifesto and was prepared to leave the hospital and complete his recuperation in New York. Indeed, he felt so well that he accompanied King and McKissick downstairs to a press conference. The two leaders released the revised manifesto, which declared forthrightly that "this march will be a massive public indictment and protest of the failure of American society, the Government of the United States and the state of Mississippi to 'Fulfill These Rights,'" the axiom of Johnson's recent White House Conference on Civil Rights. It called upon the president to implement the Voting Rights Act more fully, to strengthen his proposed civil rights bill, and to provide an "adequate budget" for anti-poverty and social welfare programs. 3

King resumed the March Wednesday afternoon at the point where it had halted on Tuesday. The second day's column, numbering some two hundred marchers, moved southward at a good pace with King in the first
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rank and Mississippi highway patrolmen looking on. Thirty minutes into
the walk two armed white men placed their pickup truck in the marchers' path, and lawmen intervened to allow the column to proceed. The marchers covered six miles before stopping for the evening, nine miles short of their goal. King returned to Memphis for another rally and a Thursday morning leadership discussion that delayed resumption of the March until noon, when King told reporters the leaders had agreed on a new goal. "We have decided to restructure the March to stress voter registration. Volunteers will go into surrounding communities after each day's march and urge voter registration and local civil rights activity.” Then the column, now numbering three hundred, headed south in the ninety-degree heat. One elderly participant collapsed and died of a heart attack, and at 4:00 p.m. the column halted for the day in the small town of Como so that King could return to Memphis and catch a flight to Chicago.

King returned to Chicago knowing that neither the Freedom Movement there nor the Meredith March in Mississippi were developing promisingly. In Mississippi the divisions among the March's constituent organizations became more apparent each day. In Chicago there was continuing disagreement about whether the June 26 date of the Soldier Field rally was realistic enough to allow time to attract a large crowd. There was also grumbling about the lengthy laundry list entitled “Chicago Freedom Movement Demands for Creating an Open City” that staffers had begun distributing; some activists complained that the document was so inclusive as to give the movement no focus whatsoever. Final approval of the demands was not scheduled until shortly before the mass rally, and after consulting with the CCCO-SCLC agenda committee, King announced that the Meredith March would force the Chicago Freedom Movement to postpone the Soldier Field rally until July 10. Then, after meeting with members of several Chicago youth gangs, King returned to Memphis to spend Saturday night at his usual resting place, the Lorraine Motel.

During King's two-day absence, the Meredith March covered twenty-three miles. Local whites seemed "surprised and possibly shocked" by the four hundred marchers, but displayed little hostility. Black residents welcomed the participants to their small towns, but newsmen emphasized that the March's spirit was different from that of the Selma trek: less intense, less emotional, less purposive. SCLC staffers wished they had had more time to arrange logistics, and worried about SNCC comments that white participation was unnecessary if the purpose was to convince Mississippi blacks to take control of their state.4

Sunday morning King rejoined the marchers in the small town of Pope before heading back to West Marks to preach at the funeral of Armistead Phipps, the elderly participant who had died three days earlier. King explained to reporters later that the marchers had decided to undertake voter registration canvassing in each of the towns and counties they
passed through. "This demonstration will build up the kind of pressure we need on the federal government to get federal registrars into more counties and bring about passage of the new civil rights bill." Such canvassing was the grass-roots emphasis that SNCC wanted, but other activists, like white Unitarian leader Homer Jack, worried that "there won't be a national impact" if the marchers "get bogged down in voter registration." On Monday, however, teams of canvassers spread out through Tallahatchie, Sunflower, Bolivar, and Quitman counties before the March resumed at midday with CORE's Floyd McKissick in the lead.

King spent Sunday evening and Monday in Atlanta worrying about SCLC's financial plight. Stanley Levison had advised several weeks earlier that "emergency action" was needed because of a continuing decline in contributions. Part of the problem, Levison said, was that the Vietnam War was supplanting civil rights as the foremost concern of American liberals. If SCLC's income did not pick up, the $100,000 reserve fund would last hardly a month at the rate the organization was spending money. Jones, Wachtel, and Levison all joined King in Atlanta to discuss the situation. King gave them an upbeat report on the Meredith March. The voter registration efforts were going well, and a climactic rally in Jackson on June 26 could draw a crowd of 25,000. He wanted Bayard Rustin and Walter Fauntroy to organize the rally, but Rustin was reluctant to do so, fearful that Carmichael, with an assist from McKissick, might turn to "black nationalist" themes. King agreed that Carmichael would likely cause trouble, but said it was fortunate he did not have a large following. These concerns led King's advisors to agree that SCLC should send out its own Meredith March fund-raising appeals rather than join the other organizations in a combined effort. Levison reminded King that the best way to contain SNCC's and Carmichael's proclivities would be to encourage moderates and whites to take part. King returned to Mississippi on Tuesday morning, intent on keeping the March's internal differences as private as possible.

The marchers entered the town of Grenada several hours before King's return, and a crowd of six hundred gathered in the central square as McKissick and other leaders exhorted local blacks to register and vote. SCLC's Robert Green took an American flag and placed it atop the statue of Confederate President Jefferson Davis standing in the middle of the square, a symbolic action that infuriated white onlookers. March spokesmen demanded that local officials appoint black registrars to process the scores of applicants that movement canvassers were recruiting, and white leaders realized then that their town might become a civil rights focal point. City attorney Bradford Dye met with McKissick and King and promised that blacks would be assigned to conduct registration at multiple sites throughout the county. King announced that breakthrough to a nighttime crowd at the courthouse, and then led the group to a rally at a nearby church. The next morning, while some of the marchers headed off down Route 7 to the key Delta city of Greenwood,
other participants pursued intensive canvassing in and around Grenada.

King's hopes to the contrary, the tone of the March threatened to dete-
riorate. Expressions of resentment toward white participants were on the
rise among SNCC's constituency, and King used one Grenada mass meet-
ing to stress that he was "so happy to see white people in this March." 
Trouble also developed when a dozen male marchers got boisterously
drunk in one of the movement's tents on Tuesday evening. Staffers' de-
mands that they quiet down were physically rebuffed, and national re-
porters gave the incident prominent play in their stories. On Wednesday
King participated in several small-town voter registration rallies, and then
left for a two-day trip to Chicago, where CCCO and SCLC staffers were
trying to get some visible activity under way as soon as possible.6

King's first day away, Thursday, June 16, was the tensest the marchers
had experienced. A white onlooker drew a pistol when a movement sup-
ply truck pulled up beside his property. Highway patrolmen intervened
but declined to arrest the man. The marchers' anger intensified when
state officials reduced the number of patrol guards from twenty to four
officers, and when Greenwood's city council announced it would not al-
low the marchers to camp on public property. The column was still five
miles from town as nightfall approached, and the participants boarded
trucks to ride into Greenwood. When the convoy arrived at the Stone
Street Negro Elementary School to set up camp, Greenwood Public
Safety Commissioner B. A. Hammond confronted SNCC's Stokely Car-
michael and told him he was trespassing. Carmichael and two colleagues,
Robert Smith and Bruce Baines, refused Hammond's demand to leave
and were promptly arrested. While the SNCC leader was held for several
hours before being released on bond, the March convoy moved on to
Broad Street Park, where it erected tents after receiving grudging permis-
sion from the city. An angry Carmichael returned to the park just as a
late-evening rally was getting started. Greenwood had long been a center
of SNCC activity, and many people knew Carmichael from when he had
worked there in 1964. When he mounted the speakers platform, he gave
free vent to his emotions, telling the audience that black people had to
take charge and that "every courthouse in Mississippi should be burnt
down tomorrow so we can get rid of the dirt." Black sheriffs ought to
 preside over the Delta counties, and black citizens ought to demand
"black power." SNCC activists had used the phrase previously in private
conversations, and earlier generations of leaders had occasionally em-
ployed it, but on this Thursday night in Greenwood, Carmichael's words
struck a chord among his listeners. "We want black power," he shouted,
and the crowd took up the chant: "We want black power. We want black
power." Although Friday's news accounts paid the new phrase little heed,
the marchers knew that the divisions that had plagued them since the
outset of the March had now been given a name.

King arrived in Greenwood in time to lead a midday column of one
thousand marchers to the Leflore County courthouse. A white gas station
attendant attempted to disrupt the procession by spraying the marchers with a hose and threatening them with a gun. When the column reached the courthouse, deputies ordered King, Carmichael, and Hosea Williams to keep their people off the lawn. Williams started to walk forward, but King restrained him and then walked up the steps to confront Leflore County Sheriff George Smith. "You can't hold a meeting here," Smith told King. "We're going to meet here," King replied. "You can't hold a meeting here," Smith repeated. "But we have to hold a meeting here. We have to tell these people to come in and register," King asserted. "No meeting," Smith responded, as the courthouse square filled with more and more marchers. The face-off continued for several moments, and then Smith relented. "All right, go ahead," he barked at King. The March leaders conducted a twenty-minute program, then the column headed out of Greenwood toward Itta Bena. After King left the March to speak in nearby Winona, the procession headed south under the eerie gaze of Byron de la Beckwith, known by thousands as the unconvicted assassin of Medgar Evers. Beckwith, whose threatening presence had been noted back in Grenada, drove his truck back and forth past the marchers three times as participants and lawmen watched closely. At nightfall, with portable sleeping accommodations still poorly organized, the marchers were trucked back into Greenwood to spend the night.

Friday evening's rally was Martin King's first exposure to the "black power" slogan Carmichael had introduced the night before. Longtime SNCC worker Willie Ricks, an even more ardent proponent of black separatist ideology than Carmichael, had been overjoyed at the response to the new rallying cry. Ricks used Carmichael's fiery speech at the Friday rally to lead the enthusiastic crowd in repeated chants of SNCC's new watchword: "We want black power. We want black power." SCLC's Hosea Williams responded by leading the audience in similarly strong chants of "freedom now, freedom now." Even if many in the crowd did not realize the conflict between the two cries and their organizational sponsors, those on the speakers platform certainly did. "Immediately," King later wrote, "I had reservations" about "black power" and how it might widen internal divisions while also conveying hostile connotations to white onlookers both near and far. King avoided any direct response to the SNCC slogan that evening, but as he led the column south through Itta Bena on Saturday, his worries about the phrase nagged at him.

When King left for a Sunday speaking engagement in Detroit, he considered whether he and SCLC should pull out of the March and dissociate themselves from the black separatist rhetoric that increasingly dominated the procession. White newsmen spoke of the "mounting tension" in the March, and on Sunday SNCC's staffers started a "black power" chant as the marchers entered the town of Belzoni. A troubled King arrived in Atlanta on Monday, discussed his options with SCLC aides, and released a brief public statement declaring that "the term 'black power' is unfortunate because it tends to give the impression of black nationalism." Back
in Mississippi, SNCC and SCLC workers argued openly about use of the slogan, and SCLC Education Director Bob Green declared that King was so unhappy with it that SCLC would leave the March if there were a way to do so without public embarrassment. 8

On Tuesday some March participants took a sharp detour to join a rally in Philadelphia, Mississippi, commemorating the deaths of the three kidnapped COFO workers—James Chaney, Michael Schwerner, and Andrew Goodman—exactly two years earlier. King arrived in Philadelphia in time to lead 250 marchers from the Mount Nebo Baptist Church into downtown Philadelphia. Hostile white onlookers taunted the demonstrators, and two cars sped past the column, missing the protesters by inches. No state highway patrolmen were on the scene, and a truck made a pass at the marchers as a man with a club repeatedly tried to strike the protesters from the passenger-side window. King and Ralph Abernathy led a prayer service when the head of the column reached the county jail, and then the marchers moved one block to the Neshoba County courthouse. When King tried to lead the group on to the lawn, Chief Deputy Sheriff Cecil Ray Price stepped forward to block his path. “You’re the one who had Schwerner and those fellows in jail?” King asked quietly. “Yes, sir,” Price responded in a tone of sarcastic pride. With the courthouse lawn blocked, and an angry white mob of three hundred growing more aggressive by the minute, King led the marchers in a short memorial service out in the street. Heckling from the whites almost drowned out King’s words, and newsmen looked on nervously as he spoke prayerfully about the three young men’s sacrifice. “King appeared to be shaken” as the whites’ shouts grew more vociferous, and his voice quavered when he declared that “I believe in my heart that the murderers are somewhere around me at this moment” while Cecil Price smirked only a few steps behind him. “You’re damn right, they’re right behind you right now,” Price muttered. King later recalled that at that moment, “I had yielded to the real possibility of the inevitability of death.” King then headed the column back toward the black section of town. Halfway there several dozen whites attacked the rear of the column. The demonstrators struggled to avoid the blows, but as the assaults continued, several marchers began to return the blows. Only then did the onlooking lawmen intervene, and while the protesters hurried back to the church, the white rowdies turned their violence against two camera crews that had been filming the attack. Safe at the church, a visibly upset King told reporters that Philadelphia “is a terrible town, the worst city I have ever seen. There is a complete reign of terror here.” King’s schedule required that he leave almost immediately by private plane for a Meredith March rally in Indianola, but King vowed that he and a larger band of protesters would return to Philadelphia before the week was out. 9

In Indianola King conferred with CORE’s McKissick, who agreed that the movement should devote further attention to Philadelphia. After a rally at the Sunflower County courthouse, the March headed to Yazoo
City, the Tuesday night stopping point. Word arrived that a dozen marchers had been injured by the beatings in Philadelphia, and later that night further news filtered in that white snipers had attacked Philadelphia's black community. Yazoo City's evening mass meeting featured the competing chants of "black power" and "freedom now" as SNCC's Willie Ricks and SCLC's Hosea Williams struggled for superiority in a contest that was becoming less friendly each day. King arrived late, missing some of the contentious shouting, and delivered what many observers agreed was "his most impassioned speech" of the March. The internecine turmoil and the violence in Philadelphia had brought him to a point where he now was ready to express the growing frustration he had felt for more than a week. He noted how "in Mississippi murder is a popular pastime," but that meeting violence with violence was no solution, that the power of violence was not the sort of power to which anyone in the black freedom struggle should aspire. "I'm not interested in power for power's sake, but I'm interested in power that is moral, that is right and that is good. This is what we are trying to do in America." Nothing would please blacks' opponents more, he emphasized, than for the movement to respond to their violence in kind. Some earlier speaker, King noted, had said that blacks were in the majority in that part of Mississippi, perhaps wanting to suggest that blacks would benefit from using violence. King came down hard against any such implication. "We are ten percent of the population of this nation," and it would be foolish for anyone to think that black people could "get our freedom by ourselves. There's going to have to be a coalition of conscience, and we aren't going to be free here in Mississippi and anywhere in the United States until there is a committed empathy on the part of the white man." Blacks would win nothing through violence. "The minute we started, we will end up getting many people killed unnecessarily. . . . We can't win violently. We have neither the instruments nor the techniques at our disposal, and it would be totally absurd for us to believe we could do it." The movement could triumph in Mississippi without violence, just as it had over Bull Connor in Birmingham. "We can't be stopped," King declared. "We are going to win right here in Mississippi."10

On Wednesday morning King and the other leaders met for five hours to discuss plans for Sunday's arrival in Jackson. All three of the major organizations were almost out of funds because of March expenses, and King pledged to raise $10,000 by the weekend to tide them over. The leaders also agreed to return to Philadelphia on Friday. Most of the discussion, however, centered upon SNCC's new battle cry, which had received extensive negative coverage in the national press. "I pleaded with the group to abandon the Black Power slogan," King recounted. "It was my contention that a leader has to be concerned about the problem of semantics," and not simply ignore the harmful connotations of his words. Carmichael and McKissick both contended that the March needed a slogan, and that the enthusiastic response of Mississippi's common people
showed that “black power” expressed their desires. King complained that whites would read intimations of black separatism and violence into the phrase, and suggested his colleagues use “black consciousness” or “black equality” instead. Neither Carmichael nor McKissick would budge, however, and the SCLC contingent was equally adamant that it would not surrender “freedom now.” Finally, after interminable argument, both sides agreed on a compromise: Neither would give up its slogan, but the competitive chanting would stop. As the session was breaking up, Carmichael went up to King, saying, “Martin, I deliberately decided to raise this issue on the march in order to give it a national forum and force you to take a stand for Black Power.” King, sensing that Stokely’s assertion was part truth and part arrogant self-justification, smiled easily. “I have been used before. One more time won’t hurt.”

In spite of King’s calm response to Carmichael, he was depressed by the new SNCC rhetoric and the changes it was making in the tenor of the movement. He had been unhappy from the beginning about the presence of several members of the Louisiana Deacons for Defense and Justice, CORE and SNCC allies who preached—and claimed to practice—armed self-defense and “defensive” violence. He had tolerated their participation, just as he had tolerated Carmichael’s antics in Memphis and SNCC’s thinly veiled anti-white attitudes throughout the March, but his patience was waning. “I’m sick and tired of violence,” he told a Yazoo City audience. “I’m tired of the war in Vietnam. I’m tired of war and conflict in the world. I’m tired of shooting. I’m tired of hatred. I’m tired of selfishness. I’m tired of evil. I’m not going to use violence, no matter who says it.”

On Thursday morning an advance party from the March tried to raise its tents on the grounds of a black elementary school in Canton. The Madison County sheriff arrested the group for trespassing. When the main body of marchers arrived at the county courthouse late in the afternoon, King told them that they would try again. “It’s an all-Negro school—our school—and we won’t be denied.” The demonstrators moved to the nearby school, and King began another rally as everyone warily eyed the contingent of highway patrolmen that looked on. King, Carmichael, and McKissick stood on a flatbed truck, with the marchers gathered around, while the troopers shifted to the windward side of the field. Despite the urgings of Justice Department civil rights chief John Doar, city and school officials insisted the marchers could not spend the night, and movement leaders likewise refused to retreat. Finally, highway patrol commanders ordered the protesters to vacate the grounds immediately. Tension gripped the crowd. King shouted to them, “I don’t know what they plan for us, but we aren’t going to fight any state troopers.” Everyone waited for the lawmen’s first move. King cried out for a non-violent response. “There’s no point in fighting back. Don’t do it.” Suddenly, there was a loud noise and clouds billowed from a canister that had landed near the flatbed truck. “It’s tear gas. Everybody put a hand-
"Bearing the Cross"

kerchief over your face," King bellowed. "Nobody leave. Nobody fight back. We're going to stand our ground." More canisters began to land, and as the tear gas welled up, King's effort to lead the group in singing "We Shall Overcome" failed. Choking and gagging, scores of marchers fled. The patrolmen advanced across the fields, swinging their billyclubs at those who had not yet left.

In less than five minutes the school grounds were clear of all marchers. Enraged, the leaders gathered at the parsonage of the Asbury Methodist Church. Carmichael was "hysterical" and "near collapse," two different reporters said, and CORE's McKissick was "almost incoherent with rage." Conspicuous for his calm, however, was King, who seemed completely "unruffled" by it all. The attack, he said, "was one of the best expressions of a police state I have ever seen." He had wired President Johnson just twenty-four hours earlier to ask for federal protection when the protesters returned to Philadelphia on Friday, and had been told by presidential emissary Doar that the state patrol would take care of the task. Now, King said, he felt differently about that offer. This evening's attackers were "the very same state patrol that President Johnson said today would protect us." After calming his colleagues, King went to the Asbury church sanctuary, where the marchers had gathered, and spoke about the necessity of meeting violence with nonviolence. As arrangements were made for the marchers to sleep in the gym of a Catholic mission, SNCC and CORE staffers vowed that they would return to the school grounds the next day.12

On Friday morning King led a heavily guarded and uneventful march through downtown Philadelphia before returning to Canton to wrestle with the questions left unanswered from the previous evening's brutal assault. Local white officials informed newsmen that Thursday's clash had been precipitated by the movement's refusal to accept any of three alternative campsites offered by officials. Local black leaders announced that they would boycott Canton businesses as retribution for the assault, while Stokely Carmichael insisted that they again attempt to take possession of the schoolyard. As the day passed, city officials feared that the marchers might indeed launch a second encampment at the school, so late in the afternoon, they made an offer: If the marchers foreswore any attempt to camp at the school, lawmen would allow them to hold an evening rally on the grounds. The national leaders were undecided, and King recommended that the decision be made by local leaders, who promptly said yes. The marchers walked back to the school, where most participants expected that another attempt would be made to raise the tents. Only after the schoolyard rally was under way did Ralph Abernathy announce that the tents had been sent ahead to the next stopping place, and that everyone would spend the night in the gym. Many booed as Abernathy explained the accord that the leaders had reached with Canton's white officials.

Saturday morning brought a more visible dispute involving James Mer-
Edith March leaders were already at Tougaloo College on the outskirts of Jackson when Meredith, angered by an apparent slight, decided to set out on his own course to Tougaloo from the Madison County courthouse in Canton. Newsmen were perplexed by this action, and several movement representatives, including SCLC’s Bob Green and Andrew Young, joined Meredith in order to hide the appearance of discord within the movement’s ranks. Matters got worse when a hostile Meredith shoved Young and Green aside as they attempted to join his column. Only later in the day, when Meredith was approaching Tougaloo, were the differences resolved as King arrived to apologize for any oversight and joined Meredith for the final mile hike to the Tougaloo campus.

Saturday evening was filled with more internal contention as March leaders argued over who would speak at Sunday’s climactic rally at the Mississippi state capitol in Jackson. Whitney Young of the National Urban League, who had declined to sign the March manifesto two weeks earlier, was now on the scene and ready to endorse it. Young’s participation was accepted, but SNCC and CORE leaders were unwilling to extend similar treatment to the NAACP. Mississippi State Director Charles Evers—who had first joined the March, then denied signing the manifesto, and finally reappeared on June 16 as the March began generating good voter registration gains in the Delta—wanted a place on Sunday’s program even though the national NAACP would not allow him to endorse the manifesto. King argued that Evers should be allowed to speak whether or not the NAACP joined in the manifesto, but CORE, SNCC, and state MFDP leaders insisted that participation be limited to those who would endorse the March’s basic document. In the end, SCLC lost out in its effort to win Evers a place on the program in the city where his brother had been murdered three years earlier.13

On Sunday morning, after only a few hours of sleep, King and the other leaders led a column the eight miles from Tougaloo to the Mississippi state capitol. While SNCC loyalists mischievously affixed “Black Power” bumper stickers to Jackson police cars, SCLC’s Jim Orange encouraged the marchers to take up the chant of “freedom now.” SNCC supporters responded with rounds of “black power,” and when Orange returned to “freedom now,” the mercurial Meredith angrily waved his walking stick at Orange and ordered him to shut up. Estimates of the crowd size when the marchers reached the capitol ranged from twelve thousand to sixteen thousand, but the tone of the rally struck many onlookers as oddly dispirited. Hundreds of whites jeered the speakers from nearby street corners, and even sympathetic observers could not avoid concluding that the rally was distinctly anticlimactic.

One listener described King’s speech as “despondent,” an accurate characterization of his state of mind. The attack in Canton and the movement’s increasing internal divisions had heightened the pronounced unhappiness King had felt since the advent of “black power.” A reporter who had followed King for over two years recalled that those days were
"the only time I can remember, from a memory encompassing dozens of
times I saw him hard-pressed, that he seemed physically and emotionally
shaken. 'I don't know what I'm going to do,'" King remarked. "The
government has got to give me some victories if I'm going to keep people
nonviolent. I know I'm going to stay nonviolent no matter what happens,
but a lot of people are getting hurt and bitter, and they can't see it that
way any more." Interviewer after interviewer pressed him for evaluations
of the March and "black power," and King struggled to put a good face
on things. "This March symbolizes the spirit of our total movement, and
it is a movement that works for brotherhood, for true intergroup, inter-
personal living, and black and white together, we must solve this prob-
lem, so that the term 'Black Power' does not represent racism.... If we
are to solve our problems," King said, "we've got to transform our
powerlessness into positive and creative power." King was asked again
and again if he and Carmichael had the same thing in mind when they
talked about "power." "Well, I'm not sure about that," King parried.

When I talk about power and the need for power, I'm talking in terms
of the need for power to bring about the political and economic change
necessary to make the good life a reality. I do not think of political
power as an end. Neither do I think of economic power as an end.
They are ingredients in the objective that we seek in life. And I think
that end or that objective is a truly brotherly society, the creation of
the beloved community.

Furthermore, King emphasized, "we must never forget that there are
some white people in the United States just as determined to see us free
as we are to be free ourselves."14

While King tried to reassure sympathetic whites, a vociferous argument
broke out Sunday evening among movement staffers. Neither SNCC nor
CORE had raised any funds to help cover the costs of the March's final
days, and it appeared that SCLC would be left with the bills. SCLC aides
were bitter and spoke to newsmen in the same words that had once been
directed at SCLC by NAACP loyalists. "We felt we were doing all the
work and paying all the bills," Andrew Young complained, "but some-
body else was getting all the credit." Various ideas were proposed for
continuing the voter registration efforts that the March had stimulated in
the Delta, but it was unlikely that the major organizations would be will-
ing to work with one another. SNCC's grass-roots projects in the state
had been weakening for more than a year, and both SCLC and the
NAACP realized the opportunities that that presented. SCLC announced
that Hosea Williams and a team of field-workers would be assigned to
Mississippi full time. A day later the NAACP declared that Charles Evers
would head up a major expansion of their work in Mississippi.

King and his aides returned to Atlanta on Monday morning as angry
exchanges between different movement groups continued. King admitted to a friend that "in my own mind, I just feel I can't cooperate with SNCC" any longer. SCLC's anger at SNCC and CORE was at least equaled by the NAACP's anger toward them all, an anger that had not abated since the disastrous session in Memphis. Roy Wilkins was still furious that the March had failed to focus on national legislative goals. "The refusal of the 'March' organizations to join in a strong nationwide effort to pass the civil rights bill was a civil rights tragedy," Wilkins wrote in a letter to many NAACP loyalists a few days after Charles Evers's exclusion from the Jackson rally. "The whole business," Wilkins said, "showed the NAACP again how difficult it is to have genuine cooperation, on an equal responsibility basis, with groups that do not have the same commitments and which may very well be pursuing certain goals that have nothing to do with civil rights at all."

In response to complaints like those, King admitted that serious shortcomings had damaged the March. "Because Stokely Carmichael chose the March as an arena for a debate over black power, we didn't get to emphasize the evils of Mississippi and the need for the 1966 Civil Rights Act," King told one newsmen in uncharacteristically harsh words. "Internal dissension along the March helped Mississippi get off the hook somewhat," and reduced the gains the movement might have realized from the renewed attention Meredith's shooting had drawn to the southern struggle. No one could tell yet what the full impact of "black power" would be, but King made no secret of how troubled he was by the anti-white hostility that had spawned "black power" and that was now so visible in SNCC. His real fear, King admitted, was whether Carmichael and his SNCC colleagues would remain committed to nonviolence despite their new rhetoric. "I am confused by it all," King told one questioner. The outcome would probably have more to do with the strength of whites' commitment to racial justice than with Carmichael's proclivities. "I'm trying desperately to keep the movement nonviolent, but I can't keep it nonviolent by myself. Much of the responsibility is on the white power structure to give meaningful concessions to Negroes."

King was home in Atlanta for only twenty-four hours before heading to Chicago, where the northern initiative had been all but ignored—by King and his aides, as well as by the press—for three weeks. Few important events had occurred. The ministers of Operation Breadbasket had won seventy-five new jobs from two dairy firms they had targeted, Borden and Hawthorne-Mellody, and were on the verge of a forty-four-job settlement with a third, Wanzer Dairy. Several meetings of local activists had produced minor revisions in the list of demands drawn up for presentation to the city on July 10, but preparations for the July 10 rally had been lagging. Organizers had set a goal of one hundred thousand people for the Soldier Field event, and wanted to recruit James Meredith and Catholic Archbishop John Cody as drawing cards. Jimmy Collier, an SCLC staffer
assigned to the East Garfield Park Union to End Slums, had begun “amicable” negotiations with the owners of an important neighborhood realty firm, Condor and Costalis, over repair and grievance policies, and several other staffers had begun working with Chester Robinson, leader of an influential grass-roots group of slum dwellers, the West Side Organization (WSO).

Much of King’s time was spent in public appearances aimed at boosting attendance at the July 10 rally, which SCLC staffers were heralding as the formal kickoff of the Chicago movement’s “action” phase. King made a one-day trip to New York to accept a $100,000 check from the Swedish consul general, the proceeds of the Stockholm fund-raising rally. King canceled plans to speak to CORE’s annual convention in Baltimore because of the “black power” tone of the gathering. The “implications of Black Nationalism” were simply unacceptable to him, King declared. In a long phone call to Stanley Levison, King talked of how they had to reiterate the importance of nonviolence, perhaps by means of a prominent national magazine article. Levison counseled that civil rights was not as popular an issue as it once was, that major publications would be interested only if King had something new to say, and that perhaps it was time for King to write another book.16

During his Chicago appearances, King made little secret of his unhappiness with the state of the national movement. Asked whether the major civil rights groups were on the verge of a public split, he answered that “we’re very, very close to one.” The controversy over “black power” had accelerated the diverging tendencies that had existed for five years or more, and to a disheartened King it appeared that both ends of the spectrum, the NAACP as well as SNCC, were encouraging a public break. Given Roy Wilkins’s sentiments, King said, “I get the impression that the NAACP wouldn’t mind a split because they think they are the only civil rights organization.” Clearly the times called for increased militancy, King acknowledged, but that militancy had to be free of the connotations of violence that many associated with “black power.” Three things, King explained, pointed toward that conclusion: the popularity of the phrase, which King interpreted as “an attempt to develop pride,” a growing black restlessness, which “black power” also reflected, and the difficulty of winning meaningful commitments from white officialdom. For example, white officials in Grenada had reneged on the voter registration agreement reached when the Meredith March passed through, and in Chicago the movement had experienced six months of official double-talk. Mayor Daley, King said, seemed to have decided “to play tricks with us—to say he’s going to end slums but not doing any concrete things.” Daley’s most dangerous mistake, King added, is that “he fails to understand that if gains are not made, and made in a hurry through responsible civil rights organizations, it will open the door to militant groups to gain a foothold.” To encourage the mayor in the proper direction, King said, the movement would step up its tactics:
We'll use something that avoids violence, but becomes militant and extreme enough to disrupt the flow of a city. I know it will be rough on them when they have to get 200 people off the Dan Ryan [Expressway], but the only thing I can tell them is, which do you prefer, this or a riot?

As SCLC and CCCO workers spread the word for the July 10 Soldier Field rally, one obstacle was the outspoken opposition of the Reverend Joseph H. Jackson, an influential black Chicagoan and a nemesis of King's ever since the 1961 turmoil that had marked the breakaway of hundreds of progressive black ministers from Jackson's still-powerful National Baptist Convention. Jackson was no fan of civil rights activism even when King was not involved, but his animus toward King remained strong. Civil disobedience as advocated by King was "not far removed from open crime," Jackson claimed, and he asserted that Chicago needed no help from King when such true-hearted friends of black people as Richard J. Daley and Benjamin C. Willis held important public posts. King rightfully responded that "I don't think Dr. Jackson speaks for one per cent of the Negroes in this country."

Two days before the rally, Daley's office announced that King had requested an appointment with the mayor on Monday to discuss the movement's demands that King planned to tape on the door of City Hall at the conclusion of a downtown march following the Soldier Field program. The demands, which had been revised at innumerable agenda committee meetings, acknowledged that some points were "long-range" targets, but that others could be implemented right away. At the top of the list were "Immediate Action Demands" aimed at ten target institutions. Real estate brokers would be asked to support the nondiscriminatory listing and showing of properties, banks to halt discriminatory loan practices, city government to establish a civilian review board for the police department, and the Chicago Housing Authority to improve the supply of low-cost public housing. Other "immediate" points called for meaningful desegregation of the city's schools, tenant protection legislation from the Illinois state legislature, better federal housing policies, and "a federal guarantee of income for every man." The "primary target," however, was housing discrimination in Chicago. SCLC announced its commitment to "organize a series of direct actions which will make the injustice so clear that the whole community will respond to the need to change."
though most listeners were not aware of it, King’s language reflected the changes that were taking place in the movement and his hope that the beneficial aspects of “black power” could be combined with a new tactical militancy and a renewed emphasis on the importance of white support. Such a course might not please either the Wilkinses or the Carmichaels, but it appeared to be the best strategy for reestablishing the movement’s sense of direction after the disconcerting events of June.

King mixed his appeals well. Indicating his desire to find some good in the “black power” hubbub, he told his listeners that “we must appreciate our great heritage. We must be proud of our race. We must not be ashamed of being black. We must believe with all of our hearts that black is as beautiful as any other color.” King also declared that “freedom is never voluntarily granted by the oppressor; it must be demanded by the oppressed,” but he coupled that challenge with a reminder that

I do not see the answer to our problems in violence. Our movement’s adherence to nonviolence has been a major factor in the creation of a moral climate that has made progress possible. This climate may well be dissipated not only by acts of violence but by the threats of it verbalized by those who equate it with militancy.

He expanded on his implied rebuke of Carmichael by declaring that black activists “must avoid the error of building a distrust for all white people. In seeking the profound changes full integration will involve, Negroes will need the continued support of the white majority,” and ought not to forget that “there exists a substantial group of white Americans who cherish democratic principles above privilege.”

Following the rally, some five thousand participants marched to City Hall and watched King tape a copy of the movement’s demands on the outside door. News coverage of the rally focused as much on the wildly divergent estimates of attendance—SCLC claiming 60,000, official spokesmen 23,000, and press observers 30,000 or 35,000—as on the content of the speeches and demands. The next morning King and eleven movement colleagues met at City Hall to go over the demands with Daley and his lieutenants. King began the session by telling the mayor that the movement sought real action, not just verbal commitments. Then he turned to Raby for a detailed exposition of the demands. When the subject of a civilian review board for police conduct was broached, a heated discussion ensued as a defensive mayor took umbrage at the activists’ distrust of city government. Daley refused to respond specifically to any of the movement’s points, even when King asked him to endorse Lyndon Johnson’s still-pending civil rights bill. Daley’s evasiveness angered the movement representatives. At one point Raby looked the mayor in the eye and said, “I want you to know we’re going to begin direct action, immediately.” The meeting turned into a combative confrontation, and when the session ended and the two principals spoke to waiting reporters,
neither sought to camouflage his feelings. King decried Daley's lack of substantive response and complained that "we had hoped the enormity of the problem, rather than the surface phases, would be met." The movement's bill of particulars, he said, required immediate action; "we are demanding these things, not requesting them." Daley, looking "visibly angry," responded that King and his companions did not have ready answers to the problems they were complaining about. Chicago was doing its best to alleviate slum conditions, and would continue to, Daley declared.19

That night at the movement's regular mass meeting, AFSC staffer Bernard Lafayette told the crowd that the first focus of the new "action" phase would be exclusionary real estate practices in Gage Park, one of Chicago's many all-white neighborhoods. Lafayette and his AFSC colleague William Moyer had suggested for months that the movement highlight how such discriminatory practices were a crucial link in the network of exploitation that kept poor blacks trapped in inferior ghetto housing—dwellings that often cost more than what residents of all-white enclaves paid for superior quarters. "At the beginning of the year," Moyer said later, "most of the staff saw little relationship between slums and the closed housing market, but by spring most recognized the fact that slums cannot be ended unless there is an open housing market." Bevel's tenant-organizing efforts had been pursued for six months with only modest results, and SCLC to date had no tangible gains to show for its costly investment in Chicago. The movement would have to mount a powerful and visible offensive before the close of the summer or be ridiculed as ineffective. Daley greeted word of SCLC's and CCCO's Gage Park plans with a condescending dismissal of King's efforts. "Dr. King is very sincere in what he is trying to do," but "maybe, at times, he doesn't have all the facts on the local situation. After all, he is a resident of another city."20

Tuesday evening King and Coretta had dinner at the home of singer Mahalia Jackson before heading to that night's mass meeting. On the way, King saw a group of people running wildly down a street. "Those people—I wonder if there's a riot starting," he remarked as they passed through the heart of the west side ghetto. He instructed the car to pull up at a local church, Shiloah Baptist, to learn what was happening. The word was that police had shut off a fire hydrant that young people had been using to cool themselves—the temperature had been in the mid-nineties all week. Some youths had resisted, and six had been arrested and taken to a local police station. News of their arrests had spread through the neighborhood, transforming latent hatred of the police into spontaneous street protests. The disruptions so far could not be called a "riot," but the potential was high. With Coretta, Andy Young, and Al Raby in tow, King headed for the Racine Avenue police station. He asked the startled officers to release the youngsters from custody, and as he waited for a command-level response, he paced the foyer nervously. One surprised onlooker watched as King "kept saying over and over
again, to no one in particular, ‘I told Mayor Daley, I told Mayor Daley something like this would happen if something wasn’t done.’” His la­ments were interrupted when officers reported that approval had been given to release the youngsters. King and his colleagues took them back to Shiloah church, where a crowd of several hundred people had gathered as word spread of King’s success in winning the youths’ release. Many in the crowd, however, were in no mood to listen to King’s soothing words. He told them of his efforts to avoid violence, introduced two of the re­leased young men, and called for members of the audience to share their thoughts with him and their neighbors. Several people denounced the Chicago police, and King endorsed their denunciations, but he was un­able to hold the crowd’s attention. Some youths scoffed at his statements and walked out, and gradually people drifted away. An apprehensive King huddled with his aides as the churning crowd outside the church became larger and more hostile. The situation was deteriorating rapidly, so King and his aides, along with West Side Organization Director Chester Robinson, retreated to the WSO office “feeling that not much could be done at that moment on the streets.” Distressed, King stayed at the office until 2:00 A.M. as turmoil continued in the surrounding area. Distraught at the violence and embarrassed by the crowd’s disdain, King finally left to meet Coretta at Mahalia Jackson’s home.

The next morning King canceled his plans to fly home to Atlanta and returned to the scene of the west side disturbances. He met with Chester Robinson, told reporters that police conduct the night before had left much to be desired, and repeated the movement’s demand that Chicago set up a civilian review board to hear citizen complaints. At noon he met with a group of community residents, ranging from businessmen to gang leaders, at the Community Presbyterian Church. Along with Robinson and Andrew Young, King listened to their reports that the neighborhood was extremely tense in the stifling midsummer heat. Early that evening he convened another session at the WSO office, where the local police com­mander, summoned at King’s behest, listened uncomfortably to black youths state their grievances against his men with a surfeit of hostility. Unbeknownst to the commander, King, or the WSO hierarchy, other youths were at the same time making Molotov cocktails in the alley be­hind the building. As darkness fell, a second night of disturbances began. Two teams of WSO men went out on the streets to dissuade youngsters from rioting, and by the early morning hours quiet had returned to the area.

Many observers were relieved that Wednesday night’s disorders had been more limited than Tuesday’s, but they were still concerned that the crisis had not passed. On Thursday afternoon King called on black and white clergymen from across the city to meet that evening at Shилоах Baptist Church. About 150 appeared, and both Robinson and King ad­dressed the group, with King almost pleading that the ministers do all in their power to prevent further violence. “A lot of people have lost faith
in the establishment," he conceded. "They've lost faith in the democratic process. They've lost faith in nonviolence." The only way to regenerate that faith would be for the nonviolent movement to win substantial concessions from the power structure. "We've got to have progress that will make certain structural changes," changes that would end the hopelessness of the ghetto and give real opportunity to those who were trapped in neighborhoods like Roosevelt Road. He urged the clergymen to work for those changes, and to join that evening in walking tours aimed at preventing west side violence. While those teams headed out, King went to New Friendship Baptist Church for a previously scheduled speaking engagement. In mid-evening word came that serious violence had broken out in another neighborhood, Lawndale, some three miles from the site of the previous disturbances. King conferred with Young and other aides, and then ordered SCLC's available staffers into that area to help restore peace. He, Young, and activist comedian Dick Gregory set off by car for the area, and spent the next five hours driving from corner to corner urging people to return to their homes and to forsake violence. King did not alight from the car, but spoke to people and allowed Young to take a more visible role. Finally, at about 4:00 A.M., the area became quiet and King and his colleagues stopped for an early-morning breakfast.22

Later that day King met with other civil rights leaders at a downtown hotel. The group agreed that immediate city action was necessary if tensions on the west side were to be lessened, and they decided to make an impromptu appearance at Mayor Daley's office to request that hydrant sprinklers and portable swimming pools be deployed without delay, and that new consideration be given to setting up a police civilian review board. Within moments of King's arrival, Daley and a number of other notables, including Archbishop Cody and Rev. Joseph H. Jackson, appeared at the office. Recent city administration charges that King's activism had encouraged the rioting initially created a tense atmosphere, but Daley graciously invited everyone to discuss the last few days' events. King and other movement spokesmen presented their pleas for the sprinklers and pools, and King in particular asserted that he and his staff had done nothing to encourage rioting, and everything possible to discourage it. The mayor was less hostile to the movement's demands than he had been prior to the west side turmoil and promised immediate efforts to make hydrant sprinklers and swimming pools available. He and his aides were less enthused with King's recommendation that city officials join with movement activists to work more closely with Chicago's youth gangs, but King gave a positive report to newsmen when the ninety-minute session concluded. "We've had a very fine meeting," and the mayor's receptivity was clearly "a move in the right direction."

King felt burdened by what he believed was a personal responsibility to do all he could both to end the violence and eliminate the wretched conditions that produced it. To some acquaintances he seemed discouraged
at the realization that so much would have to be done to change the conditions that trapped tens of thousands of people in the ghetto, but he allowed neither his emotional commitment nor his physical strength to lag. Even though he had had little sleep over the preceding nights, late Friday King had his SCLC aides call the leaders of Chicago’s major gangs—the Cobras, the Vice Lords, and the Roman Saints—to his own west side slum apartment. For several hours he listened as the young men talked about the conditions in which they lived, especially the absence of jobs for youths of their age, race, and education. King argued that non-violent protest offered the only possible course for substantially changing those conditions. The gang leaders, who had been impressed by King’s forays through the streets, listened respectfully to his tactical argument. After a lengthy dialogue, King convinced Richard “Peanut” Tidwell, the twenty-year-old leader of the Roman Saints, to accept his point. Tidwell joined him in telling the other gang chieftains to give King’s proposal a try, and the discussion went back and forth into the early-morning hours in the sweltering apartment. Two Justice Department officials, John Doar and Roger Wilkins, arrived at King’s door in the middle of the session, and listened with quiet respect from a corner as King’s arguments won over more and more of the gang leaders. Finally, at 3:00 or 4:00 A.M., the entire group agreed to tell their members to avoid further violence.²³

Despite his positive comments at the conclusion of Friday’s meeting with Daley, King resolved that the movement would have to keep the mayor’s feet to the fire and point out that the west side disorders were evidence that Chicago’s problems were more serious than its elected leadership would admit. Andy Young dismissed Daley’s Friday commitments as “only a few minor concessions and no real response to basic needs.” King canceled a trip to a Geneva World Council of Churches convention in order to give more thought to Chicago and to pressing questions confronting the movement. The urban violence, like the tensions in the southern movement, led King to consider how an increased militance concerning goals could be combined with a renewed commitment to non-violence and biracial cooperation. One interviewer found him “peculiarly relaxed” as he mulled over how to bring the movement’s disparate groups together. “‘Somewhere,’ he said over and over again, ‘there has to be a synthesis. I have to be militant enough to satisfy the militant yet I have to keep enough discipline in the movement to satisfy white supporters and moderate Negroes.’” He was encouraged by the headway being made with the black youth gangs, and he was infuriated by the City Hall rumors that SCLC’s contacts with the gangs were the cause of the riots.²⁴

No rioting took place over the weekend, and on Monday King flew home to Atlanta for three days of rest. SCLC’s financial situation remained shaky, and prospects for increased contributions were hurt by news articles declaring that “black power” and the urban disorders marked the end of the civil rights movement. Even liberal journals such
as *The Nation* declared that the movement was “nearing the end,” and editorial writers in several publications were critical of King’s efforts. “What Dr. King lacks—and it is surely only to a minor degree his fault,” *The Nation* declared, “is (1) a program; (2) a political strategy; [and] (3) a political vehicle to carry out the program and the strategy.” More and more commentators articulated the “political coalition” argument that Bayard Rustin had been putting forward for over a year. King believed that Rustin’s strategizing discounted the real value of direct-action protests, and that Rustin’s plans were more attuned to white supporters than to poor blacks in America’s slums. The controversy over “black power” indicated the growing division within the movement, and King hoped desperately that he could secure the “synthesis” he had talked about in Chicago. Stanley Levison convinced King it was imperative that SCLC’s dissent from “black power” be registered prominently with a broad national audience as soon as possible, and King approved a Levison draft of a statement run under King’s name as a paid advertisement in *The New York Times*. “Black power,” the statement declared, was “an unwise choice” of words that had “caused substantial confusion and alarm” and had proven “dangerous and injurious” to the movement. Its popularity in the black community came “not from a sense of strength but from a feeling of weakness and desperation” and from some activists’ desperate search for a “method to shock and pressure the white majority to come to terms with an evil of staggering proportions.” Much of its appeal was due to blacks’ perception that the federal commitment to civil rights was lessening and that “extravagant promises made less than a year ago are a shattered mockery today.” King professed to *Times* readers that “I confidently believe that the call for ‘Black Power’ will rapidly diminish,” but his true feelings were different. “You just can’t communicate with the ghetto dweller and at the same time not frighten many whites to death,” he admitted to one questioner. “I don’t know what the answer to that is. My role perhaps is to interpret to the white world. There must be somebody to communicate to two worlds.”

King returned to Chicago on July 21 and was greeted by the news that a prominent black Daley ally, Ernest E. Rather, was publicly inviting him to go back South, by a national newspaper declaring that not since Montgomery had “his position been so insecure,” and by continued sniping from Daley loyalists, who said SCLC had no real program for Chicago and was to blame for the west side riots. He told newsmen that he categorically rejected those “phony accusations” of riot involvement, and declared that “the key issue with us today is the powerlessness of the oppressed people who inhabit our slums and ghettos.” King identified a more immediate obstacle in how Chicago’s “power structure is treating the Chicago Freedom Movement as though it were an invisible man.” Recent events suggested that city leaders responded more positively to rioting than to nonviolent appeals, and unless Daley pursued the
"fundamental structural changes required to right our racial wrongs," more rioting would be inevitable. "A nonviolent movement cannot main­tain its following," King warned, "unless it brings about change."

Although King was defensive about why the Chicago effort had been slow to flower, aides such as Andrew Young were more frank. "The trouble here is that there has been no confrontation," Young told one interviewer, nothing of "the kind where they interrupted the network TV programs to say that Negroes in such-and-such a white area are doing something." SCLC had been too painstaking in Chicago, "when we should have waded right in." That vacillation explained why "we haven't found the Achilles heel of the Daley machine yet." They hoped to find it soon, however. While King headed east for a one-day visit home and a two-day stop in New York, Al Raby, Jim Bevel, and Jesse Jackson made plans to follow through with the Gage Park realty firm protests that Ber­nard Lafayette had announced two weeks earlier. Lafayette's and Moyer's suggestion that racist brokers be targeted for nonviolent demon­strations fit perfectly with the desire of Young and others that the move­ment precipitate an open confrontation with white Chicago.

On Thursday evening, July 28, King announced to a mass meeting at New Friendship Baptist Church that the movement would stage a Friday night vigil outside the Gage Park office of the Halvorsen Realty Com­pany, a firm whose record of discriminating against black clients was firmly established. Fifty movement protesters arrived on the scene Friday afternoon, intending to remain until Saturday morning, but as darkness fell a crowd of hostile whites began taunting the demonstrators. Several dozen policemen were on hand, but by mid-evening the angry whites numbered almost one thousand and had begun throwing debris at the protesters. Police commanders encouraged the demonstrators to termi­nate the vigil for their own safety, and at 9:00 P.M. the protest leaders took their group back to New Friendship church. Once there, a debate broke out on whether the movement had erred in retreating from the violence. Al Raby was angry that the protesters had not stood their ground, and asserted that the movement would have to return to the Halvorsen office the next day to show that open-housing demonstrations could not be halted by violence.

Saturday afternoon five hundred marchers set out from New Friendship church to walk to the Halvorsen office in Gage Park. When they entered the white neighborhood, hostile onlookers unleashed a barrage of rocks and bottles, and both Raby and Jesse Jackson were hit. Policemen did little to halt the attack, and only half a dozen arrests were made as the column made its way through another all-white neighborhood, Marquette Park, and headed back to New Friendship church. Indignant movement leaders vowed that the demonstrators would repeat their pilgrimage the next day, and on Sunday afternoon Raby led a lengthy caravan of cars to Marquette Park. Angry white residents were waiting, and even the presence of several hundred policemen did not dissuade the hecklers from
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heaving stones and bottles at the demonstrators as they walked from their
cars to a Methodist church. Police efforts to halt the violence were far
from energetic, and AFSC executive Kale Williams noted that “it was
obvious that some officers were torn between their duty and their identity
with their friends and neighbors in the crowd.” The onslaught forced the
marchers to retreat on foot toward New Friendship church. Several dozen
participants were injured by the bottles and bricks, and as the column
marched away, the white hoodlums attacked the cars that the protesters
had parked in Marquette Park. Automobiles were overturned and set
afire, and fifteen vehicles were destroyed before police brought the area
under control.

Movement leaders were outraged by both the violence and the lack of
police response. Officers who had promised to guard the cars in Mar­
quett e Park had not done so, and had also done little to stop the attack.
AFSC Director Williams complained to Police Superintendent Orlando
W. Wilson about the many “friendly interchanges” between officers and
“obvious breakers of the law,” and Community Relations Service ob­
server Sam Dennis agreed that the marchers had been given “very little
protection.” King was out of town over the weekend, giving a speech in
North Carolina and attending to SCLC’s affairs in Atlanta, and would not
return until Tuesday, but he issued a statement decrying the police laxi­
ty. The Chicago protesters took a break on Monday, but announced plans
for a Tuesday afternoon march into another all-white area, Belmont­
Cragin. Police Superintendent Wilson blamed the weekend violence on
the fact that commanders had not had advance notice of the movement’s
plans, but Mayor Daley, worried by the national media attention ac­
corded the turmoil in neighborhoods constituting his own political base,
summoned white community leaders to City Hall. “Ignore the marchers
and they’ll go away,” Daley told the group while stressing that “law and
order is necessary” no matter how distasteful their neighbors found the
protests.27

Tuesday’s march through Belmont-Cragin was peace­ful, and a similar
Wednesday procession also was free of violence. King remained in the
background of these events, although he participated on Thursday in a
highly-publicized meeting between CCCO activists and the city's black
elected officials. Movement leaders trumpeted the resulting endorsement
of their demands by the politicians, and on Thursday night King told a
1,700-person audience at New Friendship that he would join a Friday
march to four realty firms in the Gage Park and Chicago Lawn neigh­
borhoods. Despite “black power” and the violent turmoil in Chicago, “I
still have faith in the future,” King declared to his listeners.

Friday’s pilgrimage began with a caravan of more than one hundred
cars heading from New Friendship church to a heavily guarded Marquette
Park. The plan was for the six hundred participants to march from the
park to the realty firm offices that lined nearby Sixty-third Street, while
more than one thousand Chicago policemen kept the white mobs at a safe
distance. The hostile whites, however, were already in position and armed with stones when the lead cars of the procession pulled into the center of Marquette Park. Police officers surrounded King as he stepped from the first car, but seconds later he was knocked to one knee by a rock that struck him on his right temple. Aides rushed to his side as photographers snapped pictures, and King knelt with his head bent for several moments before being helped to his feet. The blow had dazed him, though not drawn blood, and he appeared "visibly shaken" as more stones rained down and aides shielded him. After a pause, King steadied himself and the procession got under way as bottles and bricks continued to fly despite police efforts to control the crowd. "I had expected some hostility, but not of this enormity," King told reporters. The angry mob trailed the marchers as they walked, and at the end of the protest, the final tolls showed forty-one arrests and thirty injuries. King declared that he had "never seen anything so hostile and so hateful as I've seen here today," but said he would march again, stones or no stones. "I have to do this—to expose myself—to bring this hate into the open." 28

Saturday morning, while news headlines across the country reported the Chicago violence, King flew to Atlanta for a two-day rest before heading to Jackson, Mississippi, for SCLC's annual convention. CCCO organized a Sunday afternoon march of one thousand people through Belmont-Cragin, and once again hundreds of policemen strained to hold back large crowds of angry hecklers. SCLC aides Bevel and Jackson complimented the more aggressive police action, and on Monday announced plans for future marches in the all-white communities of Bogan and Cicero. "We expect violence," Jackson admitted. Local white leaders complained that officers were becoming too physical in restraining march opponents, and demanded that city officials halt the civil rights processions. The Chicago Tribune denounced the open-housing marches in a vituperative editorial and called for the black populace to throw out "paid professional agitators" such as King, Raby, and Bevel. The message being articulated to Chicago whites by the protesters, the Trib claimed, was "give up your homes and get out so that we can take over." 29

In Jackson, King told reporters that Chicago would remain SCLC's main focus. He said he was even considering a name change to make SCLC appear more national in scope. "We still need to be a southern-based organization," but the board would be expanded to include more northerners and the first white members in SCLC's history, civil liberties lawyer Charles Morgan and Democratic party activist Allard Lowenstein. King said more attention would be given to economic issues such as a federally guaranteed annual income, but SCLC would have to deal with several staff departures before new initiatives could be launched. White administrator Harry Boyte had resigned, C. T. Vivian had left to take a position with Chicago's Urban Training Center, and Education Director Robert Green was about to return to his position at Michigan State University. More important, Program Director Randolph Blackwell had fi-
nally had enough and begun a year's leave of absence to work with the Citizen's Crusade Against Poverty. King was heartsick to lose him, and feared that Blackwell would not return. He pleaded with him to appreciate how crucial he was to SCLC, and apologized for not having given Blackwell's complaints and recommendations more heed. "I cannot begin to explain the great burden of my schedule, the impossible day-to-day demands that confront my life, and the endless travel that keeps me wondering whether I am going or coming," King confessed in a long letter.

King escorted Massachusetts Senator Edward M. Kennedy, the convention's keynote speaker, through the first night's activities, but King's participation was ended by a virus and high fever that kept him in bed. Andrew Young stood in for King at convention functions, but King was not too ill to keep posted by phone on developments in Chicago, where movement leaders were angry that SCLC's Jesse Jackson had not gotten their approval before announcing more marches into additional all-white communities. On Tuesday night thirty CCCO and SCLC activists met at the Chicago Theological Seminary for four hours to review Jackson's plan to march through Bogan on Wednesday. After consulting with King by phone, the group substituted picketing of the downtown offices of the Chicago Real Estate Board for the Bogan march. The cancellation of the neighborhood protest was ascribed to press coverage of white violence obscuring the movement's focus on open housing, and city officials were angered when without any advance warning several hundred demonstrators appeared outside the realtors' association offices for a twenty-minute vigil. Al Raby announced that a march into Bogan would take place the following afternoon, and that additional protests, including one in the infamous all-white town of Cicero, would follow soon after. If city officials wanted the demonstrations ended, they should appeal not to the movement, but to the real estate brokers to halt discriminatory practices and abide by Chicago's open-housing ordinance.

By Wednesday it was clear that Chicago authorities wanted the protests stopped before additional mob violence occurred. The dangers of continued demonstrations were discussed at a lengthy Tuesday meeting of Mayor Daley's Chicago Commission on Human Relations, and "the commissioners unanimously agreed that some effort should be made to set up a meeting with the Mayor, the civil rights leaders, the Chicago Real Estate Board and other interested organizations and citizens." Later that day the suggestion was presented to Daley, who agreed and recommended that the convening authority be an independent body. Daley passed on his sentiments to Real Estate Board President Ross Beatty, and two members of the Human Relations Commission, Hale Nelson and Inland Steel executive William Caples, called upon a good friend who was an influential board member of the Chicago Conference on Religion and Race (CCRR), Paul Lund of Illinois Bell. They persuaded Lund of the wisdom of such a summit meeting, and the next morning Caples and Lund went to visit Eugene Callahan, the executive director of the busi-
ness-backed CCRR. Callahan and the Conference chairman, Episcopal Bishop James Montgomery, both agreed to their proposal that the Conference sponsor high-level negotiations. Other business and religious leaders were asked to support the initiative, which Callahan and Montgomery would announce as soon as possible.

At the same time that the CCRR was moving into action, Catholic Archbishop John Cody, a strong supporter of the movement only a month earlier, issued a call for a temporary halt in the open-housing demonstrations. It was his hope, Cody declared, that officials “will immediately convene meetings between realtors and civil rights advocates in order to achieve a just and lasting resolution of the present crisis.” Simultaneously, Cook County Sheriff Richard B. Ogilvie, Illinois State Police Commander William Morris, and State Human Relations Commission Director Roger Nathan warned Al Raby that unless the movement gave law enforcement officials advance notice of its protests, such as the planned trek through Cicero, authorities would seek a court injunction against the demonstrations. Raby promised them seven days’ notice of any Cicero march, and then headed south to the SCLC convention.31

In Jackson, SCLC’s board approved resolutions that called for a guaranteed annual family income of at least $4,000, decried the Johnson administration’s “inadequate enforcement” of the 1964 and 1965 civil rights acts, and denounced a recent House vote striking the open-housing provision from Johnson’s 1966 legislative package. Another resolution, prepared for King by Stanley Levison, denounced Johnson’s “relentless escalation” of the Vietnam War, a conflict that “is corrupting American society from within and degrading it from without.” It demanded an immediate and unilateral de-escalation, and warned that “never in American history have we been so isolated and so explicitly rebuked by the world community.”

King was sick in bed with a fever and laryngitis as the convention ended on August 11. Andrew Young read King’s address and annual report to the group, including several strongly worded declarations that SCLC would pursue an increasingly broad agenda of issues. “The majority of the people in our society are now powerless, and in no way able to participate in the decision-making,” one passage avowed. “I am afraid that the cries of warning and the shouts of desperation of our ghettos now fall on deaf ears. . . . Self-determination for an oppressed people requires power.” SCLC would seek those goals in Chicago and elsewhere, and “we believe that the many unmet demands will be realized through intensified application of nonviolent direct action.” Propped up on pillows in his bed, King whispered to a visiting reporter his firm commitment to the Chicago protests. “If some of us have to die, then we will die.”32

Late Thursday SCLC’s Chicago staff announced a Friday march through Bogan. The next day, as eight hundred policemen protected seven hundred marchers in what turned out to be the most peaceful
neighborhood march to date, the Conference on Religion and Race announced its call for a summit-level discussion of Chicago's racial situation and the Freedom Movement's demands on Wednesday, August 17. Local movement leaders quickly accepted the invitation, and Urban League director "Bill" Berry told newsmen that King was elated that Real Estate Board President Ross Beatty had also accepted. At a Saturday afternoon strategy session, movement leaders resolved to keep up the pressure in the face of these signals that Chicago's power structure was eager to negotiate. On Sunday the movement undertook its most extensive protest effort yet by scheduling three simultaneous marches through different all-white neighborhoods. Al Raby led five hundred demonstrators through Gage Park and Chicago Lawn, Jesse Jackson three hundred through Bogan, and Jim Bevel four hundred through Jefferson Park as scores of policemen held back angry white onlookers. The movement rested on Monday, but announced plans to picket City Hall, the Real Estate Board, and several realty firms the following day.

Various maneuvering went forward as Wednesday's summit meeting approached. The Conference on Religion and Race, after consulting with city officials, endorsed the mayor's recommendation that well-known industrialist Ben W. Heineman moderate the session. The Conference's board met on Tuesday to define their organization's position for the Wednesday talks. They agreed that while the movement might be ready to suspend its protests in exchange for meaningful progress on open housing, the Real Estate Board would likely not make any concessions. No one should expect a breakthrough at the first meeting, and every effort should be made to ensure that further discussions were agreed to. Rabbi Robert J. Marx of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations recommended that a "smaller committee to work out" an agreement should be suggested, and influential black Rev. Arthur Brazier voiced a similar opinion. Callahan agreed and said he would speak with moderator Heineman about a course of action if Wednesday's session should deadlock.

Movement spokesmen expressed cautious expectations for the Wednesday talks. "We're not too hopeful," Andrew Young said. "We haven't been able to put on enough pressure yet. In Birmingham and Selma we almost needed martial law before we got anywhere." The movement's agenda committee quickly ratified a set of demands that paralleled the laundry list released at the July 10 rally. Some participants worried that greater care should be taken in specifying the demands, but Jim Bevel stressed to newsmen that the focus of the talks ought to be on "the methods of implementing open housing" throughout Chicago. "It will not be a negotiating session," he declared, "because we cannot compromise."33

King arrived in Chicago Wednesday morning, just a few hours before the "summit meeting" convened at the Episcopal diocese offices. The several dozen participants sat around a long conference table, and Chairman Heineman asked Richard Daley if he had any opening remarks. "We
have to do something to resolve the problems of the past few weeks," the mayor declared. Heineman offered King a similar opportunity, and King expressed thanks to the Conference for this chance to begin a dialogue. In Chicago, he explained, "we have a dual school system, a dual economy, a dual housing market," and other segregated conditions, and the movement's goal was "to transform this duality into a oneness. We cannot solve this alone; we need the help of the people with real power." Then he turned to Al Raby, who sounded a distinctly different note. "I am very pessimistic about the negotiations today," he declared bluntly, "because my experience with negotiating has indicated that our success has always been very limited." Fifteen years ago, when a black family tried to move into Cicero, serious violence erupted, just as would happen today if the movement marched there:

So there has not been any significant change . . . The Movement has exposed by its marches how we all have failed. We must admit that this dialogue that's beginning today would not have occurred without the marches. But there will be no resolution of this situation until we have a factual change in the circumstances of Negroes. We will not end our marches with a verbal commitment.

Heineman then asked the chairman of the Chicago Commission on Human Relations, Ely M. Aaron, to present his group's proposals. Aaron read eleven recommendations, which included calls for the Real Estate Board to instruct its members to abide by the city's pro-forma anti-discrimination ordinance and for the movement to institute "an immediate moratorium on marches." A black businessman, A. L. Foster, representing the Cosmopolitan Chamber of Commerce, broke in to say that the key point was for the Real Estate Board to declare its support for open occupancy without regard to race. Board President Ross Beatty responded immediately. "The most important thing for us to understand is what the situation really is as it exists, not what we'd like it to be or want it to be, but what it really is. . . . We are not here to negotiate because the problem can't be solved between us and the civil rights people." Realtors were nothing more than agents for others, and "we cannot persuade property owners to change their attitudes about whom they want to sell their property to. . . . We are the ones that are easy to blame, . . . but the problem is not ours. The realtor is an agent; we must represent our clients. And therefore, because our clients are opposed to the open occupancy law, we must oppose the law if we are to honestly represent our clients." Change could take place only if public attitudes shifted, and "realtors cannot take the lead in this."

Then Raby read the Chicago Freedom Movement's nine demands. They called for the city to begin vigorous enforcement of the existing fair-housing ordinance, for the mayor to consider a tougher provision that
would apply to owners as well as brokers, for the realtors’ association to withdraw its ongoing court challenge to the existing ordinance and to end its opposition to a state fair-housing bill pending in the Illinois legislature. They also specified that the Chicago Housing Authority end the practice of concentrating high-rise public-housing projects in the ghettos, and that the Public Aid Department stop referring its recipients to available housing on the basis of race. They further demanded that lending authorities, business and labor leaders, and urban-renewal planners all pledge to end discriminatory practices.

A representative of city mortgage bankers volunteered that his group could accept that demand in full, and Mayor Daley broke in to ask if demonstrations would halt if all the movement’s demands were met. King responded, “Yes, the demonstrations in the neighborhoods might stop, but we have demands also in the areas of education and employment and you are hearing here only our demands in the area of housing.” Somewhat miffed, Daley replied, “If we do all we can as a city, then why can’t the marches stop?” Heineman tried to clarify the situation, and King asked Daley directly if he was ready to grant each of the movement’s demands. The mayor took the sheet, read each of the points out loud, and agreed that he and the city would meet each one. A clearly suspicious Al Raby questioned Daley in detail about some of the items, and then Heineman asked King what he meant with regard to halting the neighborhood marches. King said that open-occupancy protests aimed at realty firms would end, but that neighborhood marches aimed at educational or employment issues would not be ruled out. John Baird, an influential businessman, interjected a more basic concern. “The Mayor can’t really do all of the things that he has said here immediately, with all due respect. Will the marches stop before the Mayor has been able to accomplish the specifics?” Al Raby, worried that things were moving too fast, pointed out that a number of the movement’s demands had not yet been addressed. Housing Authority chief Charles Swibel conceded he could not promise an immediate halt in the construction of high-rise ghetto projects, and a lengthy exchange about high-rise public housing ensued.

The discussion was brought back into focus by Arthur Mohl, a Real Estate Board member, who declared that the board would abide by the city ordinance, but that discrimination was not a realtors’ problem because “we are not the creators, we are the mirror.” King responded immediately:

All over the South I heard the same thing we’ve just heard from Mr. Mohl—from restaurant owners and hotel owners. They said that they were just the agents, that they were just responding to the people’s unwillingness to eat with Negroes in the same restaurant or stay with Negroes in the same hotel. But we got a comprehensive civil rights bill and the so-called agents then provided service to everybody and nothing happened and the same thing can happen here.
After a pause, Heineman declared that “I don’t intend to recess this day until we have resolved these issues.” Thomas G. Ayers, president of Consolidated Electric and Chicago’s most powerful business leader, voiced agreement with King’s remarks. “I think we support all the points in the proposals of the Chicago Freedom Movement,” he added significantly. A labor representative expressed a similar commitment, and then Jim Bevel returned to the question of the Real Estate Board. “The core problem is that realtors refuse to serve Negroes in their offices, and that must change. That is insulting and it is humiliating. And the burden is to change service to Negroes.”

Board President Beatty responded that he, Mohl, and a third representative, Gordon Groebe, did not have the authority to accept any specific demands. He added there would have to be further discussion after a regularly scheduled meeting of the Real Estate Board that afternoon. Heineman recognized the opening Beatty had provided. “Were you saying that there should be a subcommittee of the Conference on Religion and Race, the Freedom Movement and the Chicago Real Estate Board to talk about this further?” he asked. “We can’t sit across the table and bargain with the civil righters for something that we don’t have the power to give,” Beatty parried. Gordon Groebe, sensing the trap, objected:

If King would come out against the fair housing ordinance, then he would lose his supporters and he would lose his position and he would not be a leader. And you’ve got to realize that you’re asking us to do the same thing. When we ask our realtors to abrogate their position as agents, then you’re asking us to do what you’d be asking Dr. King to do if you told him he had to come out against the fair housing ordinance.

King responded immediately:

I must appeal to the decency of the people on the Chicago Real Estate Board. You’re not negotiating this question with us. You are men confronted with a moral issue. I decide on the basis of conscience. A genuine leader doesn’t reflect consensus, he molds consensus. Look at myself: There are lots of Negroes these days who are for violence, but I know that I am dealing with a moral issue, and I am going to oppose violence if I am the last Negro in this country speaking for nonviolence. Now the real estate people must act on principle in that same manner, or they’re not leaders. The real estate industry has not only reflected discriminatory attitudes, it has played a significant part in creating them. In fact, in California the real estate people spent five million dollars to kill the open occupancy law there. Now don’t tell me that you’re neutral.

Just the previous day, King went on, Attorney General Katzenbach had remarked to him on the phone that if the federal government had all the
funds that the real estate industry had employed in opposing the fair-housing provisions in the administration's civil rights bill, it could eliminate all the slums in one major city. "I appeal to the rightness of our position and to your decency," King declared.

I see nothing in this world more dangerous than Negro cities ringed with white suburbs. Look at it in terms of grappling with righteousness. People will adjust to changes, but the leadership has got to say that the time for change has come. The problem is not the people in Gage Park, the problem is that their leaders and institutions have taught them to be what they are.

In the face of that appeal, Ross Beatty retreated a bit. "Well, we will recommend to our board that we sit down with you and discuss this further. But we have got to be clear on what the Chicago open occupancy ordinance really requires." A Presbyterian churchman, betraying some exasperation, pointed out that the Freedom Movement's demands were straightforward and that "I think the Chicago Real Estate Board can act on these." Rabbi Marx added his voice even more bluntly. "We have heard this same thing from the Real Estate Board over and over. They must understand that we must have a change now." United Auto Workers representative Robert Johnson expressed the same feeling: "I agree we must have change. This is an urgent situation. The Real Estate Board must realize that there must be change now." Bishop Montgomery voiced his agreement, and then Al Raby suggested that they adjourn. Mayor Daley immediately disagreed. "No, let's not adjourn the meeting. The Chicago Real Estate Board should get on the phone to their members and do something about these demands now." Daley's blunt declaration surprised many. By indicating his support for the stance taken by the religious leaders and by businessmen such as Ayers, Daley "placed a terrific burden" on the realtors, Civil Rights Commission observer John McKnight noted. All eyes turned toward Beatty, and he again tried to duck responsibility. "We cannot possibly deal on the phone; we cannot possibly work out a resolution to these things today."

Chairman Heineman added his voice to the consensus:

Gentlemen, the big stumbling block here is the Chicago Real Estate Board and what it's going to do about the demands on it. And the representatives of the Real Estate Board must realize that they are the key to this thing. The monkey, gentlemen, is right on your back, and whether you deem it as fair or not, everyone sees that the monkey is there. And the question is how are you going to deal with the demands placed on you?

Then Heineman and Eugene Callahan whispered to each other about breaking for lunch and recessing until Beatty and his colleagues had an opportunity to meet with their board. Heineman announced that sugges-
tion and everyone agreed to break until 4:00 P.M. to allow the realtors to reassess their position. 34

During the three-hour recess, King spoke privately with Heineman and Archbishop Cody while also caucusing with the other Freedom Movement representatives to discuss under what terms they would be willing to grant a moratorium on neighborhood marches. With urging from Bevel and Raby, the movement delegation agreed that it would be a mistake to halt protests simply in exchange for promises, and not actual, concrete results. Meanwhile, Mayor Daley was pressuring the Real Estate Board to adopt a more flexible position. Daley put it bluntly to Beatty in a midafternoon phone call: “In the interest of the city of Chicago, you cannot come back here this afternoon with a negative answer.” Beatty briefed his board on Daley’s sentiments and those of the other influential Chicagoans who had spoken up at the morning meeting, and with great reluctance and some anger, the realtors approved a new statement for Beatty to take back to the afternoon session.

Heineman reconvened the gathering by asking Beatty to report on the Real Estate Board’s discussions. Text in hand, Beatty read the new statement to the hushed room. It declared that “freedom of choice in housing is the right of every citizen,” but warned that “street demonstrations will harden bigotry and slow down the progress.” It added that “if demonstrations do not terminate promptly, we may lose control of our membership and be unable to fulfill the commitments we have here undertaken.” Those commitments, the statement went on, were two: first, a pledge to “withdraw all opposition to the philosophy of open occupancy legislation at the state level—provided it is applicable to owners as well as to brokers”; and second, a promise to remind all members to obey the city’s fair-housing ordinance. When Beatty concluded by denouncing the movement’s testing of brokers’ racial practices as “unwarranted harassment,” King whispered, “This is nothing.” Then King asked Beatty to clarify his remarks. Beatty reread his text, and an exasperated Raby declared that “we’ve heard your statement; we’re not sure what you’re saying.” Raby said he wanted precise responses to each of the movement’s demands, and Jim Bevel added that the crucial question was whether blacks would actually be served at white realty company offices. Human Relations Commission attorney William Robert Ming, who had helped defend King against the Alabama tax charges six years earlier, pointed out that the ordinance required that, but Andrew Young reiterated Bevel’s point: “We need a plan to do right and not a law to stop wrong.” Beatty chimed in, “I couldn’t agree with you more. We should take the monkey off our back and put it on the back of all the people.”

Discussion bogged down on the question of whether a Real Estate Board commitment to instruct its members to obey the ordinance would result in blacks being served. “We’re still not clear on some points of the ordinance,” Beatty asserted while avoiding any direct answer. Al Raby asked the mayor whether brokers could be forced to post a non-
discrimination statement in their windows. Daley was flustered. "I said already this morning that I would do that, and I keep my word."

After several other exchanges, Jesse Jackson interrupted to assert that the basic questions were not legal but theological. Raby sought to get the discussion back on track, and Bill Berry declared that the realtors' new statement was "totally unacceptable." If the board could do nothing about the movement’s demands, then what about the mayor? he asked. Daley responded forcefully:

I think they've done a lot. It shows a real change that they've come in here indicating that they will no longer oppose open occupancy. . . . We have agreed to virtually all the points here and everyone says that they are going to move ahead. Now let's not quibble over words; the intent is the important thing. We're here in good faith and the city is asking for your help.

Heineman joined in and pressed Berry to admit that the realtors' promise to end their opposition to a state open-housing law was a significant con­cession. Berry conceded the point, and then King spoke up:

I hope that people here don't feel that we are just being recalcitrant, but we do have a little history of disappointment and broken prom­ises. . . . We see a gulf between the promise and the fulfillment. We don't want to fool people any longer; they feel they have been fooled; so we are saying today that Negroes, so we are asking today that Negroes can buy anywhere. When will that be? Tell us, so that we won't fool the people. We need a timetable, something very concrete. We want to know what your implementation is.

Heineman responded immediately. "We don't see you as recalcitrant. Anyone here can understand why you want to nail down the terms of this agreement." Looking at the Freedom Movement representatives, the chairman summarized the situation:

The Mayor has accepted your demands on him. The Real Estate Board has stated that it will withdraw its opposition to a state open occupancy law. And this is a great victory, a major victory, and probably ensures passage of that legislation. The other demands have been mainly ac­cepted.

Then Heineman stated the bottom line. "The Chair feels that we are well on our way to realization and that the demonstrations could now cease until we see if these agreements are working out."

Jim Bevel was the first to respond. Laws alone were not the heart of the matter. Actual, tangible changes were. "I can’t suggest anything to the Negro people of this town until I can say to them, 'You can buy land from the people who sell land.' Nothing less." Then Robert Spike, a the-
ology professor close to the movement, surprised almost everyone by agreeing with Heineman and badly undercutting Bevel:

I consider the change by the Chicago Real Estate Board as profound, and I don't think, on the other hand, that we should take Bevel's frustration lightly. But we've got to make clear here that the Chicago Freedom Movement didn't say, in its three demands to the Real Estate Board, what Bevel is saying, and that is that Negroes would be served in all the offices. I think we need some terms here for a moratorium.

While some listeners tried to conceal their astonishment, Raby tried to put on the brakes. "I don't think we're nearly so clear on all these things as Mr. Heineman thinks." He drew the group into a detailed colloquy on the items pertaining to the Department of Public Aid that was interrupted only when Andrew Young broke in to try to redirect the discussion to the larger issues involved. "Who is going to bear responsibility for desegregating the city? The society must change.... We must take responsibility here for implementing a plan for an open city. We need a plan to aggressively desegregate this city." Young then launched into a commentary on the establishment's eagerness to halt the open-housing protests and the attendant white violence:

As to your fears of violence, let me say that it is more dangerous in Lawndale with those jammed up, neurotic, psychotic Negroes than it is in Gage Park. To white people who don't face the violence which is created by the degradation of the ghetto, this violence that you see in Gage Park may seem like a terrible thing, but I live in Lawndale and it is safer for me in Gage Park than it is in Lawndale. For the Negro in the ghetto, violence is the rule. So when you say, "cease these demonstrations," you're saying to us, "go back to a place where there is more violence than where you see violence taking place outside the ghetto."

Intentionally or not, Mayor Daley asked if he had understood Young correctly. "Did I hear you say that we are going to have more violence in this city?" Young responded:

No, I'm saying that Negroes who are jammed into ghettos are people who are forced into violent ways of life. I'm saying that the Blackstone Rangers are the product of what happens to people when you live in a ghetto. I'm saying that the ghetto has to be dispersed, that this city must be opened up, and this high concentration ended, or we will have violence whether there is a movement or not.

Daley insisted that "the city didn't create this frustration or this situation. We want to try to do what you say." Young moved to exploit the opening:
Well, we need a program. We need to know how much is going to be accomplished in thirty days, and how much in sixty days. We will find [black] families to move into twenty [white] communities in the next thirty days. . . . We've got to have a plan for an open city to take to the people.

Skillfully, Chairman Heineman returned to Robert Spike's point that the movement's demands were nowhere near as far-reaching as Young's and Bevel's disquisitions. "Now, I think we've got to understand what we're talking about here. We understood that your proposals were on these two pages, and it sounds now like you're changing things." Young disagreed. "No. What I'm talking about is a plan to implement what is on those two pages." He gave several examples, and Housing Authority Chairman Charles Swibel piped up to say that his unit and others were committed to following through. "I want to see these marches ended today. If we are dealing on the top of the table, then call off the marches for twelve months." The movement representatives groaned audibly at Swibel's mention of twelve months, and Raby asked for a fifteen-minute adjournment so that the movement representatives could caucus privately. Before the meeting broke up, however, black Packinghouse Workers executive Charles Hayes uttered a powerful warning.

We've got to see that we're in changing times and we can't go out after these negotiations and tell the guy on the street that what we got was an agreement from the Chicago Real Estate Board that they philosophically agree with open occupancy. The people want to hear what we're going to do for them now. If I as a union negotiator ever came back to my men and said to them, "I got the company to agree that philosophically they were in support of seniority," I'd be laughed out of court.

Hayes's sentiments were endorsed unanimously in the movement's brief caucus. No one believed that the promises uttered so far by the city and the Real Estate Board were meaningful enough to halt the neighborhood protests, and when the session reconvened, Raby reported the movement's decision to a hushed room:

We view this meeting as very important and significant. For the first time there are verbalizations at least that show that we have some opportunities for change. But I would remind you that the important thing, that we stressed at the beginning of the meeting, was the actuality, the implementation. That's the key. We can see the need for further discussions. In your mind the question may be a moratorium, but we would have to say that we would have a moratorium on demonstrations if we had a moratorium on housing segregation. We would like to see a meeting one week from now to see what you're doing in terms of implementation. In the meantime we would meet in a subcommittee on specifics. . . . During this week we will have to continue our present plans.
Heineman asked if that meant ongoing protests. Raby said yes. “Demonstrations will continue for the next week.” Then Daley spoke up in a tone of irritation:

I thought we were meeting to see if . . . there couldn’t be a halt to what is happening in our neighborhoods. . . . I repeat, as far as the city is concerned, we are prepared to do what is asked for. I appeal to you as citizens to try to understand that we are trying. I asked why you picked Chicago? I make no apologies for our city. In the name of all our citizens, I ask for a moratorium and that we set up a committee. We’re men of good faith and we can work out an agreement. . . . What’s the difference between today and a week from today with men of good faith? We’re defending your rights, and also there’s no question about the law. Can’t you do today what you would do in a week?

Thomas Ayers, who had not spoken since the morning, asked that everyone persevere. “We started on this document, this two page document; I don’t think we should leave it now. We’ve gotten substantial agreement; we ought to make sure at least that we know what the outstanding areas are.”

Raby quickly spoke up: “Well, let me give you an example. Is the Mayor going to ask for the legislation to require brokers to post the ordinance in their windows; will he ask [the City Council] for that legislation next Tuesday and will he get it? Will that actually be implemented?” Daley’s response was immediate and blunt. “We’ve got to show the City Council that you’ll do something. We’ll pass what we said we’d pass if we get a moratorium.” That statement of a quid pro quo infuriated Raby. “If I come before the Mayor of Chicago some day, I hope I can come before the Mayor of Chicago with what is just and that he will implement it because it is right rather than trading it politically for a moratorium.” Heineman tried to calm the situation. “In a cooler moment, I think you’ll realize that the Mayor cannot help but want fewer demonstrations. He’s concerned about the safety of the people. And the Mayor is accustomed to having his word taken.” Raby refused to back down, and in a “very angry and tense” voice told Heineman, “I won’t reply to what you’ve said for the sake of harmony.” He took the two-page statement of demands in hand, and went down the points one by one, indicating that the verbal commitments offered so far fell short of what the movement wanted.

The air was tense when Raby stopped. It seemed possible that the entire day’s effort would collapse. Then, with what one onlooker termed a “grand and quiet and careful and calming eloquence,” King spoke up:

This has been a constructive and creative beginning. This represents progress and a sign of change. I’ve gone through this whole problem in my mind a thousand times about demonstrations, and let me say that if you are tired of demonstrations, I am tired of demonstrating. I am tired of the threat of death. I want to live. I don’t want to be a martyr.
And there are moments when I doubt if I am going to make it through. I am tired of getting hit, tired of being beaten, tired of going to jail. But the important thing is not how tired I am; the important thing is to get rid of the conditions that lead us to march.

I hope we are here to discuss how to make Chicago a great open city and not how to end marches. We've got to have massive changes. Now, gentlemen, you know we don't have much. We don't have much money. We don't really have much education, and we don't have political power. We have only our bodies and you are asking us to give up the one thing that we have when you say, "Don't march."

We want to be visible. We are not trying to overthrow you; we're trying to get in. We're trying to make justice a reality. Now the basic thing is justice. We want peace, but peace is the presence of justice. We haven't seen enough for the massive changes that are going to be needed. To the Chicago Real Estate Board, I want to say particularly that your second point about the demonstrations being the wrong approach bothers me, because the problem is not created by the marches. A doctor doesn't cause cancer when he finds it. In fact, we thank him for finding it, and we are doing the same thing.

Our humble marches have revealed a cancer. We have not used rocks. We have not used bottles. And no one today, no one who has spoken has condemned those that have used violence. Maybe there should be a moratorium in Gage Park. Maybe we should begin condemning the robber and not the robbed. We haven't even practiced civil disobedience as a movement. We are being asked to stop one of our most precious rights, the right to assemble, the right to petition. We asked Chicago to bring justice in housing, and we are starting on that road today.

We are trying to keep the issue so alive that it will be acted on. Our marching feet have brought us a long way, and if we hadn't marched I don't think we'd be here today. No one here has talked about the beauty of our marches, the love of our marches, the hatred we're absorbing. Let's hear more about the people who perpetrate the violence.

We appreciate the meeting. We don't want to end the dialogue. We don't see enough to stop the marches, but we are going with love and nonviolence. This is a great city and it can be a greater city.

When King finished, his remarks had "changed the mood completely."

After several brief comments, Andrew Young declared that "we need a working committee. The Real Estate Board did a good job, they moved along in the hour and a half they had, and tomorrow by noon we could start working out a program. As soon as concrete proposals are worked out we can get back together." Robert Johnson of the UAW seconded Young's suggestion and Heineman moved quickly:

The Chair will appoint a committee, under the chairmanship of Bishop Montgomery, that will be composed of no more than five representatives of the Freedom Movement, two representatives of the Real Estate Board, the president of the Association of Commerce and Industry
[Thomas Ayers], an officer of the Commercial Club of Chicago, a repre­sentative of labor, and the Mayor of Chicago or his representative. And they will meet at the call of Bishop Montgomery. We'll reconvene this group to have a report from them. I propose that we reconvene this group a week from this Friday.

Some were surprised at the nine-day time frame, and one person asked Heineman what the subcommittee’s purpose would be. “The purpose of the subcommittee,” he answered, “is to come back with proposals designed to provide an open city.”

Montgomery stated that the first subcommittee meeting would take place Friday, and discussion turned to what the different parties ought to say to the press. Heineman asked if he might issue a statement for all, including an explanation that there would be no moratorium, but that the movement would proceed with restraint. King voiced a dissent. “Can’t you say that if there are demonstrations, you want to call on the violent people to be restrained?”

Heineman tried a different formulation, still using the word “restraint.” King objected. “I think we’ve been restrained.” Bevel and Bob Ming offered suggestions, and then Raby interrupted in a tone of disgust. “I can stand anything you say about me; I really don’t care. The important thing is what is the substance of what we’re willing to do to open up this city.” With tempers starting to fray, Daley cut the discussion off. “I think everybody should be allowed to say anything they want to and that it be made clear that this is a continuing meeting, and that this has been a beginning.” No one objected, and the lengthy session ended as the clock neared 9:00 p.m., King spoke briefly to waiting newsmen and then headed off to a church rally.

Thursday afternoon King and a dozen other activists met at the Urban League office to review Wednesday's session, make plans for the Friday subcommittee meeting, and pick the five representatives who would attend. News reports said that the mayor was “disappointed and frustrated” that Wednesday’s negotiations had not produced a moratorium. Key movement leaders were also unhappy. The two principal concerns were that they had started negotiating before the neighborhood protests had reached peak intensity, and that they might be held to the hurriedly prepared demands that Wednesday’s discussions had focused on. Concern about the latter problem was especially serious. A number of CCCO leaders had realized in advance that the list of items was incomplete and vaguely worded, but no one had expected Daley to be so eager to reach a settlement or that the city would focus so precisely on the movement’s demands. Movement leaders hoped the subcommittee’s agenda could be expanded to include a broad discussion of all the issues raised by the initial demands, and they selected four Chicagoans—Raby, AFSC executive Kale Williams, Catholic Interracial Council Director John McDermott, and Berry of the Urban League—plus one SCLC staffer,
Jim Bevel, as their subcommittee representatives. They also agreed to announce multiple neighborhood protests for Sunday despite suggestions that the city might move for a court injunction if the movement persisted with its demonstrations. King and his aides mused that an attempt by Daley to block ongoing protests would be a strategic error that would play into the movement's hands, and King talked about that possibility at a Thursday night mass meeting:

I want to tell you a secret and I hope the press won't hear and I hope the mayor won't hear. We've had movements all across the nation and all across the South and do you know, our movement won not only because of our ingenuity and because of our ability to mobilize—that was just one side of it—but it won as much because of the mistakes of our opponents. Now we will welcome any mistake our opponents are willing to make in Chicago.

Blocking either the Sunday marches or a Friday house-hunting expedition into Gage Park that he would lead would be just such a mistake, King declared. Although those remarks seemed to indicate an almost playful eagerness to see the Chicago protests through, King was deeply drained by the events of the summer. The tensions of the Meredith March, the turmoil over "black power," and the Chicago demonstrations had all combined to make him weary. Now, at the conclusion of his Thursday night mass-meeting speech, he spoke to that theme, a theme that rarely emerged in his public comments. "I'm tired of marching," he told the crowd,

... I'm tired of the tensions surrounding our days. I'm tired of living every day under the threat of death. I have no martyr complex, I want to live as long as anybody in this building tonight, and sometimes I begin to doubt whether I'm going to make it through. I must confess I'm tired. ... I don't march because I like it, I march because I must.

It was unusual for King to confess his deep weariness to anyone other than his closest aides, but the words, just like his Wednesday comments to the negotiators, revealed his state of mind most clearly. The pace of his life was brutal in its relentless demands, and the events of the summer had offered little solace and much sorrow. Perhaps the Chicago Freedom Movement would soon reach a productive climax.36

Friday morning, as King rested, the movement's five representatives gathered for breakfast before the subcommittee's first meeting. When they joined the other members at the Episcopal parish house, they found both a surprisingly large number of delegates—nineteen people, all told—as well as a newly designated chairman, Commonwealth Edison President Ayers, whom Montgomery had asked to take over his duties.
The subcommittee began its discussions with a lengthy consideration of what the city’s fair-housing ordinance required and how its enforcement might be improved. They had been assembled for several hours when Housing Authority Chairman Charles Swibel passed a note to Al Raby indicating that a court injunction had been handed down against the movement just minutes earlier. Raby stepped out to a phone, confirmed the report, and returned to break the news to the full group. At the request of Mayor Daley, Police Superintendent Wilson, and city attorney Raymond Simon, Cook County Circuit Court Judge Cornelius J. Harrington had issued an order drastically limiting the allowable scope of the neighborhood protests. Marches would be restricted to one area of the city per day, could involve no more than five hundred participants, and would have to be held during daylight and not at rush hours. Additionally, police would have to be informed in writing, at least twenty-four hours in advance, of the route, leaders, and size of any column.

The subcommittee members were stunned by the news. Professor Spike was infuriated by the city’s double-dealing, and Eugene Callahan of the Conference on Religion and Race lashed out angrily at city Human Relations attorney Bob Ming, who denied knowing anything about the injunction. The movement representatives demanded an immediate recess in order to discuss whether negotiations should be broken off because of Daley’s bad-faith behavior. Although both Raby and Bevel had voiced strong emotions on Wednesday, at this crucial juncture both men reacted calmly after the initial anger had passed. They and their fellow negotiators decided that a walkout would be counterproductive, and the subcommittee reconvened for an afternoon session that went surprisingly well. When the group adjourned after agreeing to continue deliberations on Monday, representatives from both sides expressed optimism to newsmen.

King learned of the injunction in a phone call from city attorney Simon, and reacted more strongly than the movement’s negotiators. He told reporters he might have to defy the order, and met with attorneys before watching Mayor Daley appear live on television to explain this new action. Although the mayor coupled his defense of the legal initiative with calls for an end to discrimination and harassment of the marchers, King denounced Daley in harsh terms. The injunction was “unjust, illegal, and unconstitutional,” and the mayor was “more of a politician than a statesman and not good at either.” Daley should have moved to control the white hecklers and provide greater protection for the marchers rather than restrict the movement’s right to protest. “I deem it a very bad act of faith on the part of the city in view of the fact we’re negotiating,” King complained. “This just stands in the way of everything we’re trying to do.”

Saturday morning King huddled with attorneys and other movement leaders to discuss the injunction. The lawyers advised that the movement should not defy an order that was not all that unreasonable, and after
extensive discussion King agreed. The injunction would not hinder the ongoing negotiations, and Sunday's protest plans would be altered to conform to the court's requirements. One march would take place in the South Deering neighborhood, and two others would occur in suburbs that were not part of Chicago and hence not covered by the order—Chicago Heights and Evergreen Park. However, King told newsmen, if the city did not meet the movement's demands at the next summit session on Friday, the marches would be intensified. Not only would they defy the court order, there would also be a Sunday procession into Cicero, where American Nazis were recruiting new supporters. "White power" sentiments were drawing an enthusiastic response in many all-white neighborhoods, and city officials worried that any movement trek into Cicero might result in a literal slaughter.

King decided to lead the Sunday march through South Deering, but first took time out to appear on an edition of Meet the Press that featured all the major civil rights leaders. He explained that the Chicago protesters would abide by the injunction even though it was unjust, and left the broadcast early to address a church rally prior to the march. A seventy-car caravan took King and five hundred other participants to South Deering; four policemen flanked King at all times as the protesters marched through the area and held a prayer vigil at one realty office. A steady rain soaked the marchers but also kept down the number of hostile whites. Some hoodlums tossed debris at the column as it moved along Ewing Avenue, but King told reporters that he believed most Chicago whites supported the movement's efforts. "The people out here throwing rocks and tossing bottles at us represent only a minority. They are only a minority."3B

Monday morning King flew to Atlanta for a one-day visit while the subcommittee negotiators resumed their discussions. The city representatives and Chairman Ayers were insistent that the movement not expand its demands beyond the initial two-page statement presented at the Wednesday summit conference, and the civil rights negotiators felt trapped. McDermott and Williams, the two white movement representatives, pressed for a comprehensive "open city" and open-housing package that would provide "clear timetables and targets for changes in population in every neighborhood and every suburb over a measured period of time," but they ran into strong resistance. The city people, McDermott explained, were "not happy about our introducing new ideas in the course of the negotiations," ideas that had not been spelled out in the initial demands. Bevel began to wonder whether a walkout might not be better, and at the conclusion of Monday's session, an equally displeased Raby told the press that "whether something meaningful" would emerge "remains to be seen."

Official concern about the movement's plan to march into Cicero on Sunday increased as more reports came in about the likely white response. Cook County Sheriff Richard Ogilvie sent telegrams to move-
ment leaders on Monday, asking that they cancel such a "suicidal act," but King told newsmen in Atlanta that the movement would not be dissuaded. "We fully intend to have the march. We have talked with Ogilvie about this and announced our plans last Saturday. We gave more than the seven days notice." Tuesday evening Ogilvie and Cicero town attorney Christy Berkos announced plans to ask Illinois Governor Otto Kerner for National Guard troops should the movement go forward. King returned to Chicago and reiterated the protesters' intent. One column of marchers headed into the tough South Deering neighborhood that evening under heavy police protection. A similar safeguard would have to be provided in Cicero, King declared, even if it did require mobilizing the National Guard.39

Wednesday morning Governor Kerner announced that the Guard would be called up on Friday if the movement proceeded with the Sunday march. At the same time, the subcommittee reassembled for its third meeting, and movement negotiators renewed their effort to win acceptance of more far-reaching demands. McDermott and Williams pressed for specific goals and timetables as part of the open-housing provisions, but found no receptivity. When Bevel also attempted to expand the list of demands, Chairman Ayers told him bluntly that the subcommittee's task was limited to the movement's initial proposal. "We tried to get more," McDermott said, but they were unable to increase the demands in the face of the city's insistence. "We got stuck with them," Williams explained, and "eventually we felt that we had to take what we could get." Bevel suggested that a break in negotiations and resumption of intensified protests might be better, but the CCCO representatives felt that would be futile. Any serious expansion of demonstrations would violate the injunction and would shift the issue from nondiscrimination in housing to "law and order," a shift that would not be in the movement's favor. Although Bevel was reluctant to accept that analysis, by midday Wednesday the movement's negotiators were committed to getting the best and most specific agreement they could within the scope of the initial demands.

With only twenty-four hours to go before the second scheduled summit session, the Ayers subcommittee met on Thursday for the fourth and final time to hammer out a written agreement, working from a draft that Ayers had prepared. A hue and cry about the threatened Cicero march and the scheduled National Guard call-up dominated the Chicago press, and the drafting session took place amid an air of growing tension. Accord had been reached on the Real Estate Board's responsibility to tell realtors to obey the city ordinance, on expanded enforcement of the ordinance by the Human Relations Commission, on nondiscriminatory mortgage practices by Chicago lending institutions, and on the establishment of some ongoing forum for discussion of implementation.

By the end of Thursday's meeting a final draft had been agreed upon for submission to the full summit conference. Some movement activists believed it was a mistake to agree to an accord until the city withdrew the
court injunction, and several "back channel" conversations took place about possibly trading a cancellation of the Cicero march for a withdrawal of the injunction. King vowed at a Thursday night mass meeting that the Sunday march would take place, but Raby told newsmen that no final decision would be made until after the Friday summit session. Subcommittee Chairman Ayers, speaking carefully to the press, said there was "a high degree of consensus" on the draft agreement, but sentiments within the movement were divided despite the positive indications that SCLC aides voiced to reporters. Overall, the situation was muddled, with many signals suggesting that the Friday meeting might bring the entire campaign to a peaceful end, but with other signals indicating that the dangerous trek into Cicero would indeed take place.40

On Friday morning movement leaders met at the AFSC office to discuss the draft agreement before heading to the summit session at the Palmer House. Almost all of the major CCCO activists, including negotiators Raby, Berry, McDermott, and Williams, were committed to accepting the accord, but a significant minority, including Bevel and others who had served on the protest-oriented "action committee," argued that the agreement did not go far enough and that demonstrations should continue. King listened patiently as both sides stated their points, and indicated he was still concerned about the injunction. The debate swung back and forth, with some stressing the city's concessions and others arguing that the agreement did not give the movement anything of substance in exchange for halting the marches. The differences had not been resolved as the hour of the meeting approached, and King's decision remained unstated as the movement representatives made the short trip to the Palmer House.

The different parties sat around a huge U-shaped table that placed the city establishment on the left, the Freedom Movement representatives on the right, and the leaders of the Conference on Religion and Race at the base. Bishop Montgomery and Chairman Heineman began by asking Thomas Ayers to report on the subcommittee's work, and Ayers distributed and read out loud the draft agreement. Numbering ten points in all, the document amounted to a codification of the verbal commitments that had been offered at the initial Wednesday summit meeting. The four most important items provided for intensified enforcement of the city housing ordinance, public endorsement of open occupancy by the Real Estate Board, a change from construction of high-rise public housing to scatter-site projects by the Chicago Housing Authority, and nondiscriminatory housing assignments for welfare recipients from the Cook County Department of Public Aid.

When Ayers finished reading the eleven-page document, he announced that all subcommittee members had approved it and formally moved its acceptance by the full summit conference. Chairman Heineman asked Richard Daley for his comments, and the mayor spoke briefly before calling for an immediate vote. Al Raby interrupted at once:
Well, just a minute here. We are all concerned in the Freedom Movement about the personal commitments of the individuals who are here. For instance, we want to know whether or not the churches will take responsibility for a specific number of families in each all-white community—of Negro families. Will we be able to have one per cent Negro occupancy in every community in the city of Chicago by 1967? Will there be a concrete date when the city and the Chicago Real Estate Board can guarantee us that the communities are opened to all? And the ultimate question is still the question raised by Jim Bevel, "when do we foresee the time when a Negro can go into a real estate office in Chicago"—

"and the suburbs," Mayor Daley interjected—"and be served?"

Bishop Montgomery quickly stood up and said he believed he could speak for all of Chicago's faiths in saying that the religious community's affirmative obligations were understood across the board. Archbishop Cody, Rabbi Marx, and other churchmen expressed their commitment to the accord, and Ross Beatty described how the Real Estate Board had had "a very, very difficult meeting" with its members the previous day. The task ahead would be extremely difficult, Beatty said. Then King spoke up, directing his remarks at Beatty:

Now I think that it would be very bad to have any wrong statements made by anybody that would hurt the acceptance of this agreement by our people. I am wondering about a statement that you made yesterday on the radio, Mr. Beatty. It went to the effect that if realtors are forced to sell and rent to Negroes, the real estate industry will go out of business.

Obviously agitated, Beatty fumbled for a response, and voiced several equivocations:

Frankly, I am confused. The last two weeks have been the most confusing of all my life. I think that there are a lot of specifics that we just aren't going to be able to work out here. But I hope that everyone will understand that we are all not bums. Real estate dealers are people and we need commitment from all people in this community, but on the other hand we are not hedging on anything.

Beatty's muddled remarks, civil rights observer John McKnight noted, "made everybody very nervous, even Mayor Daley. I could see that Daley was afraid that he was going to blow the deal, because it sounded after his statement like nothing was firm." Bishop Montgomery volunteered that everyone knew how difficult things would be, and would support the board's efforts. UAW representative Robert Johnson, whom the movement team viewed as a fence-straddling Daley sympathizer, also offered some upbeat comments.
Then Al Raby muddied the waters further. "Before we vote, I think we should understand that this vote is indicative of an intent to facilitate the agreement. We can't accept a vote that is binding. It should only be an indication of sentiment." Chairman Heineman took issue with Raby's declaration. "I would think that the Chicago Freedom Movement would want a unanimous and a binding vote and on the other hand I am sure that those who are committing themselves to the Movement's demands want also to see the Movement's commitment." Raby backed off and suggested a different step. "Well, before we take a vote I think we may need to caucus on the details. We want to be sure of some things. It is unfair for any of us to make commitments unless we are perfectly clear, so I ask for a fifteen minute recess." Neither Heineman nor Daley were happy about the request, but they had little choice but to grant it. As the other participants waited, the movement's representatives caucused privately. Jim Bevel and Jesse Jackson, citing Beatty's noncommittal utterings, renewed their contention that it would be a mistake to accept the agreement as it stood. Others argued that they needed more specific details about the future role of the ongoing summit group called for by the subcommittee document. Concern about the injunction remained, but a majority favored acceptance, and King agreed.41

When the movement leaders rejoined the other conferees, King explained their position:

We have decided that we are prepared to vote on the issue before us and we want to agree that this is a most significant document. However, we have one or two questions that still remain.

First, while we recognize that this is not a matter involved in these negotiations, we are much concerned about the injunction we face. We feel that injunction is unjust and unconstitutional. . . . If we want to have a great march, only five hundred people can march and thousands of people will be denied their freedom of assembly. We are acting in good faith and since we are, we will agree to limit the demonstrations. And therefore, we want to know if the city will withdraw the injunction. We make the request of the city, "What will you do?"

Second, we are very concerned still about implementation. Maybe we are over-sensitive, but there have been so many promises that haven't materialized, that this is a great thing in our minds. We want to know if the continuing body that will be established to hammer out the specifics will be an action body or whether it will be just a forum. We want to know how soon it will be underway, because ultimately we want to know how soon a Negro can go to a real estate office and feel reasonably sure that he will get fair treatment, that he will be served. And we also want to know how we can deal with the Negro that is not served.

Bishop Montgomery spoke up: "On Monday we hope to have the organizing body set up as an action group and ready to roll." A Pres-
byterian representative, Dr. Donald Zimmerman, volunteered that the injunction ought to be tested all the way to the Supreme Court, a comment that left many in the room stunned. King responded: "I'm sure you're aware that this will take at least three years and $200,000 of the movement's resources to get an answer to." Zimmerman backed off, saying "perhaps it could be at least a continuing item to be discussed on the agenda," but Al Raby was not about to let it drop:

I am forced to respond here. I don't see that the judicial process has really helped the Negro. I think it is very gratuitous of anyone to suggest that we suffer this injunction for three years just to get a legal opinion, because legal opinions haven't done us much good. The same process, the process of legal opinion, got us twelve years ago a decision of the United States Supreme Court that we would have integrated schools, that segregation would be done away with. And the result of that legal opinion twelve years later is largely insignificant.

We want from the city an answer and not a debate. I felt it was bad faith for the city on Wednesday to say that they would negotiate with us and then go out on Friday and seek an injunction against us.

Richard Daley broke in heatedly: "People can make all the statements that they care to about bad faith," but he had had no choice. "It was with heavy heart, yet firmness, that I sought that injunction. There was no other course for me." A long silence followed, and some wondered if a breach was at hand. Then King calmly spoke again:

I appreciate what Mayor Daley has said, and I know he made the decision with heavy heart. I don't want to stress bad faith. I hope we are operating here by the law of life which is that reconciliation is always possible. But I think I've got to say that if that injunction stands, somewhere along the way we are going to have to break it. We are going to have to break it tomorrow, or in a week, or a month, or sometime as the movement proceeds.

Heineman tried to resolve the problem by asking if the injunction would limit a downtown rally or just the neighborhood marches, and might the city discuss this with the movement? "The city will sit down and talk over anything with anybody," Daley volunteered. Movement representatives pressed the question, however. Would Daley withdraw the injunction? Heineman answered for him: "I think that the Mayor is saying he will not at this time withdraw the injunction but he will discuss its amendment." Daley nodded vigorously and declared, "I call for a vote."

Once again, Al Raby objected. "No, let's wait. We want to discuss this more." Hurriedly, a number of movement representatives huddled around King and whispered to each other. After a few seconds, King ended the informal caucus and spoke up: "I don't think that we can accept a conference to modify the injunction because we are opposed to the
injunction totally, but we would accept a separate negotiation through the continuing body on this issue." Raby remained silent, and the last obstacle to ratification of the agreement had been disposed of. Chairman Heineman called for the formal vote, and the result was unanimous. Heineman and then Daley expressed their thanks to those present, and the chairman asked King for his parting words:

I do want to express my appreciation for everybody's work and the appreciation of the Chicago Freedom Movement. I want to thank the subcommittee. We read in the scripture, "Come, let us sit down and reason together," and everyone here has met that spiritual mandate. There comes a time when we move from protest to reconciliation and we have been misinterpreted by the press and by the political leaders of this town as to our motives and our goals, but let me say once again that it is our purpose, our single purpose to create the beloved community. We seek only to make possible a city where men can live together as brothers.

I know this has been said many times today, but I want to reiterate again that we must make this agreement work. Our people's hopes have been shattered too many times, and an additional disillusionment will only spell catastrophe. Our summers of riots have been caused by our winters of delay. I want to stress the need for implementation and I want to recognize that we have a big job. Because I marched through Gage Park, I saw hatred in the faces of so many, a hatred born of fear, and that fear came because people didn't know each other, and they don't know each other because they are separate from one another. So, we must attack that separation and those myths. There is a tremendous educational job ahead of us.

Now, we don't want to threaten any additional marches, but if this agreement does not work, marches would be a reality. We must now measure our words by our deeds, and it will be heard. I speak to everyone on my side of the table now, and I say that this must be interpreted, this agreement, as a victory for justice and not a victory over the Chicago Real Estate Board or the city of Chicago. I am as grateful to Mayor Daley as to anyone else here for his work. I think now we can go on to make Chicago a beautiful city, a city of brotherhood.

Spontaneous applause rang out from all sides of the table. Heineman closed the meeting by declaring that the agreement was a tribute to the democratic process. As the group filed out, one CCCO activist turned to a friend. "Democratic process, shit. It was forced out of them." 42

Soon after the meeting broke up, King went before the press to describe the accord and to announce that Sunday's march through Cicero was being deferred indefinitely. He praised the "far-reaching and creative commitments" in the agreement and labeled the fair-housing provisions "the most significant program ever conceived" for the pursuit of open occupancy. "The only ultimate justification of nonviolent conflict is the achievement of a higher integration of harmony," and this agreement
promised to do that. “The total eradication of housing discrimination has been made possible,” and in exchange the movement would “halt neighborhood marches and demonstrations in Chicago on the issue of open housing, so long as these pledged programs are being carried out.” King’s positive portrayal of the settlement was so strong that some wondered whether his rhetoric was overblown. One indication came when a reporter asked James Bevel if he was happy with the pact. “I don’t know. I’ll have to think about it.”

A number of local black activists had no doubts about their opinions of the settlement. Chester Robinson of the West Side Organization told newsmen that “we feel the poor Negro has been sold out by this agreement.” Robinson, as well as CORE Chapter President Robert Lucas, declared that the Sunday march into Cicero ought to go forward because poor black Chicagoans “reject the terms of the agreement.” Intensive private lobbying convinced Robinson and Lucas by midday Saturday to postpone their march one week, but angry expressions of dissatisfaction with King’s settlement percolated throughout the black community. King spoke to a discordant Friday night mass meeting at Stone Temple Baptist Church on the west side before leaving the next day for Atlanta, but the local situation remained troubled. One Community Relations Service observer noted that the “general feeling” was that the movement had “‘sold out’ to the city administration. There is much animosity in the Negro community.”

To his Atlanta congregation, King repeated his characterizations of the Chicago accord and talked about how discouraging the events of the summer had been. The settlement was only “a first step in a thousand mile journey,” but it was also the “most significant and far reaching victory that has ever come about in a northern community on the whole question of open housing. . . . The whole power structure was forced by the power of the nonviolent movement to sit down and negotiate and capitulate and make concessions that have never been made before.” Although the negotiations had left him exhausted, King said, and even though the summer as a whole had been depressing, he would still struggle on:

I choose to identify with the underprivileged. I choose to identify with the poor. I choose to give my life for the hungry. I choose to give my life for those who have been left out of the sunlight of opportunity. I choose to live for and with those who find themselves seeing life as a long and desolate corridor with no exit sign. This is the way I’m going. If it means suffering a little bit, I’m going that way. If it means sacrificing, I’m going that way. If it means dying for them, I’m going that way, because I heard a voice saying, “Do something for others.”

It was the voice he had heard in the kitchen in Montgomery ten years earlier, the voice that gave him the stamina to carry on when others were calling the Meredith March a failure, falling victim to the angry senti-
ments of "black power," or castigating the Chicago settlement as a "sellout." Even when times were bad—and it was hard to remember when events had been more frustrating and debilitating than over the past three months—that voice sustained him. He was profoundly uncertain of what would come next, terribly vulnerable to doubts about where he and the movement were headed, but still he had the strength to go forward.44
Martin King reacted strongly to the angry criticisms of the Chicago settlement and his descriptions of it. He vowed that SCLC would do all it could to ensure success, and he even contemplated closing down SCLC’s Atlanta headquarters in order to give complete attention to implementing the new accord.

Many people in the movement disagreed with King’s evaluation of the agreement. CORE and the West Side Organization had vowed to go ahead with a march into Cicero, and on Wednesday, August 31, King encountered heckling at a mass rally at Chicago’s Liberty Baptist Church unlike anything he had ever experienced before. Scurrilous handbills had been circulated by local SNCC sympathizers in advance of the meeting, and when King was introduced to the audience, a large contingent of SNCC loyalists booed him. Once King began to speak, catcalls of “black power” constantly interrupted his remarks. Finally, his patience wearing thin, King stopped and asked if there was someone who wanted to speak. When SNCC Chicago Chapter President Monroe Sharp appeared from the rear of the church, King offered him four minutes to state his position. Sharp took that and more to attack the settlement and King personally, but received only polite applause when he finished. Then King, “still apparently shaken” and “possibly angered,” returned to the pulpit and delivered his most impassioned speech of the year. He reminded the audience of the central role SCLC had played in SNCC’s birth, criticized “black power” and racial separatism in strong terms, and called Sharp badly misguided. “Whenever Pharaoh wanted to keep the slaves in slavery, he kept them fighting among themselves,” King declared in dismissing Sharp’s remarks. The crowd responded warmly, and King emerged clearly as the rhetorical victor.

As Sunday’s threatened march into Cicero by movement renegades came closer, King tried to head it off. Chester Robinson’s West Side Or-
ganization had been debating whether to go forward with the plan. At a
Wednesday night meeting a large WSO crowd ratified a Robinson pro-
posal that they withdraw from the march so long as King promised to
pursue with Chicago's power structure a list of twenty-five specific com-
plaints that WSO had drawn up in response to the summit agreement.
“They determined to make no public announcement of the decision,” one
observer noted, “but to allow Dr. King to make an advertised interвен-
tion in the dispute and take public credit for resolving the difficulty. The
further implication would be that Dr. King and his leadership were acced-
ing to WSO demands for better representation and attention to the griev-
ances of the poor.” 1

On Thursday morning, September 1, King, Andrew Young, and Jesse
Jackson arrived at the WSO office to discuss the demands with Robinson
and his staff. King perused the list and

said that he realized now that some mistakes had been made in the
negotiating procedures, that more specifics should have been included
in what was agreed to, and that Chester should have been in on the
negotiating. However, he felt bothered by the charge that there had
been a sell-out by him. He said he was willing to acknowledge mistakes
he had made, but not that he had ever sold out.

King said he was committed to pursuing a Chicago movement and that he
had not and would not give in to any under-the-table offers from the
opposing side. Robinson declared that he did not distrust King’s motives,
and King spoke about the future, saying

that he felt unsure, at present, exactly what major attack to launch,
now that the first round of the fifteen round battle had been won. Per-
haps it ought to be the employment problem. . . . But, he said, he was
about to conclude that the welfare issue was the most critical one for
the movement to tackle at once, on a wide scale.

Both Robinson and another WSO activist, Bill Darden, told King he
would have to move beyond the middle-class leadership of CCCO to
create a true mass movement in Chicago. They also questioned him about
whether Cicero’s virulent racism eventually would be confronted. “King
responded affirmatively, saying they would have to go to Cicero. The real
question was when to go to effect the greatest good.” The session ended
on that cordial note, and King announced to newsmen that the WSO
would not march into Cicero on Sunday, whether or not the CORE
group went ahead.

King reiterated that the Cicero option was only being deferred, not
canceled. “Cicero in the North,” he told CBS’s Mike Wallace, “symbol-
izes the same kind of hard core resistance to change as Selma in the
South. And I think it will in fact eventually be the Selma of the North in
the sense that we’ve got to have a confrontation in that community.” But
any plan was far down the movement’s agenda, as other issues demanded immediate attention. SCLC’s Chicago field staff was leading a growing rent strike by the tenants of one large apartment complex. At the same time, Operation Breadbasket was moving forward from its victories in the dairy industry to successful boycotts against Pepsi and Coca-Cola and an ongoing campaign aimed at Seven-Up. More important, the group that would monitor implementation of the summit agreement was being formed. The idea was to constitute the nucleus of the nineteen-person Ayers subcommittee as a “Metropolitan Leadership Council for Fair Housing” that would ensure that all parties to the accord fulfilled their promises. A first meeting was set for September 6, but before it took place, King again had to confront continuing dissent within the black community.2

CORE leader Robert Lucas was adamant about marching into Cicero. Although Lucas had long been a member of the CCCO leadership, the events of August had widened the differences that had always existed between him and the CCCO majority. Lucas had supported the open-housing marches as an excellent way “to dramatize racism in the north,” but he had been particularly outspoken in criticizing his colleagues’ approach to the summit negotiations. While others like John McDermott and Kale Williams had concluded that the movement should settle for what it could get, Lucas had argued that the movement’s demands were too modest and that the negotiators had not been forceful enough. “Nobody really knew what to ask for, nobody really made any demands of any significance,” Lucas said later. “These white men were afraid to death of blacks and they could have gotten almost anything that was reasonable.” Instead, the movement negotiators “had really agreed to nothing... The agreement really wasn’t worth the paper it was written on.” Lucas had voiced his objections, but “I was known as a renegade anyway, and I was ignored.” He did not blame King for the failure—“Martin was ill-advised; he just had the wrong cats around him”—but numerous admonitions that Lucas’s Cicero venture would embarrass King did not dissuade him. Plans went ahead for the Sunday march, and officials readied the National Guard to protect Lucas and his small band of followers. Late Saturday or early Sunday, King phoned Lucas to voice a gentle and almost certainly futile request. As Lucas later related it, “Martin said, ‘Bob, I understand that you’re going to Cicero,’ and I said, ‘Yeah, Doc, we’re going.’ He said, ‘Well, I’d like to talk you out of it, but I know I can’t, but since you’re going, you have my blessing.’” Lucas may have condensed the exchange, but he portrayed King’s attitude accurately. “There wasn’t any bitterness at all,” he recalled. “I know the guy really meant it... I could tell the way it came over the wire.” In the end, the controversy concluded undramatically. Sunday afternoon Lucas led 250 followers through Cicero and aside from heckling, no disruptions occurred. Lucas’s march irritated CCCO colleagues, who later termed it “a pathetic little show of petulance.”3
After the Cicero issue had passed, Chicago activists began to turn their attention to implementing the accord. The subcommittee group met for three hours on Tuesday, September 6, and agreed to constitute itself as an interim board for the Metropolitan Leadership Council for Fair Housing. A tentative plan called for two delegates from each supporting organization, and a chairman who would appoint a fifteen-person executive board, but a second confab on September 9 failed to produce agreement on a chairman. Al Raby laconically declared that he was “neither dismayed nor heartened” by this development, but Andrew Young told a mass meeting that new protests over school segregation, job discrimination, and slum housing would soon begin.

The slow start toward implementation gave credence to the negative evaluations of the settlement. The locally edited Christian Century termed the agreement “the beginning of the beginning,” but a Chicago Daily News reporter who had covered the story since SCLC arrived termed it “only a paper victory” and said that “to many Chicagoans . . . the achievement has been nil.” Many commentators looked askance at King’s contributions to the Chicago black community, contending that “only the threat of the Cicero march eventually brought realistic bargaining and the final agreement.” The New Republic stated that “so far, King has been pretty much of a failure at organizing” and called the agreement “obviously no major victory.” It also declared that “King has hardly begun to do the work which could force the necessary basic changes.” Even longtime King loyalists like Bayard Rustin observed that the entire Chicago venture looked like “a fiasco” or “a disaster.”

King was “greatly disturbed” by the crescendo of criticism, and his distress was intensified by other troubling events. First, SNCC’s descent from nonviolence into the least attractive aspects of “black power” reached a new low point with the arrest of Stokely Carmichael on charges of inciting a September 6 riot in the Summerhill section of Atlanta. Conflicting accounts of the incident made King reluctant to comment, but he was extremely perturbed. Five days later, as community unrest continued, SCLC’s Hosea Williams was taken into custody. Williams announced that SCLC would mount major protests, but SCLC board member Samuel Williams countermanded that call, labeling Hosea “a hired hand” who “does not set SCLC policy.” King returned from a speaking trip to find the city’s traditional black leaders, the Atlanta Summit Leadership Conference, meeting with Mayor Ivan Allen to head off further disruptions. The next day, SCLC announced that there would be no protests and that ten staffers had been assigned to help calm the Summerhill area. Samuel Williams told newsmen that King would observe his policy of holding demonstrations only where local leaders invited him to, and that no invitation would be issued in Atlanta.

That same day serious violence erupted in Grenada, Mississippi, as a white mob tried to block the desegregation of local schools by attacking young black children. One month earlier, SCLC staffers had begun dem-
onstrations after local officials had reneged on the voter registration agreement reached when the Meredith March passed through Grenada. Hosea Williams ordered provocative protests so as to attract national news coverage, but SCLC's field staff rejected his instructions, arguing that the danger of deadly force from lawmen outweighed the publicity value. One worker, Mike Bibler, told Williams that "I realize that there are many times . . . that our goals can be advanced by violence inflicted upon us, . . . that news cameras by covering the event can produce a great deal of public sympathy and support for our cause. However, I feel that we should carry out our program risking violence, rather than struct­uring our program to induce violence."

SCLC responded to the school desegregation turmoil by dispatching additional staffers to lead new protests, and state authorities sent in a large contingent of highway patrolmen to monitor the demonstrations and protect the 160 black children attending previously all-white schools. The SCLC team worked to keep up the black community's courage as tensions mounted, and on September 19, King made a one-day visit to fortify the Grenada activists. Walking hand in hand with a young child, King led an early-morning march that escorted the black students to their schools. Town officials refused King's request for a meeting, but leading whites issued a public statement pledging support for law and order and deploiring the previous violence.

Another depressing event was the announcement in Washington that Lyndon Johnson's 1966 civil rights bill was officially dead. Attorney General Katzenbach had told the president ten days earlier that the proposal had no chance of passing the Senate, and that Republican Minority Leader Everett Dirksen had sealed the bill's fate by deciding not to support the powerful open-housing title. "I don't believe there is any advan­tage to seeking a civil rights bill without the housing provision," Katzenbach advised. "Civil rights groups are adamantly opposed and I think it better to let Dirksen take the total responsibility." King had been pessimistic about the bill's prospects, but when that final word came, he, like other critics, pinned the blame on Senate Republicans. Illinois's Dirksen, King declared, had practiced "sheer hypocrisy" by professing to support equal rights while torpedoing Johnson's bill.6

This series of disheartening events deeply demoralized King. Although in Chicago he talked of how the local movement planned protests to get more and better jobs for black workers, there was no follow-through on his announcement that picketing of downtown stores and mass "try-ons" of clothes would soon take place. Chicago activists were tired, and King was depressed about the problems that beset him on every side. SCLC's financial troubles remained a daily concern, as did the need to restructure the staff in order to surmount the organizational shortcomings that had become more pronounced since Randolph Blackwell's departure. Speaking trips kept him constantly on the go, and expressions of disillusion­ment crept into his public addresses. "Large segments of white society are
more concerned about tranquility and the status quo than about justice and humanity,” King complained in one sermon. Two weeks later he told his Ebenezer congregation that American society and Western civilization were “lost” on the basic questions of justice and morality that confronted the world. “There are few things more thoroughly sinful than economic injustice,” he told a church convention in Texas. “Negroes are impoverished aliens in an affluent society,” and the road ahead would be difficult. In a particularly revealing passage, King indicated how troubled he had become:

We are gravely mistaken to think that religion protects us from the pain and agony of mortal existence. Life is not a euphoria of unalloyed comfort and untroubled ease. Christianity has always insisted that the cross we bear precedes the crown we wear. To be a Christian one must take up his cross, with all its difficulties and agonizing and tension-packed content, and carry it until that very cross leaves its mark upon us and redeems us to that more excellent way which comes only through suffering. . . .

Will we continue to march to the drum beat of conformity and respectability, or will we, listening to the beat of a more distant drum, move to its echoing sounds? Will we march only to the music of time, or will we, risking criticism and abuse, march only to the soul-saving music of eternity?

Although King struggled to keep up his spirits in the face of adversity, the victory of racist Atlanta restaurateur Lester Maddox in Georgia’s September 27 Democratic gubernatorial primary sent him into a tailspin. He told newsmen that the election results left him “ashamed to be a Georgian” and showed that Georgia was “a sick state.” King talked of little else for several days. The success of someone whose racial views were as extreme as Maddox’s boded ill for America’s future, he said. “I am afraid of what lies ahead of us. We could end up with a full scale race war in this country. It is very frightening.” His friends knew how dispirited King had become, and discussed what they might do to ease his pain. Stanley Levison phoned to comfort him, and King told him that Urban League Director Whitney Young had called to say something had to be done to shock white America. Young was considering quitting his position in order to send such a message, King said, and he was thinking about doing the same thing. Levison replied that neither step would sufficiently shock whites. King said SCLC was confused about what to do in a situation where both white racism and “black power” were on the rise. King told Levison they ought to hold a meeting to discuss their next steps. Levison agreed, and King made plans for a mid-October gathering in Atlanta.

King continued to sound pessimistic in his public remarks. The last few months had witnessed “some very depressing developments all across our nation,” and “we confront very desolate days ahead.” He worried that he
had made a serious strategic mistake by not taking a more negative position on “black power.” Some advisors, such as Bayard Rustin, strongly recommended that King join Roy Wilkins and Whitney Young in an explicit denunciation of the slogan; others, like Levison, argued that such a step would only worsen an already bad situation. King pondered how greatly “black power” had contributed to the negative turn of events, or whether whites simply were using the phrase to blame blacks for a re­trenchment of white sympathy that would have taken place in any event. Although King joined his father and other local black ministers in mediating an Atlanta firemen’s strike, he had more time than usual for reflection in the ten days preceding SCLC’s mid-October conference.

On Wednesday night, October 12, SCLC’s top staffers and King’s principal advisors—Levison, Rustin, Jones, and Wachtel—gathered in Atlanta for what Andrew Young termed “a total analysis of the whole situation.” One immediate question was whether King would lend his name to a statement that Rustin, Randolph, Wilkins, and Whitney Young had already prepared for Friday’s New York Times implicitly condemning “black power” and explicitly denouncing “strategies of violence.” It was decided that King would not sign it, and that the movement’s most pressing need was to rise above the “black power” controversy and address more significant questions of goals and strategies. It would be wrong, King decided, to jump on the anti-“black power” bandwagon and encourage the perception that the decline in white support was due to a backlash against “black power.” Instead, King and his advisors prepared a lengthy statement explaining his views and detailing where the movement should turn next. The document, issued to the press at a Friday news conference, rejected the advocacy of violence and separatism associated with “black power” and decried “extremism within the civil rights movement.” It highlighted the issues King considered most important. “America’s greatest problem and contradiction is that it harbors 35 million poor at a time when its resources are so vast that the existence of poverty is an anachronism.” That was the chief grievance that the black freedom movement had to pursue. Turning a popular phrase around, King bluntly noted that “the Negro is not moving too fast, he is barely moving.” The “black power” controversy “has been exploited by the decision-makers to justify resistance to change.” Faced with these obstacles, SCLC would undertake three urgent programs: the “political reformation of the South,” “a reconstruction of youth through meaningful training and education,” and, most important, the organizing of “the poor in a crusade to reform society in order to realize economic and social justice.” That last effort, King explained, would entail mass protests for a guaranteed annual income program like the one recently put forward in Rustin and A. Philip Randolph’s “Freedom Budget,” a comprehensive proposal for how social welfare dollars could be allocated productively.

Questioned by reporters, King said he expected SCLC’s economic justice protests to begin in Mississippi, perhaps in mid-November, before
expanding to other locales, including northern cities such as Washington. The journalists tried to draw King out on “black power” beyond the carefully worded statement. “We are not interested in furthering any divisions in the civil rights movement.” It was most important to keep channels of communication open between contending organizations. King reiterated his criticisms of “black power,” and then indicated that he had no differences with, and could endorse, the Rustin-Randolph-Wilkins-Young statement that had appeared in that morning’s New York Times.9

That incidental endorsement of the anti-“black power” declaration was a serious misstep. Many newspapers treated it as King’s most important pronouncement and relegated his comments about economic justice protests and a guaranteed annual income to secondary attention. More important, much of the coverage suggested that King had abandoned his middle-of-the-road position to side with those who wanted to read “black power” and its adherents out of the civil rights movement. Saturday morning, after a Times headline announced King endorses racial statement, Stanley Levison recommended that a clarification be issued. If King were serious about preventing the civil rights movement from splitting into two separate wings, he needed to correct the impression that he had signed up with the Wilkins-Young contingent. Bayard Rustin, who had argued all along that King ought to endorse the anti-“black power” statement, contended that there was no need for a clarification. An embarrassed King agreed with Levison’s advice. An explanation might make it seem that he was either indecisive or confused, but King felt he had no choice but to correct his mistake. “It makes me look as if I don’t have any integrity,” as if “I’m playing a game of duplicity,” he told Levison. “What bothers me is when I make these tactical errors it’s usually when I’m trying to deal with Bayard.” Before the weekend was over, King sent a telegram to the Times stating his position in careful detail. He was of course committed to each of the four major principles expressed in the leadership statement—nonviolence, integration, democracy, and Negro-white cooperation—but he could not formally endorse the statement because it “fostered an impression that one wing of the civil rights movement sought to destroy another wing.” Monday morning, under a headline of King clarifies his racial stand, the Times ran a story emphasizing King’s belief that no one should be excommunicated from the movement.10

Neither the Atlanta conference nor its portrayal in the press did much to lift King’s spirits or clarify SCLC’s plans. Although King’s press statement had declared an upcoming focus on Mississippi, there was no follow-through. SCLC’s financial troubles prevented that, since more attention was being paid to meeting the payroll than to expanding programs. The United Church of Christ was perturbed that the Citizenship Education Project’s funds and staff were being used to support SCLC’s other endeavors, and sought to exert more control over the program. Consultant Bill Stein envisioned a moneymaking syndicated radio pro-
gram using tapes of King's sermons, and got his approval to launch *Martin Luther King Speaks*. Clarence Jones hoped that new funds could be secured from unions such as the Teamsters, and King went to New York to seek Ford Foundation money for voter registration. It was a difficult time, and when King spoke in Birmingham at the Alabama Christian Movement's tenth anniversary dinner, some of his words reflected a greater bitterness than ever before. "White America never did intend to integrate housing, integrate schools, or be fair with Negroes about jobs," King told the crowd. The very next day he spoke to Atlanta's newly integrated Junior Chamber of Commerce, advocating a guaranteed annual income of $4,000 for every American adult. When his first questioner, however, asked if the time had not come for blacks to start helping themselves and stop asking government for assistance, King's weariness and exasperation showed clearly. Afterward, King talked to several aides about the difficulty of getting people to see problems that were right before their eyes:

> He said he'd been thinking that possibly the only way to get the country to look at poverty was to get a large number of very poor people in the country to go to Washington, and possibly to some other large cities. . . . He said, "We ought to come in mule carts, in old trucks, any kind of transportation people can get their hands on. People ought to come to Washington, sit down if necessary in the middle of the street and say, 'We are here; we are poor; we don't have any money; you have made us this way; you keep us down this way; and we've come to stay until you do something about it.'"\(^1\)

At the end of October, King turned his attention to Chicago for the first time in more than a month. Some local activists had been drawn into a boycott of Englewood area stores to protest a planned urban-renewal project that would level much of the neighborhood, and some CCCO leaders had again turned their attention to the issue of school desegregation. There were few signs of any implementation of the summit agreement, and AFSC's William Moyer prepared a biting report on how the major parties had failed to keep their promises. Realtors were no less discriminatory, the Human Relations Commission had not intensified its enforcement efforts, and the Housing Authority, Public Aid Department, and urban-renewal program had not altered their policies. Word of the statement was leaked to reporters, and when King arrived in Chicago on October 28, reporters pressed him for comment. "It is time to have some tangible results," King declared. Twenty-four hours later, after hearing CCCO's well-documented complaints, King sounded a harsher note. "If the agreement is not being implemented, we will have no alternative but to resume demonstrations."

Richard Daley wasted no time in assailing King for that declaration. Congressional and state elections were hardly a week away, Daley em-
phasized, and King’s comment might stimulate a “white backlash” against liberal Democratic candidates such as Illinois Senator Paul Douglas, who was in danger of losing his seat to Republican challenger Charles Percy. Local civil rights spokesmen dismissed Daley’s broadside as an attempt to blame King for the state Democratic party’s problems, and King emphasized that the idea that blacks were responsible for the increase in perceptible white racism was nonsense. “It is not a backlash, but a surfacing of basic hostilities already present.”

Although Percy did defeat Douglas, and although many liberal Democratic congressmen elected in the 1964 Johnson landslide lost their seats to Republicans, King’s response was measured. Results such as Massachusetts’s election of black U.S. Senator Edward Brooke allowed for “a mixture of encouragement and discouragement,” but King emphasized that “large segments of America still suffer from a repulsive moral disease.” The day after the election, King told a Washington audience that “we must face the fact that we are now in the most difficult phase of the civil rights struggle.” “We need civil rights legislation,” like Johnson’s fair-housing proposal, “but that isn’t enough.” From now on the movement would tackle “basic class issues between the privileged and under-privileged.”

SCLC’s search for new funding sources led King to agree reluctantly to Clarence Jones’s suggestion that he ask Teamsters Union President James Hoffa for support. King was hesitant to approach someone with Hoffa’s unsavory reputation, and his disquiet increased when newsmen inquired about possible ties between the Teamsters and SCLC. Alerted to King’s plans by FBI officials hoping to embarrass him and derail any Teamster contributions, reporters asked King why he was considering an alliance with Hoffa. A flustered King admitted he planned to see Hoffa, but denied seeking Teamster financial support. Upset by the negative publicity, King postponed his appointment with Hoffa until November 10. With Jones and Teamsters Vice-President Harold Gibbons sitting in, King said he would support a union effort to organize Chicago hospital workers, and Hoffa in return pledged a $50,000 contribution to SCLC.

King’s most pressing concern was how he and the movement could pursue the economic justice issues which increasingly preoccupied him. By early November he had decided to hold a retreat for SCLC’s seventy-five-person staff to consider the organization’s future. On Sunday, November 13, the group assembled at the conference center in Frogmore for three days of discussion. The first day was given over to reports on each staff department and project. Some aides suggested that SCLC close down all its activities for two months so that funds could be conserved and all workers brought to Atlanta for intensive training. The second day King spoke to the staff and admitted that he was uncertain about what should come next. “I am still searching myself. I don’t have all the answers,” he explained. The last six months, he said, had brought home in a painful fashion the limitations of the gains the movement had won be-
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between 1954 and 1965. “This period did not accomplish everything,” King emphasized. “Even though we gained legislative and judicial victories . . . these legislative and judicial victories did very little to improve the lot of millions of Negroes in the teeming ghettos of the North.” In fact, “the changes that came about during this period were at best surface changes; they were not really substantive changes.” More recent events had shown that “the roots of racism are very deep in America,” and that “our society is still structured on the basis of racism.” That realization, however, should lead not to despair, but to an understanding of the cycles that all movements encounter. “We have to face the fact that we may be in one of those periods when we do have a dip, which is only inevitable in any social revolution . . . a period of recession . . . What we see now, in a sense, is the counter-revolution taking place.” The catcalls of one-time supporters must also be understood in context, for “what happens in the revolution is when the hopes are blasted, those who built up the hope are often the targets of the most bitter criticism precisely because they could not deliver.”

Now the movement would have to pursue “substantive” rather than “surface” changes, and would be “making demands that will cost the nation something” because they would raise “class issues”—“issues that relate to the privileged as over against the underprivileged.” At the heart of the matter, King stressed, was the fact that “something is wrong with the economic system of our nation . . . something is wrong with capitalism.” It was a belief he had long held but rarely stated in public because of the obvious political dangers. “I am not going to allow anybody to put me in the bind of making me say, every time I said there must be a better distribution of wealth, and maybe America must move toward a democratic socialism, [that] I am saying that we must be Communist or Marxist.” Actually, he went on, there was much to admire about Karl Marx, who had “a great passion for social justice” but had fallen afoul of the theoretical errors of materialism. Marxism ought not to be mistaken for the economic goals that the movement sought, King stressed.13

By the third day of the retreat, a consensus had emerged that SCLC should not alter course but should focus its available resources better. The Grenada and Chicago projects would continue, and an intensive, two-month-long voter registration effort would be launched in Chicago in early December to maximize black voting strength for the city council elections at the end of February. Most of the southern field staff would go to Chicago to work on that drive, even though many of them would loathe going north in the dead of winter to work on unfamiliar turf. Field staff morale had been sagging for over a year, with a building resentment toward the higher-salaried executive staff who rarely worked the streets or canvassed door-to-door. Some of that resentment was expressed on the final afternoon of the retreat, but workers who were upset about the Chicago assignment were mollified by the reminder that it would last only a few months. Once the registration drive was complete, the staff would
reassemble in Atlanta to prepare for a mass-action campaign focused upon an annual guaranteed income and other economic justice goals.

In the wake of the Frogmore retreat, King seemed more relaxed and accepting of the slow, tough struggle ahead. "There's a realistic feeling that it's harder now," King remarked to one questioner. Also, he admitted, "there's a readjustment of the time schedule: we know we're not going to accomplish all these things overnight or in a matter of a few months." Serious money problems remained, so King convened a two-day executive staff meeting in Atlanta to discuss possible fund-raising strategies. New responsibilities for searching out money had been delegated to Jesse Jackson, whose Chicago Operation Breadbasket program had won sizable job gains from soft drink firms and grocery store chains. Jackson had hopes of branching out in new directions, and Breadbasket's most recent agreement—with High-Low Foods, a string of fifty supermarkets—reflected the possibilities. Beyond a commitment to hire 183 black workers, High-Low also promised to open accounts at two black banks and to stock the products of six black manufacturing firms. In this way, Jackson argued, Breadbasket's goals could be expanded into a far-reaching program for economic development of black communities. Additionally, he suggested, by bringing together progressive private investors and government-supported housing-improvement programs, SCLC could pursue redevelopment of black communities' housing stock. An impressed King—who several weeks earlier had doubled Jackson's SCLC salary from $3,000 to $6,000—voiced praise for his creative proposals.14

On December 2, King returned to Chicago to announce the voter registration drive. Hosea Williams and fifteen other southern workers would staff the effort, which King emphasized would be nonpartisan and not an anti-Daley crusade. "We do not endorse candidates. We feel the people will be intelligent enough to vote for the right candidate when they know the issues." In private, King focused on the guaranteed annual income issue. He already had asked Levison to prepare a briefing paper on the subject, and he planned to spend much of December and some of January resting and reflecting—perhaps one week in California, one in Miami, and then some time on Bimini after the Christmas holiday. The more King thought about the subject, and the more he saw press reports of how the Johnson administration planned to reduce its antipoverty spending because of increasing Vietnam War costs, the more he concluded that the guaranteed income could be the centerpiece of a new economic agenda. Instead of piecemeal efforts aimed at education, jobs, and housing, this would offer a comprehensive approach. "Many of us who have led movements for these reforms," King told one New York audience, "have proposed larger and broader programs in the same general direction. . . . However, we may now have reached a point at which a change of direction toward a new concept holds a surer promise of solution." In pursuing that new direction, "our emphasis should shift
from exclusive attention to putting people to work over enabling people
to consume,” for “if we directly abolish poverty by guaranteeing an in­
come, we will have dealt with our primary problem.”

King hoped to use his vacation to think about these ideas, and perhaps
to begin work on a book incorporating them. Stanley Levison encouraged
that plan and began preparing for King a lengthy statement on America’s
domestic needs that King had been invited to deliver at a December 15
hearing of Senator Abraham Ribicoff’s Government Operations Commit­
tee. King was enthusiastic about the opportunity to address the congres­
sional session, and emphasized in repeated phone calls to Levison that
the text had to identify the Vietnam War as the major obstacle to ade­
quate funding for the social welfare programs that America desperately
needed. “Everything we’re talking about really boils down to the fact that
we have this war on our hands.” Levison acceded, and when King ap­
ppeared before Senators Ribicoff and Robert Kennedy that Thursday
morning, his forty-four-page statement was a powerful declaration of the
problems facing both the movement and the United States.

“We aim too low,” he told the crowd in the Senate hearing room. “Our
goal is not to bring the discriminated up to a limited, particular level, but
to reduce the gap between them and the rest of American society. As
standards of life rise for affluent Americans, we cannot peg the poor at
the old levels of ‘subsistence.’ . . . We are dealing with issues of ine­
quality, of relative standing,” issues that would require sizable expen­
ditures. The problem was not that money was unavailable, but that it was
being squandered on the Vietnam War and the “striking absurdity” of a
manned space program. “With the resources accruing from termination
of the war, arms race, and excessive space races, the elimination of all
poverty could become an immediate national reality,” King declared. “At
present the war on poverty is not even a battle, it is scarcely a skirmish.”

Antipoverty efforts, he emphasized, should not be divided into sepa­
rare programs targeted at education, employment, and housing, but
ought to be one coordinated project aimed at “assuring jobs and income
for all” and “equitable income distribution.” To date, all antipoverty
programs had tried “to solve poverty by first solving another condition,”
and such “fragmentary and spasmodic reforms have failed to reach the
needs of the poor.

I am now convinced that the simplest approach will prove to be the
most revolutionary—the solution to poverty is to abolish it directly by
a now rather widely discussed measure—the guaranteed annual in­
come. . . . Our emphasis should shift from exclusive attention to put­
ting people to work over to enabling people to consume.

Explaining why there was not yet a national consensus behind such an
approach, King exhibited both his new bitterness and his increasing radi­
calism. “The attainment of security and equality for Negroes has not yet
become a serious and irrevocable national purpose. I doubt that there ever was a sincere and unshakable commitment to this end.” Although white America had been outraged at the excesses of Bull Connor and Jim Clark, “large segments of white society are more concerned about the tranquility and the status quo than about justice and humanity.” White support for the movement was unlikely to grow because now “the issues which we confront are the hard-core economic issues.” This would be a “much harder” struggle, for it would call “for something of a restructuring of the architecture of American society.”

Despite the edge in his voice, King told the senators he was neither impatient nor pessimistic. “We know that in spite of a marvelous open housing agreement on paper that we reached in Chicago, open housing is not going to be a reality in Chicago in the next year or two.” Nonetheless, “I am quite optimistic about the future. . . . We are just in one of those periods that is somewhat inevitable,” when hostile reaction sets in on one side and anger at the halt in rapid progress springs forth on the other. “We raised the hopes tremendously but . . . we were not able to really produce the dreams and the results inherent in that hope,” King explained. “We as leaders lifted the hope. We had to do it. It was a fine thing to do. But we were not able to produce,” and America’s ghetto dwellers had responded by expressing in violence “the deep despair and the deep frustration and the deep sense of alienation” that characterized their lives.

Summing up, King emphasized three points. First, to date, “the civil rights movement has too often been middle-class oriented, and . . . has not moved to the grassroots levels of our communities. . . . The great challenge facing the civil rights movement is to move into these areas to organize and gain identity with ghetto dwellers. . . . All of the civil rights organizations must work more to organize the grassroots levels of our communities.” Second, the nation had to realize that over the past eighteen months, “the leaders who try to preach nonviolence and work through the democratic process have not been given enough victories.” And third, “the point that I would like to bring out today more than anything else,” King said, “is that America as a nation has never yet committed itself to solving the problem of its Negro citizens,” and for its own good had better do so quickly.16

Two days prior to King’s congressional appearance, SCLC had announced that he would be taking a two-month leave to work on a book and reflect upon the current situation. Some acquaintances recommended that he step up his criticism of the Johnson administration and especially its Southeast Asia policy. He was sympathetic to their views, but hesitated, as Andrew Young explained to a friend just before Christmas:

for many reasons, we are not ready for the categorical break with the federal government which you call for. I don’t think we have any illusions about Johnson or either of the parties. We have long since real-
ized the political control of the FBI and the Justice Department, and while we try never to depend on their help, neither do we refuse it when it is offered.

Certainly our opposition to the war in Vietnam is clear. The question that stymies us is the question of effective tactical opposition along with specific alternatives around which we can begin to rally public opinion. Martin has felt that an occasional well placed and well timed opposition is more valuable than a continued "again and again" denunciation of war, Vietnam, or the draft.

Eventually, however, there was a good possibility that SCLC would expand its purview:

We could not have moved North prior to Selma, but Selma brought us an additional corps of trained people and money, so that we could continue our attempts at political reform and economic development in the South and send some of our more experienced staff to Chicago. Before we can develop an international movement we must establish some kind of base in 10 or 12 Northern cities. I would say this is 2 to 4 years off.

In the meantime, Martin is considering some personal tours to Latin America, Africa,

and Europe. Looking back at his own five years with SCLC, Young noted in another letter that "what started out as a simple matter of political reform has now emerged as a total fight for economic justice and world peace." Although Young's vision might have sounded grandiose, his statements accurately reflected the fundamental questions King was pondering.

Before beginning his period of reflection, King made one more trip to Chicago to unveil an SCLC-sponsored slum housing rehabilitation program funded by a $4 million insured loan from the Federal Housing Administration. Little was happening with Hosea Williams's voter registration effort, and the southern field-workers were deeply frustrated by the Chicago activists' lack of enthusiasm. SCLC's Fred Bennette told King of the problems, but many of the grievances were those that had been aired at Frogmore a month earlier. Unless King implemented a different approach to staff discipline, such tensions would remain a daily fact of SCLC's life.

King spent the holiday season at home with his family. He and Coretta called Stanley and Beatrice Levison to wish them a Merry Christmas, and viewed a performance of *Sleeping Beauty* put on by the King and Abernathy children. On January 3, King flew to Los Angeles with Bernard Lee for a week of rest at the Hyatt House Hotel. There, King tried to start on an outline for his book, but twice was interrupted by calls from Levison relaying messages from important friends and supporters. First was an appeal King had heard several times before: Liberal activists such as Al-
laid Lowenstein, *Nation* editor Carey McWilliams, Yale chaplain William Sloane Coffin, and socialist leader Norman Thomas wanted King to take a stronger antiwar stand. McWilliams hoped he would deliver a Vietnam speech at an important *Nation* forum in Los Angeles in late February, and Coffin, Thomas, and Lowenstein wanted to talk to King about his possible availability as a third-party presidential candidate in 1968. The FBI’s ubiquitous wiretappers summarized the discussion succinctly:

King remarked that this would admittedly be not with the idea of winning, . . . that it would be to give an alternative. King opined that such a meeting would be for the purpose of discussing politics, adding that he thought running would be an interesting idea. Levison commented that as things are going, with the prospect that 1968 could be one of those fantastically frustrating situations for people, he thought it had to be given some more sober thought. King agreed with Levison.

Several days later, Levison called again to say that black leaders were puzzled that King had not spoken up in support of Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, whose controversial ways had precipitated a congressional vote depriving him of his right to take the House seat to which his constituents had reelected him in November. King agreed his silence seemed odd, especially in light of Roy Wilkins’s support of Powell, but Wilkins and other black leaders did not know Powell as well as he did, King said. In light of Powell’s threats about Bayard Rustin years earlier, his public criticisms of other civil rights leaders, and his basic lack of personal integrity, King frankly did not care what became of him.

King made a one-day visit to New York to attend a board meeting of the American Foundation on Nonviolence, the tax-exempt SCLC adjunct that had succeeded the Gandhi Society as a channel for large contributors seeking to aid King. Despite a $50,000 gift from wealthy heiress Ann Farnsworth, SCLC’s finances remained troubled. Unfortunately, the session did nothing to resolve the problems. Old Montgomery colleague L. D. Reddick told King it had been “a waste of time. Nothing appeared to be planned. All discussions were impromptu. No policy proposals were presented. No guidance was offered for the civil rights crises.” SCLC had better do “some purposeful thinking,” and consider three particular topics: finances and fund-raising, organization and staff changes, and, most important, program content. “Obviously, the civil rights movement is in disarray,” Reddick told King. “What should SCLC do in attempting to heal the breach? The mood of the nation has changed. Are there new denominators around which we can mobilize a coalition? Should we take leadership in the merging movement of ‘poor’ people to protest the cuts in the poverty program?” He suggested no answers, but the questions were ones that King already was wrestling with.18

On Saturday, January 14, King and Bernard Lee flew to Jamaica for four weeks of solitude at a secluded house in Ocho Rios that had every-
thing except a telephone. Dora McDonald followed several days later, and Coretta would join them for one week of the stay, but King wanted to work full time on his book. He packed several suitcases of research materials, and at the airport newsstand he bought a handful of magazines before joining Lee in the restaurant. As he ate, King flipped through the magazines until he came upon an illustrated story, “The Children of Vietnam,” in the January *Ramparts*. Many of the photos showed the burn wounds suffered by youngsters who had been struck by American napalm. Bernard Lee never forgot King’s reaction.

When he came to *Ramparts* magazine he stopped. He froze as he looked at the pictures from Vietnam. He saw a picture of a Vietnamese mother holding her dead baby, a baby killed by our military. Then Martin just pushed the plate of food away from him. I looked up and said, “Doesn’t it taste any good?,” and he answered, “Nothing will ever taste any good for me until I do everything I can to end that war.”

Looking back, Lee explained, “That’s when the decision was made. Martin had known about the war before then, of course, and had spoken out against it. But it was then that he decided to commit himself to oppose it.”

The days in Jamaica were the first time in his adult life that Martin King was free of the telephone and its demands for any stretch of time. As he wrote page after page of longhand manuscript in his large, sloping stroke, McDonald dispatched chapter upon chapter to Levison in New York. At peaceful evening dinners, he talked with Lee, McDonald, and eventually Coretta about his growing resolve to take a stronger stand against the Vietnam War when he returned home. “I spent a lot of time there in prayerful meditation. I came to the conclusion that I could no longer remain silent about an issue that was destroying the soul of our nation.”

Few interruptions disturbed King’s repose, but one day James Bevel showed up on King’s doorstep. Bevel had come to discuss the Vietnam War, which he had long been pushing King to oppose more outspokenly. One week earlier the Spring Mobilization Committee, an antiwar group planning a massive April 15 demonstration in New York, had asked Bevel to become their national director, in the hope that Bevel could enlist King. Bevel asked King for a leave of absence to take the “Spring Mobe” position, and also requested that King speak at the April demonstration. “We can’t afford to be silent. That’s like betrayal,” he told King. Advocating nonviolence to American blacks at home morally required insisting that the United States practice it internationally, Bevel asserted. King thought Jim Bevel was becoming mentally unbalanced, but agreed with his argument and endorsed Bevel’s accepting the Spring Mobe post. King reserved decision on speaking at the New York protest, but said he would give it serious consideration.19
Another interruption was an emergency message from King's stateside colleagues concerning remarks Hosea Williams had made to *The New York Times* about SCLC's troubled Chicago voter registration drive. Williams had called the effort "a nightmare. Our schedule is way off base, largely because of division in the Negro leadership," some of whom wanted to oppose Daley's city council supporters and others of whom did not. "I'm having a lot of problems," Williams said, partially because Chicago blacks seemed disinterested in SCLC's efforts. "I have never seen such hopelessness." Field-worker Lester Hankerson chimed in, saying "A lot of people won't even talk to us."

Stanley Levison and Andrew Young reacted with outrage. Young and Ralph Abernathy headed to Chicago to repair the situation and get the registration effort back on track, and Levison arranged a three-way conference call between himself, Young and Abernathy, and King in Jamaica. King also was furious, and Levison recommended they fire Williams. King said that would be too drastic an action, but he instructed Young to tell Williams how extremely angry he was. Several days later a meeting was held in Chicago to revamp the drive before the registration books closed at the end of January. A heavy blizzard derailed those last-minute efforts, and local observers caustically pointed out that the entire two months of work had produced only a few hundred newly registered black voters.

On February 13, King returned to Miami from Jamaica and holed up for five days at the Dupont Plaza Hotel, working on his book and spending hours in the health spa. He asked Dora McDonald to alert Levison that he wanted to use the February 25 *Nation* forum in Los Angeles to make a speech on Vietnam, but Levison's attention was focused upon serious shortcomings in King's manuscript. Along with Joan Daves, King's literary agent, and free-lance editor Hermine Popper, who had done yeoman work on *Why We Can't Wait*, Levison was troubled by the lack of original material in King's writing. A chapter on "black power" was promising, and Levison prepared extensive revisions of two others, but in at least one section, King had repeated almost verbatim large chunks from his last book. Levison pointed out the problem, and an embarrassed King wrote to Popper apologizing for his error. "I made a definite literary mistake which I am aware of. I lifted a great deal of what I had said in the last chapter of *Why We Can't Wait* because I felt it was so relevant at this point." Popper was worried that some of King's and Levison's passages were incompatible with each other, but in a conference call both men said no. "There is practically nothing you can come up with where I say anything that Martin disagrees with because I work too closely with him not to know what his thinking is," Levison insisted. "I am expressing his thinking. . . . There couldn't be an area anywhere in which the thinking is not Martin's thinking. I am much too careful about that." King agreed, saying, "I haven't seen any serious inconsistencies."
Several days later King, Levison, Popper, and Daves rendezvoused at a New York airport to hash out their differences.\(^{20}\)

As King resumed an active schedule, the uppermost subject in his mind was not the book but Vietnam. On February 18 he called Levison and Cleveland Robinson to say he wanted to take a more active role in opposing the war. King referred to how the *Ramparts* article had affected him, and said he was ready to make an explicit break with the Johnson administration, even if it cost SCLC some financial support. Levison warned King that it would be better to join forces with political heavyweights like Robert Kennedy and Walter Reuther rather than antiwar activists such as Norman Thomas and Dr. Spock, but King emphasized that the time had come for mass action against the war. “I see it as tying the peace movement to the civil rights movement or vice-versa. I don’t see getting out of civil rights, but we could be much more successful if we could get the peace people . . . to cooperate, to have a march on Washington around the cutbacks in the poverty programs.” The Los Angeles speech would be one step, but addressing the April 15 Spring Mobe demonstration would be a more dramatic move. Robinson was supportive and Levison skeptical of King’s desire to become a peace movement leader, but all agreed that the Spring Mobe question could be decided at a March 6 research committee meeting.

King’s February 25 speech in Los Angeles was his first public appearance in more than two months. Designated the main speaker on a program that also featured four antiwar senators—Ernest Gruening, Mark Hatfield, Eugene McCarthy, and George McGovern—King said that the physical injuries of the war were not the only casualties of Vietnam. Among others were America’s “declining moral status in the world,” self-determination for third world countries, and the domestic programs of the Great Society. Johnson’s war policy had placed the nation “in the position of being morally and politically isolated,” and America’s support for the dictatorial South Vietnamese military regime represented both “a new form of colonialism” and “an ominous expression of our lack of sympathy for the oppressed” of the world. “Our nation, which initiated so much of the revolutionary spirit of the modern world, is now cast in the mold of being an arch anti-revolutionary. We are engaged in a war that seeks to turn the clock of history back and perpetuate white colonialism.” America’s forces were “committing atrocities equal to any perpetrated by the Vietcong,” and Johnson’s policies exposed both “our paranoid anti-Communism” and “the deadly western arrogance that has poisoned the international atmosphere for so long.” America was now “isolated in our false values in a world demanding social and economic justice. We must undergo a vigorous reordering of our national priorities,” and could start by halting the bombing of North Vietnam and declaring a willingness to negotiate with the Viet Cong. American society simply had to alter its entire course, King emphasized. “I am disappointed with our failure to
deal positively and forthrightly with the triple evils of racism, extreme materialism and militarism.”

King was pleased at the wide national coverage accorded his remarks, but feared that his new stance might harm SCLC’s already weak financial condition. Andrew Young had told The New York Times that SCLC’s contributions were 40 percent lower than a year earlier, and King worried that an SCLC proposal seeking Ford Foundation support might be jeopardized. SCLC was hoping that Ford would begin funding the Citizenship Education Program, and bankroll a northern expansion that would pay staffers such as Bevel, Jackson, and Al Raby to provide leadership training for activists from Chicago and other cities. The request had not yet been acted on, and King feared that such funding might be lost because of his antiwar declarations.

Vietnam remained King’s major concern, and he returned to New York to discuss his possible participation in the Spring Mobe demonstration with his advisors. The night before that meeting, King had an angry argument about Vietnam with National Urban League Director Whitney Young at a private Long Island reception. As witnesses described it, Young told King that his Los Angeles speech had been most unwise because of how it might alienate Lyndon Johnson from the civil rights leadership. “Whitney, what you’re saying may get you a foundation grant, but it won’t get you into the kingdom of truth,” King responded forcefully. Young’s eyes flashed, and he gestured toward King’s pudgy midsection. “You’re eating well.” King started to reply in kind, but Harry Wachtel stepped in and pulled King aside. Gradually his anger at Young subsided, and after several hours had passed, he began to feel guilty about losing his temper. “I never saw Martin so disgusted at himself,” Wachtel remembered. Sometime after midnight King phoned Young to apologize for the outburst but also to renew the argument. The two men talked for more than an hour, but neither succeeded in changing the other’s mind on Vietnam or on Lyndon Johnson. Later, after King’s death and just before his own, Young admitted he had been wrong. “I must confess I have changed somewhat in my own thinking now and feel maybe Dr. King was more right than probably I was.”

The March 6 research committee meeting found King’s advisors unsympathetic to his desire to take part in the April 15 protest. Many old friends were present—Levison, Jones, Wachtel, Rustin, Robinson, Andrew Young, Bevel, and Robert Green—but only Bevel supported King’s participation in the protest. Rustin warned that such a move would forever close Lyndon Johnson’s White House door to King, but Bevel’s emotional remarks carried the day. “Bevel had a very uncanny way of making an impact on Martin,” Bob Green remembered. Several participants warned that since the protest was an open event, King could end up associated with any number of colorful fringe elements. This was why many opponents of the war, including liberal Democrats and socialist leader Norman Thomas, were lukewarm toward the Spring Mobe. King
replied that he would be a coward not to join a protest that expressed his own sentiments. Opposition to the war and to Lyndon Johnson’s presidency was gaining a large constituency, King said, and many white liberals who had once been active in civil rights now saw Vietnam as America’s most pressing issue. King agreed he should insist that Spring Mobe concentrate on attracting mainstream opposition to the war, and choose its policies and speakers accordingly. King told his advisors he would think about his decision for several more days, and headed off to a fund-raising dinner hosted by wealthy New York liberals who were close friends of Senator Robert Kennedy. There King found support for his outspoken opposition to Lyndon Johnson’s policies, both foreign and domestic. Along with Andy Young, he spoke with influential Democrats like Bill and Jean Stein vanden Heuvel and found agreement that the movement and political progressives such as Kennedy should work hand in hand. Together they might form a powerful “pincer movement,” Young suggested in a follow-up letter. “It seems to me that with you working from within the structure of politics and economics and us working on the outside we can move the country along much more quickly.” He told them to “feel free to give me a call anytime you see a complimentary role for Dr. King and/or SCLC,” since “there are many things that Senator Kennedy cannot say or do that present no problem for Dr. King. Our problem quite frankly is that we are struggling with such a limited staff that it is impossible for us to keep abreast of all issues.”

Staff problems remained a serious concern for SCLC, and three days after the research committee meeting in New York, King convened SCLC’s top staff in Atlanta to discuss their internal troubles. The southern field staff’s disastrous experience in Chicago had dampened morale and aggravated old tensions, difficulties that Hosea Williams discussed in a memo to King just prior to the discussions. In the South, he pointed out, SCLC suffered from a reputation for abandoning local communities once the drama of direct action had passed. Because of that, no true mass movement had emerged in the South. “My main concern and frustration about SCLC,” Williams wrote, “is the fact that we have a very few more volunteers and followers in our nonviolent army than we had after you left Montgomery.” All across the South the belief had grown up that people are secondary to our primary objectives—building images, getting publicity and raising funds. The leadership of many of our past battlefronts and campaign grounds, like Albany, Savannah, St. Augustine, Selma, Americus and others, question in depth our strategy and techniques as they relate to our dedication to bringing about meaningful change. Many seriously question whether or not their communities were bettered or worsened by our presence. To me, this means we failed to define or to bring about identifiable change. . . . Many community leaders will divulge the true sentiment of their community to others, when at the same time they will tell you or someone that is very close to you . . . something entirely different.
Moreover, that was not the only serious problem, nor the only one of which King might be largely ignorant, Williams said. "Dr. King, I just do not believe you have been apprised of the psychological, moral and physical status of your staff. Personally, I have been at a loss finding a way to communicate my feelings to you." People were exhausted and needed a lengthy retreat. "Our staff problems are unbelievable." Two of the greatest obstacles to solving them, Williams asserted, were his two chief rivals, Jim Bevel and Andy Young. Most staff members had "lost complete respect" for Bevel, and Young "has allowed the staff to question his authority and his position on staff independence to the point that he is unable to require many staff members to function to the degree which is necessary if SCLC is going to bring about meaningful change." The difficulties encountered in the Chicago registration drive were largely the result of how SCLC's Chicago staff had refused to cooperate with their southern colleagues and had disregarded Williams's orders. "Many of SCLC's regular Chicago staff members were doing little more than laying around their rooms all day, playing cards, drinking and smoking pot." The solution, Williams advised, was to transfer a number of higher-ranking people to less demanding posts, and fire some two dozen lower-ranking staffers who were not producing.

King wanted to avoid a bloody postmortem on the winter debacle in Chicago, but he agreed with Williams that SCLC needed a full-time administrator to ride herd on the staff. He told his colleagues during the two days of discussions on March 9 and 10 that he wanted either Walter Fauntroy or Joseph Lowery to become executive director, and that a young Tuscaloosa minister, T. Y. Rogers, who had served as his assistant at Dexter Avenue church years earlier, should become director of affiliates. Andrew Young would function solely as King's executive assistant, and three new departments would be created: a youth department, proposed by Stoney Cooks, to fill the void created by SNCC's transformation, a labor and economic affairs department to be headed by Jesse Jackson that would expand Operation Breadbasket into a national program, and a housing department to pursue rehabilitation projects.24

King and his aides also agreed to revive the Chicago protests in late spring. Additionally, they decided to consider a campaign in Louisville, Kentucky, where black leaders had been struggling to win city council approval of an open-housing ordinance. Ralph Abernathy had visited there the previous August, and young field staffer Eddie Osburn was recommending expanded involvement. SCLC's spring board meeting had been scheduled for Louisville, and King instructed Young to explore the local situation.

After the Atlanta meeting, King went to Washington to lead a protest march in the Shaw community, but canceled a scheduled White House meeting with Lyndon Johnson, which left Johnson perplexed. He and King had had one long phone conversation during the winter months, in which King had preached to the president about the immorality of Amer-
ica's involvement in Vietnam. The two men had not met in almost a year despite two White House invitations to King. Press commentators opined that the lack of contact was by Johnson's design, but in fact the absence of communication was largely King's doing, based upon a reluctance to confront a man whom he personally mistrusted and whose policies he regarded with ever-increasing distaste. Three days after the scheduled meeting failed to take place, King authorized Bevel to announce that he would indeed speak at the April 15 anti-Vietnam protest in New York.25

On March 23 and 24, in both Atlanta and Chicago, King announced his and SCLC's upcoming plans for the first time since his return from Jamaica. First, he would take "a much stronger stand" against the Vietnam War. Second, SCLC would renew its slum organizing efforts, particularly in Chicago, with an eye toward mobilizing mass support for a guaranteed annual income. "We have got to go all out to grapple with this economic problem," and there was no better focus than Chicago, where "nothing much" had been done to implement "a marvelous agreement on paper." Breadbasket would expand as part of this economic thrust, but the principal emphasis would be on renewed mass demonstrations. Citing the conclusions that had been reached by Chicago activists, King pointed out that "city agencies have been inert in upholding their commitment to the open housing pact. . . . If this kind of foot-dragging continues, we will have no alternative but to resume demonstrations . . . on a much more massive scale" than the previous summer. "I think it's going to be absolutely necessary for us to march into Cicero this summer," King declared. "Just as we confronted the colossus of Selma in the South, we're going to confront the colossus of Cicero in the North."

In addition to housing, the Chicago movement would target the city's schools. "In order to grapple with the problem of de facto segregation, we are going to have to bring the issue to the streets," perhaps in the form of black school children marching on white schools. Asked by reporters if these interests were not quite different from his professed focus upon Vietnam, King said no, that civil rights and opposition to the war were "very compatible" concerns. "I do plan to intensify my personal activities in taking a stand against this war. And I do that . . . because the war is hurting us in all of our programs to end slums and to end segregation in schools and to make quality education a reality, to end the long night of poverty." In short, "we need a radical reordering of our national priorities."26

Saturday morning King and noted pediatrician Benjamin Spock led five thousand demonstrators through downtown Chicago, the first antiwar march of King's career. Afterward, King spoke about Vietnam to a sizable crowd at the Chicago Coliseum, repeating many of the remarks he had made in Los Angeles a month earlier but adding several sentences that caught journalists' attention. The U.S. government's conduct left America "standing before the world glutted by our own barbarity," and required that people strongly dissent. "We must combine the fervor of
the civil rights movement with the peace movement." Editorial reaction to the speech was modest but negative. A Chicago television station saw a contradiction between King’s Vietnam stand and his promise of more urban protests. “He marches for peace on one day, and then the very next day threatens actions we think are coldly calculated to bring violent response from otherwise peaceful neighborhoods,” namely “nonviolent marches which have a consistent history of provoking violence.”

King’s feelings about Vietnam grew stronger despite his concern that SCLC would suffer for his outspokenness. “At times you do things to satisfy your conscience and they may be altogether unrealistic or wrong tactically, but you feel better,” he explained to Levison. “I know . . . I will get a lot of criticism and I know it can hurt SCLC, but I feel better, and I think that is the most important thing.” The war was so evil that “I can no longer be cautious about this matter. I feel so deep in my heart that we are so wrong in this country and the time has come for a real prophecy and I’m willing to go that road.” There had been no decline in SCLC’s direct-mail contributions, Levison reported, but he and other advisors feared the effects of King’s Spring Mobe appearance. They lobbied for an earlier, comprehensive presentation of King’s Vietnam views in a more respectable setting, and arranged for him to give an April 4 address to a prominent antiwar group, Clergy and Laymen Concerned About Vietnam, at New York’s Riverside Church.

On March 29, King arrived in Louisville for SCLC’s board meeting in a serious but good-natured frame of mind. He met privately with boxing champion Muhammad Ali, a Louisville native, and joshed with friends as the board assembled for its first session. Ralph Abernathy asked one Atlanta minister how his assignment as convenor or “call-man” for the local Operation Breadbasket was going, and King broke in with a joke. “I was in one city where they asked me if we couldn’t change the name. They said that the ‘call-man’ idea gives the impression of the ‘call-girl’ idea, and they weren’t sure of the responsibility.”

King’s remark was a good reflection of his witty and often bawdy sense of humor, a side of him that only close friends and FBI sound men were privy to. Mother King remembered that M.L.’s proclivity as a joke teller went back to childhood, and longtime intimates knew him as a relentless teaser and “a perfect mimic.” “If he felt close to you, he would tease you,” one personal secretary remembered, and ghostwriter Al Duckett never forgot King’s “fantastically funny impersonations of other people.” King particularly enjoyed jokes or stories that poked fun at overly pompous clergymen. Additionally, “Martin could tell everyday happenings in ways that would just make you roar with laughter because he had such a fantastic sense of humor.”

Andrew Young reflected that King “never had the time to be the fun-loving man that he really was.” Coretta remembered that “my husband used to say I was too serious-minded. . . . Martin was so much fun when he relaxed; he’d just tell jokes for hours. . . . But he’d say to me, ‘You
don’t laugh enough.’” For Dorothy Cotton, “he really was a lot of fun to be with. He could be the life of the party, and more often than not he was.” In particular, “he was a big teaser,” Coretta recalled. “This was part of his technique for really sort of getting back at me when I would say something that he didn’t like.” As Bernard Lee put it, “a lot of times when he was teasing, he was also making a point. . . . This was his fashion of saying in a jocular fashion what he wanted to say. . . . He did it teasingly.”

The joking aside, SCLC’s board listened patiently as various administrators delivered their reports, with Jesse Jackson and Fred Bennette detailing the accomplishments of Breadbasket and Public Relations Director Tom Offenburger explaining that a monthly staff newsletter, North & South, had been started. Stoney Cooks presented the Chicago report, and noted that the 1966 efforts had fallen short because of the failure “to relate the masses of people mobilized” for the open-housing marches to either SCLC’s grass-roots organizing or “the reinforcement of existing community organizations.” Andrew Young spoke about how SCLC needed to take a stronger organizational stand on Vietnam, and confront domestic economic questions head on. “Any movement that calls itself a civil rights movement has got to begin to put up or shut up for poor people.” King agreed and told the group, “We must see two things during this period of transition that are absolutely necessary—one is that we keep our vision centered on the ultimate goal of integrated schools, integrated housing, and what have you; secondly, we in the process [have to] improve the quality of the ghetto.”

On Thursday King granted an interview to a New York Times reporter. The movement, King said, faced two major challenges. First, it was no longer simply an effort to eliminate segregation and expose southern brutality. “What we are faced with now is the fact that the struggle must be and actually is at this point a struggle for genuine equality,” a struggle “to organize the Negro community for the amassing of real political and economic power.” The first ten years of the movement had produced “a new sense of dignity, a new sense of destiny, a new sense of self-respect” among black Americans, but despite the importance of the 1964 and 1965 acts, they “did very little to rectify conditions facing millions of Negroes in the teeming ghettos of the North.”

Second, King told Times correspondent John Herbers, “we are merely marking time in the civil rights movement if we do not take a stand against the war.” King had come to “more of a realization of the interrelatedness of racism and militarism,” and to a belief that civil disobedience might be necessary to oppose the war. Unfortunately, “the heart of the administration is in that war in Vietnam,” and America had to realize that international violence was just as immoral for humanity as racial segregation. “It is out of this moral commitment to dignity and the worth of human personality,” King said, “that I feel it is necessary to stand up against the war in Vietnam.”28
Later that day, at the final session of SCLC's board, King and Andrew Young asked for a strong declaration that would commit SCLC to active opposition to Johnson's war policies. Since the Vietnam conflict might lead to war with China or the Soviet Union, King said, "the survival of the world" was at stake. Opposition had its costs, he noted. In 1965, "I went through a lot of bitter and certainly vicious criticism by the press for taking that stand." Even though "it's a little more popular now to do it," popularity was not a consideration. King reminded the board about "those little Vietnamese children who have been burned with napalm," and told about a conversation at the New York fund-raiser he had attended three weeks earlier in which Bill vanden Heuvel had expressed surprise about how limited black opposition to the war was, especially since blacks were paying the heaviest price, both at home and in battlefield casualties, for America's Vietnam policy. Underlying it all, King told his colleagues, was the fact that "the evils of capitalism are as real as the evils of militarism and the evils of racism."

Many board members, however, would not accept King's and Young's point of view. "It appeared to me," Mississippi's Aaron Henry explained later, "that we were taking a position here that we had really no knowledge of exactly what we were doing." Henry's position was shared by others, such as outspoken Little Rock minister Roland Smith. "The argument went," Henry recalled, that "if this is what Martin wants to do, it's all right for Martin to do it if he understands what he's doing. I don't understand it, and I'm not going out there with them." After some rancorous discussion, the proposed resolution was tabled.

King did not take the rebuff hard, and that evening he led a five-hundred-person march from a black church to Louisville's Municipal Auditorium, where open-housing opponents were meeting. Speaking from the auditorium steps, King told the marchers that SCLC would aid their antidiscrimination drive, and that he would return to help them. The next day he headed to Atlanta before going to New York for his speech to the Clergy and Laymen Concerned group.

On Tuesday, April 4, King met with Levison and Wachtel, then held a press conference before going to Riverside Church. King's address to the three-thousand-person crowd was the fullest statement he had made on the war, and the setting ensured that his words would receive more coverage than had his speeches in Los Angeles and Chicago. There were, King said, many reasons why he could no longer remain silent about Vietnam. For one, the war was "an enemy of the poor" that exploited them both in the service and on the streets of America's slums. Also, with regard to urban riots, "I knew that I could never again raise my voice against the violence of the oppressed in the ghettos without having first spoken clearly to the greatest purveyor of violence in the world today—my own government." Additionally, his ministerial role and Christian convictions gave him "allegiances and loyalties which are broader and deeper than nationalism," and required him to adopt a world perspective rather than
a narrowly American one. Furthermore, "another burden of responsibility" which increased his moral obligation "was placed upon me in 1964" by the Nobel Peace Prize.

King denounced America's conduct in harsh terms. The U.S.'s first South Vietnamese puppet, Ngo Dinh Diem, had been "one of the most vicious modern dictators," and recent American actions had created "the concentration camps we call fortified hamlets." America was siding with "the wealthy and the secure while we create a hell for the poor" of Vietnam, and if U.S. policy was not altered, King said, "there will be no doubt in my mind . . . that we have no honorable intentions" in the war. "It will become clear that our minimal expectation is to occupy it as an American colony."

King called for the Johnson administration to take five specific actions to end the war: halt all bombing, north and south; declare a unilateral cease-fire; curtail military activities in Thailand and Laos; accept a Viet Cong presence in peace negotiations; and set a date by which all foreign troops would be out of Vietnam. He also called for all young men to declare themselves conscientious objectors when drafted, and for ministers who were of draft age to give up their ministerial deferments. "The war in Vietnam is but a symptom of a far deeper malady within the American spirit." America's reactionary stance, King said, was rooted in the country's refusal to give up the exploitative profits derived from overseas investments. "If we are to get on the right side of the world revolution, we as a nation must undergo a radical revolution of values. We must rapidly begin the shift from a 'thing-oriented' society to a 'person-oriented' society."30

King was in a buoyant mood after his speech, pleased that he had finally made the moral declaration he had felt obligated to deliver ever since that January day when he saw the photos in Ramparts. In most other quarters, however, reaction to King's remarks was far from enthusiastic. Old friends such as Phil Randolph and Bayard Rustin refused to comment for publication, and Roy Wilkins and Whitney Young disassociated themselves from him. A barrage of negative newspaper editorials began on April 6 with a biting statement by The Washington Post condemning King's speech as "not a sober and responsible comment on the war but a reflection of his disappointment at the slow progress of civil rights and the war on poverty." Some of his statements had been "sheer inventions of unsupported fantasy," the Post said; others had conveyed "bitter and damaging allegations and inferences that he did not and could not document." All in all, the Post declared, King has done a grave injury to those who are his natural allies . . . and . . . an even graver injury to himself. Many who have listened to him with respect will never again accord him the same confidence. He has diminished his usefulness to his cause, to his country and to his people. And that is a great tragedy.
Other denunciations followed. *The New York Times* decried any combining of the civil rights and peace movements, and rebuked King for "recklessly comparing American military methods to those of the Nazis." The black *Pittsburgh Courier* complained that King was "tragically misleading" American Negroes on issues that were "too complex for simple debate." New York Senator Jacob Javits branded the speech "harmful," and *Life* magazine called it "a demagogic slander that sounded like a script for Radio Hanoi." King "goes beyond his personal right to dissent," *Life* said, "when he connects progress in civil rights here with a proposal that amounts to abject surrender in Vietnam," and by so doing "King comes close to betraying the cause for which he has worked so long."

Even among King's closest advisors, reaction to the speech was not positive. Levison told him that the text had been unbalanced and poorly thought out. King reacted defensively, saying that while he had not prepared a full advance text, he had outlined it carefully. "I spent a whole afternoon thinking about this speech and I thought I had to say something." Levison told King that was not enough. "I don't know if careful thinking would have caused me to revise the speech," King replied. "I was politically unwise but morally wise. I think I have a role to play which may be unpopular." "I really feel that someone of influence has to say that the United States is wrong, and everybody is afraid to say it," King explained. "What I did was go beyond the point that anyone has done who is of influence. I have just become so disgusted with the way people of America are being brainwashed . . . by the administration." Levison warned that "I am afraid that you will become identified as a leader of a fringe movement when you are much more," and won King's agreement that the text of his Spring Mobe speech would be prepared by Levison and Wachtel.31

A few newspapers and magazines commended King for the April 4 speech. The *Detroit Free Press* endorsed his stand, and the *Christian Century* called his remarks "a magnificent blend of eloquence and raw fact, of searing denunciation and tender wooing, of political sagacity and Christian insight, of tough realism and infinite compassion." In other quarters, however, such as the Johnson White House and J. Edgar Hoover's FBI, the evaluation was far more negative. Presidential advisor John P. Roche told Johnson that King, "who is inordinately ambitious and quite stupid," had "thrown in with the commies" because he was "in desperate search of a constituency." The "Communist-oriented 'peace' types," Roche alleged, "have played him (and his driving wife) like trout. . . . There will always be a crowd to applaud, money to keep up his standard of living, etc." Presidential press secretary George Christian informed his boss that he had contacted black columnist Carl Rowan, who was "exploring the Martin Luther King matter. He said everyone in the Civil Rights movement has known that King has been getting advice from a Communist,
and he (Rowan) is trying to firm up in his own mind whether King is still doing this. He wants to take out after King, because he thinks he has hurt the Civil Rights movement with his statements." Several days later Rowan made good on his vow with a column that mourned "the transformation of King from the . . . boycott leader with an uncanny knack for saying the right things into the King of today who has very little sense of, or concern for, public relations, and no tactical skill." The problem, Rowan wrote, without naming Levison, was "that King is listening most to one man who is clearly more interested in embarrassing the United States than in the plight of either the Negro or the war-weary people of Vietnam." The FBI interpreted the latest turn of events even more seriously, as Hoover explained in a private communication to Lyndon Johnson. "Based on King's recent activities and public utterances, it is clear that he is an instrument in the hands of subversive forces seeking to undermine our nation."

Pained but not shocked at the public excoriation, King pledged not to be daunted by the unpopularity of his stand. "It was a heavy cross," James Lawson noted, but one King knew he had to bear. He accepted an offer to become co-chairman of Clergy and Laymen Concerned About Vietnam, and the following Sunday, at the Chicago church of Rev. John Thurston, King broke away from his standard sermon text to utter a personal message in front of his host and Bernard Lee, his regular companion:

And John, if you and Bernard happen to be around when I come to the latter day and that moment to cross the Jordan, I want you to tell them that I made a request. I don't want a long funeral. In fact, I don't even need an eulogy of more than one or two minutes.

I hope that I will live so well the rest of the days. I don't know how long I'll live, and I'm not concerned about that. But I hope I can live so well that the preacher can get up and say he was faithful. That's all, that's enough. That's the sermon I'd like to hear. "Well done thy good and faithful servant. You've been faithful; you've been concerned about others."

That's where I want to go from this point on, the rest of my days. "He who is greatest among you shall be your servant." I want to be a servant. I want to be a witness for my Lord. do something for others."

The controversy over King's antiwar remarks increased on April 10 when the NAACP Board of Directors adopted a resolution labeling any attempt to merge the civil rights and peace movements "a serious tactical mistake." Although the text did not mention King by name, there was no doubt about the target. The New York Times reported the declaration with a page one headline reading \textit{NAACP DECRIES STAND OF DR. KING ON VIETNAM}, and two days later U.N. Undersecretary-General Ralph Bunche announced that he had been one NAACP director who had
pushed for the strong statement. King, Bunche declared, ought not to be both a civil rights leader and an antiwar spokesman and should "give up one role or the other."

King denied any desire to "merge" the civil rights and peace movements and said he was "saddened" that the NAACP would assail him publicly. The truth was, he told the press, that "there is deep and widespread disenchantment with the war in Vietnam" among American blacks. "I have held these views myself for a long time," King explained, "but I have spoken out more frequently in the recent period because Negroes in so many circles have explicitly urged me to articulate their concern and frustration." Speaking out might not be easy in a nation suffering from "a kind of paranoid or morbid fear of communism," but his motive for doing so was neither that alleged by Rowan nor the frustration cited by the Post. "I do it not out of anger, I do it out of great anxiety and agony and anguish."

The growing criticism made King worry that a concerted campaign was under way to undermine his public influence. He talked about his concerns in lengthy phone calls with Levison, Wachtel, Robinson, and Harry Belafonte, and acknowledged Wachtel's fear that perhaps "J. Edgar Hoover's old stuff" might be dragged out to lend credence to those assaults. He was exasperated when Ralph Bunche phoned him to apologize privately for his public remarks and to profess complete agreement with King's views on the war, if not his mode of opposition. It was too bad, King lamented, that Bunche did not have the courage to state his honest opinion in public. Experiences such as that only helped transform "the buoyancy of hope into the fatigue of despair," as King described the movement's situation to one audience. "The struggle," he said, "is much more difficult today than it was five or ten years ago" because popular support had declined substantially and many past backers could not understand how civil rights and Vietnam "are inextricably bound together." People had "to see that there is a mutual problem involved. Racism and militarism are very closely tied together," especially in what was "basically a war of colonialism."

King attached great importance to his upcoming appearance at the April 15 Spring Mobe demonstration, and was concerned about some of the other speakers who would share the platform, particularly SNCC's Stokely Carmichael. King assigned Andrew Young to represent him in the contentious negotiations about who would speak and what banners and slogans would be highlighted. Stanley Levison repeatedly cautioned King to align himself with people of power in the antiwar coalition and not with fringe elements, so as to avoid becoming isolated. When the Saturday protest got under way, with 125,000 marchers assembling in Central Park for the twenty-block procession to United Nations Plaza, King joined Bevel, Benjamin Spock, and Harry Belafonte in the front line. SNCC Chairman Carmichael headed a contingent carrying Viet Cong flags, and other groups carried banners indicating similarly radical
sentiments. Carmichael and CORE's Floyd McKissick were among the featured speakers at the U.N. Plaza rally, but the real centerpiece, King's address, was a more moderate speech than the one he had delivered at Riverside Church. "Everyone has a duty to be in both the civil rights and peace movements," King said, but he stated carefully that "I have not urged a mechanical fusion" of the two. It was not a memorable oration, but his concluding refrain—"stop the bombing, stop the bombing"—did generate some enthusiasm in the crowd. Other speakers followed with angrier statements. One of them, William F. Pepper of the newly founded National Conference for New Politics, recommended a 1968 King presidential candidacy as an ideal way to coalesce opposition to the war. After the rally, King, Spock, and several others met briefly with U.N. official Bunche before adjourning for private discussions.34

Little-known NCNP organizer Pepper was far from the only antiwar activist who wanted King to take up a 1968 presidential crusade. Spock wanted him to head up a King-Spock ticket, and Norman Thomas was also pressing the idea of his candidacy, but King did not lean toward any candidacy of his own. That evening Harry Belafonte hosted a meeting that brought together many of King's advisors and some SNCC representatives. King indicated little interest in a presidential race while agreeing with a surprisingly cooperative Stokely Carmichael that they ought to avoid public criticism of each other and concentrate on shared objectives. Later, Stanley Levison accompanied King back to his hotel room to prepare for questions that might be asked the following morning when King appeared on CBS's Face the Nation.

King used the national television appearance to reiterate his opposition to the war while disowning such controversial actions as the carrying of Viet Cong flags or the burning of draft cards and American flags. He also pointed out that he had advocated draft resistance, not draft evasion, and that "I myself would be a conscientious objector if I had to face it." Concerning the Vietnam War, "something must be done on a much more massive scale to oppose it. I do not at this point advocate civil disobedience. I think we have to do a lot of groundwork in massive education before that," groundwork that would include pointing out how the war "has strengthened the forces of reaction in our country." Pressed to explain his position on the relationship between the war and civil rights, King explained that "the two are tied together from a content point of view, although the two are not tied together from an organizational point of view."

After the show, other journalists asked King if the country should expect another summer of urban riots. "I'll still preach nonviolence with all my might, but I'm afraid it will fall on deaf ears," King warned, especially in such "powder keg" cities as Cleveland, Chicago, Los Angeles, Oakland, Washington, Newark, and New York. Then King headed off to a luncheon meeting of the major civil rights leaders sponsored by the Field Foundation. Some of those present renewed their criticisms of
King's antiwar efforts. King responded that he would be devoting only a small percentage of his time to those concerns. Afterward, Roy Wilkins needled King further. "I saw your picture in the paper, Martin," the publicity-conscious NAACP chief remarked, alluding to coverage of the Saturday antiwar protest. "Yes, Roy," King replied. "Why weren't you there with me?"35

Tired but not depressed, King returned to Atlanta and entered a hospital for a routine checkup. The previous two weeks had been stressful, but "I'm not despairing over the long run," he told one interviewer. "I live out of a suitcase most of the time," and rest was a luxury. "Four hours sleep is enough for me," King told anyone who questioned his habits, but on occasion the exhaustion caught up with him. King's schedule was clear until an April 23 trip to meet Dr. Spock in Massachusetts to plan a summer antiwar mobilization, but his Atlanta repose was interrupted by a series of events concerning his possible presidential candidacy. Johnson confidant Louis Martin called Andrew Young to ask if King was interested in seeing the president. Two days later, The New York Times quoted NCNP activist Pepper as saying, "We are negotiating with Dr. King" about a potential candidacy. King and Young were furious that the antiwar enthusiasts would try to force King's hand. "I was going to make it clear that I had no such intentions," King told Levison, who recommended that King disavow any candidacy. Norman Thomas and Allard Lowenstein pleaded with Young to ask King not to bar the door to running, but King told Levison he would issue a disavowal statement. "I need to be in the position of being my own man."

King joined Spock in Cambridge on April 23 to announce plans for "Vietnam Summer," a project that would mobilize grass-roots opposition to the war by developing a nationwide network of volunteers. King and Spock kicked off the recruiting effort by knocking on the doors of two preselected sympathizers' homes. In talking with reporters, King avoided questions about his own political plans. He listened to candidacy pleas from Spock and others in a private meeting, then shook his head and said, "My people would not understand." That evening, after speaking to a Boston crowd, King betrayed a touch of ambivalence when he responded to a question from the floor. "I have never had any political ambitions, and it is strange territory for me to consider. I have never thought of myself moving into the presidential arena."36

The next day King joined Americans for Democratic Action Vice-Chairman Joseph L. Rauh at a New York press conference to announce formation of yet another antiwar group, "Negotiation Now," which would try to obtain one million petition signatures calling for immediate Vietnam peace talks. He skirted questions about his political plans, and promised to issue a statement in Atlanta the following day that would respond to those queries. Accompanied by Young, Lee, and Levison, he flew home that night pondering how strong a denial of interest he ought to issue. The truth of the matter, King told Levison, was that he had no
interest in being president. Levison agreed it would not be a wise course to pursue at present, and when King met with reporters at Ebenezer church on Tuesday morning, the statement he read had a clear ring of finality. “I have come to think of my role as one which operates outside the realm of partisan politics,” raising issues for the entire nation to confront. Thus, “I have no interest in any political candidacy and I am issuing this statement to remove doubts of my position on this subject.”

That night King left Atlanta for a two-day visit to Cleveland, where the city’s black ministers, the United Pastors Association (UPA), wanted his help in organizing a civil rights effort that might ensure a more peaceful summer than that of 1966, when the Hough ghetto had been wracked by rioting. SCLC staffer Eddie Osburn had been lobbying both King and the UPA to consider an SCLC campaign in Cleveland. King stayed up late talking with UPA leaders, including Rev. O. M. Hoover, a family friend whose daughter Carole was on SCLC’s staff. The next day King spoke at three schools and criticized conservative Cleveland Mayor Ralph S. Locher, who had narrowly beaten black challenger Carl Stokes in 1965 and would face Stokes again that coming fall. Reporters were as interested in King’s national ambitions as in his view of the local situation, and King repeated his Atlanta declaration. “Being a peace candidate is not my role. I feel I should serve as a conscience of all the parties and all of the people, rather than be a candidate myself.” From a civil rights perspective, the two best presidential candidates would be Democrat Robert Kennedy and Republican Charles Percy, King said. His own purview, he emphasized, was not a narrow one. “I’m interested in rights for Negroes, but I’m just as interested in Appalachian whites and Mexican-Americans and other minorities.” At an evening rally King announced that Cleveland would become a base for SCLC’s future efforts. “I plan to be back real soon.” An expanded movement had to be mounted there and in other cities because “things are worse for the mass of Negroes than they were twenty years ago.”

From Cleveland, King went to Minnesota and Wisconsin for speaking engagements before stopping in Chicago to announce Operation Breadbasket’s biggest pact so far, an agreement with the Jewel food store chain that provided for 512 new jobs, shelf space for black manufacturers’ products, and expanded company patronage of black business firms. King made no mention of his late March threat to resume demonstrations in Chicago over the coming summer, and professed to see “some steps forward” in implementing the summit agreement of August, 1966. Among local activists, however, the evaluation of city compliance remained strongly negative, and morale was at a low point, as black trade-union leader and CCCO delegate Timuel D. Black explained in a long letter to King. “Bewilderment and confusion has increased among Negroes and their white liberal friends all over the city,” Black wrote. “They feel betrayed and in many ways hopeless and helpless.” The movement’s participation in the summit conference had been marked by “no real
democratic planning and action,” and the accord had been a “shattering event” in which “the back of the civil rights thrust was broken” and CCCO left “helpless and all but destroyed.” Black warned King to “take a long, hard look at the Chicago scene . . . Whatever your future ventures are, I hope they will be better planned and more successful than those of last year” in Chicago. “We need no more empty promises. We need no more betrayals.” With such angry backbiting rending the Chicago movement, Cleveland seemed a more attractive locale for whatever summer effort SCLC would mount in the urban North.38

Back home in Atlanta, King talked to his Ebenezer congregation about his antiwar views, telling them that “the calling to speak is often a vocation of agony.” He explained that the Nobel Peace Prize had been “a commission to work harder than I had ever worked before for the brotherhood of man,” and he repeated to them some portions of his April 4 address, including his description of the U.S. government as “the greatest purveyor of violence in the world today.” He added that “it is a dark day in our nation when high level authorities will seek to use every method to silence dissent,” and said that although he would have fought against Hitler, “I happen to be a pacifist.” He praised Muhammad Ali’s conscientious resistance to military service, and when King concluded, his congregation—SNCC’s Stokely Carmichael among them—gave him a standing ovation.

On May 3, King flew to Louisville for his first substantive involvement in the open-housing protests, which had gathered new momentum following the city council’s April 11 rejection of a fair-housing ordinance. Local civil rights leaders, including King’s brother, A.D., had met several times with city officials, but had received no commitments. In response, the movement had threatened further protests for the May 6 Kentucky Derby horse race, Louisville’s major annual event. Five hundred people greeted King at the Louisville airport, and he addressed a sizable crowd at St. James AME Church, after which two hundred marchers walked several miles to hold a late-night prayer vigil at city police headquarters. Privately, movement activists were divided on holding protests that would disrupt the Derby, and King argued for a moderate course, declaring that “we don’t believe in disruption for the sake of disruption.” At a strategy meeting the night of May 4, the leaders decided that a downtown march on May 6 would be better than a demonstration at the racetrack, but some who had gone along with that decision reluctantly, including A. D. King, threatened to carry out a Derby protest when news of the decision was leaked. After much wrangling, King affirmed the downtown march plans. Then he left town on Derby morning, just hours before a small column of 150 protesters marched through the deserted business district at the same time the race was being run.39

At home in Atlanta, King told a black luncheon club how fearful he was about both foreign and domestic developments. Only a few days earlier a young soldier back from Vietnam had approached him on a plane,
King said, to tell how low the morale of U.S. troops was. On the home front the picture also seemed bleak. "There has never been any single, solid, determined commitment on the part of the vast majority of white Americans to genuine equality for Negroes," he asserted. The country needed "a radical reordering of priorities," whether people wanted to admit it or not. "Too often when you're called a responsible leader, it means you're an Uncle Tom leader," King sighed.

On May 10, King returned to Louisville, where protests continued despite the movement's internal dissension. "There is no way to get open housing in Louisville but by creating a crisis so great that the community will have to act and will have to respond," King told an audience at his brother's Zion Baptist Church. In the early evening seventy protesters held a peaceful march, and King, Abernathy, A.D., and another local minister accompanied the column by car. Hostile white youths heckled the marchers, and belligerent teen-agers swarmed around the car as King tried to talk to them. "We've got to learn to live together as brothers," he called out through the open window. One youngster spat back that he was not King's brother. "I love you as I love my four children," King replied. "You're going to grow up in a world that we're going to live together in." Suddenly a rock struck the car and bounced in through the window, grazing King on the neck. He and the others ducked, and the driver, Rev. Leo Lesser, sped away. Later that night King held the rock in his hand as he addressed a movement rally.

From Louisville King went on to Chicago and several speaking engagements in Wisconsin, but his principal concern was a North Vietnamese invitation to join other American antiwar activists and meet with them in Paris. He decided it would be unwise to accept, and told both Young and Levison that the Johnson administration would probably revoke his passport if he undertook such a venture. In time, if he could rally enough domestic opposition to stop America's bombing of North Vietnam, King mused, then he could go to Hanoi to meet with Ho Chi Minh and call for immediate peace negotiations.40

In mid-May King confirmed earlier reports that he would lead a November pilgrimage of up to two thousand Americans to holy sites in Israel and Jordan. "I am first a minister of the gospel," he declared at a New York press briefing, but later that day he flew to Cleveland to announce that SCLC would begin a major summer program there on June 1. Voter registration, tenant organizing, and the formation of a Breadbasket project would all be parts of the effort, King said, and he would spend at least two days every other week in Cleveland. Local black leaders, ranging from the NAACP and Democratic city councilmen to militant spokesman Fred Ahmed Evans, all welcomed King's entry, and press observers speculated that the SCLC effort would represent a crucial initiative in a city whose mayor was so racially insensitive that even white business leaders had condemned his behavior.

After his Cleveland stopover, King flew west for speaking engagements
in San Francisco and Denver, accompanied by Lee and free-lance journalist David Halberstam. “For years I labored with the idea of reforming the existing institutions of the society, a little change here, a little change there,” King told Halberstam. “Now I feel quite differently. I think you’ve got to have a reconstruction of the entire society, a revolution of values,” and perhaps the nationalization of some major industries. King expressed similar views to a crowd of seven thousand at Berkeley’s Sproul Plaza, telling them the movement’s new phase would be “a struggle for genuine equality,” involving “issues that will demand a radical redistribution of economic and political power.” Support for such changes would be difficult to muster, he warned, because “many Americans would like to have a nation which is a democracy for white Americans but simultaneously a dictatorship over black Americans.” Scores of signs calling for a “King-Spock” ticket bobbed in the crowd, and King declared that “the clouds of a third world war are hovering mighty low.” If such a cataclysm occurred, “our government will have to take the chief responsibility for making this a reality.”

When he finished his remarks, student representatives presented him with petitions asking that he become a candidate, and one questioner from the audience asked why King was hesitant to declare himself. “I do not feel that I’m presidential timber,” King replied. “I would rather think of myself as one trying desperately to be the conscience of all the political parties, rather than being a political candidate. . . . I’ve just never thought of myself and I can’t now think of myself as a politician. Of course, I do have sense enough to know I couldn’t win, either.”

Returning home to Atlanta, King lamented that congressional votes cutting back federal housing funds were turning “the war on poverty into a war against the poor.” Asked to respond to allegations that Communist sympathies underlay antiwar protests, King said, “I feel we are in a new McCarthy-like era. It is not this time one man but a conspiracy of silencing dissenters from high places.” His morale also was challenged by Harris Poll results showing that 73 percent of Americans disagreed with his opposition to the war, and that 60 percent believed King’s Vietnam stance would hurt the civil rights movement. Additionally, the poll showed that 48 percent of black respondents thought King was wrong, and only 25 percent agreed with his comments.

At the same time, SCLC continued to generate problems of its own. Although Ann Farnsworth had donated another $25,000, the Ford Foundation had not made a decision on SCLC’s grant application, and contributions were lagging. King told one questioner that the organization was in “fairly good shape,” largely because field-staff attrition had reduced the payroll to under one hundred people, but Andrew Young conceded that financially it was “a rather difficult period right now.” More important, SCLC had hardly any program efforts still going forward in the Deep South. New York Times southern correspondent Gene Roberts, observing that the movement had collapsed in all but a few locales, asked
Hosea Williams if SCLC had written off the Deep South. "I wouldn't put it quite that way, because we're still interested in the South, but I guess that is what it amounts to," Williams responded.

SCLC's one ongoing southern project was the eleven-month-old effort in Grenada, Mississippi, which had "rapidly deteriorated" during the spring. The SCLC project leader, according to one Jackson civil rights attorney, was "indolent, unimaginative, and possesses neither the capacity for, nor the interest in, being a community leader. More important," he went on, "the Grenada community does not respect and trust" the man. In short, the attorney declared,

I do not think that SCLC has lived up to its commitment to Grenada. SCLC is responsible for the lack of leadership of its own project. . . . By and large SCLC has used the local people as conduits for implementing its decisions, without really involving them in the decision-making process, and without training them to take over when SCLC departed. Unknown to him, SCLC's three-man staff was asking for transfer unless headquarters was willing to commit a modicum of resources to support the Grenada office during the coming summer.42

All of these troubles were on King's mind when SCLC's staff gathered at Frogmore for a retreat on May 21 and 22. The discussions produced agreement that the major summer focus ought to be on Cleveland and the problems of northern cities rather than on an antiwar push. King told the staff that the last few months of wrestling with the war issue had made him realize that the movement must undergo a significant transformation. "We have moved from the era of civil rights to the era of human rights," he said, "an era where we are called upon to raise certain basic questions about the whole society." For the past twelve years, "we have been in a reform movement. . . . But after Selma and the voting rights bill we moved into a new era, which must be an era of revolution. I think we must see the great distinction here between a reform movement and a revolutionary movement," and how the former had been directed at making America live up to its professed values. "I'm convinced," he told his colleagues, "that a lot of the people that supported us when we were in those glowing, epic-making days in Alabama and in Mississippi, when we were in Birmingham and Selma, many of the people who supported us supported us because they were against Jim Clark, because they were against Bull Connor, but they were not for genuine equality for Negroes."

Basic changes in perspective would have to take place, King explained. "More and more we have got to come to see that integration must be seen not merely in aesthetic or romantic terms; it must be seen in political terms. Integration in its true dimensions is shared power." One past shortcoming, he said, was that "all too many people have seen power and love as polar opposites," when in fact "the two fulfill each other . . .
power without love is reckless, and love without power is sentimental.” Previous misconceptions had to be put aside; “we must recognize that we can’t solve our problem now until there is a radical redistribution of economic and political power,” King declared, repeating the phrase for further emphasis—“a radical redistribution of economic and political power.” In order to do that, America’s rules would have to be changed. “This means a revolution of values and of other things. . . . We must see now that the evils of racism, economic exploitation, and militarism are all tied together, and you really can’t get rid of one without getting rid of the others.” In short, “the whole structure of American life must be changed,” a difficult challenge in light of the fact that “America’s problem in restructuring is that she is a conservative nation.” Hence it is imperative that “we in the civil rights movement must come all out now and make it clear that America is a hypocritical nation and that America must set her own house in order.”

Indicative of the problems to be confronted was U.S. involvement in Vietnam, which was “symptomatic of a deeper malaise of the American spirit.” With great frankness, King spoke of his own private struggles over speaking out about the war. “I had my own vacillations and I asked questions whether on the one hand I should do it or whether I shouldn’t,” and related the crucial event. “I picked up an article entitled ‘The Children of Vietnam,’ and I read it, and after reading that article I said to myself, ‘Never again will I be silent on an issue that is destroying the soul of our nation and destroying thousands and thousands of little children in Vietnam.’” He spoke about the burden that the war issue represented:

When I took up the cross, I recognized its meaning. . . . The cross is something that you bear and ultimately that you die on. The cross may mean the death of your popularity. It may mean the death of a foundation grant. It may cut down your budget a little, but take up your cross, and just bear it. And that’s the way I have decided to go.

He preached on, indicating just how far he had come over the previous year and a half:

I want you to know that my mind is made up. I backed up a little when I came out in 1965. My name then wouldn’t have been written in any book called “Profiles of Courage.” But now I have decided that I will not be intimidated. I will not be harassed. I will not be silent, and I will be heard.43

King emphasized SCLC’s intention to concentrate on the urban North when he visited Chicago three days after the Frogmore retreat. “I do plan to stir up trouble in some of the big cities this summer,” he declared while emphasizing that “there has never been a solid commitment on the part of the vast majority of whites for genuine equality.” He downplayed the likelihood of protests in Chicago, saying, “I am more encouraged
today than I was two months ago” about implementation of the accord. He also pointed to the success of the local Breadbasket program, which had just won an agreement with the A & P Company that provided for 770 new black jobs before the end of the year.

He repeated his intention of concentrating on northern cities, and not Vietnam, at a meeting of the principal black leaders on May 27 at Kenneth Clark’s home just north of New York City. Clark had set up the session to repair the breach that had developed over King’s Vietnam speeches, but King reacted hotly when Roy Wilkins repeated his prior criticisms. “He really confronted Roy with a statement that Roy had made about the motives of his opposition and Roy denied it,” Clark remembered. “Martin pushed him on it,” and became “very upset” as Wilkins repeated his denials. It was “the first time I’d ever seen Martin angry,” Clark said, and more conflict was avoided only when Whitney Young interceded. The heated discussion ended with an agreement to hold a second meeting in mid-June, and King headed off to Europe to fulfill a speaking engagement in Geneva.

King returned from Switzerland tired and depressed over the new war that had broken out in the Middle East. He kept an engagement in Virginia, preached at Ebenezer, and made preparations for a visit to Cleveland to kick off the summer campaign, but his aides were worried about his state of mind. After long reflection, one of SCLC’s wisest senior staff members, Septima Clark, gave King a note expressing concern about his condition. “I have never seen you in the kind of mood that I witnessed on Monday, June 5,” she wrote.

It has challenged me to talk with people in the organization who I feel have the insight to see what is happening and to tell you that you need to surround yourself with men or a man immediately who will have the foresight and power to counteract the irresponsibility that is facing the organization today.

The absence of a dependable administrative chief at SCLC had not only resulted in turmoil and confusion within the organization, she explained, but had also contributed to a personal burden for King that was becoming more and more dangerous. “Dr. King, if we are to keep a world renowned leader healthy, wholesome and efficient, some of the burdens must be shared.” Persuading Blackwell to return would not only ease the demands on King, but would also resolve other problems. “As I travel over the country there are many questions asked and here in the office there are many smouldering grievances,” Mrs. Clark warned. Most important of all, though, was King’s personal survival, she told him bluntly. “You are certainly more valuable healthy than sick and God help us all if you become exhausted to the point of a non-active person. May God help you to help yourself.”

Despite King’s physical weariness and emotional depletion, nonethe-
less he traveled to Cleveland for intensive meetings with black community leaders. SCLC staffers were already on the scene, and influential whites such as the city bar association president were publicly condemning Mayor Locher’s refusal to meet with King and volunteering to open a dialogue with him in the mayor’s stead. Cleveland’s black newspaper, the Call and Post, gave King a less than warm welcome in an editorial, asserting that the black community there was blessed with better leadership than Atlanta, Chicago, or Louisville. In private, black mayoral candidate Carl Stokes, worried about a possible white backlash, begged King to rethink or at least reduce his campaign. King rejected the request, but emphasized to the local leaders that SCLC would work within the bounds of the United Pastors Association invitation and would pursue a long-term campaign, not just a brief blitz. King vowed to seek a meeting with Locher, and declared that better police conduct would be one prerequisite for avoiding a second summer of riots in the Hough ghetto.

On Monday, June 12, King was stung by news that the U.S. Supreme Court, in a five-to-four vote, had upheld the 1963 criminal contempt convictions meted out to him, Abernathy, Walker, and five other ministers for leading the April 12 Good Friday march despite a state court injunction against it. Although serving the five-day jail sentences could be postponed by petitioning the Court to reconsider its decision, King was disappointed, telling reporters the ruling was an unfortunate setback for nonviolence at a time when urban blacks were doubting its effectiveness. “Nonviolence,” he stressed, “is the most potent weapon available to the Negro in his struggle for freedom and justice. . . . There is a masculinity and strength in nonviolence.” He groused more about the case that evening when he, Kenneth Clark, and some eighteen other civil rights leaders assembled for the second session devoted to healing the splits in the movement. In marked contrast to the first session, there was no angry sniping. Bayard Rustin spoke about the importance of not splitting with the Johnson administration, and National Urban League Director Whitney Young chided King by remarking that “I wish you could give more attention to civil rights.” Defensively and with some exasperation, King responded that “I am giving most of my attention to civil rights. The press gives all the publicity to what I say on Vietnam.” King spoke about SCLC’s desire to make Cleveland into a major focal point, and the other leaders agreed that their organizations would assist the SCLC effort. The following day Clark held a Manhattan press conference to issue a unity statement, and he placed particular emphasis upon the Cleveland plans. That city’s papers gave the announcement prominent headlines, and when King arrived in town the next morning to meet with Cleveland ministers about Breadbaskets, he also stressed that interorganizational cooperation would make the Cleveland civil rights drive an especially potent program.45

King returned to Atlanta tired, and he would have little time for rest in the weeks ahead. “The last ten years haven’t been easy years, and there
have been times that I didn’t think I was going to come this far,” he told his Ebenezer congregation. That same day he began a media “blitz” to promote his newly published book, Where Do We Go from Here: Chaos or Community? One chapter had already been featured in The New York Times Magazine, and a tour of personal appearances took him from a national news show to a Sardi’s luncheon to taping sessions for syndicated television programs such as The Merv Griffin Show. King did not shy away from voicing some of the strong sentiments he had expressed to his staff at the May retreat; on the Arlene Francis Show he noted how the past two years had forced him to watch “my dream turn into a nightmare.”

King voiced similar opinions in the book’s text. The volume related King’s experiences on the Meredith March, reiterated his views of black power and advocated an expanded attack upon poverty. “At the root of the difficulty in Negro life today is pervasive and persistent economic want.” Remediing that plight was “a problem of power,” but the solution was not “black power,” which King termed “a slogan without a program” and “a nihilistic philosophy.” Instead, the movement would have to supplement demonstrations by “organizing people into permanent groups to protect their own interests and produce change in their behalf.” Blacks’ problems would not be solved until “the whole of American society takes a new turn toward greater economic justice,” and until economic relations were made “more person-centered than property- and profit-centered.” Achieving such changes would be difficult. “We deceive ourselves if we envision the same combination backing structural changes in society” as had supported racial reform legislation; it also “is necessary to refute the idea that the dominant ideology in our country even today is freedom and equality while racism is just an occasional departure from the norm.” Nonetheless, the movement had to seek “a radical restructuring of the architecture of American society. . . . Let us,” King emphasized, “not think of our movement as one that seeks to integrate the Negro into all the existing values of American society. Let us . . . call our beloved nation to a higher destiny, to a new plateau of compassion, to a more noble expression of humaneness.”

Although some reviewers welcomed the volume as a “moderate, judicious, constructive [and] pragmatic” statement, others zeroed in on how “his rejection of black power seems more rhetorical than real” and on how King’s and Stokely Carmichael’s “positions are not as far apart as might be supposed.” The predominant reaction, however, was that King, “faced with abuse on all sides,” from black militants and from Vietnam loyalists, had been thrown “into great confusion and doubt” and had produced a work that reflected “a certain weariness and bewilderment.” King’s book “seems to be groping for something it never finds,” one reviewer concluded, and another pointed out his “tendency when speaking of the future to substitute rhetoric for specificity” and to cite only “stock generalities” when suggesting programs. A far harsher evaluation ap-
peared in *The New York Review of Books* and asserted that King neither knew what he meant by “structural change” nor did he articulate any clear strategy for pursuing it. “He has been outstripped by his times, overtaken by the events which he may have obliquely helped to produce,” journalist Andrew Kopkind decreed. The Chicago campaign, he said, had been King’s last stand as America’s foremost civil rights figure, and “he is not likely to regain command. Both his philosophy and his techniques of leadership were products of a different world, of relationships which no longer obtain and expectations which are no longer valid.” In short, Kopkind alleged, King “had simply, and disastrously, arrived at the wrong conclusions about the world.”

While many of the reviewers’ criticisms of the book accurately pegged the problems King was wrestling with, they had little effect upon him. He made two more visits to Cleveland, where he was pleased with Andrew Young’s evaluation that the project was off to “a very successful beginning.” Breadbasket had focused upon local milk companies, and James Orange was working with several tenant unions in Hough. Other workers were pondering how to construct a program that would focus on police brutality, Young told King, because “the main problem in the mind of the man on the street is a problem of the police.” King was optimistic but cautious. “We don’t want to make the mistakes we made in Chicago by promising to solve all their problems in one summer,” he told Levison.

Despite Cleveland’s prospects, King was emotionally and physically exhausted. A late June trip took him to Los Angeles for two days. There he talked to one church audience about how it was “midnight in our world today. We are experiencing a darkness so deep . . . that we can hardly see which way to turn.” “Sometimes I feel discouraged,” but his faith gave him the strength to go on. He spent most of the first week of July resting in Atlanta, and took time out on the fourth to attend an SCLC holiday picnic at Stone Mountain Park.

On July 9, King headed to Chicago for a two-day conference aimed at turning Operation Breadbasket into a nationwide program. More than one hundred black ministers from a score of major cities attended the sessions at the Chicago Theological Seminary, and Breadbasket leaders such as Jesse Jackson spoke about how an expanded effort could win thousands of jobs for blacks by targeting companies like General Motors, Kellogg, Kraft, and Del Monte at locations all across the country. King’s statements reflected his increasingly harsh view of America’s shortcomings, and a rare wistfulness about the past. “Most whites are not committed to equal opportunities for Negroes,” he told one interviewer, while informing the Breadbasket conference that “America has been, and she continues to be, largely a racist society. . . . Maybe something is wrong with our economic system the way it’s presently going,” King suggested, noting that in democratic socialist societies such as Sweden there was no poverty, no unemployment, and no slums. “There comes a time when any system must be reevaluated,” and America’s time was at hand.
“The movement must address itself to restructuring the whole of American society. The problems that we are dealing with... are not going to be solved until there is a radical redistribution of economic and political power.” For example, “there’s going to have to be more sharing,” and “a radical redefinition of work,” of how people ought to be paid for housework or going to school, for which they were presently not compensated. Most important of all, though, was the need to reconsider past strategies and the gains they had produced. “We really thought we were making great progress,” King said wistfully. “We somehow felt that we were going to win the total victory, before we analyzed the depths and dimensions of the problem.” In its heyday, the movement had believed in its slogans, such as winning freedom “all, here, and now.” “We had to have slogans,” King said. “But the problem is that we couldn’t produce what the slogan said...” Now I guess I knew all the time we weren’t going to get all of our rights, here, and get them now,” he added melancholically. “You’ve got to have these slogans to fire people up, to get them going, to give them a sense of dignity. But if progress isn’t on a continual basis, the very slogans backfire on you,” as they had been for over a year now. “We still have a long, long way to go,” in Chicago and elsewhere. “The awesome predicament confronting the Negro in our slums is directly related to economic exploitation... American industry and business, as part of the broader power structure, is in a large part responsible for the economic malady which grips and crushes down people in the ghetto.” Breadbasket would demand proper recompense from American society. “The only way it can rectify sins of the past,” King told one interviewer, “is through some form of compensatory action.”

Before leaving Chicago, King announced that implementation of the open-housing accord had improved so substantially that there would be no summer protests. Instead, SCLC would conduct a two-month adult education program in Lawndale that the federal Office of Education had granted $109,000 to support. King also told newsmen that although he would be the keynote speaker at the late August convention of the National Conference for a New Politics, he would not be their third-party presidential candidate.49

Aside from two brief trips to Cleveland, King spent most of mid-July taking it easy in Atlanta. During the second week of July, however, rioting erupted in Newark, New Jersey. National Guard units were called in, and after several days the death toll mounted to more than twenty as the troops repeatedly exchanged gunfire with snipers. Stanley Levison advised King to issue a statement on the disorders, and when even heavier rioting broke out in Detroit several days later, Levison took the initiative and drafted a press release that he dictated over his wiretapped phone to King’s office in Atlanta. “There were dark days before, but this is the darkest,” a pessimistic King told Levison. The next morning King discussed the situation with his advisors in a conference call and agreed to respond to the riots, and to President Johnson’s condemnation of the
disorders, by issuing a telegram to the chief executive calling for immediate, large-scale federal efforts to alleviate the underlying economic causes of the uprisings. King told his colleagues that the worst had not yet happened, that private reports he had received indicated worse violence to come in cities such as Cleveland, Oakland, and Philadelphia. Then, as the FBI's wiretap recorded it, King told Levison and Wachtel what he had heard from sources in Chicago. "They gave me the plan, though, today in Chicago. They don't plan to just burn down the west side, they are planning to get the Loop in Chicago." While King made plans to issue the telegram to Johnson at an Ebenezer press conference, the FBI sprang into action.

Thinking the worst about King's comment concerning Chicago, the Bureau's New York office immediately relayed word of the conversation to headquarters. In Washington, the news was passed to J. Edgar Hoover, and at 10:30—barely an hour after the wiretapped conversation—Hoover called Lyndon Johnson to inform him that Martin Luther King "possessed information indicating there was a plan to riot and burn the Loop District in Chicago," as a subsequent written message to the president phrased it. Johnson had had a particular interest in King's activities ever since his April speeches concerning Vietnam, and only two weeks prior to Hoover's call he had queried FBI liaison Cartha D. DeLoach about whether King's relationship with the subversive Levison could be revealed publicly. "The President," DeLoach said, "asked how such information could get out. I told him that handling such matters with newspapers was perhaps the best way," but that Attorney General Ramsey Clark opposed leaking any negative information about King. Given that history, Hoover correctly assumed he would have an appreciative listener when he called the Oval Office to relay this new alarming tidbit.50

While Johnson was learning of King's conversation from Hoover, King was meeting with reporters to release his telegram to the president. "Only drastic changes in the life of the poor will provide the kind of order and stability you desire," King said. Noting that Congress had cut back on urban poverty programs and had refused to pass other measures aimed at ghetto ills, King declared that "the suicidal and irrational acts which plague our streets daily are being sowed and watered by the irrational, irrelevant and equally suicidal debate and delay in Congress." The most important problem was the lack of jobs for tens of thousands of slum residents. "Let us do one simple, direct thing—let us end unemployment totally and immediately," he told Johnson. "I propose specifically the creation of a national agency that shall provide a job to every person who needs work." While "I regret that my expression may be sharp... I believe literally that the life of our nation is at stake here at home," King stated. "I urge you to use the power of your office to establish justice in our land by enacting and implementing legislation of reason and vision in the Congress."
The journalists queried King as to whether he would go to Detroit or other riot locations to lend a hand, and he said no, "My only plans are to continue work in Cleveland and Chicago this summer." More questions about the disorders were put to him the next day when he arrived in Chicago for the kickoff of the Lawndale adult education program, and he reiterated that "Congress has created the atmosphere for these riots." At the same time, A. Philip Randolph and Roy Wilkins were readying a joint statement by all the major black leaders condemning the riots. King's name was attached to the announcement despite the fact that he had no opportunity to review it. In his comments to reporters, he emphasized that blame for the uprisings lay not with the rioters, but with the larger white society, which had consigned thousands of black people to hopeless lives in America's urban ghettos. During a Cleveland stop, King proclaimed that rent strikes would be one of SCLC's northern tactics, but when he toured the city's east side neighborhoods on Friday and Saturday, accompanying newsmen noticed that some residents did not take King seriously. "There were times during his most impassioned moments when teenagers in the audience laughed or simply ignored him and began talking among themselves."51

King returned to Atlanta on July 30 after making a joint appearance with Roy Wilkins at a Washington convention. King was dispirited over the violent disruptions that had spread from city to city all across the country, and upset at Wilkins's one-sided response. "Roy is hopeless," King complained to Levison. "He has no integrity or philosophy and he is just a hopeless case." Coretta was disturbed by her husband's state of mind. "He got very depressed," she remembered, "a state of depression" that "was greater than I had ever seen it before. . . . He said, 'People expect me to have answers and I don't have any answers.' He said, 'I don't feel like speaking to people. I don't have anything to tell them.'" He was supposed to fly to Louisville on Wednesday, to speak at a voter registration rally, but could not summon the strength to make his scheduled flight. Coretta recalled her husband's phone call from the airport. "I've missed my flight," he told her. "I know why I missed my flight; I really don't want to go. I get tired of going and not having any answers." He had begun to take this very personally . . . he would take on all these problems," Coretta explained. "People feel that nonviolence is failing," he had told her. "I said, 'But this is not so. You mustn't believe that people are losing faith in you; there are millions of people who have faith in you and believe in you and feel that you are our best hope.' Then I said to him, 'I believe in you, if that means anything.' He said, 'Yes, that means a great deal.' I said, 'Somehow you've just got to pull yourself out of this and go on. Too many people believe in you and you're going to have to believe that you're right.' He said, 'I don't have any answers.' I said, 'Well, somehow the answers will come. I'm sure they will.'" Seven hours behind schedule, Martin Luther King arrived in Louisville.52

A motorcade through the city's black neighborhoods preceded a church
rally. King spoke to the crowd about how increased black population in major cities, if coupled with serious voter registration work, would lead to significant minority political influence. However, he emphasized, “our beloved nation is still a racist country” and “the vast majority of white Americans are racist.” Local reporters who had heard King’s speeches earlier that spring were struck by his new harshness, by how he “had departed from the rhetoric of hope and had taken up the rhetoric of power.” “The Dr. King of August was far more militant,” more pessimistic, and more dispirited. The following day he and his brother, A.D., flew to Boston to visit their hospitalized father. The family contact lifted his spirits.

When he returned to Atlanta to preach that Sunday at Ebenezer, however, his tone was still dispirited. “These are evil times,” King told the congregation, repeating his comment of four months earlier that “the United States of America is the greatest actual purveyor of violence in the world today.” He was not certain how society’s course could be corrected. Just a few days earlier, King said, a young man had approached him to say that he, King, needed to take a trip. No, King had replied, he was taking too many trips already. “I’m tired of all this traveling I have to do,” he told the congregation. “I’m killing myself and killing my health.” The young man, however, had responded that King misunderstood him. He did not mean King had to travel more, but that he should try LSD.

King’s pessimism continued as he journeyed to Cleveland, where he announced a Breadbasket agreement with Sealtest, then went on to San Francisco to address a convention of black realtors. “Riots are caused by nice, gentle, timid white moderates who are more concerned about order than justice,” and “by a national administration more concerned about winning the war in Vietnam than the war against poverty right here at home,” King told the realtors. He spoke again about “little children being burned with napalm,” and about how “the roots of racism are very deep in our country.” Nonetheless, he declared, “I’m not going to despair, even on the race question. . . . Somehow I still believe that we’re going to get there.”

The next morning King flew to Atlanta to deliver the same speech to a broadcasters convention. In the audience was Atlanta’s top-ranking black policeman, Howard Baugh, a friend of King’s since childhood and a marine veteran who found King’s harsh antiwar statements difficult to take. The next day, a Saturday, as King sat in his study at Ebenezer preparing for a Sunday appearance on Meet the Press, Baugh appeared at his door.

“M.L., I’d like to speak to you.”

“Yeah, Howard, come on in. You caught me at a good time. Nobody’s here but me.”

He said, “What’s on your mind?” I said, “You know, last night I listened to your speech, and I think you know how I feel. You know
where my sincerity is.” He said, “Listen, if there’s anybody I trust, it’s you.”

“Well, I’m not so sure whether I deserve that or not.”

He said, “What are you talking about?” I said, “M.L., I listened to you last night tell this multitude of people that you cannot condone the war in Vietnam, and our people are over there dying.”

He said, “Well, Howard, has that got you to this point?” I said, “Yes.” He said, “Let me tell you something,” and we sat down.

He said, “You’ve never really given this organization full credit for what it really stands for. . . . It’s a nonviolent organization, and when I say nonviolent I mean nonviolent all the way. . . . Never could I advocate nonviolence in this country and not advocate nonviolence for the whole world. . . . That’s my philosophy . . . I don’t believe in the death and killing on any side, no matter who’s heading it up—whether it be America or any other country, or whether it be for black folks. . . . Nonviolence is my stand, and I’ll die for that stand.”

And at that time I understood for the first time in my life what was meant by nonviolence,

Baugh subsequently explained.

Later that evening King conferred by phone with his advisors concerning the tough questions about black militancy he would likely encounter on Meet the Press. “I think that the time has come to aggressively take Stokely and Rap Brown on,” King declared. New SNCC Chairman Brown’s violent rhetoric had gone several steps beyond Carmichael’s. “Many people who would otherwise be ashamed of their anti-Negro feeling now have an excuse.” Nonetheless, “these men do not constitute the basic problem,” King stressed. “Stokely is not the problem. The problem is white people and their attitude,” and SCLC needed a strategy for confronting it. “I think nonviolence has to be stepped up on a larger scale, to be escalated so its impact would be greater than violence.”

The Sunday telecast focused on King’s plans rather than black violence. King parried questions about possible future tactics in the anti-Vietnam effort by saying that SCLC’s upcoming annual convention would consider the subject, but he reiterated his past criticisms—“we are today engaged in two wars and we are losing both”—while also repeating that under no circumstances would he be a presidential candidate. His own focus would be to expand the movement in the North. “What we must do now is to escalate nonviolence in our large areas of the north, because I think a powerful nonviolent movement can be just as effective in the north as in the south, and I think we can do it, we can disrupt things if necessary, militantly and nonviolently, without destroying life and property.”54

King enlarged on that theme when he addressed the SCLC convention on Tuesday evening at Ebenezer church. “Our real problem is that there is no disposition by the Administration or Congress to seek fundamental
remedies beyond police measures” in responding to America’s domestic problems. “The tragic truth is that Congress, more than the American people, is now running wild with racism.” Given that, “we must devise the tactics not to beg Congress for favors, but to create a situation in which they deem it wise and prudent to act with responsibility and decency.” More precisely, the movement needed tactics that would “crip­ple the operations of an oppressive society,” tactics that might include school boycotts, sit-ins by the unemployed at factory gates, and a march on Washington and a prolonged “camp-in” by jobless teenagers. Civil disob­edience was the only alternative, given the electoral facts of life in America and the tactical insights the movement had acquired. With regard to the first factor, King explained, “Negroes are not in a mood to wait for change by the slower, tedious, often frustrating role of political action.” Concerning the second, experience indicated that disruptive tac­tics would be necessary:

Nonviolent action in the south was effective because any form of social movement by Negroes upset the status quo. When Negroes merely marched in southern streets it was close to rebellion. In the urban communities, marches are less disquieting because they are not considered rebellions, and secondly because the normal turbulence of cities absorbs them as merely transitory drama which is ordinary in life. To raise protest to an appropriate level for cities, to invest it with ag­gressive but nonviolent qualities, it is necessary to adopt civil disobe­dience. To dislocate the functioning of a city, without destroying it, can be more effective than a riot because it can be longer lasting, costly to the society, but not wantonly destructive. Moreover, it is difficult for government to quell it by superior force.

This approach, he told reporters, was what SCLC would put into prac­tice. Within several weeks, King said, he would select target cities and plan actions that would commence prior to Congress’s late-fall adjourn­ment. Newspapers all across the country accorded his declaration page one headlines, and the message was clear that SCLC and the movement would be moving into a different phase of action. The disruptive tactics of urban “dislocation,” tactics that King had dismissed with a laugh four years earlier in the wake of the deaths at Birmingham’s Sixteenth Street church, he now advocated. Although the details were fuzzy, the course had been set, as one headline made clear: KING CALLS FOR A NEW DRIVE OF MASSIVE CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE.55
11.
The Poor People’s Campaign and Memphis, 1967–1968

King’s proclamation that SCLC would “dislocate” day-to-day life in America’s major cities was the foremost event at SCLC’s convention, but it was not the only noteworthy development. A resolution was adopted opposing all electoral candidates who supported the Vietnam War, and King announced he would go “all out” to defeat Lyndon Johnson in the 1968 presidential election. King spoke positively about the possible candidacies of Republicans George Romney, Charles Percy, and Nelson Rockefeller. He also stressed the need for greater Afro-American unity, including reaching out to segments of the black community that were not committed to nonviolence. Some activists argued that SCLC should revive its efforts in the South, where its past achievements were substantial. King responded that SCLC still had workers in the region, but one observer noted that delegates “could not escape the impression that Southern activity will be deemphasized.” The director of SCLC’s one ongoing Deep South project, in Grenada, reported that it was “at present in a state of confusion,” and some convention onlookers concluded that the entire organization was “dispirited.” Former Montgomery colleague L. D. Reddick admonished King for the “disorganization and confusion” that marked the convention and that left Reddick “exhausted and frustrated.” King was correct in asserting that SCLC should concentrate upon the problems of the urban North, but no one had devised a plan for how to do so. “Massive, organized civil disobedience is probably the best negative alternative to the burning and looting,” but “of greater importance is the question of what is our positive program—our constructive program. . . . for our urban ghettos and slums,” Reddick asked. “We must demand and secure tremendous resources for rebuilding our cities,” and
King needed a tangible program, not simply rhetoric. Stanley Levison gave him similar advice when they discussed staging in Washington some dramatization of America’s poverty problem. King had had a thought-provoking discussion of such an initiative several days earlier with Mississippi activist Marian Wright, and had called a mid-September SCLC staff retreat to discuss the subject. King acknowledged such a project would require him to cancel his fall trip to the Holy Land, but promised to take a vacation to rest up. The convention, Levison thought, had left King “all worn out”; one prominent guest had been drunk all week and King had “spent more time trying to counsel her than anything else.”

After a brief rest, King visited Cleveland and Chicago. Although SCLC’s Cleveland effort had achieved sizable black voter registration gains, and was about to kick off a rent strike in the Hough ghetto, local movement leaders were distressed over the conduct of SCLC’s staff. In Chicago, meanwhile, one successful SCLC program, the Lawndale Union to End Slums, had acquired foundation support for its slum-housing-rehabilitation program, and King was called in to make the formal announcement. King also remarked that Robert Kennedy would make a “great president” but would not win the Democratic nomination from the incumbent. Lyndon Johnson, however, would certainly lose the election unless the Republicans nominated someone as bad as Richard Nixon. A progressive Republican ticket, King said, such as Rockefeller-Percy, could sweep the country.

King also reiterated that he would not run as a third-party candidate. As he explained in one emotional sermon, “I have no ambitions in life but to achieve excellence in the Christian ministry . . . I don’t plan to do anything but remain a preacher.” He spoke about the transforming experience he had had at the kitchen table in the Montgomery parsonage eleven years earlier, and how God had promised never to leave him alone. “I believe firmly in immortality. . . . I’m not worried about tomorrow. I get weary every now and then, the future looks difficult and dim, but I’m not worried about it ultimately because I have faith in God. . . . Sometimes I feel discouraged, and feel my work’s in vain, but then the Holy Spirit revives my soul again.”

King’s struggle with his self-doubts intensified when black columnist Carl T. Rowan, who had attacked King’s antiwar stand four months earlier, mounted an even harsher assault on him in Reader’s Digest. Although right-wing columnists with close ties to the FBI had kept up a steady string of little-noticed attacks upon King’s Vietnam stance and “subversive” ties, the Reader’s Digest thrashing reached several million people and was treated as a news story by The New York Times. King, Rowan alleged, had developed “an exaggerated appraisal” of his contributions to racial progress and was no longer “the selfless leader” he had been in the late 1950s. Terming King’s anti-Vietnam activism a “tragic decision,” Rowan said that the two reasons for his transformation were self-importance and Communist influence. Because of his disastrous
change of course, King “has become persona non grata to Lyndon Johnson” and “has alienated many of the Negro’s friends and armed the Negro’s foes,” Rowan asserted.

King’s response to Rowan was stern but accurate. Not only had the columnist confused dissent with disloyalty, but his allegations of Communist influence were a red-baiting smear, a “McCarthy-like response” that tarnished Rowan. “He engaged in what Mr. McCarthy put us through,” King told one interviewer, and had committed a serious mistake. “I think Mr. Rowan made the tragic error,” King said, alluding to Rowan’s phraseology.3

Also weighing on King was his upcoming appearance at the New Politics convention in Chicago, a commitment he wished he had not taken on. Originally designed to promote a King-Spock ticket, the New Politics convention was plagued by splits, including some black militants and white radicals who viewed King as too moderate and bourgeois. King was warned that he might be heckled during his speech, but that was not all that occurred. Hundreds in the 3,500-person audience were so bored by King’s address that they walked out or turned to other concerns. Tired and gloomy, King left Chicago for Washington to speak to a group of psychologists. Again, he sounded dispirited and spoke about how trying the present circumstances were. “These have been very difficult days for me personally,” he confessed, “days of frustration.” Then he headed to New York for Labor Day fund-raising parties at wealthy homes on Fire Island before returning to Atlanta in low spirits.4

King encountered new trouble in Atlanta during his brief time at home. Several local ministers had asked SCLC to launch demonstrations there for the first time in SCLC’s history. His hometown, King said, had “a false image” of racial justice, an image belied by the double-session arrangements at black schools that the ministers were protesting. Direct action was “very highly probable,” King told reporters, and spoke also of demonstrations when he later addressed a local mass meeting. Once more, however, he confessed how weary he was. “I’m tired now. I’ve been in this thing thirteen years now and I’m really tired.” As weeks passed, no demonstrations took place in Atlanta.

More and more, in public and in private, King spoke of the inner turmoil that plagued him. “We often develop inferiority complexes and we stumble through life with a feeling of insecurity, a lack of self-confidence, and a sense of impending failure,” he told his Ebenezer congregation one Sunday. “A fear of what life may bring,” he went on, “encourages some persons to wander aimlessly along the frittering road of excessive drink and sexual promiscuity,” a more personal revelation than his listeners realized. Even at the darkest moments, faith in God gave him the inner equilibrium to face life’s problems and “conquer fear.” “I know this. I know it from my own personal experience.”5

At the mid-September SCLC retreat, held at Airlie House in Warrenton, Virginia, King was still depressed. Many of the discussions con-
cerned the northern urban demonstrations SCLC might hold later that fall. Mississippi’s Marian Wright described her idea of a fast and sit-in at the office of U.S. Labor Secretary W. Willard Wirtz. “What she proposed,” Andrew Young remembered, “was that a group of religious and labor leaders with Dr. King and a half-a-dozen poor folks would go to Wirtz’s office and sit-in and just say they were going to stay there and fast or be jailed or whatever it was until they provided jobs.” King envisioned successive waves of protesters descending on Washington demanding “jobs or income” for all, staying there, and pursuing civil disobedience until the government responded. James Bevel pressed for a greater focus on antiwar activities, but King said the entire staff would concentrate on the Washington project, with perhaps simultaneous demonstrations in other cities. SCLC’s executive staff pondered how to raise the funds necessary for that campaign as well as for electoral challenges to prowar southern segregationists such as South Carolina Congressman Mendel Rivers and Mississippi Senator John Stennis. King suggested scheduling a nationwide series of fund-raising concerts featuring Harry Belafonte and Joan Baez for October and November, while SCLC’s staff would draft a “go for broke” Washington action program that could be discussed and ratified at a midfall retreat.

King was despondent during part of the five-days retreat at Airlie House. Baez, a participant, recalled one evening, as everyone relaxed, “I heard him . . . saying that he wanted to just be a preacher, and he was sick of it all. And that the Lord called him to be a preacher, and not to do all this stuff, and he wanted to leave it and he was tired. And he had a couple whiskies in him,” and perhaps “he was really just saying it.”

After the retreat, King thought more about massive urban civil disobedience and Marian Wright’s suggestion that SCLC take some of Mississippi’s poorest citizens to Washington for direct confrontation with the federal government. When in late September he lunched in New York with the editors of *Time* magazine, he was surprised by the journalists’ pessimistic view of America’s domestic problems. He was further struck by a young city activist telling him that the problem with nonviolence was that it had not yet been used on a massive scale to create enough disruption. “To find confirmation both in the South and the North of thoughts and sentiments we were already feeling encouraged us to move ahead,” Andrew Young recalled.

While King pondered that topic, other obligations called for his attention. He had to visit some half-dozen cities to publicize the Belafonte-Baez fund-raising concerts. He also had to deal with a Geneva-based initiative calling for King and other Nobel Peace Prize winners to visit Moscow to meet representatives of North Vietnam and South Vietnam’s National Liberation Front, the Viet Cong. After considering the idea, King decided not to participate because the unclear sponsorship made it too risky.

On October 3, King returned to Cleveland to encourage voters to sup-
port black candidate Carl Stokes in the Democratic mayoral primary. Stokes won a solid victory, and King boasted to friends that SCLC deserved the credit because it had significantly increased black registration. Stokes faced a general election in November, and gave no public acknowledgment to King's and SCLC's role. Within SCLC, however, the Stokes victory was celebrated as the most notable achievement since the Chicago summit accord a year earlier.

Six days after the Cleveland primary, the U.S. Supreme Court issued its final order denying King and his fellow defendants a rehearing on their 1963 Birmingham contempt convictions. Arrangements were made for King to begin serving his five-day jail term on October 30; in the meantime King kept to his schedule of concert appearances. The first of the fund-raisers, featuring Belafonte, Baez, Sammy Davis, Jr., and King at the Oakland Coliseum on October 15, filled only one third of the house. A bomb threat interrupted a King appearance the following day in Los Angeles, and the next evening a rally in Houston drew a respectable crowd, but was disrupted twice by smoke bombs. The third rally, in Chicago, drew a small crowd to hear Belafonte and Aretha Franklin. All in all, neither the rallies nor King's speeches generated much press coverage, even in local newspapers, and King grew increasingly disappointed.

"Dr. King has been so despondent over how badly the concerts have been going that he can't bring himself to do a thing," Dora McDonald told Levison.

The same day as SCLC's Washington concert, King testified before the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, a presidentially appointed group examining the summer urban riots. The real cause of the uprisings, King said, was "the greater crimes of white society"—the white backlash, heavy black unemployment, racial discrimination, and the effects of the Vietnam War. After his testimony, reporters asked King about his protest plans. SCLC planned on "escalating nonviolence to the level of civil disobedience" by bringing thousands of needy citizens to Washington to "just camp here and stay" to await meaningful federal action. "The city will not function," he warned, until Congress approved "a massive program on the part of the federal government that will make jobs or income a reality for every American citizen."

While King participated in SCLC concerts in Philadelphia and Boston, Washington's newspapers criticized his plans. He ought to know better, one said, than to think Congress could be coerced into action, and the liberal Washington Post decried any project of intentional disruption as "an appeal to anarchy."

King was deeply depressed as he prepared to begin his Birmingham jail term. Fifty Ebenezer parishioners offered a dungaree-clad King and three colleagues—his brother, A.D., Ralph Abernathy, and Wyatt Walker—a warm send-off at the Atlanta airport. King read a statement condemning the Supreme Court's decision as an example of America's "escalating disregard for constitutional freedom," and boarded the plane carrying three
books—the Bible, John Kenneth Galbraith's *The New Industrial State*, and William Styron's *The Confessions of Nat Turner*. Upon arrival in Alabama, the group was arrested by Birmingham detectives and jailed in suburban Bessemer rather than in Birmingham. Although this action disrupted the Alabama Christian Movement's plans to hold protests outside King's place of imprisonment, the city scheme went awry when King contracted a virus and had to be moved to the Birmingham jail for medical care. Meanwhile, local leaders planned a demonstration and all-night vigil at the jail for Friday, November 3, King's last night in custody. Once again, however, Birmingham officials upset the movement's plans by releasing King and his colleagues twenty-four hours ahead of schedule. Friday evening a mass rally was held to celebrate the early release. King told the subdued audience that SCLC would apply the 1963 lessons of Birmingham to its upcoming economic justice campaign in Washington. “We've got to find a method that will disrupt our cities if necessary, create the crisis that will force the nation to look at the situation, dramatize it, and yet at the same time not destroy life or property. . . . I see that as massive civil disobedience.” “We've got to camp in—put our tents in front of the White House,” and remain until Congress acted. “We've got to make it known that until our problem is solved, America may have many, many days, but they will be full of trouble. There will be no rest, there will be no tranquility in this country until the nation comes to terms with our problem.”

King flew home to preach at Ebenezer, then went to Cleveland to encourage voter turnout for Carl Stokes in the general election. He spent Election Day visiting bars and shopping areas, urging people to go to the polls. Once again Stokes prevailed, and King waited in his hotel room for a call inviting him to join the new mayor on the platform at the victory party. The call never came, and SCLC's dismay over Stokes's failure to acknowledge their contributions was voiced in bitter complaints. Neither King nor his aides ever determined whether the rebuff was intentional or accidental. The next day, when King spoke with reporters, he focused on SCLC's desire to finalize its plans for “massive nonviolence,” plans that might include a “nationwide city-paralyzing demonstration” centered in Washington and featuring simultaneous protests in other major urban areas.9

On November 11, King flew to Chicago to address an antiwar labor group. He was still depressed, as he made clear to longtime family friend and SCLC board member Rev. D. E. King. “He said to me privately,” Reverend King recalled, “‘D.E., I haven't discussed this with the board, but I have found out that all that I have been doing in trying to correct this system in America has been in vain.’ He said, ‘I am trying to get at the roots of it to see just what ought to be done.’” Reverend King, surprised by his old friend's remarks, listened silently as King went on. “He said, ‘The whole thing will have to be done away with.’” Reverend King remembered. He had not pressed Martin about just what he meant.
From Chicago King went to England to accept an honorary degree from the University of Newcastle-on-Tyne. Then it was back to Atlanta to record some radio speeches for the Canadian Broadcasting Company and to make plans for the upcoming staff retreat to be held at Frogmore from November 27 through December 1. The Ford Foundation had approved a $230,000 grant to SCLC for sessions to train ten black ministers from each of fifteen cities in community organizing and nonviolent tactics. King met in New York with the program's advisory committee, and told them that the project would generate a nationwide cadre of activists whom SCLC could call upon in future protests. “We must develop their psyche,” King said. “Something is wrong with capitalism as it now stands in the United States. We are not interested in being integrated into this value structure. Power must be relocated, a radical redistribution of power must take place. We must do something to these men to change them.”

King expressed similar sentiments to SCLC's staff at the Frogmore retreat. “The decade of 1955 to 1965, with its constructive elements, misled us,” King said. “Everyone underestimated the amount of rage Negroes were suppressing, and the amount of bigotry the white majority was disguising.” True, the movement had won some battles, “but we must admit that there was a limitation to our achievement,” King emphasized. “The white power structure is still seeking to keep the walls of segregation and inequality substantially intact,” and was beating back the movement’s assaults. “I’m not totally optimistic,” King remarked, “but I am not ready to accept defeat. . . . We must formulate a program, and we must fashion the new tactics which do not count on government good will, but instead serve to compel unwilling authorities to yield to the mandates of justice.”

Among the goals must be a guaranteed annual income and the elimination of slums. “Nonviolence must be adapted to urban conditions and urban moods. Nonviolent protest must now mature to a new level . . . mass civil disobedience. . . . There must be more than a statement to the larger society, there must be a force that interrupts its functioning at some key point. . . . The Negro will be saying . . . ‘I am willing to endure all your punishment, because your society will not be able to endure the stigma of violently and publicly oppressing its minority to preserve injustice.’”

Mass civil disobedience was the only option. “The limitation of riots, moral questions aside, is that they cannot win. . . . Hence, riots are not revolutionary,” and are inferior to other tactics that are more radical in their possible effects. “The movement for social change has entered a time of temptation to despair, because it is clear now how deep and how systematic are the evils it confronts.” Thus, “we in SCLC must work out programs to bring the social change movements through from their early and now inadequate protest phase to a stage of massive, active, nonviolent resistance to the evils of the modern system. . . . Our economy must become more person-centered than property-centered and profit-
centered. . . . Let us therefore not think of our movement as one that seeks to integrate the Negro into all the existing values of American society,” but as one that would alter those basic values. As Andrew Young noted, “Even if you’re a winner in a rat race, you’re still a rat.”

The following day King and his aides discussed their plans further. Andrew Young talked about such tactics as lying on highways, blocking doors at government offices, and mass school boycotts, all actions likely to provide “enough confrontation to dramatize the situation.” King reiterated that their goal was definite economic improvements for the black masses, and that SCLC’s protests ought to be “as dramatic, as dislocative, as disruptive, as attention-getting as the riots without destroying life or property.” He suggested that a core group of well-trained activists—perhaps two hundred people from each of ten or twelve different locales—be recruited, and that movement leaders start by presenting their demands to an administration official and refusing to leave until tangible actions were taken. Then local contingents from around the country would converge on Washington, with perhaps the southern groups walking “a considerable portion of it through the most tense areas.” In the capital those groups would camp in public parks and take over government buildings. Finally, the movement would call for a second “March on Washington” very different from the first. This time the purpose would not be “to have a beautiful day,” King said, but literally to occupy the city until the Johnson administration altered both its domestic and foreign policies. “This is a kind of last, desperate demand for the nation to respond to nonviolence. Now, they may not respond. I can’t promise that. But I do think we’ve got to go for broke this time. We’ve gone for broke before, but not in the way we’re going this time, because if necessary I’m going to stay in jail six months—they aren’t going to run me out of Washington.”

Other ideas were tossed around, including having people in need of health care descend upon hospitals, staging a “call-in” to tie up the White House switchboard, and holding local protests to increase pressure upon federal leaders. A tentative springtime schedule was suggested, with the penultimate mass occupation timed for when college students would be free at Easter recess. An informal designation was made of cities and southern locales where participants could be recruited, and staff assignments were handed out on the retreat’s final day. “We must make it clear,” King reminded his aides, “that we are coming to stay in Washington until something is done about this extremely serious problem facing our nation.”

Two days after the retreat, King held a press conference to announce SCLC’s plans. “Waves of the nation’s poor and disinherited” would descend upon Washington around April 1, and “will stay until America responds” with “specific reforms, . . . until some definite and positive action is taken to provide jobs and income for the poor.” He warned of simultaneous protests in other cities, and asserted that “a clear majority”
of Americans would back SCLC’s demands. Reporters tried to elicit details about the campaign’s goals and tactics. “This will be a move that will be consciously designed to develop massive dislocation,” King responded. “We have a very recalcitrant Congress that’s behind the times,” and that must be forced to act. “These tactics have done it before and they’re all we have to go on,” King told the journalists, who thought his mood “seemed deeply pessimistic.” “I would be the first one to admit that to act at this time is risky,” King said, “but not to act represents moral irresponsibility.” “We were told when we went into Birmingham that Congress wouldn’t move,” King reminded one interviewer. “We were told the same thing when we went to Selma.” “We have found throughout our experience that timid supplication for justice will not solve the problem.... We have got to confront the power structure massively.... Our power will be in numbers and in keeping at this until we succeed.”

Although King would not speculate about the campaign, Andrew Young spoke freely of what SCLC might do. “We have waited around for almost a year looking for a sign of hope” without seeing one, and had now decided “that we had better go ahead and dramatize these problems,” even “if it means tying up the country.” SCLC’s demonstrators would be the “underclass that is locked out of the economy, people for whom a spring in jail in Washington is heaven compared to a spring of hunger and unemployment in Mississippi or Chicago.” Using people who have “nothing to lose,” SCLC might close down the nation’s capital.

The way Washington is, a few hundred people on each of those bridges would make it impossible to get in or out—or at least extremely difficult. It would mean that every day, going back and forth, you are thinking about three or four hours each way.

“I would tend against that,” Young added, because it’s not directly pointed to the problem. It would probably be much better to have a thousand people in need of health and medical care sitting in around Bethesda Naval Hospital, so that nobody could get in or out until they get treated. It would dramatize the fact there are thousands of people in our nation in need of medical services.

It also would obstruct the wealthy from receiving their accustomed care. “I mean you’ve got patients here; treat the ones you’ve got. Our society now treats patients with money but doesn’t treat you if you’re poor and if you’re colored.”

Young admitted “we really haven’t spelled out the goals,” but emphasized SCLC would employ drastic nonviolent action:

Right now the “old style” kind of March on Washington isn’t sufficiently crisis-packed . . . people don’t respond until their own self-
interest is threatened. People don't give up power and money voluntarily.

We have accepted the challenge to so threaten nonviolently the self-interest of the powers that be that they will be able to change, that they will see that a change is necessary. Our threat will be so pointed and well-defined that they will know that a change is possible and will change in the right direction.

Undergirding SCLC’s challenge, Young stressed, was the realization that the country’s problems were rooted in the basic moral infirmity of American society. “The economic crisis and the political crisis are just symptoms of this far deeper moral crisis: an America of racism, materialism and economic exploitation versus an America where decisions are made on the basis of values.”

At Frogmore King also announced some staff changes aimed at bringing order out of SCLC’s internal chaos. During the past summer, a black Chicago native and European businessman, William A. Rutherford, had volunteered his skills to SCLC on an interim basis. With Randolph Blackwell refusing King’s entreaties to return to SCLC, King asked Rutherford, a talented public relations executive, to become executive director. Rutherford was reluctant to give up his pleasant life in Geneva, but agreed to a one-year commitment. King also hired Bernard Lafayette, who had worked for SNCC in Selma and for the American Friends Service Committee (AFSC) in Chicago, as program administrator, SCLC’s fifth-ranked post, and Rutherford’s chief assistant. Rutherford arrived in time for the Frogmore retreat and was introduced to SCLC’s staff, many of whom were suspicious and resentful of this outsider. King was intent upon having Rutherford clear up the serious internal problems plaguing the organization. King outlined the problems to Rutherford in the presence of only King’s most intimate confidants—Abernathy, Young, and Dorothy Cotton. “Martin said to me,” Rutherford recalled, “‘Bill, there are two things I want you to do at the outset.’” The first concerned two SCLC staffers whose spending habits King found questionable. “‘Jim Harrison and Hosea Williams have an apartment at the University Plaza apartment complex,’” King told Rutherford. “‘How the hell can they on their salaries maintain a separate apartment,’” in addition to their homes? Neither King nor his colleagues suspected Harrison’s mercenary involvement as a paid FBI informant, but King did wonder about his behavior as comptroller and why he could carry on an expensive lifestyle. “‘I want you to find out,’” King instructed Rutherford, “‘find out what’s happening in the finance office.’”

King’s other mission for Rutherford involved a third staff member about whom King was concerned. “He said, ‘The second thing I want you to do is, Jesse Jackson’s so independent, I either want him in SCLC or out—you go whichever way you want to, but one way or the other, he’s a part of SCLC or he’s not a part of SCLC.’” Operation Breadbasket was
achieving success in Chicago and Cleveland, but Jackson was viewed as an outsider and an undependable, egotistical self-promoter by many SCLC staffers. Initially, Ralph Abernathy had been much impressed with the youthful divinity student who had turned up in Selma, eager to be helpful, during the crisis there. Later that year, in Chicago, Jim Bevel had taken Jackson under his wing and put him on SCLC’s staff. “Bevel was the real creative genius of that period,” Jackson remembered, “one of the most creative thinkers I’ve ever been exposed to.” Just as Bevel’s eccentricities and single-mindedness rubbed many colleagues the wrong way, Jackson’s aggressive efforts to expand Breadbasket into a nationwide program for fostering black capitalism also troubled many SCLC activists. Although part of the tension was rooted in the Atlanta staffers’ desire to keep a tight rein on Chicago-based programs, much of the trouble stemmed from a distrust of Jackson’s personal motives. “Jesse was really an outsider in a way, striving very hard to get in, to be accepted, to be respected,” recalled Calvin Morris, who became associate director of Breadbasket during that winter. “The doubt about Jesse is what is it for, is it for Jesse or for the movement?” Stanley Levison said to Coretta King six months later. “I know on this Martin had many deep doubts.” Bevel often defended Jackson, telling King, “He’s just crude ‘cause he’s young.” King disagreed, saying, “No, he’s ambitious,” and voiced his unease to close friends. “Jesse had irritating ways,” King’s Chicago confidant Chauncey Eskridge explained. “I don’t think we cared much for him.” Those sympathetic to Jackson saw the dynamics differently. “Martin had problems with Jesse because Jesse would ask questions,” but others perceived a fundamental spiritual difference between the two men. “Martin saw it in Jesse,” one former SCLC executive recalled. “He used to tell Jesse, ‘Jesse, you have no love.’ ”

Another serious question was the implicit conflict between Breadbasket’s black capitalism focus and King’s increasingly socialist economic views. “We were very aware of some of the contradictions, and ambivalent about it,” Morris remembered, but other staffers could see that King had “grave doubts” about Breadbasket’s goals. Rutherford raised the issue with King early on. “Martin, I really am very disturbed. You know what you’re trying to do? It’s to replace white bastards with black bastards.’ I said, ‘If the whole thrust of assuring oneself profit is to exploit whoever’s there, what the hell are we doing with black people, trying to put them in the same odious position where you have to exploit someone else to turn your profit?’ He said, ‘Bill, there’s so much to be done that people are not ready to do right now.’ ” Rutherford understood King’s point. “Obviously we’ve got to have some form of socialism, but America’s not ready to hear it yet.”

Rutherford appreciated that King’s unhappiness with Jackson went beyond spirit and ideology. “He didn’t trust Jesse, he didn’t even like Jesse. . . . If you ask me if there was any suspicion about Jesse’s motives and even devotion to the movement, I would say categorically yes, there
was—considerable. And we talked about it.” One immediate bone of contention was that Jackson was not fulfilling all his administrative responsibilities, such as attending SCLC’s bimonthly executive staff meetings.

Rutherford immediately laid down the rules for Jackson, Hosea Williams, and others. He warned the staff about “expenditures incurred in a completely incoherent manner,” and sent Jackson a memo rebuking him for his consistent absences, and announced that personal fines of $25 and $50 would be levied against staff members who were tardy or absent from meetings. “This may appear a bit juvenile,” Rutherford admitted, but “the importance of a close-knit and coordinated working relationship” among SCLC’s fractious members could not be overstated. Years later, reflecting back upon his attendance rule, Rutherford laughingly recalled how “the first one we caught was Dr. King.” Seriously, however, “there was really such gross inefficiency,” and “I really was playing the role of dictator.” His efforts “didn’t sit too well with the other people who’d been there longer.” Williams reacted angrily to Rutherford’s attempts to enforce organizational discipline. Within two weeks Williams submitted, and then withdrew, a letter of resignation protesting the new regime. As Christmas approached, the tempest passed and the SCLC staff began adjusting to Rutherford’s new rules. King was extremely pleased, telling Levison that Rutherford has “really got things moving around here. I see for the first time real administration developing. He’s done in a week what hasn’t been done in two or three years.”15

Rutherford received some jolts of his own as he was drawn into SCLC’s milieu. “I was really rather surprised and shocked at what I saw. . . . SCLC was a very rowdy place,” and “the movement altogether was a very raunchy exercise.” Rutherford’s first shock stemmed from reports of an Atlanta group party that had featured both a hired prostitute as well as the unsuccessful ravishing of a seventeen-year-old SCLC secretary. Rutherford raised the subject at an executive staff session, “and the meeting cracked up in laughter. . . . The only one who wasn’t laughing was Bernard Lafayette,” the other newcomer. King was laughing too, a further reflection of SCLC’s “very relaxed attitude toward sex” and the “genuine ribald humor” that predominated.

Rutherford received another eye-opener when he finally took King up on his repeated invitation to drop by the house sometime. One night Rutherford and Chauncey Eskridge went by, with Eskridge in the lead. “‘Hi Coretta . . . where’s Martin?’ She said, ‘Oh, he’s in a meeting at Bill Rutherford’s.’ And I gulped, and I said, ‘Oh yeah, sure, sure, that’s right, but it wasn’t a meeting I had to be in.’ She looked with a very penetrating glance—looking right through me—and we changed the subject, and walked out. I could have died.” Other King colleagues encountered similar situations in which Coretta avoided acknowledging unpleasant facts, but that experience made Rutherford face up to the side of King’s life that most of his closest colleagues rarely if ever discussed.
“All of his intimates were aware of one very inhibiting fact that none of us has been able to deal with—that was Dr. King’s sexuality, and you cannot deal with a saint with clay feet.”

Rutherford had quickly become aware of King’s extremely close, long-standing relationship with one female colleague, and he also learned about King’s similar but less intense liaison with another Atlanta-based woman. Beyond that, however, there were also “a number of instances, quite aside from the sort of formal liaisons... other instances where he really was just interested in women, period. ... That’s why I don’t know how to deal with that.” Rutherford empathized with King’s situation. “He was far from perfect, and he knew he was far from perfect. He was vain, he was a very brave man, but he knew fear, he had lusts, ... some of which he was able to exhaust.” But “when any of us come to ‘what made Martin Luther King tick,’ where he really found comfort and solace, you freeze, because I don’t know how to deal with that.” What inhibited a full and frank answer was known to many. “There was this absolutely duplicitous role or posture Dr. King had to stand—when he represented black America, he had to stand up like the man of iron, the man of perfection, which he certainly wasn’t and didn’t even pretend to be otherwise. He was a very modest man, a very humble man...” Dorothy Cotton understood King’s discomfort too. “I sensed in him sometimes a little pain that he really couldn’t live up to the old saintly image that people required of him.”

King realized the contradiction in which he was trapped even better than his aides. “When I delve into the inner chambers of my own being,” he confessed to his Ebenezer congregation, “I end up saying, ‘Lord, be merciful unto me, a sinner.’” “I make mistakes tactically. I make mistakes morally, and get down on my knees and confess it and ask God to forgive me.” In the sexual realm, King viewed himself as a sinner, a theme he sometimes touched upon in his sermons, such as one where he emphasized that “man is great, but he is a sinner.” “We are unfaithful to those we ought to be faithful to,” a circumstance that exemplified the more basic duality King saw in human nature. “There is a schizophrenia... within all of us. There are times that all of us know somehow that there is a Mr. Hyde and a Dr. Jekyll in us.” Nonetheless, “God does not judge us by the separate incidents or the separate mistakes that we make, but by the total bent of our lives,” King stressed. “You don’t need to go out this morning saying that Martin Luther King is a saint.” he told his Ebenezer congregation one Sunday. “I want you to know this morning that I am a sinner like all of God’s children, but I want to be a good man, and I want to hear a voice saying to me one day, ‘I take you in and I bless you because you tried. It was well that it was within thy heart.’”

King’s intensely self-critical nature encompassed all aspects of his life, not just sex, and was often painfully visible to his family and closest friends. “He criticized himself more severely than anyone else ever did,” Coretta remembered. “He was always the first one to say, ‘Maybe I was
wrong, maybe I made a mistake. . . . He would go through this agonizing process of self-analysis many times." Coretta and other longtime colleagues like Stanley Levison came to realize that a good part of King’s self-torment stemmed from feelings of guilt, from believing that he was undeserving of much of the praise and public acclaim that had come his way. Many aides were impressed by the depth of King’s humility, but Dorothy, Coretta, and Stanley understood that King’s profoundly humble nature had more complicated and painful roots. “He never felt that he deserved all the accolades,” Cotton recalled. “He almost felt guilty that he got all of that praise and publicity and honor. He was guilty because—for whatever reason one feels that one doesn’t deserve some praise. . . . If I had to, I could document it, but I wouldn’t want to.” Coretta felt similarly, calling her husband “a guilt-ridden man” who “never felt he was adequate to his positions.” Levison once expounded the same theme in greater detail: “Martin could be described as an intensely guilt-ridden man. The most essential element in the feelings of guilt that he had was that he didn’t feel he deserved the kind of tribute that he got.” King believed, Levison stressed, that he simply was an actor in history at a particular moment that called for a personality, and he had simply been selected as that personality . . . but he had not done enough to deserve it. He felt keenly that people who had done as much as he had or more got no such tribute. This troubled him deeply, and he could find no way of dealing with it because there’s no way of sharing that kind of tribute with anyone else: you can’t give it away; you have to accept it. But when you don’t feel you’re worthy of it and you’re an honest, principled man, it tortures you. And it could be said that he was tortured by the great appreciation that the public showed for him. If he had been less humble, he could have lived with this kind of acclaim, but because he was genuinely a man of humility, he really couldn’t live with it. He always thought of ways in which he could somehow live up to it, and he often talked about taking a vow of poverty: getting rid of everything he owned—including his house—so that he could at least feel that nothing material came to him from his efforts.

Underlying it all was a sense of having to live up to the opportunities he had been given:

Martin was always very aware that he was privileged . . . and this troubled him. He felt he didn’t deserve this. One of the reasons that he was so determined to be of service was to justify the privileged position he’d been born into . . . [he felt] he had never deserved and earned what he had, and now he didn’t deserve nor had he earned in his own mind the acclaim that he was receiving. It was a continual series of blows to his conscience, and this kept him a very restive man all his life.
King continued to wrestle with his personal and emotional tensions as SCLC turned its attention toward the upcoming Poor People’s Campaign. After the early December announcement of SCLC’s spring plans, King left for a Caribbean vacation, including a visit with Adam Clayton Powell at his Bimini retreat. In the meantime, Andrew Young, who had taken a new title as executive vice-president of SCLC, and Stanley Levison began efforts to raise funds for the spring project from the organization’s wealthiest supporters. A crucial consideration was the tax status of such monies, and a special solution was devised. Young explained it in a letter to staunch contributors Martin Peretz and Ann Farnsworth, enclosing a list of churches “pastored by some of our most reliable board members. We have contacted each of them and informed them that they would be receiving a contribution from you which should be forwarded directly to SCLC. This means that all of the contributions would be tax exempt as far as you are concerned and will not place restrictions on our use of the funds.” Although the laundering of contributions through religious institutions was of questionable legality, it served the interests of wealthy supporters as well as the financially strapped SCLC.

King took up a busy schedule upon his return from the Caribbean, preaching a ninetieth-anniversary sermon at Montgomery’s Dexter Avenue Baptist Church on December 10, and then flying to Chicago to deliver another address that evening. King sounded despondent as he explained to the Dexter congregation that hope was different from optimism, and that while he still possessed the former, he did not hold to the latter. He told Chicago journalists that the newly announced Democratic presidential candidacy of Minnesota Senator Eugene McCarthy was “a healthy thing for American politics,” but explained to another interviewer that the election outlook was not promising. King believed that McCarthy could not successfully challenge Lyndon Johnson, and the only Republican candidate who stood a chance of defeating the Democratic incumbent was Nelson Rockefeller, who seemed unlikely to beat out Richard Nixon for his party’s nomination.16

In mid-December King went to New York to talk with young activist Harry Edwards, CORE’s Floyd McKissick, and others about a black boycott of the upcoming 1968 Olympics. Then he flew to Cleveland to meet with SCLC’s resident staffers. Community complaints about the workers were vociferous, and King summoned Rutherford to look into the situation. Rutherford bluntly instructed the staffers to improve their performance, then told King, “They have been put clearly on notice that if they are unable to carry out their assignments in a responsible manner they will be replaced.”

Similar problems had developed in Philadelphia, where the SCLC team led by James Orange “seem to have spent much of their time with extremists—left-of-left variety,” as a prominent Quaker complained to King. “Orange set up one public meeting, and spoke at one of ours. His
presentations were unbelievably confusing,” and devoid of details about SCLC’s Washington project. “Depending on the audience, he gave widely differing pictures of his mission and SCLC plans for coming here. The total effect has been one of unusual irresponsibility,” Fellowship House Director Marjorie Penney warned. She told King that unless improvements were made, Fellowship House would not “continue to share an effort which puts you and SCLC in such a light.”

King knew that much of the problem was that field staffers had been sent to their recruiting assignments largely unprepared to explain the goals and strategy of the upcoming campaign. James Bevel and Bernard Lafayette complained that better planning and greater clarification were needed for the grass-roots recruitment efforts to succeed. Improvements were particularly necessary, Lafayette told one staff meeting, if SCLC were to obtain financial and staff assistance from other organizations, such as the American Friends Service Committee. King disagreed, saying that the general goals as already articulated for the Poor People’s Campaign were sufficient for recruiting volunteers. “You can get persons to respond to anything if they are stimulated, and what is more basic an issue than jobs and income? We have something simple enough to rally most people around,” and SCLC’s field staff simply needed to get to work. Lafayette responded that a more specific game plan was essential. “We must put down in very clear terms what we want, and our demands must be widely circulated. We must go in not expecting to get everything but there must be some minimal things that we will not negotiate,” he pointed out. “Ultimately we will either get our demands or escalate,” perhaps to “a day-long, nationwide strike.” Bevel demurred, remarking that “I do not know whether Johnson would give enough opposition for us to build up steam and momentum” for such a mobilization. Jesse Jackson seconded Bevel’s doubts, reiterating that “there is a problem with the staff not really being clear on this project.”

King spoke up again, saying, “The thing that concerns me now more than anything is whether we are convinced that this program is necessary. If we are not convinced I would rather not go into it. I am looking at it as much more than just obtaining jobs, but rather that this country needs a nonviolent movement in order to reassert its present power.” Jackson agreed. “If we are sincere on Washington, then everything we do will have to be geared to Washington.” Jim Bevel, however, contended it would be a mistake to focus solely on jobs or income and slight the Vietnam War. He recommended a broader, more aggressive campaign. “We need a movement . . . to get the war machine to attack us rather than us attacking the war machine.” King disagreed, saying that although the nonviolent movement should expand to its broadest possible reach, it would have to do so gradually. “The thing you are talking about is much harder to mobilize around and takes much longer,” he told Bevel. “You have a lot of people agreeing with you but they are not willing to spend five years in jail over it. In addition, you have the national press against
you. I see levels of struggle in this campaign, with this one being the second level. I see still another level behind that—the international level.”

In response to King's insistence that SCLC concentrate on the Poor People's Campaign, staff members devoted more attention to the Washington plans. Field-workers were instructed to recruit “low-income adults and students,” and to clarify that SCLC was focusing upon the nation's capital “because it is there that policy is determined, and it is there that the power to reform resides.” A “Statement of Purpose” document distributed to staff members explained, “We are now more sophisticated,” because “we can now see ourselves as the powerless poor trapped within an economically oriented power structure.” “The right to vote or to eat in any restaurant, while important, . . . does not actually affect conditions of living,” and this campaign hoped to win for all poor people “a job enabling them to control their own lives.”

Disagreement about the campaign continued among King's advisors. Bayard Rustin argued against the use of any disruptive tactics, and one SCLC communiqué advised staffers that “for public relations purposes, the term ‘civil disobedience’ should be used as infrequently as possible.” Tight finances meant that most of SCLC's field organizers had only minimal resources. In some locales, staff workers shirked their responsibilities so completely that Rutherford requested they resign and return their paychecks. In addition, Rutherford and Lafayette met with officials of the American Friends Service Committee to ask for AFSC staffers to help organize the Washington protests. As Rutherford told King in a summary memo, AFSC emphasized that SCLC must set its goals carefully, “to insure that certain ‘take-home victories’ are achieved so that people are not frustrated.” Election year politics would aid that strategy, and the two midsummer political conventions would offer additional protest targets if Congress did not respond. AFSC offered its support, asking only that SCLC prepare its agenda carefully and advertise it widely.

King was eager to move forward, and he grew annoyed at the lack of commitment exhibited by many of SCLC's staff. He believed the project had great possibilities and reiterated that it had to be undertaken, no matter what obstacles it might encounter. “We must find some way to dramatize what poor people face, the living conditions,” he told one questioner, “so we will probably pattern some aspects of it after the bonus marches of the ’30s, have a literal shanty town where we build our shanties” near the Capitol or the White House. Nonviolence had to be “dislocative and even disruptive” because “pressureless persuasion does not move the power structure” and rioting “doesn't pay off,” King told one audience. “I wish we could have it a different way because I'm frankly tired of marching. I'm tired of going to jail.” Speaking to the Breadbasket staff, King “asked us to turn off the tape recorder,” one participant recalled. “He talked about what he called democratic socialism, and he said, ‘I can’t say this publicly, and if you say I said it I’m
not gonna admit to it.' . . . and he talked about the fact that he didn’t believe that capitalism as it was constructed could meet the needs of poor people, and that what we might need to look at was a kind of socialism, but a democratic form of socialism.”

In his Sunday sermons, King often sounded despondent. “Living every day under the threat of death, I feel discouraged every now and then and feel my work’s in vain, but then the Holy Spirit revives my soul again.” At Christmas he told his Ebenezer congregation that “I am personally the victim of deferred dreams, of blasted hopes.” Several weeks later he spoke about other worries and regrets—how he ate too much, how he was smoking more and more—and how he wished he could do something more to express his opposition to the Vietnam War. “I wish I could make a witness more positive about this thing. I wish I was of draft age. I wish I did not have my ministerial exemption.”

King’s opposition to the draft was strengthened when Lyndon Johnson’s Justice Department indicted Dr. Spock, Yale chaplain William Sloane Coffin, and three others for counseling young men to oppose military conscription. On January 12, King appeared at a New York press conference to denounce the charges. He spoke approvingly of Eugene McCarthy’s antiwar presidential candidacy, and criticized both Robert Kennedy and Nelson Rockefeller for not having decried Johnson’s war actions more strongly. The next day he flew to California to visit Joan Baez and other antiwar protesters who had been jailed for sitting in at an Oakland military center, and then he headed back to Atlanta for another SCLC staff retreat at Ebenezer church.

King felt the need for one more staff meeting to discuss the Washington mobilization. Jim Bevel and Jesse Jackson had continued to argue against the campaign, and King was angry that “the greatest doubters,” as one top staffer termed them, were “competing with him for leadership.” King announced that “the question is, what is the most effective manner to achieve the legitimate goals we seek. . . . You always have to have some simple something around which you can sloganize and interpret exactly what you’re trying to do. And so we go to Washington around jobs or income.” That focus did not mean that SCLC would ignore other evils, particularly the draft. “To tell young men that they have to go in the army and fight, and you force them to do it, is an act of involuntary servitude. And the Thirteenth Amendment of the Constitution says that’s wrong.” Nonetheless, domestic poverty was a more serious crisis, even though it was only the first of many problems that the nonviolent movement had to tackle. “There must be a radical reordering of our national priorities. . . . We’re not going to Washington to beg. I hope we are beyond that stage. We are going to Washington to demand what is ours.”

The second day, while staffers met in small sessions, King held a press conference. The campaign would kick off in early April, and detailed demands would be made public sometime in March. King admitted that
plans were far from complete, but emphasized that thousands of people would make the pilgrimage to the nation's capital—and "We aren't going to be run out of Washington." Asked about goals, King stressed "jobs or income," and added that "the campaign is basically a campaign for jobs."

"We are in the process of deciding whether you demand negative income tax, or guaranteed annual income," he explained, but he backed away from suggestions that SCLC might close down the city completely. "I would think of tying up traffic as a last resort kind of thing . . . blocking traffic is not in the initial program." He declined to discuss other possible tactics and expressed hope that Washington's black nationalists—who now included former SNCC Chairman Stokely Carmichael—would not interfere.

While King was away from the staff meetings, heated arguments took place over whether SCLC should focus solely on the Washington project and whether inadequate preparation would jeopardize the entire effort. The following afternoon, acknowledging the reports he had heard of the "rather stormy" session, King addressed the staff before the field-workers headed back to their recruiting assignments. Intent upon disposing of Bevel's and Jackson's criticisms, King emphasized that "we are planning a little more, and a little longer in advance than we have ever planned before." For instance, "when we started out in Selma we didn't have one thing on paper in terms of demands. In fact, we didn't quite know ourselves what the demand was in specific terms . . . we didn't know whether it was something that had to come through the Alabama state legislature or whether it had to come as an act of the federal government." Lengthy lists meant less to people than a single clear slogan. "You have to have some simple demand around which you galvanize forces. . . . One simple, single issue. . . . We are saying in this case, jobs or income, because that is a simple issue around which you can rally more people than almost anything else at this time." Additionally, such a focus would make it easier to win some partial, symbolic gains that would revive everyone's spirits. "We have an ultimate goal of freedom, independence, self-determination, whatever we want to call it, but we aren't going to get all of that next year. Let's find something that is so possible, so achievable, so pure, so simple that even the backlash can't do much to deny it, and yet something so non-token and so basic to life that even the black nationalists can't disagree with it that much. Now that's jobs or income."

King noted that public opinion polls, publications such as *Newsweek*, and the Ford Foundation all endorsed some kind of negative income tax or guaranteed annual income. What now was important, he declared, was simply to get to Washington, "and after we get there, and stay a few days, call the peace movement in, and let them go on the other side of the Potomac and try to close down the Pentagon, if that can be done." Fretting about detailed demands was not necessary. "I don't know what Jesus had as his demands other than 'repent, for the kingdom of God is at hand.' My demand in Washington is 'repent, America.'" King told his
staff that “we live in a sick, neurotic nation,” but the Poor People’s Campaign was based upon “the hope that we can move this sick nation away from at least a level of its sickness.” In closing, King emphasized that “hope is the final refusal to give up.” Out of the social darkness of America’s present evils, “morning will surely come. If I didn’t believe this, I couldn’t make it.”

Mid-January was an especially difficult time for King. His closest male friend, Ralph Abernathy, was away on a three-week tour of the Far East, and Coretta was hospitalized for emergency surgery. King was “very disappointed” by Lyndon Johnson’s January 17 State of the Union address, and he castigated the president for delivering “a spiritless message.” When black singer Eartha Kitt used a White House stage to deliver her own impassioned attack on Johnson’s policies, King declined to join the widespread denunciations and called her action a “very proper gesture.” “I admire her for saying what needed to be said.” Discord continued within SCLC over the Poor People’s effort, and when King met with his research committee in New York on January 29, Bayard Rustin again voiced his strong opposition to any civil disobedience. “Any effort to disrupt transportation, government buildings, etc.,” he warned, “can only lead to further backlash and repression.” Most of those in attendance—Young, Levison, Jones, Wachtel, and Walter Fauntroy—had little sympathy for Rustin’s argument, but Norm Hill and Michael Harrington gave some support to Rustin’s contention that SCLC ought to focus on achieving some symbolic concession, no matter how modest. “We felt that Dr. King needed a victory that would increase his public prestige,” recalled Harrington, who was surprised at the change he could see in King. “In all the previous times I’d met him, he was an extremely ebullient, relaxed, even exuberant man, very warm, funny, good-humored . . . a nice man to be around. . . . But at that meeting, I felt that a lot of that had left him, and that the tactical situation . . . had put him in an almost despairing mood.”

King did not wholly disagree with Hill and Harrington, but insisted that the campaign had to be boldly aggressive, that selfish considerations must not keep them from mounting a comprehensive challenge to America’s problems. He dismissed Rustin’s advice that disruptive protests would backfire, and several days later he explained to his Ebenezer congregation that a spirit of self-sacrifice had to govern his decisions. Too often, he said, people and nations suffered from an egoistic “drum major instinct,” a belief that their self-interest should come first. “The nation in which we live is the supreme culprit.” It had utterly ignored the moral principle which King relied upon to guide his own life: “He who is greatest among you shall be your servant.” He spoke of how he often thought about his own death, and about his funeral, and about how he hoped his eulogy would recognize the things he felt were most important about his life: that he “tried to give his life serving others,” that he “tried to love somebody,” “tried to be right on the war question,” “to feed the hungry”
and "clothe those who were naked," "to visit those who were in prison," and, more than anything else, "tried to love and serve humanity."21

While King worked to get SCLC's campaign under way, Justice Department officials and Washington police commanders prepared for the April protests. Reports to the White House asserted that SCLC intended to "tie up" the nation's capital completely by blocking traffic and engaging in other forms of civil disobedience. President Johnson used a February 2 press conference to state his hope that civil rights energies would be used in more productive ways. King promptly responded that SCLC would not be deterred from its Washington project. In Chicago to meet with officials of the National Welfare Rights Organization (NWRO), King warned that there would be protests at the summer political conventions—particularly at the Democratic one in Chicago—if Congress had not acted upon the movement's demands. Eager to win NWRO's participation in the Washington project. King was shocked by the tough questions aggressively posed to him by the organization's female board members. Unable to respond to their detailed policy queries, King finally confessed his ignorance and invited the women to educate him. "They jumped on Martin," Andrew Young remembered. "I don't think he had ever been that insulted before in a meeting." King left the session promising NWRO Executive Director George Wiley that he would immediately recommend that SCLC's board endorse NWRO's four top policy demands, including a federal legal-aid program, a stronger welfare bill, and more grass-roots participation in antipoverty efforts.22

King had called an SCLC board meeting to discuss the spring campaign, and scheduled it to coincide with both a Washington antiwar protest he had pledged to attend and a meeting of local black leaders SCLC staffers had arranged. The Vietnam demonstration, sponsored by Clergy and Laymen Concerned, featured King leading a procession of 2,500 silent marchers through Arlington National Cemetery to the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, where the group observed six minutes of solemn prayer. In contrast, SCLC's board sessions did not begin so peacefully. Local black radicals, some allied with former SNCC Chairman Stokely Carmichael, harassed board members as they arrived for the meeting. This incident increased fears that hostile black elements might be one of the campaign's most serious problems. That evening, King spoke to a group of local activists, including Carmichael, harassed board members as they arrived for the meeting. This incident increased fears that hostile black elements might be one of the campaign's most serious problems. That evening, King spoke to a group of local activists, including Carmichael, who offered a vague commitment not to interfere with SCLC efforts. Some of Carmichael's supporters, however, were not so moderate. One young woman accused King of having sold out the movement at Selma and of being ready to do the same thing again. "Shaking and livid with anger, King denied this in the strongest possible language."

The next morning King met with reporters to announce the demands of the Poor People's Campaign. An overall goal would be a $30 billion annual appropriation for a comprehensive antipoverty effort, but an "absolute minimum" would be congressional passage of (1) a full-employment
commitment, (2) a guaranteed annual income measure, and (3) construction funds for at least 500,000 units of low-cost housing per year. King emphasized that opinion polls showed that a majority of Americans supported those initiatives, and said, “We are counting on a response from the people of the nation.” SCLC hoped that a positive response from Congress would obviate any need for civil disobedience by the waves of protesters. “Our aim is not to tie up the city of Washington. Our protests will center on the government, Congress, and not the city at large.”23

Later that day King, Rutherford, and other aides met with Carmichael, Courtland Cox, and SNCC Chairman Rap Brown. Carmichael repeated his assurances of the previous evening, and Cox explained that although the local nationalists would not support the Poor People’s Campaign, they would not oppose it or obstruct any black person’s efforts to help other black people. Rutherford said he thought that was an admirable position, but King interrupted him to disagree. “You’re wrong, you’re absolutely wrong.” A true commitment to nonviolence meant that one could not tolerate any destructive forms of action, no matter what their purpose. Rutherford let the matter drop, and the meeting concluded with an agreement that the local activists would not publicly criticize SCLC’s efforts. As the session broke up, however, King “exploded” at Rutherford. “I would have been humiliated if I hadn’t been so shocked,” Rutherford remembered, “for Dr. King never ever humiliated anyone in public in front of anyone else. But he was shaking. ‘Bill, you’re wrong, you’re wrong.’ He went on for about ten minutes, and then I very quickly realized he wasn’t talking to me anymore, he was talking to himself or he was speaking for history. ‘Violence begets violence, that’s what it’s all about, and they’re wrong and you’re wrong.’” In part, Rutherford thought, the eruption was a reflection of how “really exhausted” King was, physically and emotionally. It also “was a measure of his level of frustration” over how slowly the Poor People’s Campaign was developing and over his colleagues’ doubts that nonviolent demonstrations would be productive. “I think he was beginning to have self-doubts as well—would this really work,” Rutherford recalled. That evening, addressing a rally, King expressed his despair more plaintively: “I can’t lose hope. I can’t lose hope because when you lose hope, you die.”

The next day King spoke to the largely black D.C. Chamber of Commerce, telling the businessmen that the Poor People’s Campaign ought to be welcomed, not shunned, in that it represented the best alternative to more urban rioting. Another summer of disorders, King warned, would produce not only widespread destruction, but the likelihood of drastic repressive measures and a right-wing takeover. “I don’t have any faith in the whites in power responding in the right way,” King stated. “They’ll treat us like they did our Japanese brothers and sisters in World War II. They’ll throw us into concentration camps. The Wallaces and the Birchites will take over. The sick people and the fascists will be strengthened. They’ll cordon off the ghetto and issue passes for us to get in and out.”
That might be the end result if SCLC's spring project did not succeed. "We're going to be militant," King declared. "We're going to plague Congress." 24

After a visit to Philadelphia, King returned to Atlanta as press commentators asserted that his Washington protests might turn into riots. One sensible black newsman pointed out that "a greater peril to King's plans is that nothing will happen." Inside Lyndon Johnson's White House, expectations were grim and sentiments were harsh. "We have permitted the Stokely Carmichaels, the Rap Browns, and the Martin Luther Kings to cloak themselves in an aura of respectability to which they are not entitled," assistant Larry Temple said in a memo to the president. "When Martin Luther King talks about violating the law by obstructing the flow of traffic in Washington or stopping the operations of this government, he is talking about criminal disobedience. . . . 'Civil disobedience' is a complete misnomer. There is no such thing. . . . As the time nears for Dr. King's April activities, I hope the President will publicly unmask this type of conduct for what it really is."

Unbeknownst to Temple, King worried that the "April activities" might have to be delayed or canceled. He voiced those worries at a meeting of SCLC's top staff, including Comptroller, and FBI informant, Jim Harrison. "We are not doing our homework," King told his aides. "We have not gotten off the ground as far as engaging in the enormous job ahead." So far, we have not recruited twenty folks that are people who will go and stay with us. I am disturbed about the fact that our staff has not gotten to the people we are talking about . . . the hard-core poor people. . . . If we cannot do it, I would rather pull out now—the embarrassment and criticism would be much less now than if we went to Washington with about three hundred people. I am not worried about failing to get what we are trying to get, but I am worried about failing to get the people to go out and get what we want. . . .

Several assistants argued that the situation was not as serious as King believed. "I do not think at this point we need to call off the campaign," Bernard Lee contended. The discussion ranged back and forth until Bernard Lafayette framed an option that everyone found acceptable: If recruitment of enough volunteers had not taken place by April 1, the timetable for Washington action would be pushed back, but the project would not be called off. 25

Several days later King set out on a swing through Mississippi and Alabama to stimulate interest in SCLC's recruiting efforts. Traveling in a small chartered plane, King, two aides, and two newsmen stopped in Edwards, Mississippi, to meet with black leaders from across the state, most of whom responded favorably. In Birmingham, King told a church rally that he envisioned a mule-cart procession of poor people beginning
the Washington trek in Mississippi and picking up additional recruits as they headed north to a shantytown “tent-in” in the nation’s capital. In Selma, King told another rally that “we’re dealing in a sense with class issues . . . with the problem of the gulf between the haves and the have-nots.” He sounded both optimistic and sentimental, observing that “I think we’ve probably made more progress in Selma, Alabama, than almost any city that I can point to in the South.” King told how in December, 1964, just before SCLC went into Selma, Lyndon Johnson had informed him that there would be no push for civil rights legislation in 1965. “‘Martin, we can’t go for a voting rights bill in this session of Congress.’” The Alabama protests had changed that, just like the Poor People’s Campaign could alter Washington’s current assertions that no massive antipoverty effort was possible. “We can change this nation. We can bring it up to the point that it will live up to its creeds,” King declared. Jean White of The Washington Post was struck by King’s pensiveness. “There was almost a tone of wistfulness in Dr. King’s speeches,” she wrote, “a kind of nostalgia for the past.”

King seemed melancholy in his Sunday sermon at Ebenezer. He talked about how several years earlier he had driven past a hitchhiker one evening on a desolate stretch of road in west Atlanta. “I really haven’t gotten over it to this day . . . I didn’t stop to help the man because I was afraid.” It was wrong to allow selfish concerns to triumph over one’s Samaritan duties, even if the risk was substantial. After the service, King flew to Miami for the first of the Ford-funded Ministers Leadership Training Programs. He welcomed the several hundred participants with a somewhat despondent speech. “A kind of genocide has been perpetrated against the black people,” he declared. “Not physical genocide, but psychological and spiritual genocide,” an onslaught that had not been comprehended in earlier years when “we had not evaluated the depth of resistance in the white community” to real equality. “When hope diminishes the hate element is often turned toward those who originally built up the hope,” King observed. “The bitterness is often greater toward that person who built up the hope, who could say ‘I have a dream,’ but couldn’t produce the dream because of the failure and the sickness of the nation to respond to the dream.”

King spent much of the conference holed up in his hotel room, which Young and Fred Bennette had searched carefully for bugs. The most heated session featured Daniel Patrick Moynihan, author of a controversial analysis of black family life that King largely endorsed. Moynihan spoke in “an atmosphere of total hostility,” one Ford Foundation observer reported, and Moynihan later wrote to Ford President McGeorge Bundy to protest SCLC’s venture. The session was “the first time I have ever found myself in an atmosphere so suffused with near madness. . . . The leadership of the meeting was in the hands of near demented Black militants who consistently stated one untruth after another (about me,
about the United States, about the President, about history, etc., etc.) without a single voice being raised in objection. King, Abernathy and Young sat there throughout, utterly unwilling (at least with me present) to say a word in support of non-violence, integration, or peacefulness.” Ford’s observer noted that it was an accomplishment that Moynihan “got out alive.”

King emerged from seclusion to address the final session, and called upon the pastors to support the Poor People’s Campaign when they returned home. He also met with Roger Wilkins, head of the Justice Department’s Community Relations Service. Wilkins found him “very tired and drained,” “very discouraged and not very clear about the aims of the campaign.” Since 1966, it seemed that King had become “a profoundly weary and wounded spirit,” that “a profound sadness” had descended upon him. Others sensed the same thing. Ralph Abernathy was shocked by the changes that had occurred in him over the few weeks that Abernathy had been in Asia. “He was just a different person. He was sad and depressed. And I did everything I could to help him, but I couldn’t do much.” King’s close friends became more and more concerned about his emotional condition, and three days after the Miami conference, he left for a weeklong vacation in Jamaica, accompanied by Coretta and Andrew Young.

Although King was hoping for a complete rest, he was upset by a new and stunning blow. Bayard Rustin publicly criticized him for refusing his advice to reconsider pursuing the Poor People’s Campaign. “I seriously question the efficacy of Dr. King’s plans for the April project,” Rustin told newsmen. Demonstrations would not win congressional support for massive policy changes, or even for the current civil rights bill, which included the open-housing title rejected in 1966. The movement’s energies, Rustin said, ought to be directed toward electing Democratic candidates in the fall elections, not street protests. True, King would lose face if he canceled the campaign, “but he’ll lose a lot more face if he conducts the demonstrations and fails,” Rustin declared.

While King tried to regain his emotional vitality, SCLC’s staff moved its recruitment efforts into high gear, and Washington officialdom waited with distinct unease. Justice Department and military officials coordinated their plans with Washington police commanders, but intelligence reports accurately described SCLC’s efforts as in disarray. “The word we get,” one law enforcement officer admitted, “is that they are in such a muddle that it is quite possible they are not coming at all.”

King’s vacation was less than peaceful. “The tourists wouldn’t let us alone and the phone was our enemy,” Young complained to Levison. The final day was brightened by news that the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, appointed by Lyndon Johnson to examine the causes of the summer riots, had concluded in its final report that white racism bore much of the blame and that America’s urban ills could be cured only
by a massive government effort. Nonetheless, King was in a plaintive mood when he returned home, telling his Ebenezer congregation that “life is a continual story of shattered dreams.”

The following day King answered reporters’ questions about the riot commission’s conclusions. “The Commission’s finding that America is a racist society and that white racism is the root cause of today’s urban disorders is an important confession of a harsh truth,” King stated. It indicated how “the lives, the incomes, the well-being of poor people everywhere in America are plundered by our economic system,” and revealed “the absolute necessity of our spring campaign in Washington,” the first phase of which would be “a lobby-in against Congress” when it reconvened on April 22. Simultaneously, King said, three caravans of initial recruits would begin converging on the capital from Milwaukee, Boston, and Mississippi. Moving by car, foot, and mule carts, those contingents would arrive in Washington early in May. Although he did not lay out the specifics to the press, the game plan that King and Andrew Young had drawn up called for a march around Capitol Hill on May 5, a Mother’s Day demonstration on May 12, and a school desegregation event on May 17, the fourteenth anniversary of Brown v. Topeka. Throughout those weeks, campaign participants would personally lobby congressmen for approval of the protesters’ legislative demands. Then, at the end of May, SCLC would take stock. “May 30,” Young wrote, would be a “possible demonstration date with a ‘March on Washington’ type gathering if congressional response has been favorable. If congressional response has not been favorable,” SCLC would pursue “an escalation of civil disobedience.” Protests at the political conventions could follow, and King might call for a nationwide economic boycott.

The same day that King announced the April 22 kickoff, the Senate, by a razor-thin 65–32 margin, cut off a filibuster against the pending civil rights bill. Two earlier attempts had failed because of Republican Senate leader Dirksen’s opposition to the open-housing provision, but after a weakening amendment was added, Dirksen’s objections were assuaged and the necessary votes obtained. King was pleased by the breakthrough, but it did not free him from a deepening depression. A planned trip to Africa to mediate the Biafran conflict was postponed, and he slipped off to Acapulco for a three-day vacation with Ralph Abernathy. “We were in Acapulco for rest and relaxation,” Abernathy later recalled, “and there was no rest or relaxation.” King “was troubled and worried,” had difficulty sleeping, and seemed “frightened” about what the Poor People’s Campaign would bring.

When King returned to the States his anxieties about the campaign were heightened by a detailed memo from Marian Logan, one of the SCLC board’s most respected members, opposing the protests. “I doubt very seriously,” Logan wrote, that the Washington actions would have any positive effect on Congress. “If anything, the demonstrations may well harden congressional resistance and create an atmosphere conducive
not only to the victory of reactionary candidates in the coming elections, but also to the defeat of those candidates who are, or would be, friendly to the social and economic objectives of our struggle." Logan was also concerned that King and SCLC would not "be able to preserve the non-violent image and integrity of our organization" once the protests got under way. Given the "explosive potential of the situation," serious violence would be inevitable. "You say, Martin, that you 'will use disruptive tactics only as a last resort.' . . . But you understand, of course," Logan asserted, "that in view of the likely police response to these disruptive tactics, you are in effect saying that you are prepared to court violence as a last resort." Logan was also "troubled and unhappy at how inadequately" the planning had been handled so far. "It does not appear to me, or to anyone with whom I have talked, that an adequate job has been done." And "there is the question of objectives. Have they been clarified? Have you worked out what you will accept, short of your total objectives . . .?"

In response to Logan's admonitions, King phoned her almost daily for more than a week in an unsuccessful effort to persuade her to withdraw the complaints, which she had sent to the entire SCLC board. Andrew Young joined in the attempt, writing Logan and her husband, Arthur, that "we are too far gone to turn around" on the campaign. "This is very much a faith venture .... We certainly have nothing to lose."30

The following day, March 11, at the same time that the Senate was voting final passage of the 1968 civil rights bill and sending it off to an uncertain future in the House, King met with his research committee to discuss the campaign's demands. Michael Harrington had prepared two previous drafts, and the group asked him, Barbara Moffett of AFSC, and Stanley Levison to work on revised versions. Then King headed back to Atlanta for two important meetings. Over lunch with his executive staff, King said the campaign "ought to be a continuing, massive lobby-in" aimed at the Congress. "I think we've got to pit the President against the Congress. I don't think we ought to make this an anti-Lyndon Johnson battle. . . . I really think we ought to leave Lyndon alone and go on and throw attention on the Congress and have Lyndon in a position where he'll almost be forced to support us." Two days later King addressed several dozen representatives of non-black minority groups whom SCLC wanted to recruit, and announced he would begin a People-to-People tour of SCLC's recruitment spots to spur grass-roots interest.

That night in Grosse Point, Michigan, the first stop on a trip west, King spoke to an audience of three thousand. Outside the auditorium, three hundred right-wing picketers protested his appearance; inside, King was repeatedly interrupted by hecklers shouting, "Commie" and "Traitor." Afterward, a shaken King said, "I have never received a reception on this level." It was "the worst heckling I have ever encountered in all my travels." From Michigan he headed to Los Angeles, where former SCOPE staffer Gwendolyn Green, who helped arrange King's appear-
ances, saw a visible change in him. "He was very unhappy," she recalled. "He was depressed, because he was . . . very tired. He was dark, gaunt, and tired. He felt that his time was up. . . . He said that he knew that they were going to get him."\footnote{31}

Other close friends were concerned about King's despondent state and morbid comments about his death. "In the later years he was given to a kind of depression that he had not had earlier," Andrew Young recalled. "He talked about death all the time. . . . " "He couldn't relax, he couldn't sleep. . . . Even when we were away on trips, he'd want to talk all night long. . . . And just physically, I was afraid," Young said, of how worn down King was. "He was spiritually exhausted." Longtime Birmingham friend Deenie Drew noticed the same changes. "In his last year or so, I had a feeling that Mike had a death wish. . . . I had a feeling that he didn't know which way to turn." Bayard Rustin, despite his public break with King, had a similar worry, and discussed it with Levison. "Both Stanley and I had some very serious talks because we thought Martin was becoming a little too concerned about the possibility of death." On one occasion, Rustin suggested that misgiving to King, only to be brushed off. "‘You think I'm paranoid, don't you?’ Sometimes I do, Martin," Rustin responded. Young had tried to counsel King, but had met the same reception. "If you said anything, he'd brush you off." Once, however, Young pressed the subject, telling King it was unwise "that he was pushing himself so hard." "You ought to go have a good physical examination," and "start taking a little better care of yourself." Young, Bill Rutherford, and other close associates thought that much of King's despondency stemmed from profound physical exhaustion, but underlying it was a deeper spiritual depression. "Fatigue was not so much physical with him as it was emotional," Young explained. "He had the constitution of a bull. He could go on and on and on when things were going well. It was when he didn't have a clear sense of direction that he got very tired." Bill Rutherford held a similar view. "I think he was exhausted, physically and probably more so spiritually. . . . I think he was worn out," and "really asking himself, 'Can it really work, will we really succeed, is nonviolence the real way?' I think he was in very serious self-doubt, self-questioning." Dorothy Cotton believed the change in King went back to the Vietnam controversy of April, 1967, "which might have been the beginning of what some of us perceived. I certainly saw the exhaustion," how King "was just really emotionally weary, as well as physically tired." "That whole last year I felt his weariness, just weariness of the struggle, that he had done all that he could do."

Once, after his return from Acapulco, King suggested that "maybe I ought to just take a sabbatical" and get away from SCLC and the movement for a year, Cotton remembered. Coretta King heard similar comments. "There were moments when he would feel depressed . . . even to the point where he would say, ‘You know, I think I need to take a year off from everything and reflect on all the problems and just see where
we're going, what do I do from here. I should just take a year off." Jesse Jackson later understood King's feelings quite well. "In our low moments, when the pressures build, you look for a graceful way out, you have periods when you feel overwhelmed and want to retreat. . . . You are restless unless you are operating at your highest and your best; when you feel that you're doing less than your best, there's always the hound of guilt and anxiety biting away at you."

King raised the subject of getting away with Andrew Young. Young knew that King had toyed with taking a prominent pulpit and had considered taking a year off to teach at New York's Union Theological Seminary or move to Switzerland or Africa and live quietly. However, both Young and Coretta thought he had realized he could do none of those things, that the role in which he was caught would not allow him to jettison the responsibilities that lay on his shoulders. "He knew that it was unrealistic, but he would think in those terms," Coretta recalled. "It was just totally impossible and unrealistic to think that he could." "He really began thinking about doing something else, and it was impossible . . . his options were very limited," Young explained. "He just got burdened down."32

King had always been a formal, reserved man in public, but some friends now saw a more profound somberness in him, a melancholy that seemed to reflect a basic loneliness. In earlier years Dorothy Cotton and other close colleagues had recognized a certain basic shyness in King, a shyness that in public situations often manifested itself in stiffness and decorum. His intimates knew that that was only one part of King, though it was the part that most casual acquaintances saw. Deenie Drew came to think of him as "very, very lonely . . . despite the fact that he was surrounded by people all the time. He was still alone—he was apart. . . . He had very few friends."

Part of the problem stemmed from the fact that there were very, very few people with whom King could let down his guard and completely relax. "He liked to bend his elbow a little bit, and he could do that in very few places," Drew remembered. King's weight problem—"he got fat"—stemmed from that basic loneliness, she thought. "He ate a lot, for comfort."

Despite his reserve and his underlying loneliness, King was justly famous among his colleagues for his willingness to talk as an equal with anyone who approached him. "In personal relations, he was a democratic man," Michael Harrington recalled. "He was relaxed, easy. There are people who are number one who don't let you forget it for one second; he would let you forget it as long as you wanted to." Staffers would watch with amazement when King left SCLC's headquarters to go a few doors down Auburn Avenue to a favorite lunch spot, Beamon's restaurant. "It would literally take him forty-five minutes to an hour to walk one and a half blocks. . . . If you wanted to talk to him, he was going to take time to talk to you. That's just the way he was, that was his nature."
Bill Rutherford remembered an occasion when King arrived thirty minutes late for a crucial SCLC meeting at Ebenezer church. "We walked in, and there was the janitor of the church, pushing his broom, and Martin said, 'How's your wife?' He said, 'Well, she ain't doing too well. Her back's bothering her . . .' Martin said, 'Really? It didn't get any better from the medicine?' Anyway, I stood there; there are three hundred people sitting in that church, waiting on the leader, and he's inquiring about the janitor's wife's back . . . . I was so impressed."

King's consideration for others, however, could not help alleviate his own burdens. Young, Cotton, and Levison offered him support, solace, and counsel; Ralph Abernathy's presence was similarly invaluable—"it's hard to find a brother in the spirit like that," Jesse Jackson noted later. Nonetheless, King wished he had more true friends, "somebody you can sit with and discuss your inner weaknesses and confess your agonies and your inner shortcomings, and they don't exploit it, they listen to you and help you bear your burdens in the midst of the storms of life."

His deepening depression notwithstanding, King made it through his Los Angeles schedule without flagging. That Saturday, March 16, Senator Robert F. Kennedy announced his entry into the Democratic presidential race. Asked about this by newsmen, King spoke warmly of both Kennedy and Eugene McCarthy and stressed that a new chief executive was "absolutely necessary. We must end the war in Vietnam. President Johnson is too emotionally involved, and face-saving is more important to him than peace." In other remarks, King sounded a bitter note, telling one audience that "there aren't enough white persons in our country who are willing to cherish democratic principles over privilege."33

From Los Angeles King and Young flew back east. Several weeks earlier James Lawson, still pastor of Centenary Methodist Church in Memphis, had asked King to visit that city to support a strike by black sanitation workers that had begun on February 12. Angered by an incident that had sent twenty-two black sewer workers home without pay because of bad weather, while white employees had been kept on and paid, and by city officials' refusal to enter into negotiations concerning a union dues "check-off" system, the 1,300 men of AFSCME Local 1733 had walked out and vowed not to return until Memphis Mayor Henry Loeb recognized their union. The next day they marched to City Hall, and national AFSCME representatives met with the hostile mayor. Angry exchanges ensued, and on February 15, Loeb denounced the strikers for " flaunting the law" and said the city would not negotiate until the men returned to work. Loeb's declaration that he would not recognize the virtually all-black local transformed the labor dispute into a racial conflict. Local white union leaders, the Memphis Ministers Association, and national AFSCME President Jerry Wurf all tried to resolve the impasse, but Loeb refused to budge. A black city councilman, Fred Davis, urged his colleagues to intervene, but the council refused to act and adjourned a special meeting without giving any response to the strikers' demands. The
outraged sanitation men milled around the auditorium and then set out on a mass march to a black church. City policemen forced the column to one side of the street, and a police car brushed one marcher. Angry onlookers rocked the car, then the police responded with Mace. As marchers fled, officers used their batons and additional gas on the stragglers. Conservative black ministers and federal observers were gassed, and when black community leaders met that evening, it was clear that the police conduct had created new support for the sanitation workers. A strike support group called COME, or Community on the Move for Equality, was established, and a boycott of downtown stores and white newspapers was announced. Daily marches and evening rallies commenced, and a Community Relations Service observer told Washington that the Memphis situation was “potentially explosive with no solution in sight.”

As the strike’s racial dimension came to the fore, the COME strategy committee solicited national assistance and outside speakers. Roy Wilkins and Bayard Rustin were contacted in New York, and Lawson phoned King in Atlanta to request a visit. King put him off, pleading a heavy schedule and medical advice that he get more rest. King acknowledged an appearance might be possible during his mid-March Poor People’s Campaign recruiting tour in Mississippi, and on Sunday, March 17, Lawson called King at his Los Angeles hotel to ask if his March 18–20 Mississippi schedule had room for a Memphis rally speech. King said his flight arrangements could be changed to put him in Memphis Monday night. The next evening Lawson and AFSCME official Jesse Epps met King and Young at the Memphis airport and whisked them to Mason Temple, where a crowd of fifteen thousand waited.

The previous weeks had witnessed little change in the Memphis situation, King told. The boycott of downtown stores was having some impact, with sales off 35 percent, but city officials still refused to negotiate. Roy Wilkins and Rustin had visited four days earlier, and a handful of strike supporters had been arrested for obstructing sanitation trucks, but the mayor had not budged. King was impressed by the size and enthusiasm of the crowd, and he mixed some special comments about Memphis into his exhortations concerning the Poor People’s Campaign. He spoke of how the pilgrimage would take some dilapidated Mississippi shacks to Washington on flatbed trucks to show the entire nation the conditions in which thousands of people were forced to live, and of how “week after week we’re going to stay there” until something was done. “Sometimes I feel discouraged,” King admitted, “having to live under the threat of death every day. Sometimes I feel discouraged, having to take so much abuse and criticism, sometimes from my own people. Sometimes I feel discouraged,” but eventually the Holy Spirit would revive his soul. The crowd responded enthusiastically. King told them they ought to stage a one-day general work stoppage to put real muscle behind the strike. On the podium behind him, Lawson, Young, and AFSCME President Wurf
whispered about scheduling just such an effort. When the sweat-drenched
King stepped back from speaking, the crowd's applause thundered
throughout the sanctuary. Lawson and his colleagues asked if King would
return within a few days to lead a mass march. After some quick deliber­
ations, King said yes, he could be back in Memphis on Friday morning,
March 22, after his Mississippi and Alabama appearances. The lively rally
left King in an unusually good mood. "I've never seen a community as
together as Memphis," he remarked. He chatted with two old friends,
Memphis ministers Ben Hooks and Samuel "Billy" Kyles, at the Lorraine
Motel, where King had stayed since his earliest visits to Memphis in the
1950s. A girls' choir also staying there insisted upon giving King a mid­
night serenade.34

On Tuesday King addressed rallies in Batesville, Marks, Clarksdale,
Greenwood, Grenada, Laurel, and Hattiesburg, Mississippi. Hundreds of
people turned out to see him at each stop, and SCLC aides Ralph Aber­
nathy and Hosea Williams asked for volunteers and contributions for the
Washington project. Even though the SCLC contingent flew from stop to
stop on a chartered plane, by mid-afternoon they were running several
hours late. The final rally in Hattiesburg had been planned for 8:30 P.M.,
but it was after midnight before King arrived at the church, where a
crowd of 750 still waited. King and his colleagues delivered their standard
remarks and then set out for Jackson, arriving at their motel at 4:00 A.M.
after an exhausting twenty-one-hour day.

Late Wednesday morning the SCLC leaders met with their Mississippi
staffers and decided that the southern caravan to Washington would set
out from Jackson on April 27. A hoarse King addressed a small midday
rally at Jackson's Masonic Temple. Afterward, he complained about how
few volunteers and dollars the Mississippi tour had produced. A late start
put his Wednesday evening Alabama appearances far behind schedule,
and stops in Camden and Linden were canceled. In Eutaw King told a
crowd that the Washington protests "will so tie that town up that it won't
be able to function." He, Abernathy, and Williams went on to Greens­
boro, Marion, and then by plane to Bessemer. The next morning bad
weather forced the cancellation of several rallies in south Alabama, so
King and his companions headed home to Atlanta for some rest before
Friday's return trip to Memphis.35

At 7:00 A.M. Friday Jim Lawson called King to say that their march
would have to be canceled on account of a freak twelve-inch snowfall that
Memphis had received overnight. They agreed to reschedule King's re­
turn for the following week. On Saturday King resumed his Poor People's
Campaign recruiting efforts with a Georgia flying tour that took him to
Waycross, Albany, Macon, and Augusta. He decided to take his two
young sons, Marty and Dexter, along for the trip, a rare treat for the
boys. King felt guilty about how little time he spent with his children, and
regretted that they were growing up with him usually absent. Seeing so
little of Bernice, or "Bunny," who was now five, was particularly painful,
for King adored children her age. "He would say, 'Oh, I wish that we could just freeze her and keep her where she is,'" Coretta remembered. "He said, 'You know, there is nothing like the innocence of childhood.'" In the first few years after Bernice's birth, King had told Coretta, "'I think we ought to have another baby,' but he didn't persist in saying this," she recalled in mid-1968. "In recent years he stopped [talking] about having another baby."

At each stop of his Georgia tour, King proudly introduced Marty and Dexter to the waiting crowds. In Albany, Southwest Georgian editor A. C. Searles chided King for traveling without bodyguards. "'I can't lead that kind of life,'" King responded. "'I'd feel like a bird in a cage. . . . There's no way in the world you can keep somebody from killing you if they really want to kill you.'" The chartered airplane had engine problems at both Waycross and Macon, putting King hours behind schedule, and he apologized to his Macon audience, saying, "I would much rather be Martin Luther King late than the late Martin Luther King." More plane difficulties made him even later for the Augusta rally. Obviously tired, King offered a maudlin apology. "I came into the airport rather embarrassed and feeling such a sense of humiliation for being so late that I didn't want to face you," he told the 450-person crowd. Finally, after a late dinner in Augusta, a tired King and his two sleepy sons flew back to Atlanta.36

The hectic week of Deep South traveling had increased King's fears that the Poor People's Campaign was in trouble. The anticipated number of volunteers had not been recruited, and the financial situation was so bad that not only was SCLC taking in less than it was spending, but funds were not available to meet the most minimal field staff expenses. Additionally, some workers were openly hostile to King's emphasis on drawing other economically deprived groups into the campaign. "I do not think I am at the point where a Mexican can sit in and call strategy on a Steering Committee," one aide told a staff meeting; another remarked that Hispanic leader Reies Lopez Tijerina "didn't understand that we were the parents and he was the child."

In some cities, such as Chicago, Detroit, and Washington, undercover FBI operatives were interfering with the campaign's progress by staging dirty tricks or fanning internal dissension. FBI executives were expanding surveillance and penetration programs aimed at the black community. Since "valuable intelligence data is obtained from legitimate civil rights organizations," the Bureau would "expand contact" with those groups. To supplement the existing "racial informant" program, the FBI was recruiting collaborators for a similar "ghetto informant" undertaking. One mid-1968 summary reported the recruitment of "3,248 ghetto-type racial informants," and one field office boasted to headquarters that "a Chicago source on the SCLC payroll here" was "responsible for developing the degree of promised participation" so far evident there.

Most of the Poor People's Campaign's problems were being generated
without any assistance from the FBI, however. In many areas, staff members reported, people were not enthusiastic about traveling to Washington for an indefinite stay and a hostile, and perhaps dangerous, official welcome. "If this is to be a progress report," Virginia worker James Gibson began one memo to Hosea Williams, "I can stop now; there has been none!" Atlanta had not provided him funds to pay the office rent, and out of 120 black ministers invited to a key organizational meeting, not one had shown up. 37

Somewhat better progress was being made in refining the campaign's policy demands. Michael Harrington, Levison, and three AFSC staffers—Barbara Moffett, Eleanor Eaton, and Phil Buskirk—had prepared different drafts, with the AFSC document being the most detailed of the three. It "names no specific legislation," Moffett explained to King and Levison, and "is not set in a 'demand' framework on the theory that at this stage SCLC does not want a bargaining stance. We have avoided this and have stated 'challenges' and 'goals' instead of demands." King had little time to examine the details, however, because of the demands of his schedule. Less than twelve hours after returning home from his Georgia tour, King flew to New York to attend the installation ceremony for Wyatt T. Walker at his new pastorate, Harlem's Canaan Baptist Church. King ended his sermon with a melancholy refrain that was appearing more and more in his public addresses, that referred back to the transforming vision he had had twelve years earlier in Montgomery. "He promised never to leave me, never to leave me alone, no, never alone, no, never alone. He promised never to leave me, never to leave me alone."

On Monday King met with SCLC's top staffers at a New York hotel to review the campaign's timetable for the April 22 Washington kickoff. Then King flew upstate to speak at the annual convention of the Rabbinical Assembly. The rabbis peppered him with questions, and King volunteered that SCLC would drop its policy of no political endorsements in advance of the fall election in the hope that either Robert Kennedy or Eugene McCarthy could unify the anti-Johnson forces and wrest the Democratic nomination from the president. In response to a query about the future of black-white relations, King stressed that "it is absolutely necessary to see integration in political terms. Integration is more than something to be dealt with in esthetic or romantic terms. I think in the past all too often we did it that way... and it ended up as merely adding color to a still predominantly white power structure.

What is necessary now is to see integration in political terms where there is a sharing of power.

and real movement toward "that ultimate goal, which is a truly integrated society where there is shared power."
The Poor People's Campaign, King emphasized, was designed to seek that end, to bring the full range of domestic issues "out in the open enough so that the congressmen, who are in no mood at the present time to do anything about this problem, will be forced to do something about it." The movement had to confront America's domestic crisis, to make everyone "face the fact that America is a racist country," to discover some method "as attention-getting as a riot" to make the nation deal with its problems. "The leader has the responsibility of trying to find an answer," King said. "I have been searching for that answer a long time, over the last eighteen months," and he hoped the Poor People's Campaign would be it.

That evening King returned to New York City and went to the home of Marian and Arthur Logan, where he argued with Marian into the early-morning hours about the memo she had distributed to SCLC's board. King was depressed and exhausted, and downed drink after drink as he pressed her to withdraw her objections to the Washington protests. The Logans had spent many similar evenings with King when he had wanted to talk and drink until dawn, seemingly unable to find any rest in sleep, but this night was different and worse. King was unwilling to accept Logan's position and talk about something else. His mood changed repeatedly as the hours passed, from tension to calm, and then back to barely restrained anger, and throughout it all he betrayed unusual anxiety, with one hand tightly holding his frequently refilled glass and the other clenched into a fist with his thumb ceaselessly rubbing against the other fingers. It seemed that King was "losing hold," Marian Logan recalled. The long, strange night finally ended when Arthur Logan told King that he was not going to change Marian's mind and should persist no longer.

Several of King's Tuesday morning appearances in New York were canceled because King was too tired to go through with them. "I've been getting two hours sleep a night for the last ten days," King told reporters when he arrived at a tenement on West 147th Street in Harlem for a noontime lunch with a welfare mother, Mrs. Bessie Fowler, whom SCLC staffers had selected for the media-oriented event. Later he spoke to a group of Harlem community activists, to an assembly of Queens clergymen, and at a Long Island public school before ending the day with an address to a small crowd at Convent Avenue Baptist Church. The next day, still "very tired" and one and a half hours behind schedule, he made a series of appearances in Newark, meeting with a group of ministers, lunching with twenty-five businessmen at New Jersey Bell Telephone headquarters, visiting briefly with black playwright LeRoi Jones, and speaking at church rallies in Paterson, Orange, and Jersey City as well as Newark.

After a late-night flight to Atlanta, King returned to the airport early Thursday morning for a flight to Memphis and the rescheduled mass march. Since his first visit ten days earlier, negotiations between city of-
ficials and AFSCME representatives had resumed, but had ended after four lengthy sessions produced no progress. Meanwhile, internecine tensions had developed within COME, the strike-support organization, over Chairman Lawson's unreceptive stance toward a group of self-styled college-age radicals, the "Invaders," who wanted a central role in the protest movement. Even though some Invaders—John Smith, Charles Cabbage, Coby Smith, and Calvin Taylor—often attended strategy committee meetings, "Lawson wouldn't recognize them," one observer recalled. Although King had heard nothing of these tensions during his first visit, by the time of his return trip, relations between the Invaders and the adult strategy committee were so strained that the youths no longer regularly attended its meetings.

King was scheduled to arrive in Memphis well before the 10:00 A.M. start of the march, but his flight was late, and it was nearly 11:00 A.M. before King got to Clayborn Temple AME Church. Lawson delayed the start of the procession to await King, but had a difficult time keeping the impatient crowd calm, partially because of rumors that Memphis police had injured and perhaps killed a black high school student while attempting to keep youngsters from joining the march. Rev. "Billy" Kyles attempted to persuade Lawson to start the march and let King join the column en route, but by the time King arrived and the procession got under way at 11:05, he, Abernathy, and others in the front rank could sense the angry mood of the younger participants. The local leaders had appointed marshals to supervise the column, but most gathered near the front, and the rear ranks were composed largely of ill-disciplined youths.

King's face exhibited his exhaustion and discomfort as the march moved up Hernando and made a left on Beale, heading toward City Hall. Just as the head of the column turned right onto Main Street, turmoil erupted at the rear of the march, several blocks back, where some long wooden sticks that had originally held placards were thrown through the plate-glass windows of two Beale Street businesses. Within seconds, the disruption spread, with more sticks being used to break store windows. Some of the youngsters, plus a handful of street people, started looting goods from the shattered storefronts, and onlooking policemen called for more officers. At the front of the column, King and Lawson heard the tumult, and police commanders instructed them to halt. Lawson borrowed a bullhorn and asked the marchers to head back the way they had come, but police reinforcements were arriving on the scene with orders to disperse the crowd. Officers attacked peaceful marchers along with looters as the participants made their way back toward the church.

At the first sounds of the violence, those around King—Abernathy, Lee, Lawson, and Bishop B. Julian Smith—agreed that King ought to leave the area immediately. King appeared confused and frightened as the turmoil mounted, and remarked, "I've got to get out of here." King's group moved west on McCall Street, and Bernard Lee flagged down a
white Pontiac to ask if King could use the car. The driver consented, and King and Abernathy hopped in, with Lee getting behind the wheel. A motorcycle policeman, Lieutenant M. E. Nichols, pulled alongside and led them to the Holiday Inn Rivermont, where King and his aides secured rooms. Plans to return to Atlanta and fly to Washington the next day were canceled, and a distraught King tried to make sense of why a peaceful march had turned into a violent conflict.40

At Clayborn Temple angry youths stoned police who tried to drive the marchers into the church, and officers responded with a tear-gas barrage aimed at both the church and the neighboring AME offices. COME leaders struggled to halt the violence, but police shot and killed a young black man who they believed was looting. Slowly the situation cooled down, and as word spread that King had retreated to the Rivermont, many COME activists gathered in his hotel room. They found him sitting in bed under the covers with his clothes on, and intent upon finding out what had gone wrong. Billy Kyles, one of the first to arrive, recalled that King “really didn’t have any idea of what had happened. . . . He was very disturbed, [but] he wasn’t angry . . . just upset.” The local leaders apologized, and explained that they believed that the Invaders had intentionally caused the violence. Lawson underlined that point, and King declared that an accord would have to be reached with the youngsters and another march scheduled to counteract the negative publicity certain to ensue from this one. Lawson recommended they announce a march for the next day, but Lee and Abernathy, angry at local leaders for allowing King to be caught in a public relations disaster, insisted that he not participate in another protest until SCLC’s staff had checked the plans.

After the local leaders departed, King’s discouragement became more visible. Along with Lee and Abernathy, he spoke dejectedly with Hosea Williams at the SCLC Atlanta headquarters about the day’s events. Williams passed on the details of the conversation to his colleague, secret FBI informant Jim Harrison, who in turn called his Bureau control agent, Al Sentinella, to relate the Memphis news. Harrison’s story was transmitted to Bureau headquarters, where top-ranking FBI executives ordered that special efforts be made to develop full information on King’s involvement in the riot-torn march. Such information might be leaked to cooperative reporters as part of the FBI program to disrupt the Poor People’s Campaign.41

In his Rivermont room, King grew more despondent as he thought about how critics of his spring campaign would use the Memphis turmoil to argue that he could not keep his Poor People’s legions peaceful once they reached Washington. “I had never seen him so depressed,” Ralph Abernathy remembered. “Dr. King was greatly, greatly disturbed.” Bitter and exhausted, King told Abernathy, “Maybe we just have to admit that the day of violence is here, and maybe we have to just give up and let violence take its course. The nation won’t listen to our voice—maybe
it'll heed the voice of violence." Abernathy tried to reassure King and lift his spirits, but made little headway. "Ralph, we live in a sick nation. . . . Maybe we will just have to let violence run its course."

Unable to fall asleep, King called Coretta in Atlanta to commiserate about the disastrous march. "He was very depressed about it and I kept trying to tell him, 'You mustn't hold yourself responsible, because you know you aren't,'" but she could not raise his spirits. Despite his exhaustion, King was agitated and disturbed. "It was the most restless night."

Abernathy recalled. "It was a terrible and horrible experience for him. I had never seen him in all my life so upset and so troubled." Thinking of who might soothe King's worries, Abernathy suggested they telephone Levison. King told Stanley he was so distressed about the day's events that he was thinking of calling off the Poor People's Campaign. Levison advised him that his gloom was the product of exhaustion, and that he should not be so self-critical about the Memphis disorder. King spoke of how worried he was about the negative press coverage the event would receive, and Levison recommended that he emphasize that the majority of the marchers had been peaceful, and that the Washington protests would not be subject to turmoil because SCLC's experienced staff would select and organize the participants. King agreed, and Levison concluded by telling King to get some rest. King lay down, but he did not fall asleep until dawn. "He was worried, worried. He didn't know what to do, and he didn't know what the press was going to say," Abernathy remembered.

King was in better spirits when he arose at 10:00 A.M. the next morning. While he was dressing for a press conference, three young men knocked at the door and told a hostile Abernathy that they—Charles Cabbage, Calvin Taylor, and Charles Harrington—were leaders of the Invaders. They wanted to explain to King that the reports that they had organized the disruption of Thursday's march were false. Abernathy told them that King was busy, but if they would wait in the hall for a few moments, King would speak to them briefly. When the three youths were allowed in, King greeted them and indicated he knew Cabbage, who had worked with Hosea Williams in Atlanta the previous summer and whom Williams had proposed adding to SCLC's staff as a field organizer. Abernathy bluntly demanded that they explain why they had disrupted the march. Cabbage, angered by the accusation, replied that the Invaders had not been responsible for the violence. Indeed, he said, none of the group's leaders had been at the scene, and while some of their supporters might have been involved, both that tumult and the leaders' absence was the result of Lawson and the other adults excluding them from the movement. "It was not our intention that the march erupt into anything," Taylor explained later. "We represented the element that really did break it, but . . . these people were not controlled by us. None of our people started it."
Abernathy and King asked why the youths had not tried to warn King before the march. Indeed they had, but with no success, Cabbage responded. “We explained,” Taylor recounted, “that we had tried to see Dr. King,” during his first visit on March 18, to complain about their exclusion, “but that Lawson and them wouldn’t let us see Dr. King.” Cabbage’s strained relations with Lawson went back almost a year, to a Memphis antipoverty effort that had put them at loggerheads, and he told King that it was Lawson’s fault that their tensions had boiled over into violence on Thursday. Cabbage’s statements changed the atmosphere in the hotel suite. “Jim didn’t tell me about the black power elements in the city. He led me to believe that there were none,” King said. “We have been trying to talk to Lawson—he won’t hear us,” Cabbage went on. Even to the youths, it was apparent that King was dispirited, and that Cabbage’s clarifications made him even more downcast. “It was unbelievable, . . . the depressed mood that he was in over the fact that there had been a riot,” Calvin Taylor said later. “Dr. King was very depressed when he heard” Cabbage’s explanation, and told his visitors that he had sensed from the outset on Thursday that “the atmosphere was just wrong.”

King was not totally accepting of Cabbage’s claims that the Invaders were not to blame for Thursday’s disorder, but he did tell the threesome that he would see to it that the COME leadership included them in future deliberations. The most crucial question, however, was “what must be done to have a peaceful march, because you know I have got to lead one. There is no other way.” SCLC and its Memphis allies simply had to demonstrate that a nonviolent protest could be staged and that Thursday’s turmoil was a onetime occurrence. Cabbage replied that the Invaders wanted some financial help for their community organizing plans, and would be happy to cooperate with SCLC in staging a second march, but that King had to understand that their leadership was not monolithic and could not absolutely guarantee that there would be no problems the second time around. That mixed message did not sit well with King, but he told Cabbage that SCLC staffers would be in touch with him and that King would inquire about possible funds for the Invaders. “‘We should have sat down and talked before the march,’” King concluded wistfully, and the youths departed.

Half an hour later, King met with reporters and apologized for his tardiness, explaining that a conversation with the Invaders had delayed him. Questioned about the previous day’s riot, King emphasized that SCLC had “had no part in the planning of the march. Our intelligence was totally nil.” He announced that there would be a second major march, organized by SCLC. The Memphis strike, with its clear portrayal of how issues of race and economics overlapped, and with the city’s refusal to recognize its black workers and negotiate with them, was powerful evidence of just how important the Poor People’s Campaign was for
American's future. The spring protests, King stressed, would not be called off. “We are fully determined to go to Washington. We feel it is an absolute necessity.”

Although King performed impressively at the news conference his mood was low and he was deeply pessimistic about the future. “Ralph, I want to get out of Memphis,” he said to Abernathy after the press conference. “Get me out of Memphis as soon as possible.” The hostile, disparaging tone of many of the reporters’ questions had induced more self-doubt in King about his future and the prospects of the Poor People’s Campaign. A deeply concerned Abernathy made reservations for them to fly to Atlanta that afternoon. King spoke again with Stanley Levison, lamenting the situation. “I think that we have to face the fact that from a public relations point of view and every other way we are in serious trouble. I think as far as the Washington campaign is concerned it is in trouble. It is going to be much harder to recruit people now, because most people we are recruiting are not violent people. And if they feel they are going to be in a campaign that is going to be taken over by violent elements, you know, they will hold back, and I think we will have some holding back just out of fear. . . . you’ll begin to see it in the newspapers. This is not a failure for SCLC; we have enough of a program to affirm its own position, but it is a personal setback for me. Let’s face it.”

Levison responded forcefully, “No, Martin, I couldn’t disagree more completely with you.” King demurred. “All I’m saying is that Roy Wilkins, that Bayard Rustin and that stripe, and there are many of them, and the Negroes that are influenced by what they read in newspapers, Adam Clayton Powell, for another reason . . . their point is, ‘I’m right. Martin Luther King is dead. He’s finished. His nonviolence is nothing, no one is listening to it.’ Let’s face it, we do have a great public relations setback where my image and my leadership are concerned.” Levison objected again. “That is only if you accept their definition, and this, I think, is a profound error you are making.” “I don’t accept it myself,” King replied. “What I’m saying is that many people will accept it.” Levison emphasized that only a tiny percentage of Thursday’s marchers had engaged in violence. King agreed. “We all know it was just a few people, and frankly, it was a failure of the leadership here.” He described the Invaders’ visit. “They came up here, they love me. They were fighting the leadership of Memphis. They were fighting Jim Lawson and the men who ignored them, who neglected them, who would not hear them, wouldn’t give them any attention. . . . I had no knowledge of all this. I know the fellows, and they really do, they love me. They were too sick to see that what they were doing yesterday was hurting me much more than it could hurt the local preachers.”

King explained his next step. “I was so upset about this thing and so shocked that I was just going to announce that I was going on a fast, and through this fast to appeal to the leadership of Memphis as well as those who participated in the violence to come to me in a united front and let’s
take up the cudgel and move on in this movement. I think that that kind of powerful spiritual move would be the kind of thing that would pull all the forces, and make all the students come to me. I think it will make my staff work harder everywhere along the way. It will force them . . . to come in here and get with these students and say that we can’t allow this to happen. It would be a way of unifying the movement and transforming a minus into a plus.” SCLC should concentrate on staging a second, completely nonviolent march in Memphis, since “this was a riot that broke out right in the ranks of our march.” Levison argued that King should not accept the press’s logic that he was a failure if 99 percent of the protesters followed his nonviolent lead, and 1 percent did not, but King disagreed. “I think our Washington campaign is doomed.” He emphasized that he was “a symbol of nonviolence,” and that in Thursday’s wake “everything will come out weakening the symbol. It will put many Negroes in doubt. It will put many Negroes in the position of saying, ‘Well, that’s true, Martin Luther King is at the end of his rope.’ So I’ve got to do something that becomes a kind of powerful act . . . of unifying forces, of refuting the claims that would be made by the press.” Levison reiterated that King was setting a trap for himself if he accepted the media assumption, but King was insistent. “You can’t keep them from imposing it. . . . You watch your newspapers. . . . I think it will be the most negative thing about Martin Luther King that you have ever seen.”44

King was still upset when he arrived in Atlanta. Abernathy dropped him off at the Butler Street YMCA, where King often went for a workout and a rubdown by a blind masseur whose skill and dexterity always impressed him. He called Abernathy from the Y to say that he was too tired to go ahead with their tentative plans to take their wives out to a movie; instead, King and Coretta went to Ralph and Juanita Abernathy’s for a quiet dinner. An SCLC executive staff meeting had been scheduled for Saturday morning at Ebenezer to discuss Memphis and how further activity there could be combined with the Poor People’s Campaign. “He was experiencing a great deal of anxiety,” Coretta recalled. King was worried both about the progress of the campaign and about staff sentiment that any serious commitment of resources to Memphis would put the Poor People’s effort even further behind schedule.

Press response to the Memphis march was at least as bad as King had anticipated. The hostile Memphis Commercial Appeal declared that “King’s pose as leader of a nonviolent movement has been shattered” and criticized him for having “fled the melee.” “He wrecked his reputation” when “he took off at high speed when violence occurred, instead of trying to use his persuasive prestige to stop it.” The New York Times, which in one piece termed Thursday’s riot “a powerful embarrassment to Dr. King,” warned in an editorial that King ought to call off the Poor People’s Campaign. “None of the precautions he and his aides are taking to keep the capital demonstration peaceful can provide any dependable insurance against another eruption of the kind that rocked Memphis.” In-
deed, the *Times* said, SCLC's descent upon Washington "is likely to prove even more counterproductive," seriously harming the chances for the policy initiatives the campaign hoped to win.45

At Saturday's meeting of the SCLC executive staff, King's weariness and despair was obvious to his colleagues. He talked about the necessity of holding a second, peaceful march in Memphis, about his possible fast, and about how a team of SCLC staffs should go into Memphis to prepare for that second protest. If that was successful, it would give a major boost to the entire Poor People's Campaign. King's recommendations received a cool response from his top aides, many of whom opposed returning to Memphis and felt that if SCLC went there, the Washington project ought to be canceled or postponed. The underlying problem, as Bill Rutherford saw it, was that "no one was really enthusiastic about the Poor People's Campaign" except King, and a few staffers—Jim Bevel and Jesse Jackson in particular—remained openly opposed. Public criticism distressed King, but more disappointing was the lack of support from aides and board members. Especially painful, Andrew Young said later, "was the flak we were getting from friends. They kept telling him he was failing." At the Saturday meeting, King was "really demoralized," Walter Fauntroy recalled. It was not so much the question of Memphis or even the Poor People's Campaign that weighed so heavily upon him, but his feeling that his closest friends and assistants were failing to stand by him in his hour of greatest need. After the meeting had gone on for several hours without any consensus being reached on King's suggestions, he erupted. "'Look,'" Young recalled King saying, "'You guys come up with your projects, and you always pull me in, and a lot of times I had other things I was interested in, but if I sensed that this was important to the movement and to you, it always had my full support, no question about it.'" His aides squirmed as King went on. "'Now, I'm not just getting your full support.'" His anger and despair flowed out forcefully.

"I had never seen him under such a spiritual cloud before," Jackson said later. King railed at the staff's disunity and finally announced he was going to leave to see if they could sort out their problems better without him. As King headed to the door, Jackson started to follow, but King turned and delivered a personal blast: "If you are so interested in doing your own thing that you can't do what the organization is structured to do, go ahead. If you want to carve out your own niche in society, go ahead, but for God's sake don't bother me!" King headed out the door, and Abernathy went after him, asking him where he was going and what was wrong. "Tell me what is bugging you," Abernathy pleaded. "'All I'll say is, Ralph, I'll—I'll snap out of it. Didn't I snap out of it yesterday? You said I did yesterday at the press conference, I'll pull through it.'" Abernathy returned to the meeting, and discussion resumed among the thoroughly abashed staffers. As one aide later admitted, King left for the one place he knew he could find solace. "He got so depressed by the
opposition he could still feel within all of us that he got up and went off to see his girlfriend” at their hideaway apartment.

King’s departure and choice of refuge reflected the emotional stress he was experiencing. Some aides thought that that stress stemmed from both his personal life as well as the movement’s political difficulties. Bill Rutherford was one who saw Coretta’s and King’s marital tensions as a significant cause. “That poor man was so harassed at home,” Rutherford remembered while emphasizing that “you cannot write about Dr. King without dealing with the reality.” “She was as much a part of his depression as his staff. . . . Coretta was a part of the problem, but . . . also in many ways she probably was a much put-upon person.” Rutherford and other aides recognized what different conceptions of the wife’s role King and Coretta held, and how her unhappiness with the constraints King successfully imposed on her made King’s home life so tense. “Had the man lived, the marriage wouldn’t have survived, and everybody feels that way,” one staffer observed. Coretta was “completely and totally out of her depth in this milieu in which Martin moved and functioned,” Rutherford thought, but she “saw for herself a role,” a public role as a substantive figure, “that Dr. King didn’t accept or agree with at all.” Some aides saw Coretta’s acceptance of all the home and child-rearing tasks as a blessing for King—“Coretta was the ideal wife for Martin”—but those same aides had no illusions about the marriage. “Coretta King was most certainly a widow long before Dr. King died.” Her resentment of that made for unpleasantness all around. As Rutherford noted, “That again was why he couldn’t go home.”

Many top staffers nonetheless realized that King’s depression had less to do with his private life than with the state of the movement. “Dr. King’s lack of solace, his discomfort and malaise at the end of his life, was based much more . . . on intellectual considerations and spiritual considerations than on personal, physical” ones, Rutherford emphasized. “I know he found a great deal of comfort and solace with these extramarital relationships . . . but they never would have been adequate to respond to his spiritual needs. He was uneasy and unhappy about his own philosophy.”

While King was off with his lady friend that afternoon, his chagrined aides agreed that they had to overcome their differences, forge ahead with the Poor People’s Campaign, and repair the damage of Thursday’s violence in Memphis. A second march would be organized, and a team of staffers—Jackson, James Orange, Jim Bevel, and Hosea Williams—would be sent in to talk with the Invaders and be certain that all segments of the black community were included.

The staff also agreed that the public focus ought not to be on whether SCLC could guarantee nonviolence from each protester, but on the greater evils of poverty and racism. Everyone vowed to redouble their commitment to the campaign, and pledged there would be no further
dissent about going ahead with it. By the time King returned to the meet-
ing from his midday dalliance, the staff agreement was complete. Both
Memphis and the Washington project would be pursued with full energy.
Pleased and relieved, King endorsed the decision to send the advance
team to Memphis, and said that he would return there at midweek. 46

On Sunday morning King flew to Washington to keep a long-scheduled
preaching engagement at National Cathedral. After his sermon he met
with reporters and emphasized that “there will be a Poor People’s Cam-
paign” and it would move forward on schedule. He had canceled his me-
diation trip to Nigeria to devote more time to the campaign, which had to
succeed if more riots and white backlash were to be avoided. “We cannot
stand two more summers like last summer without leading inevitably to a
rightwing takeover and a fascist state,” King warned. One questioner
asked if there were any chance that an accord could be reached before
the Washington protests, and under what conditions King would call off
the campaign. The only possibility would be if Lyndon Johnson and the
Congress quickly implemented the policy recommendations of the riot
commission. “I would be glad to talk to President Johnson or anyone
else,” King said. “We’re always willing to negotiate.” However, there
would have to be a specific government offer—“a commitment with a
positive timetable for this summer—for us to call off the march. And I
don’t see that forthcoming.”

Later that day King and Andrew Young met with Michigan Congres-
sman John Conyers and Mayor Richard Hatcher of Gary, Indiana, to
discuss creating a national “commission of inquiry” to examine the posi-
tions of all 1968 presidential candidates with respect to blacks’ needs.
King had reiterated to the press that “I cannot support President Johnson
for re-election,” and while his strong private preference was for Robert
Kennedy, he believed that he no longer could avoid an active role in
electoral politics. King was still downcast—“I don’t know when I have
ever seen him as discouraged and depressed,” Young recalled—but that
evening his spirit was buoyed by the most surprising political event in
several years: Lyndon Johnson’s dramatic declaration on national televi-
sion that he would not be a candidate for reelection. 47

While King returned to Atlanta for a Monday Poor People’s Campaign
meeting, Williams, Bevel, Jackson, and Orange flew to Memphis to orga-
nize the second march, tentatively scheduled for Friday, April 5. Sunday
evening they met with the COME strategy committee, and the following
night they held a lengthy session with the Invaders to ensure their cooper-
ation. Orange promised that SCLC would attempt to secure funds for
their organizing program. Jackson assured them that SCLC understood
their distrust of the local adult leadership and pledged that changes would
be made. Tuesday night Orange presented the Invaders’ requests to the
strategy committee, and although their demand that Lawson be replaced
as chairman was rejected, agreement was reached that two Invaders
could join the panel. The committee also decided to reschedule the sec-
ond march for Monday, April 8. Later that night the SCLC staffers and the strategy committee vice-chairman, H. Ralph Jackson, met with the Invaders to cement the accord.48

King was scheduled to attend that Tuesday night confab, but at midday Tuesday, still dispirited, he had phoned Abernathy to suggest they delay their flight to Memphis until Wednesday morning. Abernathy agreed, and at 7:00 A.M. he drove to King's home to pick him up and head to the airport. Coretta offered Ralph breakfast and coffee, but Abernathy declined, for the plane would leave in less than an hour. Coretta bid her husband good-bye—"It was just an ordinary good-bye," she said later—and the two men drove off. King was in a better mood, Abernathy thought, actually "in good spirits" for a change, and at the airport Bernard Lee, Andrew Young, and Dorothy Cotton joined them for the flight to Memphis. After they boarded the plane, it remained at the gate for an uncommonly long time before the pilot announced that a bomb threat had caused the delay and that they would soon be on their way. Upon arriving in Memphis, King and his colleagues were driven to their usual lodging place, the Lorraine Motel, and then to a meeting of black clergy at Lawson's church, where King, Young, and Jesse Jackson addressed the group. Word arrived that city lawyers had gone into federal court seeking to ban a second march, and that District Judge Bailey Brown had signed a temporary restraining order prohibiting King and his allies from staging a mass protest within the next ten days. King joked to Billy Kyles that once again the movement's opponents were playing into his hands. After the church meeting, King returned to the Lorraine, where federal marshals served him with a copy of Brown's order.

As news of the court order spread, movement lawyers in Atlanta and New York phoned colleagues in Memphis to ask that they assist King in fighting the ban. Six different Memphis attorneys agreed to join forces, and in midafternoon they went to the Lorraine to meet their new client. King told the lawyers it was essential that the second march be completely peaceful. The most senior attorney, Lucius Burch, asked King what his feelings were about the restraining order, and he responded that he intended to proceed with the Monday march whether or not the ban was rescinded. The lawyers suggested seeking a modification of Brown's ban to allow a limited and tightly disciplined march. That way King could avoid violating the edict and maximize his chances of keeping the protest totally nonviolent. King endorsed the recommendation, and they agreed to go into Brown's court the next morning to seek changes in the order. King was impressed with Burch, and hopeful that the strategy would ensure a successful Monday protest, but he told one newsman he would go ahead with the march whether or not the court order was modified.49

After supper in the Lorraine dining room, King joined his SCLC colleagues to hear the Invaders' case for why SCLC should give them funds in exchange for their assistance with Monday's march. Several of King's aides had little tolerance for a proposal that amounted to little more than
blackmail, but King accorded the youths a respectful hearing. James Orange spoke in support of the Invaders' community-organizing plans, and King responded positively to their proposals. He explained that although SCLC did not have funds to finance their project, he would make some phone calls to organizations that might. King also promised to have Andrew Young sit down with Cabbage and prepare a proposal describing their ideas. He emphasized how important their peaceful cooperation in Monday's march would be. He spoke of how he appreciated their past difficulties with the adult leadership, and asked that they trust his commitment that that treatment would not recur and that SCLC would work with them on their plans. The youths understood the terms, and accepted the exchange. "I think what he was trying to do," one Invader explained later, "was to eliminate the possibility of our disrupting the march."

After the meeting King phoned Coretta to say that it had been a good day, then called New York to chat with Marian Logan. In the meantime, Ralph Abernathy left to speak at a mass meeting at the huge Mason Temple. The rainy weather would make for a modest crowd, and there was no need for King to leave himself open to unflattering press comments about his popularity when he could just as well get some rest. Abernathy found hardly two thousand people waiting in the sanctuary which two weeks earlier had held seven times that number to hear King. However, Abernathy sensed that the crowd was disappointed to see him appear without King, and he phoned King at the Lorraine to ask him to come over. When King arrived, Abernathy stepped to the podium and launched into a lengthy introduction of his old friend. Then King stepped forward and, as the angry weather rattled the windows, told his listeners that the Memphis movement would go forward, federal court or no federal court. "We aren't going to let any injunction turn us around." He talked about how everyone ought to boycott the products of firms with unsatisfactory black employment records, and then related the parable of the Good Samaritan. He recounted his stabbing in the Harlem department store ten years earlier, how the letter-opener's blade had come so close to killing him that the doctors had said even a sneeze might have been fatal, and how he had never forgotten that one get-well letter from a schoolchild in suburban New York saying she was glad King had not sneezed.

And I want to say tonight, I want to say tonight that I too am happy that I didn't sneeze. Because if I had sneezed, I wouldn't have been around here in 1960, when students all over the South started sitting-in at lunch counters. And I knew as they were sitting in, they were really standing up for the best in the American dream, and taking the whole nation back to those great wells of democracy which were dug deep by the founding fathers in the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution.
If I had sneezed, I wouldn't have been around here in 1961, when we decided to take a ride for freedom, and ended segregation in interstate travel.

If I had sneezed, I wouldn't have been around in 1962, when Negroes in Albany, Georgia, decided to straighten their backs up. And whenever men and women straighten their backs up, they are going somewhere, because a man can't ride your back unless it is bent.

If I had sneezed, I wouldn't have been around here in 1963, when the black people of Birmingham, Alabama, aroused the conscience of this nation and brought into being the civil rights bill.

If I had sneezed, I wouldn't have had the chance later that year, in August, to try to tell America about a dream that I had had.

If I had sneezed, I wouldn't have been down in Selma, Alabama, to see the great movement there.

If I had sneezed, I wouldn't have been in Memphis to see a great community rally around those brothers and sisters who are suffering.

I'm so happy that I didn't sneeze . . . .

Now it doesn't matter now. It really doesn't matter what happens now.

He told about the bomb threat on his plane that morning, and alluded to the rumors that some in Memphis were threatening him too.

Well, I don't know what will happen now. We've got some difficult days ahead. But it really doesn't matter with me now, because I've been to the mountaintop. And I don't mind. Like anybody, I would like to live a long life. Longevity has its place. But I'm not concerned about that now. I just want to do God's will. And He's allowed me to go up to the mountain, and I've looked over, and I've seen the promised land. I may not get there with you. But I want you to know tonight, that we, as a people will get to the promised land. And so I'm happy tonight. I'm not worried about anything. I'm not fearing any man. Mine eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord.

Sweat streaming from his brow, and his eyes watering heavily, King moved to his seat. Some thought him so overcome by emotion that he was crying, and even Abernathy and Andrew Young, who had heard King deliver essentially the same peroration on other occasions, mused that tonight he had gone beyond the maudlin to the morbid. Young knew from experience that King would relate the stabbing story whenever he was preoccupied with death, but this evening, after the rally concluded, he seemed refreshed rather than gloomy. "He was very happy and relaxed," Abernathy said in recalling King's mood as they had gone off to a late dinner at Benjamin Hooks's home before returning to the Lorraine in the wee hours of the morning. There King discovered that his brother, A.D., and several friends had arrived from Louisville. He chatted and joked with them until dawn before finally going to bed and sleeping until almost noon.
Amid rumors that SCLC was looking for a way out of the Monday march, and other reports that the Memphis effort would force a postponement of the Washington campaign’s April 22 kickoff, the COME strategy committee met late Wednesday night to discuss both the legal challenge to the court order and SCLC’s negotiations with the Invaders. The lawyers were up late preparing for what would be an all-day court session, and back at the Lorraine several Invaders got into a heated exchange with some SCLC staff members about their demands for money. A number of Invaders had been hanging out in rooms at the motel, rooms they could not afford, in order to avoid police harassment. The late-night wrangling finally ended when SCLC agreed to pick up some of the Invaders’ motel bills.51

Thursday morning Andrew Young and Jim Lawson headed to federal court long before King awoke. Longtime SCLC attorney Chauncey Eskridge had flown in and joined Burch’s team, and both Lawson and Young took the stand to testify in support of SCLC’s motion that Judge Brown approve a tightly disciplined Monday march. Back at the Lorraine, King convened a meeting of other SCLC staffers where the talk turned to whether the Invaders could really be trusted not to disrupt Monday’s protest. King’s attitude was “grim and businesslike,” Abernathy said later in recalling how weary he had appeared. “He was still terribly depressed,” Bernard Lee explained. “He had a great deal of anxiety” about how the Memphis march would come out, but insisted that fear could not deter them. “I’d rather be dead than afraid. You’ve got to get over being afraid of death,” he stressed to his aides.

When the discussion came back to the Invaders, Hosea Williams mentioned his previous recommendation that Charles Cabbage be hired as a field-worker. King, who knew that Cabbage had no commitment to nonviolence, erupted at Williams much as he had at Rutherford two months earlier. “Hosea, no one should be on our payroll that accepts violence as a means of social change. The only way to have a world at peace is through nonviolence.” Williams backed off, and the meeting broke up. King phoned Atlanta to let Ebenezer know the title of his Sunday sermon—“Why America May Go to Hell”—and made several other calls before joining his brother in A.D.’s first-floor room. Together they telephoned Mama King and talked for almost an hour. Then Abernathy joined the two brothers as they watched the early local news on television and waited for word from Young about what had transpired in court.52

King was irritated that the entire day had passed without any news from Young, but the hearing ran late and afterward Judge Brown summoned the attorneys to a private session in his chambers. Brown told Burch and Eskridge that he would approve a circumscribed Monday march, with details to be worked out Friday, but Young had little chance to relate those developments when he got back to the Lorraine and located King:
He immediately started fussing in a kind of joking way about "why don't you call and let me know what’s going on? We're sitting here all day long waiting to hear from you and you didn't call"—and he picked up a pillow and threw it at me. And I threw it back, and we ended up with five or six of us in a pillow fight.

"Occasionally he would get in those kinds of hilarious moods," Young remembered.

Then Young briefed King on the day's developments. A few minutes later Eskridge returned from the courthouse to report on the private conference with Judge Brown, and King, nodding at the TV set, said, "Now we can get the straight news; we don't have to look at television." Eskridge described the judge's commitment to modify his order and allow the Monday march, and King was pleased. Then, with the hour fast approaching six, King told his friends it was time to get dressed for dinner, for Billy Kyles had invited them all to a soul food supper.

King and Abernathy walked upstairs to their second-story room. King shaved, an awkward and time-consuming process for a man whose sensitive skin forced him to use a distasteful smelling depilatory powder called "Magic Shave" rather than a razor. Abernathy talked about the difficulty he was having in scheduling a revival-week speaker for his Atlanta church at a time that would not conflict with the Poor People's Campaign. King offered to telephone a New Orleans pastor to ask him to help Abernathy out. Billy Kyles knocked at the door, encouraging them to hurry along, and King struggled to button the collar of a tight shirt as Kyles teased him about how he was getting fat. They bantered on as King found a larger shirt and started searching for his tie. Kyles urged them along, and King, finished with his tie, stepped out onto the second-floor balcony as Abernathy applied some cologne. Down in the courtyard, some eight feet below, waited the white Cadillac that a Memphis funeral home always loaned King when he was in town. Its driver, Solomon Jones, Jr., stood beside it, with Young, Eskridge, Bevel, Jackson, and Williams all waiting to leave. Kyles stood beside King on the balcony, extending greetings to Eskridge. Jackson called up to King to introduce a Chicago band member, and Jones interjected that King ought to get a topcoat, for the air was getting chill. "O.K.,” King replied, and Kyles turned to head downstairs. He had gone only a few steps when the loud report—a car backfire, some thought—echoed through the courtyard. Young and some others instinctively took cover near the limousine. Simultaneously, Kyles on the balcony and Abernathy inside the motel room realized that the sound was not a backfire but a rifle shot. Kyles turned. He could see King's body prone on the balcony floor, his feet extending to the lower rail. Abernathy could see King from the motel room door. He stepped out, bent over, and saw the gaping wound in King's right jaw. He patted King on the left cheek, and saw his eyes
move toward him. “Martin, Martin, this is Ralph. Do you hear me? This is Ralph.” It seemed as if King could hear him, as if his lips moved in a futile attempt to respond. Andrew Young rushed up and felt King’s wrist for a pulse. He thought he could detect a faint one, but a glance at King’s shattered jaw showed blood pulsing from the ugly wound. Someone placed a towel under King’s head, with part of it reaching up to cover the injury. Kyles tried to summon an ambulance from the phone in King’s room, but the motel switchboard did not respond. A policeman appeared in the courtyard and said one was on its way. Kyles took one of the orange bedspreads from the room and draped it over King’s body. Abernathy knelt beside him, asking his old friend if he could hear him. Kyles looked down and thought he could see the color of King’s complexion change right before his eyes. He turned away and sobbed.
"By idolizing those whom we honor," writes black educator Charles Willie, one of King’s Morehouse classmates, "we do a disservice both to them and to ourselves. By exalting the accomplishments of Martin Luther King, Jr., into a legendary tale that is annually told, we fail to recognize his humanity—his personal and public struggles—that are similar to yours and mine. By idolizing those whom we honor, we fail to realize that we could go and do likewise."

“You have a tendency to romanticize,” Yolanda King notes, “when you’re looking back on it.” Andrew Young states that “I think it’s time to tell it all now,” and Christine Farris, King’s sister, says she wants to “help to demythologize one of our heroes.” “My brother,” she emphasizes, “was no saint,” but “an average and ordinary man.” Indeed, many of King’s colleagues worry, as Vincent Harding puts it, that people today are turning King into a “rather smoothed-off, respectable national hero” whose comfortable, present-day image bears little resemblance to the human King or to the political King of 1965–1968. Hosea Williams says it bluntly: “There is a definite effort on the part of America to change Martin Luther King, Jr., from what he really was all about—to make him the Uncle Tom of the century. In my mind, he was the militant of the century.”

Ella Baker aptly articulates the most crucial point, the central fact of his life which Martin King realized from December 5 in Montgomery until April 4 in Memphis: “The movement made Martin rather than Martin making the movement.” As Diane Nash says, “If people think that it was Martin Luther King’s movement, then today they—young people—are more likely to say, ‘gosh, I wish we had a Martin Luther King here today to lead us.’ . . . If people knew how that movement started, then the question they would ask themselves is, ‘What can I do?’”1
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Nixon, E. D. Norman Lumpkin, 4/11/73, Montgomery, Ala., ACHE.
Nixon, E. D. Milton Viorst, Fall 1974, Montgomery, Ala., MSRC.
Nixon, E. D. Frank Adams, 2/25/81, Montgomery, Ala., HC.
Nixon, E. D. Eliot Wigginton, 7/9/81, Montgomery, Ala., HC.
Nixon, E. D. Worth Long, 8/20/83, Montgomery, Ala.
Norman, David. Scott Rafferty, 11/19/75, Washington, D.C., JFKL.
O’Boyle, Patrick. Katherine Shannon, 10/30/67, Washington, D.C., MSRC.
Offenburger, Thomas. Katherine Shannon, 7/2/68, Washington, D.C., MSRC.
Offenburger, Thomas. Charles Fager, 2/4/71, Atlanta, Ga., HU.
Offenburger, Thomas. Garrow, 12/9/83, Atlanta, Ga.
Offenburger, Thomas. John LaCrosse, 2/20/85, Atlanta, Ga.
Oliver, C. Herbert. Garrow, 3/28/80, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Orange, James. Katherine Shannon, 7/17/68, Washington, D.C., MSRC.
Orange, James. Garrow, 12/8/83, Atlanta, Ga.
Orange, James. Mary Brown, 11/18/85, Atlanta, Ga.
Page, Marion, E. D. Hamilton, C. W. King & B. F. Cochran. n.i., 7/13/67, Albany, Ga., KC.
Page, Marion. Stanley Smith, 8/68, Albany, Ga., MSRC.
Parks, Rosa. Myles Horton, 3/3–4/56, Monteagle, Tenn., HJ, SCPC.
Parks, Rosa. Marcia Greenlee, 8/22–23/78, Detroit, Mich., BWOHP.
Parks, Rosa. Eliot Wigginton & Sue Thrasher, 6/19/81, New Market, Tenn., HC.
Patterson, Gilbert. Joan Beifuss & Modeane Thompson, 6/4/68, Memphis, Tenn., MSU.
Patterson, J. O., Jr. Joan Beifuss & David Yellin, 9/11/68, Memphis, Tenn., MSU.
Patterson, John. Blackside, 2/17/86, Montgomery, Ala.
Pierce, James E. Norman Lumpkin, 4/23/73, Montgomery, Ala., ACHE.
Pitcher, Al. Garrow, 2/22/84, Chicago, Ill.
Pleasure, Mose. Garrow, 10/2/85, Memphis, Tenn.
Pope, Roslyn (Walker). David Lewis, 8/68, Atlanta, Ga.
Porter, John Thomas. Mary Brown, 10/21/85, Birmingham, Ala.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Last Name</th>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powell, Dan</td>
<td>Arvil Adams</td>
<td>6/11/69</td>
<td>Memphis, Tenn.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powell, Dan</td>
<td>Joan Beifuss &amp; Carol Lynn Yellin</td>
<td>11/19/71</td>
<td>Memphis, Tenn., MSU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prinz, Joachim</td>
<td>Will Leventhal</td>
<td>7/12/75</td>
<td>n.p., KC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pritchett, Laurie</td>
<td>James Reston, Jr.</td>
<td>4/23/76</td>
<td>Southmont, N.C., UNC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pritchett, Laurie</td>
<td>John Ricks</td>
<td>8/81</td>
<td>Southmont, N.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pritchett, Laurie</td>
<td>Garrow</td>
<td>5/10/82</td>
<td>Southmont, N.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pritchett, Laurie</td>
<td>Blackside</td>
<td>11/7/85</td>
<td>Atlanta, Ga.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proctor, Emmett</td>
<td>Mary Brown</td>
<td>11/7/85</td>
<td>Atlanta, Ga.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pryor, Downing</td>
<td>Anne Trotter, Carol Lynn Yellin &amp; Ed Angus</td>
<td>5/8/68</td>
<td>Memphis, Tenn., MSU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pryor, Downing</td>
<td>James Mosby</td>
<td>7/11/68</td>
<td>Memphis, Tenn., MSRC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph, A. Philip</td>
<td>Robert Martin</td>
<td>1/14/69</td>
<td>New York, N.Y., MSRC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rauh, Joseph L.</td>
<td>Anne Romaine</td>
<td>6/16/67</td>
<td>Washington, D.C., SHSW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rauh, Joseph L.</td>
<td>Katherine Shannon</td>
<td>8/28/67</td>
<td>Washington, D.C., MSRC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rauh, Joseph L.</td>
<td>Paige Mulhollan</td>
<td>7/30, 8/1 &amp; 8/69</td>
<td>Washington, D.C., LBJL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rauh, Joseph L.</td>
<td>Garrow</td>
<td>6/6/84</td>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rauh, Joseph L.</td>
<td>Blackside</td>
<td>10/30/85</td>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reagon, Bernice</td>
<td>Blackside</td>
<td>1/23/86</td>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redden, Idessa Williams</td>
<td>Worth Long</td>
<td>8/19/83</td>
<td>Montgomery, Ala.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redden, Idessa Williams</td>
<td>Mary Brown</td>
<td>11/14/85</td>
<td>Montgomery, Ala.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reed, L. C.</td>
<td>Bill Thomas</td>
<td>7/15/68</td>
<td>Memphis, Tenn., MSU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reese, Frederick D.</td>
<td>Stanley Smith</td>
<td>8/68, Selma, Ala.</td>
<td></td>
<td>MSRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reese, Frederick D.</td>
<td>Larry Vasser</td>
<td>3/13/78</td>
<td>Selma, Ala., AHC-BPLA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reese, Frederick D.</td>
<td>Garrow</td>
<td>5/11/79</td>
<td>Selma, Ala.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reese, Frederick D.</td>
<td>Blackside</td>
<td>12/5/85</td>
<td>Selma, Ala.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid, McCann L.</td>
<td>James Mosby</td>
<td>7/13/68</td>
<td>Memphis, Tenn., MSRC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid, Milton</td>
<td>Garrow</td>
<td>8/6/84</td>
<td>Norfolk, Va.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds, Bernard</td>
<td>Garrow</td>
<td>5/10/79</td>
<td>Selma, Ala.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds, James</td>
<td>Arvil Adams</td>
<td>6/9/69</td>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds, James</td>
<td>Joe Frantz</td>
<td>10/1/70</td>
<td>Washington, D.C., LBJL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds, James</td>
<td>David &amp; Carol Lynn Yellin</td>
<td>2/4/72</td>
<td>Washington, D.C., MSU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice, Thehma</td>
<td>Norman Lumpkin</td>
<td>8/22/73</td>
<td>Montgomery, Ala., ACHE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricks, Willie</td>
<td>Clayborne Carson</td>
<td>5/10/76</td>
<td>Stanford, Cal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson, Bernice</td>
<td>Sue Thrasher &amp; Eliot Wigginton</td>
<td>11/9/80</td>
<td>Charleston, S.C., HC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson, Cleveland</td>
<td>Garrow</td>
<td>7/6/83</td>
<td>New York, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson, Jo Ann G.</td>
<td>Garrow</td>
<td>4/5/84</td>
<td>Los Angeles, Cal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogers, Cornish</td>
<td>Garrow</td>
<td>12/11/84</td>
<td>Chicago, Ill.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roos, Stephen A.</td>
<td>Garrow</td>
<td>5/14/82</td>
<td>Albany, Ga.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose, Don</td>
<td>Garrow</td>
<td>7/29/83</td>
<td>Chicago, Ill.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rustin, Bayard</td>
<td>T. H. Baker</td>
<td>6/17 &amp; 30/69</td>
<td>New York, N.Y., LBJL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rustin, Bayard</td>
<td>James Mosby</td>
<td>2/13/70</td>
<td>New York, N.Y., MSRC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rustin, Bayard</td>
<td>Peter Joseph</td>
<td>5/28/71</td>
<td>New York, N.Y., CU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rustin, Bayard</td>
<td>Milton Viorst</td>
<td>5/30 &amp; 6/4/74 &amp; 4/19/76</td>
<td>New York, N.Y., MSRC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rustin, Bayard</td>
<td>Will Leventhal</td>
<td>7/17/75</td>
<td>New York, N.Y., KC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rustin, Bayard. Garrow, 4/22/82, New York, N.Y.
Rustin, Bayard. Dennis Dickerson, 1/11/84, New York, N.Y.
Rutherford, William A. Garrow, 2/25/82, Washington, D.C.
Rutledge, James C. Garrow, 3/15/79, Selma, Ala.
Sampson, Albert R. Katherine Shannon, 7/8/68, Washington, D.C., MSRC.
Sampson, Albert R. Joan Beifuss, Tom Beckner & Bill Thomas, 8/15/68, Memphis, Tenn., MSU.
Saunders, Robert W. Garrow, 1/12/84, Tampa, Fla.
Schneider, Charles. James Mosby, 7/12/68, Memphis, Tenn., MSRC.
Schwarzschild, Henry. Garrow, 11/19/85, New York, N.Y.
Scott, C. A. David Lewis, 8/68, Atlanta, Ga.
Scott, C. A. Judy Barton, 3/1/72, Atlanta, Ga., KC.
Scott, C. A. Mary Ellen Slaughter, 5/6/76, Atlanta, Ga., APL.
Searles, A. C. John Ricks, 6/15/81, Albany, Ga.
Searles, A. C. Garrow, 5/14/82, Albany, Ga.
Seay, Solomon S., Sr. Judy Barton, 1/26/72, Montgomery, Ala., KC.
Seay, Solomon S., Sr. Worth Long, 8/19/83, Montgomery, Ala.
Seay, Solomon S., Sr. Garrow, 8/21/85, Montgomery, Ala.
Seay, Solomon, Jr. Robert Wright, 8/2/68, Montgomery, Ala., MSRC.
Seigenthaler, John. Robert Campbell, 7/10/68, Nashville, Tenn., MSRC.
Sellers, Cleveland. Garrow, 8/5/84, Greensboro, N.C.
Shelley, Joseph A. A. G. Heinsohn, 8/64, St. Augustine, Fla., UF.
Shelley, Joseph A. David Colburn, 9/6/77, St. Augustine, Fla., UF.
Sherrod, Charles. Garrow, 4/7/82, Albany, Ga.
Sherrod, Charles. Blackside, 12/20/85, Atlanta, Ga.
Shores, Arthur D. Blackside, 11/1/85, Birmingham, Ala.
Shows, Jack. Garrow, 8/22/85, Montgomery, Ala.
Shuttlesworth, Fred. James Mosby, 9/68, Cincinnati, Ohio, MSRC.
Shuttlesworth, Fred. Dorie Ladner, 11/19/69 & 3/19/70, Cincinnati, Ohio, KC.
Shuttlesworth, Fred. David Colburn, 9/13/78, Atlanta, Ga., UF.
Shuttlesworth, Fred. Garrow, 2/23/84, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Shuttlesworth, Fred. Blackside, 11/7/85, Atlanta, Ga.
Shuttlesworth, Fred. Mary Brown, 11/17/85, Birmingham, Ala.
Simpson, Bryan. David Colburn, 5/24/77, Jacksonville, Fla., UF.
Smiley, Glenn. Katherine Shannon, 9/12/67, Nyack, N.Y., MSRC.
Smiley, Richmond. Judy Barton, 1/27/72, Montgomery, Ala., KC.
Smith, Kelly Miller. John Britton, 12/22/67, Nashville, Tenn., MSRC.
Smith, Kelly Miller. Judy Barton, 4/21/72, Nashville, Tenn., KC.
Smith, Kelly Miller. Steve Hill, 2/10/84, Nashville, Tenn.
Smith, Kenneth. Garrow, 1/31/86, Rochester, N.Y.
Smith, Maxine. Joan Beifuss & Bill Thomas, 6/13/68, Memphis, Tenn., MSU.
Smith, Maxine. James Mosby, 7/11/68, Memphis, Tenn., MSRC.
Smith, Maxine. Craig Leake, 3/71, Memphis, Tenn., MSU.
Smith, Nelson H. Mary Brown, 10/27/85, Birmingham, Ala.
Smitherman, Joseph T. Garrow, 3/13 & 15/79, Selma, Ala.
Smitherman, Joseph T. Blackside, 12/5/85, Selma, Ala.
Speed, Daniel B. Jack Ice, 7/7/78, Tallahassee, Fla., FSU.
Spence, John. Bill Thomas & David Yellin, 6/16/68, Memphis, Tenn., MSU.
Spock, Benjamin. Garrow, 12/2/84, New York, N.Y.
Starks, Henry. Joan Beifuss & Judy Schulz, 7/31/68, Memphis, Tenn., MSU.
Steele, C. K. Jack Ice, 1/26 & 2/16/78, Tallahassee, Fla., FSU.
Stein, William S. Garrow, 4/7/84, Santa Monica, Cal.
Stewart, Francis E. Garrow, 3/29/84, Atlanta, Ga.
Stoner, J. B. Edward Kallal, 4/6/76, Jacksonville, Fla., UF.
Stoner, J. B. Garrow, 9/7/79, Marietta, Ga.
Sugarmon, Russell. Clayton Braddock, 5/25/68, Memphis, Tenn., MSRC.
Sugarmon, Russell. Joan Beifuss & David & Carol Lynn Yellin, 4/22/69, Memphis, Tenn., MSU.
Sullivan, William C. Arthur Schlesinger, 7/26/76, Sugar Hill, N.H.
Swan, Dana. Garrow, 1/14/84, Atlanta, Ga.
Sweat, Joe. Joan Beifuss & David Yellin, 3/21/70, Memphis, Tenn., MSU.
Taylor, Calvin. Bill Thomas & Jerry Viar, 8/17/68, Memphis, Tenn., MSU.
Taylor, Gardner C. Garrow, 11/2/84, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Thomas, Alfreda Dean. Judy Barton, 1/27/72, Montgomery, Ala., KC.
Tillman, N. P. Donald Smith, 12/4/63, Atlanta, Ga., SHSW.
Tillow, Walter. Anne Romaine, 9/4/66, Knoxville, Tenn. SHSW.
Todd, Thomas. David Yellin & William Sater, 6/5/68, Memphis, Tenn., MSU.
Turner, Albert. Garrow, 8/20/85, Selma, Ala.
Turner, Jesse. Anne Trotter & David Yellin, 5/29/68, Memphis, Tenn., MSU.
Turner, Jesse. James Mosby, 7/11/68, Memphis, Tenn., MSRC.
Turner, Jesse. Craig Leake, 3/71, Memphis, Tenn., MSU.
Twine, Henry. David Colburn, 9/19/77, St. Augustine, Fla., UF.
Twine, Henry. Karen Harvey, 5/13/81, St. Augustine, Fla., UF.
Upchurch, Hamilton. David Colburn, 1/25/78, St. Augustine, Fla., UF.
Valenti, Jack. Joe Frantz, 10/18/69, Washington, D.C., LBJL.
Valeriani, Richard. Blackside, 12/10/85, New York, N.Y.
Vann, David. Garrow, 8/16/85, Birmingham, Ala.
Vann, David. Blackside, 11/1/85, Birmingham, Ala.
Vivian, C. T. Vincent Browne, 2/20/68, Chicago, Ill., MSRC.
Vivian, C. T. Anne Braden, 2/25 & 3/10–11/81, Atlanta, Ga., HC.
Vorspan, Albert. Katherine Shannon, 12/19/67, New York, N.Y., MSRC.
Wachtel, Harry. Garrow, 12/19/78, & 1/24 & 2/26/80, New York, N.Y.
Walker, Wyatt T. Donald Smith, 12/63, Atlanta, Ga., SHSW.
Walker, Wyatt T. John Britton, 10/11/67, New York, N.Y., MSRC.
Walker, Wyatt T. Garrow, 4/18/80, New York, N.Y.
Walker, Wyatt T. Blackside, n.d., New York, N.Y.
Wallace, David. Garrow, 3/26/86, Memphis, Tenn. (phone)
Wallace, George C. Blackside, 3/10/86, Montgomery, Ala.
Warren, Dan R. David Colburn, 12/19/78, Daytona Beach, Fla., UF.
Warren, Dan R. Garrow, 9/4/85, Daytona Beach, Fla.
Wax, James. Selma Lewis & William Sater, 5/68, Memphis, Tenn., MSU
Weintraub, Sam. Bill Thomas & David Yellin, 9/1/68, Memphis, Tenn., MSU.
Wells, Samuel B. John Ricks, 9/8/83, Atlanta, Ga.
Wells, Samuel B. Garrow, 9/6/85, Atlanta, Ga.
West, Irene. Judy Barton, 1/26/72, Montgomery, Ala., KC.
White, Lee C. Joe Frantz, 9/28/70, 2/18, 3/2-3 & 11/2/71, Washington, D.C., LBJL.
White, Lee C. Garrow, 3/10/84, Washington, D.C.
Wilkins, Roger. Katherine Shannon, 8/14/67, Washington, D.C., MSRC.
Wilkins, Roger. Garrow, 3/9/84, Washington, D.C.
Wilkins, Roy. David Lewis, 11/68, New York, N.Y.
Wilkins, Roy. T. H. Baker, 4/1/69, New York, N.Y., LBJL.
Wilkins, Roy. Joan Beifuss, David & Carol Lynn Yellin, 4/18/73, Memphis, Tenn., MSU.
Wilkins, Roy. Milton Viorst, 5/29/74, New York, N.Y., MSRC.
Williams, Clarence. Charles Fager, 1/13/71, Selma, Ala., HU.
Williams, Hosea. Project South, Summer 1965, Atlanta, Ga., SU.
Williams, Hosea. Will Leventhal, 10/21/74 & 7/23/75, Atlanta, Ga., KC.
Williams, Hosea. Feay Shellman & Fred Baldwin, 3/13/83, Savannah, Ga., TA.
Williams, Hosea. Feay Shellman, 6/10/83, Atlanta, Ga., TA.
Williams, Hosea. Garrow, 12/9/83, Atlanta, Ga.
Williams, Kale. Garrow, 7/29/83, Chicago, Ill.
Williams, Larry H. Garrow, 1/24/86, Atlanta, Ga.
Williams, Robert. Garrow, 8/22/85, Montgomery, Ala.
Williams, Roscoe & Mary Lucy. Judy Barton, 1/26/72, Montgomery, Ala., KC.
Williams, Samuel W. David Lewis, 8/68, Atlanta, Ga.
Williams, Willie A. Vincent Fort, 5/83, Atlanta, Ga.
Willie, Charles V. Garrow, 7/30/85, Cambridge, Mass.
Wilmore, Jacques. Bill Thomas, David & Carol Lynn Yellin, 6/12/68, Memphis, Tenn., MSU.
Windham, Katherine T. Garrow, 5/10/79, Selma, Ala.
Wise, Stanley. Richard Brasch, 4/10/82, Atlanta, Ga., KC.
Wofford, Harris. Berl Bernhard, 11/29/65, Washington, D.C., JFKL.
Wofford, Harris. Blackside 10/31/85, Washington, D.C.
Wood, Marcus G. Garrow, 1/27/86, Baltimore, Md.
Woods, Abraham. Addie Pugh, 10/28/75, Birmingham, Ala., UAB.
Wurf, Jerry. James Mosby, 10/21/68, Washington, D.C., MSRC.
Wurf, Jerry. David & Carol Lynn Yellin, 2/3/72, Washington, D.C., MSU.
Yates, Clayton R. David Lewis, 8/68, Atlanta, Ga.
Young, Andrew. Katherine Shannon, 7/16/68, Washington, D.C., MSRC.
Young, Andrew. T. H. Baker, 6/18/70, Atlanta, Ga., LBJL.
Young, Andrew. Nick Kotz, ca. 1973, Washington, D.C., SHSW.
Young, Andrew. Nick & Mary Lynn Kotz, n.d., Washington, D.C., SHSW.
Young, Andrew. Milton Viorst, 5/1/75, Washington, D.C., MSRC.
Young, Andrew. Eliot Wigginton, 7/8/81, Atlanta, Ga., HC.
Young, Andrew. Garrow, 7/27/82, Atlanta, Ga.
Young, Andrew. Feay Shellman, 6/10/83, Atlanta, Ga., TA.
Young, Andrew. Blackside, 10/11/85, New York, N.Y.
Young, Andrew. Mary Brown, 11/19/85, Atlanta, Ga.
Young, Whitney M. T. H. Baker, 6/18/69, New Rochelle, N.Y., LBJL.
Young, Whitney M. Robert Wright, 5/5 & 6/22/70, New York, N.Y., MSRC.
Television Transcripts/Videotape Interviews


“Black Power, White Backlash.” CBS Reports, with Mike Wallace; Leslie Midgley, executive producer; 9/27/66. MSRC.


“Selma—The City and the Symbol.” CBS documentary, with Alexander Kendrick; Leslie Midgley, executive producer; 3/21/65. MSRC.

“Showdown in Alabama.” David Susskind's Open End; 4/25/65. KC.

“Some Friends of Martin Luther King.” CBS News, with Charles Kuralt; Burton Benjamin, executive producer; 4/7/68. MSRC.

“The March in Mississippi.” CBS documentary, with John Hart & Harry Reasoner; Leslie Midgley, executive producer; 6/26/66. MSRC.

SCOPE Orientation Transcripts, 6/14–6/18/65, Project South Collection, Stanford University Archives.

King Center Oral History Videotapes, 11/12–13/73, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mich., KC.

Newspapers

AA Afro-American
AC Atlanta Constitution
ADW Atlanta Daily World
AG Arkansas Gazette (Little Rock)
AH Albany Herald (Georgia)
AI Atlanta Inquirer
AJ Atlanta Journal
AJC Atlanta Journal-Constitution (Sunday)
AaJ Alabama Journal (Montgomery)
AM Athens Messenger (Ohio)
AN Amsterdam News (New York)
AT Alabama Tribune (Montgomery)
AUC Augusta Chronicle (Georgia)
BG Boston Globe
BH Boston Herald
BN Birmingham News
BPH Birmingham Post-Herald
BS Baltimore Sun
BW Birmingham World
CA Chicago American
CCP Cleveland Call & Post
CD Chicago Defender
CDN Chicago Daily News
CE Cincinnati Enquirer
CG Charleston Gazette (West Virginia)
CHT Chattanooga Times
CHW Chapel Hill Weekly
CNC Charleston News & Courier (South Carolina)
CO Charlotte Observer
CP Cleveland Press
CPD Cleveland Plain Dealer
CPTS Cincinnati Post & Times-Star
CSM Christian Science Monitor
CST Chicago Sun-Times
CT Chicago Tribune
DBEN Daytona Beach Evening News
SFC  San Francisco Chronicle
SFE  San Francisco Examiner
SJS  San Juan Star
SLA  St. Louis Argus
SLGD St. Louis Globe-Democrat
STPD St. Louis Post-Dispatch
SMN Savannah Morning News
STJ Selma Times-Journal
SU Springfield Union
   (Massachusetts)
SWG Southwest Georgian
   (Albany)
TDT Tampa Daily Times
TN Tuscaloosa News (Alabama)
TSD Tri-State Defender
   (Memphis)
WLN Washington Daily News
WES Washington Evening Star
WISJ Wisconsin State Journal
   (Madison)
WJ Winston-Salem Journal
WP Washington Post
WSJ Wall Street Journal
WSS Winston-Salem Sentinel

Periodicals

ACHR  [Alabama Council on Human Relations] Newsletter
America
Atlantic
CCCO  [Coordinating Council of Community Organizations]
   Newsletter
Christian Century
Christianity & Crisis
Christianity Today
Commentary
Commonweal
Community
CORElator
Correspondent
Crisis
Crusader
Dexter Echo
Dissent

Ebony
Economist
Fellowship
Freedomways
Gandhi Marg
Harper's
Integrated Education
Jet
Liberation
Liberator
Life
Look
MIA  [Montgomery Improvement Association] Newsletter
Militant
Mobilizer
Movement
Nation
National Guardian
National Review
Negro Digest
New America
New Leader
New Republic
New South
New Yorker
New York Review of Books
Newsweek
North & South
Presbyterian Life
Progressive
Ramparts
Renewal
Reporter
Saturday Evening Post
Saturday Review
SCLC  [Southern Christian Leadership Conference]
   Newsletter
Sepia
Soul Force
Southern Courier
Southern Education Reporting
   Service
Southern Patriot
Southern School News
Papers and Archival Collections

Inez Adams Files, Amistad Research Center, New Orleans, La.
Alabama Council on Human Relations Files, Birmingham Public Library Archives, Birmingham, Ala. (ACHR-BPLA)
Alabama Council on Human Relations Papers, Auburn, Ala. (ACHR)
Albany City Files, Albany, Ga. (ALB)
American Civil Liberties Union Papers, Mudd Library, Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. (ACLU)
American Friends Service Committee Papers, Philadelphia, Pa. (AFSC)
American Friends Service Committee (Chicago) Papers, University of Illinois at Chicago Library, Chicago, Ill.
Americans for Democratic Action Papers, State Historical Society, Madison, Wis. (ADA)
Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith Papers, Amistad Research Center, New Orleans, La. (ADL)
Claude A. Barnett Papers, Chicago Historical Society, Chicago, Ill. (CAB)
Berl Bernhard Papers, Kennedy Library, Boston, Mass.
James Bevel Files, University of Illinois at Chicago Library, Chicago, Ill.
Harry Boyte Papers, Perkins Library, Duke University, Durham, N.C.
Carl & Anne Braden Papers, State Historical Society, Madison, Wis.
Farris Bryant Papers, Florida State Archives, Tallahassee, Fla.
Chicago/CCCO Files, Horace Mann Bond Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
Chicago Conference on Religion & Race Papers, Chicago Historical Society, Chicago, Ill. (CCRR)
Chicago Sunday Evening Club Papers, Chicago Historical Society, Chicago, Ill. (CSEC)
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